
From: Francesca Perri
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 2:08:58 PM

Dear Governor,

Please sign SB 668 so that payers and recipients can move on with their lives in a happy and
productive manner. I happen to be in love with a man whose x makes 70k plus and he only
started making more money than her in the last few years of their marriage. She's educated and
has a profession where, if summers off weren't so appealing, she could make significantly
more.

Permanent alimony discourages the recipient from advancing in their career and remarrying
and it makes it difficult for the payee to remarry and save because the second wife is
considered second place in the eyes of Florida. Think of how many couples don't get married
and babies that do not get born. This law is anti family.

BTW this is not written out of jealousy but rather disgust for women who choose to hold
another person hostage. I am divorced and sought out a better job so that I can maintain myself
and not force another individual to be responsible.

If divorce is legal and marriages can end, why does either person have to continue to remain
obligated for eternity.

Thank you for your support! 

Sent from myMail for iOS



From: THOMAS NORTH
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: 2016 Alimony reform Please sign the bill
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 6:52:37 AM

Governor Rick Scott

Please support SB 668

I am writing at this time to urge you to vote in favor of Florida Alimony Reform SB
668. I have been paying $2500.00 in alimony for the last 6 years, and was ordered to
pay permanent alimony after a 14 year marriage. How does a 14 year Marriage justify
permanent Alimony. The ex-wife worked the whole time we were married. And has
worked full time since the divorce. She has made no attempt to rehabilitate herself
since the divorce. She has had 6 years to become self-sufficient, she has the
capability to make four times what she is making but has made no attempt. Because
Florida Law is one sided and does not require the recipient of Alimony to do anything
to become self-sufficient. She has told our children, the youngest who just turned 21,
why should I get remarried or better myself, when I am collecting all this money from
your dad. In my opinion, this is a very good reason that permanent alimony should be
eliminated. I understand the concept of rehabilitative alimony so that the former
spouses can better themselves, but this should only be for a certain number of years
and not permanent.
The result of awarding permanent alimony is preventing the paying party from moving
on with their life. I am self-employed with 1 employee I had to file bankruptcy and my
house was in foreclosure it is getting harder and harder to maintain my equipment
which in turn could very well put me out of business. Then where will the alimony
come from and what will I do for an income. Alimony recipients should have a certain
number of years to better themselves and become self- sufficient and end alimony.

Thank you very much for addressing this issue

Cordially,

Thomas North



From: Ward Kelley RN
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: 2016, SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 8:01:38 AM

From: Ward Kelley RN <wfkelley72@yahoo.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32796

Phone Number: 3215370219

Message Body: Please sign SB 668 into law. I was a victim of the current system, and this law would have protected
me in my divorce. I was using the federal aerospace workers grant to attend nursing school when I filed to divorce
my wife. She had an income and was able to hire a better attorney. I was unemployed and was forced to spend what
I had and go into debt. It was an uphill battle the whole way because I was a man. I had a huge burden of proof
where she had none. This was for both the divorce and child related matters. In the end, even with zero income and
over $10,000 in debt, I still had to pay child support while going through nursing school. Had the gender roles been
reversed, I would have received alimony, child support, child care, housing, food assistance, and other benefits. But
I didn't, because I am a man. I take ever last minute I can with my kids. They are my world, but I'm treated as a
pariah by the system. All I'm asking of you is to make the laws gender neutral in custody and child support matters.

Thank you for your service to our state and citizens,
Ward Kelley RN



From: S Seibert
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: ALIMONY REFORM AND SIGN SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:47:44 AM

Mr. Governor Rick Scott,
My husband currently pays alimony to his ex-wife, while she has their ADULT son living at home with his girlfriend
and 2 kids. Her son pays the mortgage in her home. Her father purchased the home for her. She works the same 2
jobs as she did when she was married to my husband. She has her own retirement and she lives better now that she
did when they were married. She is perfectly capable of working and does so. I don’t feel it is necessary to continue
alimony when she is fully adjusted and then some. My husband will not be able to retire due to alimony.
Please sign this bill into action so that we can finally have some closure and move on.
Respectfully yours,
Sherri Seibert
A/R Administrator
Thomas Lumber Co., Inc.
P 407-841-1250
F 407-648-1603



From: Mike Beall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: ALIMONY REFORM SIGN SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 3:57:07 PM

Gov. Scott,
Child Time sharing is a fair starting point for all families! Alimony is just another form of WELLFAIR!
Please SIGN SB 668!!

Mike Beall
MFP Seals
Branch Manager
Tampa FL
1-888-637-8672
mike.beall@mfpseals.com



From: Mike Beall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: ALIMONY REFORM****SUPPORT & SIGN SB 668!!!
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 3:54:35 PM

Gov. Scott,
SIGN SB 668!!! Please stop the corruption and lining the pockets of the lawyers at the expense of
Floridians, Alimony is nothing more than welfare!

Mike Beall
MFP Seals
Branch Manager
Tampa FL
1-888-637-8672
mike.beall@mfpseals.com



From: KAY JONES
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: ALIMONY SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 12:10:26 PM

From: KAY JONES <KAYFJONES@YAHOO.COM>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33406

Phone Number: 561-967-4629

Message Body: PLEASE DO NOT SIGN THIS ALIMONY BILL BECAUSE IT IS TOTALLY AGAINST
MOTHERS/WIVES AND FAVORS MEN DRASTICALLY. I WAS A CUSTODY EVALUATOR FOR THE
15TH JUDICIAL COURT AND KNOW FROM YEARS OF EXPERIENCE THAT MEN AND THEIR
ATTORNEYS FIGHT TO NOT GIVE MOTHERS/WIVES WHAT THEY NEED.  MEN WANT EQUAL TIME
SHARING JUST TO SAVE MONEY, BUT THEY WILL NOT AND DO NOT TAKE AN EQUAL SHARE OF
ACTUALLY BEING WITH THE CHILDREN. WOMEN ARE DISADVANTAGED BY STAYING HOME AND
CARING FOR THE HOME AND CHILDREN. THEY WILL NEVER BE ABLE TO GAIN IN THE WORK
PLACE AFTER BEING OUT FOR A PERIOD OF TIME AND THEIR SOCIAL SECURITY IS DRASTICALLY
LESS BECAUSE OF THIS.

PLEASE VETO THIS BILL.



From: KAY JONES
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: ALIMONY SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 12:10:27 PM

From: KAY JONES <KAYFJONES@YAHOO.COM>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33406

Phone Number: 561-967-4629

Message Body: PLEASE DO NOT SIGN THIS ALIMONY BILL BECAUSE IT IS TOTALLY AGAINST
MOTHERS/WIVES AND FAVORS MEN DRASTICALLY. I WAS A CUSTODY EVALUATOR FOR THE
15TH JUDICIAL COURT AND KNOW FROM YEARS OF EXPERIENCE THAT MEN AND THEIR
ATTORNEYS FIGHT TO NOT GIVE MOTHERS/WIVES WHAT THEY NEED.  MEN WANT EQUAL TIME
SHARING JUST TO SAVE MONEY, BUT THEY WILL NOT AND DO NOT TAKE AN EQUAL SHARE OF
ACTUALLY BEING WITH THE CHILDREN. WOMEN ARE DISADVANTAGED BY STAYING HOME AND
CARING FOR THE HOME AND CHILDREN. THEY WILL NEVER BE ABLE TO GAIN IN THE WORK
PLACE AFTER BEING OUT FOR A PERIOD OF TIME AND THEIR SOCIAL SECURITY IS DRASTICALLY
LESS BECAUSE OF THIS.

PLEASE VETO THIS BILL.



From: DONALD GRIFFIN
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: ALIMONY/ SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:37:00 AM

From: DONALD GRIFFIN <GRIF1960ISH@AOL.COM>

County: Hernando

Zip Code: 33597

Phone Number: 352 -583-0054

Message Body: Good morning Gov.Scott.  My name is Donald Griffin . I,am asking  for your surport in alimony
reform /sb 668 . I,ve been paying permant alimony to x-wife for 6 yrs. now . I,am in the middle of my case to have
my alimony modified/ stopped ! my x-wife has her boy friend living in her house all the time i,ve paid her alimony .
I have GREAT discovery that a supportive relationship is going on but it still seems theirs question in how the law
will protect me and my best interest ! Please consider that some changes are needed ! SB 668  THANK YOU !!



From: R. Haller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: APPROVE ALIMONY REFORM BILL 668 !!!
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 11:03:50 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am a dentist and registered voter in Pinellas County Florida. The current alimony reform bill
is NOT RETROACTIVE FOR ALIMONY OR CHILD SHARING. THE COURT WILL ALWAYS
FORMULATE A PARENTING PLAN FOR THE BEST INTEREST OF THE CHILD. THIS BILL DOESN'T
CHANGE THAT FACT! The premise of 50/50 is just the starting point with all evidence taken
into account to determine child’s best interest

I have been following the alimony reform and child custody reform bills. In my opinion this
reform is BADLY needed in Florida and I am strongly in favor of the bill presented to you. Good
fathers are not treated fairly and equally in our courts both from a financial and custody stand
point.

Although not perfect, the current bill will go a long way toward bringing some sanity to the
current chaos of alimony awards and permanent alimony. It is not normal for one person to
receive a lifetime annuity from another person in a divorce with no regard to retirement,
health, age, lifestyle change at retirement. If a marriage had not ended, even the most
successful couples plan a reduced lifestyle after retirement. In addition, it is similar to welfare
dependency with all the negative effects to a persons’ self-esteem and abilities when you
don’t have to care for yourself. Permanent alimony is bad for all, but is especially unfair to the
one paying permanent alimony.

While I favor a presumption of equal custody, that has been removed from the modified
version of SB 668. The current bill only begins with the premise that a minor child should
spend APPROXIMATELY equal amounts of time with each parent. Using this only as a starting
premise, the court shall formulate a parenting plan taking into account the best interest of the
child. This still allows for complete discretion on the part of the court.

Again, PLEASE APPROVE THIS BADLY NEEDED ALIMONY REFORM BILL!!!

Sincerely,

Dr. Robert Haller



From: R. Haller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: APPROVE ALIMONY REFORM BILL 668 !!!
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 11:36:11 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am a dentist and registered voter in Pinellas County Florida. The current alimony reform bill
is NOT RETROACTIVE FOR ALIMONY OR CHILD SHARING. THE COURT WILL ALWAYS
FORMULATE A PARENTING PLAN FOR THE BEST INTEREST OF THE CHILD. THIS BILL DOESN'T
CHANGE THAT FACT! The premise of 50/50 is just the starting point with all evidence taken
into account to determine child’s best interest

I have been following the alimony reform and child custody reform bills. In my opinion this
reform is BADLY needed in Florida and I am strongly in favor of the bill presented to you. Good
fathers are not treated fairly and equally in our courts both from a financial and custody stand
point.

Although not perfect, the current bill will go a long way toward bringing some sanity to the
current chaos of alimony awards and permanent alimony. It is not normal for one person to
receive a lifetime annuity from another person in a divorce with no regard to retirement,
health, age, lifestyle change at retirement. If a marriage had not ended, even the most
successful couples plan a reduced lifestyle after retirement. In addition, it is similar to welfare
dependency with all the negative effects to a persons’ self-esteem and abilities when you
don’t have to care for yourself. Permanent alimony is bad for all, but is especially unfair to the
one paying permanent alimony.

While I favor a presumption of equal custody, that has been removed from the modified
version of SB 668. The current bill only begins with the premise that a minor child should
spend APPROXIMATELY equal amounts of time with each parent. Using this only as a starting
premise, the court shall formulate a parenting plan taking into account the best interest of the
child. This still allows for complete discretion on the part of the court.

Again, PLEASE APPROVE THIS BADLY NEEDED ALIMONY REFORM BILL!!!

Sincerely,

Dr. Robert Haller



From: R. Haller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: APPROVE ALIMONY REFORM BILL 668 !!!
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 11:17:27 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am a dentist and registered voter in Pinellas County Florida. The current alimony reform bill
is NOT RETROACTIVE FOR ALIMONY OR CHILD SHARING. THE COURT WILL ALWAYS
FORMULATE A PARENTING PLAN FOR THE BEST INTEREST OF THE CHILD. THIS BILL DOESN'T
CHANGE THAT FACT! The premise of 50/50 is just the starting point with all evidence taken
into account to determine child’s best interest

I have been following the alimony reform and child custody reform bills. In my opinion this
reform is BADLY needed in Florida and I am strongly in favor of the bill presented to you. Good
fathers are not treated fairly and equally in our courts both from a financial and custody stand
point.

Although not perfect, the current bill will go a long way toward bringing some sanity to the
current chaos of alimony awards and permanent alimony. It is not normal for one person to
receive a lifetime annuity from another person in a divorce with no regard to retirement,
health, age, lifestyle change at retirement. If a marriage had not ended, even the most
successful couples plan a reduced lifestyle after retirement. In addition, it is similar to welfare
dependency with all the negative effects to a persons’ self-esteem and abilities when you
don’t have to care for yourself. Permanent alimony is bad for all, but is especially unfair to the
one paying permanent alimony.

While I favor a presumption of equal custody, that has been removed from the modified
version of SB 668. The current bill only begins with the premise that a minor child should
spend APPROXIMATELY equal amounts of time with each parent. Using this only as a starting
premise, the court shall formulate a parenting plan taking into account the best interest of the
child. This still allows for complete discretion on the part of the court.

Again, PLEASE APPROVE THIS BADLY NEEDED ALIMONY REFORM BILL!!!

Sincerely,

Dr. Robert Haller



From: R. Haller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: APPROVE ALIMONY REFORM BILL 668 !!!
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 11:04:03 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am a dentist and registered voter in Pinellas County Florida. The current alimony reform bill
is NOT RETROACTIVE FOR ALIMONY OR CHILD SHARING. THE COURT WILL ALWAYS
FORMULATE A PARENTING PLAN FOR THE BEST INTEREST OF THE CHILD. THIS BILL DOESN'T
CHANGE THAT FACT! The premise of 50/50 is just the starting point with all evidence taken
into account to determine child’s best interest

I have been following the alimony reform and child custody reform bills. In my opinion this
reform is BADLY needed in Florida and I am strongly in favor of the bill presented to you. Good
fathers are not treated fairly and equally in our courts both from a financial and custody stand
point.

Although not perfect, the current bill will go a long way toward bringing some sanity to the
current chaos of alimony awards and permanent alimony. It is not normal for one person to
receive a lifetime annuity from another person in a divorce with no regard to retirement,
health, age, lifestyle change at retirement. If a marriage had not ended, even the most
successful couples plan a reduced lifestyle after retirement. In addition, it is similar to welfare
dependency with all the negative effects to a persons’ self-esteem and abilities when you
don’t have to care for yourself. Permanent alimony is bad for all, but is especially unfair to the
one paying permanent alimony.

While I favor a presumption of equal custody, that has been removed from the modified
version of SB 668. The current bill only begins with the premise that a minor child should
spend APPROXIMATELY equal amounts of time with each parent. Using this only as a starting
premise, the court shall formulate a parenting plan taking into account the best interest of the
child. This still allows for complete discretion on the part of the court.

Again, PLEASE APPROVE THIS BADLY NEEDED ALIMONY REFORM BILL!!!

Sincerely,

Dr. Robert Haller



From: R. Haller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: APPROVE ALIMONY REFORM BILL 668 !!!
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:13:57 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am a dentist and registered voter in Pinellas County Florida. The current alimony reform bill
is NOT RETROACTIVE FOR ALIMONY OR CHILD SHARING. THE COURT WILL ALWAYS
FORMULATE A PARENTING PLAN FOR THE BEST INTEREST OF THE CHILD. THIS BILL DOESN'T
CHANGE THAT FACT! The premise of 50/50 is just the starting point with all evidence taken
into account to determine child’s best interest

I have been following the alimony reform and child custody reform bills. In my opinion this
reform is BADLY needed in Florida and I am strongly in favor of the bill presented to you. Good
fathers are not treated fairly and equally in our courts both from a financial and custody stand
point.

Although not perfect, the current bill will go a long way toward bringing some sanity to the
current chaos of alimony awards and permanent alimony. It is not normal for one person to
receive a lifetime annuity from another person in a divorce with no regard to retirement,
health, age, lifestyle change at retirement. If a marriage had not ended, even the most
successful couples plan a reduced lifestyle after retirement. In addition, it is similar to welfare
dependency with all the negative effects to a persons’ self-esteem and abilities when you
don’t have to care for yourself. Permanent alimony is bad for all, but is especially unfair to the
one paying permanent alimony.

While I favor a presumption of equal custody, that has been removed from the modified
version of SB 668. The current bill only begins with the premise that a minor child should
spend APPROXIMATELY equal amounts of time with each parent. Using this only as a starting
premise, the court shall formulate a parenting plan taking into account the best interest of the
child. This still allows for complete discretion on the part of the court.

Again, PLEASE APPROVE THIS BADLY NEEDED ALIMONY REFORM BILL!!!

Sincerely,

Dr. Robert Haller



From: R. Haller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: APPROVE ALIMONY REFORM BILL 668 !!!
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:08:30 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am a dentist and registered voter in Pinellas County Florida. The current alimony reform bill
is NOT RETROACTIVE FOR ALIMONY OR CHILD SHARING. THE COURT WILL ALWAYS
FORMULATE A PARENTING PLAN FOR THE BEST INTEREST OF THE CHILD. THIS BILL DOESN'T
CHANGE THAT FACT! The premise of 50/50 is just the starting point with all evidence taken
into account to determine child’s best interest

I have been following the alimony reform and child custody reform bills. In my opinion this
reform is BADLY needed in Florida and I am strongly in favor of the bill presented to you. Good
fathers are not treated fairly and equally in our courts both from a financial and custody stand
point.

Although not perfect, the current bill will go a long way toward bringing some sanity to the
current chaos of alimony awards and permanent alimony. It is not normal for one person to
receive a lifetime annuity from another person in a divorce with no regard to retirement,
health, age, lifestyle change at retirement. If a marriage had not ended, even the most
successful couples plan a reduced lifestyle after retirement. In addition, it is similar to welfare
dependency with all the negative effects to a persons’ self-esteem and abilities when you
don’t have to care for yourself. Permanent alimony is bad for all, but is especially unfair to the
one paying permanent alimony.

While I favor a presumption of equal custody, that has been removed from the modified
version of SB 668. The current bill only begins with the premise that a minor child should
spend APPROXIMATELY equal amounts of time with each parent. Using this only as a starting
premise, the court shall formulate a parenting plan taking into account the best interest of the
child. This still allows for complete discretion on the part of the court.

Again, PLEASE APPROVE THIS BADLY NEEDED ALIMONY REFORM BILL!!!

Sincerely,

Dr. Robert Haller



From: R. Haller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: APPROVE ALIMONY REFORM BILL 668 !!!
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 3:21:57 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am a dentist and registered voter in Pinellas County Florida. The current alimony reform bill
is NOT RETROACTIVE FOR ALIMONY OR CHILD SHARING. THE COURT WILL ALWAYS
FORMULATE A PARENTING PLAN FOR THE BEST INTEREST OF THE CHILD. THIS BILL DOESN'T
CHANGE THAT FACT! The premise of 50/50 is just the starting point with all evidence taken
into account to determine child’s best interest

I have been following the alimony reform and child custody reform bills. In my opinion this
reform is BADLY needed in Florida and I am strongly in favor of the bill presented to you. Good
fathers are not treated fairly and equally in our courts both from a financial and custody stand
point.

Although not perfect, the current bill will go a long way toward bringing some sanity to the
current chaos of alimony awards and permanent alimony. It is not normal for one person to
receive a lifetime annuity from another person in a divorce with no regard to retirement,
health, age, lifestyle change at retirement. If a marriage had not ended, even the most
successful couples plan a reduced lifestyle after retirement. In addition, it is similar to welfare
dependency with all the negative effects to a persons’ self-esteem and abilities when you
don’t have to care for yourself. Permanent alimony is bad for all, but is especially unfair to the
one paying permanent alimony.

While I favor a presumption of equal custody, that has been removed from the modified
version of SB 668. The current bill only begins with the premise that a minor child should
spend APPROXIMATELY equal amounts of time with each parent. Using this only as a starting
premise, the court shall formulate a parenting plan taking into account the best interest of the
child. This still allows for complete discretion on the part of the court.

Again, PLEASE APPROVE THIS BADLY NEEDED ALIMONY REFORM BILL!!!

Sincerely,

Dr. Robert Haller



From: Dominick Barnhart
To: Governor Rick Scott
Cc: tb1223@txstate.edu
Subject: AS A VOTER I ASK
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 1:16:14 PM

Good Afternoon,

I ask and request you to support SB 668, it is your duty as a representative of the people to serve in their best
interest, and it is obvious this bill serves that exact purpose. This is one of the most important bills you have in front
of you, if not the most important. Families are destroyed and our economy is stagnant behind broken families. I
usually don't demand my government representatives to make certain and direct moves directly over E-mail or
phone, but that is what I am asking today.

Thank you for your time in advance.

with respect,
Dominick Barnhart



From: John Sheridan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Ailmony Bill SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 8:01:02 AM

From: John Sheridan <johnsheridan4714@comcast net>

County: Martin

Zip Code: 34997

Phone Number: 772 631 4137

Message Body: Many people are suffering a lifetime  paying alimony. I  probably will  never retire . I'm 64 had
heart attack have numerous medical issues ,but go to work. While x wife sits home collects check. I have already
paid almost 13 years ! I need some kind of relief please sign bill!!!!!



From: Jack Kane
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Alimony reform SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 10:03:16 PM

From: Jack Kane <JDKane@comcast net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32317

Phone Number: 850-567-9977

Message Body: Gov. Scott,

I would encourage  you to sign the legislation reforming alimony into law.  My 20 year marriage ended due to little
to no responsibility of mine.  Yet under Fla law I was ordered to pay perpetual alimony to someone who has the
ability to work yet no desire to.  As a result she earns no income and relies solely upon me. My income actually
dropped as a result of the economy, yet my alimony remains the same and I continue to pay as ordered. 
This  is a very antiquated approach to alimony, a 1950's approach.  Both parties need to take  responsibility for
themselves.  If one party is not wiling or interested in working to support themselves the other party should not be
held responsible for them.
Additionally, when I retire and my income drops there is no way for me to logically continue at the same alimony
level, My attorney told me that I will need to petition the court to reduce it at that time-- again a poor use of limited
state resources to have to open up all of the perpetual alimony cases when the payer retires! 
Alimony needs to be ordered on a limited basis to help someone get on their feet  financially.  If they don't take
advantage of that opportunity, the paying side of the equation shouldn't be penalized.

Governor Scott, please sign the bill and bring our alimony guidelines up to date.

thank you very much.

Jack  Kane



From: Marcia Ledewitz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Alimony Reform Bill
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:14:47 AM

From: Marcia Ledewitz <mledewitz@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33472

Phone Number: 5617339277

Message Body: Please  sign Alimony Reform  Bill SB 668.



From: Brent Smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Alimony Reform
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 2:54:57 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing you in support of Alimony Reform.
I have been caught in the system for more than 10 years for a marriage of 13 years. I am paying $30,000 a year of
permanent alimony. This has been a great hardship on my two girls who live with me. My ex wife currently has
custody of my son and has not allowed me to see him in over 2 years. Please sign SB 668 into law. This will help so
many children. Thank you in advance.

Brent Smith
Astatula,Fl

Sent from my iPhone

Sent from my iPhone



From: Brent Smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Alimony Reform
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 3:02:51 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing you in support of Alimony Reform.
I have been caught in the system for more than 10 years for a marriage of 13 years. I am paying $30,000 a year of
permanent alimony. This has been a great hardship on my two girls who live with me. My ex wife currently has
custody of my son and has not allowed me to see him in over 2 years. Please sign SB 668 into law. This will help so
many children. Thank you in advance.

Brent Smith
Astatula,Fl

Sent from my iPhone

Sent from my iPhone



From: Brent Smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Alimony Reform
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 2:37:29 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing you in support of Alimony Reform.
I have been caught in the system for more than 10 years for a marriage of 13 years. I am paying $30,000 a year of
permanent alimony. This has been a great hardship on my two girls who live with me. My ex wife currently has
custody of my son and has not allowed me to see him in over 2 years. Please sign SB 668 into law. This will help so
many children. Thank you in advance.

Brent Smith
Astatula,Fl

Sent from my iPhone

Sent from my iPhone



From: Brent Smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Alimony Reform
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 2:04:02 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing you in support of Alimony Reform.
I have been caught in the system for more than 10 years for a marriage of 13 years. I am paying $30,000 a year of
permanent alimony. This has been a great hardship on my two girls who live with me. My ex wife currently has
custody of my son and has not allowed me to see him in over 2 years. Please sign SB 668 into law. This will help so
many children. Thank you in advance.

Brent Smith
Astatula,Fl

Sent from my iPhone

Sent from my iPhone



From: Joseph Large
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Alimony Reform - Please Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:52:54 AM

Honorable Governor Rick Scott,

I respectfully request that you sign SB 668 into law. 

Having a choice of States, I chose to move to Florida for my business relocation in 1997. I was
unaware of the 'permanent alimony' aspect of Florida law. Shortly thereafter, my wife filed for
divorce and was awarded alimony for life. She did not contribute to my business, stayed at
home and did not have children to look after. In essence, she was rewarded for not working
and as of today - does not have incentive to work.

In 2010, I lost my job due the downturn in the economy and was unemployed for 14 months.
Despite my job & income loss, I was forced to pay the permanent alimony during this period
from savings. 

Florida alimony needs to be modified to allow for current circumstances of 2016 and beyond. I
would ask that you respectfully sign SB 668 into law.

Respectfully,

Joe Large
407-361-1868



From: Joe Large
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Alimony Reform -- Please Sign S 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 2:28:53 PM

Honorable Governor Rick Scott,

I respectfully request that you sign SB 668 into law. 

Having a choice of States,my husband I chose to move to Florida for business relocation in
1997. He was unaware of the 'permanent alimony' aspect of Florida law. Shortly thereafter,
his now ex-wife filed for divorce and was awarded alimony for life. She did not contribute to
his business, stayed at home and did not have children to look after. In essence, she was
rewarded for not working and as of today - does not have incentive to work.

In 2010, my husband lost his job due the downturn in the economy and was unemployed for
14 months. Despite his job & income loss, he was forced to pay the permanent alimony during
this period from savings. 

Florida alimony needs to be modified to allow for current circumstances of 2016 and beyond. I
would ask that you respectfully sign SB 668 into law.

Respectfully,

Joseph Large
407-361-1868



From: Brent Smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Alimony Reform
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 11:46:02 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing you in support of Alimony Reform.
I have been caught in the system for more than 10 years for a marriage of 13 years. I am paying $30,000 a year of
permanent alimony. This has been a great hardship on my two girls who live with me. My ex wife currently has
custody of my son and has not allowed me to see him in over 2 years. Please sign SB 668 into law. This will help so
many children. Thank you in advance.

Brent Smith
Astatula,Fl

Sent from my iPhone

Sent from my iPhone



From: sandra slattery
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Alimony Reform Bill
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 6:37:11 PM

From: sandra slattery <slatterry@yahoo.com>

County: Charlotte

Zip Code: 33983

Phone Number: 9419799513

Message Body: “VETO SB 668”



From: Jerry Brown
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Alimony Reform Consideration
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 11:50:59 PM

Dear Gov. Scott,

Please consider that alimony is not a cookie cutter issue. I would greatly appreciate a
chance to tell you my dilemma.

When I enlisted to go to Vietnam in 1966, I left behind a girlfriend who I thought that I
would marry if I made it back home from the war. During my tour I ended up in a
M*A*S*H unit. It was during that specific time that I received a letter from my girlfriend
saying she was pregnant by another man and would be marrying him. This was an
extremely difficult time for my 18 year old self. Recovering and brokenhearted, a
family member told a young lady about my situation and she began to write to me. It
helped to take my mind off what had happened. After serving my time, I was
honorably discharged from the military and that's when I met the young lady. It wasn't
long after that we were married. I realized too late that I had married on the rebound
to a woman I barely knew. I tried hard to make the marriage work for 17 years. We
had a daughter and I remained in an unhappy marriage for my daughter's sake until I
could stay no longer. We got divorced. I faithfully paid child support, never missing a
single payment, until my daughter graduated from high school. My daughter is now 42
years old with a family of her own. I also made my ex-wife's house payment for 6
months after the divorce on top of having to pay off all of the credit cards that she
purposely maxed out during our separation. I have been divorced for 29 years but yet
I am still paying alimony to a woman who is also drawing on my social security and
states that she will never remarry because she wants to continue to "punish" me for
the rest of my life. It just doesn't seem fair to pay for a mistake that I made back in the
1960's. I have never missed an alimony payment. Please give those of us who are
mandated to pay "permanent alimony" some consideration. I am retired and on a
fixed income now. When will my "punishment end?

I appreciate your consideration in this matter and I ask for your support on SB 668.

Sincerely,
Jerry Brown



From: kwurts
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Alimony Reform SB 668 - Governor Scott please sign!
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 7:50:57 PM

Governor Scott,
A day doesn’t go by I think about the alimony I have to pay my ex-husband, $2000.- a month.
He is more than capable to work but he doesn’t, our kids are 23 and 22 years.
My mother is getting at an age where she needs help and care, I can’t possibly help her financially
when I have such a high alimony payment.

Please SIGN SB 668!

Karen Weaver



From: Janice Braddy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Alimony Reform
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 10:24:16 AM

From: Janice Braddy <jbraddy2000@yahoo.com>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32653

Phone Number: 3523734553

Message Body: Please support Alimony Reform and sign SB 668 into law.

Thank you,
Janice Braddy



From: Jim Stark
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Alimony Reform
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 3:34:02 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I respectfully request that you show your support for Alimony Reform by signing SB 668 into law.  Thank you for
your support on this important matter.

Kindest regards,

James Stark
Valencia, FL

Sent from my iPhone



From: Brian P Butler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Alimony Reform
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 5:26:11 PM

Gov Scott,
As a loving devoted father in a custody battle for my children, I was sickened to read the article
below. I am in support of the alimony reform bill that includes presumption of 50/50 child sharing.
It’s my wish that you sign this bill into law. The article represents most of what is wrong in todays
political system. Paid lobbyists! If that were not bad enough, you have paid lobbyists that are not
forthcoming with the truth. Decisions should not be made from/by the influence of the lobbyists,
but made in the best interests of your constituents.
I pray that you side with the legislature who passed the bill in the house and senate.
Thanks for your consideration.
Brian P Butler

New Documents: Florida Family Law Section
Misrepresented SB 668 To Members, Press, Governor
April 6, 2016 by Robert Franklin, Esq, Member, National Board of Directors, National Parents Organization

One hundred pages of documents just obtained by the National Parents Organization reveal that the Family Law Section (FLS)

of the Florida Bar has been playing fast and loose with the facts, not only about SB 668, but about its excuses for opposing the

bill. The FLS has misrepresented the facts to the press, the public and, most remarkably, to its own members. And, since it’s

encouraged its members to contact Governor Scott to veto the bill, it’s likely he too has heard their inaccurate claims.

The documents NPO received consist of emails among members of the FLS’s Legislation Committee (LC), minutes of meetings

of the Legislation Committee and contracts signed by the LC and their paid lobbyists. Most revealing are the minutes of the

meetings.

As late as the April 2nd edition of the Daily Business Review, the FLS was suggesting that the shared parenting language had

been slipped into Sb 668 secretly at the last minute before they’d had an opportunity to review it or comment. That of course

was designed to make proponents of SB 668 look sneaky and underhanded.

Nothing could be further from the truth. In fact, the documents now in NPO’s possession make clear that the FLS was deeply

involved in – and opposed to - the process to reform alimony and parenting time from the start. And, since the FLS had two

paid lobbyists on the job in Tallahassee, they knew every detail and every change to every bill.

So, the January 28th meeting of the LC received a report from member FLS Tom Sasser who explained that there were then

four bills in committee that would reform alimony and that each one had a “50/50” parenting time provision. That’s some six

weeks before SB 668 passed both houses of the legislature by overwhelming margins.

The FLS’s pretense that it was not party to the proceedings is considerably undermined not only by the obvious fact that they

were involved every step of the way, but by the admission in the minutes of its meeting of February 19th that the chief

sponsor of SB 668, Senator Kelli Stargell “has reached out to us (the Legislation Committee) and FLS for some language.” So

what did the LC do? It produced some language alright, but only after a vote of the committee that such language could

contain no reference whatsoever to equality of parenting time. They word “equal” was banned. The LC language received a

unanimous vote of committee members, 24 – 0. Stargell, unsurprisingly, rejected their rejection of equal parenting.

From there, the documents reveal the rising alarm among LC members at the progress of alimony reform and especially

shared parenting legislation. Eventually, alarm turned to desperation and the “emergency” hiring of paid lobbyists that



brought the FLS’s lobbying expenditures equal to that of the entire rest of the Bar. Throughout the legislative session, LC

members referred to their desire to stop shared parenting becoming law with words like “critical,” “urgent” and “Importance:

High.”

As the legislative tide turned against them, they concluded that the only way to stop shared parenting from becoming law was

to have their members deluge the governor’s office with calls and emails.

And what emails! With the explicit approval of the General Counsel of the Florida Bar, the Chairperson of the Family Law

Section, Maria G. Gonzalez, sent out an email “blast” to members urging them to contact Governor Scott. Talking points

consisted of the claim that SB 668 constitutes a “50/50 time sharing” law, which it plainly does not. In fact, it calls equal time a

starting point from which judges should work. In determining parenting time, though, those judges would be required to

apply the same 20 factors required by existing law. The reference to a “50/50 time sharing” misrepresented the bill to FLS

members, likely in the hopes they wouldn’t read the bill themselves.

The second justification for the FLS’s opposition was the claim that SB 668 would require judges to issue detailed findings of

fact in every case unless the parents agreed otherwise. Again, that’s simply untrue. In fact judges would be required to issue

findings of fact only in cases in which unequal parenting is ordered and the parents didn’t agree to the order. Since most

cases are agreed by the parents, judges would rarely be called upon to issue findings of fact.

A final objection to SB 668 that didn’t make it into Gonzalez’ email blast was concern about child support for custodial

parents. But that concern is at best misplaced. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, custodial parents receive about $3,700 in

child support on average per year. Needless to say, the time afforded a custodial parent by giving up some parenting time

would be more than sufficient for her/him to earn far more than whatever child support might be lost. The FLS no more cares

about the financial well-being of custodial parents than the man in the moon. If it did, it would avidly support shared

parenting.

And what of alimony reform? We’ve seen that the FLS opposes that too. One of their chief objections is to the provision in SB

668 that permits an alimony obligor to file for a downward modification if the recipient’s income rises 10% or more. The cry

has concerned a putative woman who earns $10 per hour and receives a mere $1 per hour raise. Of course in such a

situation, a downward modification would almost certainly not be sought and even more certainly not ordered. A buck an

hour simply doesn’t make enough of a real-world difference to a person’s standard of living to warrant any change.

But more importantly, that provision is part of SB 688 to protect the very recipients about whom the FLS pretends to be

concerned. As things now stand, any alimony payer can request a downward modification at any time. So SB 668 actually

would reduce a payer’s opportunities to decrease what he/she pays.

But crazier still is the fact that the 10% provision was apparently included in the bill on the advice of - you guessed it - the

Family Law Section’s Legislation Committee. The minutes of the January 28th LC meeting include this nugget: member Tom

Sasser was asked about the 10% provision. He explained that the legislature had asked the LC what constitutes a “substantial

change in circumstances” that would warrant a downward modification. “So the bill defines a 10% change as a substantial

change in circumstances.”

In other words, the LC advised the legislature what judges typically require, i.e. a showing of at least a 10% increase in

earnings, so on that basis the bill repeats the information given the legislature by the FLS Legislation Committee.

And now the LC is complaining about it. Simply amazing.

By March, the LC’s minutes report that SB 668 was “expected to pass the Senate and then go to the House.” In the House, a

key representative had changed from an opponent of the bill to an avid supporter who was no longer speaking to the FLS’s

paid lobbyist, Nelson Diaz. The LC was essentially conceding the defeat that soon followed.

So the Committee’s strategy turned to convincing the governor to veto the bill. Diaz assured members that “we’ll win the war



by contacting the governor.” To that end, the FLS sent out its blast to members telling them to “flood” his office with calls and

emails.

Support for SB 668 in both houses of the legislature is strong, but the votes weren’t one-sided enough to override a

gubernatorial veto. That takes a two-thirds majority. So, like two years ago, it’s likely that shared parenting and alimony

reform will live or die in Governor Scott’s office.

Just two days ago, Senator Stargell met personally with Governor Scott to give the final pitch for SB 668 (Florida Politics,

4/4/16). She reports that he gave no indication of his position on the bill. About that, the lobbyists for the FLS agree. They

can’t read him either.



From: Curtis Giles
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Alimony Reform
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 12:48:39 PM

I am George Giles, a republican voter in Florida and I respectfully ask you to support alimony reform and sign SB
668 into law to correct some injustices!!

Sent from my iPhone



From: angeloe8997@gmail.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Alimony Reform
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:56:31 AM

Governor Scott--As a victim of the current law I respectfully ask that you support the Alimony Reform Bill and
SIGN SB 668 into law.
Angelo Esposito



From: Joe Large
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Alimony Reform
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:09:55 AM

Honorable Governor Rick Scott,

I respectfully request that you sign SB 668 into law. 

Having a choice of States,my husband I chose to move to Florida for business relocation in
1997. He was unaware of the 'permanent alimony' aspect of Florida law. Shortly thereafter, his
now ex-wife filed for divorce and was awarded alimony for life. She did not contribute to his
business, stayed at home and did not have children to look after. In essence, she was rewarded
for not working and as of today - does not have incentive to work.

In 2010, my husband lost his job due the downturn in the economy and was unemployed for
14 months. Despite his job & income loss, he was forced to pay the permanent alimony during
this period from savings. 

Florida alimony needs to be modified to allow for current circumstances of 2016 and beyond. I
would ask that you respectfully sign SB 668 into law.

Respectfully,

Elsa Large
407-361-1868



From: Deano Vandernoot
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Alimony Reform
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 11:17:16 AM

From: Deano Vandernoot <d_vandernoot@hotmail.com>

County: Levy

Zip Code: 32668

Phone Number: 353-528-0098

Message Body: Please SUPPORT ALIMONY REFORM AND SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.
Thank you!



From: Robert Franklin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Alimony and parenting time reform bill
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 12:49:22 PM

Dear Governor Scott:
I urge you to sign SB 668 into law. My reasons are numerous and include the well-being of children
whose relationships with their fathers are often reduced to nothing by the process of divorce. All
reliable social science on the subject demonstrates this to be harmful to kids, but family courts
continue to marginalize fathers in their children’s lives.
But apart from SB 668’s many benefits to children and fathers, there’s another reason why I feel
strongly that you should sign it. Failure to do so would look very much like kowtowing to the
narrowest of special interest groups at the expense of the will of the voters of Florida. Both houses
of the Legislature passed the bill by wide margins and the only opposition to it comes from a few
vocal family lawyers who don’t want to see their standard of living impacted and even fewer
feminists for whom anything that helps fathers is presumed to hurt women. That of course is far
from the truth as the 18 female legislators who voted in favor of the bill demonstrate as does the
70% of the general population who believe that shared parenting is best for children, fathers and
mothers alike.
The will of the people must prevail and must be seen to prevail over that of well-heeled interest
groups.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Robert Franklin



From: chrysti gibson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Alimony bill SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 12:42:15 PM

From: chrysti gibson <chrysti756@gmail.com>

County: Escambia

Zip Code: 32561

Phone Number: 850-791-8271

Message Body: Please sign the Alimony reform bill, women and men are forced to put their lives on hold due to
legislation that would allow my income to be part of upward modification if I married my boyfriend, everyone is in
holding pattern while the recipient has no intention of becoming self sufficient.

Thanks

Chrysti Gibson



From: mpriddle@comcast.net
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Alimony law - SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 11:23:57 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I again urge you to veto the current alimony bill, which changes current alimony law in Florida and establishes
presumptions for parenting.  The bill is flawed, as it is designed to hit hardest against the lower income spouse,
particularly in the increasing number of divorces that involved older, lower income spouses.  In addition, the
parenting presumption for 50/50 parenting time is a disservice to children as many, if not all, judges will feel bound
to establish 50/50 parenting without a a proper review of what is in the children's best interest.  The interests of the
parents and the children may not coincide and Florida has traditionally protected the children in disputes between
the parents.

Please, please veto this bill.

Melinda P. Riddle, Esq.
a registered voter from Collier County, Florida

Law Office of Melinda P. Riddle
2500 S. Airport Road, Ste. 311
Naples, Florida 34112
(239) 530-2420 Telephone
(239) 530-2423 Facsimile

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:  This email transmission (and/or the attachments accompanying it) may contain
legally privileged and confidential information, and is intended only for the use of the individual or entity named
above.  If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, disclosure, distribution
or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited.  If you have received this communication in error, please
promptly notify the sender by reply email and destroy the original message.  Thank you.

---
This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
http://www.avast.com



From: Susan Williams, Attorney
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Alimony law SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 12:00:19 AM

Dear Governor Scott:

I have practiced Family Law for 28 years. I am not standing with the Florida Bar Family Law
Section on this issue. I believe they may be biased. It may cost them potential attorney's fees. I
am a Christian first and lawyer second. I don't mind losing attorney's fees to do the right thing,

As an experienced trial attorney and as a married woman with two grown children, I believe
the bill should be signed.

I have seen too much fighting and excessive litigation because of the uncertainty of the
amount and duration of alimony. The new law would give both parties up front certainty as to
the amount and duration of alimony. No one is getting rich on the back of someone else.

Additionally, it may actually save marriages because it doesn't give someone the easy way out.
You have to work on a marriage - it's not always easy for either party.

Moreover, I have seen too many people fighting over children to punish a spouse too. This law
will help put an end to lawyers getting fat on these types of hurtful lawsuits.

I believe in working hard and getting paid for my labor and services but the fighting over
custody and alimony has got to stop.

This bill will help people to know where they stand up front and may help people to stick it
out in their marriage and or stop litigious people and their attorneys from keeping lawsuits
from being settled reasonably at mediation.

Thank you very much.

Susan J. Williams, AAL
941 W Morse Blvd
Suite 100
Winter Park, FL 32789
407-831-8995
407-923-1006 direct
407-766-5072 cell
Susan@susanwilliams.net



From: William barkey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Alimony reform and sb 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 8:16:59 PM

From: William barkey <barkbarkey@msn.com>

County: St. Lucie

Zip Code: 34951

Phone Number: 7725798532

Message Body: Please give this bill your extreme consideration. Alot of people such as myself need this bill to pass
so we can retire. Vet 66 one x wife



From: Leslie Eisner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Alimony reform bill SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:16:39 PM

From: Leslie Eisner <leslieeisner2@msn.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32250

Phone Number: 9126044569

Message Body: Please sign the SB 668 bill. Revisit it and ask why not? Money being paid out for wrong intentions,
people being taken advantage of. We are in 2016, let's progress with the times and change things for the better of the
good, honest, hard working people on the world. Not all things in life should stay the same. Please make the change!



From: David Walter
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Alimony reform bill SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 11:41:18 AM

From: David Walter <dgwalter@gmail.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33132

Phone Number: 3056080616

Message Body: Please support and sign this.



From: Aaron wilcox
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Alimony reform
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 1:20:06 PM

From: Aaron wilcox <mowilcox@hotmail.com>

County: Hernando

Zip Code: 34609

Phone Number: 3526504555

Message Body: Please support alimony reform and sign SB 668 into law



From: Aaron wilcox
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Alimony reform
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:16:37 AM

From: Aaron wilcox <mowilcox@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34609

Phone Number: 3526504555

Message Body: Please support alimony reform and sign SB 668 into law



From: Philip Stadelmann
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Alimony reform
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 9:15:44 PM

Governor Scott,

Please support alimony reform and sign SB 668 into law.

Philip Stadelmann

Sent from Yahoo Mail. Check it out



From: F Stephen Bates
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Alimony
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 2:30:03 PM

From: F Stephen Bates <fstephenbates@aol.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33483

Phone Number: 5613868301

Message Body: I ask that you please support SB 668 into law, a life long sentence for paying alimony is archaic and
wrong.  We are no longer in the 1950's please do the right thing and release those who are burdened for life



From: Theresa Lianzi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Allimony Reform
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 12:29:10 PM

From: Theresa Lianzi <terrlia@hotmail.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33913

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please sign SB 668 into law.  Florida needs to reform its out dated Alimony law.



From: Dr. D,G.
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: An Urgent act needed
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:50:51 PM

Gov,
As a supporter and life-long Republican with sold personal and family credentials that date to
1854 under the oaks on Morgans' Forty outside Jackson. MI where the GOP was founded... we
need to see that SB 668 is vetoed and fast.,. I am now connected with or even aligned with the
Family Law Section of the FL Bar or the League of Woman Voters but I find my self with
them on this one..
SB668 makes a horrible change in the precedent which some judges have already started to
adopt and it is contrary to good common sense and prudent judgment regarding custody and
that impacts child support...
Having spoken nation wide to millions in my audiences I know what is happening... Hillary C
is now getting the sympathy leaning and likely votes of all woman with some exceptions of
course ... now with SB668 giving men an unfavor upper hand advantage we Republicans are
also going to be vulnerable to losing the house and senate in FL!
I am privately privy to a poll just conducted here locally in Palm Beach Co with nearly 300
women voters... 220 Reps and 80 Dems and the resultant reaction to SB668 contents found
286 women saying it must be defeated with a Gubernatorial veto or it would definitely impact
their future voting affiliation.... 286 were negative and 10 were not 4 could not decide ...
If you have any future aspirations like Sen Nelsons seat which you would be good at this is an
important veto for FL GOP salvation... the old joking description of means of
telecommunications... tele-phone , tele-graph, and tele-women still applies in the cyberspace
world as they can now communicate their disappointment is faster and farther... I drafted and
sent a quick brief email to 32,000 of my followers and fans across the state and nation late last
nite in less than 20 minutes and I am a slow operator!
The good women of FL can crucify the GOP if we let this one slip by...
Don Huber (561.213.0563)
"Dr. D.G."
Boca Raton, FL
The Independent American Statesman
WWW.IndependentAmericanStatesman.com (Under construction... coming soon)



From: Lin Pirretti
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bill 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 10:46:24 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

Please veto Bill SB 668. A non-partial committee needs to be established.

Thank you.

Li Pirretti
Boynton Beach, FL 33437
561-302-7031



From: Bettie E. O"Neil
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bill SB 668 - SB 250 Child custody 50/50 bill
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 12:35:47 AM

From: Bettie E. O'Neil <bettie@bettieoneil.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34232

Phone Number: 941-921-0528

Message Body: Govenor Scott, please, please, VETO the bill giving 50/50 child visitation to all parents. All parents
are NOT equally responsible people so in many cases this bill will affect children negatively!
A good parent wants to support their children, but I know of many circumstances where people will do anything to
avoid paying child support. Please think  of the parent who has not seen their child for years, since soon after birth,
then decides to use this law to divide by one- half, their court ordered child support payment, even if the traumatized
child or children will not be provided proper food or a safe environment while in his or her care  ( some mothers
too) by these prolonged forced visits.
Again, please do not approve the traumatization of these young children and further punish the more responsible
parent.
All child custody cases should be judged individually, on the facts and the character of the parents. I trust you to do
the right thing concerning this bill, for we both know that some of today's young parents are not  the parents of our
generation. Sincerely, Bettie E. O' Neil



From: Ashley Griffin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bill SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 5:13:40 PM

Dear Governor,

Please sign Bill SB 668 for the children of Florida and the children of the United States!

Many thanks!
Ashley Griffin Dalidowitz
8 Arbor Glen Lane
Methuen, MA 01844

617-849-3644
Tufts University '08
Proud stepmom & mom
Jacob 7 & Alexander 6 mo.

Sent from my iPhone



From: robert overton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Cc: bobnklara@cox.net
Subject: Bill SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:36:46 PM

Are all of the lawyers involved in this fight on welfare?  They must be terribly hungry to act in such a childish way. 
You would think that “right and wrong” would enter their feeble minds once in a while and overcome their greed. 
Please, Governor Scott, put an end to the childish way those lawyers are dragging this out, PLEASE SIGN SB 668.
Everyone knows that this is all a political charade, there is no good reason why two well adjusted,  law abiding
parents can’t part ways amicably without the law forcing them to contest the action because of the children involved
and ultimately ruin the lives of all concerned, all to satisfy the greed of people who are not involved in any other
way other than being greed driven parasites.



From: Bennett Lee Welchons Jr
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bill SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:17:46 AM

From: Bennett Lee Welchons Jr <leewelchons@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 27803

Phone Number: 252-230-3396

Message Body: Please sign Bill SB 668. 

Born and raised in Florida, been paying lifetime alimony since 1996, more years than I was married and now
approaching retirement age I will not be able to stop working.

Please sign SB 668



From: John Sheridan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bill SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 8:34:03 AM

From: John Sheridan <johnsheridan4714@comcast net>

County: Martin

Zip Code: 34997

Phone Number: 772-631-4137

Message Body: Please sign alimony reform bill. The current laws are so outdated ,and unfair. I  was forced to pay
for a lifetime. My X wife lives better than me ,and does not work  I work fulltime with a heart condition with no
hope! I have already paid 13  years! I plead with you to repair this unjust system.



From: JACQUELINE FUMERO
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bill SB668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:14:53 PM

From: JACQUELINE FUMERO <fumeroj@bellsouth.net>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33433

Phone Number: 5613025509

Message Body: April 6, 2016

Governor Scott:

My name is Jacqueline Fumero. I am 52 years old. The reason for this e-mail is to voice my opposition of bill SB
668.  This bill is anti-woman, anti-children and anti-family. I believe that marriage is a Partnership and both parties’
contributions need EQUAL consideration. It is a SHAME that Senator Stargel promotes legislation that only
benefits one party in a divorce. I support Senator Joyner’s amendment making the law effective only for NEW
marriages!  This bill overwhelmingly punish women (97% of alimony recipients are women). No other state keeps
the man’s/payor’s INCOME a MYSTERY at modification hearing.

I graduated from the University of Miami with a degree in Public Relations. I had a great career and a great job.
When I got pregnant with my first child I looked for a place that I could take her so that I could work and advance in
my career. My ex-husband pleaded for me to stay-at-home. His mother was a stay-at-home mom and he thought that
I should raise our children and quit working. He was/is a prominent attorney and was advancing in his career and
was able to support the family. Little did I know that after 20 years of being a wife, mother, lover and best friend, he
would cheat on me with anyone that wore a skirt and I would be divorced after losing my career and would have the
responsibility of raising two children.
During our divorce proceedings, I had a Rehabilitative Consultant which said that I would not be able to go return to
my career because I had lost all my contacts and my job consisted of staying in touch with peers in the work
environment. I did not even know what the internet was because it had just started when I had stopped working. I
was given permanent alimony and now am working in a job that pays $10.25/hr. Without my alimony, I could not
live. I would probably be homeless. I recently had a home-loan modification in order to be able to afford my house.
Thankfully, my ex-husband does take care of the children’s needs.

In addition to their needs, he supports a girlfriend that does not work, as well as her son. He has purchased a luxury
car for his girlfriend as well as himself and recently purchased a larger home to accommodate everyone. When he
gives me my check every month, he makes sure that he says it is the last one. I tell him to take me to court.  I thank
god that I do receive his check and pray that I don’t end up living in the street like most stay-at-home mom’s have
ended up.

I am sure you understand my situation considering your wife and daughter are stay-at-home mom’s. I have NEVER
looked back and wished I had enhanced my career. I am proud that I have two successful children and attribute their
success to my time and I am lucky I had the opportunity to raise them. Unfortunately, we, as women and some men
are now scared about the future. PLEASE, reconsider signing bill SB 668. My story is one of many, but we are all in
the same situation.
Thank you in advance for your time to read my e-mail. I hope that you consider all the angles and become aware of
the impact this bill has on all our lives!

Sincerely,

Jacqueline Fumero



561-302-5509



From: Frantz Sainvil
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bill Sb 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 1:16:45 PM

From: Frantz Sainvil <fsainvil8993@yahoo.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33179

Phone Number: 9546001056

Message Body: Gov.Scott!
Please listen to the vast majority of South Floridians...Sign Bill SB 668!!



From: Charles George
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Bill sb668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:27:26 AM

From: Charles George <Charlesgeorge1952@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32208

Phone Number: 9044729479

Message Body: Please sign bill sb 668 into law so I can afford to get my own apartment and not have to rent a room.
I'm retired and 50% of my retirement goes to a able woman that works.please give me the opportunity too live some
part of my dreams that I work very hard for.                                 
Thank You Sincerely
Charles George



From: Carlos
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/CS/SB 668: Family Law
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 8:08:43 AM

From: Carlos <crodz007@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32828

Phone Number: 4076972723

Message Body: Sir,

I am humbly sending you this email in response to the recent protest.

Currently Florida Bar Association and the National Organization for Women are asking you to Veto Bill 668. I
know you have made several tough calls in the time you have been in office. Many people might criticize you for it
but I know you have to do what you have to do. A Leader. I was formerly in the military and I had tough choices to
make. Many which I knew where the hard right from the easy wrong.

By Vetoing this bill you actually acknowledge that women are inferior to men. They need to be given alimony in a
time and era where women have Organizations that make millions hand over fist as well as law firms which
proclaim themselves to be in the S&P 500 over in Jacksonville (Quick Law Group which only serves women).

Its unfair in the time that now men are taking more of an active role in the upbringing of children to be separated
from them. Its even more unfair if men have to provide to their former spouse for the rest of their lives while they do
not have to pleasure of seeing and raising their children.

Even after being awarded 50/50 time sharing and parental responsibility. I decided to continue going to school,
utilize friends & family for child care and not give up in my education and finally landing a great paying job of $77k
a year. I still need to pay child support? I provide healthcare, dental care and vision through my job. For me, my
wife, my newly born son and daughter. How is it that I still have to pay child support? At this point that is more
alimony than support. How is this fair?

She decided quit college, even when she did not have to quit. She had no reason since we had a reliable family
support from my side. She decided to work part time and not find a full time job for herself. She is perfectly fine
with an annual salary of $22k a year knowing that she is still getting $300 a month for supposedly raising our
daughter when I am already there the maximum I can be allowed through the courts. How is this fair?

My mother was a wise woman. She died recently but she told me these words long ago "People make their bed.
With the choices that they make they have the opportunity of living poorly, decently and lavishly. So make sure you
make choices that would improve you and your family together."

Am I here to provide for my child then or am I being utilize by the state to provide for a woman that does not want
to take care of herself? That is why I would like for you to sign this bill. Make it into law. Make sure that father's out
there are being heard. Millions of us are being affected throughout the country. Many of them are being falsely
accused. Many of them are not even given the chance before we walk into the court room.

That is all. I hope I persuade in some form of way in making the right choice into signing the bill.

None shall find you wanting.

Very Respectfully,



Carlos Rodriguez



From: Christine Sirgant
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 11:40:30 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Christine Sirgant
3223 Avalon WayBloomingdalr

Bloomingdale , NJ 07436
Starzz1990@yahoo.com



From: Kilby Osborn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:38:51 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Kilby Osborn
6528 Hot Springs Ln Apt H

Indianapolis, IN 46217
ozziesworld@yahoo.com



From: Patricia Pollak
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 9:26:10 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Patricia Pollak
2453 SW Hawks Gate Ter

PALM CITY, FL 34990
ppollak@bellsouth.net
(772) 631-3358



From: Susan Sobolewski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 8:53:09 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Susan Sobolewski
46 Cactus Street

Homosassa , FL 34446
Nontoxicsusan@yahoo.com
(352) 228-1888



From: Marcos Bustamante
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 8:41:43 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Marcos Bustamante
1529 Harvest Pl

Sunnyside, WA 98944
Marcosbustamante89@gmail.com
(509) 985-9913



From: Janet Stokes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 8:30:39 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Janet Stokes
12066 Brandon Lake Dr

Jacksonville, FL 32258
Grannytenaj@gmail.com



From: Catherine CHARNESKI
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 5:51:54 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Catherine CHARNESKI
4072 Rainbow Circle

LaBelle , FL 33935
Mrscharneski@yahoo.com
(863) 885-1000



From: Adriano Greco
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 5:35:18 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Adriano Greco
1225 skylark dr

Weston, FL 33327
Adriano.greco@adriano.greco.com
(305) 607-9252



From: Eric Sliger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 5:35:00 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Eric Sliger
12042 SE Sunnyside Rd #505

Clackamas, OR 97015
ericvsliger@gmail.com



From: Dawn Geiger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 3:42:03 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Dawn Geiger
1 Carriage Ln

Rehoboth Beach, DE 19971
dmg_tag@verizon.net



From: Sarah Boothe
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 3:08:04 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Sarah Boothe
10678 Bishop Ridge

West Blocton , AL 35184
sboothe4584@yahoo.com



From: Sean Autrey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 2:28:15 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Sean Autrey
832 Battery Pointe Dr

Orlando, FL 32828
seanautrey@hotmail.com
(907) 350-8854



From: Jose Castillo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:38:48 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Jose Castillo
16300 SW 100th Terrace

Miami, FL 33196
jcastillo042/@yahoo.com



From: Minnie Roggenkamp
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 1:51:04 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Minnie Roggenkamp
325 S Johnson St

Kennewick , WA 99336
minnie_a2010@hotmail.com



From: Charles Hooper
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 1:24:25 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Charles Hooper
1850 Greendale Dr

Anchorage, AK 99504
4hooperkids@gmail.com



From: Kimberly Hooper
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 1:22:27 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Kimberly Hooper
1850 Greendale Dr

Anchorage, AK 99504
Kimberad13@gmail.com
(907) 231-7944



From: Maggie King
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 1:13:03 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Maggie King
4076 Johnston Road

Fort Pierce , FL 34951
mking4949@hotmail.com
(772) 466-3052



From: Tina West
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 12:22:04 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Tina West
177 Crossways Dr

Leesburg, FL 34788
tinabr549w@yahoo.com



From: Timothy Simpson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 11:49:14 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Timothy Simpson
681 homestead lane

Rockford, IL 61102
timsimpson426@yahoo.com
(815) 209-6957



From: Patti Skees
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 11:34:47 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Patti Skees
1539 Co Rd 760 E

Bone Gap, IL 62815
Mygracecoach@gmail.com



From: john ayers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 11:28:36 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

john ayers
220 W Carter Ave
None
Clarksville, IN 47129
drjrayers@gmail.com
5022956825



From: Jeremy HIldreth
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 9:35:09 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Jeremy HIldreth
2131 Ridge Rd S
Unit 3
Largo, FL 33778
jd.hildreth@yahoo.com



From: Myron Scott
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 9:01:38 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Myron Scott
4001 west sunflower circle

Labelle , FL 33935
Chrissi12august@yahoo.com



From: Aaron Briggs
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:32:10 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Aaron Briggs
318 N Main St

Columbia City, IN 46725
aaronbriggs11@yahoo.com
(260) 229-7978



From: Alan Spears
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 8:25:23 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Alan Spears
719 Bongart Rd

Winter park, FL 32792
Aksride@hotmail.com



From: Michael David
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 7:57:48 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Michael David
4027 Bounce Dr

Orlando, FL 32812
Mbdfido@gmail.com
(407) 412-4562



From: James Sherman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 7:30:02 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

James Sherman
814 Angela Ave
Apt A
Rockledge, FL 32955
Jsherman13@hotmail.com
(321) 750-2349



From: Arran Davenport
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 6:44:25 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Arran Davenport
102 pecan pkw

Boerne , TX 78006
Arranjdavenport@yahoo.com



From: Steven beardsley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 4:09:23 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Steven beardsley
304 Marilyn dr
312 north park ave sandford fl 32771
Arnold, MO 63010
beastov69@yahoo.com
(407) 473-7521



From: Robert Gardner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 1:23:01 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Robert Gardner
9625 Mcintosh Rd

Dover, FL 33527
Rjnaj0506@yahoo.com



From: Autavia Sullivan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 11:46:48 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Autavia Sullivan
198 Arora Blvd
#3204
Orange Park, FL 32073
autaviasullivan@me.com



From: Richard Grubaugh
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 11:45:29 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Richard Grubaugh
198 Arora Blvd #3204

Orange Park, FL 32073
Surfguy24@yahoo.con



From: Susan Sobolewski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 10:18:14 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Susan Sobolewski
46 Cactus Street

Homosassa, FL 34446
nontoxicsusan@yahoo.com
(352) 228-1888



From: Frank BUSTOZ
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 7:39:44 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Frank BUSTOZ
6807 WOODHUE DR. APT A

AUSTIN, TX 78745
frankbustoz@gmail.com
5127736424



From: Kelly Carmickle
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:29:15 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Kelly Carmickle
30766 Burlington st

Westland, MI 48186
Kellycarmickle@icloud.com



From: Janet Stokes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 6:32:47 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Janet Stokes
12066 Brandon Lake Dr

Jacksonville, FL 32258
Grannytenaj@gmail.com



From: jose sosa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 4:35:31 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

jose sosa
771 sw 148th ave #1309

sunrise, FL 33325
j1982sosa@gmail.com
(954) 907-2247



From: Rose Carbone
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 4:18:42 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Rose Carbone
1105 Huntley Way

Wellington, FL 33414
rmcarbone@aol.com



From: Michael David
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 4:13:48 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Michael David
4027 Bounce Dr

Orlando, FL 32812
Mbdfido@gmail.com
(407) 412-4562



From: Paula McBride
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 8:46:18 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Paula McBride
3818 S Sandpiper Terrace

Homosassa, FL 34448
Mcbride1997@tampabay.rr.com
(352) 628-4433



From: Kaylie Stewart
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 2:43:36 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Kaylie Stewart
4484 Peachtree Rd. NE

Atlanta, GA 30319
kayliestewart21@gmail.com



From: kenny baird
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 1:56:28 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

kenny baird
5105w spencerfield rd

pace, FL 32571
baird5776@yahoo.com
8509952572



From: Celeste Shuler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 1:00:24 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Celeste Shuler
po box

bristol, FL 32321
celesteshuler@yahoo.com



From: Debra Grande
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 5:49:36 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Debra Grande
415 Tinker Lane

Chipley, FL 32428
ptdmg@aol.com
(850) 527-9866



From: David Dashnaw
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 2:23:56 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

David Dashnaw
246 ward road

North tonawanada, NY 14120
Dashd1@live.com
(716) 298-0447



From: Sarah Harlan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:26:56 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Sarah Harlan
142 Windwood Country Road

El Paso, AR 72045
olone22@yahoo.com
(501) 796-3823



From: Tracy Moore
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 1:18:20 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Tracy Moore
1926 marquis drive

Jacksonville , FL 32210
TracyMoore0813@gmail.com



From: Theodore Sobolewski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 10:55:55 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Theodore Sobolewski
46 Cactus St

Homosassa, FL 34446
Tsobo1@yahoo.com
(352) 382-5570



From: John Shirley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 10:28:42 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

John Shirley
po box 834

ft McCoy, FL 32134
redneckalso38@aol.com
(325) 454-5229



From: Gloria Fredricks
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 10:02:32 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Gloria Fredricks
7507 Ocala ave

Fort pierce , FL 34951
G.maxine@mail.com
(772) 713-8940



From: Orlando Pendleton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 9:57:35 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Orlando Pendleton
2411 S I35e

Denton, TX 76210
OP3ndl3t0n@aim.com



From: Fernando Rivera
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 9:53:54 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Fernando Rivera
156 Magnolia

Dorado, FL 00646
Fernando.Rivera.Velez@gmail.com



From: Janet Stokes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 9:52:09 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Janet Stokes
12066 Brandon Lake Dr

Jacksonville, FL 32258
Grannytenaj@gmail.com



From: John Panko
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 9:08:25 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

John Panko
2604 w Estes ave

Chicago, IL 60645
jpanko@msn.com
(312) 702-1610



From: Michelle Huey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 8:58:06 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Michelle Huey
2363 Ambrose lane

Pt. Charlotte , FL 33952
Challey62@aol.com



From: Michael David
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 8:43:42 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Michael David
4027 Bounce Dr

Orlando, FL 32812
Mbdfido@gmail.com
(407) 412-4562



From: KC Dickson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:25:31 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

KC Dickson
4721 N Meade St

Appleton , WI 54913
Kcdickson@hotmail.com



From: Chris Duren
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 8:10:15 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Chris Duren
197 pine street

Atlantic beach, FL 32233
Seylerinab@gmail.com
(904) 241-7102



From: Dawn Seyler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 8:08:53 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Dawn Seyler
197 pine street

Atlantic beach, FL 32233
Dawninab@gmail.com
(904) 241-7102



From: Emmaline Seyler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 8:07:21 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Emmaline Seyler
197 pine street

Atlantic beach, FL 32233
Seylerinab@gmail.com
(904) 241-7102



From: Sylda Clark
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 7:56:18 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Sylda Clark
PO Box 495311

Port Charlotte, FL 33949
rclark1939@gmail.com
(941) 380-2642



From: William Clark
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 7:54:59 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

William Clark
2363 Ambrose Lane

Port Charlotte, FL 33952
wclark31@gmail.com
9413802642



From: Susan Sobolewski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 7:03:45 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Susan Sobolewski
46 Cactus Street

Homosassa, FL 34446
Nontoxicsusan@yahoo.com
(352) 228-1888



From: Amanda Starratt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 6:20:40 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Amanda Starratt
28Steamboat drive

Marshfield , MA 02050
Amanda.starratt@gmail.com



From: Amy Brinkmeier
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 1:10:54 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Amy Brinkmeier
4337 Indiana circle

Pace, FL 32571
abrinkmeier@mchsi.com



From: Gerardo Tiscareno
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 12:27:07 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Gerardo Tiscareno
354 Emerald forest

El paso, TX 79928
Gerardo.tiscareno@gmail.com



From: Chris Paredes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 11:41:04 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Chris Paredes
10025 Apache village

San antonio, TX 78245
Chris.michelle.paredes@gmail.com
(520) 365-9928



From: Arina Ilse Johanna Montag
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:16:07 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Arina Ilse Johanna Montag
27 11th Ave.
3rd floor
Haverhill, MA 01830
aomarianashanniolaje@icloud.com
(978) 387-0987



From: Jessica Caron
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 11:23:30 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Jessica Caron
45 park street

milo, ME 04463
jessicacaron1112@gmail.com



From: Brandon Hendricks
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 11:10:32 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Brandon Hendricks
938 E. Taylor St. Apt. 16

Ladoga, IN 47954
bhendricks578@gmail.com



From: Jeff bricker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 9:52:02 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Jeff bricker
762 renegade ln

port orange, FL 32127
jabmc0311@aol.com
(386) 871-6007



From: MAIRA HERNANDEZ
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 8:39:29 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

MAIRA HERNANDEZ
2270 NW 1st. STREET

MIAMI, FL 33125
maira111764@gmail.com
3059108564



From: Gloria Fredricks
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 7:18:12 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Gloria Fredricks
7507 Ocala ave

Fort pierce, FL 34951
G.maxine@mail.com
(772) 713-8940



From: Hamed Jaidane
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 6:59:30 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Hamed Jaidane
3480 melrose dr

Clarksville , TN 37042
hjaid2000@yahoo.com
(954) 610-4240



From: Flora Brown
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 6:36:43 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Flora Brown
1810 13th avenue north

Saint Petersburg, FL 33713
floraluv84@gmail.com



From: angelo britton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 6:36:07 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

angelo britton
230 w creekview dr.

wewahitchka, FL 32465
angelo.britton@gmail.com
(850) 319-4340



From: Daniel Aquino
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 5:52:47 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Daniel Aquino
3738 American Holly rd

Jacksonville , FL 32226
Aquinoatnyc@yahoo.com



From: Alan Spears
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 5:34:46 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Alan Spears
719 Bongart rd

Winter park, FL 32792
Aksride@hotmail.com



From: Ashley Peters
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:15:02 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Ashley Peters
4295 218th Ave nw

Oak grove, MN 55303
Ashleydian91@hotmail.com
(651) 528-4194



From: robert flynn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 5:17:38 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

robert flynn
1051 kettering st.

Burton, MI 48519
flynn6714@gmail.com
8109626891



From: Lou and Trudy Tiller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 5:13:55 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Lou and Trudy Tiller
314 transou drive
LONG TIME RESIDENT of FLA (1996-2014)
Lexington, NC 27295
trudytill@lyahoo.com



From: Justin Coleman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 5:04:45 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Justin Coleman
2228 Martins Run

Tavares, FL 32788
Justincoleman246@gmail.com



From: Charles Brenske
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 4:33:52 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Charles Brenske
1944 hickory road

Kimball, MI 48074
Righting4fun@yahoo.com



From: Alison Richardson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 3:46:57 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Alison Richardson
1051 kettering st.

Burton, MI 48519
alisonanna89@gmail.com
8109626891



From: Jorge Renteria
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 3:32:54 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Jorge Renteria
2801 New Hampshire

Lake station , IN 46405
ananluizloveromeo@gmail.com
(219) 381-6758



From: Barry Dufresne
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 2:40:41 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Barry Dufresne
2363 Ambrose Lane

Port Charlotte, FL 33952
dufresba@gmail.com
18137672501



From: Troy Talbot
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 2:11:04 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Troy Talbot
3028 Tierra Limon

El Paso , TX 79938
Modelgm@sbcglibal.net
(915) 383-3885



From: Jennifer Coates
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 1:49:49 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Jennifer Coates
71 W Walnut st

Yoe, PA 17313
Jmcr749@yahoo.com



From: Jeffrey McAvoy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 1:44:44 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Jeffrey McAvoy
50 Bayberry Road

Ewing, NJ 08618
mcavoy.jeffrey@gmail.com
(609) 480-2476



From: Terrance Young
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:10:19 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Terrance Young
2170 nw 28ave

Lauderdale,lake, FL 33311
louiethabarber63@gmail.com
(754) 213-3711



From: Valentin Garcia Jr.
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 1:38:51 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Valentin Garcia Jr.
13 Cherry Laurel CT #103

Winter Springs, FL 32708
Valtech9@gmail.com
(407) 923-2515



From: Sinead Foley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 1:37:46 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Sinead Foley
13 Cherry Laurel CT #103

Winter Springs, FL 32708
Foleysinead01@gmail.com
(407) 923-0575



From: Dana Billingsley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 1:34:24 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Dana Billingsley
2905 Mockingbird St.

Royse City, TX 75189
daneygurl@gmail.com
(469) 338-9192



From: Dawn Seyler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 12:20:52 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Dawn Seyler
197 pine street

Atlantic beach, FL 32233
Dawninab@gmail.com
(904) 241-7102



From: Joseph Kehoe
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 11:44:36 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Joseph Kehoe
420 treasure dr.

Tarpon Springs, FL 34689
Joseph.kehoe@baycare.org
(727) 937-3099



From: Carolyn Doby
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 8:46:00 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Carolyn Doby
30584 WCR 1310

Kinta, OK 74552
DobysTLCRanch@aol.com



From: Gloria Fredricks
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 8:20:51 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Gloria Fredricks
7507 Ocala ave

Fort pierce, FL 34951
G.maxine@mail.com
(772) 713-8940



From: Joe Clark
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 8:18:38 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Joe Clark
1656 20th Street SW

Vero Beach , FL 32962
joecjr@aol.com



From: Tana Petri
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 8:15:07 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Tana Petri
2945 7th pl

Vero beach, FL 32968
Tanapetri@aol.com



From: Nicole Monroe
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 8:09:11 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Nicole Monroe
2318 2nd avenue SE

vero beach, FL 32962
Ncornett82390@gmail.com



From: Tom Pischke
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:06:11 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Tom Pischke
503 E 12th St

Dell Rapids, SD 57022
tompischke@hotmail.com
605-999-2948



From: Ashley Willer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 7:52:23 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Ashley Willer
2205 89th ave

Vero beach, FL 32966
Ashley.willer@yahoo.com



From: Michael David
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 7:45:57 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Michael David
4027 Bounce Dr

Orlando, FL 32812
mbdfido@gmail.com
(407) 412-4562



From: Susan Sobolewski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 7:23:52 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Susan Sobolewski
46 Cactus Street

Homosasss, FL 34446
nontoxicsusan@yahoo.com
(352) 228-1888



From: Morgan Marks
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 11:55:45 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Morgan Marks
11855 Marla lane

Seminole , FL 33772
morganmarks29@yahoo.com
(727) 418-3718



From: Sarah Chittum
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:35:10 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Sarah Chittum
28 Southern Dr

Rustburg, VA 24588
Scampbell218@gmail.com
(434) 851-2430



From: Amber Lawson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:18:08 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Amber Lawson
11097 106th street

Largo, FL 33773
Amber.lawson93@hotmail.com



From: Felix Romero
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:16:16 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Felix Romero
1014 airport road unit 110

Destin, FL 32541
Fromerodgf1981@hotmail.com
(750) 890-8014



From: Alan Spears
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 7:17:16 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Alan Spears
719 Bongart rd

Winter park, FL 32792
Aksride@hotmail.com



From: Janet Stokes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 7:08:06 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Janet Stokes
12066 Brandon Lake Dr

Jacksonville, FL 32258
Grannytenaj@gmail.com



From: Sylvia Toledo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 7:05:21 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Sylvia Toledo
9780 S.W. 16th street

Miami, , FL 33165
stoledo@amerijet.com
(786) 281-3170



From: Rachel Gunby
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 11:36:32 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Rachel Gunby
213 Rock Creek Rd

Anderson , FL 29625
rachelgunby@bellsouth.net



From: Leslie Hill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:05:56 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Leslie Hill
1506 Field Circle. #2

Freeport, IL 61032
lheimgartner@yahoo.com
(815) 238-5556



From: Carlos Rodriguez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 6:17:30 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Carlos Rodriguez
553 Cortina Drive

Orlando, FL 32828
Sternguard@live.com
(407) 697-2723



From: Maryann Sisler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 6:08:00 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Maryann Sisler
47 Pelican Dr

Bayville, FL 08721
Maryannsisler@yahoo.com



From: Erica Kirkman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 5:42:20 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Erica Kirkman
30913 Bridgegate Dr

Wesley Chapel, FL 33545
Kirkman26@gmail.com



From: Aurora Haynes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 5:10:00 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Aurora Haynes
1514 Adams cir E

Lago, FL 33771
Aurorabean94@aol.com



From: Alice Cowperthwaite
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 4:40:38 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Alice Cowperthwaite
5673 Zinnia Ave

Milton , FL 32570
Lcowperthwaite@gmail.com



From: Molly Ryan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 4:12:23 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Molly Ryan
3517 Cambridge St

New Port Richey , FL 34652
Meryan580@gmail.com
(727) 410-4892



From: John Choate
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 3:07:47 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

John Choate
301 washington ave

Anahuac, TX 77514
Mrjpc99@gmail.com



From: Kierstin Long
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 2:04:48 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Kierstin Long
11300 66th st n

Largo, FL 33773
Kierstinlong@yahoo.com



From: Dustin Long
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 1:07:12 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Dustin Long
65 Alexander Rd

Stony Point, NC 28678
dlong.tfrmnc@gmail.com



From: Tracie Gonsolis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 12:02:43 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Tracie Gonsolis
454 Aragon Place

Vacaville, CA 95688
Mstlshine@sbcglobal.net



From: Jerry Barber
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:35:10 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Jerry Barber
193 Beach Highway

Alma, GA 31510
Jbarber37@yahoo.com



From: Kendall Matthews
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 10:59:45 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Kendall Matthews
10838 79th st e

Parrish , FL 34219
KendallAmatthews@yahoo.com



From: Shawn Lauseng
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:28:34 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Shawn Lauseng
12800 Vonn Rd Apt 7452

Largo, FL 33774
shawn.hl@hotmail.com



From: Kendall Matthews
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:44:19 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Kendall Matthews
10838 79th st e

Parrish , FL 34219
KendallAmatthews@yahoo.com



From: David Church
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 7:49:43 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

David Church
5811 Atlantic blvd

Jacksonville, FL 32007
Dchurch@apsystemsinc.net
(203) 981-7688



From: Susan Sobolewski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 7:39:17 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Susan Sobolewski
46 Cactus Street

Homosassa, FL 34446
nontoxicsusan@yahoo.com
(352) 228-1888



From: Michael David
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 7:28:10 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Michael David
4027 Bounce Dr

Orlando, FL 32812
mbdfido@gmail.com
(407) 412-4562



From: Scott Reynolds
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 1:33:48 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Scott Reynolds
1623 Harvard St

Clearwater, FL 33755
Scotts1pimp@yahoo.com
(727) 723-4500



From: Bethany Reynolds
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 1:31:08 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Bethany Reynolds
7149 Chatum Light Run

Bradenton, FL 34212
Bemackin@yahoo.com
(941) 539-7366



From: Israel Rojas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 12:44:11 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Israel Rojas
149 W. Wildwood Dr

San Antonio, TX 78212
izrael26@yahoo.com
(512) 962-5315



From: lisa kaiser
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 12:29:51 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

lisa kaiser
3950 castleman

riverside, CA 92503
lisakaiser69@yahoo.com
(951) 299-6715



From: Jordan Pyles
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:32:49 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Jordan Pyles
219 8th Street

Henderson, KY 42420
Pyles1735@gmail.com



From: Joe Shippley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:57:33 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Joe Shippley
6463 Vrain st

Arvada, CO 80003
jaship21@yahoo.com
3035228747



From: Greg Pesantes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:55:16 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Greg Pesantes
67-11 Yellowstone Blvd.

Forest Hills, NY 11375
gpx77@aol.com



From: Jessica Dimeglio
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:33:05 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Jessica Dimeglio
26 ave b

Norwalk , CT 06854
Jdimeglio2011@gmail.com



From: Michele Walker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:13:04 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Michele Walker
1622 Sw 25th lane

cape coral, FL 33914
Msharich@yahoo.com
(239) 271-9184



From: Ian Hargreaves
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:10:42 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Ian Hargreaves
1622 Sw 25th lane

cape coral, FL 33914
Ianhargreaves@live.com
(239) 333-6600



From: Deborah Barnes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:12:26 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Deborah Barnes
23 Crawford rd

Eldred, FL 12732
Debann68@yahoo.com



From: Hashem ElHassan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:10:47 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Hashem ElHassan
4706 McKinley st.

Hollywood, FL Fl. 33021
Shemnm11@gmail.com
(954) 505-6227



From: Christopher Servin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:16:57 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Christopher Servin
3118 venus

San Antonio , TX 78226
Lamate01@gmail.com
(210) 760-2498



From: Brandon Hendricks
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:08:53 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Brandon Hendricks
938 E. Taylor St. Apt. 16

Ladoga, IN 47954
bhendricks578@gmail.com



From: Rodney Pesantes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:03:53 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Rodney Pesantes
6734 Selfridge street

forest hills, NY 11375
Pesaninc@gmail.com
9176504919



From: Brad Messick
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:31:19 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Brad Messick
6520 Alopex Rd

Waldorf, MD 20603
Bmessick0781@gmail.com



From: Roberto Nunez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:47:22 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Roberto Nunez
2310 meadow lane apt 202

Eau Claire , WI 54701
Roberto.rest@yahoo.com
(715) 577-1773



From: Justin Gall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:27:53 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Justin Gall
102 Karen Drive

Palatka, FL 32177
mrgallhouse24@gmail.com
(386) 916-4021



From: adam ausborn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:26:51 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

adam ausborn
1855 10 ave north

fort dodge , IA 50501
adam_ausborn@hotmail.com



From: Grisnel Rosario
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:07:20 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Grisnel Rosario
12406 Whitehall Dr

Bowie, MD 20715
Grisnelrosario@gmail.com
(787) 421-0000



From: Grisnel Rosario
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 6:54:50 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Grisnel Rosario
12406 Whitehall Dr

Bowie, MD 20715
Grisnelrosario@gmail.com
(787) 421-0000



From: Grisnel Rosario
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 6:49:10 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Grisnel Rosario
12406 Whitehall Dr

Bowie, MD 20715
Grisnelrosario@gmail.com
(787) 421-0000



From: Janet Stokes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 6:15:57 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Janet Stokes
12066 Brandon Lake Dr

Jacksonville, FL 32258
Grannytenaj@gmail.com



From: Danya Hysell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 5:57:04 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Danya Hysell
2419 Exchange Ave

Lakeland, FL 33801
Danya.hysell@yahoo.com
(214) 504-4186



From: Joshua Hewitt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 5:09:47 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Joshua Hewitt
3634 Converse St.

Torrington, WY 82240
jhewitt218@gmail.com
(307) 575-1395



From: Jorge Bustamante
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:54:30 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Jorge Bustamante
6000 Kipling ct
102
Orlando , FL 32835
Thejorgeb@hotmail.com
(321) 245-4452



From: Pam Deal
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:25:52 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Pam Deal
2428 Kenilworth Ave

Berwyn, FL 60402
Harleychick754@yahoo.com
(630) 209-7588



From: Christopher Legg
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:53:54 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Christopher Legg
Pobox 608161

ORLANDO , FL 32860
82boowagon@gmail.com
(352) 602-5311



From: Hildegard Quiroz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:32:36 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Hildegard Quiroz
1926 mossy creek

San antonio, TX 78245
hilde.quiriz@sbcglobal.net
(210) 367-1112



From: Johnathon Martin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:24:11 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Johnathon Martin
965 Perry Drive
E
Port Hueneme, CA 93041
martycash13@gmail.com
17576523131



From: Manuel Martinez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:22:11 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Manuel Martinez
2051 Columbia Ct NE

Rio Rancho, NM 87144
Manuelsamtz@yahoo.com
(505) 920-4245



From: Jesse Jensen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:14:31 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Jesse Jensen
397 s court

Los osos, CA 93442
Jensen.jesse.ray@gmail.com
(805) 459-9966



From: Christopher Peterson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:14:24 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Christopher Peterson
2518 Earlene Drive

Land o Lakes, FL 34639
c.peterson77@live.com



From: jeffrey Cortis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:10:28 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

jeffrey Cortis
70 Main St

Woonsocket, RI 02895
ricuddly@outlook.com



From: Aaron Eckert
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:07:26 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Aaron Eckert
7B Bay Dr

Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
aaron_eckert@yahoo.com



From: Jonathan Kittley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:06:54 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Jonathan Kittley
1808 trade winds

Midland, TX 79706
Jwk07a@acu.edu
(432) 557-4861



From: Randall Lunsgren
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:02:59 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Randall Lunsgren
760 Wedgewood Dr.

San Jose, CA 95123
cdmon@sbcglobal.net
(209) 499-9248



From: James Childs
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:18:10 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

James Childs
12817 ne 41st street

Vancouver, WA 98682
Jamesvlt@hotmail.com
(603) 767-3202



From: Erica Brambila
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:53:58 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Erica Brambila
2321 Crews Street

Corpus Christi, TX 78405
Angelperales361@gmail.com
(361) 660-5848



From: Anna Fraser
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 1:46:09 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Anna Fraser
161 Wisteria Ln

Leesburg, GA 31763
anna_joiner2000@yahoo.com
2298541034



From: Kim Thigpen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 1:39:05 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Kim Thigpen
234 w Doublegate dr

Albany, GA 31721
Kthigpen2222@bellsouth.net



From: Eduardo Maldonado
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 1:37:12 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Eduardo Maldonado
5839 red Dahliacourt

Orlando, FL 32805
Aztkwarrior@live.com



From: Karley Patnode
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 1:32:49 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Karley Patnode
31 Grand Blvd

Shelby, OH 44875
kcpatnode@gmail.com



From: Rylee Thigpen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 1:30:14 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Rylee Thigpen
220 Creekside Drive

Leesburg, GA 31763
rylee1022@bellsouth.net



From: Barry Dufresne
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 1:26:54 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Barry Dufresne
2363 Ambrose Lane

Port Charlotte, FL 33952
dufresba@gmail.com
(813) 767-2501



From: Jeffrey Chesney
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 1:23:50 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Jeffrey Chesney
6095 E. Hill rd.

Grand Blanc, MI 48439
jeff_chesney@hotmail.com
(810) 701-4873



From: Emma Melo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 12:57:15 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Emma Melo
14 Earl Street

Acushnet, MA 02743
empacefb@gmail.com
(508) 558-7004



From: terry dutra
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 12:53:47 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

terry dutra
1 Harbor Blvd Suite C

Destin, FL 32541
ta2terry@gmail.com
(850) 803-1506



From: Troy Stokes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:18:04 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Troy Stokes
11020 Creekwood Dr

Jacksonville, FL 32256
Stokestraditiontroy@gmail.com



From: Alan Spears
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 12:03:26 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Alan Spears
719 Bomgart Rd

Winter park, FL 32792
Aksride@hotmail.com



From: Walter Tello
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:29:38 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Walter Tello
5030 Green Forest Parkway

Smyrna, GA 30082
me@waltertello.com
4046616909



From: Lance LaGuerre
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:06:41 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Lance LaGuerre
1317 portside dr

fleming island , FL 32003
landelaguerre@yahoo.com
(305) 924-6444



From: Ilyssa Albert
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:00:42 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Ilyssa Albert
332 Pyramid Pines Est

Saratoga, NY 12866
ialbert04@aol.com



From: Susan Sobolewski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:39:46 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Susan Sobolewski
46 Cactus Street

Homosassa , FL 34446
Nontoxicsusan@yahoo.com
(352) 228-1888



From: Blake Panabaker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:42:22 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Blake Panabaker
905 Louisiana ave

Lynn Haven , FL 32444
Bjpanabaker@gmail.com
(478) 550-1585



From: Deborah Mangham
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:27:45 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Deborah Mangham
20553 Racine Street

Orlando, FL 32833
Debstylist@aol.com



From: Charles Dalba
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:26:21 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Charles Dalba
3009 Dace Lane

St. Louis, MO 63125
chuckdalba@yahoo.com
(352) 514-1803



From: Jessica Canepa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:21:03 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Jessica Canepa
5243 Branch Point Drive

Valdosta, FL 31605
jessicacanepa@yahoo.com



From: John Cornish
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:05:11 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

John Cornish
4312 Laclair drive

Columbia, SC 29209
Johncornish54@gmail.com
(803) 250-7326



From: Del Stokes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:16:27 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Del Stokes
12066 Brandon Lake Dr

Jacksonville, FL 32258
Dstokes@security101.com



From: Janell Greenwood
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:37:33 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Janell Greenwood
3970 taylorview ln

Ammon, ID 83406
Greenwoodjanell@gmail.com



From: Tim Laskowski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 6:31:02 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Tim Laskowski
21242 Mayfair Street

Woodhaven , MI 48183
Tooski91@hotmail.com



From: kim garzia
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 5:34:15 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

kim garzia
1253 sandra lane

niskayuna, NY 12309
rpalmer5369@hotmail.com



From: Dennis Jahn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 5:27:26 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Dennis Jahn
1807Paris

Grand Rapids, MI 49507
dennisjahn222@gmail.com
(859) 878-3224



From: Sarrett Williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:53:30 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Sarrett Williams
4604 Palo Duro

Albuquerque, NM 87110
baritone7@yahoo.com
5756933039



From: Janet Stokes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:14:57 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Janet Stokes
12066 Brandon Lake Dr

Jacksonville, FL 32258
Grannytenaj@gmail.com



From: Amy Campbell-schlotman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:14:37 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Amy Campbell-schlotman
405 w Dakota st

Jefferson, SD 57038
Amyjeantwo@hotmail.com
(712) 301-9337



From: Tara Deckard
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 11:26:52 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Tara Deckard
452 McMillen rd

McMinnville, TN 37110
tatadeckard@gmail.com
9312734930



From: Tom McDermott
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:09:01 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Tom McDermott
1801 Hwy 67

Clinton, IA 52732
moparducati@yahoo.com



From: Damarys pace
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:07:05 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Damarys pace
59 Parkside Circle

crawfordville, FL 32327
dee815@ymail.com
(850) 445-2188



From: Rossa V Clarke-White
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:05:48 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Rossa V Clarke-White
3476 Barnstaple Drive

Tallahassee , FL 32317
wcvr52@gmail.com
(850) 322-2561



From: Joshua Horne
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:03:08 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Joshua Horne
1403 Morningside drive

Lake Wales , FL 33853
Jhorne1982@yahoo.com
(252) 529-8787



From: Briana Howe
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:02:05 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Briana Howe
10232 Foxfield Ln
Apt A
Avon , IN 46123
bhowe@lifecenters.com
(317) 937-7030



From: Shawn Reffitt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 8:57:37 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Shawn Reffitt
1031 Glencoe Drive

Findlay, OH 45840
dropshop4u@yahoo.com



From: James Napotina
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 8:56:45 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

James Napotina
54 memorial place

Elmwood park , NJ 07497
jnapotina@aol.com



From: Paige Christensen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 8:56:02 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Paige Christensen
4324 ridgeway terr

Prince Frederick , MD 20678
pchristensen5191@gmail.com



From: George Limberakis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 8:54:58 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

George Limberakis
879 Garner Rd

Cordova, AL 35550
Limbomedic15@gmail.com



From: Adam Couto
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 8:54:58 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Adam Couto
7611 41st Ave SE

Lacey, WA 98503
coutoinwa@yahoo.com
3604512314



From: trechia james
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 11:23:15 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

trechia james
324 cascade avenue

Mcminnville, TN 37110
tre.bodyworker@gmail.com
9317438698



From: Kevin Stinson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 8:53:55 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Kevin Stinson
675 Brook Hollow Cir.

Combine, TX 75159
ks_84l@msn.com
5127791524



From: John Mathesius
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 8:53:52 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

John Mathesius
307 Carnahan Rd

Mendota, IL 61342
taze6@yahoo.com



From: Arlene Lenzo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 8:53:26 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Arlene Lenzo
159 York woods red

South berwick, ME 03908
lenzoarlene344@gmail.com
(207) 384-1959



From: Sam King
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 8:50:59 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Sam King
4112 spring Valley rd

Evansville , IN 47715
Sammyking75@gmail.com



From: Kyle Sweatt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 8:50:55 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Kyle Sweatt
Pro box 9351

Lee, FL 32059
Kylesweatt@icloud.com



From: Arnold Ferri
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 8:48:39 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Arnold Ferri
11 Larson Abe

St. Albert, AL T8N 2H1
aferri@shaw.ca
(780) 884-8372



From: Byron Williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 8:48:26 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Byron Williams
3410 Aul Country Place

Plant City, FL 33566
Byronlwilliams3@gmail.com



From: Ben Beveridge
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 8:42:01 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Ben Beveridge
3301 cr 890

Alvin, FL 77511
Beveridgeb@yahoo.com
(713) 304-7883



From: Jason Andrews
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 8:38:11 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Jason Andrews
10430 Veterans Memorial Drive

Tallahassee , FL 32309
Trooperseabass@yahoo.com



From: jennifer crenshaw
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 8:36:44 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

jennifer crenshaw
134 red oak cemetery rd

mcalester, OK 74501
crenshaw.jennifer94@gmail.com



From: Carlos Lazo jr
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 11:04:09 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Carlos Lazo jr
18092 sw 41 street

Miramar , FL 33029
Mfd172@hotmail.com
(305) 951-2268



From: Lisa Tessier
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 7:48:32 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Lisa Tessier
86 E. Orchard St.

Woonsocket, RI 02895
starchild1220@hotmail.com



From: BRENDA HALEY
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 7:36:15 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

BRENDA HALEY
2224 PASS RD APT 101

BILIXI, MS 39531
haleybrenda@yahoo.com
(228) 239-6584



From: jaclyn salata
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 7:35:00 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

jaclyn salata
2262 E 4300 N

Filer, ID 83328
jaclyn_salata@live.com
5597416137



From: Chris Clark
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 7:30:21 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Chris Clark
1225 south us Hwy 1

Vero beach , FL 32962
Chris68896@aol.com



From: Gloria Fredricks
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 7:29:35 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Gloria Fredricks
7507 ocala ave

Fort pierce , FL 34951
G.maxine@mail.com



From: Nick Nocera
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 7:25:59 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Nick Nocera
4024 Ironware dr

Holiday, FL 34691
NickNocera1@yahoo.com



From: Joseph Romero
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 6:50:03 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Joseph Romero
8125 Rock Elm Rd

Fort Worth, TX 76131
j_romero92@yahoo.com



From: Arthur Ayers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 6:40:02 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Arthur Ayers
P.O. Box 758

Felda, FL 33930
anniea316@yahoo.com



From: Annie Ayers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 6:39:18 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Annie Ayers
PO Box 758

Felda, FL 33930
anniea316@yahoo.com



From: Ashley Mccumber
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 6:19:34 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Ashley Mccumber
230 west creekview drive

Wewahitchka, FL 32465
ashleynicolebritton@gmail.com
(850) 688-6797



From: Chadwick Henderson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 11:02:58 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Chadwick Henderson
1926 W. 13th Street

Jacksonville, FL 32209
cchend7@gmail.com
(904) 290-0215



From: Ashley McCumber
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 6:17:06 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Ashley McCumber
230 W Creekview Dr.

Wewahitchka, FL 32465
ashleynicolebritton@gmail.com
(850) 688-6797



From: Angelo Britton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 6:14:52 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Angelo Britton
230 W Creekview Dr.

Wewahitchka, FL 32465
angelo.britton@gmail.com
(850) 319-4340



From: Robert Shoener
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 6:13:55 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Robert Shoener
10611 Escobar Dr.

SAN DIEGO, CA 92124
robertshoener@gmail.com
8584012752



From: Sean Cecconi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 6:12:51 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Sean Cecconi
979 Julia Ln

Fernley, NV 89408
Cecconi32@gmail.com
(775) 560-1232



From: Rodney Ferreira
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 6:09:32 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Rodney Ferreira
206 cannon drive

Laurel hill, FL 32567
Rodney_ferreira92@yahoo.com



From: Janet Stokes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 6:05:18 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Janet Stokes
12066 Brandon Lake Drive

Jacksonville, FL 32258
Grannytenaj@gmail.com



From: Kayla Andrzejczak
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 5:56:50 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Kayla Andrzejczak
10891 Gage Rd

Cranesville , PA 16410
Krj030488@ymail.com



From: Danica Anzaldo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 5:40:25 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Danica Anzaldo
3326 N Lockwood Rd

Spokane, WA 99206
Danicalifornia442@gmail.com
(509) 570-2329



From: Beau Burchfield
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 5:34:22 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Beau Burchfield
901 Wilderness Circle

Pelham, AL 35124
Brburchfield@fullsail.edu



From: Jason Flowers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 5:32:42 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Jason Flowers
Po box 203

Wewahitchka, FL 32465
Flowersjp@gmail.com



From: Christopher Grissom
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 11:01:39 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Christopher Grissom
1904 Faulkner Springs Rd

McMinnville, TN 37110
grissomernest@gmail.com
9316689814



From: Raul Vasquez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 5:23:23 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Raul Vasquez
2238 Gunderson Ave

Berwyn, IL 60402-2466
infinitex7@aol.com



From: Ruth Clark
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 5:18:57 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Ruth Clark
PO Box 495311

Port Charlotte, FL 33949
rclark1939@gmail.com
(941) 380-2642



From: William Clark
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 5:17:44 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

William Clark
PO Box 495311

Port Charlotte, FL 33949
wclark31@gmail.com
(941) 380-2642



From: Catherine Charneski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 2:56:50 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Catherine Charneski
4072 Rainbow Circle

LaBelle , FL 33935
Mrscharneski@yahoo.com
(863) 885-1000



From: Jamie Overmyer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 12:59:12 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Jamie Overmyer
2792 60th street north

St. Petersburg , FL 33710
jamieoesch@gmail.com



From: Lauren Nocera
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 12:57:45 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Lauren Nocera
506 S Bywood

Clawson, MI 48017
Lauren.a.nocera@gmail.com



From: Leilani Caquiat
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 11:05:29 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Leilani Caquiat
3605 Conroy rd
Apt 526
Orlando, FL 32839
Hurl3ygurl@gmail.com



From: Janet Stokes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 9:39:35 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Janet Stokes
12066 Brandon Lake Dr

Jacksonville, FL 32258
Grannytenaj@gmail.com



From: Kelley steward
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 9:18:02 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Kelley steward
10496 silvercreek dr

pensacola, FL 32506
Freekitty2@gmail.com
8504851002



From: Phyllis Forsythe
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 8:55:05 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Phyllis Forsythe
5131 E Silver Springs Blvd #114

Silver Springs, FL 34488
pchilds1212@gmail.com
3523011912



From: Cynthia Rosso
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 11:01:19 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Cynthia Rosso
5811 Atlantic Blvd

Jacksonville, FL 32207
Cindyrosso67@gmail.com
(203) 247-9013



From: Benjamin Beveridge
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 6:18:11 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Benjamin Beveridge
3301 cr 890

alvin, TX 77511
beveridgeb@yahoo.com
7133047883



From: Andrew Muenzel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 5:36:55 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Andrew Muenzel
1801 Beck Ave

Panama City, FL 32405
drewspcb@gmail.com



From: Fernando Sanchez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 5:35:52 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Fernando Sanchez
3440 SW 72nd Avenue

Miami, FL 33155
dfoto@mac.com
(305) 873-4251



From: Corey Rodriguez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 4:54:21 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Corey Rodriguez
7672 Morgan Ave N

Brooklyn Park, MN 55444
coreyrodriguez@hotmail.com
(763) 226-9444



From: Edward Young
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 12:18:43 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Edward Young
p.o. box 5243

Tallahassee , FL 32314
barber102374@Yahoo.com
(850) 778-0611



From: Angela Montalvo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 11:25:32 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Angela Montalvo
4805 pine Hills Rd
Apt 201
Orlando, FL 32808
Bklynrockstar22@gmail.com
4079282651



From: Surezz Lofton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 11:24:55 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Surezz Lofton
4805 N. Pine Hills rd.
201
Orlando, FL 32808
sdlofton3@gmail.com
4076167074



From: Lillian Fetzer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 10:49:15 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Lillian Fetzer
20686 49th dr

Lake City, FL 32024
Tljmr@yahoo.com
(850) 491-6668



From: Joel Villa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 9:49:11 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Joel Villa
2353 SW 139 Ave

Miami, FL 33175
joelvilla@hotmail.coim



From: Allen Van fleet
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 9:26:57 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Allen Van fleet
1068 hickory

Fayetteville , AR 72703
allenhunter1984@gmail.com
(479) 530-0219



From: William Anyon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:54:02 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

William Anyon
1951 palomino Dr

Titusville, FL 32796
Williamanyon@gmail.com
(321) 747-4714



From: Patrick Leming
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 9:24:06 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Patrick Leming
6710 Collins rd

Jacksonville , FL 32244
Totoman123@yahoo.com
(856) 905-0713



From: Mallory Alber
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 9:23:05 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Mallory Alber
20686 49th dr

Lake city , FL 32024
Mallory.alber@gmail.com
(863) 899-9546



From: Mathew Fetzer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 9:04:35 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Mathew Fetzer
20686 49th dr.

Lake city , FL 32024
fetzer1985@yahoo.com
(863) 899-9567



From: Jose Luis Cordo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 8:57:15 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Jose Luis Cordo
13932 SW 26 Terrace

Miami, FL 33175
jlcordo31@me.com
(305) 431-7377



From: Anthony Kissee
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 8:09:30 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Anthony Kissee
7047 DeerLodge Circle Unit 111

Jacksonville , FL 32256
Anthonyk86@aol.fom
(267) 886-3210



From: Nathaniel Carroll
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 8:03:58 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Nathaniel Carroll
1131 N. Elm St

Henderson, KY 42420
ncarroll0002@gmail.com



From: Marinos Nikolaou
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 7:51:17 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Marinos Nikolaou
Pierre Lallementstraat 610

Amsterdam, FL 1097JR
manic86@live.com



From: Susan Sobolewski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 7:47:23 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Susan Sobolewski
46 Cactus Street

Homosassa , FL 34446
nontoxicsusan@yahoo.com
(352) 228-1888



From: David Hartnell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 2:50:19 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

David Hartnell
16980 Nisqualli Rd. Apt E # 102

Victorville, CA 92395
inscripitactuality14@Gmail.com



From: jamodric cooper
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 11:09:33 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

jamodric cooper
1110 bell tower hts
#203
Colorado Springs, CO 80916
jamodric@gmail.com
(719) 201-3845



From: Christa D"ascheberg
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: CS/SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 11:43:10 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of CS/SB 668, Alimony and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel's bill would
eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We
are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity
to show the country and the world that we truly value this long-standing belief. The greatest
day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves
spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to
create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the life of the
child they created? In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s
children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our children need and deserve both
parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Christa D'ascheberg
25 Webwood Dr

Palm Coast , FL 32135
starzz1990@yahoo.com



From: Shelly Moxon Lehman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Catalyst - A Small Minority of Insecure & Jealous Materialist Second Wives - Protecting Alimony in Florida 2013/.

Re: veto retroactive alimony bill SB 668 2016
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 11:26:10 PM

http://www.protectingyouralimonyinflorida.com/catalyst---a-small-minority-of-insecure--jealous-materialist-second-
wives html

Sent from my iPad



From: R. Haller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: DESPERATELY NEEDED ALIMONY REFORM!!!
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 11:04:22 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am a registered voter in Pinellas County Florida and have been following the alimony and
child custody reform bill. In my opinion this reform is BADLY needed in Florida and I am
strongly in favor of the bill presented to you.

Contrary to what some may try to lead you to believe, this alimony reform bill is NOT
RETROACTIVE FOR ALIMONY OR CHILD SHARING. THE COURT WILL ALWAYS FORMULATE A
PARENTING PLAN FOR THE BEST INTEREST OF THE CHILD. THIS BILL DOESN'T CHANGE THAT
FACT! The premise of 50/50 is just the starting point with all evidence taken into account to
determine child’s best interest Good fathers are not treated fairly and equally in our courts
both from a financial and custody stand point.

Although not perfect, the current bill will go a long way toward bringing some sanity to the
current chaos of alimony awards and permanent alimony. It is not normal for one person to
receive a lifetime annuity from another person in a divorce with no regard to retirement,
health, age, lifestyle change at retirement. If a marriage had not ended, even the most
successful couples plan a reduced lifestyle after retirement. In addition, it is similar to welfare
dependency with all the negative effects to a persons’ self-esteem and abilities when you
don’t have to care for yourself. Permanent alimony is bad for all, but is especially unfair to the
one paying permanent alimony.

While I favor a presumption of equal custody, that has been removed from the modified
version of SB 668. The current bill only begins with the premise that a minor child should
spend APPROXIMATELY equal amounts of time with each parent. Using this only as a starting
premise, the court shall formulate a parenting plan taking into account the best interest of the
child. This still allows for complete discretion on the part of the court.

Again, PLEASE APPROVE THIS BADLY NEEDED ALIMONY AND CHILD CUSTODY REFORM BILL!!!

Sincerely,

Dr. Robert Haller



From: R. Haller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: DESPERATELY NEEDED ALIMONY REFORM!!!
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 11:35:53 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am a registered voter in Pinellas County Florida and have been following the alimony and
child custody reform bill. In my opinion this reform is BADLY needed in Florida and I am
strongly in favor of the bill presented to you.

Contrary to what some may try to lead you to believe, this alimony reform bill is NOT
RETROACTIVE FOR ALIMONY OR CHILD SHARING. THE COURT WILL ALWAYS FORMULATE A
PARENTING PLAN FOR THE BEST INTEREST OF THE CHILD. THIS BILL DOESN'T CHANGE THAT
FACT! The premise of 50/50 is just the starting point with all evidence taken into account to
determine child’s best interest Good fathers are not treated fairly and equally in our courts
both from a financial and custody stand point.

Although not perfect, the current bill will go a long way toward bringing some sanity to the
current chaos of alimony awards and permanent alimony. It is not normal for one person to
receive a lifetime annuity from another person in a divorce with no regard to retirement,
health, age, lifestyle change at retirement. If a marriage had not ended, even the most
successful couples plan a reduced lifestyle after retirement. In addition, it is similar to welfare
dependency with all the negative effects to a persons’ self-esteem and abilities when you
don’t have to care for yourself. Permanent alimony is bad for all, but is especially unfair to the
one paying permanent alimony.

While I favor a presumption of equal custody, that has been removed from the modified
version of SB 668. The current bill only begins with the premise that a minor child should
spend APPROXIMATELY equal amounts of time with each parent. Using this only as a starting
premise, the court shall formulate a parenting plan taking into account the best interest of the
child. This still allows for complete discretion on the part of the court.

Again, PLEASE APPROVE THIS BADLY NEEDED ALIMONY AND CHILD CUSTODY REFORM BILL!!!

Sincerely,

Dr. Robert Haller



From: R. Haller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: DESPERATELY NEEDED ALIMONY REFORM!!!
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 11:17:52 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am a registered voter in Pinellas County Florida and have been following the alimony and
child custody reform bill. In my opinion this reform is BADLY needed in Florida and I am
strongly in favor of the bill presented to you.

Contrary to what some may try to lead you to believe, this alimony reform bill is NOT
RETROACTIVE FOR ALIMONY OR CHILD SHARING. THE COURT WILL ALWAYS FORMULATE A
PARENTING PLAN FOR THE BEST INTEREST OF THE CHILD. THIS BILL DOESN'T CHANGE THAT
FACT! The premise of 50/50 is just the starting point with all evidence taken into account to
determine child’s best interest Good fathers are not treated fairly and equally in our courts
both from a financial and custody stand point.

Although not perfect, the current bill will go a long way toward bringing some sanity to the
current chaos of alimony awards and permanent alimony. It is not normal for one person to
receive a lifetime annuity from another person in a divorce with no regard to retirement,
health, age, lifestyle change at retirement. If a marriage had not ended, even the most
successful couples plan a reduced lifestyle after retirement. In addition, it is similar to welfare
dependency with all the negative effects to a persons’ self-esteem and abilities when you
don’t have to care for yourself. Permanent alimony is bad for all, but is especially unfair to the
one paying permanent alimony.

While I favor a presumption of equal custody, that has been removed from the modified
version of SB 668. The current bill only begins with the premise that a minor child should
spend APPROXIMATELY equal amounts of time with each parent. Using this only as a starting
premise, the court shall formulate a parenting plan taking into account the best interest of the
child. This still allows for complete discretion on the part of the court.

Again, PLEASE APPROVE THIS BADLY NEEDED ALIMONY AND CHILD CUSTODY REFORM BILL!!!

Sincerely,

Dr. Robert Haller



From: R. Haller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: DESPERATELY NEEDED ALIMONY REFORM!!!
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 11:03:54 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am a registered voter in Pinellas County Florida and have been following the alimony and
child custody reform bill. In my opinion this reform is BADLY needed in Florida and I am
strongly in favor of the bill presented to you.

Contrary to what some may try to lead you to believe, this alimony reform bill is NOT
RETROACTIVE FOR ALIMONY OR CHILD SHARING. THE COURT WILL ALWAYS FORMULATE A
PARENTING PLAN FOR THE BEST INTEREST OF THE CHILD. THIS BILL DOESN'T CHANGE THAT
FACT! The premise of 50/50 is just the starting point with all evidence taken into account to
determine child’s best interest Good fathers are not treated fairly and equally in our courts
both from a financial and custody stand point.

Although not perfect, the current bill will go a long way toward bringing some sanity to the
current chaos of alimony awards and permanent alimony. It is not normal for one person to
receive a lifetime annuity from another person in a divorce with no regard to retirement,
health, age, lifestyle change at retirement. If a marriage had not ended, even the most
successful couples plan a reduced lifestyle after retirement. In addition, it is similar to welfare
dependency with all the negative effects to a persons’ self-esteem and abilities when you
don’t have to care for yourself. Permanent alimony is bad for all, but is especially unfair to the
one paying permanent alimony.

While I favor a presumption of equal custody, that has been removed from the modified
version of SB 668. The current bill only begins with the premise that a minor child should
spend APPROXIMATELY equal amounts of time with each parent. Using this only as a starting
premise, the court shall formulate a parenting plan taking into account the best interest of the
child. This still allows for complete discretion on the part of the court.

Again, PLEASE APPROVE THIS BADLY NEEDED ALIMONY AND CHILD CUSTODY REFORM BILL!!!

Sincerely,

Dr. Robert Haller



From: R. Haller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: DESPERATELY NEEDED ALIMONY REFORM!!!
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:14:16 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am a registered voter in Pinellas County Florida and have been following the alimony and
child custody reform bill. In my opinion this reform is BADLY needed in Florida and I am
strongly in favor of the bill presented to you.

Contrary to what some may try to lead you to believe, this alimony reform bill is NOT
RETROACTIVE FOR ALIMONY OR CHILD SHARING. THE COURT WILL ALWAYS FORMULATE A
PARENTING PLAN FOR THE BEST INTEREST OF THE CHILD. THIS BILL DOESN'T CHANGE THAT
FACT! The premise of 50/50 is just the starting point with all evidence taken into account to
determine child’s best interest Good fathers are not treated fairly and equally in our courts
both from a financial and custody stand point.

Although not perfect, the current bill will go a long way toward bringing some sanity to the
current chaos of alimony awards and permanent alimony. It is not normal for one person to
receive a lifetime annuity from another person in a divorce with no regard to retirement,
health, age, lifestyle change at retirement. If a marriage had not ended, even the most
successful couples plan a reduced lifestyle after retirement. In addition, it is similar to welfare
dependency with all the negative effects to a persons’ self-esteem and abilities when you
don’t have to care for yourself. Permanent alimony is bad for all, but is especially unfair to the
one paying permanent alimony.

While I favor a presumption of equal custody, that has been removed from the modified
version of SB 668. The current bill only begins with the premise that a minor child should
spend APPROXIMATELY equal amounts of time with each parent. Using this only as a starting
premise, the court shall formulate a parenting plan taking into account the best interest of the
child. This still allows for complete discretion on the part of the court.

Again, PLEASE APPROVE THIS BADLY NEEDED ALIMONY AND CHILD CUSTODY REFORM BILL!!!

Sincerely,

Dr. Robert Haller



From: R. Haller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: DESPERATELY NEEDED ALIMONY REFORM!!!
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:08:10 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am a registered voter in Pinellas County Florida and have been following the alimony and
child custody reform bill. In my opinion this reform is BADLY needed in Florida and I am
strongly in favor of the bill presented to you.

Contrary to what some may try to lead you to believe, this alimony reform bill is NOT
RETROACTIVE FOR ALIMONY OR CHILD SHARING. THE COURT WILL ALWAYS FORMULATE A
PARENTING PLAN FOR THE BEST INTEREST OF THE CHILD. THIS BILL DOESN'T CHANGE THAT
FACT! The premise of 50/50 is just the starting point with all evidence taken into account to
determine child’s best interest Good fathers are not treated fairly and equally in our courts
both from a financial and custody stand point.

Although not perfect, the current bill will go a long way toward bringing some sanity to the
current chaos of alimony awards and permanent alimony. It is not normal for one person to
receive a lifetime annuity from another person in a divorce with no regard to retirement,
health, age, lifestyle change at retirement. If a marriage had not ended, even the most
successful couples plan a reduced lifestyle after retirement. In addition, it is similar to welfare
dependency with all the negative effects to a persons’ self-esteem and abilities when you
don’t have to care for yourself. Permanent alimony is bad for all, but is especially unfair to the
one paying permanent alimony.

While I favor a presumption of equal custody, that has been removed from the modified
version of SB 668. The current bill only begins with the premise that a minor child should
spend APPROXIMATELY equal amounts of time with each parent. Using this only as a starting
premise, the court shall formulate a parenting plan taking into account the best interest of the
child. This still allows for complete discretion on the part of the court.

Again, PLEASE APPROVE THIS BADLY NEEDED ALIMONY AND CHILD CUSTODY REFORM BILL!!!

Sincerely,

Dr. Robert Haller



From: R. Haller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: DESPERATELY NEEDED ALIMONY REFORM!!!
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 3:21:45 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am a registered voter in Pinellas County Florida and have been following the alimony and
child custody reform bill. In my opinion this reform is BADLY needed in Florida and I am
strongly in favor of the bill presented to you.

Contrary to what some may try to lead you to believe, this alimony reform bill is NOT
RETROACTIVE FOR ALIMONY OR CHILD SHARING. THE COURT WILL ALWAYS FORMULATE A
PARENTING PLAN FOR THE BEST INTEREST OF THE CHILD. THIS BILL DOESN'T CHANGE THAT
FACT! The premise of 50/50 is just the starting point with all evidence taken into account to
determine child’s best interest Good fathers are not treated fairly and equally in our courts
both from a financial and custody stand point.

Although not perfect, the current bill will go a long way toward bringing some sanity to the
current chaos of alimony awards and permanent alimony. It is not normal for one person to
receive a lifetime annuity from another person in a divorce with no regard to retirement,
health, age, lifestyle change at retirement. If a marriage had not ended, even the most
successful couples plan a reduced lifestyle after retirement. In addition, it is similar to welfare
dependency with all the negative effects to a persons’ self-esteem and abilities when you
don’t have to care for yourself. Permanent alimony is bad for all, but is especially unfair to the
one paying permanent alimony.

While I favor a presumption of equal custody, that has been removed from the modified
version of SB 668. The current bill only begins with the premise that a minor child should
spend APPROXIMATELY equal amounts of time with each parent. Using this only as a starting
premise, the court shall formulate a parenting plan taking into account the best interest of the
child. This still allows for complete discretion on the part of the court.

Again, PLEASE APPROVE THIS BADLY NEEDED ALIMONY AND CHILD CUSTODY REFORM BILL!!!

Sincerely,

Dr. Robert Haller



From: Dixon Warren
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Divorce Reform, SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 3:40:47 PM

Gov. Scott,

As an attorney who has practiced family law in Florida, and who has been, as many men are, “raped” by divorce
laws in other states, I write to strongly urge you to sign Senate Bill 668, now on your desk. It is my firm belief that
organizations opposing the Bill, such as the National Organization for Women (NOW) and the Florida Bar Family
Law Section, do so from interests far removed from concepts of fairness or equity, and from the true best interests of
children.

The National Organization for Women, in my view and experience, seeks only to maintain the financial interests of
women in divorce and to further a situation that enables an ability to control and often to punish the non-custodial
spouse through the children. Far too often as a practicing attorney I saw (and in my own life, experienced) deliberate
and willful denial of visitation, not for any valid reason, but to inflict pain on the former spouse, especially to punish
them for beginning a new life with a new partner. The Bill’s preference for true equality of residential care for the
children effectively eliminates the ability of either parent to do this; it provides an equal opportunity for both to
“parent,” and for the children to know and be brought up by both. I also saw the finances of divorced men wrecked
because far more than half of their after-tax income went to the support of children and a former spouse who, in
many cases, elected not to work after divorce. The theory was that if someone had to suffer, it wasn’t going to be the
children, or the primary residential custodian. In 97% of divorces involving children, the person who suffered was
the man.

As far as NOW’s concerns, we are long past the days of financial and legal inequality faced by women in the first
half of the 20th Century. Women have largely reached economic equality with men; to the extent they are paid any
less, it is because of their own career choices. It is long past time to bring both parents into children's’ lives even
after divorce, and to keep them there.

NOW is also aware that with the equal residential care that the Bill will bring about, the extent of transfer of income
from the higher earner to a custodial parent will decrease. They are correct; the noncustodial parent (again the
husband in 97% of the cases under current law) will now have to make arrangements to provide adequate
accommodations for the children; money will be required for that, and it is entirely appropriate that men be allowed
the resources to do this. In addition, as I have argued and proven in court, approximately 30% of the amount of
statutory child support in Florida is in excess of the expenses attributable to the child, and are a supplement to the
income of the primary residential custodian — in most cases, the woman. NOW does not want that supplement to go
away. Equal residential custody of the children will impact the ability to work for both parents. However, there will
be greater incentive for the former spouses to work to support himself or herself, rather than relying on the wages of
the other, based on a relationship that no longer exists.

NOW’s objections are thus based primarily on divorced women maintaining control, via visitation, and money, via
child support. It is not a matter of what is in the child’s best interest, and in fact, it has not been so for a very long
time. Despite the state’s improvement of the situation by adopting joint legal custody as the default some years ago,
the flow of money and the ability to exercise undue control over the other parent has in fact followed the primary
residence of the child. Joint legal custody did not change that.

As far as ill effect on the children, I do not know of a child who suffers because he or she has twice as many friends
because of residing for a time in two geographic locations. I also believe that it takes two parents, whenever
possible, to raise children; and that more often than not, mothers are the more significant influence in providing their
daughters with the guidance they need, and fathers are more significant doing the same with sons. In each case,
however, both parents contribute to the upbringing of sons and daughters, and this is too often prevented with the
current system.

As for the Florida bar, its objections are founded in retaining a system that results in more litigation, and therefore,



more money in the hands of attorneys. SB 668 will reduce the litigation, and allow not only judges, but divorcing
spouses, to focus on a fair property split and a reasonable transition taking into account factors related to the
duration of marriage, while both meet their obligation to support themselves and their children after dissolution. It
will permit a situation that offers a greater chance for the parents to act in the best interests of their children,
reducing the rancor and bitterness that so many divorces result in under the current system, where the children are
treated as objects in play for financial gain.

For those reasons, please sign SB 668 into law.  In doing so you will go a long way to eliminate much of the tragedy
that occurs daily in our divorce courts, and you may set a new model for the nation.

Warren Dixon
813-558-0252
Tampa
CWD3Law@verizon.net



From: Mike Beall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: ELIMINATE ALIMONY WELFARE! SUPPORT SB 668!!
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 3:20:38 PM

Gov. Scott,
Child Time sharing is a fair starting point for all families! Alimony is just another form of WELFARE!
Please SIGN SB 668!!

Mike Beall
MFP Seals
Branch Manager
Tampa FL
1-888-637-8672
mike.beall@mfpseals.com



From: Natalie Rosenberg
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: ETO SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 4:48:26 PM

Dear Gov. Scott, Please VETO this pro-payor SB 668 bill. I am a FLORIDA VOTER and am
against the retroactivity and the presumption of 50/50 timesharing of children. Please require a
neutral economic task force. I have several friends going through divorces and this legal
change would negatively impact them. Thank you, Natalie Rosenberg



From: Denise
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Equality! 50/50 Timesharing
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 7:59:07 AM

From: Denise <anklets@hotmail.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33170

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor,

Please Support & Sign Florida's Senate Bill (SB) 668 !!!

Parenting equality is what's best for the children as proven by countless of research on the subject, and it is the will
of We The People as represented by our Legislators. Please let me know if you will or will not sign it. I hope you
will. Looking forward to a reply via letter or e-mail, please.

Regards,

Denise Rodriguez



From: Shelly Moxon Lehman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Equity and Dignity for Women, Mothers and Children in Family Law: Judicial Expert FACTS About Disastrous 50-

50 Child Splitting "Premise" and Family/Alimony "Reform" Bill SB 668 by Esteemed Judge Robert M. Evans. THE
TRUTH MATTERS - VETO SB 668

Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 10:43:49 PM

http://equityanddignity.blogspot.com/2016/04/judicial-expert-facts-about-disastrous html

Sent from my iPad



From: Shelly Moxon Lehman
To: Media; melissa.sellers@eogmyflorida.com; Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Equity and Dignity for Women, Mothers and Children in Family Law: The Pitfalls of Florida Alimony Reform Bill,

SB 668 - Gov. Scott EIGHT FACTUAL Reasons to VETO SB668 and Form a Task Force
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 12:58:27 PM

http://equityanddignity.blogspot.com/2016/03/the-pitfalls-of-florida-alimony-reform html

Sent from my iPad



From: Meredith Minga
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FL Needs Alimony Reform! Sign SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 5:19:07 PM

Honorable Governor Scott,
Please, please help the many citizens that are suffering under the severely outdated alimony laws in Florida. I'm sure you've
heard the many horror stories of permanent alimony and my family is a part of one of those.

My husband was sentenced to permanent alimony prior to our marriage. He was married for 14 years and his ex-spouse was
35 years old at the time of divorce (she filed). She has a degree in mechanical engineering, has work experience, and speaks
fluent Spanish. She is perfectly capable of working and has even gotten a job since the divorce, earning $70,000 a year. When
we attempted to modify alimony in duration after she worked for a year, as she could clearly earn for herself, she quit her job
and actually requested an increase in alimony since my income could now be included with my husband's.

We will pay $8000 a month for potentially the next 30 years (my husband is 45 years old). She will never work again to not
risk losing her alimony, and my husband and I will continue to give her a large percentage of our monthly earnings, unable to
save enough to retire ourselves and maintain an $8000 a month payment. The shared children are both in school all day and
we keep them 40% of the time, making her available to be productive during the days, but she spends her time at the gym
instead as we provide plenty for her to be retired at a remarkably young age (she's 40 now).

This is devastatingly unfair and there is no end in sight unless you sign this bill. The houses have passed this bill by a
majority, as they have identified this need for change for their constituents. Please allow hardworking Floridians to retire!
Bread-winning spouses and their new spouses should not have to be punished for a lifetime because they got divorced. It has
already caused animosity among the shared children and will only get worse as they become older. Co-parenting isn't even an
option as greed has tainted everything. The kids are also being taught the worst lesson, that you don't have to work hard to
have everything that you want (a new BMW, fancy jewelry and purses, early retirement).

Please help us, not the attorneys who will continue to litigate for a lifetime at the free will of the recipient, and the expense of
the payer. The new laws will provide parameters that will make things fair for both parties.

Sincerely,
Meredith Minga
Panama City, FL



From: Weiner, Jessie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FW: PASS SB668and Stop Parental Alienation
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 1:13:03 PM

Dear Governor
I am writing to express my support of Senator Stargel’s CS/SB 668: Alimony and Parenting and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns between parents jockeying for
leverage during a custody dispute. Senator Stargel’s bill would eliminate this and would allow both parents to have equal time in
their child(ren)’s lives. We are always told that children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity to
show the country that we truly value this long-standing belief.

The greatest day of my life was when I became a parent. All too often, one parent finds themselves spending considerably less
time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes two people to create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to
share equally in the life of the child they created?

In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s children and parents by voting in favor of CS/SB 668. Our
children need and deserve both parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,

Jessie Weiner

#####################################################################################
“Re-disclosure Prohibited” This message may include information that has been disclosed to you from
records whose confidentiality is protected by State and Federal Law. 42 CFR, Part 2, prohibits you from
making any further disclosure without specific written authorization of the person to whom it pertains or
as otherwise permitted by 42CFR, Part2. A general authorization is NOT sufficient for this purpose. The
Federal rules restrict any use of the information to criminally investigate or prosecute any alcohol or
drug abuse patient.
#####################################################################################



From: Allen, Paula
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FW: Alimony Reform SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:55:44 PM
Attachments: image001.png

GOVERNOR SCOTT,
I respectfully ask that you support the Alimony Reform and sign SB 668 into
law.
Paula Allen
Assistant to the Vice President
CSX Transportation
500 Water Street – J350, Jacksonville, FL 32202
( (904) 366-5368 | * paula_allen@csx.com

This email transmission and any accompanying attachments may contain CSX privileged and
confidential information intended only for the use of the intended addressee. Any
dissemination, distribution, copying or action taken in reliance on the contents of this email by
anyone other than the intended recipient is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email
in error please immediately delete it and notify sender at the above CSX email address. Sender
and CSX accept no liability for any damage caused directly or indirectly by receipt of this
email.





From: Allen, Paula
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FW: Alimony Reform SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:56:14 PM
Attachments: image001.png

GOVERNOR SCOTT,
I respectfully ask that you support the Alimony Reform and sign SB 668 into
law.
I am begging you to sign the Alimony Reform Bill. I’ve been dating my boyfriend of five years (he has
been divorced 6 after being married 17 years). He is required to pay lifetime alimony to a woman
who works and her condo is paid for. His children are all grown and living away from home. We
cannot get married because she could go after my salary… how in the world is this fair? This bill has
come all the way to you so doesn’t that say something?
Please… please… sign this.
Paula Allen
Assistant to the Vice President
CSX Transportation
500 Water Street – J350, Jacksonville, FL 32202
( (904) 366-5368 | * paula_allen@csx.com

This email transmission and any accompanying attachments may contain CSX privileged and
confidential information intended only for the use of the intended addressee. Any
dissemination, distribution, copying or action taken in reliance on the contents of this email by
anyone other than the intended recipient is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email
in error please immediately delete it and notify sender at the above CSX email address. Sender
and CSX accept no liability for any damage caused directly or indirectly by receipt of this
email.





From: Iris Bass
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FW: Alimony/timesharing bill
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 1:45:01 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to request that you veto SB 668.

After over 30 years practicing family law in Florida, and reviewing the proposed bill, I believe it
will do more harm than good to those families affected by it, and particularly by the
timesharing requirements as written.

Thank you for your consideration.

Iris Bass

Iris M. Bass, Esq.
Certified Family Mediator
Collaborative Family Attorney
Bass Law Firm, P.A.
A.G.R.E.E. Mediations
7797 N. University Drive, Suite 108
Tamarac, FL 33321
Telephone: 954-722-7037
www.irismbassattorney.com

"A Good Resolution Evolves Equitably"



From: Iris Bass
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FW: Alimony/timesharing bill
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 1:47:56 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to request that you veto SB 668.

After over 30 years practicing family law in Florida, and reviewing the proposed bill, I believe it
will do more harm than good to those families affected by it, and particularly by the
timesharing requirements as written.

Thank you for your consideration.

Iris Bass

Iris M. Bass, Esq.
Certified Family Mediator
Collaborative Family Attorney
Bass Law Firm, P.A.
A.G.R.E.E. Mediations
7797 N. University Drive, Suite 108
Tamarac, FL 33321
Telephone: 954-722-7037
www.irismbassattorney.com

"A Good Resolution Evolves Equitably"



From: Davis, Warren
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FW: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child health

studies - BP
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 4:24:00 PM
Attachments: trafficking cover to Gov p.pdf

trafficking chart to Gov detail p.pdf
trafficking chart to Gov abr p.pdf

Warren Davis
Office of Citizen Services
Executive Office of the Governor

From: Piepenbrink, Brad 
Sent: Sunday, April 10, 2016 3:22 PM
To: Davis, Warren 
Subject: Fwd: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money
system, child health studies - BP

Sent from Outlook Mobile

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "Stop Corruption" <StopCorruption@live.com>
Date: Sun, Apr 10, 2016 at 12:19 PM -0700
Subject: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links -
money system, child health studies - BP
To: "Piepenbrink, Brad" <Brad.Piepenbrink@eog.myflorida.com>

Dear Mr. Piepenbrink,

Please respond.

1. Did the lawyer Governor Scott read the attachments including the diagram of child trafficking for lawyer profits?
also posted at www.equalsharedparenting.com

Thank you.
________________________________________
From: Stop Corruption
Sent: Friday, April 8, 2016 9:34 AM
To: Rick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child
health studies

________________________________________
From: Stop Corruption



Sent: Monday, March 21, 2016 3:55 PM
To: Rick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child
health studies

Hello,

Please respond.

1. Did the lawyer Governor Scott read the attachments including the diagram of child trafficking for lawyer profits?

2. Is this bill on the governor's desk? Please update the status. This Senate status doesn't show the bill leaving the
Senate.

https://www.flsenate.gov/Session/Bill/2016/668

Thank you.
_____________
From: Stop Corruption
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2016 9:22 AM
To: Rick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child health
studies

Dear Gov. Scott,

Please sign SB 668 shared parenting

- MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child health studies

Thank you.



Dear Gov. Rick Scott, 

 

Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - for the best interest of children.   Watch the videos below! 

 

Please stop supporting the best interest of profit-making judges, lawyers, court workers and police. 

 

Watch the studies cited in videos below that prove Equal Shared Parenting IS THE BEST INTEREST OF CHILDREN. 

 

THE CHILD TRAFFICKING MONEY SYSTEM  over $100 Billion per year  (attached diagram)     

 

Connecticut Judiciary Committee Rep. Minnie Gonzalez testified in 2014 (excellent video - title and link below) 

"It's all about money, Not in the best interest of children" 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=I-KYfFaR4z0&index=28&list=PLzRyuV XOzdo8jGJruNt84AqKzWljefGO 

 

watch 2015 DivorceCorp professional videos 

video "Child Trafficking American Style" 

Best video "Law Report Shared Parenting" Swedish child health study – equal parenting is best 

youtube Channel and film “DivorceCorp” 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=7B4EJcc8J8E     www.youtube.com/watch?v=36Hwn26KXoY 

 

2
nd

 best child health video – 2 minutes – “Preserving Parent-Child Relationships - A Critical Analysis” 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pCHGErhTNvk 

“International Conference on Shared Parenting 2014, Bonn” 

video  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ytMFde6-R4 

Current laws violate international human rights treaties 

 

The First International Conference on Shared Parenting 2014 arrived at the following 

six major areas of consensus: 

1. There is a consensus that neither the discretionary best interests of the child standard nor sole custody or primary 

residence orders are serving the needs of children and families of divorce. There is a consensus that shared parenting is 

a viable post-divorce parenting arrangement that is optimal to child development and well-being, including for children 

of high conflict parents. The amount of shared parenting time necessary to achieve child well being and positive 

outcomes is a minimum of one-third time with each parent, with additional benefits accruing up to and including 

equal (50-50) parenting time, including both weekday (routine) and weekend (leisure) time. 

2. There is consensus that “shared parenting” be defined as encompassing both shared parental authority (decision-

making) and shared parental responsibility for the day-to-day upbringing and welfare of children, between fathers and 

mothers … 

3. There is a consensus that national family law should at least include the possibility to give shared parenting orders, 

even if one parent opposes it. There is a consensus that shared parenting is in line with constitutional rights in many 

countries and with international human rights, namely the right of children to be raised by both of their parents. 

4. There is a consensus that the following principles should guide the legal determination of parenting after divorce: (1) 

shared parenting as an optimal arrangement for the majority of children of divorce, and in their best interests. (2) 

parental autonomy and self-determination. (3) limitation of judicial discretion in regard to best interests of children. 

5. There is a consensus that the above apply to the majority of children and families, including high conflict families … 

http://researchingreform.net/2015/05/10/co-parenting-experts-conclude-that-family-courts-should-be-able-to-make-

shared-parenting-orders/ 



 

 

Social Science and Parenting Plans for Young Children: A Consensus Report 2014 – a meta-study 

with the endorsement of the 110 top researchers and practitioners listed in the Appendix. 

 

http://www.chess.su.se/polopoly fs/1.166729.1392279984!/menu/standard/file/Warshak-

Social%20Science%20and%20Parenting%20Plans%20for%20Young%20Children%20final%20ms%20distribution%20copy.pdf. 

excerpt from http://canadianepc.org/resources/warshak/ 

 
“Just as we encourage shared parenting in two-parent homes,” Warshak said, “the evidence shows that shared 

parenting should be the norm for children of all ages, including sharing the overnight care for very young children.” In 

his press release, Warshak notes: “To maximize children’s chances of having long lasting relationships and secure 

attachments to each parent, Warshak’s consensus report encourages both parents after their separation to maximize 

the time they spend with their children, including the sharing of overnight parenting time.” 

 

The top experts in this field are united in their concern that flawed science is leading to parenting plans and custody 

decisions that harm children and their parents. 

 

This consensus report was prepared by Richard A. Warshak, Ph.D., a Clinical Professor of Psychiatry at the 

University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center.  It was analyzed by an international group of 110 top 

experts in early child development, parent-child relationships, and divorce. These 110 

experts have endorsed the final conclusions and recommendations, and the report, which has 

been published in Psychology, Public Policy and Law, a journal of the American Psychological Association. 

 

The consensus report ends with recommendations. Of particular note are these excerpts: 

 1. we believe that the social science evidence on the development of healthy parent-child relationships, and the long-

term benefits of healthy parent-child relationships, supports the view that shared parenting should be the norm for 

parenting plans for children of all ages, including very young children.” 

3. In general the results of the studies reviewed in this document are favorable to parenting plans that more evenly 

balance young children’s time between two homes. ...Thus, to maximize children’s chances of having a good and secure 

relationship with each parent, we encourage both parents to maximize the time they spend with their children. 

Parents have no reason to worry if they share parenting time up to 50/50 when this is compatible with the logistics of 

each parent’s schedule.” 

4. Research on children’s overnights with fathers favors allowing children under four to be cared for at night by each 

parent rather than spending every night in the same home. Overnights help to reduce the tension associated with 

rushing to return the child, and thus potentially improve the quality and satisfaction of the contact both for the parent 

and child. …. An additional advantage of overnights is that in the morning the father can return the child to the daycare; 

this avoids exposing the child to tensions associated with the parents’ direct contact with each other. … decision 

makers should recognize that depriving young children of overnights with their fathers could compromise the quality of 

their developing relationship.”  

6. There is no evidence to support postponing the introduction of regular and frequent involvement, including 

overnights, of both parents with their babies and toddlers.” 

 

 

It is apparent from the interviews of Dr. Warshak that he collaborates with and flatters judges, lawyers and other 

feminists who oppose shared parenting.  Dr. Warshak, as a result of his gentle approach and his knowledge, has one of 

the most successful parental alienation reunification programs “Warshak Family Bridges” published in Psychology Today. 

 



February 21, 2014 “A broad consensus of accomplished researchers and practitioners agree that, in normal 

circumstances, the evidence supports shared residential arrangements for children under 4 years of age whose parents 

live apart from each other.”  

According to Donald C. Hubin, Ph.D., Chair, Executive Committee, National Parents Organization of Ohio, and Professor 

of Philosophy Emeritus, The Ohio State University, “Decades of social science research have shown a growing consensus 

that there are significant benefits for children when parents living apart share parental responsibilities equally. Multiple 

studies and meta-studies have confirmed this. Now, finally, we have a consensus report, signed on to by over a hundred 

researchers and practitioners, confirming this conclusion for young children--the very cases where opponents have 

frequently focused their attacks on equally shared parenting. Dr. Warshak and 110 other social scientists conclude 

unequivocally that "in normal circumstances, the evidence supports shared residential arrangements for children under 

4 years of age whose parents live apart from each other."  

White House consultant Dr. Warshak and his colleagues conclude that "policymakers and decision makers should 

recognize that depriving young children of overnights with their fathers could compromise the quality of developing 

father-child relationships."  

Those legislators and judges who truly aim to promote the best interest of children must pay attention to what the best 

research we have says promotes those interests: shared residential arrangements.” 

http://nationalparentsorganization.org/recent-articles/16-latest-news/21592-follow-the-research-to-shared-parenting 

Authors in the publication reference list and the endorsers list - Edward Kruk CAN, Linda Nielsen NC, S. Richard Sauber FL, Louise 

Bordeaux Silverstein NY, Kari Adamsons CT, Constance Ahrons CA, William Bernet TE, Gordon Finley FL, E. Mavis Hetherington VA, 

Ken Lewis PA, Pamela S. Ludoph MI, William Marsiglio FL, Paul Millar CAN, Abraham Sagi-Schwartz Israel, Seth Schwartz FL, Scott W. 

Johnson VA, Ross A. Thompson CA, Michael C. Gottlieb TX, David G Schramm MO, Sandra L. Warshak TX  

Presidents and directors, former and current, in the endorsers list - Anna Beth Benningfield TX, James H. Bray TX, Don Edgar AU, 

Neil S. Grossman NY, Ronald F. Levant OH, Colleen Logan TX, William S. Pollack MA, David E. Scharff MA, Jill Savege Scharff MA, Kate 

Scharff MA, Scott W. Johnson VA, Louise Bordeaux Silverstein NY 

 

Shared Physical Custody: Summary of 40 Studies on Outcomes for Children, by Linda Nielsen 
Nov 2014. Dept of Education, Wake Forest University, in the Journal of Divorce & Remarriage 

 

  Key findings 

 

1. Shared parenting children of all ages made better grades, were less depressed, and were more well-adjusted 

behaviorally than the children in the sole residence families. 

2. High, ongoing conflict in which the children are involved sometimes diminish the benefits of shared parenting. But this 

does not mean shared parenting will create negative impact, in fact, shared parenting is more likely to decrease 

the negative impact of conflict. 

list of key findings of many studies http://equalitycanada.com/cause/parental-alienation-and-fatherlessness-2/   

Linda Nielsen study link:  http://equalitycanada.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/nielsen-40-studies-2014-.pdf 

 

 

Overcoming Stereotypes in Parenting, Equal Parenting Reduces Conflict/Bad Impressions 2016 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3YdldNXZnQ “Parental Alienation  Jennifer Harman TEDxCSU”  Parental Alienation Project 







From: Davis, Warren
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FW: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child health

studies - BP
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 4:24:42 PM
Attachments: trafficking cover to Gov p.pdf

trafficking chart to Gov detail p.pdf
trafficking chart to Gov abr p.pdf

Warren Davis
Office of Citizen Services
Executive Office of the Governor

From: Piepenbrink, Brad 
Sent: Sunday, April 10, 2016 3:22 PM
To: Davis, Warren 
Subject: Fwd: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money
system, child health studies - BP

Sent from Outlook Mobile

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "Stop Corruption" <StopCorruption@live.com>
Date: Sun, Apr 10, 2016 at 12:19 PM -0700
Subject: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links -
money system, child health studies - BP
To: "Piepenbrink, Brad" <Brad.Piepenbrink@eog.myflorida.com>

Dear Mr. Piepenbrink,

Please respond.

1. Did the lawyer Governor Scott read the attachments including the diagram of child trafficking for lawyer profits?
also posted at www.equalsharedparenting.com

Thank you.
________________________________________
From: Stop Corruption
Sent: Friday, April 8, 2016 9:34 AM
To: Rick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child
health studies

________________________________________
From: Stop Corruption



Sent: Monday, March 21, 2016 3:55 PM
To: Rick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child
health studies

Hello,

Please respond.

1. Did the lawyer Governor Scott read the attachments including the diagram of child trafficking for lawyer profits?

2. Is this bill on the governor's desk? Please update the status. This Senate status doesn't show the bill leaving the
Senate.

https://www.flsenate.gov/Session/Bill/2016/668

Thank you.
_____________
From: Stop Corruption
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2016 9:22 AM
To: Rick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child health
studies

Dear Gov. Scott,

Please sign SB 668 shared parenting

- MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child health studies

Thank you.



Dear Gov. Rick Scott, 

 

Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - for the best interest of children.   Watch the videos below! 

 

Please stop supporting the best interest of profit-making judges, lawyers, court workers and police. 

 

Watch the studies cited in videos below that prove Equal Shared Parenting IS THE BEST INTEREST OF CHILDREN. 

 

THE CHILD TRAFFICKING MONEY SYSTEM  over $100 Billion per year  (attached diagram)     

 

Connecticut Judiciary Committee Rep. Minnie Gonzalez testified in 2014 (excellent video - title and link below) 

"It's all about money, Not in the best interest of children" 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=I-KYfFaR4z0&index=28&list=PLzRyuV XOzdo8jGJruNt84AqKzWljefGO 

 

watch 2015 DivorceCorp professional videos 

video "Child Trafficking American Style" 

Best video "Law Report Shared Parenting" Swedish child health study – equal parenting is best 

youtube Channel and film “DivorceCorp” 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=7B4EJcc8J8E     www.youtube.com/watch?v=36Hwn26KXoY 

 

2
nd

 best child health video – 2 minutes – “Preserving Parent-Child Relationships - A Critical Analysis” 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pCHGErhTNvk 

“International Conference on Shared Parenting 2014, Bonn” 

video  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ytMFde6-R4 

Current laws violate international human rights treaties 

 

The First International Conference on Shared Parenting 2014 arrived at the following 

six major areas of consensus: 

1. There is a consensus that neither the discretionary best interests of the child standard nor sole custody or primary 

residence orders are serving the needs of children and families of divorce. There is a consensus that shared parenting is 

a viable post-divorce parenting arrangement that is optimal to child development and well-being, including for children 

of high conflict parents. The amount of shared parenting time necessary to achieve child well being and positive 

outcomes is a minimum of one-third time with each parent, with additional benefits accruing up to and including 

equal (50-50) parenting time, including both weekday (routine) and weekend (leisure) time. 

2. There is consensus that “shared parenting” be defined as encompassing both shared parental authority (decision-

making) and shared parental responsibility for the day-to-day upbringing and welfare of children, between fathers and 

mothers … 

3. There is a consensus that national family law should at least include the possibility to give shared parenting orders, 

even if one parent opposes it. There is a consensus that shared parenting is in line with constitutional rights in many 

countries and with international human rights, namely the right of children to be raised by both of their parents. 

4. There is a consensus that the following principles should guide the legal determination of parenting after divorce: (1) 

shared parenting as an optimal arrangement for the majority of children of divorce, and in their best interests. (2) 

parental autonomy and self-determination. (3) limitation of judicial discretion in regard to best interests of children. 

5. There is a consensus that the above apply to the majority of children and families, including high conflict families … 

http://researchingreform.net/2015/05/10/co-parenting-experts-conclude-that-family-courts-should-be-able-to-make-

shared-parenting-orders/ 



 

 

Social Science and Parenting Plans for Young Children: A Consensus Report 2014 – a meta-study 

with the endorsement of the 110 top researchers and practitioners listed in the Appendix. 

 

http://www.chess.su.se/polopoly fs/1.166729.1392279984!/menu/standard/file/Warshak-

Social%20Science%20and%20Parenting%20Plans%20for%20Young%20Children%20final%20ms%20distribution%20copy.pdf. 

excerpt from http://canadianepc.org/resources/warshak/ 

 
“Just as we encourage shared parenting in two-parent homes,” Warshak said, “the evidence shows that shared 

parenting should be the norm for children of all ages, including sharing the overnight care for very young children.” In 

his press release, Warshak notes: “To maximize children’s chances of having long lasting relationships and secure 

attachments to each parent, Warshak’s consensus report encourages both parents after their separation to maximize 

the time they spend with their children, including the sharing of overnight parenting time.” 

 

The top experts in this field are united in their concern that flawed science is leading to parenting plans and custody 

decisions that harm children and their parents. 

 

This consensus report was prepared by Richard A. Warshak, Ph.D., a Clinical Professor of Psychiatry at the 

University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center.  It was analyzed by an international group of 110 top 

experts in early child development, parent-child relationships, and divorce. These 110 

experts have endorsed the final conclusions and recommendations, and the report, which has 

been published in Psychology, Public Policy and Law, a journal of the American Psychological Association. 

 

The consensus report ends with recommendations. Of particular note are these excerpts: 

 1. we believe that the social science evidence on the development of healthy parent-child relationships, and the long-

term benefits of healthy parent-child relationships, supports the view that shared parenting should be the norm for 

parenting plans for children of all ages, including very young children.” 

3. In general the results of the studies reviewed in this document are favorable to parenting plans that more evenly 

balance young children’s time between two homes. ...Thus, to maximize children’s chances of having a good and secure 

relationship with each parent, we encourage both parents to maximize the time they spend with their children. 

Parents have no reason to worry if they share parenting time up to 50/50 when this is compatible with the logistics of 

each parent’s schedule.” 

4. Research on children’s overnights with fathers favors allowing children under four to be cared for at night by each 

parent rather than spending every night in the same home. Overnights help to reduce the tension associated with 

rushing to return the child, and thus potentially improve the quality and satisfaction of the contact both for the parent 

and child. …. An additional advantage of overnights is that in the morning the father can return the child to the daycare; 

this avoids exposing the child to tensions associated with the parents’ direct contact with each other. … decision 

makers should recognize that depriving young children of overnights with their fathers could compromise the quality of 

their developing relationship.”  

6. There is no evidence to support postponing the introduction of regular and frequent involvement, including 

overnights, of both parents with their babies and toddlers.” 

 

 

It is apparent from the interviews of Dr. Warshak that he collaborates with and flatters judges, lawyers and other 

feminists who oppose shared parenting.  Dr. Warshak, as a result of his gentle approach and his knowledge, has one of 

the most successful parental alienation reunification programs “Warshak Family Bridges” published in Psychology Today. 

 



February 21, 2014 “A broad consensus of accomplished researchers and practitioners agree that, in normal 

circumstances, the evidence supports shared residential arrangements for children under 4 years of age whose parents 

live apart from each other.”  

According to Donald C. Hubin, Ph.D., Chair, Executive Committee, National Parents Organization of Ohio, and Professor 

of Philosophy Emeritus, The Ohio State University, “Decades of social science research have shown a growing consensus 

that there are significant benefits for children when parents living apart share parental responsibilities equally. Multiple 

studies and meta-studies have confirmed this. Now, finally, we have a consensus report, signed on to by over a hundred 

researchers and practitioners, confirming this conclusion for young children--the very cases where opponents have 

frequently focused their attacks on equally shared parenting. Dr. Warshak and 110 other social scientists conclude 

unequivocally that "in normal circumstances, the evidence supports shared residential arrangements for children under 

4 years of age whose parents live apart from each other."  

White House consultant Dr. Warshak and his colleagues conclude that "policymakers and decision makers should 

recognize that depriving young children of overnights with their fathers could compromise the quality of developing 

father-child relationships."  

Those legislators and judges who truly aim to promote the best interest of children must pay attention to what the best 

research we have says promotes those interests: shared residential arrangements.” 

http://nationalparentsorganization.org/recent-articles/16-latest-news/21592-follow-the-research-to-shared-parenting 

Authors in the publication reference list and the endorsers list - Edward Kruk CAN, Linda Nielsen NC, S. Richard Sauber FL, Louise 

Bordeaux Silverstein NY, Kari Adamsons CT, Constance Ahrons CA, William Bernet TE, Gordon Finley FL, E. Mavis Hetherington VA, 

Ken Lewis PA, Pamela S. Ludoph MI, William Marsiglio FL, Paul Millar CAN, Abraham Sagi-Schwartz Israel, Seth Schwartz FL, Scott W. 

Johnson VA, Ross A. Thompson CA, Michael C. Gottlieb TX, David G Schramm MO, Sandra L. Warshak TX  

Presidents and directors, former and current, in the endorsers list - Anna Beth Benningfield TX, James H. Bray TX, Don Edgar AU, 

Neil S. Grossman NY, Ronald F. Levant OH, Colleen Logan TX, William S. Pollack MA, David E. Scharff MA, Jill Savege Scharff MA, Kate 

Scharff MA, Scott W. Johnson VA, Louise Bordeaux Silverstein NY 

 

Shared Physical Custody: Summary of 40 Studies on Outcomes for Children, by Linda Nielsen 
Nov 2014. Dept of Education, Wake Forest University, in the Journal of Divorce & Remarriage 

 

  Key findings 

 

1. Shared parenting children of all ages made better grades, were less depressed, and were more well-adjusted 

behaviorally than the children in the sole residence families. 

2. High, ongoing conflict in which the children are involved sometimes diminish the benefits of shared parenting. But this 

does not mean shared parenting will create negative impact, in fact, shared parenting is more likely to decrease 

the negative impact of conflict. 

list of key findings of many studies http://equalitycanada.com/cause/parental-alienation-and-fatherlessness-2/   

Linda Nielsen study link:  http://equalitycanada.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/nielsen-40-studies-2014-.pdf 

 

 

Overcoming Stereotypes in Parenting, Equal Parenting Reduces Conflict/Bad Impressions 2016 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3YdldNXZnQ “Parental Alienation  Jennifer Harman TEDxCSU”  Parental Alienation Project 







From: Carberry, David
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FW: In Support of Alimony Reform Bill SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:38:11 PM
Attachments: image001.png

image002.png
Importance: High

From: Carberry, David 
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:15 PM
To: 'Rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com'
Subject: In Support of Alimony Reform Bill SB 668
Importance: High
Governor Scott,
I am currently a working resident of the state of Florida and recently went through a divorce from
my former wife of 19 years. We had no children of our own together, but I helped raise her 2
children from her previous marriage and even went so far as to have her daughter’s Family live in my
Florida house for over 3 years. My former wife is now 65 years old and quit working at age 52, even
though I encouraged her to continue to work in the hotel Hospitality Industry in Sales. For the over
13 years, she relied on me to provide her with a life of leisure with little or no financial contribution
to the support of our marriage or lifestyle. While I was at work or traveling for my job in a very high
pressure job in the Chemical Industry, she was getting her hair or nails done, playing tennis or
gambling at local South Florida casinos. Our divorce settlement was very one- sided in her favor and
she was able to emerge from the divorce with well over half of our assets, including taking most of
our furniture and all of my stock that I had carefully invested in and managed for my retirement
during 20 year period. I also suffered a heart attack during the divorce, due to the stress related
tactics of her divorce attorney. I have income from my current job, but I am obligated under
Florida’s archaic Alimony laws to pay my ex-wife over 50% of my take home pay (plus half of my
annual bonus) every month now for Life….since under Florida Law it was designated a permanent
alimony settlement for being a long term marriage over 17 years. She is now also collecting her
full Social Security monthly payments plus interest on the stock and settlement money from the
divorce. She continues to live a life of leisure and even now I am required to support her via my
monthly alimony payments to maintain her own house and extravagant lifestyle.
The current Family Law Attorneys and Lobbyist supporters in the state of Florida are urging you to
veto the Alimony Reform legislation, because they are reaping huge legal fees from divorcing
couples who are subjected to unnecessary fees for spurious litigation tactics and multiple very costly
I am writing to encourage you to listen to the residents of Florida that vigorously support Alimony
Reform, since the laws and rulings on Permanent Alimony are now out of date and designed to
impoverish the spouse who is providing lifetime support to his former marriage partner. I am close
to retirement at age 63 and find myself wondering if I will ever be able to retire after 38 years in
Industry. Please sign the Alimony Reform Bill that has already been wholeheartedly approved by
the Florida Senate and House, so that hard working individuals like me can look forward to a
retirement not overly burdened by permanent Alimony that is unfair and only designed to
impoverish the working spouse.
Thank you in advance of your support of Florida Families who want Alimony Reform.
Best regards,
David M. Carberry



David M. Carberry | Director, Purchasing and Supply Chain
Office: 954-246-8668• Cell: 954-471-4915 • Fax: 954-246-8894
1144 E. Newport Center Drive Deerfield Beach, FL 33442

dcarberry@mapei.com www.mapei.com

 Keyword: MAPEI AMERICAS
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From: Kue-Rowan, May
To: Burse, Demetrius
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Letter from General Magistrate Robert Jones, re; Request to Veto SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 2:09:46 PM
Attachments: Letter To Governor Scott re; Request to Veto SB 668.pdf

Good afternoon Demetrius,
Please see the attached letter from General Magistrate Robert Jones.
Thanks,
May Kue-Rowan
Office of Citizen Services
Executive Office of the Governor

From: Jones, Robert [mailto:RJones@jud11.flcourts.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 1:34 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott 
Cc: Jones, Robert 
Subject: Letter from General Magistrate Robert Jones, re; Request to Veto SB668









From: Deborah Sikora
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FW: PLEASE SIGN SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 5:47:26 PM

________________________________________
From: Deborah Sikora
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 5:44 PM
To: GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.gov
Subject: FW: PLEASE SIGN SB 668

________________________________________
From: Deborah Sikora
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 5:43 PM
To: Rick.scott@eog.myflorida.gov
Subject: PLEASE SIGN SB 668

Dear Governor Scott-  It is about time that Florida came out of the dark ages and you signed SB 668. This bill will
help all children, women and men, families in general in divorces and make divorces smoother with less resentment
in the future. Permanent alimony has no place in modern times and causes more harm than good for both parties.
Thank you for your pubic service and good luck to you.

Deborah Ellis Sikora



From: randy.plummer@wellsfargoadvisors.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Cc: dee.plummer@jdcc.edu
Subject: FW: Please Sign SB 668 Into Law
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 12:50:35 PM

Dear Governor Scott,
I am writing you today to please sign SB 668 into law. The unfairness of the present laws is readily
apparent in Florida today. Both my wife and I were divorced, when we met. Neither of us had
anything to do with the other’s divorce. She had to pay her ex-husband for a number of years
because she was working, while he quit his job (even though he was capable of working). I, myself,
am stuck with LIFETIME ALIMONY, even though my ex-wife is capable of working, but prefers to
travel to Europe, Asia, and the Caribbean, when she is not relaxing in the sand on Ponte Vedra
Beach. She is living LARGE with an inheritance and my monthly alimony check.
Besides having paid my ex-wife well in excess of a million dollars over the past 18 years, I cannot get
my monthly alimony payment changed. Why, because my now wife’s salary and net worth are
figured into my “family income” to be added to my income. My wife had absolutely nothing
whatsoever to do with my divorce, but her income counts along with mine for my alimony equation.
I am 72 and still working as an “indentured servant” for my ex-wife, so she can afford to take
wonderful exotic vacations.
Thank you for your consideration. As a Rick Scott Republican, I am sure you will do the right thing
and sign SB 668 into law.
Sincerely Yours,
Randy Plummer
Randy Plummer 
Vice President - Investments
Wells Fargo Advisors 
501 Commendencia St Suite 2 
Pensacola FL 32502 
(850) 432-0901 
(850) 439-0388 (fax) 
randy.plummer @wfadvisors.com

To unsubscribe from marketing e-mails from:
       • An individual Wells Fargo Advisors financial advisor: Reply to one of his/her e-mails and type “Unsubscribe” in the subject line.
       • Wells Fargo and its affiliates: Unsubscribe at https://www.wellsfargoadvisors.com/wellsfargo-unsubscribe

Neither of these actions will affect delivery of important service messages regarding your accounts that we may need to send you or 
preferences you may have previously set for other e-mail services.

For additional information regarding our electronic communication policies, visit http://wellsfargoadvisors.com/disclosures/email-
disclosure.html.

Wells Fargo Advisors, LLC is a registered broker-dealer and separate nonbank affiliate of Wells Fargo & Company, Member 
FINRA/SIPC. 1 North Jefferson, St. Louis, MO 63103.

This email may be an advertisement or solicitation for products and services.



From: Media
To: Press
Subject: FW: Please ask Governor Scott to veto SB 668 | FFCFlorida.com
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 12:50:16 PM
Attachments: Please ask Governor Scott to veto SB 668 FFCFlorida.com.msg



file:///eogcifs08/...20%20FFCF msg folder/Please%20ask%20Governor%20Scott%20to%20veto%20SB%20668%20_%20FFCFlorida.com.txt[7/7/2016 1:59:56 PM]

___________________________________________________________________________________

From: Shelly Moxon Lehman [shellymlehman@aol.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]; Media [Media@eog.myflorida.com]; 
melissa.sellers@eogmyflorida.com [melissa.sellers@eogmyflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: Please ask Governor Scott to veto SB 668 | FFCFlorida.com
Sent: Sunday, April 10, 2016 12:50:03
___________________________________________________________________________________

http://ffcflorida.com/please-ask-governor-scott-to-veto-sb-668/

Sent from my iPad



From: Lomagistro, Collin
To: Fay, Megan; Reilly, Kevin
Cc: Hemphill, Grace
Subject: FW: Please ask Rick Scott to Sign SB 668 into law
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 12:01:20 PM

From: McDougal, Kim 
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2016 7:21 PM
To: Lomagistro, Collin 
Subject: Fwd: Please ask Rick Scott to Sign SB 668 into law

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Marvin Mickow <mmickow@cedsrx.com>
Date: April 8, 2016 at 4:54:39 PM EDT
To: "'kim.mcdougal@eog.myflorida.com'" <kim.mcdougal@eog.myflorida.com>
Subject: Please ask Rick Scott to Sign SB 668 into law

Dear Ms. McDougal
I wanted to take just a minute of your time to ask for you to communicate to Governor
Scott the dire need to sign SB 668 into law.
The current Florida environment regarding people getting divorced is a frightening. I’m
would call myself the poster child for the issue. I’m 47 years old, a father to 3 young
sons (8,11,14), and my soon to be ex-wife divorced me after 17 years of marriage. I got
married at 27, and she filed for divorce when I was 46. My ex-wife was 44 years old at
time of the filing, and has a Master’s degree, with a school teachers license. She has
been inappropriate with our kids, so I have full custody of our sons. I wish it was
different, but I have to place my kids safety first.
My reason for reaching out to you is that under current Florida law, my ex is
demanding Permanent Lifetime Alimony at age 44. Unfortunately, with the law as is
written right now, there is a very high probability that the courts will award it to her.
My life expectancy is 85, so I will basically be on the hook for close to 41 years of
Alimony, to an ex that dumped me, and I wasn’t wanting to get divorced.
I’m at a loss how this type of Alimony can be awarded, but it is done routinely
throughout the state. It forces me into indentured servitude, and worse, allows an ex-
spouse to collect an Alimony check every month, forever. The Alimony payer is
demotivated to get a raise, for fear of modification by an ex, and the Alimony receiver
has zero incentive to remarry, or work, because they know they have the Alimony
check every month until one of the parties dies.
I have no problem with people getting Alimony, it does serve a purpose, and SB 668
allows for years of Alimony for marriages over 2 years, and definitely over 20 years. In
my situation, my ex is looking at roughly 9 years of Alimony. However, current law is
simply wildly out of control in the state of Florida. These types of Alimony bills have



been passed repeatedly by the Legislature, the will of the people is overwhelmingly
clear.
As for the premise, I hold our judges in high respect, and as I read SB 668, the judges
will continue to have wide latitude in their decisions regarding children. The premise is
simply a starting point, nothing more.
Lastly, the Family Section of the Florida Bar has apparently misled their membership
about the bill, it is now public knowledge their tactics are to barrage the Governor with
personal email, not business law firm email, asking for a veto to mask their true
identity. Their meeting notes have been released, and it appears that they got caught
off guard by how popular Alimony reform truly was to the citizens, and are doing an all-
out assault on the Governor to try and stop this bill from passing.
While SB 668 is not perfect, it is a positive step in the right direction for all Floridians.
After this passes, hopefully, if there are unintended consequences, they can be
addressed at the next session. All bills have unintended consequences, but the current
consequences of current law are horrific for Florida’s families. SB 668 will go a long way
to helping everyone out.
Thank you for your time.
Regards,
Marvin Mickow
Lauderdale by the Sea, FL



From: Stop Corruption
To: Lopez-Cantera, Carlos; Collins, Frank; Piepenbrink, Brad; Rasmussen, Karl; Woodburn, Jeff; Oates, Ehren;

billjohnson@eflorida.com; Lomagistro, Collin; mike.carroll@myflfamilies.com; Wickersheim, Michael
Subject: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child health

studies - dir
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 3:14:19 PM
Attachments: trafficking cover to Gov p.pdf

trafficking chart to Gov detail p.pdf
trafficking chart to Gov abr p.pdf

Importance: High

Hello,
Please respond.

1. Did you and  lawyer Governor Scott read the attachments including the diagram of child trafficking for lawyer
profits?  also posted at www.equalsharedparenting.com

2. Did you watch this evidence?
WATCH 2015 Child Health Study - equal shared parenting is best for children's health!
excerpt  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YWnECNvM3-A  (2 minutes)
full video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=36Hwn26KXoY  (10 minutes)

WATCH  Child Trafficking American Style - (first 10 minutes) - a professional video by DivorceCorp 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7B4EJcc8J8E&list=PLwSPy3vtsTi1D0rESwpbEYJJknq0HJJbt&index=41

Thank you.
________________________________________
From: Stop Corruption
Sent: Friday, April 8, 2016 9:34 AM
To: Rick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child
health studies

________________________________________
From: Stop Corruption
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2016 3:55 PM
To: Rick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child
health studies

Hello,

Please respond.

1. Did the lawyer Governor Scott read the attachments including the diagram of child trafficking for lawyer profits?

2. Is this bill on the governor's desk?   Please update the status.  This Senate status doesn't show the bill leaving the
Senate.

https://www.flsenate.gov/Session/Bill/2016/668

Thank you.
_____________
From: Stop Corruption
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2016 9:22 AM



To: Rick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child health
studies

Dear Gov. Scott,

Please sign SB 668 shared parenting

- MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child health studies

Thank you.



Dear Gov. Rick Scott, 

 

Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - for the best interest of children.   Watch the videos below! 

 

Please stop supporting the best interest of profit-making judges, lawyers, court workers and police. 

 

Watch the studies cited in videos below that prove Equal Shared Parenting IS THE BEST INTEREST OF CHILDREN. 

 

THE CHILD TRAFFICKING MONEY SYSTEM  over $100 Billion per year  (attached diagram)     

 

Connecticut Judiciary Committee Rep. Minnie Gonzalez testified in 2014 (excellent video - title and link below) 

"It's all about money, Not in the best interest of children" 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=I-KYfFaR4z0&index=28&list=PLzRyuV XOzdo8jGJruNt84AqKzWljefGO 

 

watch 2015 DivorceCorp professional videos 

video "Child Trafficking American Style" 

Best video "Law Report Shared Parenting" Swedish child health study – equal parenting is best 

youtube Channel and film “DivorceCorp” 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=7B4EJcc8J8E     www.youtube.com/watch?v=36Hwn26KXoY 

 

2
nd

 best child health video – 2 minutes – “Preserving Parent-Child Relationships - A Critical Analysis” 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pCHGErhTNvk 

“International Conference on Shared Parenting 2014, Bonn” 

video  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ytMFde6-R4 

Current laws violate international human rights treaties 

 

The First International Conference on Shared Parenting 2014 arrived at the following 

six major areas of consensus: 

1. There is a consensus that neither the discretionary best interests of the child standard nor sole custody or primary 

residence orders are serving the needs of children and families of divorce. There is a consensus that shared parenting is 

a viable post-divorce parenting arrangement that is optimal to child development and well-being, including for children 

of high conflict parents. The amount of shared parenting time necessary to achieve child well being and positive 

outcomes is a minimum of one-third time with each parent, with additional benefits accruing up to and including 

equal (50-50) parenting time, including both weekday (routine) and weekend (leisure) time. 

2. There is consensus that “shared parenting” be defined as encompassing both shared parental authority (decision-

making) and shared parental responsibility for the day-to-day upbringing and welfare of children, between fathers and 

mothers … 

3. There is a consensus that national family law should at least include the possibility to give shared parenting orders, 

even if one parent opposes it. There is a consensus that shared parenting is in line with constitutional rights in many 

countries and with international human rights, namely the right of children to be raised by both of their parents. 

4. There is a consensus that the following principles should guide the legal determination of parenting after divorce: (1) 

shared parenting as an optimal arrangement for the majority of children of divorce, and in their best interests. (2) 

parental autonomy and self-determination. (3) limitation of judicial discretion in regard to best interests of children. 

5. There is a consensus that the above apply to the majority of children and families, including high conflict families … 

http://researchingreform.net/2015/05/10/co-parenting-experts-conclude-that-family-courts-should-be-able-to-make-

shared-parenting-orders/ 



 

 

Social Science and Parenting Plans for Young Children: A Consensus Report 2014 – a meta-study 

with the endorsement of the 110 top researchers and practitioners listed in the Appendix. 

 

http://www.chess.su.se/polopoly fs/1.166729.1392279984!/menu/standard/file/Warshak-

Social%20Science%20and%20Parenting%20Plans%20for%20Young%20Children%20final%20ms%20distribution%20copy.pdf. 

excerpt from http://canadianepc.org/resources/warshak/ 

 
“Just as we encourage shared parenting in two-parent homes,” Warshak said, “the evidence shows that shared 

parenting should be the norm for children of all ages, including sharing the overnight care for very young children.” In 

his press release, Warshak notes: “To maximize children’s chances of having long lasting relationships and secure 

attachments to each parent, Warshak’s consensus report encourages both parents after their separation to maximize 

the time they spend with their children, including the sharing of overnight parenting time.” 

 

The top experts in this field are united in their concern that flawed science is leading to parenting plans and custody 

decisions that harm children and their parents. 

 

This consensus report was prepared by Richard A. Warshak, Ph.D., a Clinical Professor of Psychiatry at the 

University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center.  It was analyzed by an international group of 110 top 

experts in early child development, parent-child relationships, and divorce. These 110 

experts have endorsed the final conclusions and recommendations, and the report, which has 

been published in Psychology, Public Policy and Law, a journal of the American Psychological Association. 

 

The consensus report ends with recommendations. Of particular note are these excerpts: 

 1. we believe that the social science evidence on the development of healthy parent-child relationships, and the long-

term benefits of healthy parent-child relationships, supports the view that shared parenting should be the norm for 

parenting plans for children of all ages, including very young children.” 

3. In general the results of the studies reviewed in this document are favorable to parenting plans that more evenly 

balance young children’s time between two homes. ...Thus, to maximize children’s chances of having a good and secure 

relationship with each parent, we encourage both parents to maximize the time they spend with their children. 

Parents have no reason to worry if they share parenting time up to 50/50 when this is compatible with the logistics of 

each parent’s schedule.” 

4. Research on children’s overnights with fathers favors allowing children under four to be cared for at night by each 

parent rather than spending every night in the same home. Overnights help to reduce the tension associated with 

rushing to return the child, and thus potentially improve the quality and satisfaction of the contact both for the parent 

and child. …. An additional advantage of overnights is that in the morning the father can return the child to the daycare; 

this avoids exposing the child to tensions associated with the parents’ direct contact with each other. … decision 

makers should recognize that depriving young children of overnights with their fathers could compromise the quality of 

their developing relationship.”  

6. There is no evidence to support postponing the introduction of regular and frequent involvement, including 

overnights, of both parents with their babies and toddlers.” 

 

 

It is apparent from the interviews of Dr. Warshak that he collaborates with and flatters judges, lawyers and other 

feminists who oppose shared parenting.  Dr. Warshak, as a result of his gentle approach and his knowledge, has one of 

the most successful parental alienation reunification programs “Warshak Family Bridges” published in Psychology Today. 

 



February 21, 2014 “A broad consensus of accomplished researchers and practitioners agree that, in normal 

circumstances, the evidence supports shared residential arrangements for children under 4 years of age whose parents 

live apart from each other.”  

According to Donald C. Hubin, Ph.D., Chair, Executive Committee, National Parents Organization of Ohio, and Professor 

of Philosophy Emeritus, The Ohio State University, “Decades of social science research have shown a growing consensus 

that there are significant benefits for children when parents living apart share parental responsibilities equally. Multiple 

studies and meta-studies have confirmed this. Now, finally, we have a consensus report, signed on to by over a hundred 

researchers and practitioners, confirming this conclusion for young children--the very cases where opponents have 

frequently focused their attacks on equally shared parenting. Dr. Warshak and 110 other social scientists conclude 

unequivocally that "in normal circumstances, the evidence supports shared residential arrangements for children under 

4 years of age whose parents live apart from each other."  

White House consultant Dr. Warshak and his colleagues conclude that "policymakers and decision makers should 

recognize that depriving young children of overnights with their fathers could compromise the quality of developing 

father-child relationships."  

Those legislators and judges who truly aim to promote the best interest of children must pay attention to what the best 

research we have says promotes those interests: shared residential arrangements.” 

http://nationalparentsorganization.org/recent-articles/16-latest-news/21592-follow-the-research-to-shared-parenting 

Authors in the publication reference list and the endorsers list - Edward Kruk CAN, Linda Nielsen NC, S. Richard Sauber FL, Louise 

Bordeaux Silverstein NY, Kari Adamsons CT, Constance Ahrons CA, William Bernet TE, Gordon Finley FL, E. Mavis Hetherington VA, 

Ken Lewis PA, Pamela S. Ludoph MI, William Marsiglio FL, Paul Millar CAN, Abraham Sagi-Schwartz Israel, Seth Schwartz FL, Scott W. 

Johnson VA, Ross A. Thompson CA, Michael C. Gottlieb TX, David G Schramm MO, Sandra L. Warshak TX  

Presidents and directors, former and current, in the endorsers list - Anna Beth Benningfield TX, James H. Bray TX, Don Edgar AU, 

Neil S. Grossman NY, Ronald F. Levant OH, Colleen Logan TX, William S. Pollack MA, David E. Scharff MA, Jill Savege Scharff MA, Kate 

Scharff MA, Scott W. Johnson VA, Louise Bordeaux Silverstein NY 

 

Shared Physical Custody: Summary of 40 Studies on Outcomes for Children, by Linda Nielsen 
Nov 2014. Dept of Education, Wake Forest University, in the Journal of Divorce & Remarriage 

 

  Key findings 

 

1. Shared parenting children of all ages made better grades, were less depressed, and were more well-adjusted 

behaviorally than the children in the sole residence families. 

2. High, ongoing conflict in which the children are involved sometimes diminish the benefits of shared parenting. But this 

does not mean shared parenting will create negative impact, in fact, shared parenting is more likely to decrease 

the negative impact of conflict. 

list of key findings of many studies http://equalitycanada.com/cause/parental-alienation-and-fatherlessness-2/   

Linda Nielsen study link:  http://equalitycanada.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/nielsen-40-studies-2014-.pdf 

 

 

Overcoming Stereotypes in Parenting, Equal Parenting Reduces Conflict/Bad Impressions 2016 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3YdldNXZnQ “Parental Alienation  Jennifer Harman TEDxCSU”  Parental Alienation Project 







From: Stop Corruption
To: Piepenbrink, Brad
Subject: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child health

studies - BP
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 3:19:26 PM
Attachments: trafficking cover to Gov p.pdf

trafficking chart to Gov detail p.pdf
trafficking chart to Gov abr p.pdf

Importance: High

Dear Mr. Piepenbrink,

Please respond.

1. Did the lawyer Governor Scott read the attachments including the diagram of child trafficking for lawyer profits?
  also posted  at www.equalsharedparenting.com

Thank you.
________________________________________
From: Stop Corruption
Sent: Friday, April 8, 2016 9:34 AM
To: Rick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child
health studies

________________________________________
From: Stop Corruption
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2016 3:55 PM
To: Rick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child
health studies

Hello,

Please respond.

1. Did the lawyer Governor Scott read the attachments including the diagram of child trafficking for lawyer profits?

2. Is this bill on the governor's desk?   Please update the status.  This Senate status doesn't show the bill leaving the
Senate.

https://www.flsenate.gov/Session/Bill/2016/668

Thank you.
_____________
From: Stop Corruption
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2016 9:22 AM
To: Rick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child health
studies

Dear Gov. Scott,

Please sign SB 668 shared parenting



- MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child health studies

Thank you.



Dear Gov. Rick Scott, 

 

Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - for the best interest of children.   Watch the videos below! 

 

Please stop supporting the best interest of profit-making judges, lawyers, court workers and police. 

 

Watch the studies cited in videos below that prove Equal Shared Parenting IS THE BEST INTEREST OF CHILDREN. 

 

THE CHILD TRAFFICKING MONEY SYSTEM  over $100 Billion per year  (attached diagram)     

 

Connecticut Judiciary Committee Rep. Minnie Gonzalez testified in 2014 (excellent video - title and link below) 

"It's all about money, Not in the best interest of children" 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=I-KYfFaR4z0&index=28&list=PLzRyuV XOzdo8jGJruNt84AqKzWljefGO 

 

watch 2015 DivorceCorp professional videos 

video "Child Trafficking American Style" 

Best video "Law Report Shared Parenting" Swedish child health study – equal parenting is best 

youtube Channel and film “DivorceCorp” 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=7B4EJcc8J8E     www.youtube.com/watch?v=36Hwn26KXoY 

 

2
nd

 best child health video – 2 minutes – “Preserving Parent-Child Relationships - A Critical Analysis” 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pCHGErhTNvk 

“International Conference on Shared Parenting 2014, Bonn” 

video  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ytMFde6-R4 

Current laws violate international human rights treaties 

 

The First International Conference on Shared Parenting 2014 arrived at the following 

six major areas of consensus: 

1. There is a consensus that neither the discretionary best interests of the child standard nor sole custody or primary 

residence orders are serving the needs of children and families of divorce. There is a consensus that shared parenting is 

a viable post-divorce parenting arrangement that is optimal to child development and well-being, including for children 

of high conflict parents. The amount of shared parenting time necessary to achieve child well being and positive 

outcomes is a minimum of one-third time with each parent, with additional benefits accruing up to and including 

equal (50-50) parenting time, including both weekday (routine) and weekend (leisure) time. 

2. There is consensus that “shared parenting” be defined as encompassing both shared parental authority (decision-

making) and shared parental responsibility for the day-to-day upbringing and welfare of children, between fathers and 

mothers … 

3. There is a consensus that national family law should at least include the possibility to give shared parenting orders, 

even if one parent opposes it. There is a consensus that shared parenting is in line with constitutional rights in many 

countries and with international human rights, namely the right of children to be raised by both of their parents. 

4. There is a consensus that the following principles should guide the legal determination of parenting after divorce: (1) 

shared parenting as an optimal arrangement for the majority of children of divorce, and in their best interests. (2) 

parental autonomy and self-determination. (3) limitation of judicial discretion in regard to best interests of children. 

5. There is a consensus that the above apply to the majority of children and families, including high conflict families … 

http://researchingreform.net/2015/05/10/co-parenting-experts-conclude-that-family-courts-should-be-able-to-make-

shared-parenting-orders/ 



 

 

Social Science and Parenting Plans for Young Children: A Consensus Report 2014 – a meta-study 

with the endorsement of the 110 top researchers and practitioners listed in the Appendix. 

 

http://www.chess.su.se/polopoly fs/1.166729.1392279984!/menu/standard/file/Warshak-

Social%20Science%20and%20Parenting%20Plans%20for%20Young%20Children%20final%20ms%20distribution%20copy.pdf. 

excerpt from http://canadianepc.org/resources/warshak/ 

 
“Just as we encourage shared parenting in two-parent homes,” Warshak said, “the evidence shows that shared 

parenting should be the norm for children of all ages, including sharing the overnight care for very young children.” In 

his press release, Warshak notes: “To maximize children’s chances of having long lasting relationships and secure 

attachments to each parent, Warshak’s consensus report encourages both parents after their separation to maximize 

the time they spend with their children, including the sharing of overnight parenting time.” 

 

The top experts in this field are united in their concern that flawed science is leading to parenting plans and custody 

decisions that harm children and their parents. 

 

This consensus report was prepared by Richard A. Warshak, Ph.D., a Clinical Professor of Psychiatry at the 

University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center.  It was analyzed by an international group of 110 top 

experts in early child development, parent-child relationships, and divorce. These 110 

experts have endorsed the final conclusions and recommendations, and the report, which has 

been published in Psychology, Public Policy and Law, a journal of the American Psychological Association. 

 

The consensus report ends with recommendations. Of particular note are these excerpts: 

 1. we believe that the social science evidence on the development of healthy parent-child relationships, and the long-

term benefits of healthy parent-child relationships, supports the view that shared parenting should be the norm for 

parenting plans for children of all ages, including very young children.” 

3. In general the results of the studies reviewed in this document are favorable to parenting plans that more evenly 

balance young children’s time between two homes. ...Thus, to maximize children’s chances of having a good and secure 

relationship with each parent, we encourage both parents to maximize the time they spend with their children. 

Parents have no reason to worry if they share parenting time up to 50/50 when this is compatible with the logistics of 

each parent’s schedule.” 

4. Research on children’s overnights with fathers favors allowing children under four to be cared for at night by each 

parent rather than spending every night in the same home. Overnights help to reduce the tension associated with 

rushing to return the child, and thus potentially improve the quality and satisfaction of the contact both for the parent 

and child. …. An additional advantage of overnights is that in the morning the father can return the child to the daycare; 

this avoids exposing the child to tensions associated with the parents’ direct contact with each other. … decision 

makers should recognize that depriving young children of overnights with their fathers could compromise the quality of 

their developing relationship.”  

6. There is no evidence to support postponing the introduction of regular and frequent involvement, including 

overnights, of both parents with their babies and toddlers.” 

 

 

It is apparent from the interviews of Dr. Warshak that he collaborates with and flatters judges, lawyers and other 

feminists who oppose shared parenting.  Dr. Warshak, as a result of his gentle approach and his knowledge, has one of 

the most successful parental alienation reunification programs “Warshak Family Bridges” published in Psychology Today. 

 



February 21, 2014 “A broad consensus of accomplished researchers and practitioners agree that, in normal 

circumstances, the evidence supports shared residential arrangements for children under 4 years of age whose parents 

live apart from each other.”  

According to Donald C. Hubin, Ph.D., Chair, Executive Committee, National Parents Organization of Ohio, and Professor 

of Philosophy Emeritus, The Ohio State University, “Decades of social science research have shown a growing consensus 

that there are significant benefits for children when parents living apart share parental responsibilities equally. Multiple 

studies and meta-studies have confirmed this. Now, finally, we have a consensus report, signed on to by over a hundred 

researchers and practitioners, confirming this conclusion for young children--the very cases where opponents have 

frequently focused their attacks on equally shared parenting. Dr. Warshak and 110 other social scientists conclude 

unequivocally that "in normal circumstances, the evidence supports shared residential arrangements for children under 

4 years of age whose parents live apart from each other."  

White House consultant Dr. Warshak and his colleagues conclude that "policymakers and decision makers should 

recognize that depriving young children of overnights with their fathers could compromise the quality of developing 

father-child relationships."  

Those legislators and judges who truly aim to promote the best interest of children must pay attention to what the best 

research we have says promotes those interests: shared residential arrangements.” 

http://nationalparentsorganization.org/recent-articles/16-latest-news/21592-follow-the-research-to-shared-parenting 

Authors in the publication reference list and the endorsers list - Edward Kruk CAN, Linda Nielsen NC, S. Richard Sauber FL, Louise 

Bordeaux Silverstein NY, Kari Adamsons CT, Constance Ahrons CA, William Bernet TE, Gordon Finley FL, E. Mavis Hetherington VA, 

Ken Lewis PA, Pamela S. Ludoph MI, William Marsiglio FL, Paul Millar CAN, Abraham Sagi-Schwartz Israel, Seth Schwartz FL, Scott W. 

Johnson VA, Ross A. Thompson CA, Michael C. Gottlieb TX, David G Schramm MO, Sandra L. Warshak TX  

Presidents and directors, former and current, in the endorsers list - Anna Beth Benningfield TX, James H. Bray TX, Don Edgar AU, 

Neil S. Grossman NY, Ronald F. Levant OH, Colleen Logan TX, William S. Pollack MA, David E. Scharff MA, Jill Savege Scharff MA, Kate 

Scharff MA, Scott W. Johnson VA, Louise Bordeaux Silverstein NY 

 

Shared Physical Custody: Summary of 40 Studies on Outcomes for Children, by Linda Nielsen 
Nov 2014. Dept of Education, Wake Forest University, in the Journal of Divorce & Remarriage 

 

  Key findings 

 

1. Shared parenting children of all ages made better grades, were less depressed, and were more well-adjusted 

behaviorally than the children in the sole residence families. 

2. High, ongoing conflict in which the children are involved sometimes diminish the benefits of shared parenting. But this 

does not mean shared parenting will create negative impact, in fact, shared parenting is more likely to decrease 

the negative impact of conflict. 

list of key findings of many studies http://equalitycanada.com/cause/parental-alienation-and-fatherlessness-2/   

Linda Nielsen study link:  http://equalitycanada.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/nielsen-40-studies-2014-.pdf 

 

 

Overcoming Stereotypes in Parenting, Equal Parenting Reduces Conflict/Bad Impressions 2016 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3YdldNXZnQ “Parental Alienation  Jennifer Harman TEDxCSU”  Parental Alienation Project 







From: Stop Corruption
To: Rasmussen, Karl
Subject: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child health

studies - KR
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 3:17:24 PM
Attachments: trafficking cover to Gov p.pdf

trafficking chart to Gov detail p.pdf
trafficking chart to Gov abr p.pdf

Importance: High

Dear Mr. Rasmussen,

Please respond.

1. Did the lawyer Governor Scott read the attachments including the diagram of child trafficking for lawyer profits?
  also posted  at www.equalsharedparenting.com

Thank you.
________________________________________
From: Stop Corruption
Sent: Friday, April 8, 2016 9:34 AM
To: Rick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child
health studies

________________________________________
From: Stop Corruption
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2016 3:55 PM
To: Rick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child
health studies

Hello,

Please respond.

1. Did the lawyer Governor Scott read the attachments including the diagram of child trafficking for lawyer profits?

2. Is this bill on the governor's desk?   Please update the status.  This Senate status doesn't show the bill leaving the
Senate.

https://www.flsenate.gov/Session/Bill/2016/668

Thank you.
_____________
From: Stop Corruption
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2016 9:22 AM
To: Rick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child health
studies

Dear Gov. Scott,

Please sign SB 668 shared parenting

- MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child health studies



Thank you.



Dear Gov. Rick Scott, 

 

Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - for the best interest of children.   Watch the videos below! 

 

Please stop supporting the best interest of profit-making judges, lawyers, court workers and police. 

 

Watch the studies cited in videos below that prove Equal Shared Parenting IS THE BEST INTEREST OF CHILDREN. 

 

THE CHILD TRAFFICKING MONEY SYSTEM  over $100 Billion per year  (attached diagram)     

 

Connecticut Judiciary Committee Rep. Minnie Gonzalez testified in 2014 (excellent video - title and link below) 

"It's all about money, Not in the best interest of children" 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=I-KYfFaR4z0&index=28&list=PLzRyuV XOzdo8jGJruNt84AqKzWljefGO 

 

watch 2015 DivorceCorp professional videos 

video "Child Trafficking American Style" 

Best video "Law Report Shared Parenting" Swedish child health study – equal parenting is best 

youtube Channel and film “DivorceCorp” 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=7B4EJcc8J8E     www.youtube.com/watch?v=36Hwn26KXoY 

 

2
nd

 best child health video – 2 minutes – “Preserving Parent-Child Relationships - A Critical Analysis” 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pCHGErhTNvk 

“International Conference on Shared Parenting 2014, Bonn” 

video  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ytMFde6-R4 

Current laws violate international human rights treaties 

 

The First International Conference on Shared Parenting 2014 arrived at the following 

six major areas of consensus: 

1. There is a consensus that neither the discretionary best interests of the child standard nor sole custody or primary 

residence orders are serving the needs of children and families of divorce. There is a consensus that shared parenting is 

a viable post-divorce parenting arrangement that is optimal to child development and well-being, including for children 

of high conflict parents. The amount of shared parenting time necessary to achieve child well being and positive 

outcomes is a minimum of one-third time with each parent, with additional benefits accruing up to and including 

equal (50-50) parenting time, including both weekday (routine) and weekend (leisure) time. 

2. There is consensus that “shared parenting” be defined as encompassing both shared parental authority (decision-

making) and shared parental responsibility for the day-to-day upbringing and welfare of children, between fathers and 

mothers … 

3. There is a consensus that national family law should at least include the possibility to give shared parenting orders, 

even if one parent opposes it. There is a consensus that shared parenting is in line with constitutional rights in many 

countries and with international human rights, namely the right of children to be raised by both of their parents. 

4. There is a consensus that the following principles should guide the legal determination of parenting after divorce: (1) 

shared parenting as an optimal arrangement for the majority of children of divorce, and in their best interests. (2) 

parental autonomy and self-determination. (3) limitation of judicial discretion in regard to best interests of children. 

5. There is a consensus that the above apply to the majority of children and families, including high conflict families … 

http://researchingreform.net/2015/05/10/co-parenting-experts-conclude-that-family-courts-should-be-able-to-make-

shared-parenting-orders/ 



 

 

Social Science and Parenting Plans for Young Children: A Consensus Report 2014 – a meta-study 

with the endorsement of the 110 top researchers and practitioners listed in the Appendix. 

 

http://www.chess.su.se/polopoly fs/1.166729.1392279984!/menu/standard/file/Warshak-

Social%20Science%20and%20Parenting%20Plans%20for%20Young%20Children%20final%20ms%20distribution%20copy.pdf. 

excerpt from http://canadianepc.org/resources/warshak/ 

 
“Just as we encourage shared parenting in two-parent homes,” Warshak said, “the evidence shows that shared 

parenting should be the norm for children of all ages, including sharing the overnight care for very young children.” In 

his press release, Warshak notes: “To maximize children’s chances of having long lasting relationships and secure 

attachments to each parent, Warshak’s consensus report encourages both parents after their separation to maximize 

the time they spend with their children, including the sharing of overnight parenting time.” 

 

The top experts in this field are united in their concern that flawed science is leading to parenting plans and custody 

decisions that harm children and their parents. 

 

This consensus report was prepared by Richard A. Warshak, Ph.D., a Clinical Professor of Psychiatry at the 

University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center.  It was analyzed by an international group of 110 top 

experts in early child development, parent-child relationships, and divorce. These 110 

experts have endorsed the final conclusions and recommendations, and the report, which has 

been published in Psychology, Public Policy and Law, a journal of the American Psychological Association. 

 

The consensus report ends with recommendations. Of particular note are these excerpts: 

 1. we believe that the social science evidence on the development of healthy parent-child relationships, and the long-

term benefits of healthy parent-child relationships, supports the view that shared parenting should be the norm for 

parenting plans for children of all ages, including very young children.” 

3. In general the results of the studies reviewed in this document are favorable to parenting plans that more evenly 

balance young children’s time between two homes. ...Thus, to maximize children’s chances of having a good and secure 

relationship with each parent, we encourage both parents to maximize the time they spend with their children. 

Parents have no reason to worry if they share parenting time up to 50/50 when this is compatible with the logistics of 

each parent’s schedule.” 

4. Research on children’s overnights with fathers favors allowing children under four to be cared for at night by each 

parent rather than spending every night in the same home. Overnights help to reduce the tension associated with 

rushing to return the child, and thus potentially improve the quality and satisfaction of the contact both for the parent 

and child. …. An additional advantage of overnights is that in the morning the father can return the child to the daycare; 

this avoids exposing the child to tensions associated with the parents’ direct contact with each other. … decision 

makers should recognize that depriving young children of overnights with their fathers could compromise the quality of 

their developing relationship.”  

6. There is no evidence to support postponing the introduction of regular and frequent involvement, including 

overnights, of both parents with their babies and toddlers.” 

 

 

It is apparent from the interviews of Dr. Warshak that he collaborates with and flatters judges, lawyers and other 

feminists who oppose shared parenting.  Dr. Warshak, as a result of his gentle approach and his knowledge, has one of 

the most successful parental alienation reunification programs “Warshak Family Bridges” published in Psychology Today. 

 



February 21, 2014 “A broad consensus of accomplished researchers and practitioners agree that, in normal 

circumstances, the evidence supports shared residential arrangements for children under 4 years of age whose parents 

live apart from each other.”  

According to Donald C. Hubin, Ph.D., Chair, Executive Committee, National Parents Organization of Ohio, and Professor 

of Philosophy Emeritus, The Ohio State University, “Decades of social science research have shown a growing consensus 

that there are significant benefits for children when parents living apart share parental responsibilities equally. Multiple 

studies and meta-studies have confirmed this. Now, finally, we have a consensus report, signed on to by over a hundred 

researchers and practitioners, confirming this conclusion for young children--the very cases where opponents have 

frequently focused their attacks on equally shared parenting. Dr. Warshak and 110 other social scientists conclude 

unequivocally that "in normal circumstances, the evidence supports shared residential arrangements for children under 

4 years of age whose parents live apart from each other."  

White House consultant Dr. Warshak and his colleagues conclude that "policymakers and decision makers should 

recognize that depriving young children of overnights with their fathers could compromise the quality of developing 

father-child relationships."  

Those legislators and judges who truly aim to promote the best interest of children must pay attention to what the best 

research we have says promotes those interests: shared residential arrangements.” 

http://nationalparentsorganization.org/recent-articles/16-latest-news/21592-follow-the-research-to-shared-parenting 

Authors in the publication reference list and the endorsers list - Edward Kruk CAN, Linda Nielsen NC, S. Richard Sauber FL, Louise 

Bordeaux Silverstein NY, Kari Adamsons CT, Constance Ahrons CA, William Bernet TE, Gordon Finley FL, E. Mavis Hetherington VA, 

Ken Lewis PA, Pamela S. Ludoph MI, William Marsiglio FL, Paul Millar CAN, Abraham Sagi-Schwartz Israel, Seth Schwartz FL, Scott W. 

Johnson VA, Ross A. Thompson CA, Michael C. Gottlieb TX, David G Schramm MO, Sandra L. Warshak TX  

Presidents and directors, former and current, in the endorsers list - Anna Beth Benningfield TX, James H. Bray TX, Don Edgar AU, 

Neil S. Grossman NY, Ronald F. Levant OH, Colleen Logan TX, William S. Pollack MA, David E. Scharff MA, Jill Savege Scharff MA, Kate 

Scharff MA, Scott W. Johnson VA, Louise Bordeaux Silverstein NY 

 

Shared Physical Custody: Summary of 40 Studies on Outcomes for Children, by Linda Nielsen 
Nov 2014. Dept of Education, Wake Forest University, in the Journal of Divorce & Remarriage 

 

  Key findings 

 

1. Shared parenting children of all ages made better grades, were less depressed, and were more well-adjusted 

behaviorally than the children in the sole residence families. 

2. High, ongoing conflict in which the children are involved sometimes diminish the benefits of shared parenting. But this 

does not mean shared parenting will create negative impact, in fact, shared parenting is more likely to decrease 

the negative impact of conflict. 

list of key findings of many studies http://equalitycanada.com/cause/parental-alienation-and-fatherlessness-2/   

Linda Nielsen study link:  http://equalitycanada.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/nielsen-40-studies-2014-.pdf 

 

 

Overcoming Stereotypes in Parenting, Equal Parenting Reduces Conflict/Bad Impressions 2016 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3YdldNXZnQ “Parental Alienation  Jennifer Harman TEDxCSU”  Parental Alienation Project 







From: Stop Corruption
To: Collins, Frank
Subject: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child health

studies - FC
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 3:15:05 PM
Attachments: trafficking cover to Gov p.pdf

trafficking chart to Gov detail p.pdf
trafficking chart to Gov abr p.pdf

Importance: High

Dear Mr. Collins,

Please respond.

1. Did the lawyer Governor Scott read the attachments including the diagram of child trafficking for lawyer profits?

Thank you.
________________________________________
From: Stop Corruption
Sent: Friday, April 8, 2016 9:34 AM
To: Rick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child
health studies

________________________________________
From: Stop Corruption
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2016 3:55 PM
To: Rick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child
health studies

Hello,

Please respond.

1. Did the lawyer Governor Scott read the attachments including the diagram of child trafficking for lawyer profits?

2. Is this bill on the governor's desk?   Please update the status.  This Senate status doesn't show the bill leaving the
Senate.

https://www.flsenate.gov/Session/Bill/2016/668

Thank you.
_____________
From: Stop Corruption
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2016 9:22 AM
To: Rick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child health
studies

Dear Gov. Scott,

Please sign SB 668 shared parenting

- MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child health studies



Thank you.



Dear Gov. Rick Scott, 

 

Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - for the best interest of children.   Watch the videos below! 

 

Please stop supporting the best interest of profit-making judges, lawyers, court workers and police. 

 

Watch the studies cited in videos below that prove Equal Shared Parenting IS THE BEST INTEREST OF CHILDREN. 

 

THE CHILD TRAFFICKING MONEY SYSTEM  over $100 Billion per year  (attached diagram)     

 

Connecticut Judiciary Committee Rep. Minnie Gonzalez testified in 2014 (excellent video - title and link below) 

"It's all about money, Not in the best interest of children" 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=I-KYfFaR4z0&index=28&list=PLzRyuV XOzdo8jGJruNt84AqKzWljefGO 

 

watch 2015 DivorceCorp professional videos 

video "Child Trafficking American Style" 

Best video "Law Report Shared Parenting" Swedish child health study – equal parenting is best 

youtube Channel and film “DivorceCorp” 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=7B4EJcc8J8E     www.youtube.com/watch?v=36Hwn26KXoY 

 

2
nd

 best child health video – 2 minutes – “Preserving Parent-Child Relationships - A Critical Analysis” 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pCHGErhTNvk 

“International Conference on Shared Parenting 2014, Bonn” 

video  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ytMFde6-R4 

Current laws violate international human rights treaties 

 

The First International Conference on Shared Parenting 2014 arrived at the following 

six major areas of consensus: 

1. There is a consensus that neither the discretionary best interests of the child standard nor sole custody or primary 

residence orders are serving the needs of children and families of divorce. There is a consensus that shared parenting is 

a viable post-divorce parenting arrangement that is optimal to child development and well-being, including for children 

of high conflict parents. The amount of shared parenting time necessary to achieve child well being and positive 

outcomes is a minimum of one-third time with each parent, with additional benefits accruing up to and including 

equal (50-50) parenting time, including both weekday (routine) and weekend (leisure) time. 

2. There is consensus that “shared parenting” be defined as encompassing both shared parental authority (decision-

making) and shared parental responsibility for the day-to-day upbringing and welfare of children, between fathers and 

mothers … 

3. There is a consensus that national family law should at least include the possibility to give shared parenting orders, 

even if one parent opposes it. There is a consensus that shared parenting is in line with constitutional rights in many 

countries and with international human rights, namely the right of children to be raised by both of their parents. 

4. There is a consensus that the following principles should guide the legal determination of parenting after divorce: (1) 

shared parenting as an optimal arrangement for the majority of children of divorce, and in their best interests. (2) 

parental autonomy and self-determination. (3) limitation of judicial discretion in regard to best interests of children. 

5. There is a consensus that the above apply to the majority of children and families, including high conflict families … 

http://researchingreform.net/2015/05/10/co-parenting-experts-conclude-that-family-courts-should-be-able-to-make-

shared-parenting-orders/ 



 

 

Social Science and Parenting Plans for Young Children: A Consensus Report 2014 – a meta-study 

with the endorsement of the 110 top researchers and practitioners listed in the Appendix. 

 

http://www.chess.su.se/polopoly fs/1.166729.1392279984!/menu/standard/file/Warshak-

Social%20Science%20and%20Parenting%20Plans%20for%20Young%20Children%20final%20ms%20distribution%20copy.pdf. 

excerpt from http://canadianepc.org/resources/warshak/ 

 
“Just as we encourage shared parenting in two-parent homes,” Warshak said, “the evidence shows that shared 

parenting should be the norm for children of all ages, including sharing the overnight care for very young children.” In 

his press release, Warshak notes: “To maximize children’s chances of having long lasting relationships and secure 

attachments to each parent, Warshak’s consensus report encourages both parents after their separation to maximize 

the time they spend with their children, including the sharing of overnight parenting time.” 

 

The top experts in this field are united in their concern that flawed science is leading to parenting plans and custody 

decisions that harm children and their parents. 

 

This consensus report was prepared by Richard A. Warshak, Ph.D., a Clinical Professor of Psychiatry at the 

University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center.  It was analyzed by an international group of 110 top 

experts in early child development, parent-child relationships, and divorce. These 110 

experts have endorsed the final conclusions and recommendations, and the report, which has 

been published in Psychology, Public Policy and Law, a journal of the American Psychological Association. 

 

The consensus report ends with recommendations. Of particular note are these excerpts: 

 1. we believe that the social science evidence on the development of healthy parent-child relationships, and the long-

term benefits of healthy parent-child relationships, supports the view that shared parenting should be the norm for 

parenting plans for children of all ages, including very young children.” 

3. In general the results of the studies reviewed in this document are favorable to parenting plans that more evenly 

balance young children’s time between two homes. ...Thus, to maximize children’s chances of having a good and secure 

relationship with each parent, we encourage both parents to maximize the time they spend with their children. 

Parents have no reason to worry if they share parenting time up to 50/50 when this is compatible with the logistics of 

each parent’s schedule.” 

4. Research on children’s overnights with fathers favors allowing children under four to be cared for at night by each 

parent rather than spending every night in the same home. Overnights help to reduce the tension associated with 

rushing to return the child, and thus potentially improve the quality and satisfaction of the contact both for the parent 

and child. …. An additional advantage of overnights is that in the morning the father can return the child to the daycare; 

this avoids exposing the child to tensions associated with the parents’ direct contact with each other. … decision 

makers should recognize that depriving young children of overnights with their fathers could compromise the quality of 

their developing relationship.”  

6. There is no evidence to support postponing the introduction of regular and frequent involvement, including 

overnights, of both parents with their babies and toddlers.” 

 

 

It is apparent from the interviews of Dr. Warshak that he collaborates with and flatters judges, lawyers and other 

feminists who oppose shared parenting.  Dr. Warshak, as a result of his gentle approach and his knowledge, has one of 

the most successful parental alienation reunification programs “Warshak Family Bridges” published in Psychology Today. 

 



February 21, 2014 “A broad consensus of accomplished researchers and practitioners agree that, in normal 

circumstances, the evidence supports shared residential arrangements for children under 4 years of age whose parents 

live apart from each other.”  

According to Donald C. Hubin, Ph.D., Chair, Executive Committee, National Parents Organization of Ohio, and Professor 

of Philosophy Emeritus, The Ohio State University, “Decades of social science research have shown a growing consensus 

that there are significant benefits for children when parents living apart share parental responsibilities equally. Multiple 

studies and meta-studies have confirmed this. Now, finally, we have a consensus report, signed on to by over a hundred 

researchers and practitioners, confirming this conclusion for young children--the very cases where opponents have 

frequently focused their attacks on equally shared parenting. Dr. Warshak and 110 other social scientists conclude 

unequivocally that "in normal circumstances, the evidence supports shared residential arrangements for children under 

4 years of age whose parents live apart from each other."  

White House consultant Dr. Warshak and his colleagues conclude that "policymakers and decision makers should 

recognize that depriving young children of overnights with their fathers could compromise the quality of developing 

father-child relationships."  

Those legislators and judges who truly aim to promote the best interest of children must pay attention to what the best 

research we have says promotes those interests: shared residential arrangements.” 

http://nationalparentsorganization.org/recent-articles/16-latest-news/21592-follow-the-research-to-shared-parenting 

Authors in the publication reference list and the endorsers list - Edward Kruk CAN, Linda Nielsen NC, S. Richard Sauber FL, Louise 

Bordeaux Silverstein NY, Kari Adamsons CT, Constance Ahrons CA, William Bernet TE, Gordon Finley FL, E. Mavis Hetherington VA, 

Ken Lewis PA, Pamela S. Ludoph MI, William Marsiglio FL, Paul Millar CAN, Abraham Sagi-Schwartz Israel, Seth Schwartz FL, Scott W. 

Johnson VA, Ross A. Thompson CA, Michael C. Gottlieb TX, David G Schramm MO, Sandra L. Warshak TX  

Presidents and directors, former and current, in the endorsers list - Anna Beth Benningfield TX, James H. Bray TX, Don Edgar AU, 

Neil S. Grossman NY, Ronald F. Levant OH, Colleen Logan TX, William S. Pollack MA, David E. Scharff MA, Jill Savege Scharff MA, Kate 

Scharff MA, Scott W. Johnson VA, Louise Bordeaux Silverstein NY 

 

Shared Physical Custody: Summary of 40 Studies on Outcomes for Children, by Linda Nielsen 
Nov 2014. Dept of Education, Wake Forest University, in the Journal of Divorce & Remarriage 

 

  Key findings 

 

1. Shared parenting children of all ages made better grades, were less depressed, and were more well-adjusted 

behaviorally than the children in the sole residence families. 

2. High, ongoing conflict in which the children are involved sometimes diminish the benefits of shared parenting. But this 

does not mean shared parenting will create negative impact, in fact, shared parenting is more likely to decrease 

the negative impact of conflict. 

list of key findings of many studies http://equalitycanada.com/cause/parental-alienation-and-fatherlessness-2/   

Linda Nielsen study link:  http://equalitycanada.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/nielsen-40-studies-2014-.pdf 

 

 

Overcoming Stereotypes in Parenting, Equal Parenting Reduces Conflict/Bad Impressions 2016 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3YdldNXZnQ “Parental Alienation  Jennifer Harman TEDxCSU”  Parental Alienation Project 







From: Stop Corruption
To: Lopez-Cantera, Carlos
Subject: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child health

studies
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 3:11:40 PM
Attachments: trafficking cover to Gov p.pdf

trafficking chart to Gov detail p.pdf
trafficking chart to Gov abr p.pdf

Dear Lt. Governor Carlos Lopez-Cantera,

Please respond.

1. Did the lawyer Governor Scott read the attachments including the diagram of child trafficking for lawyer profits?

Thank you.
________________________________________
From: Stop Corruption
Sent: Friday, April 8, 2016 9:34 AM
To: Rick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child
health studies

________________________________________
From: Stop Corruption
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2016 3:55 PM
To: Rick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child
health studies

Hello,

Please respond.

1. Did the lawyer Governor Scott read the attachments including the diagram of child trafficking for lawyer profits?

2. Is this bill on the governor's desk?   Please update the status.  This Senate status doesn't show the bill leaving the
Senate.

https://www.flsenate.gov/Session/Bill/2016/668

Thank you.
_____________
From: Stop Corruption
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2016 9:22 AM
To: Rick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child health
studies

Dear Gov. Scott,

Please sign SB 668 shared parenting

- MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child health studies



Thank you.



Dear Gov. Rick Scott, 

 

Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - for the best interest of children.   Watch the videos below! 

 

Please stop supporting the best interest of profit-making judges, lawyers, court workers and police. 

 

Watch the studies cited in videos below that prove Equal Shared Parenting IS THE BEST INTEREST OF CHILDREN. 

 

THE CHILD TRAFFICKING MONEY SYSTEM  over $100 Billion per year  (attached diagram)     

 

Connecticut Judiciary Committee Rep. Minnie Gonzalez testified in 2014 (excellent video - title and link below) 

"It's all about money, Not in the best interest of children" 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=I-KYfFaR4z0&index=28&list=PLzRyuV XOzdo8jGJruNt84AqKzWljefGO 

 

watch 2015 DivorceCorp professional videos 

video "Child Trafficking American Style" 

Best video "Law Report Shared Parenting" Swedish child health study – equal parenting is best 

youtube Channel and film “DivorceCorp” 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=7B4EJcc8J8E     www.youtube.com/watch?v=36Hwn26KXoY 

 

2
nd

 best child health video – 2 minutes – “Preserving Parent-Child Relationships - A Critical Analysis” 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pCHGErhTNvk 

“International Conference on Shared Parenting 2014, Bonn” 

video  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ytMFde6-R4 

Current laws violate international human rights treaties 

 

The First International Conference on Shared Parenting 2014 arrived at the following 

six major areas of consensus: 

1. There is a consensus that neither the discretionary best interests of the child standard nor sole custody or primary 

residence orders are serving the needs of children and families of divorce. There is a consensus that shared parenting is 

a viable post-divorce parenting arrangement that is optimal to child development and well-being, including for children 

of high conflict parents. The amount of shared parenting time necessary to achieve child well being and positive 

outcomes is a minimum of one-third time with each parent, with additional benefits accruing up to and including 

equal (50-50) parenting time, including both weekday (routine) and weekend (leisure) time. 

2. There is consensus that “shared parenting” be defined as encompassing both shared parental authority (decision-

making) and shared parental responsibility for the day-to-day upbringing and welfare of children, between fathers and 

mothers … 

3. There is a consensus that national family law should at least include the possibility to give shared parenting orders, 

even if one parent opposes it. There is a consensus that shared parenting is in line with constitutional rights in many 

countries and with international human rights, namely the right of children to be raised by both of their parents. 

4. There is a consensus that the following principles should guide the legal determination of parenting after divorce: (1) 

shared parenting as an optimal arrangement for the majority of children of divorce, and in their best interests. (2) 

parental autonomy and self-determination. (3) limitation of judicial discretion in regard to best interests of children. 

5. There is a consensus that the above apply to the majority of children and families, including high conflict families … 

http://researchingreform.net/2015/05/10/co-parenting-experts-conclude-that-family-courts-should-be-able-to-make-

shared-parenting-orders/ 



 

 

Social Science and Parenting Plans for Young Children: A Consensus Report 2014 – a meta-study 

with the endorsement of the 110 top researchers and practitioners listed in the Appendix. 

 

http://www.chess.su.se/polopoly fs/1.166729.1392279984!/menu/standard/file/Warshak-

Social%20Science%20and%20Parenting%20Plans%20for%20Young%20Children%20final%20ms%20distribution%20copy.pdf. 

excerpt from http://canadianepc.org/resources/warshak/ 

 
“Just as we encourage shared parenting in two-parent homes,” Warshak said, “the evidence shows that shared 

parenting should be the norm for children of all ages, including sharing the overnight care for very young children.” In 

his press release, Warshak notes: “To maximize children’s chances of having long lasting relationships and secure 

attachments to each parent, Warshak’s consensus report encourages both parents after their separation to maximize 

the time they spend with their children, including the sharing of overnight parenting time.” 

 

The top experts in this field are united in their concern that flawed science is leading to parenting plans and custody 

decisions that harm children and their parents. 

 

This consensus report was prepared by Richard A. Warshak, Ph.D., a Clinical Professor of Psychiatry at the 

University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center.  It was analyzed by an international group of 110 top 

experts in early child development, parent-child relationships, and divorce. These 110 

experts have endorsed the final conclusions and recommendations, and the report, which has 

been published in Psychology, Public Policy and Law, a journal of the American Psychological Association. 

 

The consensus report ends with recommendations. Of particular note are these excerpts: 

 1. we believe that the social science evidence on the development of healthy parent-child relationships, and the long-

term benefits of healthy parent-child relationships, supports the view that shared parenting should be the norm for 

parenting plans for children of all ages, including very young children.” 

3. In general the results of the studies reviewed in this document are favorable to parenting plans that more evenly 

balance young children’s time between two homes. ...Thus, to maximize children’s chances of having a good and secure 

relationship with each parent, we encourage both parents to maximize the time they spend with their children. 

Parents have no reason to worry if they share parenting time up to 50/50 when this is compatible with the logistics of 

each parent’s schedule.” 

4. Research on children’s overnights with fathers favors allowing children under four to be cared for at night by each 

parent rather than spending every night in the same home. Overnights help to reduce the tension associated with 

rushing to return the child, and thus potentially improve the quality and satisfaction of the contact both for the parent 

and child. …. An additional advantage of overnights is that in the morning the father can return the child to the daycare; 

this avoids exposing the child to tensions associated with the parents’ direct contact with each other. … decision 

makers should recognize that depriving young children of overnights with their fathers could compromise the quality of 

their developing relationship.”  

6. There is no evidence to support postponing the introduction of regular and frequent involvement, including 

overnights, of both parents with their babies and toddlers.” 

 

 

It is apparent from the interviews of Dr. Warshak that he collaborates with and flatters judges, lawyers and other 

feminists who oppose shared parenting.  Dr. Warshak, as a result of his gentle approach and his knowledge, has one of 

the most successful parental alienation reunification programs “Warshak Family Bridges” published in Psychology Today. 

 



February 21, 2014 “A broad consensus of accomplished researchers and practitioners agree that, in normal 

circumstances, the evidence supports shared residential arrangements for children under 4 years of age whose parents 

live apart from each other.”  

According to Donald C. Hubin, Ph.D., Chair, Executive Committee, National Parents Organization of Ohio, and Professor 

of Philosophy Emeritus, The Ohio State University, “Decades of social science research have shown a growing consensus 

that there are significant benefits for children when parents living apart share parental responsibilities equally. Multiple 

studies and meta-studies have confirmed this. Now, finally, we have a consensus report, signed on to by over a hundred 

researchers and practitioners, confirming this conclusion for young children--the very cases where opponents have 

frequently focused their attacks on equally shared parenting. Dr. Warshak and 110 other social scientists conclude 

unequivocally that "in normal circumstances, the evidence supports shared residential arrangements for children under 

4 years of age whose parents live apart from each other."  

White House consultant Dr. Warshak and his colleagues conclude that "policymakers and decision makers should 

recognize that depriving young children of overnights with their fathers could compromise the quality of developing 

father-child relationships."  

Those legislators and judges who truly aim to promote the best interest of children must pay attention to what the best 

research we have says promotes those interests: shared residential arrangements.” 

http://nationalparentsorganization.org/recent-articles/16-latest-news/21592-follow-the-research-to-shared-parenting 

Authors in the publication reference list and the endorsers list - Edward Kruk CAN, Linda Nielsen NC, S. Richard Sauber FL, Louise 

Bordeaux Silverstein NY, Kari Adamsons CT, Constance Ahrons CA, William Bernet TE, Gordon Finley FL, E. Mavis Hetherington VA, 

Ken Lewis PA, Pamela S. Ludoph MI, William Marsiglio FL, Paul Millar CAN, Abraham Sagi-Schwartz Israel, Seth Schwartz FL, Scott W. 

Johnson VA, Ross A. Thompson CA, Michael C. Gottlieb TX, David G Schramm MO, Sandra L. Warshak TX  

Presidents and directors, former and current, in the endorsers list - Anna Beth Benningfield TX, James H. Bray TX, Don Edgar AU, 

Neil S. Grossman NY, Ronald F. Levant OH, Colleen Logan TX, William S. Pollack MA, David E. Scharff MA, Jill Savege Scharff MA, Kate 

Scharff MA, Scott W. Johnson VA, Louise Bordeaux Silverstein NY 

 

Shared Physical Custody: Summary of 40 Studies on Outcomes for Children, by Linda Nielsen 
Nov 2014. Dept of Education, Wake Forest University, in the Journal of Divorce & Remarriage 

 

  Key findings 

 

1. Shared parenting children of all ages made better grades, were less depressed, and were more well-adjusted 

behaviorally than the children in the sole residence families. 

2. High, ongoing conflict in which the children are involved sometimes diminish the benefits of shared parenting. But this 

does not mean shared parenting will create negative impact, in fact, shared parenting is more likely to decrease 

the negative impact of conflict. 

list of key findings of many studies http://equalitycanada.com/cause/parental-alienation-and-fatherlessness-2/   

Linda Nielsen study link:  http://equalitycanada.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/nielsen-40-studies-2014-.pdf 

 

 

Overcoming Stereotypes in Parenting, Equal Parenting Reduces Conflict/Bad Impressions 2016 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3YdldNXZnQ “Parental Alienation  Jennifer Harman TEDxCSU”  Parental Alienation Project 







From: Stop Corruption
To: Lopez-Cantera, Carlos
Subject: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child health

studies
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 3:11:35 PM
Attachments: trafficking cover to Gov p.pdf

trafficking chart to Gov detail p.pdf
trafficking chart to Gov abr p.pdf

Dear Lt. Governor Carlos Lopez-Cantera,

Please respond.

1. Did the lawyer Governor Scott read the attachments including the diagram of child trafficking for lawyer profits?

Thank you.
________________________________________
From: Stop Corruption
Sent: Friday, April 8, 2016 9:34 AM
To: Rick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child
health studies

________________________________________
From: Stop Corruption
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2016 3:55 PM
To: Rick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child
health studies

Hello,

Please respond.

1. Did the lawyer Governor Scott read the attachments including the diagram of child trafficking for lawyer profits?

2. Is this bill on the governor's desk?   Please update the status.  This Senate status doesn't show the bill leaving the
Senate.

https://www.flsenate.gov/Session/Bill/2016/668

Thank you.
_____________
From: Stop Corruption
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2016 9:22 AM
To: Rick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child health
studies

Dear Gov. Scott,

Please sign SB 668 shared parenting

- MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child health studies



Thank you.



Dear Gov. Rick Scott, 

 

Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - for the best interest of children.   Watch the videos below! 

 

Please stop supporting the best interest of profit-making judges, lawyers, court workers and police. 

 

Watch the studies cited in videos below that prove Equal Shared Parenting IS THE BEST INTEREST OF CHILDREN. 

 

THE CHILD TRAFFICKING MONEY SYSTEM  over $100 Billion per year  (attached diagram)     

 

Connecticut Judiciary Committee Rep. Minnie Gonzalez testified in 2014 (excellent video - title and link below) 

"It's all about money, Not in the best interest of children" 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=I-KYfFaR4z0&index=28&list=PLzRyuV XOzdo8jGJruNt84AqKzWljefGO 

 

watch 2015 DivorceCorp professional videos 

video "Child Trafficking American Style" 

Best video "Law Report Shared Parenting" Swedish child health study – equal parenting is best 

youtube Channel and film “DivorceCorp” 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=7B4EJcc8J8E     www.youtube.com/watch?v=36Hwn26KXoY 

 

2
nd

 best child health video – 2 minutes – “Preserving Parent-Child Relationships - A Critical Analysis” 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pCHGErhTNvk 

“International Conference on Shared Parenting 2014, Bonn” 

video  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ytMFde6-R4 

Current laws violate international human rights treaties 

 

The First International Conference on Shared Parenting 2014 arrived at the following 

six major areas of consensus: 

1. There is a consensus that neither the discretionary best interests of the child standard nor sole custody or primary 

residence orders are serving the needs of children and families of divorce. There is a consensus that shared parenting is 

a viable post-divorce parenting arrangement that is optimal to child development and well-being, including for children 

of high conflict parents. The amount of shared parenting time necessary to achieve child well being and positive 

outcomes is a minimum of one-third time with each parent, with additional benefits accruing up to and including 

equal (50-50) parenting time, including both weekday (routine) and weekend (leisure) time. 

2. There is consensus that “shared parenting” be defined as encompassing both shared parental authority (decision-

making) and shared parental responsibility for the day-to-day upbringing and welfare of children, between fathers and 

mothers … 

3. There is a consensus that national family law should at least include the possibility to give shared parenting orders, 

even if one parent opposes it. There is a consensus that shared parenting is in line with constitutional rights in many 

countries and with international human rights, namely the right of children to be raised by both of their parents. 

4. There is a consensus that the following principles should guide the legal determination of parenting after divorce: (1) 

shared parenting as an optimal arrangement for the majority of children of divorce, and in their best interests. (2) 

parental autonomy and self-determination. (3) limitation of judicial discretion in regard to best interests of children. 

5. There is a consensus that the above apply to the majority of children and families, including high conflict families … 

http://researchingreform.net/2015/05/10/co-parenting-experts-conclude-that-family-courts-should-be-able-to-make-

shared-parenting-orders/ 



 

 

Social Science and Parenting Plans for Young Children: A Consensus Report 2014 – a meta-study 

with the endorsement of the 110 top researchers and practitioners listed in the Appendix. 

 

http://www.chess.su.se/polopoly fs/1.166729.1392279984!/menu/standard/file/Warshak-

Social%20Science%20and%20Parenting%20Plans%20for%20Young%20Children%20final%20ms%20distribution%20copy.pdf. 

excerpt from http://canadianepc.org/resources/warshak/ 

 
“Just as we encourage shared parenting in two-parent homes,” Warshak said, “the evidence shows that shared 

parenting should be the norm for children of all ages, including sharing the overnight care for very young children.” In 

his press release, Warshak notes: “To maximize children’s chances of having long lasting relationships and secure 

attachments to each parent, Warshak’s consensus report encourages both parents after their separation to maximize 

the time they spend with their children, including the sharing of overnight parenting time.” 

 

The top experts in this field are united in their concern that flawed science is leading to parenting plans and custody 

decisions that harm children and their parents. 

 

This consensus report was prepared by Richard A. Warshak, Ph.D., a Clinical Professor of Psychiatry at the 

University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center.  It was analyzed by an international group of 110 top 

experts in early child development, parent-child relationships, and divorce. These 110 

experts have endorsed the final conclusions and recommendations, and the report, which has 

been published in Psychology, Public Policy and Law, a journal of the American Psychological Association. 

 

The consensus report ends with recommendations. Of particular note are these excerpts: 

 1. we believe that the social science evidence on the development of healthy parent-child relationships, and the long-

term benefits of healthy parent-child relationships, supports the view that shared parenting should be the norm for 

parenting plans for children of all ages, including very young children.” 

3. In general the results of the studies reviewed in this document are favorable to parenting plans that more evenly 

balance young children’s time between two homes. ...Thus, to maximize children’s chances of having a good and secure 

relationship with each parent, we encourage both parents to maximize the time they spend with their children. 

Parents have no reason to worry if they share parenting time up to 50/50 when this is compatible with the logistics of 

each parent’s schedule.” 

4. Research on children’s overnights with fathers favors allowing children under four to be cared for at night by each 

parent rather than spending every night in the same home. Overnights help to reduce the tension associated with 

rushing to return the child, and thus potentially improve the quality and satisfaction of the contact both for the parent 

and child. …. An additional advantage of overnights is that in the morning the father can return the child to the daycare; 

this avoids exposing the child to tensions associated with the parents’ direct contact with each other. … decision 

makers should recognize that depriving young children of overnights with their fathers could compromise the quality of 

their developing relationship.”  

6. There is no evidence to support postponing the introduction of regular and frequent involvement, including 

overnights, of both parents with their babies and toddlers.” 

 

 

It is apparent from the interviews of Dr. Warshak that he collaborates with and flatters judges, lawyers and other 

feminists who oppose shared parenting.  Dr. Warshak, as a result of his gentle approach and his knowledge, has one of 

the most successful parental alienation reunification programs “Warshak Family Bridges” published in Psychology Today. 

 



February 21, 2014 “A broad consensus of accomplished researchers and practitioners agree that, in normal 

circumstances, the evidence supports shared residential arrangements for children under 4 years of age whose parents 

live apart from each other.”  

According to Donald C. Hubin, Ph.D., Chair, Executive Committee, National Parents Organization of Ohio, and Professor 

of Philosophy Emeritus, The Ohio State University, “Decades of social science research have shown a growing consensus 

that there are significant benefits for children when parents living apart share parental responsibilities equally. Multiple 

studies and meta-studies have confirmed this. Now, finally, we have a consensus report, signed on to by over a hundred 

researchers and practitioners, confirming this conclusion for young children--the very cases where opponents have 

frequently focused their attacks on equally shared parenting. Dr. Warshak and 110 other social scientists conclude 

unequivocally that "in normal circumstances, the evidence supports shared residential arrangements for children under 

4 years of age whose parents live apart from each other."  

White House consultant Dr. Warshak and his colleagues conclude that "policymakers and decision makers should 

recognize that depriving young children of overnights with their fathers could compromise the quality of developing 

father-child relationships."  

Those legislators and judges who truly aim to promote the best interest of children must pay attention to what the best 

research we have says promotes those interests: shared residential arrangements.” 

http://nationalparentsorganization.org/recent-articles/16-latest-news/21592-follow-the-research-to-shared-parenting 

Authors in the publication reference list and the endorsers list - Edward Kruk CAN, Linda Nielsen NC, S. Richard Sauber FL, Louise 

Bordeaux Silverstein NY, Kari Adamsons CT, Constance Ahrons CA, William Bernet TE, Gordon Finley FL, E. Mavis Hetherington VA, 

Ken Lewis PA, Pamela S. Ludoph MI, William Marsiglio FL, Paul Millar CAN, Abraham Sagi-Schwartz Israel, Seth Schwartz FL, Scott W. 

Johnson VA, Ross A. Thompson CA, Michael C. Gottlieb TX, David G Schramm MO, Sandra L. Warshak TX  

Presidents and directors, former and current, in the endorsers list - Anna Beth Benningfield TX, James H. Bray TX, Don Edgar AU, 

Neil S. Grossman NY, Ronald F. Levant OH, Colleen Logan TX, William S. Pollack MA, David E. Scharff MA, Jill Savege Scharff MA, Kate 

Scharff MA, Scott W. Johnson VA, Louise Bordeaux Silverstein NY 

 

Shared Physical Custody: Summary of 40 Studies on Outcomes for Children, by Linda Nielsen 
Nov 2014. Dept of Education, Wake Forest University, in the Journal of Divorce & Remarriage 

 

  Key findings 

 

1. Shared parenting children of all ages made better grades, were less depressed, and were more well-adjusted 

behaviorally than the children in the sole residence families. 

2. High, ongoing conflict in which the children are involved sometimes diminish the benefits of shared parenting. But this 

does not mean shared parenting will create negative impact, in fact, shared parenting is more likely to decrease 

the negative impact of conflict. 

list of key findings of many studies http://equalitycanada.com/cause/parental-alienation-and-fatherlessness-2/   

Linda Nielsen study link:  http://equalitycanada.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/nielsen-40-studies-2014-.pdf 

 

 

Overcoming Stereotypes in Parenting, Equal Parenting Reduces Conflict/Bad Impressions 2016 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3YdldNXZnQ “Parental Alienation  Jennifer Harman TEDxCSU”  Parental Alienation Project 







From: Stop Corruption
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child health

studies
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 12:34:36 PM
Attachments: trafficking cover to Gov p.pdf

trafficking chart to Gov detail p.pdf
trafficking chart to Gov abr p.pdf

________________________________________
From: Stop Corruption
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2016 3:55 PM
To: Rick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child
health studies

Hello,

Please respond.

1. Did the lawyer Governor Scott read the attachments including the diagram of child trafficking for lawyer profits?

2. Is this bill on the governor's desk?   Please update the status.  This Senate status doesn't show the bill leaving the
Senate.

https://www.flsenate.gov/Session/Bill/2016/668

Thank you.
_____________
From: Stop Corruption
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2016 9:22 AM
To: Rick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child health
studies

Dear Gov. Scott,

Please sign SB 668 shared parenting

- MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child health studies

Thank you.



Dear Gov. Rick Scott, 

 

Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - for the best interest of children.   Watch the videos below! 

 

Please stop supporting the best interest of profit-making judges, lawyers, court workers and police. 

 

Watch the studies cited in videos below that prove Equal Shared Parenting IS THE BEST INTEREST OF CHILDREN. 

 

THE CHILD TRAFFICKING MONEY SYSTEM  over $100 Billion per year  (attached diagram)     

 

Connecticut Judiciary Committee Rep. Minnie Gonzalez testified in 2014 (excellent video - title and link below) 

"It's all about money, Not in the best interest of children" 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=I-KYfFaR4z0&index=28&list=PLzRyuV XOzdo8jGJruNt84AqKzWljefGO 

 

watch 2015 DivorceCorp professional videos 

video "Child Trafficking American Style" 

Best video "Law Report Shared Parenting" Swedish child health study – equal parenting is best 

youtube Channel and film “DivorceCorp” 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=7B4EJcc8J8E     www.youtube.com/watch?v=36Hwn26KXoY 

 

2
nd

 best child health video – 2 minutes – “Preserving Parent-Child Relationships - A Critical Analysis” 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pCHGErhTNvk 

“International Conference on Shared Parenting 2014, Bonn” 

video  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ytMFde6-R4 

Current laws violate international human rights treaties 

 

The First International Conference on Shared Parenting 2014 arrived at the following 

six major areas of consensus: 

1. There is a consensus that neither the discretionary best interests of the child standard nor sole custody or primary 

residence orders are serving the needs of children and families of divorce. There is a consensus that shared parenting is 

a viable post-divorce parenting arrangement that is optimal to child development and well-being, including for children 

of high conflict parents. The amount of shared parenting time necessary to achieve child well being and positive 

outcomes is a minimum of one-third time with each parent, with additional benefits accruing up to and including 

equal (50-50) parenting time, including both weekday (routine) and weekend (leisure) time. 

2. There is consensus that “shared parenting” be defined as encompassing both shared parental authority (decision-

making) and shared parental responsibility for the day-to-day upbringing and welfare of children, between fathers and 

mothers … 

3. There is a consensus that national family law should at least include the possibility to give shared parenting orders, 

even if one parent opposes it. There is a consensus that shared parenting is in line with constitutional rights in many 

countries and with international human rights, namely the right of children to be raised by both of their parents. 

4. There is a consensus that the following principles should guide the legal determination of parenting after divorce: (1) 

shared parenting as an optimal arrangement for the majority of children of divorce, and in their best interests. (2) 

parental autonomy and self-determination. (3) limitation of judicial discretion in regard to best interests of children. 

5. There is a consensus that the above apply to the majority of children and families, including high conflict families … 

http://researchingreform.net/2015/05/10/co-parenting-experts-conclude-that-family-courts-should-be-able-to-make-

shared-parenting-orders/ 



 

 

Social Science and Parenting Plans for Young Children: A Consensus Report 2014 – a meta-study 

with the endorsement of the 110 top researchers and practitioners listed in the Appendix. 

 

http://www.chess.su.se/polopoly fs/1.166729.1392279984!/menu/standard/file/Warshak-

Social%20Science%20and%20Parenting%20Plans%20for%20Young%20Children%20final%20ms%20distribution%20copy.pdf. 

excerpt from http://canadianepc.org/resources/warshak/ 

 
“Just as we encourage shared parenting in two-parent homes,” Warshak said, “the evidence shows that shared 

parenting should be the norm for children of all ages, including sharing the overnight care for very young children.” In 

his press release, Warshak notes: “To maximize children’s chances of having long lasting relationships and secure 

attachments to each parent, Warshak’s consensus report encourages both parents after their separation to maximize 

the time they spend with their children, including the sharing of overnight parenting time.” 

 

The top experts in this field are united in their concern that flawed science is leading to parenting plans and custody 

decisions that harm children and their parents. 

 

This consensus report was prepared by Richard A. Warshak, Ph.D., a Clinical Professor of Psychiatry at the 

University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center.  It was analyzed by an international group of 110 top 

experts in early child development, parent-child relationships, and divorce. These 110 

experts have endorsed the final conclusions and recommendations, and the report, which has 

been published in Psychology, Public Policy and Law, a journal of the American Psychological Association. 

 

The consensus report ends with recommendations. Of particular note are these excerpts: 

 1. we believe that the social science evidence on the development of healthy parent-child relationships, and the long-

term benefits of healthy parent-child relationships, supports the view that shared parenting should be the norm for 

parenting plans for children of all ages, including very young children.” 

3. In general the results of the studies reviewed in this document are favorable to parenting plans that more evenly 

balance young children’s time between two homes. ...Thus, to maximize children’s chances of having a good and secure 

relationship with each parent, we encourage both parents to maximize the time they spend with their children. 

Parents have no reason to worry if they share parenting time up to 50/50 when this is compatible with the logistics of 

each parent’s schedule.” 

4. Research on children’s overnights with fathers favors allowing children under four to be cared for at night by each 

parent rather than spending every night in the same home. Overnights help to reduce the tension associated with 

rushing to return the child, and thus potentially improve the quality and satisfaction of the contact both for the parent 

and child. …. An additional advantage of overnights is that in the morning the father can return the child to the daycare; 

this avoids exposing the child to tensions associated with the parents’ direct contact with each other. … decision 

makers should recognize that depriving young children of overnights with their fathers could compromise the quality of 

their developing relationship.”  

6. There is no evidence to support postponing the introduction of regular and frequent involvement, including 

overnights, of both parents with their babies and toddlers.” 

 

 

It is apparent from the interviews of Dr. Warshak that he collaborates with and flatters judges, lawyers and other 

feminists who oppose shared parenting.  Dr. Warshak, as a result of his gentle approach and his knowledge, has one of 

the most successful parental alienation reunification programs “Warshak Family Bridges” published in Psychology Today. 

 



February 21, 2014 “A broad consensus of accomplished researchers and practitioners agree that, in normal 

circumstances, the evidence supports shared residential arrangements for children under 4 years of age whose parents 

live apart from each other.”  

According to Donald C. Hubin, Ph.D., Chair, Executive Committee, National Parents Organization of Ohio, and Professor 

of Philosophy Emeritus, The Ohio State University, “Decades of social science research have shown a growing consensus 

that there are significant benefits for children when parents living apart share parental responsibilities equally. Multiple 

studies and meta-studies have confirmed this. Now, finally, we have a consensus report, signed on to by over a hundred 

researchers and practitioners, confirming this conclusion for young children--the very cases where opponents have 

frequently focused their attacks on equally shared parenting. Dr. Warshak and 110 other social scientists conclude 

unequivocally that "in normal circumstances, the evidence supports shared residential arrangements for children under 

4 years of age whose parents live apart from each other."  

White House consultant Dr. Warshak and his colleagues conclude that "policymakers and decision makers should 

recognize that depriving young children of overnights with their fathers could compromise the quality of developing 

father-child relationships."  

Those legislators and judges who truly aim to promote the best interest of children must pay attention to what the best 

research we have says promotes those interests: shared residential arrangements.” 

http://nationalparentsorganization.org/recent-articles/16-latest-news/21592-follow-the-research-to-shared-parenting 

Authors in the publication reference list and the endorsers list - Edward Kruk CAN, Linda Nielsen NC, S. Richard Sauber FL, Louise 

Bordeaux Silverstein NY, Kari Adamsons CT, Constance Ahrons CA, William Bernet TE, Gordon Finley FL, E. Mavis Hetherington VA, 

Ken Lewis PA, Pamela S. Ludoph MI, William Marsiglio FL, Paul Millar CAN, Abraham Sagi-Schwartz Israel, Seth Schwartz FL, Scott W. 

Johnson VA, Ross A. Thompson CA, Michael C. Gottlieb TX, David G Schramm MO, Sandra L. Warshak TX  

Presidents and directors, former and current, in the endorsers list - Anna Beth Benningfield TX, James H. Bray TX, Don Edgar AU, 

Neil S. Grossman NY, Ronald F. Levant OH, Colleen Logan TX, William S. Pollack MA, David E. Scharff MA, Jill Savege Scharff MA, Kate 

Scharff MA, Scott W. Johnson VA, Louise Bordeaux Silverstein NY 

 

Shared Physical Custody: Summary of 40 Studies on Outcomes for Children, by Linda Nielsen 
Nov 2014. Dept of Education, Wake Forest University, in the Journal of Divorce & Remarriage 

 

  Key findings 

 

1. Shared parenting children of all ages made better grades, were less depressed, and were more well-adjusted 

behaviorally than the children in the sole residence families. 

2. High, ongoing conflict in which the children are involved sometimes diminish the benefits of shared parenting. But this 

does not mean shared parenting will create negative impact, in fact, shared parenting is more likely to decrease 

the negative impact of conflict. 

list of key findings of many studies http://equalitycanada.com/cause/parental-alienation-and-fatherlessness-2/   

Linda Nielsen study link:  http://equalitycanada.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/nielsen-40-studies-2014-.pdf 

 

 

Overcoming Stereotypes in Parenting, Equal Parenting Reduces Conflict/Bad Impressions 2016 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3YdldNXZnQ “Parental Alienation  Jennifer Harman TEDxCSU”  Parental Alienation Project 







From: Stop Corruption
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child health

studies
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 12:34:33 PM
Attachments: trafficking cover to Gov p.pdf

trafficking chart to Gov detail p.pdf
trafficking chart to Gov abr p.pdf

________________________________________
From: Stop Corruption
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2016 3:55 PM
To: Rick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child
health studies

Hello,

Please respond.

1. Did the lawyer Governor Scott read the attachments including the diagram of child trafficking for lawyer profits?

2. Is this bill on the governor's desk?   Please update the status.  This Senate status doesn't show the bill leaving the
Senate.

https://www.flsenate.gov/Session/Bill/2016/668

Thank you.
_____________
From: Stop Corruption
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2016 9:22 AM
To: Rick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child health
studies

Dear Gov. Scott,

Please sign SB 668 shared parenting

- MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child health studies

Thank you.



Dear Gov. Rick Scott, 

 

Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - for the best interest of children.   Watch the videos below! 

 

Please stop supporting the best interest of profit-making judges, lawyers, court workers and police. 

 

Watch the studies cited in videos below that prove Equal Shared Parenting IS THE BEST INTEREST OF CHILDREN. 

 

THE CHILD TRAFFICKING MONEY SYSTEM  over $100 Billion per year  (attached diagram)     

 

Connecticut Judiciary Committee Rep. Minnie Gonzalez testified in 2014 (excellent video - title and link below) 

"It's all about money, Not in the best interest of children" 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=I-KYfFaR4z0&index=28&list=PLzRyuV XOzdo8jGJruNt84AqKzWljefGO 

 

watch 2015 DivorceCorp professional videos 

video "Child Trafficking American Style" 

Best video "Law Report Shared Parenting" Swedish child health study – equal parenting is best 

youtube Channel and film “DivorceCorp” 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=7B4EJcc8J8E     www.youtube.com/watch?v=36Hwn26KXoY 

 

2
nd

 best child health video – 2 minutes – “Preserving Parent-Child Relationships - A Critical Analysis” 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pCHGErhTNvk 

“International Conference on Shared Parenting 2014, Bonn” 

video  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ytMFde6-R4 

Current laws violate international human rights treaties 

 

The First International Conference on Shared Parenting 2014 arrived at the following 

six major areas of consensus: 

1. There is a consensus that neither the discretionary best interests of the child standard nor sole custody or primary 

residence orders are serving the needs of children and families of divorce. There is a consensus that shared parenting is 

a viable post-divorce parenting arrangement that is optimal to child development and well-being, including for children 

of high conflict parents. The amount of shared parenting time necessary to achieve child well being and positive 

outcomes is a minimum of one-third time with each parent, with additional benefits accruing up to and including 

equal (50-50) parenting time, including both weekday (routine) and weekend (leisure) time. 

2. There is consensus that “shared parenting” be defined as encompassing both shared parental authority (decision-

making) and shared parental responsibility for the day-to-day upbringing and welfare of children, between fathers and 

mothers … 

3. There is a consensus that national family law should at least include the possibility to give shared parenting orders, 

even if one parent opposes it. There is a consensus that shared parenting is in line with constitutional rights in many 

countries and with international human rights, namely the right of children to be raised by both of their parents. 

4. There is a consensus that the following principles should guide the legal determination of parenting after divorce: (1) 

shared parenting as an optimal arrangement for the majority of children of divorce, and in their best interests. (2) 

parental autonomy and self-determination. (3) limitation of judicial discretion in regard to best interests of children. 

5. There is a consensus that the above apply to the majority of children and families, including high conflict families … 

http://researchingreform.net/2015/05/10/co-parenting-experts-conclude-that-family-courts-should-be-able-to-make-

shared-parenting-orders/ 



 

 

Social Science and Parenting Plans for Young Children: A Consensus Report 2014 – a meta-study 

with the endorsement of the 110 top researchers and practitioners listed in the Appendix. 

 

http://www.chess.su.se/polopoly fs/1.166729.1392279984!/menu/standard/file/Warshak-

Social%20Science%20and%20Parenting%20Plans%20for%20Young%20Children%20final%20ms%20distribution%20copy.pdf. 

excerpt from http://canadianepc.org/resources/warshak/ 

 
“Just as we encourage shared parenting in two-parent homes,” Warshak said, “the evidence shows that shared 

parenting should be the norm for children of all ages, including sharing the overnight care for very young children.” In 

his press release, Warshak notes: “To maximize children’s chances of having long lasting relationships and secure 

attachments to each parent, Warshak’s consensus report encourages both parents after their separation to maximize 

the time they spend with their children, including the sharing of overnight parenting time.” 

 

The top experts in this field are united in their concern that flawed science is leading to parenting plans and custody 

decisions that harm children and their parents. 

 

This consensus report was prepared by Richard A. Warshak, Ph.D., a Clinical Professor of Psychiatry at the 

University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center.  It was analyzed by an international group of 110 top 

experts in early child development, parent-child relationships, and divorce. These 110 

experts have endorsed the final conclusions and recommendations, and the report, which has 

been published in Psychology, Public Policy and Law, a journal of the American Psychological Association. 

 

The consensus report ends with recommendations. Of particular note are these excerpts: 

 1. we believe that the social science evidence on the development of healthy parent-child relationships, and the long-

term benefits of healthy parent-child relationships, supports the view that shared parenting should be the norm for 

parenting plans for children of all ages, including very young children.” 

3. In general the results of the studies reviewed in this document are favorable to parenting plans that more evenly 

balance young children’s time between two homes. ...Thus, to maximize children’s chances of having a good and secure 

relationship with each parent, we encourage both parents to maximize the time they spend with their children. 

Parents have no reason to worry if they share parenting time up to 50/50 when this is compatible with the logistics of 

each parent’s schedule.” 

4. Research on children’s overnights with fathers favors allowing children under four to be cared for at night by each 

parent rather than spending every night in the same home. Overnights help to reduce the tension associated with 

rushing to return the child, and thus potentially improve the quality and satisfaction of the contact both for the parent 

and child. …. An additional advantage of overnights is that in the morning the father can return the child to the daycare; 

this avoids exposing the child to tensions associated with the parents’ direct contact with each other. … decision 

makers should recognize that depriving young children of overnights with their fathers could compromise the quality of 

their developing relationship.”  

6. There is no evidence to support postponing the introduction of regular and frequent involvement, including 

overnights, of both parents with their babies and toddlers.” 

 

 

It is apparent from the interviews of Dr. Warshak that he collaborates with and flatters judges, lawyers and other 

feminists who oppose shared parenting.  Dr. Warshak, as a result of his gentle approach and his knowledge, has one of 

the most successful parental alienation reunification programs “Warshak Family Bridges” published in Psychology Today. 

 



February 21, 2014 “A broad consensus of accomplished researchers and practitioners agree that, in normal 

circumstances, the evidence supports shared residential arrangements for children under 4 years of age whose parents 

live apart from each other.”  

According to Donald C. Hubin, Ph.D., Chair, Executive Committee, National Parents Organization of Ohio, and Professor 

of Philosophy Emeritus, The Ohio State University, “Decades of social science research have shown a growing consensus 

that there are significant benefits for children when parents living apart share parental responsibilities equally. Multiple 

studies and meta-studies have confirmed this. Now, finally, we have a consensus report, signed on to by over a hundred 

researchers and practitioners, confirming this conclusion for young children--the very cases where opponents have 

frequently focused their attacks on equally shared parenting. Dr. Warshak and 110 other social scientists conclude 

unequivocally that "in normal circumstances, the evidence supports shared residential arrangements for children under 

4 years of age whose parents live apart from each other."  

White House consultant Dr. Warshak and his colleagues conclude that "policymakers and decision makers should 

recognize that depriving young children of overnights with their fathers could compromise the quality of developing 

father-child relationships."  

Those legislators and judges who truly aim to promote the best interest of children must pay attention to what the best 

research we have says promotes those interests: shared residential arrangements.” 

http://nationalparentsorganization.org/recent-articles/16-latest-news/21592-follow-the-research-to-shared-parenting 

Authors in the publication reference list and the endorsers list - Edward Kruk CAN, Linda Nielsen NC, S. Richard Sauber FL, Louise 

Bordeaux Silverstein NY, Kari Adamsons CT, Constance Ahrons CA, William Bernet TE, Gordon Finley FL, E. Mavis Hetherington VA, 

Ken Lewis PA, Pamela S. Ludoph MI, William Marsiglio FL, Paul Millar CAN, Abraham Sagi-Schwartz Israel, Seth Schwartz FL, Scott W. 

Johnson VA, Ross A. Thompson CA, Michael C. Gottlieb TX, David G Schramm MO, Sandra L. Warshak TX  

Presidents and directors, former and current, in the endorsers list - Anna Beth Benningfield TX, James H. Bray TX, Don Edgar AU, 

Neil S. Grossman NY, Ronald F. Levant OH, Colleen Logan TX, William S. Pollack MA, David E. Scharff MA, Jill Savege Scharff MA, Kate 

Scharff MA, Scott W. Johnson VA, Louise Bordeaux Silverstein NY 

 

Shared Physical Custody: Summary of 40 Studies on Outcomes for Children, by Linda Nielsen 
Nov 2014. Dept of Education, Wake Forest University, in the Journal of Divorce & Remarriage 

 

  Key findings 

 

1. Shared parenting children of all ages made better grades, were less depressed, and were more well-adjusted 

behaviorally than the children in the sole residence families. 

2. High, ongoing conflict in which the children are involved sometimes diminish the benefits of shared parenting. But this 

does not mean shared parenting will create negative impact, in fact, shared parenting is more likely to decrease 

the negative impact of conflict. 

list of key findings of many studies http://equalitycanada.com/cause/parental-alienation-and-fatherlessness-2/   

Linda Nielsen study link:  http://equalitycanada.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/nielsen-40-studies-2014-.pdf 

 

 

Overcoming Stereotypes in Parenting, Equal Parenting Reduces Conflict/Bad Impressions 2016 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3YdldNXZnQ “Parental Alienation  Jennifer Harman TEDxCSU”  Parental Alienation Project 







From: Stop Corruption
To: Lopez-Cantera, Carlos; Collins, Frank; Piepenbrink, Brad; Rasmussen, Karl; Woodburn, Jeff; Oates, Ehren;

billjohnson@eflorida.com; Lomagistro, Collin; mike.carroll@myflfamilies.com; Wickersheim, Michael
Subject: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child health

studies - dir
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 3:14:24 PM
Attachments: trafficking cover to Gov p.pdf

trafficking chart to Gov detail p.pdf
trafficking chart to Gov abr p.pdf

Importance: High

Hello,
Please respond.

1. Did you and  lawyer Governor Scott read the attachments including the diagram of child trafficking for lawyer
profits?  also posted at www.equalsharedparenting.com

2. Did you watch this evidence?
WATCH 2015 Child Health Study - equal shared parenting is best for children's health!
excerpt  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YWnECNvM3-A  (2 minutes)
full video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=36Hwn26KXoY  (10 minutes)

WATCH  Child Trafficking American Style - (first 10 minutes) - a professional video by DivorceCorp 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7B4EJcc8J8E&list=PLwSPy3vtsTi1D0rESwpbEYJJknq0HJJbt&index=41

Thank you.
________________________________________
From: Stop Corruption
Sent: Friday, April 8, 2016 9:34 AM
To: Rick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child
health studies

________________________________________
From: Stop Corruption
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2016 3:55 PM
To: Rick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child
health studies

Hello,

Please respond.

1. Did the lawyer Governor Scott read the attachments including the diagram of child trafficking for lawyer profits?

2. Is this bill on the governor's desk?   Please update the status.  This Senate status doesn't show the bill leaving the
Senate.

https://www.flsenate.gov/Session/Bill/2016/668

Thank you.
_____________
From: Stop Corruption
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2016 9:22 AM



To: Rick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child health
studies

Dear Gov. Scott,

Please sign SB 668 shared parenting

- MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child health studies

Thank you.



Dear Gov. Rick Scott, 

 

Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - for the best interest of children.   Watch the videos below! 

 

Please stop supporting the best interest of profit-making judges, lawyers, court workers and police. 

 

Watch the studies cited in videos below that prove Equal Shared Parenting IS THE BEST INTEREST OF CHILDREN. 

 

THE CHILD TRAFFICKING MONEY SYSTEM  over $100 Billion per year  (attached diagram)     

 

Connecticut Judiciary Committee Rep. Minnie Gonzalez testified in 2014 (excellent video - title and link below) 

"It's all about money, Not in the best interest of children" 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=I-KYfFaR4z0&index=28&list=PLzRyuV XOzdo8jGJruNt84AqKzWljefGO 

 

watch 2015 DivorceCorp professional videos 

video "Child Trafficking American Style" 

Best video "Law Report Shared Parenting" Swedish child health study – equal parenting is best 

youtube Channel and film “DivorceCorp” 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=7B4EJcc8J8E     www.youtube.com/watch?v=36Hwn26KXoY 

 

2
nd

 best child health video – 2 minutes – “Preserving Parent-Child Relationships - A Critical Analysis” 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pCHGErhTNvk 

“International Conference on Shared Parenting 2014, Bonn” 

video  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ytMFde6-R4 

Current laws violate international human rights treaties 

 

The First International Conference on Shared Parenting 2014 arrived at the following 

six major areas of consensus: 

1. There is a consensus that neither the discretionary best interests of the child standard nor sole custody or primary 

residence orders are serving the needs of children and families of divorce. There is a consensus that shared parenting is 

a viable post-divorce parenting arrangement that is optimal to child development and well-being, including for children 

of high conflict parents. The amount of shared parenting time necessary to achieve child well being and positive 

outcomes is a minimum of one-third time with each parent, with additional benefits accruing up to and including 

equal (50-50) parenting time, including both weekday (routine) and weekend (leisure) time. 

2. There is consensus that “shared parenting” be defined as encompassing both shared parental authority (decision-

making) and shared parental responsibility for the day-to-day upbringing and welfare of children, between fathers and 

mothers … 

3. There is a consensus that national family law should at least include the possibility to give shared parenting orders, 

even if one parent opposes it. There is a consensus that shared parenting is in line with constitutional rights in many 

countries and with international human rights, namely the right of children to be raised by both of their parents. 

4. There is a consensus that the following principles should guide the legal determination of parenting after divorce: (1) 

shared parenting as an optimal arrangement for the majority of children of divorce, and in their best interests. (2) 

parental autonomy and self-determination. (3) limitation of judicial discretion in regard to best interests of children. 

5. There is a consensus that the above apply to the majority of children and families, including high conflict families … 

http://researchingreform.net/2015/05/10/co-parenting-experts-conclude-that-family-courts-should-be-able-to-make-

shared-parenting-orders/ 



 

 

Social Science and Parenting Plans for Young Children: A Consensus Report 2014 – a meta-study 

with the endorsement of the 110 top researchers and practitioners listed in the Appendix. 

 

http://www.chess.su.se/polopoly fs/1.166729.1392279984!/menu/standard/file/Warshak-

Social%20Science%20and%20Parenting%20Plans%20for%20Young%20Children%20final%20ms%20distribution%20copy.pdf. 

excerpt from http://canadianepc.org/resources/warshak/ 

 
“Just as we encourage shared parenting in two-parent homes,” Warshak said, “the evidence shows that shared 

parenting should be the norm for children of all ages, including sharing the overnight care for very young children.” In 

his press release, Warshak notes: “To maximize children’s chances of having long lasting relationships and secure 

attachments to each parent, Warshak’s consensus report encourages both parents after their separation to maximize 

the time they spend with their children, including the sharing of overnight parenting time.” 

 

The top experts in this field are united in their concern that flawed science is leading to parenting plans and custody 

decisions that harm children and their parents. 

 

This consensus report was prepared by Richard A. Warshak, Ph.D., a Clinical Professor of Psychiatry at the 

University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center.  It was analyzed by an international group of 110 top 

experts in early child development, parent-child relationships, and divorce. These 110 

experts have endorsed the final conclusions and recommendations, and the report, which has 

been published in Psychology, Public Policy and Law, a journal of the American Psychological Association. 

 

The consensus report ends with recommendations. Of particular note are these excerpts: 

 1. we believe that the social science evidence on the development of healthy parent-child relationships, and the long-

term benefits of healthy parent-child relationships, supports the view that shared parenting should be the norm for 

parenting plans for children of all ages, including very young children.” 

3. In general the results of the studies reviewed in this document are favorable to parenting plans that more evenly 

balance young children’s time between two homes. ...Thus, to maximize children’s chances of having a good and secure 

relationship with each parent, we encourage both parents to maximize the time they spend with their children. 

Parents have no reason to worry if they share parenting time up to 50/50 when this is compatible with the logistics of 

each parent’s schedule.” 

4. Research on children’s overnights with fathers favors allowing children under four to be cared for at night by each 

parent rather than spending every night in the same home. Overnights help to reduce the tension associated with 

rushing to return the child, and thus potentially improve the quality and satisfaction of the contact both for the parent 

and child. …. An additional advantage of overnights is that in the morning the father can return the child to the daycare; 

this avoids exposing the child to tensions associated with the parents’ direct contact with each other. … decision 

makers should recognize that depriving young children of overnights with their fathers could compromise the quality of 

their developing relationship.”  

6. There is no evidence to support postponing the introduction of regular and frequent involvement, including 

overnights, of both parents with their babies and toddlers.” 

 

 

It is apparent from the interviews of Dr. Warshak that he collaborates with and flatters judges, lawyers and other 

feminists who oppose shared parenting.  Dr. Warshak, as a result of his gentle approach and his knowledge, has one of 

the most successful parental alienation reunification programs “Warshak Family Bridges” published in Psychology Today. 

 



February 21, 2014 “A broad consensus of accomplished researchers and practitioners agree that, in normal 

circumstances, the evidence supports shared residential arrangements for children under 4 years of age whose parents 

live apart from each other.”  

According to Donald C. Hubin, Ph.D., Chair, Executive Committee, National Parents Organization of Ohio, and Professor 

of Philosophy Emeritus, The Ohio State University, “Decades of social science research have shown a growing consensus 

that there are significant benefits for children when parents living apart share parental responsibilities equally. Multiple 

studies and meta-studies have confirmed this. Now, finally, we have a consensus report, signed on to by over a hundred 

researchers and practitioners, confirming this conclusion for young children--the very cases where opponents have 

frequently focused their attacks on equally shared parenting. Dr. Warshak and 110 other social scientists conclude 

unequivocally that "in normal circumstances, the evidence supports shared residential arrangements for children under 

4 years of age whose parents live apart from each other."  

White House consultant Dr. Warshak and his colleagues conclude that "policymakers and decision makers should 

recognize that depriving young children of overnights with their fathers could compromise the quality of developing 

father-child relationships."  

Those legislators and judges who truly aim to promote the best interest of children must pay attention to what the best 

research we have says promotes those interests: shared residential arrangements.” 

http://nationalparentsorganization.org/recent-articles/16-latest-news/21592-follow-the-research-to-shared-parenting 

Authors in the publication reference list and the endorsers list - Edward Kruk CAN, Linda Nielsen NC, S. Richard Sauber FL, Louise 

Bordeaux Silverstein NY, Kari Adamsons CT, Constance Ahrons CA, William Bernet TE, Gordon Finley FL, E. Mavis Hetherington VA, 

Ken Lewis PA, Pamela S. Ludoph MI, William Marsiglio FL, Paul Millar CAN, Abraham Sagi-Schwartz Israel, Seth Schwartz FL, Scott W. 

Johnson VA, Ross A. Thompson CA, Michael C. Gottlieb TX, David G Schramm MO, Sandra L. Warshak TX  

Presidents and directors, former and current, in the endorsers list - Anna Beth Benningfield TX, James H. Bray TX, Don Edgar AU, 

Neil S. Grossman NY, Ronald F. Levant OH, Colleen Logan TX, William S. Pollack MA, David E. Scharff MA, Jill Savege Scharff MA, Kate 

Scharff MA, Scott W. Johnson VA, Louise Bordeaux Silverstein NY 

 

Shared Physical Custody: Summary of 40 Studies on Outcomes for Children, by Linda Nielsen 
Nov 2014. Dept of Education, Wake Forest University, in the Journal of Divorce & Remarriage 

 

  Key findings 

 

1. Shared parenting children of all ages made better grades, were less depressed, and were more well-adjusted 

behaviorally than the children in the sole residence families. 

2. High, ongoing conflict in which the children are involved sometimes diminish the benefits of shared parenting. But this 

does not mean shared parenting will create negative impact, in fact, shared parenting is more likely to decrease 

the negative impact of conflict. 

list of key findings of many studies http://equalitycanada.com/cause/parental-alienation-and-fatherlessness-2/   

Linda Nielsen study link:  http://equalitycanada.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/nielsen-40-studies-2014-.pdf 

 

 

Overcoming Stereotypes in Parenting, Equal Parenting Reduces Conflict/Bad Impressions 2016 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3YdldNXZnQ “Parental Alienation  Jennifer Harman TEDxCSU”  Parental Alienation Project 

















From: Brian Brennan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FW: SB 668 - Please sign
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 10:25:12 AM
Importance: High

PLEASE SIGN THE BILL……………
The divorce courts are a severe problem. I have been taken to the cleaners because my soon to be
X-wife cheated on me and can sit back and drag it out depleting funds for nothing at all, just because
she can. I hurts our children and creates hate and animosity. This will not only help keep family
money within the family but make the process that much easier when there are broken hearts
involved.
Sincerely,
Brian Brennan
Director of Operations/Agent
Affordable Home Insurance
42 Business Centre Dr., Suite 401
Miramar Beach, FL 32550
Ph: 850-654-1567
Fx: 850-654-4124

 
Please remember coverage cannot be bound, amended or cancelled via the email system. Coverage cannot be assumed to be bound without confirmation from an
authorized representative of Affordable Home Insurance, Inc

“Bundle your Policies with One Agency”
Home – Auto – Commercial – Life – Health – Boat – RV – “Toys”

Visit our website today!
AHIFL.COM



From: Brian Brennan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FW: SB 668 - Please sign
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:45:05 AM
Importance: High

PLEASE SIGN THE BILL……………
The divorce courts are a severe problem. I have been taken to the cleaners because my soon to be
X-wife cheated on me and can sit back and drag it out depleting funds for nothing at all, just because
she can. I hurts our children and creates hate and animosity. This will not only help keep family
money within the family but make the process that much easier when there are broken hearts
involved.
Sincerely,
Brian Brennan
Director of Operations/Agent
Affordable Home Insurance
42 Business Centre Dr., Suite 401
Miramar Beach, FL 32550
Ph: 850-654-1567
Fx: 850-654-4124

 
Please remember coverage cannot be bound, amended or cancelled via the email system. Coverage cannot be assumed to be bound without confirmation from an
authorized representative of Affordable Home Insurance, Inc

“Bundle your Policies with One Agency”
Home – Auto – Commercial – Life – Health – Boat – RV – “Toys”

Visit our website today!
AHIFL.COM



From: Kue-Rowan, May
To: rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Support Senate Bill (SB) 668 !!!
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 4:30:18 PM

From: Kassees, Peggy 
Sent: Monday, April 11, 2016 7:50 AM
To: Kue-Rowan, May 
Subject: FW: Support Senate Bill (SB) 668 !!!
Peggy Kassees
Office of Citizen Services
Executive Office of the Governor

From: photos 
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 3:14 PM
To: Kassees, Peggy <Peggy.Kassees@eog.MyFlorida.com>
Subject: FW: Support Senate Bill (SB) 668 !!!
Hi Peggy,
This came to our photo inbox. Will you please take it from here or send it to the appropriate person?
Thank you!
Stacy
Stacy Prato
Photography for Governor Rick Scott
From: Steven Burda [mailto:steven.burda.mba@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2016 11:32 AM
To: Media <Media@eog.myflorida.com>; info@flgov.com
Subject: Support Senate Bill (SB) 668 !!!


Office of Governor Rick Scott
State of Florida
The Capitol
400 S. Monroe St.
Tallahassee, FL 32399

(850) 488-7146

Hello Governor -

Please Support Florida's Senate Bill (SB) 668 !!!

Please let me know if you will or will not. I hope you will.



Many states did just that...

Looking forward to a reply via a letter or email, please.

Steven Burda

Father of 6 kids

1171 Thrush Lane

Audubon PA 19403

--------------

http://www.flgov.com/contact-gov-scott/email-the-governor/

http://www.flgov.com/email-the-lt-governor



From: Louise Stottlemyer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: FW: VETO SB 668 - It"s worse than the previous one you vetoed. It"s also RETROACTIVE!
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 12:36:39 PM

Dear Governor Scott,
THIS Is What the "Reform" Bill should INCLUDE to be fair to both parties:
1. Custody in the best interests of the CHILD.
2. CAREER REHABILITATION for displaced homemaker.
3. Legislation allowing alimony recipients to SAVE.
4. Alimony based upon BOTH NEED and ABILITY TO PAY.
5. Consideration of BOTH spouses' RETIREMENT NEEDS.
6. Presumption to GRANT emergency relief orders.
7. Guidelines freeing courts to ENFORCE JUDGMENTS.
8. CLEAR EXEMPTIONS for special needs adults' caregivers.
9. CLEAR EXEMPTIONS for disabled alimony recipients.
10. CLEAR EXEMPTIONS for victims of domestic violence.
11. REWARD recipients for working, NOT PUNISHING MODIFICATIONS.
12. Supportive relationships explicitly defined.
We do not have this. Instead, we have the PRO-PAYOR, misogynist, men's rights hate groups-
backed, inequitable, unproven, and dangerous SB 668. NONE of the Florida legislative sponsors
ASKED WOMEN what reform would mean to them. It is time to FINALLY END this
EMBARRASSING PARADE of INCREASINGLY WORSE bills and appoint a TASK FORCE.
Thank you,
Louise Barrett
Bay County



From: Judy Helgager
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Family Law Bill
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:12:41 AM

From: Judy Helgager <JLHelgager@comcast.net>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34232

Phone Number: 941-378-3946

Message Body: Gov. Scott:

I am urging you to veto CS/CS?SB 668 (2016) Family Law.  It is the fair thing to do and it is time to show the
women of FL that you are our governor, too.  We deserve better than we are getting. The world is watching.



From: RonRichardson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Family Law Reform
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 9:14:57 PM

Dear Governor Scott,
I am writing to you to ask you to sign SB 668. I really feel shared parenting helps the children 
involved. Eliminating permanent alimony is only fair in so many ways.
Please refrain from the lawyer lobbyists that only have selfish interests in mind. Florida needs 
this important law.
Thank you for your consideration!
Ron Richardson

Ronald Richardson DDS
1704 Airport Blvd. Ste A
Melbourne, Fl 32901
321-723-3477
RRich44@aol.com



From: Marvin Mickow
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Family Law is Lying about SB 668/SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 11:01:48 AM
Attachments: image001.png

New Documents: Florida Family Law Section Misrepresented
SB 668 to Members, Press, Governo
April 6, 2016 by Robert Franklin, Esq, Member, National Board of Directors, National Parents
Organization
One hundred pages of documents just obtained by the National Parents Organization reveal
that the Family Law Section (FLS) of the Florida Bar has been playing fast and loose with the
facts, not only about SB 668, but about its excuses for opposing the bill. The FLS has
misrepresented the facts to the press, the public and, most remarkably, to its own members.
And, since it’s encouraged its members to contact Governor Scott to veto the bill, it’s likely he
too has heard their inaccurate claims.
The documents NPO received consist of emails among members of the FLS’s Legislation
Committee (LC), minutes of meetings of the Legislation Committee and contracts signed by
the LC and their paid lobbyists. Most revealing are the minutes of the meetings.
As late as the April 2nd edition of the Daily Business Review, the FLS was suggesting that the
shared parenting language had been slipped into Sb 668 secretly at the last minute before
they’d had an opportunity to review it or comment. That of course was designed to make
proponents of SB 668 look sneaky and underhanded.
Nothing could be further from the truth. In fact, the documents now in NPO’s possession
make clear that the FLS was deeply involved in – and opposed to - the process to reform
alimony and parenting time from the start. And, since the FLS had two paid lobbyists on the
job in Tallahassee, they knew every detail and every change to every bill.
So, the January 28th meeting of the LC received a report from member FLS Tom Sasser who
explained that there were then four bills in committee that would reform alimony and that
each one had a “50/50” parenting time provision. That’s some six weeks before SB 668 passed
both houses of the legislature by overwhelming margins.
The FLS’s pretense that it was not party to the proceedings is considerably undermined not
only by the obvious fact that they were involved every step of the way, but by the admission in



the minutes of its meeting of February 19th that the chief sponsor of SB 668, Senator Kelli
Stargell “has reached out to us (the Legislation Committee) and FLS for some language.” So
what did the LC do? It produced some language alright, but only after a vote of the committee
that such language could contain no reference whatsoever to equality of parenting time. They
word “equal” was banned. The LC language received a unanimous vote of committee
members, 24 – 0. Stargell, unsurprisingly, rejected their rejection of equal parenting.
From there, the documents reveal the rising alarm among LC members at the progress of
alimony reform and especially shared parenting legislation. Eventually, alarm turned to
desperation and the “emergency” hiring of paid lobbyists that brought the FLS’s lobbying
expenditures equal to that of the entire rest of the Bar. Throughout the legislative session, LC
members referred to their desire to stop shared parenting becoming law with words like
“critical,” “urgent” and “Importance: High.”
As the legislative tide turned against them, they concluded that the only way to stop shared
parenting from becoming law was to have their members deluge the governor’s office with
calls and emails.
And what emails! With the explicit approval of the General Counsel of the Florida Bar, the
Chairperson of the Family Law Section, Maria G. Gonzalez, sent out an email “blast” to
members urging them to contact Governor Scott. Talking points consisted of the claim that SB
668 constitutes a “50/50 time sharing” law, which it plainly does not. In fact, it calls equal time
a starting point from which judges should work. In determining parenting time, though, those
judges would be required to apply the same 20 factors required by existing law. The reference
to a “50/50 time sharing” misrepresented the bill to FLS members, likely in the hopes they
wouldn’t read the bill themselves.
The second justification for the FLS’s opposition was the claim that SB 668 would require
judges to issue detailed findings of fact in every case unless the parents agreed otherwise.
Again, that’s simply untrue. In fact judges would be required to issue findings of fact only in
cases in which unequal parenting is ordered and the parents didn’t agree to the order. Since
most cases are agreed by the parents, judges would rarely be called upon to issue findings of
fact.
A final objection to SB 668 that didn’t make it into Gonzalez’ email blast was concern about
child support for custodial parents. But that concern is at best misplaced. According to the
U.S. Census Bureau, custodial parents receive about $3,700 in child support on average per
year. Needless to say, the time afforded a custodial parent by giving up some parenting time
would be more than sufficient for her/him to earn far more than whatever child support might
be lost. The FLS no more cares about the financial well-being of custodial parents than the
man in the moon. If it did, it would avidly support shared parenting.
And what of alimony reform? We’ve seen that the FLS opposes that too. One of their chief
objections is to the provision in SB 668 that permits an alimony obligor to file for a downward
modification if the recipient’s income rises 10% or more. The cry has concerned a putative
woman who earns $10 per hour and receives a mere $1 per hour raise. Of course in such a
situation, a downward modification would almost certainly not be sought and even more



certainly not ordered. A buck an hour simply doesn’t make enough of a real-world difference
to a person’s standard of living to warrant any change.
But more importantly, that provision is part of SB 688 to protect the very recipients about
whom the FLS pretends to be concerned. As things now stand, any alimony payer can request
a downward modification at any time. So SB 668 actually would reduce a payer’s opportunities
to decrease what he/she pays.
But crazier still is the fact that the 10% provision was apparently included in the bill on the
advice of - you guessed it - the Family Law Section’s Legislation Committee. The minutes of the
January 28th LC meeting include this nugget: member Tom Sasser was asked about the 10%
provision. He explained that the legislature had asked the LC what constitutes a “substantial
change in circumstances” that would warrant a downward modification. “So the bill defines a
10% change as a substantial change in circumstances.”
In other words, the LC advised the legislature what judges typically require, i.e. a showing of at
least a 10% increase in earnings, so on that basis the bill repeats the information given the
legislature by the FLS Legislation Committee.
And now the LC is complaining about it. Simply amazing.
By March, the LC’s minutes report that SB 668 was “expected to pass the Senate and then go
to the House.” In the House, a key representative had changed from an opponent of the bill to
an avid supporter who was no longer speaking to the FLS’s paid lobbyist, Nelson Diaz. The LC
was essentially conceding the defeat that soon followed.
So the Committee’s strategy turned to convincing the governor to veto the bill. Diaz assured
members that “we’ll win the war by contacting the governor.” To that end, the FLS sent out its
blast to members telling them to “flood” his office with calls and emails.
Support for SB 668 in both houses of the legislature is strong, but the votes weren’t one-sided
enough to override a gubernatorial veto. That takes a two-thirds majority. So, like two years
ago, it’s likely that shared parenting and alimony reform will live or die in Governor Scott’s
office.
Just two days ago, Senator Stargell met personally with Governor Scott to give the final pitch
for SB 668 (Florida Politics, 4/4/16). She reports that he gave no indication of his position on
the bill. About that, the lobbyists for the FLS agree. They can’t read him either.
That makes it all the more important for supporters of shared parenting and alimony reform
to match family lawyers phone call for phone call, email for email. In fact, we should exceed
them by double at least. The bill is on his desk. He has 15 days to decide.
So call Governor Scott’s office at 850-488-7146 or email him at Rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com.
Do it today! The time is now.





From: IVONE DEMMERY
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Family law reform
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 7:39:51 PM

Please sign or pass family law alimony reform- as a woman I believe that with equal opportunity and equal rights
every woman has the same right as men- this is not medieval ages where women depend on en support- as an
immigrant I educated myself raised 3 kids- and with a language barrier I succeeded - all women should do the same-
why would men have to pay a lifetime alimony - a lot of them longer than they were married because the woman is
too lazy to work- please pass reform SB-668

Best regards

Ivona 
Sent from my iPhone



From: Charles Gutierrez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Favor SB 668 Alimony Reform
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 8:32:45 AM

From: Charles Gutierrez <CharlesGutierrez@BestDriverResources.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33016

Phone Number: 3054587040

Message Body: Mr. please sign SB-668. it is the right thing to do for all Floridians even the ones that are opposing
it. People do feel better about them selves when they earn their living instead of getting entitlements.

Thank you in advance



From: Charles Gutierrez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Favor SB 668 Alimony Reform
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 8:40:59 AM

Mr. Governor, Please sign this bill. Make it fair for all, I'm currently in the middle of a divorse
and only because of creative lawyering have I been able to see my kids and counter the affects
of PAS. It shouldn't be this hard and expensive for divorsing parents.

Thank you in advance for your understanding and help.

God speed.

Charles Gutierrez

Miami Lakes, FL



From: Bill Stiener
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Favor SB 668 Alimony reform please sign
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 6:10:24 AM

From: Bill Stiener <Miamisales@bestdriverresources.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33016

Phone Number:

Message Body: Mr Governor, please sign this bill. The reasons are not only overwhelming, it is the right thing to do
that its time has come. In addition to passing both house with great numbers, your own office has gotten calls and
letters at almost 3 to one in favor. Please sign this bill.

Thank you

B



From: Janet Smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Favor SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 2:04:02 PM

Mr. Scott,

Please sign SB 668, it's the right thing to do!  Current law is outdated and should be changed for Florida families. 
Why would anyone move to Florida and start a family with our current antiquated law.

The unfortunate statistics of a 60% chance of a successful marriage you fall into a chance of a LIFETIME sentence
of Alimony.  On what planet is that FAIR? 

We agree that their circumstances that require assistance, that's DURATIONAL, NOT LIFETIME!!!!

WHY should one former spouse be able to retire and the other NOT?
It's hard to retire with less income and then be expected to continue LIFETIME Alimony.  NOT FAIR!
We are normal working families, NOT WEALTHY MOVIE STARS!

Please sign SB 668, it really is the right thing to do. 

Best regards,

Bob & Janet Smith
Apopka FL
32712

Sent from my iPhone



From: C G
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Favor SB668 Alimony Reform - Just be fair
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 6:25:46 AM

Good morning Mr Governor, I ask you to sign SB 668, only because its fair. I'm in the middle of
a divorce an nothing bothers me more than to think that I won't have equal time with my
children. While I grew up in a Leave it to Beaver looking household and would have wanted
the same for my children, it was not to be. But I don't think that my relationship with my kids
should suffer for it. As a father I have a lot to offer them and I want to share my knowledge
and experiences with them. It would be and is wrong that the law lean one way or another.

Please let me be a father to our children, please sign SB668.

Thank you

Charles Gutierrez
Miami Lakes



From: Marvin Mickow
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Family Law Section LIED TO THEIR MEMBERS about SB 668.
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:20:53 AM

Governor
The Florida Family Law Section is trying to hijack the will of the people by providing you with
intentionally false info. Their lobbyist are intentionally being misled.
PLEASE FOLLOW THE WILL OF THE PEOPLE, AND SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.
Regards,
Marvin Mickow
Lauderdale by the Sea, FL .
954 643 2808
A 47 year old father with sole custody of 3 young phenomenal kids who is facing the rest of his life
paying an ex-wife who dumped him with 3 kids. Stop this atrocity.



From: Marvin Mickow
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Family Law Section LIED TO THEIR MEMBERS about SB 668.
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 10:56:35 AM

Governor
The Florida Family Law Section is trying to hijack the will of the people by providing you with
intentionally false info. Their lobbyist are intentionally being misled.
PLEASE FOLLOW THE WILL OF THE PEOPLE, AND SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.
Regards,
Marvin Mickow
Lauderdale by the Sea, FL .
954 643 2808
A 47 year old father with sole custody of 3 young phenomenal kids who is facing the rest of his life
paying an ex-wife who dumped him with 3 kids. Stop this atrocity.



From: Marvin Mickow
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Family Law Section LIED TO THEIR MEMBERS about SB 668.
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 4:56:05 PM

Governor
The Florida Family Law Section is trying to hijack the will of the people by providing you with
intentionally false info. Their lobbyist are intentionally being misled.
PLEASE FOLLOW THE WILL OF THE PEOPLE, AND SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.
Regards,
Marvin Mickow
Lauderdale by the Sea, FL .
954 643 2808
A 47 year old father with sole custody of 3 young phenomenal kids who is facing the rest of his life
paying an ex-wife who dumped him with 3 kids. Stop this atrocity.



From: Marvin Mickow
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Family Law Section LIED TO THEIR MEMBERS about SB 668.
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 11:56:44 AM

Governor
The Florida Family Law Section is trying to hijack the will of the people by providing you with
intentionally false info. Their lobbyist are intentionally being misled.
PLEASE FOLLOW THE WILL OF THE PEOPLE, AND SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.
Regards,
Marvin Mickow
Lauderdale by the Sea, FL .
954 643 2808
A 47 year old father with sole custody of 3 young phenomenal kids who is facing the rest of his life
paying an ex-wife who dumped him with 3 kids. Stop this atrocity.



From: Marvin Mickow
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida Family Law Section LIED TO THEIR MEMBERS about SB 668.
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 7:09:18 PM

Governor
The Florida Family Law Section is trying to hijack the will of the people by providing you with
intentionally false info. Their lobbyist are intentionally being misled.
PLEASE FOLLOW THE WILL OF THE PEOPLE, AND SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.
Regards,
Marvin Mickow
Lauderdale by the Sea, FL .
954 643 2808
A 47 year old father with sole custody of 3 young phenomenal kids who is facing the rest of his life
paying an ex-wife who dumped him with 3 kids. Stop this atrocity.



From: Deborah Shultz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida alimony reform
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 7:14:31 PM

I am a 64-year-old woman that has been forced to pay permanent alimony for the last 13 years to a man that abused
me ,my children and the system. Because I worked hard and made something of myself I have to pay him alimony
because he elected not to work and do nothing with his life except harm his family. I want to be able to retire and I
can't. Please Gov Scott - I plead with you to sign SB 668 into law.
Deborah Shultz
Sent from my iPhone



From: Cheryl Dees
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida bill sb 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 2:28:11 PM

From: Cheryl Dees <thecloser4@aol.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32168

Phone Number: 3862954373

Message Body: Dear governor Scott  My name is Cheryl Dees and I am a registered voters here in Florida. 
Governor I am begging you to veto Florida bill SB 668. This bill will send thousands of women like myself into
financial ruin. This bill is unfair because it could be used as a retroactive weapon against those of us who can no
longer work and rely on alimony for our major source of income. In my case I'm disabled and no longer able to
work and my social security disability isn't much because I was a part time working mother of 5. This bill is even
worse than the one you vetoed in 2013 so again I'm begging you to veto this bill.  Thank you for listening.  Very
truly yours. Cheryl Dees



From: Joe Hinojosa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Florida"s Senate Bill (SB) 668 !!!
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:35:47 PM

From: Joe Hinojosa <joehinojosa4@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 78217

Phone Number: 210-355-7066

Message Body: Governor Scott,
In light of recent events regarding the SB 668, and in opposition of the corrupt Florida BAR, their attempt to derail
the 50/50 shared parenting proposal, I felt it absolutely necessary to message you.  No.  To plead with you, and all
the way from South Texas.  Governor Scott, you have an opportunity before you.  A choice.  To end your career as a
corporate shill, and to support the Family Law corporation, their corporate lawyers, and their anti-family agenda.  Or
to strengthen your career as a man of the people.  And as a documented supporter of TRUE family values, father's
rights, and of the rights of children in your state.  Of course your decision will have an effect beyond your states
borders.  You have an opportunity to create a foundation for national change.  Governor Scott, children NEED both
willing and loving parents in their lives.  Their is NO legitimate argument against this concept.  Don't be a corporate
shill, Governor Scott.  Be a man of the people.  A man who supports the American Family unit.  Support 50/50
shared parenting and help to purge our political system of the Family Law Corporation. 

Joe Hinojosa



From: Deborah Sikora
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Fw: Please Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:39:47 AM

 Please re-read my letter as it is so very important tome and my life. I just heard on NPR this morning that you are
looking to sign another antiquated law allowing adults to co-habitate. I was not aware it was against the law in
Florida right now. This is another reason to pass SB668 as not signing it is making good citizens to break the law
right now. I am a good citizen and only want fairness to all.

Thank you

Dear Governor Scott-

I am a 66 year old woman having to have lived "in sin" with my fiance for the past 12 years due to permanent
alimony. We are both educated and still working full time.  I am an a Budget Analyst for the Childrens Home
Society and my fiance is a college professor. My fiance has been paying permanent alimony for 26 years due to the
fact that he made a mistake at the age of 19. We can not marry, as if we do, his ex wife will take him to court again
to try and get some of my money and assets as well. She has tried 4 times, the last one just last month. I was actually
subpoened, even though we are not married by her attorney and forced to take time off from work. She failed but
was awarded an additional amount of money because he had it and she did not. Florida is like a socialistic state with
archaic alimony laws. She has money but has it hidden through her adult son.

PERMANENT ALIMONY INHIBITS the receiver from getting a job and bettering herself because she does not
have to and it inhibits the payer from bettering himself and getting a better job as she will haul him back to court to
get more money. It also clogs up the court for more important cases  and makes the attorneys have a feeding frenzy
with people lives and money. Her last attorney bill was over $7,000. My fiance represents himself as he cannot
afford an attorney. Permanent alimony caused the ex wife to retire at 62 so she can collect half of his social security
as well as alimony and then it causes the payer to want to retire earlier than planned as why should he work and she
never does or does not report it. She is an able bodied woman. Where does this half of social security come
from...she never paid in.....probably our taxes. Lastly it creates animosity among the adult children as they saw this
paying and receiving all their lives and now the ex wife is pitting 2 of the sons against him and forcing them to lie
for her. And to make it more archaic permanent alimony continues until the woman remarries ...and another man
supports her. Where is self respect?

My fiance and I would love to get married and retire and enjoy our golden years without having to think about court
hearings, who should put what on whose credit card, where we go etc. I was married 33 years to an abusive
alcoholic man and divorced in New York. I do not get alimony and I have done very well for myself despite leaving
with only a Saturn full of personal items. It gives a woman incentive to make something of herself. I received some
money for the house and furniture and some of the 401K that I helped feed. The divorce is over, my adult sons talk
to both parents and life goes on.

This is how it should be in Florida. Sometimes in NY you receive alimony for 3 years to get yourself on your feet,
and that is for women with children. Child support is definitely good . But 26 years to get yourself on your feet?
Long overdue.

PLEASE GOVERNOR SCOTT SIGN SB 668 so all get on with the lives. You vetooed it two years ago and it never
made it to your desk last year because too much time was spent on health care issues. It will make the Floridian
people's lives better in the long run. Right now I would advise any young person to never marry or divorce in the
state of Florida. It should npt be that way.

Thank you,



Deborah Ellis Sikora



From: NANCY DAVIS
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Fw: SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 11:23:10 AM

April 11, 2016

Office of Governor Rick Scott
State of Florida
The Capitol
400 S. Monroe St.
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0001

RE: SB 668

Dear Governor Scott;

I am writing you this morning to ask you to veto SB 668.

I have read the bill through and believe that it continues down the path we are
already on in degrading the institution of the family.

The “best interest of the child” in mentioned a number of times in the bill, but rather
than starting with that premise regarding custody the bill mandates that judges begin
with the premise that children should spend equal time with each parent rather.
While in a perfect world that would be the start, but then, in a perfect world we
wouldn’t be asking a judge to decide that issue. This mandated assumption, more
often than not, will likely start the process with a fight to take away rights from one
parent rather than first looking at all facts regarding best interest.



I think SB 668, as a whole, weakens incentives for families to stay together treats the
institution of marriage casually.

I urge you to veto SB 668.

Sincerely,

Nancy Davis

12344 82nd Avenue North

Seminole, FL 33772



From: Piepenbrink, Brad
To: Davis, Warren
Subject: Fwd: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child

health studies - BP
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 3:22:29 PM
Attachments: trafficking cover to Gov p.pdf

trafficking chart to Gov detail p.pdf
trafficking chart to Gov abr p.pdf

Sent from Outlook Mobile

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "Stop Corruption" <StopCorruption@live.com>
Date: Sun, Apr 10, 2016 at 12:19 PM -0700
Subject: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links -
money system, child health studies - BP
To: "Piepenbrink, Brad" <Brad.Piepenbrink@eog.myflorida.com>

Dear Mr. Piepenbrink,

Please respond.

1. Did the lawyer Governor Scott read the attachments including the diagram of child trafficking for lawyer profits?
also posted at www.equalsharedparenting.com

Thank you.
________________________________________
From: Stop Corruption
Sent: Friday, April 8, 2016 9:34 AM
To: Rick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child
health studies

________________________________________
From: Stop Corruption
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2016 3:55 PM
To: Rick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child
health studies

Hello,

Please respond.

1. Did the lawyer Governor Scott read the attachments including the diagram of child trafficking for lawyer profits?

2. Is this bill on the governor's desk? Please update the status. This Senate status doesn't show the bill leaving the
Senate.



https://www.flsenate.gov/Session/Bill/2016/668

Thank you.
_____________
From: Stop Corruption
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2016 9:22 AM
To: Rick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child health
studies

Dear Gov. Scott,

Please sign SB 668 shared parenting

- MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child health studies

Thank you.



Dear Gov. Rick Scott, 

 

Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - for the best interest of children.   Watch the videos below! 

 

Please stop supporting the best interest of profit-making judges, lawyers, court workers and police. 

 

Watch the studies cited in videos below that prove Equal Shared Parenting IS THE BEST INTEREST OF CHILDREN. 

 

THE CHILD TRAFFICKING MONEY SYSTEM  over $100 Billion per year  (attached diagram)     

 

Connecticut Judiciary Committee Rep. Minnie Gonzalez testified in 2014 (excellent video - title and link below) 

"It's all about money, Not in the best interest of children" 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=I-KYfFaR4z0&index=28&list=PLzRyuV XOzdo8jGJruNt84AqKzWljefGO 

 

watch 2015 DivorceCorp professional videos 

video "Child Trafficking American Style" 

Best video "Law Report Shared Parenting" Swedish child health study – equal parenting is best 

youtube Channel and film “DivorceCorp” 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=7B4EJcc8J8E     www.youtube.com/watch?v=36Hwn26KXoY 

 

2
nd

 best child health video – 2 minutes – “Preserving Parent-Child Relationships - A Critical Analysis” 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pCHGErhTNvk 

“International Conference on Shared Parenting 2014, Bonn” 

video  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ytMFde6-R4 

Current laws violate international human rights treaties 

 

The First International Conference on Shared Parenting 2014 arrived at the following 

six major areas of consensus: 

1. There is a consensus that neither the discretionary best interests of the child standard nor sole custody or primary 

residence orders are serving the needs of children and families of divorce. There is a consensus that shared parenting is 

a viable post-divorce parenting arrangement that is optimal to child development and well-being, including for children 

of high conflict parents. The amount of shared parenting time necessary to achieve child well being and positive 

outcomes is a minimum of one-third time with each parent, with additional benefits accruing up to and including 

equal (50-50) parenting time, including both weekday (routine) and weekend (leisure) time. 

2. There is consensus that “shared parenting” be defined as encompassing both shared parental authority (decision-

making) and shared parental responsibility for the day-to-day upbringing and welfare of children, between fathers and 

mothers … 

3. There is a consensus that national family law should at least include the possibility to give shared parenting orders, 

even if one parent opposes it. There is a consensus that shared parenting is in line with constitutional rights in many 

countries and with international human rights, namely the right of children to be raised by both of their parents. 

4. There is a consensus that the following principles should guide the legal determination of parenting after divorce: (1) 

shared parenting as an optimal arrangement for the majority of children of divorce, and in their best interests. (2) 

parental autonomy and self-determination. (3) limitation of judicial discretion in regard to best interests of children. 

5. There is a consensus that the above apply to the majority of children and families, including high conflict families … 

http://researchingreform.net/2015/05/10/co-parenting-experts-conclude-that-family-courts-should-be-able-to-make-

shared-parenting-orders/ 



 

 

Social Science and Parenting Plans for Young Children: A Consensus Report 2014 – a meta-study 

with the endorsement of the 110 top researchers and practitioners listed in the Appendix. 

 

http://www.chess.su.se/polopoly fs/1.166729.1392279984!/menu/standard/file/Warshak-

Social%20Science%20and%20Parenting%20Plans%20for%20Young%20Children%20final%20ms%20distribution%20copy.pdf. 

excerpt from http://canadianepc.org/resources/warshak/ 

 
“Just as we encourage shared parenting in two-parent homes,” Warshak said, “the evidence shows that shared 

parenting should be the norm for children of all ages, including sharing the overnight care for very young children.” In 

his press release, Warshak notes: “To maximize children’s chances of having long lasting relationships and secure 

attachments to each parent, Warshak’s consensus report encourages both parents after their separation to maximize 

the time they spend with their children, including the sharing of overnight parenting time.” 

 

The top experts in this field are united in their concern that flawed science is leading to parenting plans and custody 

decisions that harm children and their parents. 

 

This consensus report was prepared by Richard A. Warshak, Ph.D., a Clinical Professor of Psychiatry at the 

University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center.  It was analyzed by an international group of 110 top 

experts in early child development, parent-child relationships, and divorce. These 110 

experts have endorsed the final conclusions and recommendations, and the report, which has 

been published in Psychology, Public Policy and Law, a journal of the American Psychological Association. 

 

The consensus report ends with recommendations. Of particular note are these excerpts: 

 1. we believe that the social science evidence on the development of healthy parent-child relationships, and the long-

term benefits of healthy parent-child relationships, supports the view that shared parenting should be the norm for 

parenting plans for children of all ages, including very young children.” 

3. In general the results of the studies reviewed in this document are favorable to parenting plans that more evenly 

balance young children’s time between two homes. ...Thus, to maximize children’s chances of having a good and secure 

relationship with each parent, we encourage both parents to maximize the time they spend with their children. 

Parents have no reason to worry if they share parenting time up to 50/50 when this is compatible with the logistics of 

each parent’s schedule.” 

4. Research on children’s overnights with fathers favors allowing children under four to be cared for at night by each 

parent rather than spending every night in the same home. Overnights help to reduce the tension associated with 

rushing to return the child, and thus potentially improve the quality and satisfaction of the contact both for the parent 

and child. …. An additional advantage of overnights is that in the morning the father can return the child to the daycare; 

this avoids exposing the child to tensions associated with the parents’ direct contact with each other. … decision 

makers should recognize that depriving young children of overnights with their fathers could compromise the quality of 

their developing relationship.”  

6. There is no evidence to support postponing the introduction of regular and frequent involvement, including 

overnights, of both parents with their babies and toddlers.” 

 

 

It is apparent from the interviews of Dr. Warshak that he collaborates with and flatters judges, lawyers and other 

feminists who oppose shared parenting.  Dr. Warshak, as a result of his gentle approach and his knowledge, has one of 

the most successful parental alienation reunification programs “Warshak Family Bridges” published in Psychology Today. 

 



February 21, 2014 “A broad consensus of accomplished researchers and practitioners agree that, in normal 

circumstances, the evidence supports shared residential arrangements for children under 4 years of age whose parents 

live apart from each other.”  

According to Donald C. Hubin, Ph.D., Chair, Executive Committee, National Parents Organization of Ohio, and Professor 

of Philosophy Emeritus, The Ohio State University, “Decades of social science research have shown a growing consensus 

that there are significant benefits for children when parents living apart share parental responsibilities equally. Multiple 

studies and meta-studies have confirmed this. Now, finally, we have a consensus report, signed on to by over a hundred 

researchers and practitioners, confirming this conclusion for young children--the very cases where opponents have 

frequently focused their attacks on equally shared parenting. Dr. Warshak and 110 other social scientists conclude 

unequivocally that "in normal circumstances, the evidence supports shared residential arrangements for children under 

4 years of age whose parents live apart from each other."  

White House consultant Dr. Warshak and his colleagues conclude that "policymakers and decision makers should 

recognize that depriving young children of overnights with their fathers could compromise the quality of developing 

father-child relationships."  

Those legislators and judges who truly aim to promote the best interest of children must pay attention to what the best 

research we have says promotes those interests: shared residential arrangements.” 

http://nationalparentsorganization.org/recent-articles/16-latest-news/21592-follow-the-research-to-shared-parenting 

Authors in the publication reference list and the endorsers list - Edward Kruk CAN, Linda Nielsen NC, S. Richard Sauber FL, Louise 

Bordeaux Silverstein NY, Kari Adamsons CT, Constance Ahrons CA, William Bernet TE, Gordon Finley FL, E. Mavis Hetherington VA, 

Ken Lewis PA, Pamela S. Ludoph MI, William Marsiglio FL, Paul Millar CAN, Abraham Sagi-Schwartz Israel, Seth Schwartz FL, Scott W. 

Johnson VA, Ross A. Thompson CA, Michael C. Gottlieb TX, David G Schramm MO, Sandra L. Warshak TX  

Presidents and directors, former and current, in the endorsers list - Anna Beth Benningfield TX, James H. Bray TX, Don Edgar AU, 

Neil S. Grossman NY, Ronald F. Levant OH, Colleen Logan TX, William S. Pollack MA, David E. Scharff MA, Jill Savege Scharff MA, Kate 

Scharff MA, Scott W. Johnson VA, Louise Bordeaux Silverstein NY 

 

Shared Physical Custody: Summary of 40 Studies on Outcomes for Children, by Linda Nielsen 
Nov 2014. Dept of Education, Wake Forest University, in the Journal of Divorce & Remarriage 

 

  Key findings 

 

1. Shared parenting children of all ages made better grades, were less depressed, and were more well-adjusted 

behaviorally than the children in the sole residence families. 

2. High, ongoing conflict in which the children are involved sometimes diminish the benefits of shared parenting. But this 

does not mean shared parenting will create negative impact, in fact, shared parenting is more likely to decrease 

the negative impact of conflict. 

list of key findings of many studies http://equalitycanada.com/cause/parental-alienation-and-fatherlessness-2/   

Linda Nielsen study link:  http://equalitycanada.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/nielsen-40-studies-2014-.pdf 

 

 

Overcoming Stereotypes in Parenting, Equal Parenting Reduces Conflict/Bad Impressions 2016 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3YdldNXZnQ “Parental Alienation  Jennifer Harman TEDxCSU”  Parental Alienation Project 







From: Stephanie t
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Fwd: Florida Families
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 12:11:52 PM

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: paul peduto <ppeduto@hotmail.com>
Date: Wed, Jan 20, 2016 at 9:19 AM
Subject: Florida Families
To: "rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com" <rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com>,
"smith.chris@flsenate.gov" <smith.chris@flsenate.gov>, "simmons.david@flsenate.gov"
<simmons.david@flsenate.gov>, "ring.jeremy@flsenate.gov" <ring.jeremy@flsenate.gov>,
"richter.garrett@flsenate.gov" <richter.garrett@flsenate.gov>, "negron.joe@flsenate.gov"
<negron.joe@flsenate.gov>, "montford.bill@flsenate.gov" <montford.bill@flsenate.gov>,
"margolis.gwen@flsenate.gov" <margolis.gwen@flsenate.gov>, "latvala.jack@flsenate.gov"
<latvala.jack@flsenate.gov>, "joyner.arthenia@flsenate.gov"
<joyner.arthenia@flsenate.gov>, "hukill.dorothy@flsenate.gov"
<hukill.dorothy@flsenate.gov>, "hays.alan@flsenate.gov" <hays.alan@flsenate.gov>,
"grimsley.denise@flsenate.gov" <grimsley.denise@flsenate.gov>, "garcia.rene@flsenate.gov"
<garcia.rene@flsenate.gov>, "galvano.bill@flsenate.gov" <galvano.bill@flsenate.gov>,
"gaetz.don@flsenate.gov" <gaetz.don@flsenate.gov>, "flores.anitere@flsenate.gov"
<flores.anitere@flsenate.gov>, "altman.thad@flsenate.gov" <altman.thad@flsenate.gov>,
"benacquisto.lizbeth@flsenate.gov" <benacquisto.lizbeth@flsenate.gov>,
"lee.tom@flsenate.gov" <lee.tom@flsenate.gov>, "soto.darren@flsenate.gov"
<soto.darren@flsenate.gov>, "hutson.travis@flsenate.gov" <hutson.travis@flsenate.gov>,
"evers.greg@flsenate.gov" <evers.greg@flsenate.gov>, "bradley.rob@flsenate.gov"
<bradley.rob@flsenate.gov>, stephanie <sgaletorres@gmail.com>, "beverlylee8@me.com"
<beverlylee8@me.com>

good day...i am a registered voter in marion county fl. i am a husband
father and grandfather....my parents brought me up to honor all woman
and to protect all children..i hope and pray yours did the same......that is
why i am asking and praying that y'all will OPPOSE SB 250 and SB
668..........please in the name of God oppose these bills..............i implore
you..........regards,paul john peduto



From: Stephanie t
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Fwd: Florida Families
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 12:12:48 PM

good day...i am a registered voter in marion county fl. i am a Mother &
a parent of two children, going through a horrible divorce....my parents
brought me up to honor all woman and to protect all children..i hope
and pray yours did the same......that is why i am asking and praying that
y'all will OPPOSE SB 250 and SB 668..........please in the name of God
oppose these bills..............i implore you..........regards, Stephanie Torres-
Crawford



From: Rodney Ferreira
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Fwd: Governor Scott
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 9:14:16 AM

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: "Rodney Ferreira" <rodney.ferreira1992@gmail.com>
Date: Mar 6, 2016 3:05 PM
Subject: Governor Scott
To: <rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com>
Cc: 

March 6, 2016

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of SB 668: Parenting and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. SB 668 would eliminate this
and allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We are always told that
children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity to show the country
that we truly value this long-standing belief.

The greatest day of my life was when I became a parent. Sadly after a divorce and/or
separation, one parent finds themselves spending considerably less time with their child(ren).
This is unfair. It takes two people to create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be
able to share equally in the life of the child they created?

In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s children and parents by
signing SB 668. Our children need and deserve both parent’s time equally.

Respectfully, 
Rodney M Ferreira Jr.
246 Cannon Drive Laurel hill FL, 32567
(334) 208-4535
Rodney.ferreira1992@gmail.com



From: McDougal, Kim
To: Fay, Megan
Subject: Fwd: Please ask Rick Scott to Sign SB 668 into law
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 9:44:09 AM

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Marvin Mickow <mmickow@cedsrx.com>
Date: April 9, 2016 at 9:41:52 AM EDT
To: "'kim.mcdougal@eog.myflorida.com'" <kim.mcdougal@eog.myflorida.com>
Subject: Please ask Rick Scott to Sign SB 668 into law

Dear Ms. McDougal
I wanted to take just a minute of your time to ask for you to communicate to Governor
Scott the dire need to sign SB 668 into law.
The current Florida environment regarding people getting divorced is a frightening. I’m
would call myself the poster child for the issue. I’m 47 years old, a father to 3 young
sons (8,11,14), and my soon to be ex-wife divorced me after 17 years of marriage. I got
married at 27, and she filed for divorce when I was 46. My ex-wife was 44 years old at
time of the filing, and has a Master’s degree, with a school teachers license. She has
been inappropriate with our kids, so I have full custody of our sons. I wish it was
different, but I have to place my kids safety first.
My reason for reaching out to you is that under current Florida law, my ex is
demanding Permanent Lifetime Alimony at age 44. Unfortunately, with the law as is
written right now, there is a very high probability that the courts will award it to her.
My life expectancy is 85, so I will basically be on the hook for close to 41 years of
Alimony, to an ex that dumped me, and I wasn’t wanting to get divorced.
I’m at a loss how this type of Alimony can be awarded, but it is done routinely
throughout the state. It forces me into indentured servitude, and worse, allows an ex-
spouse to collect an Alimony check every month, forever. The Alimony payer is
demotivated to get a raise, for fear of modification by an ex, and the Alimony receiver
has zero incentive to remarry, or work, because they know they have the Alimony
check every month until one of the parties dies.
I have no problem with people getting Alimony, it does serve a purpose, and SB 668
allows for years of Alimony for marriages over 2 years, and definitely over 20 years. In
my situation, my ex is looking at roughly 9 years of Alimony. However, current law is
simply wildly out of control in the state of Florida. These types of Alimony bills have
been passed repeatedly by the Legislature, the will of the people is overwhelmingly
clear.
As for the premise, I hold our judges in high respect, and as I read SB 668, the judges
will continue to have wide latitude in their decisions regarding children. The premise is



simply a starting point, nothing more.
Lastly, the Family Section of the Florida Bar has apparently misled their membership
about the bill, it is now public knowledge their tactics are to barrage the Governor with
personal email, not business law firm email, asking for a veto to mask their true
identity. Their meeting notes have been released, and it appears that they got caught
off guard by how popular Alimony reform truly was to the citizens, and are doing an all-
out assault on the Governor to try and stop this bill from passing.
While SB 668 is not perfect, it is a positive step in the right direction for all Floridians.
After this passes, hopefully, if there are unintended consequences, they can be
addressed at the next session. All bills have unintended consequences, but the current
consequences of current law are horrific for Florida’s families. SB 668 will go a long way
to helping everyone out.
Thank you for your time.
Regards,
Marvin Mickow
Lauderdale by the Sea, FL



From: McDougal, Kim
To: Fay, Megan
Subject: Fwd: Please ask Rick Scott to Sign SB 668 into law
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 6:49:32 PM

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Marvin Mickow <mmickow@cedsrx.com>
Date: April 12, 2016 at 9:20:46 AM EDT
To: "McDougal, Kim" <Kim.McDougal@eog.myflorida.com>
Subject: Please ask Rick Scott to Sign SB 668 into law

Dear Ms. McDougal
I wanted to take just a minute of your time to ask for you to communicate to Governor
Scott the dire need to sign SB 668 into law.
The current Florida environment regarding people getting divorced is a frightening. I’m
would call myself the poster child for the issue. I’m 47 years old, a father to 3 young
sons (8,11,14), and my soon to be ex-wife divorced me after 17 years of marriage. I got
married at 27, and she filed for divorce when I was 46. My ex-wife was 44 years old at
time of the filing, and has a Master’s degree, with a school teachers license. She has
been inappropriate with our kids, so I have full custody of our sons. I wish it was
different, but I have to place my kids safety first.
My reason for reaching out to you is that under current Florida law, my ex is
demanding Permanent Lifetime Alimony at age 44. Unfortunately, with the law as is
written right now, there is a very high probability that the courts will award it to her.
My life expectancy is 85, so I will basically be on the hook for close to 41 years of
Alimony, to an ex that dumped me, and I wasn’t wanting to get divorced.
I’m at a loss how this type of Alimony can be awarded, but it is done routinely
throughout the state. It forces me into indentured servitude, and worse, allows an ex-
spouse to collect an Alimony check every month, forever. The Alimony payer is
demotivated to get a raise, for fear of modification by an ex, and the Alimony receiver
has zero incentive to remarry, or work, because they know they have the Alimony
check every month until one of the parties dies.
I have no problem with people getting Alimony, it does serve a purpose, and SB 668
allows for years of Alimony for marriages over 2 years, and definitely over 20 years. In
my situation, my ex is looking at roughly 9 years of Alimony. However, current law is
simply wildly out of control in the state of Florida. These types of Alimony bills have
been passed repeatedly by the Legislature, the will of the people is overwhelmingly
clear.
As for the premise, I hold our judges in high respect, and as I read SB 668, the judges
will continue to have wide latitude in their decisions regarding children. The premise is



simply a starting point, nothing more.
Lastly, the Family Section of the Florida Bar has apparently misled their membership
about the bill, it is now public knowledge their tactics are to barrage the Governor with
personal email, not business law firm email, asking for a veto to mask their true
identity. Their meeting notes have been released, and it appears that they got caught
off guard by how popular Alimony reform truly was to the citizens, and are doing an all-
out assault on the Governor to try and stop this bill from passing.
While SB 668 is not perfect, it is a positive step in the right direction for all Floridians.
After this passes, hopefully, if there are unintended consequences, they can be
addressed at the next session. All bills have unintended consequences, but the current
consequences of current law are horrific for Florida’s families. SB 668 will go a long way
to helping everyone out.
Thank you for your time.
Regards,
Marvin Mickow
Lauderdale by the Sea, FL



From: Troy Matson
To: McDougal, Kim
Subject: Fwd: Please support CS/CS/SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:36:01 AM
Attachments: Miami Herald Op-Ed on Shared Parenting.pdf

The Wall Street Journal Article on Shared Parenting.pdf
Researcher Linda Neilsen Op-Ed.pdf
Richard Warshak Research Paper on Shared Parenting.pdf
Florida Times-Union Op-Ed Troy Matson.pdf

Good Morning Ms. McDougal,

I understand SB 668, the alimony reform and time sharing bill, has now officially been sent to
Governor Scott. I don't know definitively the Governor's thoughts on the bill or whether he
will take the full 15 days to make a decision. I want to make myself available to you and your
colleagues, by phone or in person, should you wish to hear additional perspective as to why
my organization and I believe Governor Scott should sign this bill into law. Thank you for
your attention and consideration.

Best,

Troy Matson
Chair, National Parents Organization of Florida
(p) 904.301.9075
(c) 651.207.7009
troymatson@nationalparentsorganization.org
www.nationalparentsorganization.org

---------- Forwarded message -----------
From: Troy Matson <troymatson@nationalparentsorganization.org>
Date: Sat, Mar 19, 2016 at 12:36 PM
Subject: Please support CS/CS/SB 668
To: Rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com
Cc: kim.mcdougal@eog.myflorida.com

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to you in my capacity as Chair of the National Parents Organization of Florida to
encourage you to sign the alimony reform and time sharing bill into law. Although my
organization is supportive of the alimony provisions, we are most excited about a starting
point of equity when it comes to both parents' time with their children. As I have included my
organization's press release on the bill's passage below and have attached a few pieces of
additional information, I'll just focus on 3 points.

Although we have reached a political climate in Florida and nationally where facts are no
longer facts and reason is no longer reasonable, I strongly believe a premise of equal time for
divorcing parents is in the best interest of children for the following reasons:

1) As I'm sure you and your staff are now well aware, many legal experts deem a "premise" of
equal time less stringent than a "presumption". Although Florida does better in some areas



than many states, our family and divorce laws are outdated and antiquated. In Florida and
across the country, we speak about the importance of family and involvement of both mothers
and fathers but our laws too often point to the lowest common denominator. The legislation
passed this month says in essence, if we can (give equal time to both parents) we should. The
fact is, unless the parties agree beforehand on things like time sharing, the judge will still have
the final say. The numerous factors a judge can weigh in determining what type of time
sharing arrangement is in the best interest of the child REMAIN and, therefore, this is not one
size fits all legislation. The primary difference? A judge would now have to produce written
findings of fact as to why something close to equal time is not being signed off on. This is a
good thing. There simply are judges across the state who award time based on their own biases
or because that's they way they've always done it--sometimes not understanding the family or
paying attention to research on the matter. Courts often deem "substantial time" as 25%.
Reasonable attorneys tell their male clients that getting more than 25% might be a fight--at
least a need for significant time and thousands of dollars in the process. The daylight and
impact on a child between 25% and 75% can be huge and detrimental.

2) The fact is there is a substantial and growing body of research that strongly suggests as
much time as possible with both parents is in the best interest of children. If there are true
issues with either parent, the legislation allows for that to be dealt with. For those concerned
about time with a father and a breast-feeding newborn or young infant, reasonable people
would accommodate a graduated schedule. For those concerned about "too much back and
forth" for the child, schedules can be arranged in ways that mitigate excessive movement.
Research and statistics show over and again that young people with behavior challenges,
emotional issues, criminal involvement and suicide come overwhelmingly from families
where one parent is absent or has limited time. When you ask children, they say
overwhelmingly they want to be with both parents.

3) For those worried this legislation invites more litigation, I say there might be a positive,
unintended consequence of this legislation. Perhaps attorneys will work a little harder to do
what they should already be doing--get their clients to breathe a little deeper, think a little
longer, and strongly encourage both parties to have as amicable a separation as possible.
Doing that and establishing a sincere and meaningful co-parenting arrangement is, arguably,
the best way to ensure both parents and their attorneys are acting in the best interest of
children.

Governor, family law is broken in many ways. Among the challenges, it makes false
assumptions about a father's ability and worth and puts up needless and costly roadblocks for
fathers who want to do the right thing and have meaningful involvement in the lives of their
children. The time for equity has come and I implore you to sign this bill. By doing so you
will positively impact children far more than you can imagine. I invite you or your staff to
contact me if I can be of any assistance in your deliberations.

+++++++++++++++

NATIONAL PARENTS ORGANIZATION

PRESS RELEASE

March 8, 2016

FLORIDA HOUSE, SENATE SEND SHARED PARENTING LEGISLATION FOR GOVERNOR’S



SIGNATURE

FLORIDA LEGISLATURE PASSES BILL TO REFORM FAMILY COURTS

National Parents Organization is pleased to announce that the Florida Legislature has passed a
shared parenting bill that is headed to Gov. Rick Scott for signature to become the new law in
the State of Florida.

On the heels of the Florida Senate’s passage last week of CS/CS/SB 668, the Florida House of
Representatives adopted and passed the bill Tuesday, March 8, bringing Florida to the
forefront of a national movement to reform the family courts and support shared parenting –
a flexible arrangement in which children spend as close to equal time as possible with each
parent after divorce. The bill aligns with the growing body of evidence showing shared
parenting is in the best interest of children in most cases when parents divorce.

Specifically, the bill holds that approximately equal time with each parent is in the best
interest of the child when parents divorce. The legislation also requires a judge to produce
written findings of fact to justify a parenting plan – a change that would encourage judges to
pay more attention to research on children’s best interests. The move could be a significant
change, considering shared parenting occurs less than 20 percent of the time after divorce,
according to the U.S. Census Bureau. The bill would also make important reforms to the laws
concerning alimony awards.

“Thank you, members of the Florida House and Senate, for standing up for what children most
want and need,” said Dr. Ned Holstein, MD, Founder and Board Chair of National Parents
Organization. “Millions of American children are suffering from the outmoded practices of the
family courts of awarding custody to just one parent, with only a few days per month of
parenting time with the other parent. This custody model is not in the best interest of most
children. It causes heartache for children, who ardently desire the love and guidance of both
parents. And such children do more poorly in school, have higher rates of substance abuse,
drop out more frequently, and have higher rates of delinquency, gang activity and trouble
with the law.”

While shared parenting is unusual, efforts to turn it from the exception to the norm within
family courts are growing. For instance, The Wall Street Journal revealed that nearly 20 states
have proposed shared parenting laws. At least three states have recently implemented
reform, and numerous states are currently considering shared parenting legislation.
Additionally, shared parenting has received high-profile endorsements, including support from
the Catholic Church as well as the 2015 International Conference on Shared Parenting and the
Council of Europe.

Troy Matson, Chair of National Parents Organization of Florida, said, “This bill becoming law
will allow the conversation to begin, rather than end, with the two-parent solution when
parents divorce. Too many Florida children have suffered with the current status quo of
parents entering courtrooms on unequal footing. I commend the Florida Legislature for



righting this wrong, and I urge Florida’s Governor, Rick Scott, to sign this common sense
solution into law for the sake of Florida’s families.”

RECENT RESEARCH: SHARED PARENTING VERSUS SINGLE PARENTING

Shared Parenting Data

The Journal of Epidemiology & Community Health published a 150,000-person study titled
“Fifty moves a year: Is there an association between joint physical custody and psychosomatic
problems in children?” in May 2015 that concluded shared parenting after divorce or
separation is in the best interest of children’s health because the arrangement lowers their
stress levels.

The Journal of the American Psychological Association published a paper titled “Social Science
and Parenting Plans for Young Children: A Consensus Report” in 2014, and the conclusions
were endorsed by 110 eminent authorities around the world. Authored by Dr. Richard
Warshak at the University of Texas, the paper concluded, “... shared parenting should be the
norm for parenting plans for children of all ages, including very young children.”

The Association of Family and Conciliation Courts (AFCC) published the recommendations of
32 family law experts in 2014, and the group concluded, “Children’s best interests are
furthered by parenting plans that provide for continuing and shared parenting relationships
that are safe, secure, and developmentally responsive and that also avoid a template calling
for a specific division of time imposed on all families.”

Single Parenting Data

According to federal statistics from sources including the U.S. Centers for Disease Control, the
U.S. Department of Justice and the U.S. Census Bureau, children raised by single parents
account for:

• 63% of teen suicides;

• 70% of juveniles in state-operated institutions;

• 71% of high school drop-outs;

• 75% of children in chemical abuse centers;

• 85% of those in prison;

• 85% of children who exhibit behavioral disorders; and

• 90% of homeless and runaway children.

ABOUT NATIONAL PARENTS ORGANIZATION

National Parents Organization, a charitable and educational 501 (c)(3) organization, seeks
better lives for children through family law reform that establishes equal rights and
responsibilities for fathers and mothers after divorce or separation. The organization is



focused on promoting shared parenting and preserving a child’s strong bond with both
parents, which is critically important to their emotional, mental, and physical health. In 2014,
National Parents Organization released the Shared Parenting Report Card, the first study to
rank the states on child custody laws. Visit the National Parents Organization website at
www.nationalparentsorganization.org.

Sincerely,

Troy Matson
-- 
Troy Matson
Chair, National Parents Organization of Florida
(p) 904.301.9075
(c) 651.207.7009
troymatson@nationalparentsorganization.org
www.nationalparentsorganization.org



 

 
 
FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS: COURTS MUST WORK 
TOWARD A SHARED PARENTING NORM 
BY BEA L. HINES 

bea.hines@gmail.com 

Recently, I got an interesting press release from the National Parents 

Organization, which said the organization believes “... that a powerful measure to 

reduce the number of mass shootings is going unexplored.” 

That sentence caught my attention and I read on: According to the Journal of 

Research in Crime and Delinquency, “The most reliable indicator of violent crime 

in a community is the proportion of fatherless families. Fatherless families, in 

turn, are caused in part by family courts that exclude fathers from post-divorce 

parenting. By instituting shared parenting after divorce or separation, fathers 

would be allowed to continue to show their sons the right way to grow into 

manhood.” 

It has always baffled me that the bulk of the parenting seems to be placed on the 

mother whenever there is a divorce or separation. Many women who go through 

this trying time, must raise their children with a cut in income and/or a change in 

their lifestyle. Many, who had never worked outside the home, find themselves in 

the job market when often their only skills have been as stay-at-home moms. It is 

a rude awakening when this happens to a family — especially where there are 

male children involved. 

In the release, Dr. Ned Holstein, founder and board chair of National Parents 

Organization said: “Unfortunately, however, our nation’s family courts prevent 

millions of divorced and separated fathers from having meaningful relationships 

with their children, which only leave their children more vulnerable to this 

unfortunate behavior.” 

“The repeat narrative is deeply troubling,” Holstein said. “An individual who grew 

up without the love and support of both parents turns to unfathomable, deadly 

gun violence. This must stop, and one piece of the solution is to ensure children 

have both parents intimately involved in their lives after separation or divorce... 

With this in mind, I urge legislators in all states to join the family court reform  



 

 

movement to make shared parenting the new status quo in our society, if both 

parents are fit and there has been no significant domestic violence.” 

Well, now. I agree to most of what Holstein has to say about this serious matter. 

But not all boys who grew up without the love and support of both parents turn to 

“unfathomable deadly gun violence.” I know of one who grew up in a fatherless 

home, and became the president of the United States. 

Still, as a single mom who raised two sons, I know how frustrating it can be for a 

mom who must work outside the home and still is expected to instill all the 

positive male values in her son or sons. It is a hard hill to climb. It is hard to 

know who to trust with your children. In my case, I turned to the pastor and 

other godly men at my church to help me with the upbringing of my sons. It was a 

blessing to me as well as to my sons. I realize, though, that this isn’t the case with 

a lot of women. It is hard to know who to trust with your children. 

While it is true our family courts must do more to move toward shared parenting 

whenever there is a divorce or separation in a family, an old saying comes to my 

mind concerning laws to make this possible: You can bring a horse to water, but 

you can’t make him drink. In other words, the lawmakers can make the law, but 

enforcing it is still something else. There is no law to make a person love his or 

her children. Love can’t be legislated. We simply have to trust the courts to do the 

right thing whenever the law is broken. 

The bottom line is still this: “... Our children need both parents in their lives to 

thrive,” Holstein said. “For this reason, lawmakers in every state must move 

forward with family court reform as soon as possible.” 

I spoke with Holstein, who lives in Massachusetts, by phone. He said strides are 

being made. Within the past year, at least 22 states — Florida included — have 

passed and implemented legislation supportive of shared parenting after divorce 

or separation whenever the parents are fit. 

 



 

 
Big Shift Pushed in Custody Disputes 
Some 20 states are considering changing laws to give 
fathers more rights to their children after divorce 
 
By Ashby Jones 
The Wall Street Journal 
April 16, 2015 1:22 p.m. ET  

Some of the biggest battles over child custody are playing out not in courtrooms, but in statehouses. 

Prompted partly by fathers concerned that men for too long have gotten short shrift in custody decisions, about 20 
states are considering measures that would change the laws governing which parent gets legal and physical control 
of a child after a divorce or separation. 

The proposals generally encourage judges to adopt custody schedules that maximize time for each parent. Some of 
the measures, such as those proposed in New York and Washington state, take an additional step by requiring 
judges to award equal time to each parent unless there is proof that such an arrangement wouldn’t be in a child’s 
best interests.  

Critics of the bills contend that they threaten to take discretion away from judges and risk giving leverage to abusive 
men. They also say the laws are poorly targeted because typically the only custody cases that end up in court are 
ones in which former spouses are too hostile toward each other to effectively practice shared parenting anyway. 

Supporters maintain that the opponents, which include many family lawyers and bar associations, are trying to keep 
alive an adversarial culture that leads to lengthy—and often lucrative—court battles. They say the law should better 
reflect recent studies that show children are better off when both parents play a meaningful role in their lives. 

“If dad is subject to the typical ‘Wednesday dinner and every other weekend’ arrangement, he’s not doing the kind of 
parenting that benefits kids, making sure the homework is done, getting them up for school,” said Linda Nielsen, a 
psychology professor at Wake Forest University. In such situations, a father “is basically reduced to an uncle.” 

Legal views on custody have swung considerably over the years. The “tender years” doctrine came into vogue early 
in the last century, said Donald Hubin, an emeritus professor of philosophy at Ohio State University who has written 
on parenting and parental rights. That doctrine stated a child should stay especially close to his or her mother during 
infancy and toddler years. 

About 50 years ago, that notion gave way to the idea that custody should be decided according to a child’s best 
interest. 

Advocates of shared parenting say the “best interests of the child” standard gives judges too much latitude to employ 
latent biases and unfairly encourages parents to diminish each other’s abilities in a public forum. 

Statistics on shared parenting are fragmented. But several studies in recent years show that while shared parenting is 
becoming more popular, it is far from the norm. A 2014 study showed that the percentage of cases in Wisconsin that 
ended in “equal shared custody” grew from 5% in 1986 to 27% in 2008.  

“The court system too often creates winners and losers out of well-intentioned parents,” said Carl Roberts, an Arvada, 
Colo., software salesman in the midst of a six-year custody battle involving his sons, aged 11 and 12. “The winner 
gets the child, and the loser often hardly gets to be a parent.” 



After an initial ruling in 2009, Mr. Roberts was allowed custody of his sons every other weekend. In 2012, that time 
was expanded by two days a month. Earlier this month, he and his ex-wife agreed to a plan that could further 
increase his parenting time.  

“It’s absurd that the law says nothing about the benefits of two-parent child relationships, and does nothing to 
encourage them,” he said. 

The Colorado senate introduced a shared parenting bill in January. The measure, which Republican co-sponsor Sen. 
Kevin Lundberg said was prompted partly by Mr. Roberts’s pleas, requires courts to explain in writing why a custody 
order that “does not order substantially equal parenting time between the parties” is in the best interest of the child. 
The Senate unanimously passed the legislation last month and it is pending in the state House. 

Joni Roberts, Mr. Roberts’s ex-wife, said the measure largely was unnecessary given that the vast majority of 
couples settle their custody disputes out of court. “Our situation has gone on for six years, and we reached 
agreements every time,” she said.  

Other opponents of shared-parenting legislation reject claims that it is simply designed to protect a system that pays 
lawyers’ bills. They say that while role-sharing is a laudable goal for parents who can make it work, a presumption of 
a 50-50 split shouldn’t be baked into law. 

Peter Salem, executive director of the Association of Family and Conciliation Courts, a Wisconsin-based nonprofit 
organization that studies the best ways to resolve family conflict, said such situations are highly nuanced. “It doesn’t 
make sense to force this on couples that really deeply don’t get along,” he said. 

Some domestic violence experts fear a presumption of shared parenting will give men with histories of emotional or 
physical abuse more bargaining power during divorce negotiations. “You’re going to see victims pressured to 
cooperate with their abusers, which is completely harmful to children,” said Barry Goldstein, a domestic-violence 
expert who practiced family law in New York for 30 years.  

Write to Ashby Jones at ashby.jones@wsj.com  

 



 

 

Research supports Massachusetts 

shared parenting legislation: 

Guest viewpoint 

on October 07, 2015 at 11:52 AM, updated October 07, 2015 at 11:53 AM 

By Dr. Linda Nielsen  

Are parents putting their own selfish needs ahead of their children's best interests when 

they share the physical custody of their children? Are custody laws that encourage 

parenting plans where the children live at least 35% of the time with each parent putting 

parents' rights ahead of the children's well-being? And are there enough compelling 

research studies to help us answer these three questions – allowing us to put aside our 

own personal opinions and possible biases? 

 

Fortunately, the answer to the latter is yes. Based on more than 40 studies, there is now 

a consensus among two separate groups of international experts that the vast majority 

of children benefit most from shared parenting after their parents separate. The 43 

peer-reviewed studies published in academic journals showed compared children in 

shared parenting families where they continued to live with each parent at least 35% of 

the time to children who live primarily or exclusively with one parent while continuing 

to see their non-residential parent. The results are clear and unambiguous. The children 

in shared parenting families have better outcomes.  

Massachusetts children stand to experience these better outcomes more often if the 

state's shared parenting bill, SB834 and HB1207, becomes law. The bill, known as The 

Child-Centered Family Law, currently sits with the Joint Committee of the 

Judiciary, which includes Representative Carlos Gonzalez, D-Springfield, and 



 

 

Representative John Velis, D-Westfield, and I encourage local residents to ask Reps. 

Gonzalez and Velis to support the bill. 

Did the parents in the shared parenting families in the studies have exceptionally 

communicative, friendly relationships with each other where they worked closely 

together as a co-parenting team? No. Did almost all of them mutually agree at the outset 

to share rather than to hoard parenting time without any nudging from mediators, 

lawyers or therapists? No. Do these 43 studies show these children's lives are unstable, 

disrupted or stressful because they lived in two homes instead of one? No. 

When their parents do not have a cooperative, communicative relationship with one 

another, are children any worse off living in two homes rather than one? No. For the 

past quarter century, in dozens of research studies, have most children told us that the 

every other weekend parenting plan is meeting their needs, making them feel stable and 

secure, and reducing the disruption in their lives? No. In fact, they've told us quite the 

opposite. 

Last year, 110 international experts on child development, early childhood 

attachment and divorce reached a groundbreaking consensus – shared parenting, 

including frequent overnighting with both parents for infants and toddlers, is in 

children's best interests. Likewise a group of 31 social scientist and law professionals 

agreed that shared parenting was in the best interests of most parents.  

Unfortunately, too many legislators, mental health professionals and family court 

professionals make custody recommendations or decisions that are based on their 

personal beliefs, gut feelings or personal experiences with the most extreme custody 

cases – not on empirical data. Indeed, many of these professionals have never read the 

available research. Just as some poorly informed doctors offer outdated or harmful 

advice about medical treatments, there are professionals who offer advice to judges and 

mental health practitioners that is not research-based. More troubling still, many of 

these speakers and writers convincingly present their opinions as if they were actually 

reporting empirical data – a disguise that is not only disingenuous but potentially 

harmful to children whose lives are affected by judges' and mental health practitioners' 

decisions regarding custody issues. In short, too many well-intentioned judges and 

practitioners have been misled into accepting advice that is not based on empirical 

evidence. 



 

 

Sharing the physical custody of the children on a more equal basis is not about parents' 

rights or about activist groups. It is about making the best choices for children – 

decisions that are firmly grounded in research – not on the personal opinions of 

parents, seminar speakers, mental health practitioners or professionals working in 

family courts.  

 

Dr. Linda Nielsen is a professor of Adolescent and Educational Psychology at Wake 

Forest University. She can be reached at nielsen@wfu.edu. 

 



Social Science and Parenting Plans for Young Children:
A Consensus Report

Richard A. Warshak
University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center, with the endorsement of the researchers and practitioners listed in the Appendix

Two central issues addressed in this article are the extent to which young children’s time should be spent
predominantly in the care of the same parent or divided more evenly between both parents, and whether
children under the age of 4 should sleep in the same home every night or spend overnights in both
parents’ homes. A broad consensus of accomplished researchers and practitioners agree that, in normal
circumstances, the evidence supports shared residential arrangements for children under 4 years of age
whose parents live apart from each other. Because of the well-documented vulnerability of father–child
relationships among never-married and divorced parents, the studies that identify overnights as a
protective factor associated with increased father commitment to child rearing and reduced incidence of
father drop-out, and the absence of studies that demonstrate any net risk of overnights, policymakers and
decision makers should recognize that depriving young children of overnights with their fathers could
compromise the quality of developing father-child relationships. Sufficient evidence does not exist to
support postponing the introduction of regular and frequent involvement, including overnights, of both
parents with their babies and toddlers. The theoretical and practical considerations favoring overnights
for most young children are more compelling than concerns that overnights might jeopardize children’s
development.

Keywords: child custody, children’s best interests, joint custody, overnights, shared parenting

One hundred and ten researchers and practitioners have read,
provided comments, and offered revisions to this article. They
endorse this article’s conclusions and recommendations, although
they may not agree with every detail of the literature review. Their
names and affiliations are listed in the Appendix.

Social science provides a growing and sophisticated fund of
knowledge about the needs of young children, the circumstances
that best promote their optimal development, and the individual
differences among children regarding their adaptability to different
circumstances, stress, and change. Consequently, research focused
on children whose parents never married, or whose parents sepa-
rated or divorced, should inform guidelines to advance the welfare
and define the best interests of those children; indeed, policymak-
ers and practitioners in family law look to that research for such
information. But the road from laboratories to legislatures and
family law courtrooms is hazardous—fraught with potential for
misunderstandings, skewed interpretations, logical errors, even
outright misrepresentations. The hazards can be traced, in large
measure, to differences between science and advocacy.

Scientific approaches to a literature review aim for a balanced,
accurate account of established knowledge and of unresolved
issues that require further investigation. When there are discrep-

ancies among findings, scientists strive to understand the reason
for the discrepancies, and to assess the strength of the research
designs and methods. By nature, scientific knowledge is incom-
plete; thus, not all findings and conclusions are equally trustwor-
thy. Hence the need for balanced, accurate reviews. Advocacy
approaches are recognizable by certain core features: Advocates
select literature for the purpose of promoting a particular agenda,
and ignore or minimize findings that fail to support the desired
conclusions; they distort findings toward the advocate’s position;
and they use a variety of polemics, loose logic, and emotional
appeals to build a persuasive case. With respect to critical thinking
about research, Meltzoff (1998) writes the following:

“Research shows” is one of the favorite expressions of psychologists
who are called on by the media to express their professional opinions
on a wide range of topics, who are asked to consult with or testify
before lawmakers about social issues that affect public welfare, or
who are relied on to give expert counsel to other health service
providers or to educators. Research psychologists carry a heavy bur-
den of responsibility for assuring the accuracy of their claims about
their results. In turn, psychologists who cite or apply the research
findings of others share their responsibility. They have an obligation
to use their critical reading and evaluation skills in reviewing a study
before they cite it as evidence that supports a point of view and before
they apply the findings in their clinical work. (p. 9)

The purposes for this document are to provide the family court
system—including lawmakers, mediators, decision-makers, par-
ents, guardians ad litem, child custody evaluators, and therapists–
with an overview of the research on parenting plans for children
under the age of four years whose parents live apart, and to provide
empirically supported guidelines that reflect a consensus among

Richard A. Warshak, Department of Psychiatry, Division of Psychology,
University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center Dallas.

I appreciate the valuable feedback to a draft provided by William V.
Fabricius.

Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to Richard
A. Warshak 16970 Dallas Parkway, Suite 202, Dallas, TX 75248. E-mail:
doc@warshak.com
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leading researchers and practitioners about the implications of that
research for policy and practice. It is not possible in the limited
space here to offer a comprehensive review and analysis of that
literature, although many published research articles and scholarly
literature reviews are discussed.

Richard A. Warshak prepared the draft of this consensus docu-
ment. The endorsers reviewed the draft and offered suggestions
that were incorporated into the final manuscript. It is important to
acknowledge that every endorser may not agree with every detail
of the literature review. The endorsers are an international group of
highly accomplished researchers and practitioners. This interdis-
ciplinary group includes prominent representatives from the fields
of early child development, clinical and forensic psychology,
psychiatry, sociology, social work, and counseling. Many head
their university departments, edit professional journals, and have
served in leadership positions in professional associations.

Certain events raised awareness of the need for this consensus
statement on parenting plans for young children. Advocates are
promoting a report issued by an Australian government agency
(McIntosh, Smyth, & Kelaher, 2010) as a basis for decisions
regarding parenting plans for children of preschool age and
younger. Accounts of the report appearing in the media, in pro-
fessional seminars, in legislative briefs, and in court directly con-
tradict the actual data, overlook results that support opposite con-
clusions, and mislead their audience.

A “background paper” describing the Australian report, posted
on the Internet (McIntosh & the Australian Association for Infant
Mental Health, 2011), illustrates all three characteristics. We give
brief examples here followed by a more complete review below.
An example of contradicting the actual data is seen in the follow-
ing quote, into which we have inserted the actual statistical means
from McIntosh et al. (2010, p. 133, Figures 4–5) to show how the
description contradicts the findings. “Babies under two years who
lived one or more overnights a week with both parents [M ! 2.5]
were. . .more irritable. . .than babies who had less [M ! 2.2] or no
[M ! 2.6] overnight time away from their primary caregiver” (p.
2). (Note that the irritability score for babies with no overnights,
that is, with daytime only contacts, is slightly higher than the score
for babies who spent one or more nights per week with their other
parent.) An example of selective reporting of other findings occurs
in the following statement: “the only other study of young infants
in overnight care [was] conducted by Solomon and George”
(McIntosh & the Australian Association for Infant Mental Health,
2011, p. 2). We discuss below the other studies of young infants in
overnight care that were available in 2011.

Advocates’ efforts against overnight parenting time for pre-
school children have generated confusion and uncertainty about
where the scientific community stands on these issues. This doc-
ument, begun in January 2012, is an attempt to stem the tide of this
misinformation before this advocacy becomes enshrined in pro-
fessional practice and family law.

Discussions of parenting plans for young children in normal
situations concern three main issues. First, should young children’s
time be concentrated predominantly under the care and supervision
of one parent, or should their time be more evenly divided between
parents? The professional literature and the law variously label as
shared or joint, physical or residential custody, (as distinguished
from sole physical custody) divisions of a child’s time between
homes that have no greater disparity than 65%–35%. Second,

should young children spend nights in each parent’s home, or
should they sleep in the same home every night? Nearly all shared
physical custody schedules include overnights, but not all children
who spend overnights in both homes spend at least 35% time in
each home. Third, if a parent is designated with the status of a
young child’s primary parent, are the benefits to the child of
involvement with the other parent diminished or erased if the
parents disagree about the parenting plan, or if one or both parents
feel great discomfort or hostility toward the other? Different an-
swers to these three questions reflect different assumptions about
the roots of parent–child relationships, and about the nature of
contact necessary to secure healthy parent–child relationships.

At the outset we want to underscore that our recommendations
apply in normal circumstances. They do not extend to parents with
major deficits in how they care for their children, such as parents
who neglect or abuse their children, and those from whom children
would need protection and distance even in intact families. Also,
our recommendations apply to children who have relationships
with both parents. If a child has a relationship with one parent and
no prior relationship with the other parent, or a peripheral, at best,
relationship, different plans will serve the goal of building the
relationship versus strengthening and maintaining an existing re-
lationship.

Primary Parent Versus Equal Status Parents

Opposition to shared and overnight parenting for preschool
children rests on monotropy, a concept proposed but later aban-
doned by John Bowlby (1969). Monotropy is the idea that infants
form attachment relationships (defined as enduring affectional ties
between one person and another across time and space) with a
single caregiver before all other important relationships and that
this first relationship serves as a foundation and template for all
subsequent attachment bonds. This view posits that infants’ early
relationships are hierarchically arranged with one primary relation-
ship ranked above, and qualitatively different from, the others. The
concept of monotropy was predominant in 20th century child
custody case law (Warshak, 2011). Monotropy is the basis for the
propositions that infants have one psychological parent and that
the task of custody decision makers is to identify this parent who
then receives sole decision-making authority, including the author-
ity to determine when and if the children see the other parent
(Goldstein, Freud, & Solnit, 1973/1979).

A careful survey of the social science literature fails to support
the hypothesis of monotropy. In the context of typical conditions
of infant care, infants commonly developed attachment relation-
ships with more than one caregiver (Brown, Mangelsdorf, & Neff,
2012; Brumariu & Kerns, 2010; Cassidy, 2008; Cohen & Campos,
1974; Lamb 1977a, 1977b; Ludolph & Dale, 2012; Sagi et al.,
1995; Spelke, Zelazo, Kagan, & Kotelchuck, 1973). Multiple
attachment relationships have been found cross-culturally, includ-
ing in Germany, Israel, Japan, The Netherlands, the United King-
dom, and the United States (Van IJzendoorn & Sagi-Schwartz,
2008). Further, the quality of these relationships was independent
so that, for instance, neither the relationship with the mother nor
with the father was a template for the other (Kerns, Tomich,
Aspelmeier, & Contreras, 2000; Main & Weston, 1981; Thomp-
son, 1998; Verschueren & Marcoen, 1999). Each relationship
makes some unique and some overlapping contributions to chil-
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dren’s development (Lamb, 2010a, 2010b). These relationship
differences are not ranked in a hierarchy of importance or salience.
Rather, they affect different aspects of children’s psychological
development (Sagi-Schwartz & Aviezer, 2005). In a recent inter-
view on the issue of overnight parenting time for infants, promi-
nent attachment researcher Everett Waters clarified as follows:

The idea that there should be one figure only was not Bowlby’s view
in the end. It is also difficult when you use a term like “hierarchy”
which is a very specific claim about superordinate–subordinate rela-
tionships; this one is more important than that one, that one is more
important than that one; it implies a rank ordering. Rather than saying
that there is a hierarchy, I think a better perspective is this: it is
possible for infants and children and for adults to use a multiplicity of
figures for secure-base support. Multiplicity does not imply any
particular relationship among them. You are not more or less, you are
just another (Waters & McIntosh, 2011, p. 480).

Closely related to the idea that infants initially form one primary
attachment relationship, is the notion that this relationship in most
cases will be with the mother. This notion has not received support
in the research literature. As Sir Michael Rutter (1979) wrote
decades ago when reviewing the science relevant to the concept of
monotropy, “Bowlby’s argument is that the child’s relationship
with mother differs from other relationships specifically with
respect to its attachment qualities, and the evidence indicates that
this is not so” (p. 287).

MacArthur scholar Professor Grazyna Kochanska and her col-
leagues reported the most recent and methodologically rigorous
study on this topic (Kochanska & Kim, 2013). Using the Strange
Situation procedure, which most attachment theorists hold in high
regard, the researchers assessed infants’ attachment security with
each parent at 15 months. Then they measured behavior problems
at age 8 using ratings from mothers, fathers, teachers, and the
children themselves. As expected, children with insecure relation-
ships with both parents had the most behavior problems. Children
were no more likely to be securely attached to mothers than
fathers, and having a secure attachment with at least one parent had
a powerful, beneficial, and protective effect that offset mental
health risks. Most significant for parenting plan decisions, the
benefits of a secure relationship with the father versus the mother
were equivalent. Neither parent emerged as primary.

In sum, based on child development research, policymakers and
decision-makers cannot support a priori assumptions that parents
of infants and toddlers can be rank ordered as primary or second-
ary in their importance to the children, and that mothers are more
likely to be the “psychologically primary” parents. Further, the
research indicates that because infants develop attachment rela-
tionships with both of their parents, there is a danger of disturbing
one of those relationships by designating one parent as primary
and limiting the infant’s time with the other parent. Policies and
parenting plans should encourage and maximize the chances that
infants will be raised by two adequate and involved parents. It
stands to reason that if a secure attachment with at least one
adequate parent is a sine qua non of optimal development, having
relationships with two parents gives infants two chances to de-
velop a secure attachment and thus increases the odds of accom-
plishing this important developmental milestone. Fathers increas-

ingly want to take on more nurturing roles with their children and
it is to their children’s advantage for society to encourage fathers
to develop, engage in, and maintain rich multifaceted relationships
with their children.

Face-to-Face Contact and the Development of
Healthy Parent–Child Relationships

Children’s relationships with parental figures normally grow
from frequent child–parent interactions in a wide variety of con-
texts, such as holding, stroking, talking, singing, playing, feeding,
changing diapers, soothing, placing and removing from the crib,
and so forth (Cassidy, 1994; De Wolff & van IJzendoorn, 1997;
Kochanska, 1997; Lucassen et al., 2011). Such interactions help
parents better understand the children’s needs, and give parents the
knowledge to develop and hone parenting skills and behavior to
meet their children’s needs. Although some child development
theories place more emphasis on genetics, neurobiology, or on
environmental factors other than the behavior of parents (such as
peers), most professionals agree that a good deal of parenting skill
develops from experience and being on the job.

But how much does a parent need to be on the job, involved in
child care, for the child to develop a relationship with the parent
that is unique in significance compared with the child’s relation-
ship with others in the child’s current and future life? We have no
basis for asserting a specific threshold of contact necessary or
sufficient for a child to develop the type of relationship with a
caregiver that distinguishes itself as a parent–child relationship as
opposed to the child’s relationship with other caregivers and
persons in the environment. Similarly, we have no basis for de-
termining a threshold of interaction necessary for the average
parent to gain the experience that helps the parent become attuned
to, and respond skillfully to, the child’s needs. Two sources of
data, though, provide some parameters that are directly relevant to
parenting time decisions for young children: the amount of par-
enting time the average child receives, and the impact of daycare
on the development of parent–child relationships.

Parenting time in intact families. Measuring parenting time
is complicated. Such measurement depends, in part, on which
aspects of parenting are included, whether direct interaction is
measured versus the time in which the child is under the parent’s
care, whether one or both parents are present, and whether one or
more children are in the parents’ care (Lamb, 2007; Pleck, 2010).
No one time-use study is definitive. This paper finds useful the
American Time Use Survey (ATUS), conducted by the U.S. Cen-
sus Bureau for the Bureau of Labor Statistics (U.S. Department of
Labor Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2013). The ATUS divides par-
enting time into primary and secondary childcare time. Primary
childcare time is the quantity of time that parents spend primarily
doing activities that involve care for their children. Secondary
childcare time is when the children are in the parent’s care while
the parent is engaged in activities other than primary childcare,
such as cooking dinner. Total childcare time is the sum of primary
and secondary childcare time. Time during which the children are
sleeping is excluded from the measure. From the parent’s point of
view, total childcare time reflects the time the parent is caring for
the children. From the children’s point of view, primary childcare
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time reflects the time that the children are directly aware of, and
interacting with, the parent.

In a typical week, in two-parent homes in which the youngest
child is under the age of one, mothers spent 79 hours and fathers
spent 44 hours in total childcare. In other words, fathers spent 56%
(44/79) of the amount of time that mothers spent in childcare, or
36% (44/(79 " 44) of total parenting time. If we divide a full week
by these proportions, fathers provided the equivalent of 2.5 days of
childcare to the mother’s 4.5 days. The figures for primary child-
care in a typical week (the quantity of time that parents spent
primarily doing activities that involve care for their child) were
26.5 hours for mothers and 11.5 hours for fathers.

We can consider these data from two perspectives. From the
parents’ point of view, the children were in the father’s care 44
waking hours per week to the mother’s 79 hours. This is the
amount of time that each parent was accustomed to spending
with the children, and presumably a sufficient amount of time
for each parent to feel a parent-like bond to the children. From
the children’s point of view, the children typically received, at
most, 11.5 hours of direct care weekly from the father compared
with 26.5 hours from the mother. (This is an overestimate
because the data do not differentiate how much of the parenting
time was directed specifically at the infant vs. divided among
all the children in the home.) Presumably this is a sufficient
amount of time for children to develop what our society regards
as normal relationships with parents. From either perspective,
these data should quell anxieties that young children whose
time is divided relatively evenly between two homes will have
insufficient time with either parent to develop healthy relation-
ships that, according to attachment theory, contribute to subse-
quent optimal development.

Children in daycare. The second data source relevant to the
issue of whether young children whose parents live apart need to
live predominantly with one parent, and thus spend significantly
less time with the other parent, is the literature on the impact of
daycare on parent–child relationships. A corollary of the proposi-
tion that children have only one psychological parent is that young
children will suffer harm if separated from the parent and cared for
by others. Goldstein, Freud, and Solnit (1973/1979) stated:

In infancy, from birth to approximately 18 months, any change in
routine leads to food refusals, digestive upsets, sleeping difficulties,
and crying. Such reactions occur even if the infant’s care is divided
merely between mother and baby-sitter. They are all the more massive
where the infant’s day is divided between home and day care cen-
ter. . . . Every step of this kind inevitably brings with it changes in the
ways the infant is handled, fed, put to bed, and comforted. Such
moves from the familiar to the unfamiliar cause discomfort, distress,
and delays in the infant’s orientation and adaptation within his sur-
roundings (p. 32).

In 1999, 9.8 million American children under the age of five
years spent 40 or more hours a week in daycare away from parents
(Committee on Family & Work Policies, 2003), many beginning in
the first year of life, and the majority experiencing some nonma-
ternal care by 6 months of age (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1999).
On the one hand, if these children suffer impairments in the quality
of their relationships with their parents that are traced directly to
lengthy separations from their parents while in daycare, rather than
to the quality of care, this would need to be taken into account in

formulating child custody policy and decisions. On the other hand,
if daily separations from parents do not harm the quality of
parent–child relationships, this would alleviate concerns about
parenting schedules that keep children apart from one parent while
being cared for by the other parent.

The proposition that infants suffer ill effects from spending time
in daycare centers has been investigated for more than 25 years.
The Study of Early Child Care and Youth Development (SEC-
CYD), a national research consortium sponsored by the National
Institute of Child Health & Human Development (NICHD), has
produced 249 scientific publications, most appearing in prestigious
peer-review journals. These studies included care given by fathers
and other relatives as daycare. Thus the findings most relevant to
the issue of how parenting plans should divide a child’s time
between homes are those that address children who are in the care
of their fathers.

When the SECCYD children were 12 years old, the study
reported some long-term benefits and drawbacks of early child-
care. On the whole what is most important is the quality of the
childcare setting and the quality of the relationships between
caregivers and children both at home and in childcare. But a key
finding has particular relevance to the issue of young children
being separated from mothers and in the care of their fathers: all of
the negative effects associated with early child care were a func-
tion of time cared for by nonrelatives and not by time spent in care
provided by fathers and grandparents (Belsky et al., 2007; van
IJzendoorn et al., 2003, March; van IJzendoorn et al., 2004, July;
for a review, see Aviezer & Sagi-Schwartz, 2008). This replicated
an earlier finding when the children were 4 and one half years old
(van IJzendoorn et al., 2004). Furthermore, the researchers be-
lieved that subsequent problem behavior linked to time in early
child care, which did not rise to clinical levels (i.e., the behaviors
did not require special attention; National Institute of Child Health
and Human Development Early Child Care Research Network,
2003), was not a function of mother–child attachment or parent-
ing, but was more likely a result of interactions with peers (Belsky
et al., 2007; McCartney et al., 2010).

Children in the NICHD study spent an average of 27 hours each
week in child care, with more than one third spending 30 hours or
more per week between the ages of 3 months and 1 and one half
years. Interestingly although care by mothers, grandparents, and
hired help in the home decreased over time, care by fathers
remained stable over time with about 13% of children in this type
of care regardless of children’s age (up to 4 and one half years;
National Institute of Child Health and Human Development Early
Child Care Research Network, 2004).

Given the findings that infants and toddlers who spent consid-
erable amounts of time away from their mothers and in the care of
fathers and grandparents showed no negative effects in develop-
ment, including in their relationship with their mothers, this early
child care research provides no support for denying young children
whose parents live apart from each other extensive time with their
fathers (Bernet & Ash, 2007). Given the mixed findings of the
effect of center-based care on children (e.g., linked to more ear
infections and upper respiratory and stomach illnesses), if care by
fathers allows less time in large group care, this may bring added
benefits.
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Summary on Developing Healthy Parent–Child
Relationships

The research discussed above helps us better understand the
nutrients of a healthy foundation for parent–child relationships
regardless of family structure. Based on this body of research we
conclude the following:

• Parents’ consistent, predictable, frequent, affectionate, and
sensitive behavior toward their infants is key to forming meaning-
ful, secure, and healthy parent–child relationships.

• Having a secure attachment with at least one parent provides
children with enduring benefits and protections that offset mental
health risks of stress and adversity.

• Having a relationship with two parents increases children’s
odds of developing at least one secure attachment.

• The deterioration of father–child relationships after divorce is
a pressing concern (Zill, Morrison, & Coiro, 1993).

• The majority of children from preschool through college are
dissatisfied, some even distressed, with the amount of contact they
have with their fathers after divorce and with the intervals between
contacts (Kelly, 2012; Hetherington & Kelly, 2002; Warshak &
Santrock, 1983).

• Policies and parenting plans should encourage and maximize
the chances that children will enjoy the benefits of being raised by
two adequate and involved parents.

• We have no basis for rank ordering parents as primary or
secondary in their importance to child development.

• Normal parent–child relationships emerge from less than full-
time care and less than round-the-clock presence of parents.

• Full-time maternal care is not necessary for children to de-
velop normally. Children’s healthy development can and usually
does sustain many hours of separation between mother and child.
This is especially true when fathers or grandparents care for
children in place of their mothers.

• These findings support the desirability of parenting plans that
are most likely to result in both parents developing and maintain-
ing the motivation and commitment to remain involved with their
children, and that give young children more time with their fathers
than traditional schedules allow (generally daytime visits every
other weekend with perhaps one brief midweek contact).

• These findings do not necessarily translate into a preference
for parenting plans that divide young children’s time exactly
evenly between homes.

Research on Young Children Whose Parents Live
Apart From Each Other

From the general research on child development and parent–
child relationships discussed above, we turn next to studies that
focus specifically on young children whose parents live apart from
each other. This includes parents who divorced, those who were
never married but lived together for a period of time, and those
who never lived together. At the outset we stress that the body of
work comparing children under 4 years of age being raised with
different parenting plans is not as extensive, and with few excep-
tions not as methodologically rigorous, as the wider body of
research on early child development and daycare or on older
children raised in families in which the parents live apart from

each other. Nevertheless these studies do provide important per-
spectives for custody policy and decisions.

Sixteen studies were identified that provided relevant data on
families with infants, toddlers, and preschool age children whose
parents live apart from each other. These studies offered observa-
tions about parenting plans that either 1) designated one parent
(usually, but not always, the mother) as a primary parent who is
responsible for the child’s care more than 65% of the time, or 2)
divided the child’s time between homes with no greater division of
time than 65%-35%. We use the term shared parenting time to
designate divisions of time in which each parent is responsible for
the child’s care at least 35% of the time.

Few studies follow children from birth, through their parents’
separation and beyond. One such longitudinal study involved a
group of 1,265 New Zealand children (Woodward, Fergusson, &
Belsky, 2000). At ages 15 and 16 the investigators assessed the
children’s views of their relationships with their parents and of
their mothers’ and fathers’ parenting attitudes and behavior toward
them during childhood. In this study of attachment, children who
experienced their parents’ separation before the age of 5 saw
themselves as less closely emotionally tied to their parents than did
children who grew up in intact families, and they viewed their
parents as having been less caring and more restrictive toward
them during childhood. As with most findings in the divorce
literature, the size of the significant effect was small to moderate,
and this study needs replication with additional samples. This
study provided no comparisons of children in different living
arrangements, but it does suggest reason for concern about the
foundation of young children’s relationship with each parent when
their parents live apart from each other.

Three early exploratory studies in California relied on impres-
sions derived from interviews (Wallerstein & Kelly, 1975, 1980;
McKinnon & Wallerstein, 1987; Brotsky, Steinman, & Zemmel-
man, 1991). Notwithstanding the limits of such data (Amato, 2003;
Kelly & Emery, 2003), the results are relevant to parenting plans
for young children. In the first study (Wallerstein & Kelly, 1975,
1980), children between the ages of 2 and one half and 3 and one
fourth years whose mothers worked full time outside the home did
well with other caretakers including the father, when the caretaker
was a consistent and loving presence in the child’s life. The
location of caretaking did not affect the children’s psychological
health. This study noted children’s dissatisfaction with infrequent
contacts with their fathers, and long intervals between contacts.
The second study (McKinnon & Wallerstein, 1987) found that
equal time residential arrangements were associated with positive
outcomes when parents provided loving and sensitive care, and
were associated with negative outcomes when parents were ne-
glectful, violent, mentally ill, or directly involved children in
interparental conflicts. Children below the age of 3 handled tran-
sitions between homes better than did the older preschool children.
The third study (Brotsky, Steinman, & Zemmelman, 1991) found
that children under the age of 5, whose parents shared parenting
time almost equally, adapted to the parenting plan better on aver-
age than did older children. Only 5 of the 26 younger children
developed serious psychological difficulties. The lack of direct
comparisons of children living in different residential arrange-
ments did not allow conclusions about whether the children would
have done better or worse in sole custody arrangements. But the
results failed to support generalizations that shared parenting and
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overnights are incompatible with healthy adjustment in young
children.

One study reported on telephone interviews with 30 parents of
children under the age of 5 whose average parenting plan fell just
short of shared parenting time (the children spent on average 10
days and nights per month with their father, but approximately one
fourth of the sample did have shared parenting time with children
spending more time with fathers than with mothers) (Altenhofen,
Biringen, & Mergler, 2008). Three-quarters of the sample had
children enrolled in part-time or full-time child care. The findings
revealed a moderate correlation between interparental hostility and
parental alienating behaviors. The number of overnights with
fathers increased over time; this could be attributed either to the
children’s age or the length of time since the parents separated.
The more overnight stays, the greater the father’s satisfaction with
the parenting plan. Fathers with fewer overnights reported more
hostile relationships with the mother. The meaning of this associ-
ation is ambiguous. Two plausible explanations are that when
hostility was high, mothers were less likely to offer overnights to
fathers, or interparental hostility stemmed from the father’s belief
that the division of overnights was inequitable.

Another study examined mother–child attachment in 24 chil-
dren 1–6 years old who spent an average of eight nights per month
with their fathers (Altenhofen, Sutherland, & Biringen, 2010).
Unfortunately, the statistical procedures did not suit the sample
size. Also, the attachment measure was completed by the mothers
rather than by trained raters. This procedure leaves some doubt
about what exactly is being measured (van Ijzendoorn, Vereijken,
Kranenburg, & Riksen-Walraven, 2004; Waters, 2013). The study
examined the link between attachment security and the age of
onset of overnights, interparental communication and conflict, and
the mother’s emotional availability. In this sample, 54% of the
children were rated as insecurely attached. The only factor that
correlated with attachment security was the mother’s emotional
availability. Factors that were unrelated to attachment security
include the child’s age when overnights began, the level of conflict
between the parents, and whether the child was in child care (about
half were). Because of the lack of a comparison group, the study
allowed no conclusions about how these children compared with
those with fewer, or more overnights, or with children whose
parents were married to each other. In sum, as with the five studies
discussed earlier, this study provided no support for any particular
parenting plan. Some commentators hypothesize that shared care is
especially challenging for young children compared with older
children (McIntosh, Smyth, Kelaher, Wells, & Long, 2011). This
hypothesis lacks support from the studies discussed above.

The studies we discuss below provided direct comparisons of
families with different types of parenting plans. Nielsen (2013c)
made a detailed review and analysis of this literature. In her work,
for each study Nielsen attended to the sample’s representativeness,
validity and reliability of the measurements, statistical significance
of the results, consistency of findings from multiple methods,
control for various factors that might account for the results, and
whether the study passed peer review and appeared in a refereed
journal. Rather than duplicate Nielsen’s analysis and describe in
detail each study, we discuss a few of the studies that merit greater
attention. Some of the studies we mention employed superior
methodology. Others are mentioned because their methodological
problems often go unrecognized or under recognized in accounts

provided by professionals, expert witnesses, advocacy groups, and
the media. With effective marketing and press releases, some
studies impact the public forum and child custody litigation dis-
proportionate to their quality.

The Stanford Custody Project followed a random sample of
1,386 families over a 3-year period (Maccoby & Mnookin, 1992).
The sample included 289 children two and younger, and 424
children between three and five years old. This project studied how
custody arrangements are reached and how they change over time.
The findings revealed the familiar problem of mother-resident
children losing contact with their father over time. What is most
relevant to parenting plans for young children, though, is that the
loss of contact was far greater for the group of children whose
contacts were restricted to the daytime compared with those who
spent overnights with their fathers (56% father dropout vs. 1.6%
for children under three and 49% vs. 7.7% for children who were
3–5 years old at the time of their parents’ separation).

The strong association between continued father involvement
and shared parenting was replicated in a Wisconsin random sample
of 1,100 families in which mothers and fathers were interviewed
an average of three years after divorce (Berger, Brown, Joung,
Melli, Wimer, 2008; Melli & Brown, 2008). The sample split
evenly between sole mother custody and shared parenting, and in
40% of each custody group the youngest child in the family was
under five years old at the time of divorce with 16% two or
younger. Children with shared parenting plans spent as much or
more time in their fathers’ care 3 years after divorce as they did at
the outset, whereas children in sole mother custody were much
more likely to experience a dropoff in contact with their fathers.
Both fathers and mothers with shared parenting plans were far
more likely to report that fathers were very involved with the
children and most mothers were satisfied with the father’s involve-
ment or wanted even more. Shared time mothers (98%) reported
that their children’s physical health was good or excellent and 90%
thought the same about their children’s emotional health. Because
this study conducted analyses for the sample as a whole without
differentiating results based on the children’s age, we cannot be
sure of the extent to which these positive findings for shared
parenting apply more, less, or equally to the infants and preschool-
ers. But since they made up such a large proportion of the sample,
and in the context of the entire literature on shared parenting with
young children (with the exception of two outlier reports to be
discussed below), it is likely that the positive findings for parenting
plans with greater father involvement apply to the young children.

It is important to note that about 85% of the fathers and mothers
in shared parenting arrangements and about 80% of those with sole
mother custody reported that their relationship was “friendly” or
“neutral/businesslike.” This is consistent with other data on copa-
renting (e.g., Ahrons, 1994; Maccoby & Mnookin, 1992). Policy-
makers should recognize that parents in protracted custody and
access disputes do not represent most divorced couples and should
not drive legislative statutes that apply to the general population of
mothers and fathers who raise their children while living apart
from each other.

A Yale University project examined the relationship between
overnights and psychological and behavior problems in 132 chil-
dren between the ages of 2 and 6 years (Pruett, Ebling, & Insabella,
2004). The study merits significant weight in part because it used
a fairly representative sample of lower middle class couples with
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a midrange of conflict, relied on standard measures, and reported
data from both mothers and fathers. On the study’s measures, 15 to
18 months after the parents filed for divorce, overnights had
neither positive nor negative impact on children ages 2–3 years
(considering aggression, anxiety, depression, social withdrawal,
and sleep problems), and benefited 4- to 6-year-olds. Some gender
differences were noted. Overnights were linked, among girls but
not boys, to fewer social problems. Inconsistent, erratic parenting
schedules were more likely to be linked with negative outcomes
for boys than for girls. Poorer parent–child relationships and
conflict between parents had stronger links to children’s outcomes
than did overnights. Data from fathers showed a direct link be-
tween children’s adjustment and overnights and consistent sched-
ules. Data from mothers showed that their support for fathers’
involvement moderated the positive outcomes seen for overnights
(Pruett & Barker, 2009). About one third of the children had three
or more caregivers during the day. The 2- to 3-year-olds showed
no differences related to multiple caretakers, but 4- to 6-year-olds
with multiple caretakers had better outcomes.

The Australian Institute of Family Studies analyzed longitudinal
data on 7,718 children, nearly four thousand under the age of 5
years (Kaspiew et al., 2009). The number of children whose
parents shared parenting time, defined as 35–65% of overnights
spent with each parent, was 201 under age 3 (8% of children in this
age group) and 266 age 3–4 years (20%). Data from both mothers
and fathers, 1–2 years after the parents separated, were reported for
the entire sample.

Parents who shared parenting were more likely than parents in
sole custody arrangements to believe that their parenting plan was
working well for the child; more than 90% of the parents whose
children were under 3 years and were spending 35–47% over-
nights with their fathers believed that their parenting plan was
working well. Data on children’s outcomes (such as the children’s
physical health) supported the parents’ beliefs. The results indi-
cated that children in shared parenting arrangements were doing as
well as, or marginally better than, children who spent fewer than
35% overnights with their fathers. Consistent with the Stanford
study, overnights were linked to higher levels of continued father
involvement; one of five children with daytime only contact saw
the father only once a month or less. According to mothers, fathers
with shared care time had been more involved parents prior to
separation, so this study cannot attribute a causal relationship
between overnights and continued father involvement. But in their
review of the literature, Fabricius, Sokol, Diaz, and Braver (2012)
concluded that the evidence to date is consistent with the hypoth-
esis that more parenting time has a causal effect on the quality of
the father-child relationship security. Also consistent with previous
studies, Kaspiew et al. (2009) reported that conflict and violence
between parents showed negative associations with children’s out-
comes. This impact was no greater for children with shared par-
enting time than those in other arrangements according to fathers’,
but not mothers’, reports.

In sum, according to this large-scale study, in general no neg-
ative, and some marginally positive consequences were associated
with parenting plans in which children ages 0–4 years spent at
least 35% of the time with their fathers. Also, overnights were
associated with protecting regular father involvement. These re-
sults parallel the overall conclusions from most studies that shared
parenting and overnights with fathers introduce no detriments to

children, and may bring benefits, especially promoting and main-
taining the father–child relationship that is vulnerable to deterio-
ration with other parenting plans.

In contrast to the pool of studies that reported generally positive
or neutral findings for shared parenting and overnights with fa-
thers, two studies reported negative findings and a third is some-
times inaccurately cited as having reported negative effects of
infant overnights. The two outlier studies that reported negative
effects of overnights for young children have received more wide-
spread media coverage than the studies discussed above and are
cited by expert witnesses and advocacy groups to oppose shared
parenting legislation and parenting plans which allow fathers to
care for preschoolers overnight.

The study that is mistakenly cited to support blanket restrictions
against overnights relied on the 20-min Strange Situation labora-
tory procedure to assess the attachment classifications of infants 12
to 20 months old, 44 who had some overnights with their fathers,
49 who had no overnights, and 52 who lived with their married
parents (Solomon and George, 1999a). No significant differences
were found between the overnight group and the no overnight
group in the distribution of secure and insecure attachments, nor
was frequency or history of overnights related to attachment clas-
sifications. What confuses some commentators is that the over-
night group compared unfavorably with the children in intact
families. Naturally this comparison is irrelevant to parenting plans
because any differences found may be attributable to divorce and
not to overnights.

One year later 85% of the sample were observed interacting
with their mothers in two laboratory activities (Solomon &
George, 1999b). Again no statistically significant differences were
noted between children with and without overnights. Overnighting
infants compared unfavorably with a combined group of infants
from intact families and those with no overnights with a father who
lived apart from the mother, but the authors pointed out that the
results of their brief laboratory procedure might be unrelated to
infant behavior in shared parenting families.

A difference that did not reach statistical significance was the
presence in the overnight group of more disorganized mother–
child attachments, which theorists generally associate with neglect
or abuse and poorer long-term psychological development. But the
rate of unfavorable attachments in all three study groups was
abnormally high. The authors noted the nonrepresentativeness of
their sample; a high percent of parents were under restraining
orders (86% of fathers with overnights, 100% of fathers without
overnights, and 33% of mothers with overnights—compared with
9% of mothers in the no overnight group). Also, the parents in the
overnight group differed in important ways from those in the no
overnight group: the overnighters’ parents had higher levels of
conflict, hostility, and abuse, were more likely to be unmarried,
and were more likely to have children from more than one rela-
tionship. Because of the differences between the groups, the study
cannot attribute outcomes to the presence or absence of overnight
contacts. Instead, attachment classifications were related to the
coparenting relationships and to the mother’s parenting skills, with
less secure attachments in all groups found when mothers were
less responsive to their children’s needs.

Other authors have highlighted additional significant limitations
of the study (Cashmore & Parkinson, 2011; Lamb & Kelly, 2001;
Nielsen, 2013c; Nielsen, 2013d; Pruett, Cowan, Cowan, & Dia-
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mond, 2012; Warshak, 2002). There was no evidence that the
infants had formed attachments to their fathers before the onset of
overnights; infants in the overnight group were less likely than
those in the no overnight group to have at least weekly contact
with their fathers and only 20% of overnighting infants saw their
fathers on a regular and consistent schedule; some of the infants
were separated from their fathers repeatedly and for long periods
of time effectively making the fathers strangers to their children;
the data about father–child contact, conflict, communication, and
mother’s responsiveness to the child came solely from mothers;
the follow-up analyses did not differentiate between children
whose overnights began recently versus those who had overnights
at the outset of the study and at follow-up. The study’s first author
agrees that the results cannot be generalized to divorced parents
because a large portion of the sample had never married or lived
together, most had separated before the infant was 4 months old,
and the parents’ level of hostility and conflict are unrepresentative
of the general population of parents facing decisions about parent-
ing plans for young children (Solomon, 2013). Solomon (2013;
Solomon, 2013, April) also believes that the current states of
research and of theory are insufficient to inform decision makers
about the best age to begin overnights and about whether to
encourage shared parenting time with infants and toddlers.

The first outlier study is a report issued by the Attorney Gen-
eral’s department in Australia and copyrighted by a clinic founded
by the study’s first author (McIntosh et al., 2010). This report,
which has generated much publicity, is important because the first
author promotes the results of this study as a basis for child
custody decision-making and policy.

Analyzing data from a national random sample, this study
examined the link between overnights and children’s health and
behavior. The study compared children in three age groups: under
2 years, 2–3 years, and 4–5 years. The sample is not representative
of parents who are divorced because most of the parents were
never married to each other (90% for the sample of infants and
60% for toddlers), and 30% never even lived together. Thus
potentially the study is more relevant to parenting plans for never-
married parents, and less relevant to divorced parents, particularly
those with infants.

The study is unique in that it divided the children with over-
nights into two groups: occasional overnights (labeled primary
care in this study: 1–3 nights monthly for infants and 5–9 nights
for the 2- to 3- and 4- to 5-year-olds) and frequent overnights
(labeled shared care in this study: 4–15 nights monthly for infants,
an overly broad range by conventional definitions of shared par-
enting, and 10–15 nights for the older children). Dividing the
groups in this manner brings one drawback and one benefit. The
drawback is that it reduces the size of the groups. In some cases
this produced unacceptably small samples: the smallest were the
group of infants with occasional overnights, ranging from 14–20
depending on the variable analyzed (e.g., 14 for the measure of
irritability), and 2- to 3-year-olds with frequent overnights, ranging
from 5–25 depending on the variable analyzed (e.g., 5 subjects for
a rating made by teachers and daycare attendants of conflict with
the child; 25 subjects for the mother’s evaluation of the child’s
emotional status). An analysis based on five respondents is un-
likely to provide meaningful data.

The benefit of differentiating the two overnight groups is that it
allows a test of the hypothesis generated by those attachment

theorists who raise concerns that overnight separations from their
primary parent (almost always the mother) harm young children.
Solomon and George (1999a) articulated a hypothesis of linear
effects whereby any harmful effects of overnights “should be more
pronounced the longer and/or the more frequent the overnight
separations are and the earlier such arrangements are put into
place” (p. 5). Basically, if overnights are bad for young children
because they separate them from a parent designated as a primary
caregiver, we would expect that the longer and more frequent the
separations, the worse the effects.

We present the results of this study here. A subsequent section
discusses concerns about the manner in which these results have
been interpreted and promoted. For infants, two of six outcomes
were interpreted as more negative for frequent overnighters com-
pared with occasional overnighters, but not compared with infants
with no overnights (irritability and “visual monitoring of the
primary caregiver”—infants with no overnights had the most neg-
ative irritability score). Four of six outcomes showed no differ-
ence: physical health, wheezing, mothers’ concerns about the
infant’s development, and negative responses to strangers. More
wheezing was reported for infants with frequent overnights com-
pared with occasional overnighters, but not compared with infants
with no overnights. This difference approached but did not reach
statistical significance. For the 2- to 3-year-olds, two of seven
outcomes were interpreted as negative for frequent overnighters
compared with the other two groups (persistence and behavior
problems with mother). Four showed no difference for frequent
overnighters compared with the other two groups: physical health,
conflict with caregivers, mother’s evaluation of the child’s emo-
tional functioning, and response to strangers. A trend that fell just
short of statistical significance was better global health for children
with overnights, whether frequent or occasional, when compared
with children with no overnights. The one positive outcome for
frequent overnighters compared with the other two groups was less
wheezing. No analyses were reported for the toddler group that
compared occasional overnighters with no overnighters, so no
claims can be made about the desirability of allowing versus
depriving toddlers of occasional overnights.

Only 1 of 13 analyses (none for infants under 2 and one for 2-
to 3-year-olds regarding persistence) supports the linear effects
hypothesis that the more overnights the worse the outcome. Infants
with occasional overnights (which in this study means as much as
three nights per month) were less irritable and tended to wheeze
less than did infants with no overnights or frequent overnights.
Toddlers, age 2–3 years, with frequent overnights wheezed less
than those with occasional or no overnights. These positive links
with overnights challenge the assumptions of those who, like the
study’s first author, discourage parenting plans that allow infants
to spend overnights with both parents.

The second outlier study, with the assistance of a widely dis-
tributed press release, similarly has garnered a lot of publicity
(Tornello et al., 2013). The more impact a particular study has on
child custody decisions, the greater scrutiny it merits. Similar to
the McIntosh et al. (2010) report, the sample was composed
predominantly (85%) of children whose parents had never been
married to each other, but with a larger sample of overnighting
children. The data were drawn from the Fragile Families and Child
Well-Being Study of children born to inner-city low-income (62%
below the poverty level), racial/ethnic minority families (85%), a
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majority of which had a parent incarcerated some time before their
children reached the age of five years (50% fathers, 10% mothers)
and whose parents had nonmarital births from more than one
partner in their teenage or young adult years (65%).

Reliable data from such a sample is relevant to families in
similar circumstances and offers an opportunity to test the hypoth-
esis that overnights leave children vulnerable to other family
stressors. The Fragile Families sample is not representative of
impoverished families in general, of those above the poverty line,
and those who were married and subsequently divorced. Naturally,
results based on this sample are largely irrelevant to parents who
can afford custody litigation. But the results may assist those who
advise parents in fragile families or formulate policy for such
families.

Based on mothers’ reports, the researchers categorized 1-year-
olds according to the number of overnights they spent with their
fathers each year: day contact only, some overnights (from 1 to
51), and frequent overnights (52 to 256, or 1 to 5 nights weekly).
Note that the frequent overnight group included residential plans
ranging from traditional mother custody arrangements, to equal
physical custody, to shared custody in which children spent 2/3 of
their time in the father’s care. About 42% of the 1-year-olds had
overnights. Four groups were created for the analysis of 3-year-
olds, again based on the number of overnights they spent with their
father each year: day contact, rare overnights (1–12), some over-
nights (13–127), and frequent overnights (128–256). The latter
group meets conventional definitions of joint physical custody or
dual residence, with the high end representing arrangements where
the children spent 2/3 of their time in the father’s care.

Based on clinical experience, the theory of monotropy, and only
three studies (the authors overlook the additional studies discussed
above), the authors hypothesized that very young children who
frequently spend the night at their fathers’ home would have more
insecure attachments with their mothers. The outcome measures
were the mothers’ responses to an abridged and modified version
of an established measure of attachment, completed when the
children were 3 years old, and the mothers’ responses to a standard
checklist of children’s behaviors. One strength of the study is that
it took into account the mother’s report of depressive symptoms, of
her relationship with the father, and of her rating of the quality of
the father’s parenting.

The only significant finding with respect to a link between
overnight status and attachment to the mother was that children
who at age 1 had frequent overnights (1 to 5 overnights per week)
were more likely than those with some overnights to be insecurely
attached to their mothers at age 3. The relationship was nonlinear
in that the children with frequent overnights and those with some
overnights were not more likely to be insecurely attached than
those with day contact only. (The percent of insecure attachments
was lower among those who had some overnights compared with
those who had day only contact, but this difference was not
statistically significant.) Also, there were no significant links be-
tween overnights at age 3 and attachment.

As with McIntosh et al. (2010), the authors gave no explanation
for findings that failed to support the linear effects hypothesis. If
overnights with fathers are hypothesized to stress children’s at-
tachment to their mothers, how are we to understand the finding
that children who slept every night in their mothers’ homes
showed no more favorable attachment outcomes than those who

occasionally or frequently slept apart from their mother? Two
concerns are important to keep in mind when considering these
data on children’s attachment to their mothers.

First, interpreting the higher rate of insecure attachments to
mothers in the frequent versus some overnights is confounded by
an unfortunate design problem. More than half of the infants in the
frequent overnight group actually lived predominantly with their
fathers (26 of the 51 frequent overnighting infants for whom
attachment was measured, some spending as much as 70% of
overnights with their fathers). (For the 3-year-olds, 45 of the 60 for
whom attachment was measured lived predominantly with their
fathers.) When the outcome of interest is the infant’s attachment to
the parent who provides the majority of care, this group of atypical
families should be eliminated from an analysis of infant-mother
attachment. Particularly in a sample drawn from a population
whose mothers had higher rates of substance abuse, depression,
and incarceration (McLanahan, 2013), without knowing why these
babies were living with their fathers, we cannot assume that
overnights in their fathers’ home caused children’s insecure at-
tachment to their mothers any more than we assume that the
presence of umbrellas causes rain.

The second concern is that the Toddler Attachment Q-sort
(TAQ) used to measure attachment security was abbreviated and
modified from an established measure (the Attachment Q-sort
[AQS]), but there is no evidence of the validity of the reduced-
version TAQ. Also, in place of trained raters using the TAQ to
classify mother–child attachment based on hours of observed
interactions, in order to save money the Fragile Families study had
the mothers rate the behaviors that make up the attachment clas-
sification. There is some question about what is being measured
when mothers complete the AQS in place of trained raters (van
IJzendoorn, Vereijken, Kranenburg, & Riksen-Walraven, 2004;
Waters, 2013).

Even if the measure of attachment was valid and interpretable,
when relying on these results to advocate for or against overnights,
it is important to go beyond statistically significant differences to
ask if the differences raise meaningful concerns about develop-
ment. Recall how the daycare researchers clarified that the higher
level of problem behavior linked to time in childcare centers still
remained within the norm of behavior that required no special
attention. And the irritability score for frequent overnighters in the
Australian study (albeit derived from a measure of questionable
reliability), although higher than the occasional overnighters was
nonetheless identical to the sample of children in intact families
and was in the normal range for the larger data set of Australian
children. Similarly, in a population of families in which mothers
are below the poverty line or have not completed high school, the
rate of insecure attachment scores on the TAQ is 49%. All the
groups in the Tornello et al. (2013) study, regardless of frequency
of overnights, had lower percents of insecure attachment than what
we would expect for children living in poverty with poorly edu-
cated mothers.

In contrast to the attachment measure that was modified from
the original instrument and lacks evidence for its validity, chil-
dren’s behavior was assessed with a standard instrument adminis-
tered in a standard manner. Behavior as rated by their mothers
created seven variables each for children age 3 and 5. Of the 14
analyses, none showed statistically significant differences with one
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exception. Frequent overnights at age 3 predicted more positive
behavior at age 5 than day contact only and rare overnights.

Advocacy in Place of Critical Thinking and Science

The manner in which the studies by McIntosh et al. (2010) and
Tornello et al. (2013) are being interpreted and promoted by
advocates and applied by those who make policy and custody
decisions have raised concerns among social scientists (Lamb,
2012a, 2012b; Ludolph & Dale, 2012; Millar & Kruk, 2014;
Nielsen, 2013b; Cashmore & Parkinson, 2011; Pruett et al., 2012;
Warshak, 2012). In discussing the results of McIntosh et al.
(2010), it is important to go beyond synopses of the results
presented in the report itself, and subsequently by the first author,
which express concern about overnights for children under four. A
very different picture emerges when analyzing the report’s data.
The discrepancies are important because the 169-page report is far
longer than a typical article in a scientific journal and many
readers—particularly legislators, the media, and others not versed
in research psychology—may read the synopses only and take
these as an accurate and complete overview of the study’s results.

Multiple problems exist in the design, procedures, data analysis,
data reporting, and interpretation of results of the McIntosh et al.
(2010) study (Cashmore & Parkinson, 2011; Lamb, 2012b; Lu-
dolph, 2012; Nielsen, 2013c, 2013d; Parkinson & Cashmore,
2011). These are the type of problems that can affect the admis-
sibility and weight of the study when proffered as evidence in
custody litigation. They include observations such as the follow-
ing:

• The report’s synopsis (McIntosh et al., 2010, p. 9) selectively
presented what the authors interpreted as negative outcomes at-
tributed to overnights, but ignored the more numerous findings that
showed no statistically significant differences attributed to over-
nights or that showed benefits of overnights (for a discussion of
this cherry picking strategy, see Johnston, 2007). McIntosh has
been criticized for ignoring opposing viewpoints when she se-
lected theorists to interview who support the concept of an attach-
ment hierarchy, for a journal issue that she edited, and excluded
those whose views challenge this position (Lamb, 2012b; Ludolph,
2012). She then gave a skewed summary of viewpoints that se-
lectively excluded conflicting information and created a false
impression of consensus.

• The authors drew unwarranted conclusions about their data.
Consider this sentence from the synopsis: “Infants under two years
of age living with a nonresident parent for only one or more nights
a week were more irritable, and were more watchful and wary of
separation from their primary caregiver than those primarily in the
care of one parent” (p. 9). The first author subsequently described
these negative outcomes as “a cluster of stress regulation prob-
lems” (McIntosh, 2011, p. 3). This inference reveals an analytic
gap between the data and the interpretation of data (for discussions
of the legal implications of such a gap for the admissibility and
weight accorded to social science evidence, see Zervopoulos, 2008
and Zervopoulos, 2013). Because attachment theorists note that
when infants are anxious they look at their mothers and try to get
her attention, the authors assume that the more infants looked at
and sought their mothers’ attention, the more anxious they were
about her availability. This commits the logical error known as
affirming the consequent. The authors interpreted the mothers’

responses to three questions as an index of the infants’ insecurity
and anxiety about separation from their mothers.1 The questions
were extracted from the Communication and Symbolic Behavior
Scales (CSBS), a measure of an infant’s readiness to learn to talk
versus being at risk for communication delays (Wetherby & Pri-
zant, 2001). Paradoxically, the study interpreted scores that indi-
cate healthier cognitive development (greater readiness to learn to
talk) as a negative outcome (anxiety), although none of the three
questions reference anxiety. Moreover, the 3-question “visual
monitoring scale” was composed solely for the purposes of this
study and has no known validity or reliability. Without such
indices of the measure’s scientific value, the results are uninter-
pretable. In legal parlance, the measure is unreliable in the sense
that it is untrustworthy as an index of what it purports to measure
(Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, 1993).

• The study drew negative conclusions about overnights based
on scores that were within the normal range. The mean irritability
score for the frequent overnighters and the infants in intact families
was identical, and the mean score for all groups studied was within
the normal range (Sanson & Mission, 2005). Thus if the irritability
scores generate concern about “stress regulation” among over-
nighting infants, the authors should express equal concerns about
infants being raised in intact, two-parent Australian homes. Sim-
ilarly, the frequent overnighters’ mean score on behavior problems
with mother was well within the normal range and close to that of
children from intact families (Smart, 2010). The synopsis referred
to specific problem behaviors such as refusing to eat, hanging on
to the parent, and often being very upset (although the report gives
no scores for these individual behaviors). The larger database from
which this study’s data was extracted supports common sense:
Based on 4400 mothers’ reports, nearly 50% of toddlers sometimes
refused to eat and sometimes hung on their mother when she tried
to leave, and nearly 40% often got upset with their mother (Smart,
2010). It is a mistake to draw negative conclusions about a par-
enting plan based on children’s behavior that falls within a normal
range.

• Data are only as good as the validity and reliability of the
measurements. In the case of the outcomes in the Australian study,
none of the four significant negative outcomes, nor the one that
approached but did not reach statistical significance, were based
on measures that have demonstrated acceptable validity or reli-
ability (Nielsen, 2013d). In addition to the problems with the
visual monitoring scale, the reliability of the irritability scale falls
in the “questionable” range (George & Mallery, 2003); the inter-
pretation of the wheezing measure, based on only one question,
was faulty; the persistence measure lacked any reported validity,
reliability, or norms; and the scale of behavior problems with the
mother, abridged from a standard measure, had no measure of
reliability or validity for the new instrument. Also, the study
reported data only from one parent, not both. Previous studies have
found that reports of mothers and fathers about their children’s
wellbeing can vary significantly.

1 When this child plays with toys, does he/she look at you to see if you
are watching?; When you are not paying attention to this child, does he/she
try to get your attention?; Does this child try to get you to notice interesting
objects – just to get you to look at the objects, not to get you to do anything
with them?
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• The study used an unconventional definition of shared care for
infants so that the group was predominantly composed of infants
who spent only one or two nights per week with their fathers. Only
11 infants saw their fathers on a schedule that would fit standard
definitions of shared parenting. Even if the study had correctly
labeled this group as shared care and had compared them with the
other infants in the study (which it did not), a sample of 11 infants
hardly constitutes a basis for the policy recommendations prof-
fered by the study’s first author. Given the absence of any com-
parisons of infants who actually were in a shared parenting/joint
residential custody arrangement, the study has no grounds for
drawing conclusions about shared parenting for infants.

• The first author buttressed her recommendations against over-
nights with the claim that this study’s “findings are consistent with
the only other study of infants in overnight care, conducted by
Solomon and George, who found a greater propensity for anxious,
unsettled behavior in infants when reunited with the primary
caregiver, and greater propensity for development of insecure and
disorganized attachment with the primary caregiver” (McIntosh,
2011, p. 3). This not only perpetuates misunderstanding of the
Solomon and George (1999a, 1999b) study in the manner de-
scribed earlier, but also denies the existence of all the other studies
discussed above.

• An article posted on the Internet (McIntosh & the Australian
Association for Infant Mental Health, 2011) illustrates how repre-
sentations about this study contradict the actual data, overlook
results that support opposite conclusions, and potentially mislead
the audience. In the Introduction we showed how this background
paper misrepresents the actual data on babies’ irritability and
overnights, and how it disregards all studies other than Solomon
and George (1999a, 1999b). The Internet paper also perpetuates
the misleading interpretation of the three-item measure of the
infant’s readiness to learn to talk by stating that infants with
overnights “were significantly stressed. . .and worked much harder
to monitor the presence and to stay close to their primary parent
than babies who had less or no overnight time away their primary
caregiver” (McIntosh & the Australian Association for Infant
Mental Health, 2011, pp. 2). In addition to the fact that the infants
with occasional overnights were not compared with those with no
overnights, this scale does not measure stress or anxiety about the
presence of the caregiver.

Given the numerous problems in the design, data analysis, and
presentation of results, the wide gap between the actual data and
the interpretation of the data, the selective focus on results that
appear to support the authors’ theories, the de-emphasis of results
that clearly support alternative viewpoints, and the failure to ac-
knowledge or appreciate the extent to which the measures lack
validity and reliability, we must agree with other scholars (Cash-
more & Parkinson, 2011; Lamb, 2012b; Ludolph & Dale, 2012;
Nielsen, 2013b, 2013c, 2013d; Parkinson & Cashmore, 2011;
Warshak, 2012) that this study provides no reliable basis to support
custody policy, recommendations, or decisions. We are aware that
the first author and the media have relied on this study to issue
dramatic, alarming, and repeated warnings about shared care of
young children (see Nielsen, 2013d, for numerous examples).
Nevertheless such statements, however well intentioned, fail to
offset this study’s considerable limitations. Experts who rely on
the study incur a professional obligation to discuss its limitations
and the extent to which its conclusions and recommendations

depart from the mainstream of scientific literature. Courts and
legislators should be aware of the significant limitations of the
McIntosh et al. (2010) report before accepting testimony about the
study as relevant and reliable evidence for restricting young chil-
dren’s contact with their father.

Similar concerns limit the extent to which we can rely on
Tornello et al. (2013) for guidance in policy and custody decisions.
The authors acknowledged limitations of their attachment mea-
sure, stating that the measure “can be called into question” (p.
883). It would be accurate to state that we have no evidence of the
measure’s validity and that it is unclear what its results mean.
Other researchers using the Fragile Families dataset are forthright
in stating that the instrument lacks objectivity (Pudasainee-Kapri
& Razza, 2013). Especially when research is promoted as a basis
for evidence in court, as in a quote attributed to Tornello in her
university’s press release (Samarrai, 2013), lack of objectivity is
an important factor in determining the admissibility and weight of
the evidence.

In Tornello et al. (2013), the measure of attachment without
established validity showed an ambiguous relationship between
overnights and attachment security, and the valid measure of
behavior showed one benefit linked to overnights, no drawbacks,
and no relationship for 13 outcomes. As with McIntosh’s (2011)
attempt to buttress her recommendations by claiming consistency
between her study’s findings and those of Solomon & George
(1999a, 1999b), which McIntosh did not represent accurately,
Tornello et al. (2013) similarly claimed that their study joined the
previous two in finding evidence of increased insecurity among
very young children with frequent overnights. Our earlier discus-
sion shows why such a claim is misleading. In a press release
issued by the University of Virginia (Samarrai, 2013), the results
are cited to support a policy that discourages overnights for infants.
Contrary to the press release’s claim of “dramatic” findings, in-
fants who spent at least one night per week away from their
mothers did not have more insecure attachments than babies who
saw their fathers only during the day. The release’s misstatement
underscores the pull to selectively cite and sometimes misrepresent
data in the service of advocating for or against a particular par-
enting plan. Decision makers are urged to distinguish between
scientists’ reports and advocates’ hyperbole.

To understand the receptivity on the part of the media and some
of our colleagues to the dramatic warnings attributed to the outlier
studies, we cannot rule out the fact that the studies’ conclusions
and the authors’ recommendations reinforce long-held gender ste-
reotypes about parental roles. McIntosh interviewed neuroscientist
Schore (Schore & McIntosh, 2011) who advanced the idea that
women, but not men, are biologically wired to care for their babies,
by virtue of having generally larger orbitofrontal cortexes and
enhanced capacities for nonverbal communication and empa-
thy—a 21st century spin on the “motherhood mystique” and the
tender years presumption (Warshak, 1992; Warshak, 2011).

Conflict and Parenting Plans

A common response to research that portrays positive outcomes
for children and parents in shared physical custody arrangements is
to challenge the relevance of such research for parents who litigate
custody or display high levels of conflict when interacting with
each other (Martindale, 2011). The two are sometimes equated by
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psychologists who argue that if a couple take their dispute to court,
by definition they are a “high conflict couple” and this should
automatically exclude the option of the court imposing joint resi-
dential custody when one or both parents seek sole custody (Bu-
chanan, 2001; Emery, 2004). These psychologists dismiss the
positive outcomes found in studies of shared parenting as relevant
only to those couples who voluntarily agree to share custody. The
hypothesis is that couples who settle out of court for shared
physical custody begin with lower levels of conflict and that the
same factors that play a role in their agreeing to share custody may
also contribute to the positive outcomes in these families.

This hypothesis lacks empirical support. The Stanford study
(Maccoby & Mnookin, 1992) found that children in joint residen-
tial arrangements compared with other children were most satis-
fied with the custody plan and showed the best long-term adjust-
ments, even after controlling for factors that might predispose
parents to select joint physical custody (such as education, income,
and initial levels of parental hostility) (Maccoby, Buchanan,
Mnookin, & Dornbusch, 1993). In fact in 80% of the joint resi-
dential families one or both parents initially did not want and agree
to the arrangement (Fabricius et al., 2012). Other studies found that
parents with shared time arrangements had no less conflict than
those with sole custody parenting plans (Melli & Brown, 2008; for
a review, see Nielsen, 2013a).

A meta-analysis of 33 studies reported better emotional, behav-
ioral, and academic functioning for children in joint physical
custody compared with children in sole custody, regardless of the
level of conflict between parents (Bauserman, 2002). Studies that
measured amount of parenting time as opposed to frequency of
transitions between homes found that more parenting time is not
associated with poorer child outcomes in high-conflict families
where there is no violence or abuse (Fabricius et al., 2012). With
the exception of reports by mothers who had concerns about
children’s safety in the care of the father, 1 to 2 years after
separation, conflict was neither more nor less damaging for chil-
dren in shared care-time arrangements than for children in other
arrangements (Kaspiew et al., 2009). Rather than magnify harmful
effects of parental conflict, shared parenting may protect children
from some of its negative consequences (Braver & O’Connell,
1998; Fabricius, Braver, Diaz, & Velez, 2010; Fabricius et al.,
2012; Gunnoe & Braver, 2001; Sandler, Miles, Cookston, &
Braver, 2008; Sandler, Wheeler, & Braver, 2013).

One way in which shared parenting time can reduce children’s
exposure to tension-filled communications between parents is that
longer periods of time with each parent reduces the number of
transfers between parents. For instance, a 2-hr contact means the
child makes two transitions a day between parents. Simply chang-
ing the 2-hr contact to an overnight reduces the transitions between
homes to one per day. Also, not all parents who litigate custody are
in high conflict. Some parents disagree about which parenting plan
is in the child’s best interests and take their dispute to court, but
otherwise treat each other with civility.

A policy of automatically denying joint physical custody when
a couple is labeled as “high conflict” brings additional drawbacks
in addition to denying children the protective buffer of a nurturing
relationship. It sends the message that generating or sustaining
conflict can be an effective strategy to override shared custody
(Kelly, 2012; Warshak, 2011). This discourages civil communica-
tion and cooperation, and may reduce children’s time with the

parent who is less angry, particularly if the other parent fails to
recognize and support the children’s need for positive relationships
with two parents (Garber, 2012). Such a policy also overlooks the
heterogeneity of the dynamics of interparental conflict (Kelly,
2003; Kelly, 2012). The label high conflict couple implies that
both parents actively engage in conflict. Although this is true in
some cases, in other cases the label is a misnomer because one
parent may be a victim of the other parent’s vindictive rage or
attempts to marginalize the parent’s involvement in raising the
child (Friedman, 2004; Kelly, 2003; Kelly, 2012).

Because of the consistency of findings regarding the harmful
impact of parental conflict to which children are exposed, we
recommend the following:

• When feasible parents should be encouraged to create parent-
ing plans through a collaborative, nonadversarial process that
increases the likelihood that both parents will be satisfied with the
plan and can give it relatively unambivalent support.

• Interventions such as mediation and parenting coordination
can help parents better manage conflict and reduce its negative
impact on children.

• When considering the implications of conflict for custody
dispositions, courts, operating under the best-interest standard, can
hear evidence that goes beyond identifying the presence of conflict
and sheds light on the dynamics of the conflict, the contributions
of each party to it, and the quality of parenting.

• When tension and conflict accompany transfers of children
from one home to the other, rather than reduce children’s time with
one parent as a response to concerns about parental conflict,
consideration should be given to conducting transfers at neutral
sites where both parents are not present at the same time (Main,
Hesse, & Hesse, 2011). For instance, the children can be dropped
off at daycare by one parent and picked up by the other. This
protects children from exposure to parental conflict.

• To the extent that conflict is generated by a father who
opposes the mother’s efforts to marginalize his participation in
raising the young child, efforts should be made to educate the
mother about the benefits to children of parenting plans that give
more opportunities for the development and strengthening of
father–child relationships and that keep fathers more involved.

• Both parents should be encouraged to understand the emo-
tional difficulty that can attend being apart from a young child for
extended time periods, difficulty that is multiplied when a parent’s
employment keeps him or her away from the child for most of the
weekdays. Parents should be encouraged to provide regular feed-
back to each other about the young child’s routines, behavior, and
health, and to the extent possible assuage each other’s concerns
about the child’s development when in the care of the other parent.

Stability of Shared Physical Custody Arrangements

Some commentators express concern that shared physical cus-
tody arrangements are not stable and tend to “drift” into de facto
physical custody with the mother (with a concomitant concern that
child support payments fail to adjust accordingly). The data re-
garding the stability of shared physical custody are mixed
(Nielsen, 2013b). Earlier studies identified this phenomenon (Mac-
coby & Mnookin, 1992; Buchanan & Maccoby, 1996), as did a
more recent Australian study (Smyth, Weston, Moloney, Richard-
son, & Temple, 2008). But another recent and methodologically
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rigorous large-scale study in Wisconsin found no such drift
(Berger et al., 2008). Three years after divorce, the shared physical
custody arrangements were as durable as sole mother custody
arrangements, with 90% of the dual residence children remaining
in this arrangement. Although the basic custody arrangement did
not change, children in sole mother custody were much more likely
to experience a dropoff—and thus instability—in contact with
their father. Kaspiew et al. (2009) found mother-custody arrange-
ments the most stable, but also reported high stability for equal
(48–52% division of time) parenting.

Regardless of the level of stability of sole, shared, and equal
custody, or the reasons for the discrepant findings among the
studies, it would be a mistake to assume that changing parenting
plans as children mature necessarily means that the custody ar-
rangement failed. Parents who change the children’s residential
schedule may be responding to changes in the family and changes
in their children’s needs and preferences. Such flexibility may
further rather than impede children’s optimal development and
satisfaction with the parenting plan.

Special Circumstances

Some circumstances depart significantly from the norm and do
not lend themselves to the same general recommendations that
apply to the majority of parenting plan decisions. These circum-
stances include a history of intimate partner violence, a history or
credible risk of neglect, physical abuse, sexual abuse, or psycho-
logical abuse toward a child, manifestations of restrictive gate-
keeping such as persistent and unwarranted interference with par-
enting time (Austin, Fieldstone, & Pruett, 2013; Pruett, Arthur, &
Ebling, 2007; Pruett et al., 2012; Warshak et al., 2003), a history
of child abduction, a child’s special needs (e.g., cystic fibrosis or
autism), and a significant geographical separation between the
parents. With the exception of relocation, each of these circum-
stances requires special safeguards to protect children.

The relocation of a parent with the child away from the other
parent alters the range of feasible parenting plans and magnifies
a parent’s ability to effectively exclude and erase the nonmoving
parent from the child’s life, particularly if the relocation is to a
foreign destination (Warshak, 2013). Recommendations derived
from attachment theory and research encourage parents to delay a
move until the child is at least three years old (Austin, 2010; Kelly
& Lamb, 2003). As mentioned earlier, children require frequent
interaction with and caring from each parent to lay the building
blocks of a solid parent–child relationship. Younger children have
more limited ability to tolerate separations and to sustain a mean-
ingful relationship over a prolonged absence. They change more
rapidly and the parent needs regular contact to remain in sync with
the child.

Braver, Ellman, and Fabricius (2003) found negative effects
associated with a child’s relocation far away from one parent.
Nevertheless no empirical research exists regarding the long-term
impact of a very young child’s lengthy separations from one
parent, while living with the other parent. Concerns and guidelines
offered by evaluators and therapists arise from their clinical expe-
rience with children whose problems apparently reflect stress
aroused by a residential schedule that is insensitive to their devel-
opmental needs. We need to exercise caution about making gen-
eralizations based on these anecdotal observations. The children

seen by therapists are those who are not doing well. We do not
know how many children might benefit from, or be unaffected by,
a plan we might reject as theoretically unwise.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Two central issues addressed in this article are the extent to
which young children’s time should be spent predominantly in the
care of the same parent or divided more evenly between both
parents, and whether children under the age of 4 should sleep in the
same home every night or spend overnights in both parents’
homes. Differences of opinion regarding shared parenting for
young children focus on the issue of whether giving children more
time with their fathers, aimed at strengthening father–child rela-
tionships, risks harming the mother–child relationships. The con-
cern is that spending too much time away from the mother, or
having overnights away from her, rather than ensure that a child
has a high quality relationship with both parents, will result in the
child having poor relationships with both parents. Research allays
such concerns for older children in shared custody (Fabricius et al.,
2012). More frequent contact with fathers brings benefits but does
not come at the expense of the quality of the mother–child rela-
tionships. The research reviewed earlier on parenting time in intact
families shows that the average infant in the United States spends
less than half time in the care of the mother and even less time
receiving direct care from her. Combined with the daycare studies,
this research should put to rest the idea that children are inevitably
harmed by extended separations from their mothers.

The results of the 16 studies relevant to parenting plans gener-
ally support rather than oppose shared parenting and overnights for
young children. But predominantly the studies show little direct
impact of overnights in the short run. The three studies that often
are cited as evidence for the harmful effects of greater father
involvement with young children actually found mixed or ambig-
uous results perhaps because the measures used were inadequate
by scientific standards. Nevertheless the lack of long-term studies
directly comparing different residential schedules for children who
are raised from a young age in two homes perpetuates debate
among professionals and opens the door for opinions and recom-
mendations that reflect hypotheses, speculations, and biases rather
than scientifically established facts.

Until we have more studies on the long-term outcome of par-
enting plans that originated in early childhood, we must rely on
extrapolations from what is known about how much time and what
type of care infants and toddlers need for their wellbeing. The
research on children being raised by parents who live apart from
each other, in the larger context of scientific knowledge about the
factors that foster optimal child development and the formation
and maintenance of healthy parent–child relationships, offers
guidelines that should inform decision makers and those who assist
them, such as parents, mediators, child custody experts, lawyers,
and judges. When compared with the wider body of child devel-
opment and daycare research relevant to parenting plans, the
number and quality of studies that focus specifically on young
children whose parents live apart from each other is limited.

This document is not the first consensus report on the implica-
tions of research for parenting plans. A multidisciplinary group of
experts, sponsored by the U.S. National Institute of Child Health
and Human Development, met in 1994 to evaluate the empirical
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evidence regarding the ways in which children are affected by
divorce and the impact of various custody arrangements. This
group issued a report (Lamb, Sternberg, & Thompson, 1997) with
the following conclusion relevant to parenting plans for young
children:

To maintain high-quality relationships with their children, parents
need to have sufficiently extensive and regular interaction with them,
but the amount of time involved is usually less important than the
quality of the interaction that it fosters. Time distribution arrange-
ments that ensure the involvement of both parents in important aspects
of their children’s everyday lives and routines—including bedtime
and waking rituals, transitions to and from school, extracurricular and
recreational activities—are likely to keep nonresidential parents play-
ing psychologically important and central roles in the lives of their
children. How this is accomplished must be flexibly tailored to the
developmental needs, temperament, and changing individual circum-
stances of the children concerned (p. 400).

Between 1999 and 2001, a well-cited exchange of articles chal-
lenged the wisdom of guidelines that restricted young children
from sleeping in their fathers’ home. One group of authors sup-
ported flexible, individualized parenting plans, rather than absolute
rules favoring or prohibiting overnights (Kelly & Lamb, 2000;
Lamb & Kelly, 2001; Warshak, 2000; Warshak, 2002). They
recommended that decision makers consider the option of over-
nights with fathers for its potential benefits to the children’s
developing relationships with both parents. Those opposing this
view conceded the need for some relaxation of restrictions but
continued to emphasize concerns about potential harm rather than
potential benefits of overnights (Solomon & Biringen, 2001; Birin-
gen et al., 2002). They proposed that overnights should be viewed
with caution rather than prohibited or contraindicated on an a
priori basis, thus accepting that in some cases overnights with their
fathers might be in young children’s best interests.

In the aftermath of the 1997 consensus report, the subsequent
articles on parenting plans for young children, and a growing body
of research relevant to shared parenting, the importance of provid-
ing sufficient opportunities to ensure that children develop and
maintain high quality relationships with both parents was increas-
ingly recognized (Finley & Schwartz, 2010; Schwartz & Finley,
2010). The decade between 2001 and 2011 saw increasing accep-
tance of overnights among mental health professionals, courts, and
parents of infants and toddlers. Despite some backlash from those
who advocate designating one parent as a primary caregiver,
discouraging shared parenting for young children, and resurrecting
20th century blanket restrictions unless overnights are deemed to
be helpful to the parent designated as the primary caregiver (e.g.,
McIntosh, 2011), for reasons discussed above we think this is
misguided and inconsistent with an evidence-based approach to
parenting plans. The research published since the 1997 consensus
reinforces that consensus’ conclusions (Adamsons & Johnson,
2013; Nielsen, 2013a, 2013b; Sarkadi, Kristiansson, Oberklaid, &
Bremberg, 2007).

Nevertheless we acknowledge that both the quantity and quality
of research leave much unknown and call for modesty in formu-
lating conclusions to guide custody decisions. With this caveat in
mind, the endorsers of this document agree that the current state of
the scientific literature supports the following conclusions and
recommendations. We recognize that many factors such as cultural

norms and political considerations affect the type of custody policy
that society deems as desirable. To the extent that policy and
custody decisions seek to express scientific knowledge about child
development, the analyses in this article should receive significant
weight by legislators and decision makers.

1. Just as we encourage parents in intact families to share
care of their children, we believe that the social science
evidence on the development of healthy parent–child
relationships, and the long-term benefits of healthy
parent–child relationships, supports the view that shared
parenting should be the norm for parenting plans for
children of all ages, including very young children. We
recognize that some parents and situations are unsuitable
for shared parenting, such as those mentioned in point #7
below.

2. Young children’s interests benefit when two adequate
parents follow a parenting plan that provides their chil-
dren with balanced and meaningful contact with each
parent while avoiding a template that calls for a specific
division of time imposed on all families.

3. In general the results of the studies reviewed in this
document are favorable to parenting plans that more
evenly balance young children’s time between two
homes. Child developmental theory and data show that
babies normally form attachments to both parents and
that a parent’s absence for long periods of time jeopar-
dizes the security of these attachments. Evidence regard-
ing the amount of parenting time in intact families and
regarding the impact of daycare demonstrates that spend-
ing half time with infants and toddlers is more than
sufficient to support children’s needs. Thus, to maximize
children’s chances of having a good and secure relation-
ship with each parent, we encourage both parents to
maximize the time they spend with their children. Parents
have no reason to worry if they share parenting time up
to 50/50 when this is compatible with the logistics of
each parent’s schedule.

4. Research on children’s overnights with fathers favors
allowing children under four to be cared for at night by
each parent rather than spending every night in the same
home. We find the theoretical and practical consider-
ations favoring overnights for most young children to be
more compelling than concerns that overnights might
jeopardize children’s development. Practical consider-
ations are relevant to consider when tailoring a parenting
plan for young children to the circumstances of the par-
ents. Such considerations may not be evident in the
laboratory, or measured by existing studies, but they are
readily apparent to parents and consultants who must
attend to the feasibility of parenting plan options (Lu-
dolph, 2012). Overnights create potential benefits related
to the logistics of sharing parenting time.

Parents of young children are more likely than parents of
older children to be at an early stage in their career or
employment at which they have less flexibility and con-
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trol over their work schedules. Parenting schedules that
offer the father and child 2-hr blocks of time together,
two or three times per week, can unduly stress their
contacts. Consider the logistics of loading a baby and
necessary paraphernalia in a car, driving to the father’s
residence, unloading the car, feeding the child, and help-
ing the child become accustomed to the surroundings. If
the child has to be returned within 2 hours of being
picked up by the father, this leaves little time for relaxed
interaction. Overnights help to reduce the tension asso-
ciated with rushing to return the child, and thus poten-
tially improve the quality and satisfaction of the contact
both for the parent and child. Overnights allow the child
to settle in to the father’s home, which would be more
familiar to the child who regularly spends the night in the
home compared with one who has only 1-hr segments in
the home (allowing for transportation and preparation for
the return trip). The physical spaces in which father–
child interactions take place influence the nature and
types of interaction, and affect the father’s identity as a
parent (Marsiglio, Roy, & Fox, 2005). Spending the night
allows the father to participate in a wider range of bond-
ing activities, such as engaging in bedtime rituals and
comforting the child in the event of nighttime awaken-
ings. An additional advantage of overnights is that in the
morning the father can return the child to the daycare;
this avoids exposing the child to tensions associated with
the parents’ direct contact with each other.

Nonetheless, because of the relatively few studies cur-
rently available, the limitations of these studies, and the
predominance of results that indicate no direct benefit or
drawback for overnights per se outside the context of
other factors, we stop short of concluding that the current
state of evidence supports a blanket policy or legal pre-
sumption regarding overnights. Because of the well-
documented vulnerability of father–child relationships
among never-married and divorced parents, and the stud-
ies that identify overnights as a protective factor associ-
ated with increased father commitment to child rearing
and reduced incidence of father drop-out, and because no
study demonstrates any net risk of overnights, decision
makers should recognize that depriving young children of
overnights with their fathers could compromise the qual-
ity of their developing relationship.

5. Parenting plans that provide children with contact no
more than six days per month with a parent, and require
the children to wait more than a week between contacts,
tax the parent–child relationships. This type of limited
access schedule risks compromising the foundation of the
parent–child bond. It deprives children of the type of
relationship and contact that most children want with
both parents. The research supports the growing trend of
statutory law and case law that encourages maximizing
children’s time with both parents. This may be even more
important for young children in order to lay a strong
foundation for their relationships with their fathers and to
foster security in those relationships. Rather than place

obstacles in the path of fathers’ involvement with their
children, society should encourage fathers to be more
productively and directly engaged in their children’s
lives. Broadly speaking, diverse stakeholders must col-
laboratively develop a range of social initiatives—includ-
ing public policy and psychoeducational programs—that
help set the stage for fathers and young children to forge
healthy bonds (Cowan, Cowan, Pruett, Pruett, & Wong,
2009; Marsiglio & Roy, 2012).

6. There is no evidence to support postponing the introduc-
tion of regular and frequent involvement, including over-
nights, of both parents with their babies and toddlers.
Maintaining children’s attachment relationships with
each parent is an important consideration when develop-
ing parenting plans. The likelihood of maintaining these
relationships is maximized by reducing the lengths of
separations between children and each parent and by
providing adequate parenting time for each parent. Such
arrangements allow each parent to learn about the child’s
individual needs and to hone parenting skills most ap-
propriate for each developmental period. The optimal
frequency and duration of children’s time with each
parent will differ among children, depending on several
factors such as their age and their parents’ circumstances,
motivations, and abilities to care for the children. Other
important considerations include children’s unique rela-
tionship histories with each parent and their experience of
each parent’s care and involvement. In each case where it
is desirable to foster the parent–child relationship, the
parenting plan needs to be sensitive to the child’s needs,
titrating the frequency, duration, and structure of contact.

7. Our recommendations apply in normal circumstances, for
most children with most parents. The existence of parents
with major deficits in how they care for their children,
such as parents who neglect or abuse their children, and
those from whom children would need protection and
distance even in intact families, should not dictate policy
for the majority of children being raised by parents who
live apart from each other. Also, our recommendations
apply to children who have relationships with both par-
ents. If a child has a relationship with one parent and no
prior relationship with the other parent, or a peripheral, at
best, relationship, different plans will serve the goal of
building the relationship versus strengthening and main-
taining an existing relationship.

The endorsers of this document, all highly accomplished in their
fields, nonetheless do not represent the views of all child devel-
opment and divorce specialists. We hope the stature of the signa-
tories garners respect and attention from decision makers. But we
do not ask others to accept our opinions based solely on our
reputations as experts. Rather it is our conviction that our analyses
meet the test of scientific validity and reliability, and thus are
trustworthy in the legal sphere. We anticipate and invite responses
from colleagues who favor different positions. But we encourage
policymakers and decision makers to carefully distinguish between
balanced, accurate presentations versus biased accounts of re-
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search and to avoid over relying on outlier studies with question-
able methods and results.

Meltzoff (1998) warns: “Uncritical acceptance of invalid re-
search can impede the development of the field and jeopardize
human welfare” (p. 9). We believe that uncritical acceptance of
invalid research on shared parenting plans for young children has
jeopardized the welfare of many parent–child relationships. This
document is our attempt to correct misrepresentations of the state
of science and the harm such misrepresentations threaten.
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Guest column: New laws needed for shared parenting 

By Troy Matson, Contributor 

The term “child custody” often brings to mind a winner, a loser and — worst of all — a child caught in 

the middle. 

But that doesn’t have to be the case. 

When family courts approve shared parenting after divorce, we see two winning parents playing active 

roles in their children’s daily lives, little conflict, minimal legal fees and a thriving child. 

In Florida, the law allows children of divorced parents to fare better than those in some states; however, 

a new study indicates we have more work to do. 

The National Parents Organization released its inaugural Shared Parenting Report Card, providing the 

nation’s first study to analyze and issue each state a grade, A through F, on child custody laws. 

On a 4.0 scale, the nation scored a dismal 1.63 grade. Florida came out better than the national average 

by scoring a C. But a C is not good enough for our children. 

In courts across Florida, significant parenting time is often defined as just 25 percent. Shared parental 

rights and responsibilities, a presumption for which exists in Florida, are difficult to exercise if one 

parent has the vast majority of time with the child. Florida statutes currently do not provide a 

presumption for parents to have equal time. 

A number of states are considering reforming their related child custody laws to better ensure children 

have equal time with both their parents following divorce, and Florida legislators should follow suit and 

move to reform state child custody laws in ways that better support shared parenting. 

With research increasingly supportive of shared parenting, now is the time to reform laws. Just this year, 

three different groups of child development researchers and practitioners endorsed shared parenting in 

most circumstances. 

Among them is a report by prominent psychologist Richard Warshak, titled “Social Science and Parenting 

Plans for Young Children: A Consensus Report,” which was endorsed by 110 child development experts 

and concludes “shared parenting should be the norm for parenting plans for children of all ages, 

including very young children.” 

Limited parenting arrangements have dramatic effects on our children’s emotional, mental and physical 

health. 

The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the U.S. Department of Justice and the U.S. Census 

Bureau report that children raised by single parents account for: 

■ 85 percent of those in prison. 

■ 85 percent of children who exhibit behavioral disorders. 



■ 90 percent of homeless and runaway children. 

Considering the prevalence of data supporting shared parenting with equal time — not to mention 

shared parenting is what children most want and need — we must continue working toward change. 

According to the U.S. Census Bureau, 35 percent of children in our nation today are raised in households 

where the mother and father no longer live together, and these children deserve better. 

Just as we encourage our children to earn grades that reflect their best efforts, Florida and the nation as 

a whole must make a best effort to improve our family court system. 

Troy Matson of Jacksonville is chair of the National Parents Organization of Florida. 

 



From: hopelarry@yahoo.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Fwd: Please vote yes to SB 688 Bill, Elected officials have given you a Bill by a majority vote.
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 1:24:27 PM

>>>>>>> Governor Rick Scott, please sign the
>>>>>>> ALIMONY REFORM SB 668 INTO LAW.     The majority has approved this bill for you to sign.
Elected officials have voiced their vote by a majority ....again and again.  Please do not let your one vote defeat what
the people want.     If you veto this bill you will confirm  why everyone is voting for Donald Trump, everyone is
tired of no one listening to us. I hope you  vote YES.                           Thank you,
>>>>>>> Larry Hope



From: hopelarry@yahoo.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Fwd: Please vote yes to SB 688 Bill, Elected officials have given you a Bill by a majority vote.
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 3:51:37 PM

>>>>>>> Governor Rick Scott, please sign the
>>>>>>> ALIMONY REFORM SB 668 INTO LAW.     The majority has approved this bill for you to sign.
Elected officials have voiced their vote by a majority ....again and again.  Please do not let your one vote defeat what
the people want.     If you veto this bill you will confirm  why everyone is voting for Donald Trump, everyone is
tired of no one listening to us. I hope you  vote YES.                           Thank you,
>>>>>>> Larry Hope



From: Concerned Citizen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Fwd: SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 4:39:31 PM

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Michael Izzolo <mizzolo@comcast.net>
Date: Mon, Apr 4, 2016 at 7:38 PM
Subject: SB 668
To: ccforalimonyreform@gmail.com

Please sign SB 668. Let good people retire and move forward without the unfair cloud of
permanent alimony. It doesn't do anyone good in the long run and it creates unnecessary
hostility and despair within families. Please get Florida out of the dark ages and sign this
very good, healthy, fair and necessary bill.

Michael Izzolo
President Michael Leonard's Inc



From: royaldaughter@cfl.rr.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Fwd: SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 12:17:20 PM

Sent with love from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: royaldaughter@cfl.rr.com
Date: March 25, 2016 at 4:00:32 PM EDT
Subject: SB 668

Republican voter 
Heidi Messina 
386-527-3191
South Daytona , Fl. 32119
Sent with love from my iPhone



From: royaldaughter@cfl.rr.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Fwd: Sign SB668, this is why, Video Tour - Inn On The Avenue
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 12:15:16 PM

Sent with love from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: royaldaughter@cfl.rr.com
Date: April 11, 2016 at 11:49:16 AM EDT
To: Governor Scott <rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com>
Subject: Sign SB668, this is why, Video Tour - Inn On The Avenue

Governor Scott " our " ex-wife has this beautiful business for over four years
now. Yet she still collects $10,000 every month for over 11 years from us. We are
not the only ones that struggle with this situation. Please watch the video and see
that" our" ex-wife is doing just fine now and no longer needs our permanent
alimony support! My husband is 11 years older than his ex-wife and would like to
retire although now it's not going to be the same because she's got over $1 million
on top of the $750,000.00 + at the beginning of their divorce. Please do what's
right and sign SB 668. This has NOTHING TO DO WITH CHILD SUPPORT. 

https://innontheave.com/about/video-tour

Sent with love from my iPhone



From: royaldaughter@cfl.rr.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Fwd: Sign SB668, this is why, Video Tour - Inn On The Avenue
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 4:41:32 PM

Sent with love from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: royaldaughter@cfl.rr.com
Date: April 11, 2016 at 11:49:16 AM EDT
To: Governor Scott <rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com>
Subject: Sign SB668, this is why, Video Tour - Inn On The Avenue

Governor Scott " our " ex-wife has this beautiful business for over four years
now. Yet she still collects $10,000 every month for over 11 years from us. We are
not the only ones that struggle with this situation. Please watch the video and see
that" our" ex-wife is doing just fine now and no longer needs our permanent
alimony support! My husband is 11 years older than his ex-wife and would like to
retire although now it's not going to be the same because she's got over $1 million
on top of the $750,000.00 + at the beginning of their divorce. Please do what's
right and sign SB 668. This has NOTHING TO DO WITH CHILD SUPPORT. 

https://innontheave.com/about/video-tour

Sent with love from my iPhone



From: Dan Bailie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Fwd: Sir - Please Sign Alimony Reform Bill (SB 668)
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 6:57:45 AM

Governor Scott,

Please do not let let the powerful Florida Bar convince you to veto the desperately needed Alimony
Reform Bill (SB 668). The fact that the Florida Bar is pushing so hard to kill SB 668 is evidence that the
Bar is more interested in making money on the plight of families during divorces instead of what is of
doing what is best for Florida families over the long term.

I respectfully request that you make the right choice for families and support Alimony Reform by signing
SB 668 into law.

I am a retired and permanently disabled Army veteran, living and working in Northern Virginia. My aging
parents and three adult children live in Florida. I am now in the final phase of my life and it's time for me
to retire so that I can take care of my parents and spend more time with my grown children However, I
cannot retire as long as I am burdened with permanent alimony. I have been working hard to support
myself and my family for over 45 years.

I have been a permanent alimony payor for over 13 years. My ex-wife has worked most of her life and is
currently working full time for the State of Florida. She has excellent Permanent Tricare health care
coverage, and other important benefits as a result of her current employment with the State of Florida. To
supplement her employment income she is permanently receiving 50% of of my military retirement pay,
which is a significant amount of money.

As I stated before, I respectfully request you support Alimony Reform by signing SB 668 into law. Thank
you sir for approving desperately needed legislation.

Very Respectfully,
Dan Bailie
Permanent Alimony Payor
Bristow, Virginia



From: Jacqueline Hunter
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Fwd: VETO PRO-PAYOR SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 1:24:54 PM

Sent from my iPhone

>
> Governor Scott,
>
> Trust you will take the high road and VETO
> this terrible bill and not feel pressured to vote against women.
>                                Mrs. Charles H. Hunter
>                                Clearwater Beach, FL
>                                              33767
>
>
>
> Sent from my iPhone



From: Ashley Gay
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Fwd: VETO SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 9:50:52 AM

Hello Gov. Scott

My name is Ashley Gay and I am urging you to VETO SB 668 and establish a neutral Task
Force!! Women are the caregivers, chauffeurs, homemakers, accountants, etc and by taking
care of all these necessities , wives enable their husbands to make more money. This reform
does not create a platform in equality!



From: Jorge Caballero
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: GOVERNOR, PLEASE SUPPORT ALIMONY REFORM AND SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 9:25:26 AM

GOVERNOR, PLEASE SUPPORT ALIMONY REFORM AND SIGN SB 
668 INTO LAW. WE SUPPORTED YOU DURING YOUR ELECTION 
AND NOW IT’S TIME FOR YOU TO PLEASE, PLEASE SIGN SB 668 
INTO LAW. IT’S TIME TO STOP HARMING FAMILIES!! YOU HAVE 
THE POWER TO STOP THE ABUSE BY SIGNING SB 668 INTO 
LAW!!!

Respectfully, another of the thousands of victims of the archaic family law system in 
Florida!!

Jorge Caballero



From: THOMAS NORTH
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Gov. Rick Scott Please sign SB 668 Alimony reform bill
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:09:00 AM

Hi Gov. Rick Scott

I am writing to you at this time to please sign the Alimony reform bill SB 668 The
current Alimony laws are old and one sided. For example how does a 14 year
Marriage justify permanent Alimony? Your campaign was Florida let's get to work. So
supporting an old law that enables people to sit back and do nothing goes against
your Campaign. My ex worked before during and after and tells our kids why should I
get remarried or improve myself when I am getting all that money from your Dad. How
wrong is that? My two kids are married now. I am self- employed with 1 employee My
house went into Foreclosure and I had to file Bankruptcy If I do not get some kind of
relief I might lose my Business because I have no money to replace my aging
equipment. My ex has the ability to make 4 times the $18,000 a year she claims she's
making and that is a fact. But Florida law puts no responsibility on the one receiving
Alimony to become self-sufficient. Florida is a no fault State but Alimony is one sided.
Please help and sign SB 668 in to law so maybe people like me can get some relief
PS I have a salary of $50,000 a year and draw the $30,000 a year from my Business
to pay the $2,500 a month to pay her. It’s time to stand Behind your Campaign Florida
let’s get to work. It is time to make Alimony recipients work to become self-sufficient.
Thank you for your time

Thomas A North



From: Dan Walsh
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Governor Scott I am owed alimony and I am in FAVOR of SB 668 and here"s why
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 12:48:36 AM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6A2RIQHz0qw

https://issuu.com/walshie50/docs/family_law_reform

https://divorcecorp.wikispaces.com/file/view/Florida+Fifth+District+Court+of+Appeal+and+Racketeering.pdf



From: Katherine Burt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Governor Scott, I urge you to sign SB 668 into law!
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 12:27:48 PM

From: Katherine Burt <katieburt50@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 46236

Phone Number: 3179453096

Message Body: I am writing on behalf of my dear friend who lives in Florida and whose life is impacted by the
current (yet outdated) law requiring life-long alimony payments. The new proposed law (SB 668) is very fair to both
parties in a dissolving marriage. I hope you'll review the law and make the decision to support SB 668. Thank you
for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,
Katherine Burt



From: GGREENWALDMD@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Governor Scott: Please sign SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 7:43:42 PM

Governor Scott:
Please sign SB668 approving alimony reform.
Thank you.
Gerald Greenwald MD



From: Luis Velez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Help stop automatic 50/50 - ask Governor Scott to VETO SB668 now! – Update on "Help protect infants &

children - VETO 50/50 automatic time-sharing
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:02:35 PM

From: Luis Velez <lmvelez005@gmail.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33182

Phone Number: 3054985933

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:  I am deeply concerned about the time-sharing provisions of SB668 and
believe that the potential new law will have a very negative impact in the family law arena, particularly on children. 
If passed, the bill will force a mandatory presumption of 50/50 timesharing (i.e., custody) of infants and children in
all family law cases.  Currently the standard in Florida (and most other states) is the "best interest of the child", and
Judge's do not have to award 50/50 custody if the evidence suggests that it is not in a child's best interest.  If this law
passes, this mandated 50/50 timesharing of even infants could only be challenged if a parent can afford expensive
litigation to protect his or her children.  For instance, if a father objects to a mother having a child for more than the
presumed 50/50 timesharing, the mother would have to hire a lawyer and litigate to attack the 50/50 presumption,
and vice versa. A 50/50 custody presumption will be very detrimental for very young babies who are breastfeeding
as it will force them to be away from their mothers for 7 out of 14 days.  It is a direct attack on a child's right to
breastfeed, and on a mother's right to provide breastmilk for their child. It will also negatively affect individulas in
relationships plagued with domestic violence and abuse, as their aggressors can threaten to take them to court to get
their children 50/50 should they decide to leave them.  Moreover, no studies were conducted and no research was
done by the Senate to determine that the 50/50 presumption benefits children. A number of groups including the
Florida League of Women Voters, the Family Law Section of the Florida Bar, UniteWomen.Org FL, the democratic
Hispanic Caucus, the FL Breastfeeding Coalition, and others oppose this harmful bill.  A number of former family
law Judges have also spoken out against it. This legislation has the potential to be very harmful to children,
particularly to children of parents from low socio-economic backgrounds.  I urge you to veto SB 668, and stand up
for children's rights in doing so!

Luis velez



From: Shannon Blossman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: I could not make support SB668 rally but I support the bill.
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 5:06:00 PM

Please sign SB 668 into law. It is good for florida families,



From: Jennifer Lindblad
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: I support SB 668 Alimony Reform
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 3:55:27 PM

Please reform alimony by signing SB 668!

Thank you!
Jennifer Lindblad
8879 Falcon Pointe Loop
Fort Myers, FL 33913



From: Cindy New
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: I support SB 668 but had to work today
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 11:21:32 AM

Dear Governor Scott,
I support SB 668 and would have been in Tallahassee to show my support today but had
to work.

I am writing you to URGE you to SIGN SB 668 into law.
Florida families need relief from the antiquated alimony and divorce
laws of Florida.
I am a republican woman and I have witnessed first hand how these
archaic alimony laws in Florida have damaged Florida families. In many
instances it is tantamount to legalized slavery.
I urge you to resist the pressure from high priced lobbyists from special
interest groups such as the Florida Bar (who benefit from families
constantly being in court due to outdated laws)and do what is right for
everyday Florida citizens who elected you. 
Please SIGN SB 668 into law.
Thank you for your attention to this important matter.
Sincerely,

Cindy New

-- 
Cindy New
954-871-8315





From: Rose Carbone
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: IN SUPPORT OF SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 8:02:12 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

The people have spoken. SB 668 is in the best interests of Florida's families and children.

Please sign SB668.

Sincerely,
Rose Carbone
Wellington, Fl 33414

Rose Carbone
561-351-6410

Sent from Rose's iPad



From: Carberry, David
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: In Support of Alimony Reform Bill SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:15:04 PM
Attachments: image001.png

image002.png
In Support of Alimony Reform Bill SB 668.msg

Importance: High

Governor Scott,
I am currently a working resident of the state of Florida and recently went through a divorce from
my former wife of 19 years. We had no children of our own together, but I helped raise her 2
children from her previous marriage and even went so far as to have her daughter’s Family live in my
Florida house for over 3 years. My former wife is now 65 years old and quit working at age 52, even
though I encouraged her to continue to work in the hotel Hospitality Industry in Sales. For the over
13 years, she relied on me to provide her with a life of leisure with little or no financial contribution
to the support of our marriage or lifestyle. While I was at work or traveling for my job in a very high
pressure job in the Chemical Industry, she was getting her hair or nails done, playing tennis or
gambling at local South Florida casinos. Our divorce settlement was very one- sided in her favor and
she was able to emerge from the divorce with well over half of our assets, including taking most of
our furniture and all of my stock that I had carefully invested in and managed for my retirement
during 20 year period. I also suffered a heart attack during the divorce, due to the stress related
tactics of her divorce attorney. I have income from my current job, but I am obligated under
Florida’s archaic Alimony laws to pay my ex-wife over 50% of my take home pay (plus half of my
annual bonus) every month now for Life….since under Florida Law it was designated a permanent
alimony settlement for being a long term marriage over 17 years. She is now also collecting her
full Social Security monthly payments plus interest on the stock and settlement money from the
divorce. She continues to live a life of leisure and even now I am required to support her via my
monthly alimony payments to maintain her own house and extravagant lifestyle.
The current Family Law Attorneys and Lobbyist supporters in the state of Florida are urging you to
veto the Alimony Reform legislation, because they are reaping huge legal fees from divorcing
couples who are subjected to unnecessary fees for spurious litigation tactics and multiple very costly
I am writing to encourage you to listen to the residents of Florida that vigorously support Alimony
Reform, since the laws and rulings on Permanent Alimony are now out of date and designed to
impoverish the spouse who is providing lifetime support to his former marriage partner. I am close
to retirement at age 63 and find myself wondering if I will ever be able to retire after 38 years in
Industry. Please sign the Alimony Reform Bill that has already been wholeheartedly approved by
the Florida Senate and House, so that hard working individuals like me can look forward to a
retirement not overly burdened by permanent Alimony that is unfair and only designed to
impoverish the working spouse.
Thank you in advance of your support of Florida Families who want Alimony Reform.
Best regards,
David M. Carberry

David M. Carberry | Director, Purchasing and Supply Chain
Office: 954-246-8668• Cell: 954-471-4915 • Fax: 954-246-8894
1144 E. Newport Center Drive Deerfield Beach, FL 33442

dcarberry@mapei.com www.mapei.com
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From: Carberry, David [DCarberry@mapei.com]
To: Governor Rick Scott [GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com]
CC: 
Subject: In Support of Alimony Reform Bill  SB 668
Sent: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 15:14:50
Attachment 1: image001.png
Attachment 2: image002.png
___________________________________________________________________________________

Governor Scott,
 
I am currently a working resident of the state of Florida and recently went through a divorce from my former 
wife of 19 years.  We had no children of our own together, but I helped raise her 2 children from her 
previous marriage and even went so far as to have her daughter’s Family live in my Florida house for over 3 
years.   My former wife is now 65 years old and quit working at age 52, even though I encouraged her to 
continue to work in the hotel Hospitality Industry in Sales.   For the over 13 years, she relied on me to 
provide her with a life of leisure with little or no financial contribution to the support of our marriage or 
lifestyle.  While I was at work or traveling for my job in a very high pressure job in the Chemical Industry, 
she was getting her hair or nails done, playing tennis or gambling at local South Florida casinos.    Our 
divorce settlement was very one- sided in her favor and she was able to emerge from the divorce with well 
over half of our assets, including taking most of our furniture and all of my stock that I had carefully invested 
in and managed for my retirement during 20 year period.  I also suffered a heart attack during the divorce, 
due to the stress related tactics of her divorce attorney.     I have income from my current job, but I am 
obligated under Florida’s archaic Alimony laws to pay my ex-wife over 50% of my take home pay (plus half 
of my annual bonus) every month now for Life….since under Florida Law it was designated a permanent 
alimony settlement for being a long term marriage over 17 years.  She is now also collecting her full Social 
Security monthly payments plus interest on the stock and settlement money from the divorce.   She 
continues to live a life of leisure and even now I am required to support her via my monthly alimony 
payments to maintain her own house and extravagant lifestyle.
 
The current Family Law Attorneys and Lobbyist supporters in the state of Florida are urging you to veto the 
Alimony Reform legislation, because they are reaping huge legal fees from divorcing couples who are 
subjected to unnecessary fees for spurious litigation tactics and multiple very costly   
I am writing to encourage you to listen to the residents of Florida that vigorously support Alimony Reform, 
since the laws and rulings on Permanent Alimony are now out of date and designed to impoverish the 
spouse who is providing lifetime support to his former marriage partner.   I am close to retirement at age 63 
and find myself wondering if I will ever be able to retire after 38 years in Industry.   Please sign the Alimony 
Reform Bill that has already been wholeheartedly approved by the Florida Senate and House, so that hard 
working individuals like me can look forward to a retirement not overly burdened by permanent Alimony that 
is unfair and only designed to impoverish the working spouse.
 
Thank you in advance of your support of Florida Families who want Alimony Reform.
 
Best regards,
David M. Carberry
 
 
 
  David M. Carberry    | Director, Purchasing and Supply Chain Office: 954-246-8668• Cell: 954-471-
4915 • Fax: 954-246-8894
1144 E. Newport Center Drive     Deerfield Beach, FL  33442
dcarberry@mapei.com          www.mapei.com
 
    Keyword: MAPEI AMERICAS CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE
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THIS COMMUNICATION, INCLUDING ANY ATTACHMENT, CONTAINS INFORMATION THAT IS 
CONFIDENTIAL AND THAT MAY ALSO BE LEGALLY PRIVILEGED, AND IS INTENDED ONLY FOR THE 
EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE INDIVIDUAL NAMED AS THE RECIPIENT.  IF THE READER OF THIS MESSAGE IS 
NOT THE INTENDED RECIPIENT, YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS TRANSMISSION IN ERROR AND ANY REVIEW, 
DISSEMINATION, DISTRIBUTION OR COPYING OF THIS COMMUNICATION OR ANY ATTACHMENT TO THIS 
TRANSMISSION IS STRICTLY PROHIBITED.  IF YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS TRANSMISSION IN ERROR, 
PLEASE IMMEDIATELY NOTIFY THE SENDER BY REPLY E-MAIL AND DELETE AND DESTROY ALL COPIES OF 
THE ORIGINAL MESSAGE.  THANK YOU. 
 
 
 







From: Charles Waldrep
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: In Support of SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:16:30 AM

From: Charles Waldrep <cwaldrep@ipapilot.org>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32277

Phone Number: 5025480565

Message Body: Gov. Scott,

For the past four and a half years, my children and I have been living under the crushing financial penalty of our
state’s antiquated alimony laws.  We have suffered financial hardship and mental health struggles directly associated
with my burdensome financial obligation to my ex-wife. 
Because of the unfettered discretion our current alimony laws gave our judge, he ordered me to pay monthly
amounts of $5000 PERMANENT alimony in addition to $1720 child support in addition to ALL private school
tuition in addition to my ex-wife’s car insurance!  He had NO REGARD to the financial hardship that would cause
me and my children.
He found that my ex-wife was so traumatized from the divorce that she was UNEMPLOYABLE even though
neither she or her lawyer suggested that!  Can you tell me someone who isn’t traumatized from a divorce?
SB 668 fixes MANY of these problems so that they will NOT happen to anyone else.
In 2013, you vetoed SB 718 with the excuse that you didn’t believe it should be retroactive.  It was a bill that you
KNEW would pass a supermajority, so you waited as long as you could knowing it would be too late to put it on the
legislative agenda.  You got what you wanted.
We have worked with your office to put together SB 668 that satisfies your requirement for which you claim to have
vetoed SB 718 in 2013.
I urge you now to step up and do the right thing.  Please sign SB 668 into law.
No doubt you are receiving a great deal of political pressure from the Family Section of the Florida Bar who oppose
ANY significant change to alimony law as well as the beneficiaries of these outdated laws. 
Current law allows lawyers to cultivate hostile attitudes between divorcing spouses that lead to drawn out litigation
and ultimately eliminate financial resources of these victim families.  Resources that come exclusively from the hard
working bread winners and exclusively hurt them and their children, ALL to the enrichment of these lawyers!
It is time to do the right thing and end this by signing SB 668 into law.
Respectfully,
Charles W. Waldrep Jr.
6805 Barkwood Dr.
Jacksonville, FL 32277



From: Daniel Yates
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: In Support of SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 3:50:40 PM

From: Daniel Yates <danny.yates@yahoo.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33914-8023

Phone Number: 2398516956

Message Body: I was a victim of permanent alimony on an 11 year marriage.  Please support this bill.
Thank you,
Daniel Yates



From: Charles Waldrep
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: In Support of SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 9:01:05 AM

From: Charles Waldrep <cwaldrep@ipapilot.org>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32277

Phone Number: 5025480565

Message Body: Gov. Scott,

For the past four and a half years, my children and I have been living under the crushing financial penalty of our
state’s antiquated alimony laws.  We have suffered financial hardship and mental health struggles directly associated
with my burdensome financial obligation to my ex-wife. 
Because of the unfettered discretion our current alimony laws gave our judge, he ordered me to pay monthly
amounts of $5000 PERMANENT alimony in addition to $1720 child support in addition to ALL private school
tuition in addition to my ex-wife’s car insurance!  He had NO REGARD to the financial hardship that would cause
me and my children.
He found that my ex-wife was so traumatized from the divorce that she was UNEMPLOYABLE even though
neither she or her lawyer suggested that!  Can you tell me someone who isn’t traumatized from a divorce?
SB 668 fixes MANY of these problems so that they will NOT happen to anyone else.
In 2013, you vetoed SB 718 with the excuse that you didn’t believe it should be retroactive.  It was a bill that you
KNEW would pass a supermajority, so you waited as long as you could knowing it would be too late to put it on the
legislative agenda.  You got what you wanted.
We have worked with your office to put together SB 668 that satisfies your requirement for which you claim to have
vetoed SB 718 in 2013.
I urge you now to step up and do the right thing.  Please sign SB 668 into law.
No doubt you are receiving a great deal of political pressure from the Family Section of the Florida Bar who oppose
ANY significant change to alimony law as well as the beneficiaries of these outdated laws. 
Current law allows lawyers to cultivate hostile attitudes between divorcing spouses that lead to drawn out litigation
and ultimately eliminate financial resources of these victim families.  Resources that come exclusively from the hard
working bread winners and exclusively hurt them and their children, ALL to the enrichment of these lawyers!
It is time to do the right thing and end this by signing SB 668 into law.
Respectfully,
Charles W. Waldrep Jr.
6805 Barkwood Dr.
Jacksonville, FL 32277



From: Charles Waldrep
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: In Support of SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 7:58:14 PM

From: Charles Waldrep <cwaldrep@ipapilot.org>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32277

Phone Number: 5025480565

Message Body: Gov. Scott,

For the past four and a half years, my children and I have been living under the crushing financial penalty of our
state’s antiquated alimony laws.  We have suffered financial hardship and mental health struggles directly associated
with my burdensome financial obligation to my ex-wife. 
Because of the unfettered discretion our current alimony laws gave our judge, he ordered me to pay monthly
amounts of $5000 PERMANENT alimony in addition to $1720 child support in addition to ALL private school
tuition in addition to my ex-wife’s car insurance!  He had NO REGARD to the financial hardship that would cause
me and my children.
He found that my ex-wife was so traumatized from the divorce that she was UNEMPLOYABLE even though
neither she or her lawyer suggested that!  Can you tell me someone who isn’t traumatized from a divorce?
SB 668 fixes MANY of these problems so that they will NOT happen to anyone else.
In 2013, you vetoed SB 718 with the excuse that you didn’t believe it should be retroactive.  It was a bill that you
KNEW would pass a supermajority, so you waited as long as you could knowing it would be too late to put it on the
legislative agenda.  You got what you wanted.
We have worked with your office to put together SB 668 that satisfies your requirement for which you claim to have
vetoed SB 718 in 2013.
I urge you now to step up and do the right thing.  Please sign SB 668 into law.
No doubt you are receiving a great deal of political pressure from the Family Section of the Florida Bar who oppose
ANY significant change to alimony law as well as the beneficiaries of these outdated laws. 
Current law allows lawyers to cultivate hostile attitudes between divorcing spouses that lead to drawn out litigation
and ultimately eliminate financial resources of these victim families.  Resources that come exclusively from the hard
working bread winners and exclusively hurt them and their children, ALL to the enrichment of these lawyers!
It is time to do the right thing and end this by signing SB 668 into law.
Respectfully,
Charles W. Waldrep Jr.
6805 Barkwood Dr.
Jacksonville, FL 32277



From: Charles Waldrep
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: In Support of SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 2:44:02 PM

From: Charles Waldrep <cwaldrep@ipapilot.org>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32277

Phone Number: 5025480565

Message Body: Gov. Scott,

For the past four and a half years, my children and I have been living under the crushing financial penalty of our
state’s antiquated alimony laws.  We have suffered financial hardship and mental health struggles directly associated
with my burdensome financial obligation to my ex-wife. 
Because of the unfettered discretion our current alimony laws gave our judge, he ordered me to pay monthly
amounts of $5000 PERMANENT alimony in addition to $1720 child support in addition to ALL private school
tuition in addition to my ex-wife’s car insurance!  He had NO REGARD to the financial hardship that would cause
me and my children.
He found that my ex-wife was so traumatized from the divorce that she was UNEMPLOYABLE even though
neither she or her lawyer suggested that!  Can you tell me someone who isn’t traumatized from a divorce?
SB 668 fixes MANY of these problems so that they will NOT happen to anyone else.
In 2013, you vetoed SB 718 with the excuse that you didn’t believe it should be retroactive.  It was a bill that you
KNEW would pass a supermajority, so you waited as long as you could knowing it would be too late to put it on the
legislative agenda.  You got what you wanted.
We have worked with your office to put together SB 668 that satisfies your requirement for which you claim to have
vetoed SB 718 in 2013.
I urge you now to step up and do the right thing.  Please sign SB 668 into law.
No doubt you are receiving a great deal of political pressure from the Family Section of the Florida Bar who oppose
ANY significant change to alimony law as well as the beneficiaries of these outdated laws. 
Current law allows lawyers to cultivate hostile attitudes between divorcing spouses that lead to drawn out litigation
and ultimately eliminate financial resources of these victim families.  Resources that come exclusively from the hard
working bread winners and exclusively hurt them and their children, ALL to the enrichment of these lawyers!
It is time to do the right thing and end this by signing SB 668 into law.
Respectfully,
Charles W. Waldrep Jr.
6805 Barkwood Dr.
Jacksonville, FL 32277



From: Charles Waldrep
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: In Support of SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 11:52:14 AM

From: Charles Waldrep <cwaldrep@ipapilot.org>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32277

Phone Number: 5025480565

Message Body: Gov. Scott,

For the past four and a half years, my children and I have been living under the crushing financial penalty of our
state’s antiquated alimony laws.  We have suffered financial hardship and mental health struggles directly associated
with my burdensome financial obligation to my ex-wife. 
Because of the unfettered discretion our current alimony laws gave our judge, he ordered me to pay monthly
amounts of $5000 PERMANENT alimony in addition to $1720 child support in addition to ALL private school
tuition in addition to my ex-wife’s car insurance!  He had NO REGARD to the financial hardship that would cause
me and my children.
He found that my ex-wife was so traumatized from the divorce that she was UNEMPLOYABLE even though
neither she or her lawyer suggested that!  Can you tell me someone who isn’t traumatized from a divorce?
SB 668 fixes MANY of these problems so that they will NOT happen to anyone else.
In 2013, you vetoed SB 718 with the excuse that you didn’t believe it should be retroactive.  It was a bill that you
KNEW would pass a supermajority, so you waited as long as you could knowing it would be too late to put it on the
legislative agenda.  You got what you wanted.
We have worked with your office to put together SB 668 that satisfies your requirement for which you claim to have
vetoed SB 718 in 2013.
I urge you now to step up and do the right thing.  Please sign SB 668 into law.
No doubt you are receiving a great deal of political pressure from the Family Section of the Florida Bar who oppose
ANY significant change to alimony law as well as the beneficiaries of these outdated laws. 
Current law allows lawyers to cultivate hostile attitudes between divorcing spouses that lead to drawn out litigation
and ultimately eliminate financial resources of these victim families.  Resources that come exclusively from the hard
working bread winners and exclusively hurt them and their children, ALL to the enrichment of these lawyers!
It is time to do the right thing and end this by signing SB 668 into law.
Respectfully,
Charles W. Waldrep Jr.
6805 Barkwood Dr.
Jacksonville, FL 32277



From: Charles Waldrep
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: In Support of SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 11:40:24 AM

From: Charles Waldrep <cwaldrep@ipapilot.org>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32277

Phone Number: 5025480565

Message Body: Gov. Scott,

For the past four and a half years, my children and I have been living under the crushing financial penalty of our
state’s antiquated alimony laws.  We have suffered financial hardship and mental health struggles directly associated
with my burdensome financial obligation to my ex-wife. 
Because of the unfettered discretion our current alimony laws gave our judge, he ordered me to pay monthly
amounts of $5000 PERMANENT alimony in addition to $1720 child support in addition to ALL private school
tuition in addition to my ex-wife’s car insurance!  He had NO REGARD to the financial hardship that would cause
me and my children.
He found that my ex-wife was so traumatized from the divorce that she was UNEMPLOYABLE even though
neither she or her lawyer suggested that!  Can you tell me someone who isn’t traumatized from a divorce?
SB 668 fixes MANY of these problems so that they will NOT happen to anyone else.
In 2013, you vetoed SB 718 with the excuse that you didn’t believe it should be retroactive.  It was a bill that you
KNEW would pass a supermajority, so you waited as long as you could knowing it would be too late to put it on the
legislative agenda.  You got what you wanted.
We have worked with your office to put together SB 668 that satisfies your requirement for which you claim to have
vetoed SB 718 in 2013.
I urge you now to step up and do the right thing.  Please sign SB 668 into law.
No doubt you are receiving a great deal of political pressure from the Family Section of the Florida Bar who oppose
ANY significant change to alimony law as well as the beneficiaries of these outdated laws. 
Current law allows lawyers to cultivate hostile attitudes between divorcing spouses that lead to drawn out litigation
and ultimately eliminate financial resources of these victim families.  Resources that come exclusively from the hard
working bread winners and exclusively hurt them and their children, ALL to the enrichment of these lawyers!
It is time to do the right thing and end this by signing SB 668 into law.
Respectfully,
Charles W. Waldrep Jr.
6805 Barkwood Dr.
Jacksonville, FL 32277



From: Charles Waldrep
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: In Support of SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 10:46:42 AM

From: Charles Waldrep <cwaldrep@ipapilot.org>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32277

Phone Number: 5025480565

Message Body: Gov. Scott,

For the past four and a half years, my children and I have been living under the crushing financial penalty of our
state’s antiquated alimony laws.  We have suffered financial hardship and mental health struggles directly associated
with my burdensome financial obligation to my ex-wife. 
Because of the unfettered discretion our current alimony laws gave our judge, he ordered me to pay monthly
amounts of $5000 PERMANENT alimony in addition to $1720 child support in addition to ALL private school
tuition in addition to my ex-wife’s car insurance!  He had NO REGARD to the financial hardship that would cause
me and my children.
He found that my ex-wife was so traumatized from the divorce that she was UNEMPLOYABLE even though
neither she or her lawyer suggested that!  Can you tell me someone who isn’t traumatized from a divorce?
SB 668 fixes MANY of these problems so that they will NOT happen to anyone else.
In 2013, you vetoed SB 718 with the excuse that you didn’t believe it should be retroactive.  It was a bill that you
KNEW would pass a supermajority, so you waited as long as you could knowing it would be too late to put it on the
legislative agenda.  You got what you wanted.
We have worked with your office to put together SB 668 that satisfies your requirement for which you claim to have
vetoed SB 718 in 2013.
I urge you now to step up and do the right thing.  Please sign SB 668 into law.
No doubt you are receiving a great deal of political pressure from the Family Section of the Florida Bar who oppose
ANY significant change to alimony law as well as the beneficiaries of these outdated laws. 
Current law allows lawyers to cultivate hostile attitudes between divorcing spouses that lead to drawn out litigation
and ultimately eliminate financial resources of these victim families.  Resources that come exclusively from the hard
working bread winners and exclusively hurt them and their children, ALL to the enrichment of these lawyers!
It is time to do the right thing and end this by signing SB 668 into law.
Respectfully,
Charles W. Waldrep Jr.
6805 Barkwood Dr.
Jacksonville, FL 32277



From: Charles Waldrep
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: In Support of SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:34:54 AM

From: Charles Waldrep <cwaldrep@ipapilot.org>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32277

Phone Number: 5025480565

Message Body: Gov. Scott,

For the past four and a half years, my children and I have been living under the crushing financial penalty of our
state’s antiquated alimony laws.  We have suffered financial hardship and mental health struggles directly associated
with my burdensome financial obligation to my ex-wife. 
Because of the unfettered discretion our current alimony laws gave our judge, he ordered me to pay monthly
amounts of $5000 PERMANENT alimony in addition to $1720 child support in addition to ALL private school
tuition in addition to my ex-wife’s car insurance!  He had NO REGARD to the financial hardship that would cause
me and my children.
He found that my ex-wife was so traumatized from the divorce that she was UNEMPLOYABLE even though
neither she or her lawyer suggested that!  Can you tell me someone who isn’t traumatized from a divorce?
SB 668 fixes MANY of these problems so that they will NOT happen to anyone else.
In 2013, you vetoed SB 718 with the excuse that you didn’t believe it should be retroactive.  It was a bill that you
KNEW would pass a supermajority, so you waited as long as you could knowing it would be too late to put it on the
legislative agenda.  You got what you wanted.
We have worked with your office to put together SB 668 that satisfies your requirement for which you claim to have
vetoed SB 718 in 2013.
I urge you now to step up and do the right thing.  Please sign SB 668 into law.
No doubt you are receiving a great deal of political pressure from the Family Section of the Florida Bar who oppose
ANY significant change to alimony law as well as the beneficiaries of these outdated laws. 
Current law allows lawyers to cultivate hostile attitudes between divorcing spouses that lead to drawn out litigation
and ultimately eliminate financial resources of these victim families.  Resources that come exclusively from the hard
working bread winners and exclusively hurt them and their children, ALL to the enrichment of these lawyers!
It is time to do the right thing and end this by signing SB 668 into law.
Respectfully,
Charles W. Waldrep Jr.
6805 Barkwood Dr.
Jacksonville, FL 32277



From: Charles Waldrep
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: In Support of SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:00:57 PM

From: Charles Waldrep <cwaldrep@ipapilot.org>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32277

Phone Number: 5025480565

Message Body: Gov. Scott,

For the past four and a half years, my children and I have been living under the crushing financial penalty of our
state’s antiquated alimony laws.  We have suffered financial hardship and mental health struggles directly associated
with my burdensome financial obligation to my ex-wife. 
Because of the unfettered discretion our current alimony laws gave our judge, he ordered me to pay monthly
amounts of $5000 PERMANENT alimony in addition to $1720 child support in addition to ALL private school
tuition in addition to my ex-wife’s car insurance!  He had NO REGARD to the financial hardship that would cause
me and my children.
He found that my ex-wife was so traumatized from the divorce that she was UNEMPLOYABLE even though
neither she or her lawyer suggested that!  Can you tell me someone who isn’t traumatized from a divorce?
SB 668 fixes MANY of these problems so that they will NOT happen to anyone else.
In 2013, you vetoed SB 718 with the excuse that you didn’t believe it should be retroactive.  It was a bill that you
KNEW would pass a supermajority, so you waited as long as you could knowing it would be too late to put it on the
legislative agenda.  You got what you wanted.
We have worked with your office to put together SB 668 that satisfies your requirement for which you claim to have
vetoed SB 718 in 2013.
I urge you now to step up and do the right thing.  Please sign SB 668 into law.
No doubt you are receiving a great deal of political pressure from the Family Section of the Florida Bar who oppose
ANY significant change to alimony law as well as the beneficiaries of these outdated laws. 
Current law allows lawyers to cultivate hostile attitudes between divorcing spouses that lead to drawn out litigation
and ultimately eliminate financial resources of these victim families.  Resources that come exclusively from the hard
working bread winners and exclusively hurt them and their children, ALL to the enrichment of these lawyers!
It is time to do the right thing and end this by signing SB 668 into law.
Respectfully,
Charles W. Waldrep Jr.
6805 Barkwood Dr.
Jacksonville, FL 32277



From: Humberto
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: In Support of SB668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 9:53:02 AM

From: Humberto <hruizm57@gmail.com>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 33525

Phone Number:

Message Body: Honorable Governor Scott,

Please Sign SB 668. Current alimony laws are extremely inequitable and discourage both the payor and recipient
from working, achieving their potential or remarriage. In addition, they further divide the family, the building blocks
of our society.

I've been paying $500.00 a month since 2007 to a healthy, educated and very capable individual who has the ability
to work but not the desire or incentive. Temporary assistance is certainly needed to transition from married to single,
but it must be equitable and certainly not permanent.

This is a worker vs. non-worker issue, not a man/woman, rich/poor, young/old or black/white issue. Many more
women are paying permanent alimony today. Our society has changed and so must our laws.

Thank you for your support of SB668.
Have a wonderful day.

Sincerely,

Humberto Ruiz,
27616 Miller Rd,
Dade City, Fl 33525



From: Stuart A Poe
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: In favor of SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:59:56 AM

From: Stuart A Poe <stuartpoe@yahoo.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 34698

Phone Number: 7277334134

Message Body: I am writing to urge you to sign SB 668 into law.  Alimony reform is overdue in this state.  Thank
you,

Stuart A Poe



Dear Governor Scott,
As I write this my wife is driving alone 7 hours from Pompano Beach where we live to attend the rally
tomorrow in support of SB 668.
I couldn’t go with her, as my extremely busy work schedule has 3 presentations due to clients
tomorrow and I simply couldn’t afford to take the time off. She can’t either, but was able to flex
somewhat, so off she went, never minding the 14 hour round trip. She has seen me struggle over
nearly 20 years to make alimony payments of almost 7500.00/month, both of us working our tails off,
only to see my ex-wife live a life of luxury, refusing to get a job because there’s no reason to!!!! I’m
two years away from retirement, and half of my 40 year professional life has been spent support an
ex-wife who refuses to get a job. This bill will make it not guaranteed, but at least more possible for
me to slow down a bit and get some sort of break after all these years. She has basically lived a
retired life, and after all this time it’s only fair for me to enjoy some sort of retirement as well. ( Even
though what I normally would have saved for retirement has gone to her easy life style for 20 years.)
Governor, please sign SB668. It’s the only fair choice. Remember “Florida, let’s get back to work”?
Your campaign slogan was why we voted for you!. Please make it so there’s more equality between
the payers and the takers.
Thank you for your time,
Krent L. Wieland, RLA
Pompano Beach resident

KRENT WIELAND, PRINCIPAL
Krent Wieland Design, Inc.
101 Southeast Second Avenue
Delray Beach, FL 33444
T 561.243.1873 F 561.243.1874
www.kwdesignteam.com

The contents of this email and any attachments are confidential and may be legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient
please advise the sender immediately and delete he email. Any use, reproduction or distribution by anyone other than the intended

Krent Wieland, RLA 
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From: Laura Lenholt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: It"s Time! Please SIGN SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:03:25 AM

Gov Scott:
Please sign SB 668 for alimony reform.
I am a WOMAN and I support reform of outdated alimony laws. Divorce is never easy. Let’s at least
make it more fair.
This is the will of the people. For the second time, alimony reform has passed with LARGE margins in
both houses. It is the will of the people.
Please SIGN SB 668.
Laura Lenholt, MD
Naples, Florida



From: Terry Brennan
To: McDougal, Kim
Cc: molly@mollykolson.com; Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Kim, I"m Justifiably Concerned (Freedom of Information Act Response)
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 10:41:26 AM
Attachments: FLS Public Records Request SB 668-1.pdf

Kim,

Having yesterday shared the research, which overwhelmingly shows shared parenting is
best for children, I felt the need to express my concerns about the actions of some since
SB668 has entered "the political arena". 

Specifically, my concerns regard the actions of Florida Bar Association and their attempts to
have Governor Scott veto the bill. 

Outlined below are excerpts from the minutes of Bar Association meetings obtained
through a Freedom of Information Act request (attached). They show behaviors atypical of
what citizens have every right to expect from "Officers of the Court" but extraordinarily typical
of a "Special Interest Group" of The Establishment. 

Its my understanding, SB668 was presented to Governor Scott on April 4, 2016 and the
Governor has 15 days in which to act. 

On March 28th, I put in a Freedom Of Information Act request to the Florida Bar
Association.

Over the following weekend, it became public the Bar hired "Emergency Lobbyists" (at the
additional cost of $105,000), including some who used to work for the Governor, in an
attempt to persuade Governor Scott to veto SB668. This lobbying spend brought the Family
Law Section alone to an equivalent level as the rest of the Florida Bar, in having purchased
$187,000 of lobbying "services" annually. 

Clearly, these actions are in line with our recent Op-Ed in the Sun Sentinel and the Naples
Daily News, discussing "The Establishment" and how their actions substantiate the public's
belief, "special interests use their money to get their way most or all of the time and the
government does not care about people like them." 

On April 4th, the Florida Bar responded to my FOIA request (attached).

It's not just what the Bar was discussing that was noteworthy, but also what the Florida Bar
was not discussing. In 100 pages there was not a single mention by the Florida Bar (or Family Law
Section) about what mental health or child development experts have found is best for children



whose families have experienced divorce. There is not a single mention that Shared parenting is best
for children; has the endorsement of 110 world experts and 43 peer reviewed papers, and is favored
by 70% of the Population. Not a word on the research on what prominent psychologists have found
is best for children or the Fatherless epidemic currently happening. 

However, in the minutes of their meetings, The Florida Bar was discussing:

1) Judges and Magistrates taking a position on the Bill, with Magistrate Jones
and Katz mentioned by name (which seems a violation of separation of powers,
actions which earned a strong rebuke in Nebraska)

"Nelson and Magistrate Jones discuss the impact of explanations
from Magistrates and Judges as to the negative impact this bill will
have." (Page 92) 

2) How favorable the Legislature would be for the Bar next year as opposed to
this year:

"Nelson says rumors are Lee is not coming back and Workman will
not be in the same position. We are looking at a new legislative
landscape and potentially a better landscape for us." (page 93) 

3) Doing favors for friends who have supported the Bar Association

Terry Fogel asked why are we proposing language or modifying the
parenting statute. Maria replied that we have 4 senators that have
opposed the bill and very much made aware that Stargell has
reached out to us and FLS for some language. They understand that
we oppose it and our standing positions. The purpose of the
compromise language is to support those who have supported the
FLS. Our lobbyists next year, ie adoption, POA, how can we expect
those people who supported us not support them. Terry Fogel wants
to know what it is that is being missed by amending our parenting
bill. Diane Kirigin responded and clarified that Maira is asking us to
put forth some language for allies of us, to propose to Atargell, but
you may not like the language, but we have at least tried. Kept our
promise. Danger we run, if we suggest language that is not
aspirational, but creates in anyway a presumption which if adopted
and used, if powers that be do a short run around, Workman. Maria
G. assumes that we this body would not propose language that



would violate our standing positions, but would be fine with us. We
want to keep them happy and helping us down the road. It is also a
strnegtheing of our already existing public policy of the state.
Clarification for judges. Thomas Duggar- Workman is backing off his
ability to put off any language in the house. Maria replied that
pressure is on. Lee controls quite a bit of $ in upcoming in replbican
election and re-district. Workman is seeking a Senate spot, Lee
controls $. Recommends that we water down what Lee is trying to
get. Chris Rumbold- abby and Rueben representation on last call,
Stargell immobile on her language in bill. How likely is it that Lee
could go to speaker of house and have a bill pass that is against
Workman’s bill. Thomas Duggar said it is highly likely giuven other
considerations of Tally at this time. (page 83-84) 

4) That the Bar lost control when their language became public.

Nelson reports that Workman is telling people members of the
Section approve the language that was added on. Chris is concerned
that we debated language in a Committee meeting (in Legislation and
Executive Council), voted it down, and yet it made its way to
Tallahassee. Maria points out that unfortunately, when we email
language out to 37-40 members, and debate it, we lose control of it.
And it is sad our language got out to the public. (Page 89)

5) Talk about Representative Workman going back on his word

Alimony Bill in Senate got amended and 50/50 timesharing
presumption was added on. It is on final reading in Senate. It is
expected to pass out of the Senate. It will then go to House.
Unfortunately, Representative Workman in the House has reversed
course, and is now willing to pass the House (he has gone back on his
word). Workman isn’t talking to Nelson anymore. This is because
Nelson is lobbying against the bill. (Page 89)

6) Discuss how to avoid a reversal of a Veto

Nelson believes we will win the war through contacting the
Governor’s office. Call the Governor’s office and send emails. Make
clear we are opposing Senate Bill 668. Nelson will send us a list of 2
Democrats, and 15 Republicans, in the House to lobby. This way, we



can avoid any reversal of a veto. (Pg 89-90)

7) Claim that Legal Custody and Physical custody are the same "version"

Angel says that “joint legal custody” is our version of shared parental
responsibility, which we already have a presumption for. (page 90)

8) Spell out their game plan and how NON-ATTORNEY MESSAGES WOULD BE
BEST SO THEY COULD EMAIL THE GOVERNOR FROM THEIR PERSONAL EMAIL
ACCOUNTS. 

Alimony passed (with timesharing premise tacked on). It HAS NOT
gone to governor. If it goes to governor during session, he has 15
days. If it goes after session, he will have 30 days. The game plan is
to flood the Governor with emails and phone calls and letters…the
best will be non-lawyers reaching out to him. We could also send
emails from our personal email addresses. Also, the best content
will be personal stories. Magistrate Jones asks what if the Governor
vetoes the bill? Nelson mentioned that both the Senate and House
did not pass the bill by override majority (neither chamber passed it
by more than 2/3 vote). Nelson feels fairly confident that if there is a
veto, it would require a special session and a vote to override the
veto. There may be a special session regarding the budget bill…so it
could technically be addressed there, but Nelson thinks right now we
have the votes to prevent an override of the veto…we just need to
get the Governor to veto. David asks whether the Governor has given
any indication what he intends to do. Nelson says no. Governor’s
office is reviewing the bill and hasn’t made up their mind. BUT, they
are very much tracking the phone calls and emails. Robin says there is
a Petition going around regarding vetoing the bill for alimony reasons
and now a second Petition going around regarding vetoing the bill for
parenting issues. Nelson says the parenting issue, and particularly
impact on child support, is a HUGE issue. Nelson and Magistrate
Jones discuss the impact of explanations from Magistrates and
Judges as to the negative impact this bill will have. Nelson asks
Magistrate Jones to blind-copy Nelson and Maria. Maria explains we
have engaged an executive branch level lobbyist to try to get to the
Governor. Talking points and information has been delivered to the
lobbyist. Nelson says rumors are Lee is not coming back and
Workman will not be in the same position. We are looking at a new



legislative landscape and potentially a better landscape for us. Nelson
also mentions we will be back to a March to May legislative session
since it isn’t an election year. Nelson mentions that Lee is the second
most powerful person in the Senate because of his position, and we
do not have enemies. The issue was a really powerful person (Lee)
and another Senator (Ring) were enemies of ours but neither will
be nearly as powerful next year. (Pages 92-93)

9) Raises serious question if the Family Law Section is violating the Integration
Rule with the Florida Bar (They were so similarly concerned they voted on the
issue, knowing the Bar has been sued on this issue previously) 

"Motion to determine whether the motion approved does not violate
the integration rule of the Florida bar- all in favor say it does not
violate the integration rule." (Page 85)
Further, (page 97) shows the General Counsel of the Florida Bar is
the person hiring the Lobbyists for the Family Law Section. A
seemingly clear violation of Keller. 

Considering these comments are directly from the minutes of the Florida Bar Associations
meetings, my concerns are valid and in line with Special Interest Groups (The Establishment)
using their money to thwart the will of the people through their elected representation.
Further, that Lawyers have stated they are writing to Governor Scott from their personal email
addresses, to hide their profession, is clearly indicative of an "astro-turf" campaign, designed
to produce a financially desirable veto from the Governor. 

As this information was VERY concerning to me, I felt it best to bring it to your attention, in
the hopes you will likewise, inform Governor Scott. 

In fact, I found this information so concerning, that I will be filing an additional FOIA request
with the Florida Bar Association today.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Should you or the Governor have any questions, please consider me at your service. 

Terry Brennan

From: tbrennan211@msn.com



To: kim.mcdougal@eog.myflorida.com
CC: molly@mollykolson.com
Subject: Kim, our Op Ed in Gov. Scott's Hometown Paper Today
Date: Wed, 6 Apr 2016 12:45:33 +0000

Kim,

My name is Terry Brennan and I'm a co-founder of Leading Women for Shared Parenting. Our
members include a number of elected officials, practicing family law attorneys, psychologists,
medical doctors, researchers, authors, journalists and a world renowned group of domestic
violence practitioners. 

In your capacity as Governor Scott's Chief of Staff, I wanted to ensure you saw, we have an
Op-Ed in today's Naples Daily News, which ran previously in the Sun Sentinel. 

As you have a background in education, I hope we share a deep respect for the research done
by subject matter experts, and why such needs to be strongly considered when determining
public policy. 

I hope you are aware, and strongly feel the Governor needs to know, Shared parenting is best
for children; has the endorsement of 110 world experts, is recommended by 43 peer reviewed
papers, and is favored by 70% of the Population. A significant cause for this endorsement is
we now have proof the long list of problems faced by divorced children is caused by father
absence. Fatherlessness is at epidemic levels, and is caused by outdated court systems.

Further, I wanted you to have the attached letter from Dr. Warren Farrell, but would ask you
not to share this information publicly as it will be part of the upcoming book he is publishing
with Dr. John Gray (author of Men are from Mars, Women are from Venus). The information,
along with the links above, should familiarize you with the overwhelming amount of research
showing shared parenting is best for children. Should you wish to speak with some of the best
researchers in this field, please let me know and I'll be happy to facilitate. 

I've also attached a letter from Leading Women for Shared Parenting, signed by dozens of
prominent women, and asking Governor Scott to sign SB668 for the benefit of Florida's
children. 

The last attachment is the Press Release put out by Governor Brewer when Arizona
implemented laws such that time sharing arrangements maximize the time children spend
with both their parents. A poll in Maricopa County (Phoenix) 1 1/2 years after the
implementation of the Arizona law revealed most attorneys tell fathers they have an 80% to
90% chance of having their children be awarded EQUAL parenting time in court even if the



mother objects. This result was corroborated by informal feedback from court conciliation
services staff, mental health professionals and judges in other parts of the state. Importantly,
judges feel the new statutes are working well. 

If you, or Governor Scott, have any further questions or needs, please consider us at your
service. 

Thank you.
Terry Brennan
www.lw4sp.org
tbrennan211@msn.com
Terry.LW4SP@gmail.com
617-694-0731
Leading Women at LW4SP
UNITED STATES 
Phyllis Schlafly, Esq. - Founder, Eagle Forum
Suzanne Venker - Author, Fox News Contributor
Rep. Peggy S. Scott (R) - Minnesota House of Representatives 
Rep. Linda Chapa La Via (D) - Illinois House of Representatives 
Rep. Monique Davis (D) - Illinois House of Representatives 
Rep. Mary Flowers (D) - Illinois House of Representatives 
Senator Anne Gobi (D) - Massachusetts Senate 
Rep. Colleen Garry (D) - Massachusetts House of Representatives 
Rep. Elizabeth Poirier (R) - Massachusetts House of Representatives 
Rep. Lisa Villa (D) – Maine House of Representatives
Senator Sylvia Allen (R) - Arizona Senate
Rep. Debra Pearson (R) - Arizona House of Representatives (Ret.) 
Delegate Jill P. Carter (D) - Maryland House of Delegates 
Marilyn Petitto Devaney (D) - Massachusetts Governors Council 
Jill Egizzi - Alderman, Leeland Grove IL, Author "The Book of Love", PAAOUSA
Dr. Denise Hines - Professor of Psychology, Domestic Violence Expert 
Dr. Emily Douglas - Professor of Social Work, Domestic Violence Expert 
Dr. Tara Palmatier, Psy. D., M. Sc. – Psychologist, Blogger – A Shrink for Men
Dr. Sandra Arango-Padron - Pediatrician
Terry Gaspard, MSW, LICSW - Professor, Author, Therapist
Lena Green, LCSW – Founder, The Akira Center, Inc.
Karen Wood, LMHC, PC – Owner, Life Counseling Center of Broward
Kristina Gurrero-Sisneroz, Esq. - Family Lawyer, Founding Partner 
Amy Sherman, Esq. - Family Lawyer, Founding Partner 
Lori Barkus, Esq. - Family Lawyer, Founding Partner 
Karen Conti, Esq. - Partner & Media Legal Expert 



Selena Lackey, Esq. - Family Lawyer, Founding Partner 
Dawn Marcus Stept, Esq. - Attorney at Kids Voice
Jean Lupariello, Esq. – Family Lawyer, Founding Partner
Leslie Loftis, Esq. – General Council, The Hub Dot, Senior Contributor The Federalist
Heidi Crimins, Esq. - Family Lawyer, Founding Partner
Mary Elizabeth Pfeil - Managing Director, Philadelphia Pension Fund
Dorcy (Russell) Pruter - Founder & CEO, Conscious Co-Parenting Institute
Teri Stoddard - Proprietor - Shared Parenting Works 
Molly K. Olson - Minneapolis, MN. Founder - Center for Parental Responsibility
Sheila Peltzer - Founder, Kids Need Both Parents 
Rachel Alexander - Townhall, Weekly Columnist 
Jill Bjerke - Director, Carnegie Regional Library 
Carmen M. Colon - Engineer, Author, Career Enhancement Facilitator 
Marie Roker Jones - Founder, Raising Great Men 
Rebekah Bradley - Founder, Strong Stepmom Awareness Campaign 
Carleen Wild - South Dakota Shared Parenting
Chawna Jones - Founder, Missing an Angel
Dianna Thompson - Men's Health Network 
Diane Sears - International Men's Day 
Laura Campbell - Founder & CEO, The D Spot, LLC. 
Veronica Rose - Ms. Oregon Plus America 2013
Marianne Manko – TV News Anchor

CANADA 
Barbara Kay - Columnist, National Post 
Kris Titus – Former Co-President - Canadian Equal Parenting Council
C. Gwendolyn Landolt, Esq. - Founder Real Women of Canada 
Dr. Janice Fiamengo - Professor, University of Ottawa 
Dr. Christine Giancarlo - Professor, Mount Royal University
Dr. Kiley Hamlin - Canada Research Chair, Developmental Psychology
Mary Lou Ambrogio - VP International Free Press Society 
Paulette MacDonald - Board of Directors, Canadian Association for Equality
Barbara Mills - Founder, Sisters in Solidarity 
Lise Bilodeau - Founder, ANCQ 
Christine B. Williams - Gatestone Institute, Journalist 
Betty Cornelius - Founder, CANGRANDS 
Georgialee Lang, Esq. – Practicing Family Law Attorney 
Karen Kristjansen M.Sc, M.A. - Founder, Beyond Limits
Tanya LaBuick – Founder, Tanyalabuick.com
Diane Weber Bederman – Chaplain, Author & Blogger 



UNITED KINGDOM 
Erin Pizzey - International founder of refuge/refuge movement for victims of domestic
violence and author 
Dr. Nicola Graham-Kevan - Professor of Psychology, Domestic Violence Expert 
Ruth Langford - Manager, Wikivorce 
Celia Conrad - Solicitor, Author 
Philippa Dolan - Partner, Practicing Family Law Attorney
Alison Bushell - Co-Founder, Child and Family Solutions
Karen Woodall - Founder, Family Separation Clinic, Author

GERMANY
Dr. Hildegund Suenderhauf - Professor Family Law, Lutheran University 
Angela Hoffmeyer - Vateraufbruch Fur Kinder, Manager - Two Homes 

SWEDEN 
Ingrid Carlqvist - Journalist & Author, Founder Dispatch International

ITALY 
Dr. Elizabeth Celi - Psychologist & Author, Award winning speaker & media commentator

PAKISTAN 
Shazia Mirza – Program Manager, My Foundation

FRANCE
Marta de Tena – Author, Journalist - Elle Magazine

IN MEMORIAM 
Karen DeCrow Esq. - Former President of the National Organization for Women 
Rep. Phyllis Pond (R) – Indiana House of Representatives
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Telephone:          850-488-7146 

Email:                    Rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com 

Thank you, 

Maria 

Maria C. Gonzalez, Chair 

 

 
Please note: Florida has very broad public records laws. Many written communications to or from The 

Florida Bar regarding Bar business may be considered public records, which must be made available to 

anyone upon request. Your e-mail communications may therefore be subject to public disclosure.  
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To: "Hill, Paul" <phill@floridabar.org>, "Tollok, Gabrielle" <GTollok@floridabar.org> 
Cc: "Gonzalez, Maria" <mgonzalez@ybkglaw.com> 
 
 

Dear Paul, 

Hope you are well.  I though we might get by this legislative session without the drama 

of last minute efforts to oppose a bill, but here we are with just days left in the 

legislative session and we need your assistance. 

  

First, The Family Law Section’s  Executive Committee met last evening on an urgent 

basis and voted to hire a lobbyist team comprised of Billy Rubin, Gary Rutledge and Jon 

Costello to lobby the executive branch.  This was deemed necessary as a result of the 

amendments made yesterday to SB 668 on the timesharing portion of the bill which the 

Section believes creates a “presumption of 50/50” and is contrary to our standing 

positions.  The Section will oppose the bill if it is taken up by the House in its current 

form. Although we provided compromise language last night, we need to be prepared to 

oppose the bill if a compromise is not reached.  

  

I am expecting a Contract from Mr. Rubin this morning and will forward it to your 

attention right away. The Section will be seeking  approval of the Contract.  I have 

already alerted BOG member, Dori Foster-Morales of our intentions to seek approval of 

the contract. 

  

Second, I drafted the message below to our entire Section membership and would like 

the FB’s approval of the message so we may transmit it later today via an email blast. 

Dear Family Law Section members, 

Yesterday, late amendments were made to pending legislation relating 

to a “50/50” timesharing bill which passed the Senate Appropriations 

Committee.  The Family Law Section continues to oppose SB 668 because 

it contains a presumption that a 50/50 timesharing schedule is in the 

best interests of every child.  The bill also requires detailed findings of 

fact in every case absent  an agreement of the parents and violates the 

Section’s standing positions and public policy.  I have attached a copy of 

the bill for your reference – please read it.   Despite the Section’s efforts 

to work with sponsors of this bill and provide compromise language, we 

believe the current proposed language (or similar presumptive 

language) may nevertheless be approved by the House and thereafter 

proceed to the Governor in short order. 
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We urge you to contact Governor Scott and voice your opposition to the 

timesharing portion of SB 668 now. 

Governor Scott’s contact information is as follows: 

Telephone:          850-488-7146 

Email:                    Rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com 

Thank you. 

Maria C. Gonzalez 

Chair, Family Law Section, 2015-16 

  

Thank you and I will forward the lobbyiste contract as soon as I receive it. 

Rgds, 

-Maria 

  

  

   Maria C. Gonzalez, Esq. 
Board Certified in Marital & Family Law  

& Certified Family Law Mediator, 
Fellow, American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers 

Young, Berman, Karpf & Gonzalez PA 
500 East Broward Blvd., Suite 1580 
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33394 
T:  (954) 809-3300 /  F:  (954) 809-3310   
Email: mgonzalez@ybkglaw.com  
Email: gonzalezmediation.com  
  

            
Miami – Fort Lauderdale 
   
YOUNG, BERMAN, KARPF & GONZALEZ, P.A. CONFIDENTIALITY AND TAX NOTICE  
The content and/or attachments within this e-mail may be confidential or privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that 

any disclosure, distribution or copying of this e-mail or any information contained therein is strictly prohibited. This e-mail may not be forwarded without 

our express written consent. If you have received this e-mail in error, please reply and notify us immediately. The information contained herein does not 

constitute tax advice nor should it be relied upon for any tax purpose. 

  

  
 

Please note: Florida has very broad public records laws. Many written communications to or 
from The Florida Bar regarding Bar business may be considered public records, which must be 
made available to anyone upon request. Your e-mail communications may therefore be subject to 
public disclosure.  
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Dear Family Law Section members, 

Yesterday, late amendments were made to pending legislation relating 

to a “50/50” timesharing bill which passed the Senate Appropriations 

Committee.  The Family Law Section continues to oppose SB 668 because 

it contains a presumption that a 50/50 timesharing schedule is in the 

best interests of every child.  The bill also requires detailed findings of 

fact in every case absent  an agreement of the parents and violates the 

Section’s standing positions and public policy.  I have attached a copy of 

the bill for your reference – please read it.   Despite the Section’s efforts 

to work with sponsors of this bill and provide compromise language, we 

believe the current proposed language (or similar presumptive 

language) may nevertheless be approved by the House and thereafter 

proceed to the Governor in short order. 

We urge you to contact Governor Scott and voice your opposition to the 

timesharing portion of SB 668 now. 

Governor Scott’s contact information is as follows: 

Telephone:          850-488-7146 

Email:                    Rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com 

Thank you. 

Maria C. Gonzalez 

Chair, Family Law Section, 2015-16 

  

Thank you and I will forward the lobbyiste contract as soon as I receive it. 

Rgds, 

-Maria 

  

  

   Maria C. Gonzalez, Esq. 
Board Certified in Marital & Family Law  

& Certified Family Law Mediator, 
Fellow, American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers 

Young, Berman, Karpf & Gonzalez PA 
500 East Broward Blvd., Suite 1580 
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33394 
T:  (954) 809-3300 /  F:  (954) 809-3310   
Email: mgonzalez@ybkglaw.com  
Email: gonzalezmediation.com  
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Miami – Fort Lauderdale 
   
YOUNG, BERMAN, KARPF & GONZALEZ, P.A. CONFIDENTIALITY AND TAX NOTICE  
The content and/or attachments within this e-mail may be confidential or privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that 

any disclosure, distribution or copying of this e-mail or any information contained therein is strictly prohibited. This e-mail may not be forwarded without 

our express written consent. If you have received this e-mail in error, please reply and notify us immediately. The information contained herein does not 

constitute tax advice nor should it be relied upon for any tax purpose. 

  

 
 

Please note: Florida has very broad public records laws. Many written communications to or 
from The Florida Bar regarding Bar business may be considered public records, which must be 
made available to anyone upon request. Your e-mail communications may therefore be subject to 
public disclosure.  
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Good morning, Maria – 

 

Paul and Mr. Harkness agree that the message is okay to send to your Section membership.   

 

When we get the contract, they will review and we will get back to you as soon as possible. 

 

Thank you, 

 

Joni 

 

 
Joni Wussler 

Administrative Assistant 

Office of the General Counsel 

The Florida Bar 

(T) 850-561-5662 

jwussler@floridabar.org 

 

 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: "Maria Gonzalez" <MGonzalez@ybkglaw.com> 
Date: Wed, Mar 2, 2016 at 4:54 AM -0800 
Subject: FLS - executive brank lobbyist contract and approval of message to entire membership 
To: "Hill, Paul" <phill@floridabar.org>, "Tollok, Gabrielle" <GTollok@floridabar.org> 
Cc: "Gonzalez, Maria" <mgonzalez@ybkglaw.com> 

Dear Paul, 

Hope you are well.  I though we might get by this legislative session without the drama of last minute 

efforts to oppose a bill, but here we are with just days left in the legislative session and we need your 

assistance. 

  

First, The Family Law Section’s  Executive Committee met last evening on an urgent basis and voted to 

hire a lobbyist team comprised of Billy Rubin, Gary Rutledge and Jon Costello to lobby the executive 

branch.  This was deemed necessary as a result of the amendments made yesterday to SB 668 on the 

timesharing portion of the bill which the Section believes creates a “presumption of 50/50” and is 

contrary to our standing positions.  The Section will oppose the bill if it is taken up by the House in its 

current form. Although we provided compromise language last night, we need to be prepared to 

oppose the bill if a compromise is not reached.  

  

I am expecting a Contract from Mr. Rubin this morning and will forward it to your attention right 

away. The Section will be seeking  approval of the Contract.  I have already alerted BOG member, Dori 

Foster-Morales of our intentions to seek approval of the contract. 

  

Second, I drafted the message below to our entire Section membership and would like the FB’s 

approval of the message so we may transmit it later today via an email blast. 
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Dear Family Law Section members, 

Yesterday, late amendments were made to pending legislation relating to a “50/50” 

timesharing bill which passed the Senate Appropriations Committee.  The Family 

Law Section continues to oppose SB 668 because it contains a presumption that a 

50/50 timesharing schedule is in the best interests of every child.  The bill also 

requires detailed findings of fact in every case absent  an agreement of the parents 

and violates the Section’s standing positions and public policy.  I have attached a 

copy of the bill for your reference – please read it.   Despite the Section’s efforts to 

work with sponsors of this bill and provide compromise language, we believe the 

current proposed language (or similar presumptive language) may nevertheless be 

approved by the House and thereafter proceed to the Governor in short order. 

We urge you to contact Governor Scott and voice your opposition to the timesharing 

portion of SB 668 now. 

Governor Scott’s contact information is as follows: 

Telephone:          850-488-7146 

Email:                    Rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com 

Thank you. 

Maria C. Gonzalez 

Chair, Family Law Section, 2015-16 

  

Thank you and I will forward the lobbyiste contract as soon as I receive it. 

Rgds, 

-Maria 

  

  

   Maria C. Gonzalez, Esq. 
Board Certified in Marital & Family Law  

& Certified Family Law Mediator, 
Fellow, American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers 

Young, Berman, Karpf & Gonzalez PA 
500 East Broward Blvd., Suite 1580 
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33394 
T:  (954) 809-3300 /  F:  (954) 809-3310   
Email: mgonzalez@ybkglaw.com  
Email: gonzalezmediation.com  
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Miami – Fort Lauderdale 
   
YOUNG, BERMAN, KARPF & GONZALEZ, P.A. CONFIDENTIALITY AND TAX NOTICE  
The content and/or attachments within this e-mail may be confidential or privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, 

distribution or copying of this e-mail or any information contained therein is strictly prohibited. This e-mail may not be forwarded without our express written consent. If you 

have received this e-mail in error, please reply and notify us immediately. The information contained herein does not constitute tax advice nor should it be relied upon for any 

tax purpose. 

  

 

Please note: Florida has very broad public records laws. Many written communications to or from The Florida 
Bar regarding Bar business may be considered public records, which must be made available to anyone upon 
request. Your e-mail communications may therefore be subject to public disclosure.  
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Vovsi, Tatyana

From: Wussler, Joan N

Sent: Wednesday, March 02, 2016 8:56 AM

To: Gonzalez, Maria

Cc: Tollok, Gabrielle; Hill, Paul

Subject: RE: FLS - executive brank lobbyist contract  and approval of message to entire 

membership

Good morning, Maria – 

 

Paul and Mr. Harkness agree that the message is okay to send to your Section membership.   

 

When we get the contract, they will review and we will get back to you as soon as possible. 

 

Thank you, 

 

Joni 

 

 
Joni Wussler 

Administrative Assistant 

Office of the General Counsel 

The Florida Bar 

(T) 850-561-5662 

jwussler@floridabar.org 

 

 

---------- Forwarded message ---------- 
From: "Maria Gonzalez" <MGonzalez@ybkglaw.com> 
Date: Wed, Mar 2, 2016 at 4:54 AM -0800 
Subject: FLS - executive brank lobbyist contract and approval of message to entire membership 
To: "Hill, Paul" <phill@floridabar.org>, "Tollok, Gabrielle" <GTollok@floridabar.org> 
Cc: "Gonzalez, Maria" <mgonzalez@ybkglaw.com> 

Dear Paul, 

Hope you are well.  I though we might get by this legislative session without the drama of last minute 

efforts to oppose a bill, but here we are with just days left in the legislative session and we need your 

assistance. 

  

First, The Family Law Section’s  Executive Committee met last evening on an urgent basis and voted to 

hire a lobbyist team comprised of Billy Rubin, Gary Rutledge and Jon Costello to lobby the executive 

branch.  This was deemed necessary as a result of the amendments made yesterday to SB 668 on the 

timesharing portion of the bill which the Section believes creates a “presumption of 50/50” and is 

contrary to our standing positions.  The Section will oppose the bill if it is taken up by the House in its 
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current form. Although we provided compromise language last night, we need to be prepared to 

oppose the bill if a compromise is not reached.  

  

I am expecting a Contract from Mr. Rubin this morning and will forward it to your attention right 

away. The Section will be seeking  approval of the Contract.  I have already alerted BOG member, Dori 

Foster-Morales of our intentions to seek approval of the contract. 

  

Second, I drafted the message below to our entire Section membership and would like the FB’s 

approval of the message so we may transmit it later today via an email blast. 

Dear Family Law Section members, 

Yesterday, late amendments were made to pending legislation relating to a “50/50” 

timesharing bill which passed the Senate Appropriations Committee.  The Family 

Law Section continues to oppose SB 668 because it contains a presumption that a 

50/50 timesharing schedule is in the best interests of every child.  The bill also 

requires detailed findings of fact in every case absent  an agreement of the parents 

and violates the Section’s standing positions and public policy.  I have attached a 

copy of the bill for your reference – please read it.   Despite the Section’s efforts to 

work with sponsors of this bill and provide compromise language, we believe the 

current proposed language (or similar presumptive language) may nevertheless be 

approved by the House and thereafter proceed to the Governor in short order. 

We urge you to contact Governor Scott and voice your opposition to the timesharing 

portion of SB 668 now. 

Governor Scott’s contact information is as follows: 

Telephone:          850-488-7146 

Email:                    Rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com 

Thank you. 

Maria C. Gonzalez 

Chair, Family Law Section, 2015-16 

  

Thank you and I will forward the lobbyiste contract as soon as I receive it. 

Rgds, 

-Maria 

  

  

   Maria C. Gonzalez, Esq. 
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Board Certified in Marital & Family Law  

& Certified Family Law Mediator, 
Fellow, American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers 

Young, Berman, Karpf & Gonzalez PA 
500 East Broward Blvd., Suite 1580 
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33394 
T:  (954) 809-3300 /  F:  (954) 809-3310   
Email: mgonzalez@ybkglaw.com  
Email: gonzalezmediation.com  
  

            
Miami – Fort Lauderdale 
   
YOUNG, BERMAN, KARPF & GONZALEZ, P.A. CONFIDENTIALITY AND TAX NOTICE  
The content and/or attachments within this e-mail may be confidential or privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, 

distribution or copying of this e-mail or any information contained therein is strictly prohibited. This e-mail may not be forwarded without our express written consent. If you 

have received this e-mail in error, please reply and notify us immediately. The information contained herein does not constitute tax advice nor should it be relied upon for any 

tax purpose. 

  

 

Please note: Florida has very broad public records laws. Many written communications to or from The Florida 
Bar regarding Bar business may be considered public records, which must be made available to anyone upon 
request. Your e-mail communications may therefore be subject to public disclosure.  
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Vovsi, Tatyana

From: Maria Gonzalez <MGonzalez@ybkglaw.com>

Sent: Wednesday, March 02, 2016 8:25 AM

To: Tollok, Gabrielle

Cc: Gonzalez, Maria

Subject: FLS- email blast to go out

Importance: High

Hi Gaby, 

Please send an email blast of the message below to all EC members and all LC 

members from me as Chair.  In addition, please copy the email to the following 

trustees:  Elisha, Tom Sasser, Diane Kirigin, Carin Porras, Scott Rubin and David 

Manz. 

Thank you. 

-Maria 

 

Dear Executive Council members and Legislation Committee members, 

We have one week left in this legislative session which closes on Friday, March 11, 2016. 

Yesterday, late amendments were made to SB 668 relating to the “50/50” timesharing bill 

which passed the Senate Appropriations Committee and the bill is on its way to the Senate 

floor.   The Section continues to oppose SB 668 because it contains a presumption that a 

50/50 timesharing schedule is in the best interests of every child.  The bill also requires 

detailed findings of fact in every case absent  an agreement.  Despite the Section’s efforts to 

work with sponsors of the bill and provide compromise language, our lobbyist advises 

that  the current proposed language (or similar presumptive language) will nevertheless 

likely be approved in the House and thereafter proceed to the Governor in short order.   

Your Executive Committee met yesterday and approved the attached compromise 

language which is consistent with the Section’s standing positions.  Our lobbyist was 

authorized to present this language to the bill sponsors in our continuing effort to defeat 

the current timesharing language in SB 668.    We do not know whether our efforts will be 

successful.  In addition, Executive Committee authorized hiring a lobbyist team at the 

Executive branch level.  I will be sending an email blast to the entire Section membership 

urging members to oppose SB 668 and to contact Governor Scott as soon as my proposed 
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message is approved today by the Florida Bar.  In the interim, I urge you each to contact 

Governor Scott and voice your opposition to the timesharing portion of SB 668. 

Governor Scott’s contact information is as follows: 

Telephone:          850-488-7146 

Email:                    Rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com 

Thank you, 

Maria 

 

 

 

   Maria C. Gonzalez, Esq. 
Board Certified in Marital & Family Law  

& Certified Family Law Mediator, 

Fellow, American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers 

Young, Berman, Karpf & Gonzalez PA 

500 East Broward Blvd., Suite 1580 

Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33394 

T:  (954) 809-3300 /  F:  (954) 809-3310   

Email: mgonzalez@ybkglaw.com  

Email: gonzalezmediation.com  

 

            
Miami – Fort Lauderdale 

   
YOUNG, BERMAN, KARPF & GONZALEZ, P.A. CONFIDENTIALITY AND TAX NOTICE  
The content and/or attachments within this e-mail may be confidential or privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, 

distribution or copying of this e-mail or any information contained therein is strictly prohibited. This e-mail may not be forwarded without our express written consent. If you 

have received this e-mail in error, please reply and notify us immediately. The information contained herein does not constitute tax advice nor should it be relied upon for any 

tax purpose. 

 

 

Please note: Florida has very broad public records laws. Many written communications to or from The Florida 
Bar regarding Bar business may be considered public records, which must be made available to anyone upon 
request. Your e-mail communications may therefore be subject to public disclosure.  
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Vovsi, Tatyana

From: Maria Gonzalez <MGonzalez@ybkglaw.com>

Sent: Wednesday, March 02, 2016 7:54 AM

To: Hill, Paul; Tollok, Gabrielle

Cc: Gonzalez, Maria

Subject: FLS - executive brank lobbyist contract  and approval of message to entire membership

Importance: High

Dear Paul, 

Hope you are well.  I though we might get by this legislative session without the drama of last minute 

efforts to oppose a bill, but here we are with just days left in the legislative session and we need your 

assistance. 

 

First, The Family Law Section’s  Executive Committee met last evening on an urgent basis and voted to 

hire a lobbyist team comprised of Billy Rubin, Gary Rutledge and Jon Costello to lobby the executive 

branch.  This was deemed necessary as a result of the amendments made yesterday to SB 668 on the 

timesharing portion of the bill which the Section believes creates a “presumption of 50/50” and is 

contrary to our standing positions.  The Section will oppose the bill if it is taken up by the House in its 

current form. Although we provided compromise language last night, we need to be prepared to 

oppose the bill if a compromise is not reached.  

 

I am expecting a Contract from Mr. Rubin this morning and will forward it to your attention right 

away. The Section will be seeking  approval of the Contract.  I have already alerted BOG member, Dori 

Foster-Morales of our intentions to seek approval of the contract. 

 

Second, I drafted the message below to our entire Section membership and would like the FB’s 

approval of the message so we may transmit it later today via an email blast. 

Dear Family Law Section members, 

Yesterday, late amendments were made to pending legislation relating to a “50/50” 

timesharing bill which passed the Senate Appropriations Committee.  The Family 

Law Section continues to oppose SB 668 because it contains a presumption that a 

50/50 timesharing schedule is in the best interests of every child.  The bill also 

requires detailed findings of fact in every case absent  an agreement of the parents 

and violates the Section’s standing positions and public policy.  I have attached a 

copy of the bill for your reference – please read it.   Despite the Section’s efforts to 

work with sponsors of this bill and provide compromise language, we believe the 

current proposed language (or similar presumptive language) may nevertheless be 

approved by the House and thereafter proceed to the Governor in short order. 
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We urge you to contact Governor Scott and voice your opposition to the timesharing 

portion of SB 668 now. 

Governor Scott’s contact information is as follows: 

Telephone:          850-488-7146 

Email:                    Rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com 

Thank you. 

Maria C. Gonzalez 

Chair, Family Law Section, 2015-16 

 

Thank you and I will forward the lobbyiste contract as soon as I receive it. 

Rgds, 

-Maria 
 

 

   Maria C. Gonzalez, Esq. 
Board Certified in Marital & Family Law  

& Certified Family Law Mediator, 

Fellow, American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers 

Young, Berman, Karpf & Gonzalez PA 

500 East Broward Blvd., Suite 1580 

Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33394 

T:  (954) 809-3300 /  F:  (954) 809-3310   

Email: mgonzalez@ybkglaw.com  

Email: gonzalezmediation.com  

 

            
Miami – Fort Lauderdale 

   
YOUNG, BERMAN, KARPF & GONZALEZ, P.A. CONFIDENTIALITY AND TAX NOTICE  
The content and/or attachments within this e-mail may be confidential or privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, 

distribution or copying of this e-mail or any information contained therein is strictly prohibited. This e-mail may not be forwarded without our express written consent. If you 

have received this e-mail in error, please reply and notify us immediately. The information contained herein does not constitute tax advice nor should it be relied upon for any 

tax purpose. 

 

 

Please note: Florida has very broad public records laws. Many written communications to or from The Florida 
Bar regarding Bar business may be considered public records, which must be made available to anyone upon 
request. Your e-mail communications may therefore be subject to public disclosure.  



Minutes of the Legislation Committee 
Mid-Year Meetings of the Family Law Section of the Florida Bar 
In Conjunction with the Marital and Family Law Review Course 

Hilton Bonnet Creek—Orlando, Florida 
Thursday, January 28, 2016  

 
I. The meeting was called to order by Co-Chair, Christopher “Chris” 
Rumbold, at 2:15 p.m.  Co-Chair, Philip Wartenberg, leads the group in Pledge of 
Allegiance.  
 
II. Introduction of Members and Guests.  Chris had all guests and 
members in attendance introduce themselves.  An attendance sheet was 
circulated for members and guests to sign, and is attached separately.  
 
III. Alimony Update:  Tom Sasser requests to be taken out of order.  He 
explains that five (5) bills that deal with alimony have been filed amongst the 
House and Senate.  One was extinguished this week.  The four that remain have 
virtually identical alimony language.  The big issue is that each bill has a variation 
of parenting issues/presumption of 50/50 timesharing included.  We do not know 
at this point what political games are coming, what gets added on, and what gets 
stripped off in the fight.  Tom puts 65% for/35% against alimony passing, but 
acknowledges that the odds change on a daily basis because people’s “political 
cards” haven’t been played yet.   
 
Tom entertains questions.  Ruben Doupe asks what happened to Senator Lee’s 
bill this week?  The answer: he stripped off all alimony language from the bill.  It 
is now strictly a parenting/50-50 timesharing bill.  Both Tom and Nelson were 
surprised by this.  There was also a question about collaborative bill.  That was 
also stripped from Senator Lee’s bill.  There is a separate collaborative law bill 
filed, which is moving. 
 
Dr. Day asks whether the Section is supporting a particular bill.  Tom says we are 
supporting a House bill (Rep Burton) which just deals with alimony. It is a narrow 
bill.  Dr. Day asks whether if this is the bill he feels is going to pass.  Tom says 
no.  He gives alimony a 65% chance of passing in some form.  He doesn’t know 
in what form, or on what bill, it is going to pass.   
 
Lori Caldwell-Carr asks about the 10% change language in the proposed bill.  
Tom replies that the legislature asked us to define in alimony what constitutes a 
substantial change in circumstances. So, the bill defines a 10% change as a 
substantial change. 
 
IV. Review and Approval of the Minutes:  Prior to the meeting, the Minutes 
from the September 26, 2015 live meeting in St. Petersburg, as well as the 
minutes from the telephonic meetings (November 2015 to January 2016) were 
disseminated.  Chris asks to table voting on same since the agenda (including 
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the minutes) weren’t disseminated until yesterday afternoon.  Vote tabled until 
future telephonic conference. 
 
V. 2015/2016 Legislation Update.  Nelson Diaz gives update on Legislation 
and Bills we are monitoring.   
 

• Gives update on self-authenticating bill 
 

• Gives update on Power of Attorney bill.  Real Property Section opposes it.  
Taryn Sinatra and Phil are finalizing a white paper.  Once disseminated, 
we will decide what action we should take as the House bill is moving.  
Starting to move in Senate.  Amy Hickman suggests that we discuss it 
now since it is moving and up next week. 
 

• Gives update on Adoption bill and all the work that Amy Hickman has 
done to get a bad bill amended where we support it now.  Amy explains a 
new amendment was made to the bill last night.  Amy moved to reconsider 
our previous vote to oppose the bill since it has now been amended into 
something we support.  Magistrate Jones seconds the Motion.  Passes 
unanimously (with one abstention by Angel). 
 

• Gives update on Collaborative bill, which is moving, and he expects it will 
be on the floor for a vote in next 2 weeks. 
 

• Angel asks about Senator Lee.  He hasn’t made a move to stop alimony 
yet, but it is early.  His 50/50 timesharing bill in Senate hasn’t started to 
move yet…but he is expected to push it.  There is also a House bill but it 
hasn’t moved.  Nelson feels comfortable saying the House is anti- 50/50 
presumption. 
 

• We move back to the Power of Attorney bill being monitored by Taryn.  
Amy Hickman speaks on some of the major problems involved with the 
bill.  Taryn echoes the sentiments of Amy.  Maria Gonzalez asks whether 
the bill can be fixed/whether we should be working with the Sponsor…or 
should we be opposing the bill.  Amy is open to expressing our concerns 
to the Sponsor, but that we shouldn’t be doing to specific grunt work in re-
writing the bill.  Chris discusses our tracking efforts of the bill, the white 
paper drafting process, and suggests perhaps we bring up the bill on the 
screen to discuss it.  Nelson mentions we just received the Real Property 
Section’s white paper. Phil discusses being up in Tallahassee and how 
greatly opposed to it the Real Property/Probate group is.  Bonnie 
proposes a Motion that we oppose the bill, but give authority to work on an 
acceptable bill.  Chris advises we already took a vote to oppose the bill.  
Chris says just because we are opposing the bill doesn’t mean we can’t 
extend an olive branch.  An issue we need to determine is a) whether this 
is an unfixable bill; b) whether it is an unnecessary bill; and c) whether it is 
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even worth our Section’s efforts at all.  Amy says she is fine with opposing 
the bill, but providing technical assistance, but she is unsure what they are 
truly trying to accomplish with the bill and what the motivation is behind it.  
Nelson suggests having some people on the telephone with him and the 
sponsor and/or a meeting with the sponsor.  Taryn echoes Amy’s 
comments, mentioning it seems they are trying to solve a problem that 
doesn’t exist.  Phil mentions the danger of the bill is the bill is meant to 
bypass the courts and dependency system, making their jobs easier with 
respect to temporary custody, but there are major due process and judicial 
oversight concerns.  Chris had a conversation with Maria and Taryn 
privately and suggested that, by Sunday, the white paper will be prepared 
and ready.  It will be disseminated so that the Committee can vote on it on 
Monday.  The white paper will include a line-by-line analysis of the bill, 
which Nelson requested.  Amy is willing to do it now and have it ready for 
Saturday for Executive Council to vote on.  Chris forms a sub-committee 
to make the line-by-line paper analysis of the bill (Taryn, Amy, Phil, Patty 
Alexander, and Ron Kauffman on the sub-committee).  Maria says we 
won’t need the special session on Monday since the sub-committee 
intends to have it ready for Executive Council to vote on it on Saturday. 

 
VI. Nomenclature Sub-Committee:  Chris updates the work done so far, and 
that the first set of work has been sent out.  More work to be done and we will 
address the issue later. 
 
VII. Bill Tracking Updates:  Bonnie is the head of this sub-committee.  She 
has no updates beyond what was discussed. 
 
Paul Leinoff is monitoring the self-authenticating document bill.  There were 
some amendments made to the bill/there is a proposed committee substitute.  He 
says the proposed substitute proposes a stripped down version of the process.  
He doesn’t believe it will have any meaningful impact one way or another.  Chris 
asks whether this Committee needs to take a position.  Paul recommends taking 
no position unless the lobbyist recommends otherwise. 
 
VIII. Substantive Committees.  Chris asks whether any Substantive 
Committee has a report/proposed legislation.  Robin Scher mentions three 
different proposals coming from the domestic violence side to this Committee.  
Also discusses HB 1212.  No other Committees have updates/requests. 
 
IX. New Business.  Chris asks if anyone has new business.  Phil discusses 
that we are coming up to a point in the Legislative session where members of the 
Committee will need to make telephone calls to specific Senators and 
Representatives.  We get this request without notice and the members need to 
jump on it. 
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X. Upcoming Events.  Chris directs people to look at the Agenda for the 
upcoming events.  Then, Chris calls on Heather Apicella to discuss upcoming 
CLEs.  February 17, 2016 is Technology in your practice CLE.  March 17, 2016 is 
live all day CLE in Fort Lauderdale on Hot Topics with Children’s Issues.  Bonnie 
Sockel-Stone and Heather discuss a Legislative Update CLE on April 20, 2016. 

 
XI.  Good of the Order.  Chris stresses this is a working committee limited to 
30 members and having a waiting list to get on.  We expect people will be 
present on Friday phone calls and will volunteer.  Chris also recognizes Amy 
Hamlin who took a great amount of time to update Legislative Handbook. 

 
XII. Adjournment.  The Meeting was adjourned by Chris Rumbold at 3:26 
p.m. following Motion by Norberto Katz. 
 

Respectfully submitted, 
 

David L. Hirschberg, Co-Secretary 
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Minutes of the Legislation Committee 
Telephonic Meeting: Friday, February 5, 2016  

 
I. The meeting was called to order by Co-Chair, Philip Rumbold, at 12:05 
p.m.  Co-Secretary, David Hirschberg, takes roll.  Jack Moring is now on the 
Committee and should be added to the roster. 
 
II. Nelson Diaz has to catch a flight so we will start with his update.  Nelson 
begins by thanking Joe Hunt for flying to Tallahassee at last minute to testify for 
alimony bill, which passed out of Committee in House.  Senator Lee’s bill was 
withdrawn from a committee because it was in trouble, and put into a more 
favorable committee.  His bill is just a timesharing bill.  Meanwhile, Senator 
Stargel’s bill, which is both an alimony and timesharing bill, is up for discussion 
this week at Committee.  Abigail Beebee will travel to Tallahassee this week on 
Tuesday. Nelson believes there is a better than 50% chance we will see alimony 
reform pass this week. 
 
As to Adoption Bill, it passed out of Senate in a form we favor and has been sent 
over to the House.  We expect it to pass out of the House and head to Governor 
in the next two (2) weeks.   
 
As to the Power of Attorney bill (HB 259), Nelson has been able to slow it down.  
The House Bill was up for second committee of reference this week but Nelson 
got it taken off the agenda.  In the Senate, it passed its first committee of 
reference and next up is Judiciary Committee.  Nelson has it temporarily slowed 
down, but we need to get someone up to Tallahassee to work on reforming the 
bill. 
 *Phil discusses an Ad Hoc Committee was formed to work on this bill and 
Phil expects one person will go up to Tallahassee this week.  Taryn mentions she 
is available on Wednesday, February 10 and potentially Thursday, February 11.  
Nelson says he wants her up in Tallahassee on Thursday. 
 *Point of information from Magistrate Jones is that he believes we as a 
Committee voted to oppose the bill, but now it appears we are discussing 
supporting it/offering technical assistance.  So, we may have to consider a 
Motion for Reconsideration. 
 *Amy Hickman and Taryn Sinatra give updates on how the House Bill and 
Senate bill have changed since the last time we discussed and voted on same.   
 *Phil references that the Ad Hoc Committee sent out last night to the 
Legislation Committee a product that could apply to both the House bill and 
Senate bill as a compromise.  Amy Hickman then explains the genesis of the 
work product, as well as line-by-line what the Committee created. 
 *Magistrate Jones asks Amy and Taryn whether we should support the bill 
if the Legislature accepted all of our changes. Taryn was hesitant to support it.  
Amy doesn’t think their product is perfect, but is more comfortable with it than 
Taryn.  Ultimately, Amy believes we need to kill the bills, with our work product 
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being an absolute back-up plan if the bills are going to pass and we need to 
provide technical assistance. 
 *Phil asks Maria Gonzalez what the Executive Committee would like the 
Legislation Committee to do at this point.  Maria would like to get a work product 
finalized and to Nelson. 
 *David makes a suggestion that we continue to oppose the Bill, with our 
work product as a “fail safe plan” in case the passing of the bill is unavoidable.  
Angel suggests that we reach out to the sponsors, explain to them why we are 
against the bill, and offer to work with them to pass a product next year (versus 
rushing a product out in a few days).  Amy says the problem is the sponsors 
have momentum right now and no reason to agree to wait.  Maria reminds Angel 
that Nelson has advised us that the bills are moving and doesn’t appear we can 
kill them, and we are faced with a choice of a bad bill being passed, or offering 
technical assistance. 
 *Taryn asks Maria whether we can have the Legislation Committee email 
their comments to the Ad Hoc committee over the weekend because Taryn feels 
the product they put together is rushed and she isn’t comfortable with it in current 
form without additional feedback. 
 *Magistrate Jones, Angel, Magistrate Kirigin, and other Committee 
members discuss with Amy additional language to be included in the work 
product. 
 *The Ad Hoc Committee will continue to work on the product based upon 
the comments made, as well as the comments that are sent over the weekend.  
We will have a vote on Monday at noon (2/8/16) regarding a final product. 
 
III. Adjournment.  Meeting was adjourned by Phil at 1:15 p.m. 
 

Respectfully submitted, 
 

 
David L. Hirschberg, Co-Secretary 
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Minutes of the Legislation Committee 
Telephonic Meeting: Monday, February 8, 2016  

 
I. The meeting was called to order by Co-Chairs, Philip Wartenberg and 
Chris Rumbold, at 12:05 p.m.  Co-Secretary, David Hirschberg, takes roll.   
 
II. Purpose of this emergency call is to discuss what position we are taking 
as to the Power of Attorney bill (HB 259).  The Ad Hoc Committee put together a 
work product and emailed it out for everyone to review and comment.  Originally, 
this past Friday, changes were discussed.  Those changes were incorporated, as 
well as additional ones.  Amy Hickman goes over the changes that have been 
made to the product. 
 
Taryn then discusses potential additional changes to the document. 
 
Chris Rumbold catches a couple grammatical errors/typos in the document. Jack 
Moring also catches a typographical error in line 215 (timesharing, not 
timeshare), which needs to apply to 219. 
 
Taryn discusses a child support component to the document.  Patty Alexander 
agrees with Taryn we need to beef up the child support language.   
 
Chris Rumbold asks “what is an available parent” as referenced in line 231 of the 
document?  Amy suggests to use the normal definition. 
 
Elisha asks a question about line 174 and the vernacular used.  A back-and-forth 
conversation is then had between Amy and Elisha. 
 
Maria and Amy discuss the language in line 142 regarding diligent search.  
Elisha and other Committee members also weigh in on the language, and 
ultimately it is revised. 
 
Taryn makes a revision to line 160 with Amy. 
 
Chris makes additions of address requirement to lines 162 and 163. 
 
Amy makes Motion to oppose House and Senate versions of bill, but to extent 
our opposition of the bills is not successful, to have the Legislation Committee 
give the Ad Hoc Committee authority to use their bill as technical assistance. 
 
Before we can get to Amy’s Motion, a long discussion is had regarding resolving 
the child support language in the work product.   
 
Back to the Motion.  It is seconded by Taryn.  All members on the call vote in 
favor of the Motion.  No abstentions.  No votes against. 
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The work product will now go to Executive Committee and will be voted on by 
Executive Council. 
 
 
III. Adjournment.  Meeting was adjourned by Phil at 1:00 p.m. 
 

Respectfully submitted, 
 

 
David L. Hirschberg, Co-Secretary 
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Minutes of the Legislation Committee Telephonic Meeting: 
Friday, February 12, 2016 

 
1. Meeting called to order by Co-Chair PhillipWartenberg.  Co-Secretary Sonja Jean 
takes roll. 
 
Also in Attendance 
Chair Maria Gonzalez 
Immediate Past Chair Magistrate Norberto Katz  
Chair Elect Laura Davis Smith 
Secretary Abigail Beebe 
Treasurer Nicole Goetz – Excused 
 
2. No Lobbyist Report 
 
3. Tallahassee Report: Abigail Beebe gives report; met with Senator Stargel re 
timesharing language in her bill.  Reuben Duepe adds to report re language in Senator 
Stargel’s bill.  Magistrate Kirigin inquires regarding presumptive language in the bill and 
the long-term economic detrimental effects stemming therefrom particularly with regard 
to moderate income families.  Per Abigail Beebe that discussion will not be fruitful. 
Madame Chair comments regarding the impact on modification.  Magistrate Kirigin 
believes the fiscal impact is the strongest argument we have.  Abigail believes the better 
argument is it will cause further litigation.  Further discussion re same.  Per Abigail 
Beebe this Senator is invested in her language and will not likely change it.  Senator 
Stargel is aware that we are opposing the bill.  Magistrate Jones comments re the detailed  
findings of fact requirement for parents that agree to a timesharing schedule that differs 
from 50-50 and as to the entire timesharing schedule/parenting plan.  Further comment 
from Magistrate Kirigin re the increase in attorneys fees stemming from that requirement.  
Further discussion as to whether it is feasible to try to create language that will be 
presented to Senator Stargel on Tuesday. 
 
Legislation Committee instructed to email chairs as to availability to travel to Tallahassee 
on Tuesday. 
 
SB 794:  Reuben Doupe believes we need to address this in the near future.  With this bill 
every parenting plan would give co sole parental responsibility as to mental health issues 
of a child, and if any parent makes that decision then that parent is totally responsible for 
payment.  He will circulate an email with bullet points prior to the next telephonic 
meeting. 
 
4.  No New Business 
 
5.  Adjourned at 12:29 by Phil Wartenberg 
 
 



Executive Council Telephone call Feb. 12, 2012  

12:30 p.m.  

 

Executive Committee Members:    

Maria Gonzalez, Chair    

Laura Davis Smith, Chair-Elect    

Nicole L. Goetz, Treasurer-     

Abigail Beebe, Secretary    

Norberto Katz, Immediate Past Chair    

    

Members:    

Patricia Alexander (2016)- 

Lauren Alperstein – absent    

Heather Apicella (2016) -    

Kathryn Beamer (2018)    

Angel Bello-Billini (2016)    

Sheena Benjamin-Wise (2017)    

Steven Berzner (2019) - absent    

Ronald Bornstein (2019)-     

Joseph Boyd, Jr. (2016)    

Lori Caldwell-Carr (2018)    

   

Reuben Doupe (2018)    

Thomas Duggar (2019)    

Terry Fogel (2018) -   

John Foster (2016)    

Douglas Greenbaum (2018)-  

Aimee Gross (2019)    

Amy Hamlin (2013)    



David Hirschberg (2019) - absent    

Luis E. Insignares (2016) - resigned   

Sonja Jean (2019)-    

Robert Jones (2017)    

Sarah Kay (2017)    

Ingrid Keller 2017- resigned     

Ronald Kauffman (2019)-  

Andrea Reid - absent   

Christopher Rumbold (2017)-     

Bonnie Sockel-Stone (2019)- excused   

Sarah Sullivan (2016)-     

Philip Wartenberg (2017)    

Jeffrey Weissman (2016)-     

C. Debra Welch (2018)    

Julia Wyda (2017)- excused  

Kirigin  

Ruben, Scott  

 

Telephone call re: 50-50 language—Feb. 12, 2016  

Abby & Rueben spoke re meeting  

Terry Fogel- spoke  

Diane Kirigin 

Motion to oppose bill SB668 as written in the Senate;  

& that we be certain to communicate with the members of the committee to educate members of the 
committee that there is a fiscal impact of this, economic flow people w money have attorneys to 
represent them and modification proceedings include primarily pro se litigants.  

(practically speaking we need to get message out publicly and in media) 

Terry Fogel seconded motion  

Discussion-  

Rob Jones: standing position already exists so we do not need a motion to oppose the bill.   



Scott Ruben proposes that we say in furtherance with our standing position, we oppose the motion  

Friendly amendment to amend motion as stated above- accepted  

Standing positions 90-91 both apply  

Jeff Weissman proposed changes to Stargell’s language to eliminate the presumption.   

Maria called vote- passed all in favor 24 in favor  

Jeff proposed- it is the public policy of this state that each parent be given equal consideration in 
determining a timesharing schedule that is in the child’s best interest and eliminate written findings.  
Remove entire section with written findings.  Remove any reference to equal.   

Seconded by Scott Rueben-  

Discussion- Terry Fogel Discussion continues on Jeff Weissman's Motion. 

Terry Fogel commented; Rob Boyd; Norberto Katz; and Rob Jones. 

Jeff Weissman then withdrew his Motion. 

Maria Gonzalez then solicited additional language proposals and/or comments.  Sonja Jean reminded all 
that the Motion to Oppose and to Offer Information on the Financial Impact of the Language passed, 
there is no motion pending regarding additional language. 

Since no new Motions were presented, and no additional discussion was offered, the meeting was 
adjourned. 

 

 

 

 

 



Minutes of the Legislation Committee Telephonic Meeting: 
Friday, February 19, 2016 

 
1. Meeting called to order by Co-Chair Phil Wartenberg .  Co-Secretary Sonja Jean 
takes roll. 
 
Also in Attendance 
Chair Maria Gonzalez 
Immediate Past Chair Magistrate Norberto Katz – Excused  
Chair Elect Laura Davis Smith 
Secretary Abigail Beebe – Excused  
Treasurer Nicole Goetz – Excused 
Lobbyist Nelson Diaz 
 
2. Lobbyist Report:  By Nelson Diaz.  
  

a. Power of Attorney Bill:  Moving smoothly in the house.  Holed up in the 
Senate.  Amy has been in touch with them in trying to find a compromise.  Trying to 
work with them to find a compromise on the bill. 

 
b. Collaborative Law Bill:  Placed on Special Order calendar in the House 

for Monday or Tuesday.  It’s on the floor ready for action. 
 
c. Adoption Bill:  Has been fixed. Left the House and is in the Senate. 
 
d. Timesharing Bills:  Senator Lee had a bill that he amended to remove all 

the alimony and collaborative law and it’s strictly a timesharing bill.  It matches up with 
the House timesharing bill which is dead.  He’s filed an amendment to change the title 
from Timesharing to an act related to family law. 

 
e. Alimony Bills:  In the House it’s strictly alimony and their plan is to take 

it up next week and send it to the Senate without timesharing language in it. 
 

f. Stargell Alimony Bill: is in its second committee of reference, but there’s 
only 3 weeks left in the session.  It has timesharing in it, not the same as Tom Lee’s.  
Discussion held related to the bill.  Comments from Angel Bello-Bellini, and Robin 
Scher.  Nelson Diaz responds to questions from Madame Chair Maria Gonzalez related to 
the language contained in this bill and whether we should propose language as a Section.  
Discussion between Robin Scher and Sonja Jean as to whether prior proposed language 
and our standing position creates any presumption. 

 
Amy Hickman reports on the Power of Attorney Bill 
 

Other Bill Reports 
 SB 615 Is in subcommittees and they’re not meeting anymore per Nelson Diaz.  Rueben 
Doupe reports on the bill. 



 
 Per Co-Chair Phil Wartenberg, the entire Legislation Committee is on standby for phone 
calls, and needing people to travel to Tallahassee over the next three weeks. 
 
Nelson Diaz answers questions from Angel Bello Bellini related to the language in the 
bills. 
 
5.  No New Business 
 
6.  Adjourned at 12:27 p.m. 
 
 
 



 
Attendance Record- Feb. 22 2016 
 

Present Absent Excused 

Executive Committee Members:     
Maria Gonzalez, Chair    x   
Laura Davis Smith, Chair-Elect  x   
Nicole L. Goetz, Treasurer   x   
Abigail Beebe, Secretary   x   
Norberto Katz, Immediate Past Chair   x  
Members:       
Patricia Alexander (2016)   x   
Lauren Alperstein (2018)    
Heather Apicella (2016)   x   
Kathryn Beamer (2018)   x   
Angel Bello-Billini (2016)   x   
Sheena Benjamin-Wise (2017)  x   
Steven Berzner (2019)   x   
Ronald Bornstein (2019)   x   
Joseph Boyd, Jr. (2016)   x   
Lori Caldwell-Carr (2018)     x 
Reuben Doupe (2018)    x   
Thomas Duggar (2019)   x   
Terry Fogel (2018)    x   
John Foster (2016)    x   
Anthony Genova (2016) x   
Douglas Greenbaum (2018)   x   
Aimee Gross (2019)    x   
Tenesia Hall (2017) x   
Amy Hamlin (2017)    x   
David Hirschberg (2019)    x  
Sonja Jean (2019)    x   
Robert Jones (2017)      x 
Ronald Kauffman (2019)   x   
Sarah Kay (2017)    x   
Andrea Reid (2018) x   
Christopher Rumbold (2017)   x   
Bonnie Sockel-Stone (2019)   x   
Sarah Sullivan (2016)    Called in 

late 
x  

Philip Wartenberg (2017)   x   
Jeffrey Weissman (2016)   x   
C. Debra Welch (2018)   x   
Julia Wyda (2017)    x   
Dori Foster-Morales, Board Liaison   Not present  
Trustees:    
Diane Kirigin x   
David Manz    
Carin Porras x   



Elisha Roy  x  
Scott Rubin x   
Guests:    
 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 
 

   

 

Anthony Genova & Tenesia Hall adminstered oath as newest members of EC so that they can vote.  

Maria summarized the current information from Nelson, mostly as to politics and Nelsons advice to FLS.  
A deal may get struck regardless of us.   

Terry Fogel asked why are we proposing language or modifying the parenting statute.  Maria replied 
that we have 4 senators that have opposed the bill and very much made aware that Stargell has reached 



out to us and FLS for some language.  They understand that we oppose it and our standing positions.  
The purpose of the compromise language is to support those who have supported the FLS.  Our 
lobbyists next year, ie adoption, POA, how can we expect those people who supported us not support 
them.  Terry Fogel wants to know what it is that is being missed by amending our parenting bill.  Diane 
Kirigin responded and clarified that Maira is asking us to put forth some language for allies of us, to 
propose to Atargell, but you may not like the language, but we have at least tried.  Kept our promise.  
Danger we run, if we suggest language that is not aspirational, but creates in anyway a presumption 
which if adopted and used, if powers that be do a short run around, Workman.  Maria G. assumes that 
we this body would not propose language that would violate our standing positions, but would be fine 
with us.  We want to keep them happy and helping us down the road.  It is also a strnegtheing of our 
already existing public policy of the state.  Clarification for judges.   

Thomas Duggar- Workman is backing off his ability to put off any language in the house.  Maria replied 
that pressure is on. Lee controls quite a bit of $ in upcoming in replbican election and re-district.  
Workman is seeking a Senate spot, Lee controls $.  Recommends that we water down what Lee is trying 
to get.   

Chris Rumbold- abby and Rueben representation on last call, Stargell immobile on her language in bill.  
How likely is it that Lee could go to speaker of house and have a bill pass that is against Workman’s bill.  
Thomas Duggar said it is highly likely giuven other considerations of Tally at this time.   

 

- 1st Scott’s Language motion made by Scott Rubin- seconded by Angel 
Bello-Bellini.   

SCOTT 

1. It is the public policy of this state that neither parent 

   is to be afforded preferential or presumptive consideration 

   when establishing a timesharing schedule. However, since each 

   family is unique, each timesharing schedule should be considered  

   on a case by case basis. 

 

*Friendly amendment by Kirigin- (as Angel’s language included in Scott’s)-  

It is the public policy of this state that neither parent  is to be afforded 

preferential or presumptive consideration when establishing a timesharing 

schedule. However, since each   family is unique, each timesharing schedule 

should be considered   on a case by case basis. 

It is further the public policy of this state that in determining a child’s time-

sharing schedule each parent be afforded broad, active and meaningful 



participation in the life of the child, so long as, after consideration of the 

facts of each family, this participation is the best interest of the child as 

described in section (3) herein. 

 Motion encompases hybrid Angels’ language plus approve sentence 491-  

491- the court in detmerinig an appropriate timesharing schedule may use 

any division of time it deems appropriate while considering the public 

policies of this State.   

21 in favor 

7 opposed- Rueben, Sonja Jean, Andrea, Bonnie, Julia Nicole, Abby  

2 abstained – Terry, Laura  

Motion to determine whether the motion approved does not violate the 

integration rule of the Florida bar- all in favor say it does not violate the 

integration rule.   

Maria asked for e-mails re legal aid organizations that we would like to send 

$750k to legal aid from the GAL program Kim Nutter.  We need a list from EC 

to circuate the vote.   

Porposed language circulated- not voted upon  

#1- ABBY- 
 

1.   It is the public policy of this state that each parent is to be afforded 

equal consideration when determining the timesharing schedule and that a 

child’s interests are ordinarily best served by the equal and active involvement 

of both parents in the child’s life. 

 

#2- CARIN AND DIANE: 

 
 1. It is the public policy of this state that each parent is to be afforded 

equal consideration by the court when establishing a timesharing schedule. The 

state also recognizes that a child’s interests are ordinarily best served by the 



active involvement of both parents in the child’s life. However, since each 

family is unique, each timesharing schedule should be considered on a case by 

case basis.  
 

#3- ANGEL: 

1.   It is the public policy of this state that in determining a child’s time-

sharing schedule each parent be afforded broad, active and meaningful 

participation in the life of the child, so long as, after consideration of the 

facts of each family, this participation is the best interest of the child as 

described in section (3) herein. 

 

#5- ANDREA 

1.   It is the public policy of this state that each parent is to be 

afforded equal consideration when determining the timesharing schedule 

and that a child’s interests are ordinarily best served by the substantial  

and active involvement of both parents in the child’s life. 

 

 



Minutes of the Legislation Committee Telephonic Meeting: 
Friday, February 26, 2016 

 
1. Meeting called to order by Co-Chair Chris Rumbold .  Co-Secretary Sonja Jean 
takes roll. 
 
Also in Attendance 
Chair Maria Gonzalez 
Immediate Past Chair Magistrate Norberto Katz – Excused  
Chair Elect Laura Davis Smith 
Secretary Abigail Beebe – Excused  
Treasurer Nicole Goetz – Excused 
Lobbyist Nelson Diaz 
 
2. Lobbyist Report:  By Nelson Diaz.  
Collaborative Law Bill:   Passed the House this week and is on message to the Senate  
Power of Attorney Bill:  Waiting to hear back re our suggested changes; it’s moving from 
the House, but the Senate is not scheduled to take that bill up.  Amy Hickman will reach 
out to them. 
Adoption Bill:  is on special order calendar; both adoption bills are in good shape; 
nothing more that we need to do  
Timesharing Bill:  Senator Lee’s Timesharing Bill died in the House 
Alimony Bill:  Workman is planning on sending a straight alimony reform bill over to the 
Senate; the Senate alimony reform bill that has some timesharing in it is scheduled to be 
heard next week.  No need to have anyone travel to Tallahassee 
 
No more committee meetings except for appropriations committees after this coming 
Monday.  The last day of session is technically March 11th. 
 
Adoption Bill:   Co-chair thanks Amy Hickman for her efforts and dedication. 
Timesharing Bill:  No further discussion re that bill after Nelson Diaz’s report.  No 
further action for us to take at this time.  Thereafter brief discussion was held between 
Nelson Diaz and Co-chair Chris Rumbold. 
 
Co-chair Chris Rumbold thanks committee members who worked on the Power of 
Attorney Bill, specifically Amy Hickman and all of her efforts.  Amy Hickman 
commends Taryn Sinatra and Patty Alexander for their assistance.  Madame Chair 
commends the committees and Bonnie Sockel-Stone for her work re the bill monitoring 
and commends the entire Legislation Committee. 
 

Other Bill Reports 
 SB 794:   On the agenda for the Rules Committee on Monday, but the House bill hasn’t 
move at all per Nelson Diaz. 
 
5.  No New Business 
 



6.  Adjourned at 12:31 p.m. 
 
 
 
 



Minutes of the Legislation Committee 
Telephonic Meeting: Friday, March 4, 2016  

 
I. The meeting was called to order by Co-Chairs, Philip Wartenberg and 
Chris Rumbold, at 12:05 p.m.  Co-Secretary, David Hirschberg, takes roll.   
 
II. Nelson Diaz and Edgar are on the call.  Adoption Bill passed, on way to 
governor.  The Power of Attorney bill passed House, but stalled in Senate.  
Collaborative Law bill is in midst of moving in Senate after passing the House. 
 
Alimony Bill is up in the House.  Today, they ask questions.  So far, it has not 
been amended. 
 
Alimony Bill in Senate got amended and 50/50 timesharing presumption was 
added on.  It is on final reading in Senate.  It is expected to pass out of the 
Senate.  It will then go to House.  Unfortunately, Representative Workman in the 
House has reversed course, and is now willing to pass the House (he has gone 
back on his word).  Workman isn’t talking to Nelson anymore.  This is because 
Nelson is lobbying against the bill.   
 
David asks whether any language was changed in the Senate Bill as to alimony.  
Nelson confirms the Senate Bill alimony language got amended (technical 
changes) and Tom Sasser is very concerned about the language that got 
changed.   
 
Chris asks Nelson whether the language that was added to the Senate bill on 
50/50 timesharing was already in Tallahassee, and how it came about.  Chris 
points out the language that was added on was actual language that was 
debated by the family law section, but voted down.  Maria points out that the 
language that was added on to the Bill did not come directly from the Section, nor 
was it ever approved by us to go to the legislature.   
 
Nelson reports that Workman is telling people members of the Section approve 
the language that was added on.  Chris is concerned that we debated language 
in a Committee meeting (in Legislation and Executive Council), voted it down, 
and yet it made its way to Tallahassee.  Maria points out that unfortunately, when 
we email language out to 37-40 members, and debate it, we lose control of it.  
And it is sad our language got out to the public. 
 
Angel reports that we’ve had this problem forever, and we will never be able to 
control everyone individually.  Angel has many impactful points regarding the 
recent debate as to the alimony bill.  He and Nelson will get together by 
telephone this upcoming week.   
 
Nelson believes we will win the war through contacting the Governor’s office.  
Call the Governor’s office and send emails.  Make clear we are opposing Senate 
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Bill 668.  Nelson will send us a list of 2 Democrats, and 15 Republicans, in the 
House to lobby.  This way, we can avoid any reversal of a veto. 
 
Angel points out the people in favor of presumption language are 
misrepresenting the facts.  While they concede Florida would be first state to 
pass an equal timesharing presumption, they point to several states having a 
presumption for joint legal custody.  Angel says that “joint legal custody” is our 
version of shared parental responsibility, which we already have a presumption 
for. 
 
Elisha points out we included that in our talking points that were given to Nelson. 
 
Bonnie asked how detailed our emails should be to the Governor.  Nelson said 
Maria will disseminate what our email should look like, and will include some 
talking points for us. 
 
Magistrate Jones believes there will be more litigation at the appellate level 
because of the way this bill is written, and he also believes more litigation. 
 
Nicole Getz asks Nelson to repeat what should be included in the email to the 
Governor.  Nelson points out 1) increased litigation; 2) poor families will need to 
hire an attorney to litigate or accept 50/50 timesharing; and 3) affordability of an 
attorney for poor families. 
 
Chris pointed out it isn’t just the members of the committee that should be calling 
and emailing.  We need members of our staff, families, friends, etc. 
 
Nelson also points out this is about to become a hot topic in the media.  We need 
to be careful with what we say to the media…refer them to Maria (or the person 
she designates as the Section spokesperson) so we have a consistent message. 
 
Magistrate Jones mentions that so many of our cases are paternity cases, not 
dissolution of marriage, and in a lot of those cases, the parties have never lived 
together.  Many times, a paternity action is filed, the child is 6,7,8 years old, and 
has never interacted with the other parent…and now we will have a 50/50 
presumption. 
 
Elisha says Nelson went to the Governor in Tallahassee with spreadsheets just 
dealing with paternity issues and low income issues (including child support).  
How about the low income people that don’t know to put in the Agreement 
designations as to who pays for field trips, activities, etc. 
 
Nelson points out the House Alimony Bill is stuck in committees and appears to 
be dead.  He thinks it is retribution for us trying to kill the Senate Bill. 
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III. Other Business: 
 
Magistrate Jones asks the status of the Prohibition on Cohabitation Bill.  Nelson 
reports it passed the Senate and is now in the House. 
 
Phil reports we are entering a different phase of the legislation committee now.  
Bills are not being debated in committees anymore.  They are being voted on 
and going to the governor fast and furious. 
 
 
IV. Adjournment.  Meeting was adjourned by Phil at 12:50 p.m. 
 

 
Respectfully submitted, 
 

 
David L. Hirschberg, Co-Secretary 
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Minutes of the Legislation Committee 
Telephonic Meeting: Friday, March 11, 2016  

 
I. The meeting was called to order by Co-Chairs, Philip Wartenberg and 
Chris Rumbold, at 12:05 p.m.  Co-Secretary, David Hirschberg, takes roll.   
 
II. Nelson Diaz and Edgar are on the call.  Power of Attorney bill did not pass 
(we were able to defeat it).  Adoption Bill passed (as revised by us), now with the 
governor.  He has until March 23, 2016 to veto it, sign it, or let it become law.  
The Collaborative Law bill passed and now is with the governor.  He has until 
March 24, 2016.  Alimony passed (with timesharing premise tacked on).  It HAS 
NOT gone to governor.  If it goes to governor during session, he has 15 days.  If 
it goes after session, he will have 30 days. 
 
The game plan is to flood the Governor with emails and phone calls and 
letters…the best will be non-lawyers reaching out to him.  We could also send 
emails from our personal email addresses.  Also, the best content will be 
personal stories. 
 
Magistrate Jones asks what if the Governor vetoes the bill? Nelson mentioned 
that both the Senate and House did not pass the bill by override majority (neither 
chamber passed it by more than 2/3 vote).  Nelson feels fairly confident that if 
there is a veto, it would require a special session and a vote to override the veto.  
There may be a special session regarding the budget bill…so it could technically 
be addressed there, but Nelson thinks right now we have the votes to prevent an 
override of the veto…we just need to get the Governor to veto. 
 
David asks whether the Governor has given any indication what he intends to do.  
Nelson says no.  Governor’s office is reviewing the bill and hasn’t made up their 
mind.  BUT, they are very much tracking the phone calls and emails.  
 
Robin says there is a Petition going around regarding vetoing the bill for alimony 
reasons and now a second Petition going around regarding vetoing the bill for 
parenting issues. 
 
Nelson says the parenting issue, and particularly impact on child support, is a 
HUGE issue.  Nelson and Magistrate Jones discuss the impact of explanations 
from Magistrates and Judges as to the negative impact this bill will have.  Nelson 
asks Magistrate Jones to blind-copy Nelson and Maria. 
 
Maria explains we have engaged an executive branch level lobbyist to try to get 
to the Governor.  Talking points and information has been delivered to the 
lobbyist.   
 
Nelson says rumors are Lee is not coming back and Workman will not be in the 
same position.  We are looking at a new legislative landscape and potentially a 
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better landscape for us. Nelson also mentions we will be back to a March to May 
legislative session since it isn’t an election year. Nelson mentions that Lee is the 
second most powerful person in the Senate because of his position, and we do 
not have enemies. The issue was a really powerful person (Lee) and another 
Senator (Ring) were enemies of ours but neither will be nearly as powerful next 
year.   
 
III. New: 
 
Nobody had new business.  Phil mentions this is last call.  Thanks everyone who 
participated, worked hard, went to Tallahassee, etc.  Maria echoes all the work 
that was done. 
 
 
IV. Adjournment.  Meeting was adjourned by Phil at 12:25 p.m. 
 

 
Respectfully submitted, 
 

 
David L. Hirschberg, Co-Secretary 
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From: Jones, Robert
To: Governor Rick Scott
Cc: Jones, Robert
Subject: Letter from General Magistrate Robert Jones, re; Request to Veto SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 1:34:11 PM
Attachments: Letter To Governor Scott re; Request to Veto SB 668.pdf









From: Maria Gonzalez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Cc: Maria Gonzalez
Subject: Letter to the Governor re: Senate Bill 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:26:56 PM
Attachments: image001.png

image002.png
FAMILY LAW SECTION.PDF

Dear Governor Scott,
Attached is my letter in my capacity as Chair of the Family Law Section of the Florida Bar urging you
to consider vetoing SB 668.
Thank you for your time and consideration,
-Maria

 Maria C. Gonzalez, Esq.
Board Certified in Marital & Family Law 
& Certified Family Law Mediator,
Fellow, American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers
Young, Berman, Karpf & Gonzalez PA
500 East Broward Blvd., Suite 1580
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33394
T: (954) 809-3300 / F: (954) 809-3310
Email: mgonzalez@ybkglaw.com
Email: gonzalezmediation.com

Miami – Fort Lauderdale

YOUNG, BERMAN, KARPF & GONZALEZ, P.A. CONFIDENTIALITY AND TAX NOTICE 
The content and/or attachments within this e-mail may be confidential or privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that
any disclosure, distribution or copying of this e-mail or any information contained therein is strictly prohibited. This e-mail may not be forwarded
without our express written consent. If you have received this e-mail in error, please reply and notify us immediately. The information contained herein
does not constitute tax advice nor should it be relied upon for any tax purpose.







 
   

      
      

    
  

   
   

      
   

 
   

     
       

    
  

   
   

 
   

      
   

 
  

   

 
  

      
   

     
 

   

   
   

    
   

 
  

   
    

     
    

     
   

    
    

     

   
     

    
     

    
    

    
    

   
    

      
   

    
    

     
     
    

      

   
     

    
    

   
     

    
    

    
   

  
  

   
    

   
  

   
   

   

    
   

    

   

    

   

    

   

             

          

             

            

            

             

           

  

            

            

            

             

            

            

          

            

           

                

          

               

     

             

           

          

            

          

     

            



   

   

  

   

               

                

                     

            

     

 

 	 	 

    

     

   

     



From: Maria Gonzalez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Cc: Maria Gonzalez
Subject: Letter to the Governor re: Senate Bill 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:26:58 PM
Attachments: image001.png

image002.png
FAMILY LAW SECTION.PDF

Dear Governor Scott,
Attached is my letter in my capacity as Chair of the Family Law Section of the Florida Bar urging you
to consider vetoing SB 668.
Thank you for your time and consideration,
-Maria

 Maria C. Gonzalez, Esq.
Board Certified in Marital & Family Law 
& Certified Family Law Mediator,
Fellow, American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers
Young, Berman, Karpf & Gonzalez PA
500 East Broward Blvd., Suite 1580
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33394
T: (954) 809-3300 / F: (954) 809-3310
Email: mgonzalez@ybkglaw.com
Email: gonzalezmediation.com

Miami – Fort Lauderdale

YOUNG, BERMAN, KARPF & GONZALEZ, P.A. CONFIDENTIALITY AND TAX NOTICE 
The content and/or attachments within this e-mail may be confidential or privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that
any disclosure, distribution or copying of this e-mail or any information contained therein is strictly prohibited. This e-mail may not be forwarded
without our express written consent. If you have received this e-mail in error, please reply and notify us immediately. The information contained herein
does not constitute tax advice nor should it be relied upon for any tax purpose.







 
   

      
      

    
  

   
   

      
   

 
   

     
       

    
  

   
   

 
   

      
   

 
  

   

 
  

      
   

     
 

   

   
   

    
   

 
  

   
    

     
    

     
   

    
    

     

   
     

    
     

    
    

    
    

   
    

      
   

    
    

     
     
    

      

   
     

    
    

   
     

    
    

    
   

  
  

   
    

   
  

   
   

   

    
   

    

   

    

   

    

   

             

          

             

            

            

             

           

  

            

            

            

             

            

            

          

            

           

                

          

               

     

             

           

          

            

          

     

            



   

   

  

   

               

                

                     

            

     

 

 	 	 

    

     

   

     



From: Dani Newton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Life on pause – please sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:56:16 PM

From: Dani Newton <caflteacher@yahoo.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32225

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

As both a teacher who witnesses the aftermath of custody battles on a regular basis, and as a future bride (pending
this legislation getting signed into law), I write to ask you to sign SB 668.

I believe in what is best for children, and as such, 50/50 custody agreements with judicial discretion make sense. 
We live in an era of equality, and this means fathers should have equal rights to their children. 

Regarding alimony, I could tell you a long story of how my future husband almost ended his life because of what his
ex-wife unexpectedly did, filing for divorce as his career as a military officer was ending.  She planned this years in
advance, making sure he took the full financial brunt.  These men don’t share these stories openly, as they are
humbled and brought to their knees.  He was unable to hire a lawyer for the divorce, because she wiped him out of
everything.  Now, he pays her half his pension, plus alimony almost equivalent to my pay.  She recently bought a
house with another man (we think they met while she was still married) and has no plans of remarrying this man she
is building a new life with, because she doesn't want the alimony to end.  Our lawyer tells us the odds are likely not
with us, and that our monthly payment to her may be reduced by a few hundred dollars at most.  We feel hopeless.  I
am truly afraid.

I have a ring on my finger, but no date of marriage yet.  His alimony is the reason why.   He is a disabled veteran.  If
he becomes unable to work, I will become responsible for her alimony, in order to keep him out of legal trouble. 
This is most of my pay.  The courts take too long to modify, and he has no savings.  This will push me into a life I
never intended.  I'm afraid.

Please do something to fix these abuses.  No law is 100% perfect, but something has to be done.

His teenage children live with us full time, and adore me.  We want to be a family.  He hates the example it sets for
his kids that I am just a "girlfriend."  We are caught between a rock and a hard place.

Thank you for listening.



From: Karen Scott
To: Governor Rick Scott
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 4:13:10 PM

Veto SB 668/family law/ alimony bill!!



From: JULIO C MACHADO
To: Governor Rick Scott
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 11:35:07 PM

Dear Governor Scott:
Please sign SB 668

Thanks
Julio C Machado Jr



From: tnbkintz@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 11:14:03 AM

I respectfully ask you to sign SB 668.

I have been divorced for 8 yrs and my ex wife now makes as much as I do yet I still have to
continue to pay her alimony.

Again I ask respectfully for you to sign SB 668.

Thanks you

Bruce Kintz

Sent from AOL Mobile Mail



From: Melody Michener
To: Governor Rick Scott
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:01:16 PM

Please Veto SB 668. It is retroactive and is bad for women and children.

Thank you.

Melody Michener
Sent from my iPad



From: Liza Pettingill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 12:25:15 PM

Governor- Please veto SB 668. This bill will be damaging to our society. It harms children and will throw more
women in dire economic situations. Do not let this bill pass!  There is much more to this bill than meets the eye, as
you know. For Florida's future, please stand against it!



From: hershmanz@gmail.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 7:23:16 PM

VETO SB 668

Sent from my iPhone



From: Mike Beall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: NEED YOUR SUPPORT SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:32:58 PM
Importance: High

Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign SB 668! Please stop lining the pockets of Lawyers and help the people of
Florida! The people of Florida need help!

Mike Beall
MFP Seals
Branch Manager
Tampa FL
1-888-637-8672
mike.beall@mfpseals.com



From: Paul Johnson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Newly reaffirmed support for SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 4:37:25 PM

From: Paul Johnson <paulsrq@icloud.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34240

Phone Number: 941-323-3500

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott,

The clarity and level-setting during divorce that is so badly needed by many of us in Florida is delivered through SB
668.  I JUST left a meeting with my attorney where we spent our time talking about the only two open issues that
are being fought in my 3 YEAR LONG divorce:  alimony and child time sharing.  Never mind that my soon-to-be
ex has started and runs 4 companies and our children have spent precisely 50/50 time with each of us since our split,
my ex's attorney believes she can fight for alimony and win a time-sharing advantage with our kids, regardless of
facts and realities, but because that's what she does and is good at doing:  manipulating the system that she helped
define, master, and earn a 7-figure living from over the last 30+ years.

It is beyond senseless, and creating this fight has drained hard-earned retirement savings and caused myself and my
sons to enter therapy.  It is very likely that soon there will not be any savings left to fight over, as there will have
been a direct transfer of finances from family to attorney; this summer, the attorneys will be going on vacation with
their kids instead of me going on a (much needed) vacation with mine.

Gov. Scott, this fight should not be happening --- but it is because that's what men and women are guided to do in
Florida:  women fight men for money, and men fight women for the children.  And this happens regardless of the
real circumstances, facts, and realities of modern Florida families.

SB 668 will bring sanity, clarity and much-needed leveling of the playing field for all parties during what is one of
the most traumatic events in a family's history. 

Please sign this bill and help right the ship that is otherwise badly listing.

With deep appreciation,

Paul Johnson



From: Erin M
To: Governor Rick Scott; Governor Rick Scott
Subject: OPPOSE SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 10:04:37 PM

Messy law - needs review!



From: Carey Hoffman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Oppose & VETO SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 2:55:28 PM

Governor Scott,

What a truly Bi-partisan issue SB 668 is as more organizations from all sides realize how it undermines Florida Families and
targets mothers, women and children. 

We urge you to convene a task force to propose policy changes that are more focused on the family. This veto is imperative
until appropriate and accurate findings are established.

Thank you, 
--
Carey Hoffman
Protective Mother



From: Eddie Stephens
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Opposition to SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 3:33:53 PM

Governor Scott:
I am a board certified attorney in family law and have been practicing law for 18 years in Palm Beach
county.
Included in SB 668 is a premise that equal (i.e. 50/50) time sharing between the child and his/her
two divorced parents is in the child’s best interest. This addition has nothing to do with alimony. It
is the public policy of this state that each minor child has frequent and continuing contact with both

parents after the parents separate, or the marriage of the parties is dissolved, and to encourage parents

to share the rights and responsibilities, and joys, of childrearing.

Currently there is no presumption for or against the father or mother of the child, or for or against any

specific time sharing schedule when creating or modifying the parenting plan of the child. Many

psychologists will tell you that a “one size fits all” approach does not work.

Many factors must be considered including the temperament and age the child, the attachment between

the child and primary parent, and the steep learning curve for the non-primary parent. The needs of an

infant/toddler are different than those of a child, which are totally different from those of a teenager. What

if the child has special needs or a disability? Is it presumptively in the child’s best interest to have equal

timesharing of a child who is nursing or who is not yet enrolled in Kindergarten?

Proponents will point out this premise is “rebuttable”. I can tell you from years of experience, the Judge
relies on premises and presumptions. It is always much more expensive to litigate if it involves

overcoming a presumption or premise. This change would create the necessity for expensive expert

testimony to rebut the presumption. Litigation is already exhaustively expensive.

This change will make it unfeasible for most parents in Florida to challenge the equal time sharing
presumption.

In 2007, the Florida Legislation modified the way child support is calculated. It made the percentage of

overnights a more significant variable in the child support calculation. On paper, this seems like a

reasonable way to adjust the amount of support based on the substantial time “non-residential parents”*

are now spending with their children. In practice, this change has created additional conflict and

opportunities to litigate. The amendment created a definable financial stake for each overnight the payor

of child support obtained. More often than not these decisions are financially motivated as opposed to

being based upon the best interests of children. For those parents who seek to minimize their child
support obligation, it will be presumptively based on 50/50 time sharing, even if a parent has not
played an active parenting role.
While it is common where both parents work nowadays, generally speaking, one parent typically makes

much more than the other parent who will have more parental duties. I do not think intact families have

“evolved” to the point where most parents share parental duties “equally”. Accordingly, the premise that
is being applied to most of the families divorcing in Florida is not reflective how those families
have historically divided parental duties. This is my observation from watching hundreds of couples

divorce over the span of my 18 year career.

I am not advocating against equal time sharing. In many circumstances, it does work and is in a family’s



best interest. However, at this current point it does not represent the “norm” of our society. I suggest it

would be detrimental to Florida families to create a premise in favor of equal timesharing at this time.

Accordingly, I respectfully request you veto SB 668.

Respectfully,
Eddie Stephens, Esq.
Board Certified Marital & Family Attorney
Ward Damon, Attorneys at Law
4420 Beacon Circle
West Palm Beach FL 33407
561.594.1775 Direct
EStephens@WardDamon.com
www.WardDamon.com
www.EddieStephens.com



From: Ken Moemke
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PASS SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 8:46:25 PM

From: Ken Moemke <kmoemke@sbcglobal.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76262

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott
Please pass SB 668 for alimony reform
Thank you
Ken Moemke



From: Marcia Greenfield
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PASS BILL 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 12:30:21 PM

From: Marcia Greenfield <mfgreenfield@yahoo.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33321

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott. Please pass SB 668. It's a GREAT bill for both children and families. Thank
you



From: new
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PASS sb 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:49:51 AM

Fathers need equal sharing with our children. Please stop these mothers from corrupting our
children it's ok to hate your father.
Kids have the right to hold a high image of their father. 

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone



From: STUART KLEIN
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE APPROVE ALIMONY REFORM BILL-
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 11:33:23 AM

From: STUART KLEIN <stuie00007@aol.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33173

Phone Number:

Message Body: PLEASE  APPROVE THE ALIMONY REFORM BILL  SB  668.

THANK YOU  STUART KLEIN



From: jerry cianfrini
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE APPROVE SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 5:52:23 PM

From: jerry cianfrini <jerryrasf@aol.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33411

Phone Number: 5618565188

Message Body: Governor
PLEASE SUPPORT AND SIGN IN TO LAW SB 668

THANK YOU

Jerry Cianfrini



From: R. Haller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Cc: Diana Haller
Subject: PLEASE APPROVE THIS BADLY NEEDED ALIMONY REFORM BILL!!!
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 11:03:26 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am a dentist and registered voter in Pinellas County Florida. The current alimony reform bill
is NOT RETROACTIVE FOR ALIMONY OR CHILD SHARING. THE COURT WILL ALWAYS
FORMULATE A PARENTING PLAN FOR THE BEST INTEREST OF THE CHILD. THIS BILL DOESN'T
CHANGE THAT FACT! The premise of 50/50 is just the starting point with all evidence taken
into account to determine child’s best interest

I have been following the alimony reform and child custody reform bills. In my opinion this
reform is BADLY needed in Florida and I am strongly in favor of the bill presented to you. Good
fathers are not treated fairly and equally in our courts both from a financial and custody stand
point.

Although not perfect, the current bill will go a long way toward bringing some sanity to the
current chaos of alimony awards and permanent alimony. It is not normal for one person to
receive a lifetime annuity from another person in a divorce with no regard to retirement,
health, age, lifestyle change at retirement. If a marriage had not ended, even the most
successful couples plan a reduced lifestyle after retirement. In addition, it is similar to welfare
dependency with all the negative effects to a persons’ self-esteem and abilities when you
don’t have to care for yourself. Permanent alimony is bad for all, but is especially unfair to the
one paying permanent alimony.

While I favor a presumption of equal custody, that has been removed from the modified
version of SB 668. The current bill only begins with the premise that a minor child should
spend APPROXIMATELY equal amounts of time with each parent. Using this only as a starting
premise, the court shall formulate a parenting plan taking into account the best interest of the
child. This still allows for complete discretion on the part of the court.

Again, PLEASE APPROVE THIS BADLY NEEDED ALIMONY REFORM BILL!!!

Sincerely,

Dr. Robert Haller



From: R. Haller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Cc: Diana Haller
Subject: PLEASE APPROVE THIS BADLY NEEDED ALIMONY REFORM BILL!!!
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 11:36:31 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am a dentist and registered voter in Pinellas County Florida. The current alimony reform bill
is NOT RETROACTIVE FOR ALIMONY OR CHILD SHARING. THE COURT WILL ALWAYS
FORMULATE A PARENTING PLAN FOR THE BEST INTEREST OF THE CHILD. THIS BILL DOESN'T
CHANGE THAT FACT! The premise of 50/50 is just the starting point with all evidence taken
into account to determine child’s best interest

I have been following the alimony reform and child custody reform bills. In my opinion this
reform is BADLY needed in Florida and I am strongly in favor of the bill presented to you. Good
fathers are not treated fairly and equally in our courts both from a financial and custody stand
point.

Although not perfect, the current bill will go a long way toward bringing some sanity to the
current chaos of alimony awards and permanent alimony. It is not normal for one person to
receive a lifetime annuity from another person in a divorce with no regard to retirement,
health, age, lifestyle change at retirement. If a marriage had not ended, even the most
successful couples plan a reduced lifestyle after retirement. In addition, it is similar to welfare
dependency with all the negative effects to a persons’ self-esteem and abilities when you
don’t have to care for yourself. Permanent alimony is bad for all, but is especially unfair to the
one paying permanent alimony.

While I favor a presumption of equal custody, that has been removed from the modified
version of SB 668. The current bill only begins with the premise that a minor child should
spend APPROXIMATELY equal amounts of time with each parent. Using this only as a starting
premise, the court shall formulate a parenting plan taking into account the best interest of the
child. This still allows for complete discretion on the part of the court.

Again, PLEASE APPROVE THIS BADLY NEEDED ALIMONY REFORM BILL!!!

Sincerely,

Dr. Robert Haller



From: R. Haller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Cc: Diana Haller
Subject: PLEASE APPROVE THIS BADLY NEEDED ALIMONY REFORM BILL!!!
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 11:16:50 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am a dentist and registered voter in Pinellas County Florida. The current alimony reform bill
is NOT RETROACTIVE FOR ALIMONY OR CHILD SHARING. THE COURT WILL ALWAYS
FORMULATE A PARENTING PLAN FOR THE BEST INTEREST OF THE CHILD. THIS BILL DOESN'T
CHANGE THAT FACT! The premise of 50/50 is just the starting point with all evidence taken
into account to determine child’s best interest

I have been following the alimony reform and child custody reform bills. In my opinion this
reform is BADLY needed in Florida and I am strongly in favor of the bill presented to you. Good
fathers are not treated fairly and equally in our courts both from a financial and custody stand
point.

Although not perfect, the current bill will go a long way toward bringing some sanity to the
current chaos of alimony awards and permanent alimony. It is not normal for one person to
receive a lifetime annuity from another person in a divorce with no regard to retirement,
health, age, lifestyle change at retirement. If a marriage had not ended, even the most
successful couples plan a reduced lifestyle after retirement. In addition, it is similar to welfare
dependency with all the negative effects to a persons’ self-esteem and abilities when you
don’t have to care for yourself. Permanent alimony is bad for all, but is especially unfair to the
one paying permanent alimony.

While I favor a presumption of equal custody, that has been removed from the modified
version of SB 668. The current bill only begins with the premise that a minor child should
spend APPROXIMATELY equal amounts of time with each parent. Using this only as a starting
premise, the court shall formulate a parenting plan taking into account the best interest of the
child. This still allows for complete discretion on the part of the court.

Again, PLEASE APPROVE THIS BADLY NEEDED ALIMONY REFORM BILL!!!

Sincerely,

Dr. Robert Haller



From: R. Haller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Cc: Diana Haller
Subject: PLEASE APPROVE THIS BADLY NEEDED ALIMONY REFORM BILL!!!
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 11:05:00 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am a dentist and registered voter in Pinellas County Florida. The current alimony reform bill
is NOT RETROACTIVE FOR ALIMONY OR CHILD SHARING. THE COURT WILL ALWAYS
FORMULATE A PARENTING PLAN FOR THE BEST INTEREST OF THE CHILD. THIS BILL DOESN'T
CHANGE THAT FACT! The premise of 50/50 is just the starting point with all evidence taken
into account to determine child’s best interest

I have been following the alimony reform and child custody reform bills. In my opinion this
reform is BADLY needed in Florida and I am strongly in favor of the bill presented to you. Good
fathers are not treated fairly and equally in our courts both from a financial and custody stand
point.

Although not perfect, the current bill will go a long way toward bringing some sanity to the
current chaos of alimony awards and permanent alimony. It is not normal for one person to
receive a lifetime annuity from another person in a divorce with no regard to retirement,
health, age, lifestyle change at retirement. If a marriage had not ended, even the most
successful couples plan a reduced lifestyle after retirement. In addition, it is similar to welfare
dependency with all the negative effects to a persons’ self-esteem and abilities when you
don’t have to care for yourself. Permanent alimony is bad for all, but is especially unfair to the
one paying permanent alimony.

While I favor a presumption of equal custody, that has been removed from the modified
version of SB 668. The current bill only begins with the premise that a minor child should
spend APPROXIMATELY equal amounts of time with each parent. Using this only as a starting
premise, the court shall formulate a parenting plan taking into account the best interest of the
child. This still allows for complete discretion on the part of the court.

Again, PLEASE APPROVE THIS BADLY NEEDED ALIMONY REFORM BILL!!!

Sincerely,

Dr. Robert Haller



From: R. Haller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Cc: Diana Haller
Subject: PLEASE APPROVE THIS BADLY NEEDED ALIMONY REFORM BILL!!!
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:07:15 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am a dentist and registered voter in Pinellas County Florida. The current alimony reform bill
is NOT RETROACTIVE FOR ALIMONY OR CHILD SHARING. THE COURT WILL ALWAYS
FORMULATE A PARENTING PLAN FOR THE BEST INTEREST OF THE CHILD. THIS BILL DOESN'T
CHANGE THAT FACT! The premise of 50/50 is just the starting point with all evidence taken
into account to determine child’s best interest

I have been following the alimony reform and child custody reform bills. In my opinion this
reform is BADLY needed in Florida and I am strongly in favor of the bill presented to you. Good
fathers are not treated fairly and equally in our courts both from a financial and custody stand
point.

Although not perfect, the current bill will go a long way toward bringing some sanity to the
current chaos of alimony awards and permanent alimony. It is not normal for one person to
receive a lifetime annuity from another person in a divorce with no regard to retirement,
health, age, lifestyle change at retirement. If a marriage had not ended, even the most
successful couples plan a reduced lifestyle after retirement. In addition, it is similar to welfare
dependency with all the negative effects to a persons’ self-esteem and abilities when you
don’t have to care for yourself. Permanent alimony is bad for all, but is especially unfair to the
one paying permanent alimony.

While I favor a presumption of equal custody, that has been removed from the modified
version of SB 668. The current bill only begins with the premise that a minor child should
spend APPROXIMATELY equal amounts of time with each parent. Using this only as a starting
premise, the court shall formulate a parenting plan taking into account the best interest of the
child. This still allows for complete discretion on the part of the court.

Again, PLEASE APPROVE THIS BADLY NEEDED ALIMONY REFORM BILL!!!

Sincerely,

Dr. Robert Haller



From: R. Haller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Cc: Diana Haller
Subject: PLEASE APPROVE THIS BADLY NEEDED ALIMONY REFORM BILL!!!
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 3:22:24 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am a dentist and registered voter in Pinellas County Florida. The current alimony reform bill
is NOT RETROACTIVE FOR ALIMONY OR CHILD SHARING. THE COURT WILL ALWAYS
FORMULATE A PARENTING PLAN FOR THE BEST INTEREST OF THE CHILD. THIS BILL DOESN'T
CHANGE THAT FACT! The premise of 50/50 is just the starting point with all evidence taken
into account to determine child’s best interest

I have been following the alimony reform and child custody reform bills. In my opinion this
reform is BADLY needed in Florida and I am strongly in favor of the bill presented to you. Good
fathers are not treated fairly and equally in our courts both from a financial and custody stand
point.

Although not perfect, the current bill will go a long way toward bringing some sanity to the
current chaos of alimony awards and permanent alimony. It is not normal for one person to
receive a lifetime annuity from another person in a divorce with no regard to retirement,
health, age, lifestyle change at retirement. If a marriage had not ended, even the most
successful couples plan a reduced lifestyle after retirement. In addition, it is similar to welfare
dependency with all the negative effects to a persons’ self-esteem and abilities when you
don’t have to care for yourself. Permanent alimony is bad for all, but is especially unfair to the
one paying permanent alimony.

While I favor a presumption of equal custody, that has been removed from the modified
version of SB 668. The current bill only begins with the premise that a minor child should
spend APPROXIMATELY equal amounts of time with each parent. Using this only as a starting
premise, the court shall formulate a parenting plan taking into account the best interest of the
child. This still allows for complete discretion on the part of the court.

Again, PLEASE APPROVE THIS BADLY NEEDED ALIMONY REFORM BILL!!!

Sincerely,

Dr. Robert Haller



From: Peter Carr
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE SIGM SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:10:06 PM

From: Peter Carr <peter-carr@att net>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32907

Phone Number: 3213283384

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott,

Please sign SB 668.

Sincerely;

Peter Carr
1824 Ardmore St. NE
Palm Bay, Fl. 32907



From: Mike Beall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE SIGN & SUPPORT SB 668!!!
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 12:09:19 PM

Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign SB 668! Please stop lining the pockets of Lawyers and help the people of
Florida! The people of Florida need help!

Mike Beall
MFP Seals
Branch Manager
Tampa FL
1-888-637-8672
mike.beall@mfpseals.com



From: TeAndra Presley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE SIGN BILL SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 5:11:25 PM

From: TeAndra Presley <stryngzandthyngz2@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33322

Phone Number: 4075350958

Message Body: Open Letter of Support for Florida’s SB 668
PLEASE SIGN THE BILL
Dear Governor Scott,

I TeAndra Presley most strongly urge you to sign SB 668 which would help to bring Florida into the 21st Century
with Alimony Reform and post-divorce equal shared parenting.
Florida’s current Alimony Laws are archaic and more closely resemble the family and economic structures of the
1950’s than the realities of the many family forms of 2016.  SB 668 will bring economic justice and equal
opportunity to divorcing husbands and wives as well as enhancing harmony in the post-divorce family by
attenuating conflicts over money.
SB 668 also moves Family Law in the direction of post-divorce equal shared parenting.  We at the National
Coalition for Men believe that Family Law should follow family research.  One of the most consistently and
strongly replicated findings in family social science research is that the children of divorce fare best in family forms
that maximize the involvement of both parents in the child’s life.  The worst developmental outcomes come from
single mother families which are supported by current Family Law.
I strongly encourage anyone who believe in the necessity of such reforms to contact Governor Scott immediately at:
http://www.flgov.com/contact-gov-scott/email-the-governor/ and/or Rick.scott@eog myflorida.com , and/or 850-
717-9337
Respectfully,
TeAndra Presley



From: Vincent Tyrlik
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE SIGN SB 668 ALIMONY REFORM
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 5:59:21 PM

From: Vincent Tyrlik <tyrlikvince@bellsouth net>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32806

Phone Number: 4072570141

Message Body: Please sign alimony reform  bill SB 668. My ex wife fought for custody of the children and used
them against me, alienating one against me and buying the other with material items to get them to stay with her.
The current process causes extreme hardship on the divorcing party's especially the children. The children get fought
over for the child support and what they need most is to have both parents in their lives.
Once again please support SB 668.



From: Michael Robilio
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:44:14 AM

From: Michael Robilio <michael@concordelectronics.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33316

Phone Number: 954 931 6419

Message Body: RESPECTFULLY ASKING THAT GOVERNOR RICK SCOTT SUPPORT ALIMONY REFORM
AND SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.

Feel free to contact me personally for my divorce horror story.

I can NEVER retire under current laws

Its time for change.



From: Michael Robilio
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:42:48 AM

RESPECTFULLY ASKING THAT GOVERNOR RICK SCOTT SUPPORT ALIMONY
REFORM AND SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.
Feel free to contact me personally for my divorce horror story.
It’s time for change.
Michael Robilio
Systems Designer
CONCORD MARINE ELECTRONICS
2233 South Federal Highway
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33316
Office: (954) 779-1100
Fax: (954) 779-7090
Email: michael@concordelectronics.com
Visit our Website: www.concordelectronics.com
Follow this link to leave us a review on google :
https://plus.google.com/100368394486160941359/about?hl=en&review=1

P Please consider the environment before printing this email.
The information in this email and any attachments is confidential. This information may be subject to legal,
professional, or other privilege. It must not be disclosed to any person without our authority. If you are not the
intended recipient you are not authorized to and must not disclose, copy, distribute, or retain this message or any
part of it. Please return this message to the sender immediately and delete any and all copies from your system.

Virus-free. www.avast.com



From: Dr. Frank & Katherine Fischer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 2:18:56 PM

From: Dr. Frank & Katherine Fischer <kffischer1@aol.com>

County: Polk

Zip Code: 33880

Phone Number: 863 294-6476

Message Body: Governor Rick Scott: Please sign Florida's Alimony Reform Bill
RESPECTFULLY ASKING THAT YOU SUPPORT ALIMONY REFORM
 AND SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.

Current alimony laws do not promote self-sufficiency, are not need-based or even compensatory, and certainly run
afoul of clean break approach.
 
1. It is ludicrous and disgraceful for a healthy and able-bodied man or woman to saddle his/her former spouse to a
lifetime of working long and extra exhausting hours to make alimony payments. Many recipients of permanent
alimony use it to extort a lifetime meal ticket when they could work. One who sends their children off to school then
plays tennis, golf, Bridge, goes shopping, cavorts in and out of town & country with a paramour, etc. does not
deserve to be subsidized by their former spouse and, when the children are grown, to exist in a lap of leisure time,
often seeking the court to grant them MORE alimony to support their amusements. Should a wife who leaves with a
looser that does not work, (who is well educated but chooses not to work) need to be rewarded for life? This is
incomprehensible!

2. Research also shows how having access to both parents following divorce is the best arrangement for families. It
is becoming increasingly clear that any argument against shared parenting is not based on empirical data. Logic
would dictate that it should be painless to pass laws that grant children more equal access to each parent following a
divorce. So if shared parenting is best for children and supported by 70 percent of women, men, liberals and
conservatives, it should be the law of the land, right? 
So WHY does the FL Bar urge Governor Scott to veto alimony legislation?
Because this will reduce the amount of litigation, with the presumption that fathers are going to have equal time-
sharing with their children.
Less litigation means less money for lawyers. The biggest factor seems to be that bar associations consistently push
back against shared parenting. Bar associations promote policies for their attorney membership, and they do not like
shared parenting. Bar associations are going to any length to stop shared parenting.

Thank you for your consideration in this very important ALIMONY REFORM SB 668,



From: Mike Beall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE SIGN SB 668!!!
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 11:34:58 AM

Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign SB 668! Please stop lining the pockets of Lawyers and help the people of
Florida! The people of Florida need help!

Mike Beall
MFP Seals
Branch Manager
Tampa FL
1-888-637-8672
mike.beall@mfpseals.com



From: Debra Childs
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE SIGN SB 668!
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 8:31:43 PM

Governor Scott,

Support Shared Parenting, and sign SB 668! Studies show that Shared Parenting is best for
children. More than 40% of our children are being raised in single homes, leading to increased
crime, teen pregnancy, drug use, behavioral problems and high school drop outs.

You have a great honor here to be one of the first states with Shared Parenting Legislation.
This will set the tone for other states.

Please help lead the way to restore the American family.

Thank you.

-- 
Debra



From: Terri Henderson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE SIGN SB 668!
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 11:39:49 AM

Florida families are counting on you to sign SB 668!

The Family Law Section helped write SB 668!

Terri Henderson



From: rj@rjauburn.com on behalf of RJ Burnham
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE SIGN SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:55:29 AM

Please sign SB 668 into law. This will bring some much needed reform to the current situation
in Florida.



From: Peter Carr
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE SIGN SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 7:47:12 PM

From: Peter Carr <peter@att.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32907

Phone Number: 3213283384

Message Body: Sear Gov. Scott,

Please Sign SB 668.

Sincerely;

Peter Carr
1824 Ardmore St. NE
Palm Bay, Fl. 32907



From: Peter Carr
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE SIGN SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 5:06:13 PM

From: Peter Carr <peter-carr@att net>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32907

Phone Number: 3213283384

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott,

Please sign SB 668. I am a blind, 65 year old retired man who lives on Social Security only. I pay 43% of my Social
Security to a woman who vacations in Europe for five weeks every two years. Our children are now mideled age
men with good jobs, and my ex-wife is a retired school teacher with a trust fund, owns two homes, collects Social
Security and has a retirement income from Brevard County School System as well as the $800.00 a month
ALIMONY that I pay. I live on only $1062.00 after I pay the ALIMONY.

Sincerely;

Peter Carr
1824 Ardmore St. NE
Palm Bay, Fl. 32907



From: Peter Carr
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE SIGN SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 12:15:52 PM

From: Peter Carr <peter-carr@att net>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32907

Phone Number: 3213283384

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott,

Please sign SB 668.

Sincerely;

Peter Carr
1824 Ardmore St. NE
Palm Bay, Fl. 32907



From: Peter Carr
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE SIGN SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 1:38:06 PM

From: Peter Carr <peter-carr@att net>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32907

Phone Number: 3213283384

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott,

Please Sign SB 668.

Sincerely;

Peter Carr
1824 Ardmore St. NE
Palm Bay, Fl. 32907



From: john Dehaven
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE SIGN SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:33:41 AM

From: john Dehaven <jpd561@gmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33431

Phone Number: 561 702 1070

Message Body: As a victim of this divorce enterprise in Florida,
I strongly urge you to sign SB668 alimony reform
thank you



From: Sarah White
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE SIGN SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:34:54 AM

From: Sarah White <sarahmyles7@comcast.net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33324

Phone Number: 954-812-0033

Message Body: DEAR GOV. SCOTT,

PLEASE SIGN SB 668

Help change our families lives forever! We need your support.

THANK YOU!



From: Marvin Frandsen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE SIGN SB 668, Alimony Reform!!
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 11:51:24 AM

From: Marvin Frandsen <marv.frandsen@gmail.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32935

Phone Number: 3213239413

Message Body: Please bring justice and sanity to Florida.



From: Marv Frandsen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE SIGN SB 668, alimony reform!!
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 8:44:14 AM

Please sign SB 668 - it will help Florida's economy by encouraging all
former spouses to work and produce.

Thank you
Marv Frandsen
2741 Caribbean Isle Blvd. Apt 2510
Melbourne, FL 32935



From: Peter Carr
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE SIGN SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 12:29:35 PM

From: Peter Carr <peter-carr@att net>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32907

Phone Number: 3213283384

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott,

Please sign SB668.

Sincerely;

Peter Carr
1824 Ardmore St. NE
Palm Bay, Fl. 32907



From: Terri Henderson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE SIGN SB668!
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 11:38:46 AM

Dear Governor Scott,
SB 668 is a winner for children, mothers, and fathers.
Florida has the chance to be a national leader in the effort to bring equity
and fairness to family law and put the best interests of children first.
Please sign this bill so that more Florida families can survive as well as
thrive after divorce.

Terri Henderson



From: Rose Carbone
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE SIGN SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:23:21 AM

Dear Governor Scott,
I urge you to sign SB 668 for Florida's families.

The formulas provided in the bill with respect to alimony awards are more than fair to the
recipient. Temporary assistance is absolutely necessary to transition to single life, but
permanent alimony should be reserved for rare instances rather than the norm. The bill also
provides clear guideline for judges and well as clearer provisions for modifications at
retirement. Alimony is not retroactive. Nearly all settlement agreements are modifiable based
on a change in circumstances. The bill only provides a clear definition of change in
circumstances. Judges keep discretion to decide timesharing based on the best interest of the
children. The premise is only a starting point for parents to be viewed as equals.

The current laws are anti family and in turn impact businesses. In fact, the laws discourage 
people from getting married and having children. The time for change is now. We need clearer 
guidelines for retirement and health issues. In addition, there is supporting research of the 
benefits of shared parenting.

Governor, we need help along with so many other Florida families who are suffering with the
unfair burdens placed by the family court.

Respectfully submitted,

Rose Carbone
351 E. Lakewood Road
West Palm Beach, FL 33405

Sent from my iPhone



From: Lametria Lamont
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE SIGN SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:29:52 AM

From: Lametria Lamont <tallylala@gmail.com>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32311

Phone Number:

Message Body: Before I met my husband, I was a never married, single mother of two children.  I worked during the
day, and took classes at night. I was in an accident that disabled me for three months.  I have a medical condition
that required 5 eye surgeries.  But none of that deterred me from finally earning my Bachelor’s degree.  I bought my
first home and my first car.  I paid off my student loans. And I accomplished all of that BEFORE I met my husband,
who happens to pay permanent alimony.  If I can do it, anyone can.  And I believe any divorcee can too.  I worked
hard.  My husband works hard.  So why doesn’t my husband’s ex-wife have to work?  Please support SB 668 for
hard working Floridians.



From: Dennis Lohaus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE SIGN THE ALIMONY REFORM BILL SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 10:07:36 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to sincerely ask you to sign the Alimony Reform Bill SB 668 into law this time.
Alimony Reform is long overdue and is supported by a countless number of people that
understand the prolong suffering of those that are paying alimony. There are those of us
that have been waiting and working for five years for such reform only to be cut off at the
knees by politics and not doing what was right. I my case, this five year delay has cost me an
additional $ 150,000.00 out of my remaining savings. I must believe that those opposing
alimony reform do not realize the harm they are imposing on hundreds of innocent payers.
These payers will remember this opposition in coming elections and when the Republican
Party asks for donations and loyalty.

Since the divorce, my income continually decreased until I lost my jobs three years ago and am
now 66 years old with failing health. Presently, my entire social security check plus money
from my saving and IRA are taken out just to pay the alimony. I’m taking money from my
retirement fund to continually feed her ever growing IRA and lavish spending habits. Keep in
mind that she already received ½ of my savings and retirement at the divorce. For the last 10
years I have struggled to make my personal living expenses and mounting medical cost. I have
not been able to buy anything new during this time and my car is over 11 years old.
Meanwhile my ex is employed and receiving an annual income of over $ 60,000.00 from her
employment and alimony. Thus, I have a negative income while she is living a very
comfortable lifestyle!

With the current alimony law and my cost of living rate, I will be near penniless in 10 years as
the remaining of what I had accumulated will all be shifted into my ex-wife’s accounts.

I realized that some ex’s got screwed during their final divorce decrees although I don’t know
how. However, there are way more payers (both male and female) who have been severely
screwed by an antiquated /unfair divorce law and have been denied a descent life/retirement
even after sacrificing and working hard during the marriage!

Again, I ask that you sign the new Alimony Reform Bill and allow us a pathway to breaking
the chains of Alimony Slavery and to live out our lives with some dignity.

Thanks for your understanding,

Dennis Lohaus



From: Dennis Lohaus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE SIGN THE ALIMONY REFORM BILL SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:21:37 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to sincerely ask you to sign the Alimony Reform Bill SB 668 into law this time.
Alimony Reform is long overdue and is supported by a countless number of people that
understand the prolong suffering of those that are paying alimony. There are those of us
that have been waiting and working for five years for such reform only to be cut off at the
knees by politics and not doing what was right. I my case, this five year delay has cost me an
additional $ 150,000.00 out of my remaining savings. I must believe that those opposing
alimony reform do not realize the harm they are imposing on hundreds of innocent payers.
These payers will remember this opposition in coming elections and when the Republican
Party asks for donations and loyalty.

Since the divorce, my income continually decreased until I lost my jobs three years ago and am
now 66 years old with failing health. Presently, my entire social security check plus money
from my saving and IRA are taken out just to pay the alimony. I’m taking money from my
retirement fund to continually feed her ever growing IRA and lavish spending habits. Keep in
mind that she already received ½ of my savings and retirement at the divorce. For the last 10
years I have struggled to make my personal living expenses and mounting medical cost. I have
not been able to buy anything new during this time and my car is over 11 years old.
Meanwhile my ex is employed and receiving an annual income of over $ 60,000.00 from her
employment and alimony. Thus, I have a negative income while she is living a very
comfortable lifestyle!

With the current alimony law and my cost of living rate, I will be near penniless in 10 years as
the remaining of what I had accumulated will all be shifted into my ex-wife’s accounts.

I realized that some ex’s got screwed during their final divorce decrees although I don’t know
how. However, there are way more payers (both male and female) who have been severely
screwed by an antiquated /unfair divorce law and have been denied a descent life/retirement
even after sacrificing and working hard during the marriage!

Again, I ask that you sign the new Alimony Reform Bill and allow us a pathway to breaking
the chains of Alimony Slavery and to live out our lives with some dignity.

Thanks for your understanding,

Dennis Lohaus



From: Dennis Lohaus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE SIGN THE ALIMONY REFORM BILL SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 12:16:52 PM

Governor Scott,

I am writing to sincerely ask you to sign the Alimony Reform Bill SB 668 into law this time.
Alimony Reform is long overdue and is supported by a countless number of people that
understand the prolong suffering of those that are paying alimony. There are those of us
that have been waiting and working for five years for such reform only to be cut off at the
knees by politics and not doing what was right. I my case, this five year delay has cost me an
additional $ 150,000.00 out of my Dear remaining savings. I must believe that those opposing
alimony reform do not realize the harm they are imposing on hundreds of innocent payers.
These payers will remember this opposition in coming elections and when the Republican
Party asks for donations and loyalty.

Since the divorce, my income continually decreased until I lost my jobs three years ago and am
now 66 years old with failing health. Presently, my entire social security check plus money
from my saving and IRA are taken out just to pay the alimony. I’m taking money from my
retirement fund to continually feed her ever growing IRA and lavish spending habits. Keep in
mind that she already received ½ of my savings and retirement at the divorce. For the last 10
years I have struggled to make my personal living expenses and mounting medical cost. I have
not been able to buy anything new during this time and my car is over 11 years old.
Meanwhile my ex is employed and receiving an annual income of over $ 60,000.00 from her
employment and alimony. Thus, I have a negative income while she is living a very
comfortable lifestyle!

With the current alimony law and my cost of living rate, I will be near penniless in 10 years as
the remaining of what I had accumulated will all be shifted into my ex-wife’s accounts.

I realized that some ex’s got screwed during their final divorce decrees although I don’t know
how. However, there are way more payers (both male and female) who have been severely
screwed by an antiquated /unfair divorce law and have been denied a descent life/retirement
even after sacrificing and working hard during the marriage!

Again, I ask that you sign the new Alimony Reform Bill and allow us a pathway to breaking
the chains of Alimony Slavery and to live out our lives with some dignity.

Thanks for your understanding,

Dennis Lohaus



From: VICKI
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE SUPPORT SB 688 and SIGN INTO LAW.
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 6:50:24 PM

From: VICKI <VICKI@DREAMABABY.COM>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33908

Phone Number: 239-233-45612

Message Body: DEAR GOVERNOR SCOTT,
RESPECTFULLY ASKING THAT YOU SUPPORT ALIMONY REFORM AND SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.



From: Ruth Ely
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE Support and sign SB 668!
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 10:36:10 AM
Importance: High

Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign the SB 668 Alimony Reform. Consistency in our Alimony laws is a must, like
we do in child support cases. There are too many families getting torn apart by these out dated laws.
Please SUPPORT & SIGN SB 668!
Thank you!
Best regards,
Ruth Ely
MFP Seals Inc.
Tampa, FL.
P: 813-884-6777
ruth.ely@mfpseals.com



From: Ruth Ely
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE Support and sign SB 668!
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 12:06:02 PM
Importance: High

Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign the SB 668 Alimony Reform. Consistency in our Alimony laws is a must, like
we do in child support cases. There are too many families getting torn apart by these out dated laws.
Please SUPPORT & SIGN SB 668!
Thank you!
Best regards,
Ruth Ely
MFP Seals Inc.
Tampa, FL.
P: 813-884-6777
ruth.ely@mfpseals.com



From: Ruth Ely
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE Support and sign SB 668!
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 11:13:23 AM
Importance: High

Dear Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign the SB 668 Alimony Reform. Consistency in our Alimony laws is a must, like
we do in child support cases. There are too many families getting torn apart by these out dated laws.
Please SUPPORT & SIGN SB 668!
Thank you!
Best regards,
Ruth Ely
MFP Seals Inc.
Tampa, FL.
P: 813-884-6777
ruth.ely@mfpseals.com



From: L Wright
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE VETO --SB 668 ALIMONY REFORM
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 7:33:07 PM

Governor Scott, 

Please don't be fooled by the support of the reformists, they use bullying tactics and bring in
people that aren't even involved in cases in Florida to look as if the FLA voters ALL want
reform. THIS BILL IS SNEAKY AND ALLOWS FOR RETROACTIVE MODIFICATIONS.

Many people who have gone thru a Florida divorce like myself, are afraid to speak out
because of years of harrasment from their exes and now don't want to get into it with these
reformists who have gone after many who have spoke out against reform. Many of the
reformists stories simply arent true. 

Please support women, children and women who have already closed their cases in their
alimony support.

Thank you,

Respectfully, Lori



From: smith meghan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE VETO SB 668 - ANTI-CHILDREN / ANTI-WOMEN
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 1:14:52 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I beg you to please veto SB 668. This bill is anti-
women, anti-children and anti-family. If signed
into law it will be the most sweeping overhaul of
Florida Family Law in our state’s history – all with
NO impact study, task force or proper vetting.
AND, it will make Florida the first state in the
Nation to have such a dangerous 50/50 child and
infant time-sharing mandate for ALL -- whether
divorcing, divorced or never wed.
This bill is one-sided - endangering legislation.
Florida families need a proper task force for true
family law 'reform!' and it begins with creating
and enforcing a system that is fair and just for all
- not just the rich and powerful. The women and
children of Florida are already suffering. This bill
will lead to further destruction.

Please veto SB 668!

Kind Regards,

Meghan Smith





From: PatIBCLC@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE VETO SB 668 FAMILY LAW/ALIMONY BILL
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 5:12:35 PM

Dear Governor Scott:
PLEASE VETO SB 668 FAMILY LAW/ALIMONY BILL
Warm regards,
Pat Lindsey

The information contained in this transmission may contain privileged and confidential information, including patient information protected
by federal and state privacy laws. It is intended only for the use of the person (s) named above. If you are not the intended recipient, you
are hereby notified that any review, dissemination, distribution or duplication of this communication is strictly proh bited. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message.



From: Jackie Slatkow
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE VETO SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:55:31 AM

Dear Governor Scott,
As a Florida voter, I respectfully urge you to vote “NO” on SB 668. Please establish a neutral task force 
for true family law reform. The women and children of Florida are counting on you. Thank you.
Jackie Slatkow
948 Fern Drive
Delray Beach, FL 33483



From: Antkowiak, Nancy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE VETO SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 12:48:06 PM

GOVERNOR SCOTT:
PLEASE VETO SB 668. UNFAIR BILL.
CREATE A PROPER TASK FORCE FOR TRUE FAMILY LAW REFORM.
(WITH WOMEN THAT UNDERSTAND ON IT).
THANK YOU
NANCY ANTKO



From: Jennifer Lindblad
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE sign SB 668 Alimony Reform
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 3:29:38 PM

PLEASE sign SB 668 Alimony Reform.

Thank you!
Jennifer Lindblad
8879 Falcon Pointe Loop
Fort Myers, FL 33912



From: William Dunn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE sign SB 668!
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 12:07:23 PM

Subject: Please sign SB 668!

Dear Governor Rick,

Please sign SB668 for Alimony Reform and know that Florida
families are counting on you to deliver the American Dream!

As you are well aware, the Family Law Section helped write SB668.
It was voted on and approved with Super Majorities by those that
truly represent the CITIZENS of FLORIDA, both the House and the
Senate.

Starting on an equal footing for both parents is in the best interest of
our children.

Best wishes and Sincerely yours,

WJ Dunn

WILLIAM J DUNN, MD
564 Health Blvd
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386 316-7920 cell



From: Billdunnmd
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE sign SB 668!
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 12:08:44 PM

Please

Subject: Please sign SB 668!

Dear Governor Scott,

Please sign SB668 for Alimony Reform and know that Florida
families are counting on you to deliver the American Dream!

As you are well aware, the Family Law Section helped write SB668.
It was voted on and approved with Super Majorities by those that
truly represent the CITIZENS of FLORIDA, both the House and the
Senate.

Starting on an equal footing for both parents is in the best interest of
our children.

Best wishes and Sincerely yours,

Bill DUNN

564 Health Blvd
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386 316-7920 cell



From: Mia Engel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE sign SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 11:59:29 AM

Dear Governor, 

I urge you to reform Florida's antiquated alimony and parental timesharing laws in Florida.
This must be stopped! It is NOT fair. 

Sincerely,
Mia Engel 
FL Resident and Voter

Sent from my iPad

Mia Engel, REALTOR
Medway Realty
1662 Main Street
Sarasota, FL 34236
Cell Ph: 941-320-1434
Office: 941-375-2456



From: Mia Engel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE sign SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 12:16:20 PM

Dear Governor, 

I urge you to reform Florida's antiquated alimony and parental timesharing laws. In Florida.
This must be stopped! It is NOT fair. 

Sincerely,
Mia Engel 
FL Resident and Voter

Sent from my iPad

Mia Engel, REALTOR
Medway Realty
1662 Main Street
Sarasota, FL 34236
Cell Ph: 941-320-1434
Office: 941-375-2456



From: Jennifer Lindblad
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE sign SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 3:54:48 PM

Please reform alimony by signing SB 668!

Thank you!
Jennifer Lindblad
8879 Falcon Pointe Loop
Fort Myers, FL 33913



From: Mia Engel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE sign SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 4:55:14 PM

Dear Governor, 

I urge you to reform Florida's antiquated alimony and parental timesharing laws. In Florida.
This must be stopped! It is NOT fair. 

Sincerely,
Mia Engel 
FL Resident and Voter

Sent from my iPad

Mia Engel, REALTOR
Medway Realty
1662 Main Street
Sarasota, FL 34236
Cell Ph: 941-320-1434
Office: 941-375-2456



From: Jennifer Lindblad
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE sign SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 10:07:44 AM

PLEASE sign SB 668 for Alimony Reform!

Thank you!
Jennifer Lindblad
8879 Falcon Pointe Loop
Fort Myers, FL 33912



From: Mia Engel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE sign SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:25:41 AM

Dear Governor, 

I urge you to reform Florida's antiquated alimony and parental timesharing laws. In Florida.
This must be stopped! It is NOT fair. 

Sincerely,
Mia Engel 
FL Resident and Voter

Sent from my iPad

Mia Engel, REALTOR
Medway Realty
1662 Main Street
Sarasota, FL 34236
Cell Ph: 941-320-1434
Office: 941-375-2456



From: Mia Engel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:00:23 PM

Dear Governor, 

I urge you to reform Florida's antiquated alimony and parental timesharing laws. In Florida.
This must be stopped! It is NOT fair. 

Sincerely,
Mia Engel 
FL Resident and Voter

Sent from my iPad

Mia Engel, REALTOR
Medway Realty
1662 Main Street
Sarasota, FL 34236
Cell Ph: 941-320-1434
Office: 941-375-2456



From: Jennifer Lindblad
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:40:21 AM

Alimony laws need to be updated (not eliminated)

PLEASE sign SB 668!

Thank you!
Jennifer Lindblad
8879 Falcon Pointe Loop
Fort Myers, FL 33912



From: Jason Piccin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE sign SB 668. Please do NOT veto.
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 3:14:52 PM

Governor,

Family law regarding physical custody, child support and alimony is hopelessly out of
date across the country.

Most current law is based on a time when dad's were the primary if not sole
breadwinner in the family and mom's were expected to stay home and raise the
children. In current reality, most middle class homes - which is most homes - includes
two working parents, often making the same money, with fathers taking a much
bigger role in child rearing than their fathers and grandfathers ever did.

Why then, when a divorce occurs, do we still apply the old model, where the father is
relegated to the role of a weekly visitor with his own children and yet assigned the
lion's share of all expenses, often impoverishing him in the process.

SB 668 is a modest bill that simply changes the starting point of the discussion
around parenting time from the father being marginalized in the children's lives to his
having a more equal role. Judges still retain full discretion and can decree any
arrangement he or she feels is in the best interest of the children.

Kids need both parents, and fit parents have the right to have a meaningful role in
their childrens' lives. This bill helps to move us in that direction.

I respectfully implore you to sign this bill into law and help Florida become a leader in
the nation in the reform of outdated family laws that hurt children.

Thank you,
Jason Piccin
8 Mt. Ida St.
Apt. #1
Newton, Mass
02548

jpiccin@yahoo.com
617.650.8730



From: Mia Engel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 2:34:38 PM

Dear Governor, 

I urge you to reform Florida's antiquated alimony and parental timesharing laws in Florida.
This must be stopped! It is NOT fair. 

Sincerely,
Mia Engel 
FL Resident and Voter

Sent from my iPad

Mia Engel, REALTOR
Medway Realty
1662 Main Street
Sarasota, FL 34236
Cell Ph: 941-320-1434
Office: 941-375-2456



From: Mike Beall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE! SUPPORT SB 668!!
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:23:14 PM

Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign SB 668! Please stop lining the pockets of Lawyers and help the people of
Florida! The people of Florida need help!

Mike Beall
MFP Seals
Branch Manager
Tampa FL
1-888-637-8672
mike.beall@mfpseals.com



From: Jamie Richman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLEASE!!!! VETO SB 668 !!!! From a "Survivor" of Divorce Litigation !!
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:53:39 PM

-----Original Message-----
Dear Governor Scott,
I have thought long and hard on what I should say to you if I were lucky enough to have you read my
letter. What could I tell you that would possibly have an impact on you to sway you to VETO the 'Alimony
Reform Bill' , Bill 668.
I decided I would give you a glimpse in to the last 15 years of my life and my children's lives: 2001 -2016.
In December of 2001, my former husband ( a Dade County trial lawyer, past President of the YLD Florida
Board of Governors , an active member of many local and national organizations and the son of a
prominent Judge in our community) and I separated because of his extramarital relationship. For the next
10 years , our divorce was litigated by my former husband (and for a portion of time accompanied by a
top local divorce attorney) thru the Domestic Violence Court, the Circuit Court and the Appellate Court .
There were multiple attorneys, forensic accountants, a private guardian ad litem, a parent coordinator , a
social worker, psychologist...... any thing and anyone who could rack up fees and costs that would create
unrecoverable dollars by me.
At the end of the litigation, The Appellate Court upheld the Final Judgment which awarded , in addition to
the equitable distribution, permanent alimony to me, the wife and full time mother. Our children's time was
split 50/50, raised half of the time by their mother and half of the time by a housekeeper and a girlfriend
so child support would be $740 to a mother of 3 very young children.
With almost ten years that had passed, the children displaced, fees and costs that approached 1 Million
Dollars, and many loose ends that were not addressed by the court; I had survived the attack and was
ready to move forward.
Today, I live in a nice house (purchased 11/2014, after living in a rental home for 12 years because I was
afraid I would lose my support), I am a mom, I work as a Dental Hygienist and have moved on with my
life. I receive 'Permanent Alimony' that affords me to pay the bills and help to support the youngest of our
3 children.
My former husband, a practicing Trial Attorney, purchased a new 2.2 Million Dollar home in a gated golf
community immediately after there was a fee agreement (much of which was left to me) and claiming he
had no money. A new home in Colorado in addition to my 1/2 of the Marital Colorado Town house that I
was financially forced out of. He received all properties that generated income in the equitable distribution
to assist with alimony payments.........etc. etc.
At this moment, you have a Bill on your desk that will unravel everything the courts have put in place for
our family and so many others. In our case, by not vetoing this bill, you will undo what took 10 years for
the courts to get decided and affirmed thereby throwing our family back into the court system and costly
litigation.
I am PLEADING with you to VETO BILL 668 !!! Do not allow a bill that is retroactive , has loopholes and is
so very destructive to women and children to be put in to law.
Thank you
Ms.Jamie Richman
3699 Loquat Avenue
Coconut Grove, Florida 33133



From: Neal Carbaugh
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: PLease Sign SB 668 into Law
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 10:31:20 PM

Gov. Scott,
Please sign SB 668, Alimony Reform, into law. Thank you.
Neal Carbaugh
Plant City, FL



From: IVONE DEMMERY
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Pass SB-668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 9:02:22 AM

Please sign or pass family law alimony reform- as a woman I believe that with equal opportunity and equal rights
every woman has the same right as men- this is not medieval ages where women depend on en support- as an
immigrant I educated myself raised 3 kids- and with a language barrier I succeeded - all women should do the same-
why would men have to pay a lifetime alimony - a lot of them longer than they were married because the woman is
too lazy to work- please pass reform SB-668

Best regards

Ivona 
Sent from my iPhone

Sent from my iPhone



From: Ken Moemke
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Pass SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 9:20:43 PM

From: Ken Moemke <kmoemke@sbcglobal.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76262

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott

The time is now for alimony reform .
Please pass SB 668 so Florida can update their outdated alimony laws.

Thank you
Ken Moemke



From: Ken Moemke
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Pass SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 9:09:11 PM

From: Ken Moemke <kmoemke@sbcglobal.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76262

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott
Please pass SB668 for alimony reform
Thank you
Ken Moemke



From: Ken Moemke
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Pass SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:09:16 PM

From: Ken Moemke <kmoemke@sbcglobal.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76262

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott

Please pass SB 668
Thank you
Ken Moemke



From: Jean Van Swearingen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Pass SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:33:05 AM

Governor Scott:
I am writing to ask that you support Alimony Reform and sign SB 668 into Law. This is not a
woman vs. man issue, it is a worker vs. non-worker issue. The bill in its present form is fair and
just to all, regardless of gender. Florida is one of the last states in the nation to pass alimony
reform. The current laws are old and not reflective of the society we now live in.
Please Governor Scott. The time for Alimony Reform is now.
Jean Van Swearingen

1625 51st Court
Vero Beach, FL 32966



From: Ken Moemke
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Pass SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 7:07:04 PM

From: Ken Moemke <kmoemke@sbcglobal.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76262

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott
Please sign SB 668. We need alimony reform.
Thank you
Ken Moemke



From: zberner@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Pending law
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:09:50 PM

Dear Governor Scott:

Thank you for your attention in reading my email stating my opposition to the timesharing portion of SB
668, I truly believe that 50/50 timesharing is NOT the best interest of every child and there should be no
presumption of any timesharing schedule in Florida. Every family dynamic and every parent's abilities to
care and love their child is critical to be determined on a case by case basis, and not an automatic 50/50
timesharing especially when one parent is not capable of being a good parent.

Respectfully,

Susan Berner
305-494-3700
zberner@aol.com



From: Kristen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please APPROVE SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 5:40:09 AM

From: Kristen <kdisantis@yahoo.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33315

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please approve SB 668 to improve lives in Florida.

Thank You.



From: H. M. Harding
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Approve SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 5:36:11 PM

April 6th, 2016

Regarding SB 668

Dear Governor Scott, 

I understand that you are a very busy man, but I would beg for a moment of your
attention.

I realize that there is a lot of both facts and misrepresentation circling through the media
right now in regards to SB 668 - including how the Family Law Section of the Florida Bar is
doing everything within its power to ensure the failure of this bill.

I ask you to please take a moment to consider the plights of those who this will affect.

Is it truly fair to expect an individual to pay alimony to their ex-spouse for the rest of their
life? My response to that would be that it is not. From experience in the college education
system, I have seen how there is now so many federal and state funded financial aid
options available - it is therefore I would consider the ex-spouse's 'choice' to remain
unemployable. We live in a day where an education for an employable field is right at
someone's finger tips - all they have to do is make the effort to grab it.

To address the issue with parenting and custody - it greatly saddens me that the word
'equal' or 'shared' parenting is taboo and uncommon instead of the norm. It would appear
that this type of language makes many legislators, judges and attorneys uncomfortable,
perhaps because it would require individuals to actually co-operate with one another by co-
parenting and create less opportunities for discord for which to go to court. This
arrangement would also of course generate less revenue for attorneys and the judicial
system, the benefits however to the children by their parents have shared parenting time I
feel outweigh this.

I would ask you to honestly answer to yourself on what ethically right standing can you
support saying that one parent should have precedence over the other?

Speaking from what I have seen happen to many families I know, the mother is not always
the best choice to be selected as the primary parent. I have seen mothers use their
child(ren) like weapons, to manipulate what they want and to alienate them from their
father. Parental alienation should by definition accepted within the courts be considered
abuse and I feel that assigning a primary parent over 50/50', 'shared' or 'equal' parenting
helps to facilitate the alienation process.

Our children are not things that should have to be 'paid' for to see - our children deserve
the right to see and spend time with both parents equally and freely. If one parent is not fit
to have 'shared/equal/or 50/50' parenting rights, then allow the burden of proof to be on
the other parent.

The children of our country are in a dire need of their father just as much as their mother.
Sadly I have seen first hand how mothers typically have the upper hand when it comes to
custody and support. The primary importance should not just the financial support, but the
emotional support - being present. Why is so much importance placed on a man paying for
his kids but not being able to see them?



The repercussions are more severe for a father who misses a few child support payments
than they will be for the mother who withholds the child repeatedly, fraudulently reports a
father being behind in child support, makes false accusations of abuse or assault, denies
access to phone calls, school events and more - in fact typically nothing is done for these
women, but the man may have to pay interest on arrears, have up to 65% of his pay
garnished, have his license suspended and face jail-time.

Please explain for me how this benefits him or his child(ren) if his license is suspended he
can't get to work, he can't get to work therefore he has no money to pay child support,
mother isn't receiving child support so she refuses visitation. It is a nasty cycle that has
been set up to see non-custodial parents fail.

Studies have shown time and time again that children who have equal time with both
parents are better adjusted, happier, do better in school, are less likely to do drug or drink
underage, and make over all better choices.

Please Governor Scott, remove the 'golden uterus' entitlement of these mothers who play
the custody system and help make fathers an equal importance in the lives of their
child(ren) again.

Thank you for your time.

Respectfully,

Heather M. Harding



From: Kristen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Approve SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 5:45:59 AM

From: Kristen <Kdisantis@yahoo.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33315

Phone Number:

Message Body: Palm Beach County is home to the biggest abusers of the current alimony law.  Please approve SB
668 to put a stop to the abuse and harrassment former spouses endure for life as a result of an illogical alimony
structure in the state of Florida.

PLEASE APPROVE.



From: William Dunn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please PLEASE sign SB 668!
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 12:02:54 PM

Subject: Please PLEASE sign SB 668!

Subject: Please sign SB 668!

Dear Governor Scott,

Please sign SB668 for Alimony Reform and know that Florida
families are counting on you to deliver the American Dream!

As you are well aware, the Family Law Section helped write SB668.
It was voted on and approved with Super Majorities by those that
truly represent the CITIZENS of FLORIDA, both the House and the
Senate.

Starting on an equal footing for both parents is in the best interest of
our children.

Best wishes,

Billy Dunn

564 Health Blvd
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386 316-7920 cell



From: William Dunn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please PLEASE sign SB 668!
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 12:01:21 PM

To: rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com
Subject: Please PLEASE sign SB 668!

Subject: Please sign SB 668!

Dear Governor Scott,

Please sign SB668 for Alimony Reform and know that Florida
families are counting on you to deliver the American Dream!

As you are well aware, the Family Law Section helped write SB668.
It was voted on and approved with Super Majorities by those that
truly represent the CITIZENS of FLORIDA, both the House and the
Senate.

Starting on an equal footing for both parents is in the best interest of
our children.

Best wishes and Sincerely yours,

William

WILLIAM J DUNN, MD, FACS
564 Health Blvd
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386 316-7920 cell
386 258-5777 office



From: William Dunn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please PLEASE sign SB 668!
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 11:31:32 AM

Subject: Please sign SB 668! 
Please pass this bill that would give fathers presumptive 50/50 time
sharing with our children. Children have the right to hold a high image
of their father, and help stop these mothers from turning our children
against us. 

Dear Governor Scott,

Please sign SB668 for Alimony Reform and know that Florida families are counting on
you to deliver the American Dream!

As you are well aware, the Family Law Section helped write SB668. It was voted on and
approved with Super Majorities by those that truly represent the CITIZENS of FLORIDA,
both the House and the Senate. 

Starting on an equal footing for both parents is in the best interest of our children.

Sincerely yours, 

Bill 
WILLIAM J DUNN, MD, FACS
564 Health Blvd
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386 316-7920 cell
386 258-5777 office



From: Bill Dunn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please PLEASE sign SB 668!
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 12:10:40 PM

Subject: Please PLEASE sign SB 668!

Dear Governor Rick,

Please sign SB668 for Alimony Reform and know that Florida
families are counting on you to deliver the American Dream!

As you are well aware, the Family Law Section helped write SB668.
It was voted on and approved with Super Majorities by those that
truly represent the CITIZENS of FLORIDA, both the House and the
Senate.

Starting on an equal footing for both parents is in the best interest of
our children.

Best wishes and Sincerely yours,

Bill J DUNN, FACS

564 Health Blvd
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386 258-5777 office



From: Louis Greenfield
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Pass SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 12:49:21 PM

From: Louis Greenfield <mfgreenfield@yahoo.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33321

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please Governor Scott  PLEASE PASS SB 668!! I'm a man past the age of 72 with cancer and Other
health issues as well. The antiquated law as it stands right now has caused many hardships. Both financially and
emotionally. It has taken its toll by family alienation as well as financially draining me PLEASE find it in your heart
to PASS SB 668

Thank you



From: Gregg Corella
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Pass SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 11:06:54 PM

From: Gregg Corella <gregg@corella.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34238

Phone Number: 941-928-9088

Message Body: Governor Rick Scott:

I urge you on behalf of all Florida families who have suffered thru a Florida divorce to pass this bill allowing
families a less destructive solution. I went thru a divorce in 2008 and it has been a painful, costly and difficult
process. It is time for better laws that truly address the reality of divorce in the 21st century.

Please pass SB 668.



From: Bill Riggle
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Please support Alimony Reform SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:45:48 PM

Governor Scott, please support SB 668 Alimony Reform as it is written.
This bill has gone through legislation twice in the past with a lot of support and has been modified in
areas of concerns.
I am a 70 year old male still working many hours to pay alimony while my ex retired almost 10 years ago
and lives a life of leisure traveling with her old boyfriend. 
I am self employed without a study income. My business bottomed out in the down turn and has had little
recovery. I had to take loans out to pay my alimony over the past years and several Family Law Attorneys
told me pretty much the same thing that it would cost $15,000 to $25,000 and no guarantees. That is so
unfair to we the Payers, please stop this gravy train.
My health is failing and I am so tired each day that I am not very effective with my work. 
Please help me and many in my situations by passing the bill and eliminate any further costly delay. The
research has been done over the past years by competent people and the Alimony Reform Bill has time
and time again been voted on favorably by the committees and legislators.
There is no realistic need for further delay and tax dollars spend to give favor to the Florida Family Law
group that makes a unbelievable amount of money on the present system that they created to benefit
mostly themselves and not the people.
Thank you for your time and consideration in advance.
Bill Riggle 386 212-9809, email brdaytonabeach@aol.com



From: Bill Riggle
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Please support Alimony Reform SB668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 3:40:55 PM

Governor Scott, please support SB 668 Alimony Reform as it is written.
This bill has gone through legislation twice in the past with a lot of support and has been modified in
areas of concerns.
I am a 70 year old male still working many hours to pay alimony while my ex retired almost 10 years ago
and lives a life of leisure traveling with her old boyfriend. 
I am self employed without a study income. My business bottomed out in the down turn and has had little
recovery. I had to take loans out to pay my alimony over the past years and several Family Law Attorneys
told me pretty much the same thing that it would cost $15,000 to $25,000 and no guarantees. That is so
unfair to we the Payers, please stop this gravy train.
My health is failing and I am so tired each day that I am not very effective with my work. 
Please help me and many in my situations by passing the bill and eliminate any further costly delay. The
research has been done over the past years by competent people and the Alimony Reform Bill has time
and time again been voted on favorably by the committees and legislators.
There is no realistic need for further delay and tax dollars spend to give favor to the Florida Family Law
group that makes a unbelievable amount of money on the present system that they created to benefit
mostly themselves and not the people.
Furthermore, I do not understand why child custody legislature ended up on this bill but a 50/50 basis
seems to be a fair starting point especially since a judge can use his own discretion. My experience tells
me in most all cases that a parent who did not spent time with their children before the divorce will most
likely not change their parental habits because of the divorce. 
Thank you for your time and consideration in advance.
Bill Riggle 386 212-9809, email brdaytonabeach@aol.com



From: lchagler@cox.net
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:59:28 PM



From: Eric Albrecht
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:06:32 PM

From: Eric Albrecht <mangoparis@aol.com>

County: Clay

Zip Code: 32656

Phone Number: 3524738382

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

 Please sign SB 668 into law to help those of us who are forced to work without any hope of retirement.
  I work hard to earn a living while my ex-wife refuses to work full time because it might reduce the amount of
alimony I pay her. Under the current law from the 1800s, I am forced to pay her alimony FOR LIFE. If I were to
retire, she would get a large percentage of my retirement AND I must still pay her the alimony. My income would
be greatly reduced while her income would increase! She will NEVER remarry or seek a higher paying job that
might reduce or eliminate the alimony I pay her.
  Please help me have a chance to retire someday by passing SB 668 into law. The alimony I pay will be reduced to
the amount of my retirement she will receive.
  Additionally, if I were to remarry, my new spouse's income would be added to mine so my ex could get even
MORE alimony. Therefore, I will never be able to remarry.                Our children will only know a split family
lifestyle. That creates an anti-marriage  attitude for our next generation here in Florida. I don't believe you want our
children to have that point of view.



From: Laura Lenholt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please SIGN SB 668 for alimony reform
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 3:09:43 PM

Dear Gov. Scott:
Please sign SB 668.
I am a WOMAN. Regretfully, I am unable to attend the rally tomorrow in support of alimony reform.
Please let me add my voice to those of women and families waiting for reform.
After years of explaining to legislators the benefits of reforming the alimony laws, the majority of
them saw fit to pass this legislation by a wide margin (for a second time).
Divorce is always difficult. Contentious litigation and forever alimony does not allow families to heal
the wounds and move on.
In my case, I support a man with two advanced degrees who chooses not to pursue work with any
vigor. He is healthy and capable but prefers golf. We do not have children. He never supported me.
Despite the fact that our marriage broke up over him not pulling his weight, I continue to have to
support him. I work hard. I am on call 24/7 except 4 days a month. I don’t have the option of kicking
back and letting someone else pay my bills. Certainly there is fairness in a prescribed time of alimony
but forever alimony in this instance seems unfair. Reform would help to address these issues.
PLEASE SIGN SB 668. It IS Time for REFORM.
Thank you
Laura Lenholt, MD
Naples, FL



From: jsta6g
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please SIGN SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 8:19:11 PM

Please SIGN SB 668



From: Laura Lenholt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please SIGN SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 8:56:43 AM

Dear Gov. Scott:
Please SIGN SB 668.
Divorce is always difficult. To bring more equality and fairness to alimony awards, please sign SB 668.
Both houses of congress have passed this with overwhelming majorities. It is good legislation that
will help Florida’s families.
I would appreciate your support.
Laura Lenholt, MD
Naples, FL



From: Laura Lenholt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please SIGN SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:56:26 AM

Dear Gov. Scott:
As I WOMAN I support alimony reform. Please SIGN SB668.
This legislation improves fairness and equality in alimony awards. It has been passed by
overwhelming majorities in the both houses.
Please SIGN this bill today.
Thank you.
Laura Lenholt, MD
Naples , FL



From: Marvin V. Frandsen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please SIGN SB 668, alimony reform
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:47:18 AM

From: Marvin V. Frandsen <marv frandsen@gmail.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32935

Phone Number: 3213239413

Message Body: I urge you to provide justice and a better framework for Florida by signing SB 668.

Thank you.



From: Jennifer Lindblad
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please SIGN SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 1:35:50 PM

Please sign SB 668, Alimony Reform!

Thank you,
Jennifer Lindblad
8879 Falcon Pointe Loop
Fort Myers, FL 33912



From: Ray
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please SIGN SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:12:29 PM

Honorable Governor Rick Scott -

Good Afternoon! 

Please sign SB 668 to reform Florida's antiquated
alimony and parental timesharing laws.

We continue to see horrific stories about the way women use children
to manipulate marriages and families.

I've seen first hand where women choose not to work "too hard"
cause their husbands can. Or they prefer a part time job and later
blame men for their unrealized potential. Some women choose to
give up earning potential, they refuse to go to work sometimes, and
men have no recourse. If men push them back to work men risk kids
being turned against them, family members, sexual manipulation,
threat of divorce etc.

I have been on both sides of this and my feelings are very strong
about women working and being independent. Rehabilitative support
not dependency is the right answer. I've seen women forcing child
support and not sharing kids. Or exaggerating why husband is not a
primary care provider therefore needing child support. Or the worst
demanding unfair divorce agreements that are created because men
fear the judges hammer. I can't imagine loosing my kids cause my
husband and I ended our marriage.

Years ago, My husband married a women that worked very hard until
they had kids. They agreed to a 2-3 year hiatus from work for her.
When the time arrived to go back to work, she refused. She retrained
herself and still refuse after one day on the job. The marriage began a
downward spiral of threats from her to divorce and take half of all
they accumulated. It ended in divorce after threats with divorce, kids,
manipulation and other issues arose. It got worst when his lawyer
advised him to settle before going to a judge who would take 60%+
of his income forever and all increases. My husband agreed to a very
unbalanced divorce agreement. The kids were told he didn't want to
take care of them, and other lies. They fought in court for a year and
$ 80k in fees. He lost 5-10 years of the kids lives. Missed his son's
graduation because his mother refused to share in invite and the
school will only send invites to his child's primary residence. He
agreed to pay 50k in permanent alimony, house payment, kids
activities, medical, and will continue to until he dies, pays child
support until his kids finish college, paid for European college



semesters with Boston college. (A big bill to pay)
This man works for high six figures and most months he nearly has
enough money to pay his bills. This is just not right to feel so
hopeless about your future. He and I recently got MBA's to secure
our jobs until 55-60. I have no idea how we will tackle permanent
alimony when he is forced out of corp americA. Or how he will pay
50k per year if he makes $30k for example.

I ask for justice for all future generations as this will not help us. I
don't want my son and daughter to be enslaved forever because they
loved the wrong person. But not just my family... Too many
coworkers joke "it's cheaper to keep her " still trapped in loveless
marriages because they fear divorce in Florida. My sister and brother
in law got divorce it was ugly. Emotions are charged up and they
were ready to fight it out with lawyers. A fair systematic schedule /
formula makes it difficult for lawyers and mediators to profit from
their emotional state of distress. Time will heal but life savings have
been wiped out in this process.

Please sign SB 668 we beg you.

Thank you!

Regards,
Rachel

Hillsborough County



From: Laura Lenholt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please SIGn SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 4:20:08 PM

Dear Gov. Scott:
Please sign SB 668.
After years of explaining to legislators the benefits of reforming the alimony laws, the majority of
them saw fit to pass this legislation by a wide margin (for a second time).
Divorce is always difficult. Contentious litigation and forever alimony does not allow families to heal
the wounds and move on.
In my case, I support a man with two advanced degrees who chooses not to pursue work with any
vigor. He is healthy and capable but prefers golf. We do not have children. He never supported me.
Despite the fact that our marriage broke up over him not pulling his weight, I continue to have to
support him. I work hard. I am on call 24/7 except 4 days a month. I don’t have the option of kicking
back and letting someone else pay my bills. Certainly there is fairness in a prescribed time of alimony
but forever alimony in this instance seems unfair. Reform would help to address these issues.
PLEASE SIGN SB 668. It IS Time for REFORM.
Thank you
Laura Lenholt, MD
Naples, FL



From: amar persaud
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please SIgn SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 5:55:30 PM

From: amar persaud <gupta_935@hotmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32746

Phone Number: 571-480-0531

Message Body: Governor Scott
Please sign SB 668 in to law. Fl family laws are very outdated. Don't listen to the Family Law Section which prefers
massive litigation for divorcing couples with the current system.



From: Dennis Lohaus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign Alimony Reform Bill SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 12:23:25 PM

From: Dennis Lohaus <dlohaus@bellsouth net>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33974

Phone Number: 321-720-9951

Message Body: Governor Scott,
I am writing to sincerely ask you to sign the Alimony Reform Bill SB 668 into law this time.  Alimony Reform is
long overdue and is supported by a countless number of people that understand the prolong suffering of those that
are paying alimony. There are those of us that have been waiting and working for five years for such reform only to
be cut off at the knees by politics and not doing what was right.  I my case, this five year delay has cost me an
additional  $ 150,000.00 out of my Dear remaining savings. I must believe that those opposing alimony reform do
not realize the harm they are imposing on hundreds of innocent payers. These payers will remember this opposition
in coming elections and when the Republican Party asks for donations and loyalty. 
Since the divorce, my income continually decreased until I lost my jobs three years ago and am now 66 years old
with failing health.  Presently, my entire social security check plus money from my saving and IRA are taken out
just to pay the alimony. I’m taking money from my retirement fund to continually feed her ever growing IRA and
lavish spending habits. Keep in mind that she already received ½ of my savings and retirement at the divorce.  For
the last 10 years I have struggled to make my personal living expenses and mounting medical cost.  I have not been
able to buy anything new during this time and my car is over 11 years old. Meanwhile my ex is employed and
receiving an annual income of over $ 60,000.00 from her employment and alimony. Thus, I have a negative income
while she is living a very comfortable lifestyle!
With the current alimony law and my cost of living rate, I will be near penniless in 10 years as the remaining of
what I had accumulated will all be shifted into my ex-wife’s accounts.  
I realized that some ex’s got screwed during their final divorce decrees although I don’t know how. However, there
are way more payers  (both male and female) who have been severely screwed by an antiquated /unfair divorce law
and have been denied a descent life/retirement even after sacrificing and working hard during the marriage!
Again, I ask that you sign the new Alimony Reform Bill and allow us a pathway to breaking the chains of Alimony
Slavery and to live out our lives with some dignity.    
Thanks for your understanding,
Dennis Lohaus



From: David altmed
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign Alimony Reform Bill SB 668 into Law
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 8:44:42 AM

Please Sign Alimony Reform Bill SB 668 into Law



From: David Stoeckel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign Alimony Reform Bill SB 668 into Law
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 8:51:47 AM

Please Sign Alimony Reform Bill SB 668 into Law



From: Roger Dunham
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign Alimony Reform Bill
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 3:49:24 PM

From: Roger Dunham <rgdunham@miami.edu>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33173

Phone Number: 786-205-4458

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.
I am writing you in reference to the Alimony Reform Bill that is coming to you for a signature. We were so hopeful
for getting the bill passed in past years and signed by the Governor. Unfortunately, you vetoed it because of some
retroactive aspects to it. But the new 2016 bill is more to your liking. While there are many aspects of the current
and outdated Florida divorce laws that need to be changed, I want to stress one aspect of the current law that is
probably the most unfair.  That is "permanent alimony."  Permanent alimony makes it very difficult for the payee to
retire when they reach the retirement age. It creates uncertainty of what rules will be applied by judges after
retirement. The new bill should have a provision that when a payee reaches his/her federal retirement age alimony
ends. The way the law is written and implemented currently makes it impossible for me to retire because alimony
doesn't stop. Even if I am lucky enough to get a judge who will lower the alimony, it will be too high for me to
retire. Of course, this is after my retirement was part of the calculus that divided up the property. So my spouse
received half or the dollar equivalent of my retirement during the divorce, but after retirement will have another shot
at a piece of my retirement. These realities create uncertainty and a situation where I cannot afford to retire. A
provision saying alimony ends at the Federal retirement age will go a long way to resolve this problem. Please
support this measure. I’m nearing 70 and would like to retire before I die.  The article by Brian Burgess is full of
misinformation and should be ignored. SB668, if signed into law, will uphold conservative family values or I
wouldn't be urging you to sign the bill.

Roger G. Dunham
Professor & Chair
Sociology Department
(305) 284-6170



From: Joe Large
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign Alimony Reform SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:50:25 AM

Honorable Governor Rick Scott,

I respectfully request that you sign SB 668 into law. 

Having a choice of States, I chose to move to Florida for my business relocation in 1997. I was
unaware of the 'permanent alimony' aspect of Florida law. Shortly thereafter, my wife filed for
divorce and was awarded alimony for life. She did not contribute to my business, stayed at
home and did not have children to look after. In essence, she was rewarded for not working
and as of today - does not have incentive to work.

In 2010, I lost my job due the downturn in the economy and was unemployed for 14 months.
Despite my job & income loss, I was forced to pay the permanent alimony during this period
from savings. 

Florida alimony needs to be modified to allow for current circumstances of 2016 and beyond. I
would ask that you respectfully sign SB 668 into law.

Respectfully,

Joe Large
407-361-1868



From: Ali Ahmad
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 9:46:39 PM

Dear, Governor Scott

I won't talk much of your time explaining to why you should sign SB668 into effect, except, to
say that you have a golden opportunity to establish true Equality and Equity when it comes to
Family Law.

Women's rights Organization, benefitting from this slavery arrangement, as well as Divorce
Lawyers fattening up at the expense of Broken Marriages are the real winners, should you
choose to ignore the calls to true Justice.

It is all in your hands. Will you be making history by signing it, or, will you further reinforce
tyranny and abuse of the innocent, by rejecting it.

-Ali



From: Marc Johnson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668 - Alimony Reform
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 4:36:05 PM

From: Marc Johnson <mjohnson@larsonjohnsonlaw.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33629

Phone Number: 8132402689

Message Body: Governor Scott,
Please sign Alimony Reform into law.  The system is broken and badly needs reform. You can move Florida in line
with the rest of the country in eliminating the antiquated permanent alimony that causes endless litigation.  Family
lawyers perpetuate litigation and take advantage of those families who are in crisis. They seize the hard earned
assets that families have acquired. I have seen hard working people forced into bankruptcy. I have seen people game
the system by purposefully not becoming gainfully employed so as not to cause a reduction in alimony. I have seen
alimony payors quit working and move out of state to leave the shackles of a lifetime sentence of alimony. I am a
lawyer who is pleading with you to sign this bill and end the madness that exists now.  Thank you



From: Erica T. McClain
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668 - Alimony Reform
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 4:16:00 PM

From: Erica T. McClain <ermcclain@hotmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33606

Phone Number: 8137315332

Message Body: Gov. Scott,
I am a single mother who is newly divorced. I wholeheartedly support SB668 to help stop the family law abuse that
goes on now. I am a professional who works hard and raises my 11 year-old daughter with very little support from
her father. I am very much in support of SB668.
Please sign this bill to give some guidelines for divorcing families and incentivizing people to work and be self
supportive.  Please sign this bill and recognize that this is what the citizens of Florida want and need.  Why wait? Do
it now and get people back to work!  Thank you.



From: JPuopolo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 3:30:11 PM

TOP 10 Reasons Governor Scott Should Sign SB 668

1. SB 668 will reduce LITIGATION and simplify divorces. All parties in a divorce will have a framework for
consistency with judicial discretion. Current law promotes prolonged litigation.

2. SB 668 eliminates permanent alimony, along with other forms known as bridge-the-gap, rehabilitative and
durational. Current law allows permanent alimony awards and the standards are vague which leads to inconsistent
results.

3. SB 668 creates alimony award guidelines that base the alimony amount on a formula using the incomes of both
parties while allowing judicial discretion. This is similar to current child support formulas. Current law has no such
guidelines for alimony.

4. SB 668 creates alimony award guidelines that set the alimony length based on the length of the marriage. The
Judge has the discretion to award alimony for a duration from 25% to 75% of the length of the marriage or even
longer in special cases. Current law has no such guidelines.

5. SB 668 limits the total of the combined alimony and child support to 55 percent of a payor’s income. Current law
is vague which leads to inconsistent results.

6. SB 668 allows alimony to be modified when incomes change by at least 10% and allows for judicial discretion.
Current law allows modification for any percent, even 1%.

7. SB 668 allows alimony to be modified or ended when the payer retires. Current law makes it almost impossible
for permanent alimony payers to retire.

8. SB 668 requires judges to explain their child-custody and alimony determinations in writing, while protecting the
privacy of children. Current law allows a judge to make determinations without any written explanation and this
leads to a lot of more litigation.

9. SB 668 creates a legal “premise” (which is a starting point) that a child should spend “approximately equal time”
with each parent. The court must then take into account a child’s best interest by considering 20 statutory factors
that are based on current law. Current law is vague and has historically favored women over men in custody.

10. SB 668 does not change the calculations for child support. Current law already contains a formula for child
support.



From: Dan Bailie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668 Into Law
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 6:58:34 AM

Governor Scott,

Please do not let let the powerful Florida Bar convince you to veto the desperately needed Alimony
Reform Bill (SB 668). The fact that the Florida Bar is pushing so hard to kill SB 668 is evidence that the
Bar is more interested in making money on the plight of families during divorces instead of what is of
doing what is best for Florida families over the long term.

I respectfully request that you make the right choice for families and support Alimony Reform by signing
SB 668 into law.

I am a retired and permanently disabled Army veteran, living and working in Northern Virginia. My aging
parents and three adult children live in Florida. I am now in the final phase of my life and it's time for me
to retire so that I can take care of my parents and spend more time with my grown children However, I
cannot retire as long as I am burdened with permanent alimony. I have been working hard to support
myself and my family for over 45 years.

I have been a permanent alimony payor for over 13 years. My ex-wife has worked most of her life and is
currently working full time for the State of Florida. She has excellent Permanent Tricare health care
coverage, and other important benefits as a result of her current employment with the State of Florida. To
supplement her employment income she is permanently receiving 50% of of my military retirement pay,
which is a significant amount of money.

As I stated before, I respectfully request you support Alimony Reform by signing SB 668 into law. Thank
you sir for approving desperately needed legislation.

Very Respectfully,
Dan Bailie
Permanent Alimony Payor
Bristow, Virginia



From: Dan Bailie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668 Into Law
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 7:08:45 AM

Governor Scott,

Please do not let let the powerful Florida Bar convince you to veto the desperately needed Alimony
Reform Bill (SB 668). The fact that the Florida Bar is pushing so hard to kill SB 668 is evidence that the
Bar is more interested in making money on the plight of families during divorces instead of what is of
doing what is best for Florida families over the long term.

I respectfully request that you make the right choice for families and support Alimony Reform by signing
SB 668 into law.

I am a retired and permanently disabled Army veteran, living and working in Northern Virginia. My aging
parents and three adult children live in Florida. I am now in the final phase of my life and it's time for me
to retire so that I can take care of my parents and spend more time with my grown children However, I
cannot retire as long as I am burdened with permanent alimony. I have been working hard to support
myself and my family for over 45 years.

I have been a permanent alimony payor for over 13 years. My ex-wife has worked most of her life and is
currently working full time for the State of Florida. She has excellent Permanent Tricare health care
coverage, and other important benefits as a result of her current employment with the State of Florida. To
supplement her employment income she is permanently receiving 50% of of my military retirement pay,
which is a significant amount of money.

As I stated before, I respectfully request you support Alimony Reform by signing SB 668 into law. Thank
you sir for approving desperately needed legislation.

Very Respectfully,
Dan Bailie
Permanent Alimony Payor
Bristow, Virginia



From: Dan Bailie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668 Into Law
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 7:07:51 AM

Governor Scott,

Please do not let let the powerful Florida Bar convince you to veto the desperately needed Alimony
Reform Bill (SB 668). The fact that the Florida Bar is pushing so hard to kill SB 668 is evidence that the
Bar is more interested in making money on the plight of families during divorces instead of what is of
doing what is best for Florida families over the long term.

I respectfully request that you make the right choice for families and support Alimony Reform by signing
SB 668 into law.

I am a retired and permanently disabled Army veteran, living and working in Northern Virginia. My aging
parents and three adult children live in Florida. I am now in the final phase of my life and it's time for me
to retire so that I can take care of my parents and spend more time with my grown children However, I
cannot retire as long as I am burdened with permanent alimony. I have been working hard to support
myself and my family for over 45 years.

I have been a permanent alimony payor for over 13 years. My ex-wife has worked most of her life and is
currently working full time for the State of Florida. She has excellent Permanent Tricare health care
coverage, and other important benefits as a result of her current employment with the State of Florida. To
supplement her employment income she is permanently receiving 50% of of my military retirement pay,
which is a significant amount of money.

As I stated before, I respectfully request you support Alimony Reform by signing SB 668 into law. Thank
you sir for approving desperately needed legislation.

Very Respectfully,
Dan Bailie
Permanent Alimony Payor
Bristow, Virginia



From: Dan Bailie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668 Into Law
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 7:24:53 AM

Governor Scott,

Please do not let let the powerful Florida Bar convince you to veto the desperately needed Alimony
Reform Bill (SB 668). The fact that the Florida Bar is pushing so hard to kill SB 668 is evidence that the
Bar is more interested in making money on the plight of families during divorces instead of what is of
doing what is best for Florida families over the long term.

I respectfully request that you make the right choice for families and support Alimony Reform by signing
SB 668 into law.

I am a retired and permanently disabled Army veteran, living and working in Northern Virginia. My aging
parents and three adult children live in Florida. I am now in the final phase of my life and it's time for me
to retire so that I can take care of my parents and spend more time with my grown children However, I
cannot retire as long as I am burdened with permanent alimony. I have been working hard to support
myself and my family for over 45 years.

I have been a permanent alimony payor for over 13 years. My ex-wife has worked most of her life and is
currently working full time for the State of Florida. She has excellent Permanent Tricare health care
coverage, and other important benefits as a result of her current employment with the State of Florida. To
supplement her employment income she is permanently receiving 50% of of my military retirement pay,
which is a significant amount of money.

As I stated before, I respectfully request you support Alimony Reform by signing SB 668 into law. Thank
you sir for approving desperately needed legislation.

Very Respectfully,
Dan Bailie
Permanent Alimony Payor
Bristow, Virginia



From: Dan Bailie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668 Into Law
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 7:18:56 AM

Governor Scott,

Please do not let let the powerful Florida Bar convince you to veto the desperately needed Alimony
Reform Bill (SB 668). The fact that the Florida Bar is pushing so hard to kill SB 668 is evidence that the
Bar is more interested in making money on the plight of families during divorces instead of what is of
doing what is best for Florida families over the long term.

I respectfully request that you make the right choice for families and support Alimony Reform by signing
SB 668 into law.

I am a retired and permanently disabled Army veteran, living and working in Northern Virginia. My aging
parents and three adult children live in Florida. I am now in the final phase of my life and it's time for me
to retire so that I can take care of my parents and spend more time with my grown children However, I
cannot retire as long as I am burdened with permanent alimony. I have been working hard to support
myself and my family for over 45 years.

I have been a permanent alimony payor for over 13 years. My ex-wife has worked most of her life and is
currently working full time for the State of Florida. She has excellent Permanent Tricare health care
coverage, and other important benefits as a result of her current employment with the State of Florida. To
supplement her employment income she is permanently receiving 50% of of my military retirement pay,
which is a significant amount of money.

As I stated before, I respectfully request you support Alimony Reform by signing SB 668 into law. Thank
you sir for approving desperately needed legislation.

Very Respectfully,
Dan Bailie
Permanent Alimony Payor
Bristow, Virginia



From: Dan Bailie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668 Into Law
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 7:00:05 AM

Governor Scott,

Please do not let let the powerful Florida Bar convince you to veto the desperately needed Alimony
Reform Bill (SB 668). The fact that the Florida Bar is pushing so hard to kill SB 668 is evidence that the
Bar is more interested in making money on the plight of families during divorces instead of what is of
doing what is best for Florida families over the long term.

I respectfully request that you make the right choice for families and support Alimony Reform by signing
SB 668 into law.

I am a retired and permanently disabled Army veteran, living and working in Northern Virginia. My aging
parents and three adult children live in Florida. I am now in the final phase of my life and it's time for me
to retire so that I can take care of my parents and spend more time with my grown children However, I
cannot retire as long as I am burdened with permanent alimony. I have been working hard to support
myself and my family for over 45 years.

I have been a permanent alimony payor for over 13 years. My ex-wife has worked most of her life and is
currently working full time for the State of Florida. She has excellent Permanent Tricare health care
coverage, and other important benefits as a result of her current employment with the State of Florida. To
supplement her employment income she is permanently receiving 50% of of my military retirement pay,
which is a significant amount of money.

As I stated before, I respectfully request you support Alimony Reform by signing SB 668 into law. Thank
you sir for approving desperately needed legislation.

Very Respectfully,
Dan Bailie
Permanent Alimony Payor
Bristow, Virginia



From: Karaszewski, Carol
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668 :)
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 10:29:23 AM

Dear Gov. Scott,
Please, Please sign SB 668 for alimony reform. I was married 14 years and am looking at paying my
unemployed, cheating ex husband for the next 40 years because of lifetime alimony. Alimony should
be rehabilitative and durational.
Please sign SB 668. Thank you!
Carol Karaszewski 
Teradata Database Engineering



From: doctorcormier@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668 and Pass Alimony Reform
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:25:45 AM

Dear Governor Scott:

Please sign SB 668 to enact the Alimony Reform Bill. Most Floridians favor SB 668. This
legislation is desperately needed. Florida's current alimony statutes, Section 61, are oppressive
and antiquated. The present alimony laws punish everyone, including the children, and destroy
family values. As a physician, I have seen Florida's alimony statutes literally devastate
thousands of families.

In addition, Florida's Alimony Statutes flagrantly infringe and violate the Privacy Provisions
of Florida's Constitution, Article 1, Section 23. Plus the current alimony statutes violate the
Federal Anti-Peonage Statutes, 42 U.S.C. 1994, and are federal crimes under 18 U.S.C. 1581. 

We all voted for you because you promised Alan Frisher of FAR and Ritch Workman in the
FL Legislature that you would sign an Alimony Reform bill. Plus, in order to avoid possible
future lawsuits against the State of Florida, I strongly urge you to sign into law the much-
needed and long overdue alimony reforms in SB 668. Thank you for your attention.

Sincerely,

David Cormier MD



From: Brett Hill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668 into Law
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:32:20 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am respectfully asking you to sign SB 668 into law. Too many working Floridians, women
and men, are forced to pay permanent alimony once their marriage ends. When a marriage
ends, a person who has given up time for children and family needs help financially to re-
establish themselves in the workforce and to gain financial independence. I agree that alimony
is necessary; I do, however, disagree with permanent alimony or "lifetime alimony", as my ex-
spouse called it. Permanent alimony perpetuates a cycle of dependence in the person receiving
it. Permanent alimony needs to end and be replaced with something more reasonable and time-
constrained, a guideline for judges to order awards that will eventually foster independence
and will allow an end to all aspects of the failed marriage. SB 668 contains the provisions that
will allow this to happen. Please sign this bill into law.

Here is my story...My ex-wife and I were married for 19-years, but were separated for 1.5
years during the marriage. Our total married time was 17.5 years (6 months over the guideline
for a judge to award permanent alimony). The divorce was finalized when I was 43-years-old.
Let's assume I live to be 80-years old. The current judgment will require me to pay my ex-
spouse $1100/month for 37-years. That equals $448,400 total over the lifetime of the order.
This is for a marriage of 17.5 years total time. To put this into perspective, I work as a
registered nurse. I do not earn a tremendous amount of money. I ask you, Governor Scott, is
the current law fair? Does the current law foster independence? Is the current law the kind of
law you want for Florida and Floridians?

I humbly and respectfully ask you to sign SB 668 into law. Bring Florida's alimony laws into
the 21st century. Thank you for your consideration and your time.

Best regards,

Brett Hill

1227 Rolling Stone Run
Odessa, FL 33556-6040
(813)523-9491
brettshill@gmail.com



From: Brett Hill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668 into Law
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 1:15:31 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am respectfully asking you to sign SB 668 into law. Too many working Floridians, women
and men, are forced to pay permanent alimony once their marriage ends. When a marriage
ends, a person who has given up time for children and family needs help financially to re-
establish themselves in the workforce and to gain financial independence. I agree that alimony
is necessary; i do, however, disagree with permanent alimony or "lifetime alimony", as my ex-
spouse called it. Permanent alimony perpetuates a cycle of dependence in the person receiving
it. Permanent alimony needs to end and be replaced with something more reasonable and time-
constrained, a guideline for judges to order awards that will eventually foster independence
and will allow an end to all aspects of the failed marriage. SB 668 contains the provisions that
will allow this to happen. Please sign this bill into law.

Here is my story...My ex-wife and I were married for 19-years, but were separated for 1.5
years during the marriage. Our total married time was 17.5 years (6 months over the guideline
for a judge to award permanent alimony). The divorce was finalized when I was 43-years-old.
Let's assume I live to be 80-years old. The current judgment will require me to pay my ex-
spouse $1100/month for 37-years. That equals $448,400 total over the lifetime of the order.
This is for a marriage of 17.5 years total time. To put this into perspective, I work as a
registered nurse. I do not earn a tremendous amount of money. I ask you, Governor Scott, is
the current law fair? Does the current law foster independence? Is the current law the kind of
law you want for Florida and Floridians?

I humbly and respectfully ask you to sign SB 668 into law. Bring Florida's alimony laws into
the 21st century. Thank you for your consideration and your time.

Best regards,

Brett Hill

1227 Rolling Stone Run
Odessa, FL 33556-6040
(813)523-9491
brettshill@gmail.com



From: Tim Bailey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668 into Law
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 6:37:58 AM

From: Tim Bailey <bailey.timothyj.tim7@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48617

Phone Number: 989-418-2138

Message Body: Honorable Rick Scott,

I am respectfully asking that you support Alimony Reform and sign
SB 668 into law.

Thank you Governor,

Tim Bailey
Retired Florida Highway Patrol Trooper



From: Tim Bailey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668 into Law
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 6:41:47 AM

From: Tim Bailey <bailey.timothyj.tim7@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48617

Phone Number: 989-418-2138

Message Body: Honorable Rick Scott,

I am respectfully asking that you support Alimony Reform and sign
SB 668 into law.

Thank you Governor,

Tim Bailey
Retired Florida Highway Patrol Trooper



From: Robert Beier
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668 into law today.
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:13:47 AM

Dear Governor Scott,
Please sign into law SB 668 at your first opportunity, today.
Respectfully,
Robert Beier ECMP, CDIA+

Clearwater Florida

The information contained in this message, including any attachments, is attorney privileged and/or confidential information intended only
for the use of the individual or entity named as addressee. The review, dissemination, distr bution or copying of this communication by or
to anyone other than the intended addressee is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately
notify the sender by replying to the message and destroy all copies of the original message.



Gov.
Scott

From: SARAH WHITE
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668 into law!
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 8:11:30 AM

DEAR GOV. SCOTT,
PLEASE SIGN SB 668
Help change our families lives forever! We need your support.

THANK YOU!

Sarah White
521 N Pine Island Road
Plantation FL 33324
954-812-0033



Gov.
Scott

From: SARAH WHITE
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668 into law!
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:05:03 AM

DEAR GOV. SCOTT,
PLEASE SIGN SB 668
Help change our families lives forever! We need your support.

THANK YOU!

Sarah White
521 N Pine Island Road
Plantation FL 33324
954-812-0033



Gov.
Scott

From: SARAH WHITE
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668 into law!
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 1:31:22 PM

DEAR GOV. SCOTT,
PLEASE SIGN SB 668
Help change our families lives forever! We need your support.

THANK YOU!

Sarah White
521 N Pine Island Road
Plantation FL 33324
954-812-0033



Gov.
Scott

From: SARAH WHITE
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668 into law!
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 8:12:28 AM

DEAR GOV. SCOTT,
PLEASE SIGN SB 668
Help change our families lives forever! We need your support.

THANK YOU!

Sarah White
521 N Pine Island Road
Plantation FL 33324
954-812-0033



From: Janet Hamm
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668 into law
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 11:18:31 AM

Governor Scott,

Please Sign SB 668 into law.

Thank you for your consideration.

Janet P. Hamm
10004 Hunt Cliff Drive
Riverview, FL 33569 
954-547-7675 Cell



From: Janet Hamm
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668 into law
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 11:18:45 AM

Governor Scott,

Please Sign SB 668 into law.

Thank you for your consideration.

Janet P. Hamm
10004 Hunt Cliff Drive
Riverview, FL 33569 
954-547-7675 Cell



From: Joseph Puopolo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 3:33:00 PM

TOP 10 Reasons Governor Scott Should Sign SB 668

1. SB 668 will reduce LITIGATION and simplify divorces. All parties in a divorce will have a framework for
consistency with judicial discretion. Current law promotes prolonged litigation.

2. SB 668 eliminates permanent alimony, along with other forms known as bridge-the-gap, rehabilitative and
durational. Current law allows permanent alimony awards and the standards are vague which leads to inconsistent
results.

3. SB 668 creates alimony award guidelines that base the alimony amount on a formula using the incomes of both
parties while allowing judicial discretion. This is similar to current child support formulas. Current law has no such
guidelines for alimony.

4. SB 668 creates alimony award guidelines that set the alimony length based on the length of the marriage. The
Judge has the discretion to award alimony for a duration from 25% to 75% of the length of the marriage or even
longer in special cases. Current law has no such guidelines.

5. SB 668 limits the total of the combined alimony and child support to 55 percent of a payor’s income. Current law
is vague which leads to inconsistent results.

6. SB 668 allows alimony to be modified when incomes change by at least 10% and allows for judicial discretion.
Current law allows modification for any percent, even 1%.

7. SB 668 allows alimony to be modified or ended when the payer retires. Current law makes it almost impossible
for permanent alimony payers to retire.

8. SB 668 requires judges to explain their child-custody and alimony determinations in writing, while protecting the
privacy of children. Current law allows a judge to make determinations without any written explanation and this
leads to a lot of more litigation.

9. SB 668 creates a legal “premise” (which is a starting point) that a child should spend “approximately equal time”
with each parent. The court must then take into account a child’s best interest by considering 20 statutory factors
that are based on current law. Current law is vague and has historically favored women over men in custody.

10. SB 668 does not change the calculations for child support. Current law already contains a formula for child
support.



From: Joseph Lapolito
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:47:11 AM

From: Joseph Lapolito <jml@lapolito.org>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 01609

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please Sign SB 668

Even though I am out of state now, my divorce was finalized in Florida.

Thank You



From: Tim Bailey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 6:45:03 AM

From: Tim Bailey <bailey.timothyj.tim7@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48617

Phone Number: 989-418-2138

Message Body: Honorable Rick Scott,

I am respectfully asking that you support Alimony Reform and sign
SB 668 into law.

Thank you Governor,

Tim Bailey
Retired Florida Highway Patrol Trooper



From: gregg@corella.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:02:32 PM

Governor Rick Scott:
I urge you on behalf of all Florida families who have suffered thru a Florida divorce to pass this bill
allowing families a less destructive solution. I went thru a divorce in 2008 and it has been a painful, costly
and difficult process. It is time for better laws that truly address the reality of divorce in the 21st century.
Please pass SB 668.
Gregg Corella
Sarasota County
Sarasota FL



From: Gregg Corella
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:59:13 PM

From: Gregg Corella <gregg@corella.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34238

Phone Number: 941-928-9088

Message Body: Governor Rick Scott:

I urge you on behalf of all Florida families who have suffered thru a Florida divorce to pass this bill allowing
families a less destructive solution. I went thru a divorce in 2008 and it has been a painful, costly and difficult
process. It is time for better laws that truly address the reality of divorce in the 21st century.

Please pass SB 668.

Gregg Corella
Sarasota, FL



From: Michael Sikora
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:13:23 PM

From: Michael Sikora <mbsikora01@gmai.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33611

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I urge you to please sign SB 668 and demonstrate that you have heard the  citizens of FL and their duly elected
representatives, who overwhelmingly passed SB 668 to amend Florida's antiquated and unjust alimony laws.

Thank you.

Michael Sikora
Tampa



From: ljusten@verizon.net
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:53:34 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am respectfully requesting that you sign SB668 into law.

Linda Justen
Tampa, FL



From: Elaine Hardy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:54:15 AM

From: Elaine Hardy <elaineahardy@aol.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34119

Phone Number: 9145893808

Message Body: Gov. Scott. please support and sign SB 668so Florida families can begin the healing process of a
broken marriage. My brother's grown children are in their 30's and he still has to give his former spouse half his
paycheck while she sits at home and refuses to find work or be retrained to find a job.  He is in his mid 60's and
must continue to work. Please pass shared custody as well. My brother stayed in his marriage for the sake of his
children because of this unfair law.



From: Joe Puopolo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 3:32:58 PM

TOP 10 Reasons Governor Scott Should Sign SB 668

1. SB 668 will reduce LITIGATION and simplify divorces. All parties in a divorce will have a framework for
consistency with judicial discretion. Current law promotes prolonged litigation.

2. SB 668 eliminates permanent alimony, along with other forms known as bridge-the-gap, rehabilitative and
durational. Current law allows permanent alimony awards and the standards are vague which leads to inconsistent
results.

3. SB 668 creates alimony award guidelines that base the alimony amount on a formula using the incomes of both
parties while allowing judicial discretion. This is similar to current child support formulas. Current law has no such
guidelines for alimony.

4. SB 668 creates alimony award guidelines that set the alimony length based on the length of the marriage. The
Judge has the discretion to award alimony for a duration from 25% to 75% of the length of the marriage or even
longer in special cases. Current law has no such guidelines.

5. SB 668 limits the total of the combined alimony and child support to 55 percent of a payor’s income. Current law
is vague which leads to inconsistent results.

6. SB 668 allows alimony to be modified when incomes change by at least 10% and allows for judicial discretion.
Current law allows modification for any percent, even 1%.

7. SB 668 allows alimony to be modified or ended when the payer retires. Current law makes it almost impossible
for permanent alimony payers to retire.

8. SB 668 requires judges to explain their child-custody and alimony determinations in writing, while protecting the
privacy of children. Current law allows a judge to make determinations without any written explanation and this
leads to a lot of more litigation.

9. SB 668 creates a legal “premise” (which is a starting point) that a child should spend “approximately equal time”
with each parent. The court must then take into account a child’s best interest by considering 20 statutory factors
that are based on current law. Current law is vague and has historically favored women over men in custody.

10. SB 668 does not change the calculations for child support. Current law already contains a formula for child
support.



From: Court Tile Discounters
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 3:32:51 PM

TOP 10 Reasons Governor Scott Should Sign SB 668

1. SB 668 will reduce LITIGATION and simplify divorces. All parties in a divorce will have a 
framework for consistency with judicial discretion. Current law promotes prolonged litigation.

2. SB 668 eliminates permanent alimony, along with other forms known as bridge-the-gap, 
rehabilitative and durational. Current law allows permanent alimony awards and the standards 
are vague which leads to inconsistent results.

3. SB 668 creates alimony award guidelines that base the alimony amount on a formula using 
the incomes of both parties while allowing judicial discretion. This is similar to current child 
support formulas. Current law has no such guidelines for alimony.

4. SB 668 creates alimony award guidelines that set the alimony length based on the length of 
the marriage. The Judge has the discretion to award alimony for a duration from 25% to 75% 
of the length of the marriage or even longer in special cases. Current law has no such 
guidelines.

5. SB 668 limits the total of the combined alimony and child support to 55 percent of a payor’s 
income. Current law is vague which leads to inconsistent results.

6. SB 668 allows alimony to be modified when incomes change by at least 10% and allows for 
judicial discretion. Current law allows modification for any percent, even 1%.

7. SB 668 allows alimony to be modified or ended when the payer retires. Current law makes 
it almost impossible for permanent alimony payers to retire.

8. SB 668 requires judges to explain their child-custody and alimony determinations in 
writing, while protecting the privacy of children. Current law allows a judge to make 
determinations without any written explanation and this leads to a lot of more litigation.

9. SB 668 creates a legal “premise” (which is a starting point) that a child should spend 
“approximately equal time” with each parent. The court must then take into account a child’s 
best interest by considering 20 statutory factors that are based on current law. Current law is 
vague and has historically favored women over men in custody.

10. SB 668 does not change the calculations for child support. Current law already contains a 
formula for child support.

Joe Puopolo
Court Tile Discounters
CourtTile@gmail.com
208-4SPORTS
208-477-6787





From: dgoodman@edenark.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 7:03:16 AM

Dear Governor Scott,
My wife of 24 years is suffering from early stage Alzheimer's. Her personality has changed.
She as become mean and paranoid. She has rejected her faith, her friends and her
marriage. She has stated she is filing for divorce so she can use the money she will make
via the divorce to pay off her father's debts. Then, she and her 82 year old father, who she
will move in with, will start a 'fix it and flip it' residential home flipping business (which,
neither have any experience in, but they love the various tv shows about same).
We have a 12 year old daughter we adopted from China.
You can't help me with my wife's disease. You can't help my daughter, who will soon suffer
from both a broken home and spending at least half her time in a house with two mentally
challenged people.
But, SB 668 helps me help her.
Please sign it.
Thank you,
David Goodman
561-512-2257



From: William Bowman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 6:03:16 PM

From: William Bowman <w_j_bowman@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34997

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please Sign SB 668 and bring equality to Florida.

Thanks

William



From: Eric D. Tarkington
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 4:13:43 PM

The Family Law Section of the Florida Bar has a professional interest in preserving conflict.
SB 668 will help children to have 2 functioning parents who are not destroyed or disabled by
family law conflict. Please act in favor of families and children, not in favor of lawyers'
business.

Thanks,
Eric Tarkington

Virus-free. www.avast.com



From: Creigh, James C.
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 3:25:21 PM

Dear Governor Scott,
I am writing to urge you to sign the alimony and child custody reform bill (SB 668). This bill is
probably the most important legislation that you will sign during your tenure in office. It will improve
the lives of tens of thousands of Florida children every year. In addition, it will save the Florida
treasury hundreds of millions of dollars every year by reducing juvenile justice caseloads and
reducing the need for social services for troubled teens and youth.
For the sake of Florida’s children, please sign SB 668.
Very truly yours,
Jim Creigh

This E-mail message is confidential, is intended only for the named recipients above and may
contain information that is privileged, attorney work product or otherwise protected by
applicable law. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender at 402-346-
6000 and delete this E-mail message. 
Thank you.



From: Gupta Persaud
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 7:14:19 PM

From: Gupta Persaud <gupta_935@hotmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32771

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott,

Please sign SB 668. This is a good and fair bill that will help FL families and reduce endless divorce litigation.

Thanks
Amar Persaud



From: Gupta Persaud
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 5:53:35 PM

From: Gupta Persaud <gupta_935@hotmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32746

Phone Number: 571-270-7295

Message Body: Governor Scott
Please sign SB 668 in to law. Fl family laws are very outdated. Don't listen to the Family Law Section which prefers
massive litigation for divorcing couples with the current system.



From: Kurt Dys
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 6:56:24 PM

From: Kurt Dys <kdys65@yahoo.com>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 34655

Phone Number: 7272431476

Message Body: I plead to to please sign in to affect the Alimony reform bill.  Being a new father and recently
married husband I'm struggling to survive and care for my family. My ex wife who has a college degree refuses to
try and advance and works as a clerk at Publix and continues to build her retirement while I struggle to pay my
monthly bills



From: letzchat@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB668 into law!
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 2:55:10 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

Please sign SB 668 into law.  So many have been given lifetime sentences simply because a marriage ended.  Please
do the right thing today for Floridians and sign this bill into law. 

Thank you!

Sent from my iPhone



From: RON AITKEN
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB668 into law
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 11:19:03 AM

From: RON AITKEN <marisaaitken@hotmail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32176

Phone Number: 3869313292

Message Body: DEAR GOVERNOR SCOTT,

I RESPECTFULLY ASK THAT YOU SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.

BEST REGARDS,

RON AITKEN



From: Marisa O"Dwyer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB668 into law
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 2:15:23 PM

From: Marisa O'Dwyer <marisaodwyer@gmail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32176

Phone Number: 3862900877

Message Body: DEAR GOVERNOR SCOTT,

I RESPECTFULLY ASK THAT YOU SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.

BEST REGARDS,

MARISA O'DWYER



From: Cheryl Cahill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB668 into law
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:09:56 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

Please sign into law SB 668. Our society has changed, the ideas of family and career no longer apply to the laws
that were created so long ago.

This is ruining so many hard working people's lives and it is time to be changed.

Please sign SB 688 at your first opportunity, today.

Thank You,

Cheryl Ann Cahill
920 S Hillcrest Ave
Clearwater, FL 33756



From: RON AITKEN
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB668 into law
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:38:55 AM

From: RON AITKEN <marisaaitken@hotmail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32176

Phone Number: 3869312192

Message Body: DEAR GOVERNOR SCOTT,

I RESPECTFULLY ASK THAT YOU SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.

BEST REGARDS,

RON AITKEN



From: AARON AITKEN
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB668 into law
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:38:13 AM

From: AARON AITKEN <UNCLEAARONHAITKEN@GMAIL.COM>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32117

Phone Number: 3865690731

Message Body: DEAR GOVERNOR SCOTT,

I RESPECTFULLY ASK THAT YOU SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.

BEST REGARDS,

AARON AITKEN



From: MARLENE JENKINS
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB668 into law
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:36:48 AM

From: MARLENE JENKINS <MARKINS74@GMAIL.COM>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34293

Phone Number: 2488753262

Message Body: DEAR GOVERNOR SCOTT,

I RESPECTFULLY ASK THAT YOU SUPPORT AND SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.

BEST REGARDS,

MARLENE JENKINS



From: Brian ODWYER
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB668 into law
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:35:32 AM

From: Brian ODWYER <bossmankoa@gmail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32176

Phone Number: 3863160534

Message Body: DEAR GOVERNOR SCOTT,

I RESPECTFULLY ASK THAT YOU SUPPORT AND SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.

BEST REGARDS,

BRIAN O'DWYER



From: Brian ODWYER
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB668 into law
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:35:06 AM

From: Brian ODWYER <bossmankoa@gmail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32176

Phone Number: 3863160534

Message Body: DEAR GOVERNOR SCOTT,

I RESPECTFULLY ASK THAT YOU SUPPORT AND SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.

BEST REGARDS,

BRIAN O'DWYER



From: Marisa O"Dwyer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB668 into law
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:34:36 AM

From: Marisa O'Dwyer <marisaodwyer@gmail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32176

Phone Number: 3862900877

Message Body: DEAR GOVERNOR SCOTT,

I RESPECTFULLY ASK THAT YOU SUPPORT AND SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.

BEST REGARDS,

MARISA O'DWYER



From: Sarah White
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB668 into law
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:31:40 AM

From: Sarah White <sarahmyles@att.net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33324

Phone Number: 954-812-0033

Message Body: DEAR GOV. SCOTT,

PLEASE SIGN SB 668

Help change our families lives forever! We need your support.

THANK YOU!



From: AARON AITKEN
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB668 into law
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 11:18:28 AM

From: AARON AITKEN <UNCLEAARONHAITKEN@GMAIL.COM>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32117

Phone Number: 3865690731

Message Body: DEAR GOVERNOR SCOTT,

I RESPECTFULLY ASK THAT YOU SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.

BEST REGARDS,

AARON AITKEN



From: MARLENE JENKINS
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB668 into law
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 11:17:44 AM

From: MARLENE JENKINS <MARKINS74@GMAIL.COM>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34293

Phone Number: 2488753262

Message Body: DEAR GOVERNOR SCOTT,

I RESPECTFULLY ASK THAT YOU SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.

BEST REGARDS,

MARLENE JENKINS



From: Brian O"DWYER
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB668 into law
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 11:17:02 AM

From: Brian O'DWYER <bossmankoa@gmail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32176

Phone Number: 3863160534

Message Body: DEAR GOVERNOR SCOTT,

I RESPECTFULLY ASK THAT YOU SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.

BEST REGARDS,

BRIAN O'DWYER



From: Marisa O"Dwyer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB668 into law
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 11:16:29 AM

From: Marisa O'Dwyer <marisa.atlanticpodiatry@gmail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32176

Phone Number: 3862900877

Message Body: DEAR GOVERNOR SCOTT,

I RESPECTFULLY ASK THAT YOU SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.

BEST REGARDS,

MARISA O'DWYER



From: RON AITKEN
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB668 into law
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 2:18:23 PM

From: RON AITKEN <marisaaitken@hotmail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32176

Phone Number: 3869313292

Message Body: DEAR GOVERNOR SCOTT,

I RESPECTFULLY ASK THAT YOU SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.

BEST REGARDS,

RON AITKEN



From: AARON AITKEN
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB668 into law
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 2:17:50 PM

From: AARON AITKEN <UNCLEAARONHAITKEN@GMAIL.COM>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32117

Phone Number: 3865690731

Message Body: DEAR GOVERNOR SCOTT,

I RESPECTFULLY ASK THAT YOU SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.

BEST REGARDS,

AARON AITKEN



From: MARLENE JENKINS
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB668 into law
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 2:16:59 PM

From: MARLENE JENKINS <MARKINS74@GMAIL.COM>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34293

Phone Number: 2488753262

Message Body: DEAR GOVERNOR SCOTT,

I RESPECTFULLY ASK THAT YOU SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.

BEST REGARDS,

MARLENE JENKINS



From: BRIAN ODWYER
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB668 into law
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 2:16:14 PM

From: BRIAN ODWYER <bossmankoa@gmail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32176

Phone Number: 3863160534

Message Body: DEAR GOVERNOR SCOTT,

I RESPECTFULLY ASK THAT YOU SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.

BEST REGARDS,

BRIAN O'DWYER



From: Rob B
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB668 into law.
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:54:11 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

Please sign into law SB 668, there is a tremendous need for our outdated laws to begin to be
modernized to meet the needs and and circumstances that present themselves today.

This affects many hard working people and desperately needs to be changed.

Please sign SB 688 at your first opportunity, today.

Respectfully,

Rob Beier
920 S Hillcrest Ave
Clearwater Fl 33756



From: Cheryl Cahill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB668 into law
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 8:33:43 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

Please sign into law SB 668. Our society has changed, the ideas of family and career no longer apply to the laws
that were created so long ago.

This is ruining so many hard working people's lives and it is time to be changed.

Please sign SB 688 at your first opportunity, today.

Thank You,

Cheryl Ann Cahill
920 S Hillcrest Ave
Clearwater, FL 33756



From: Terri Henderson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB668!
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 2:37:49 PM

Dear Governor Scott,
SB 668 is a winner for children, mothers, and fathers.
Florida has the chance to be a national leader in the effort to bring equity
and fairness to family law and put the best interests of children first.
Please sign this bill so that more Florida families can survive as well as
thrive after divorce.

Terri Henderson



From: Adrian Williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign SB668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 1:12:35 PM

From: Adrian Williams <adrian.williams.intel@hotmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33647

Phone Number: (5710 253-1252

Message Body: Dear Governor,

Please sign SB 668.  This is the right thing to do for the people of Florida.  Of course the lawyers want more money
in litigation and drawn out Alimony with modifications as people retire, etc.  The Florida Bar does not have the best
interests of the people of Florida.  Please sign SB 668.

Thank you for your time.

vr

Adrian Williams



From: Dennis Lohaus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Sign the Alimony Reform Bill SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 2:02:39 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I was given a permanent alimony sentence at the final of my divorce of a 21 year marriage. My
ex refused to a get a job during the marriage or enhance her educational status even after the
boys where grown and gone. She didn’t have a problem with me having to work two jobs to
make ends meet. Because she didn’t work during the marriage she, at age 40, was awarded a
alimony award of 1/2 my income at that time. Since the 15 years after the divorce, my income
continually decreased until I lost my job of 35 yrs. three years ago and am now 66 years old
with failing health. Presently, my entire social security check plus money from my saving and
IRA are taken out just to pay the alimony amount. I’m taking money from my retirement fund
to continually feed her ever growing IRA, savings account and lavish spending habits. Keep in
mind that she received ½ of my savings and retirement at the time of the divorce. For the last
10 years I have struggled to make my personal living expenses and mounting medical cost. I
have not been able to buy anything new during this time and my car is over 11 years old.
Meanwhile my ex has been employed for over 15 yrs. and is receiving an annual income of
over $ 60,000.00 from her employment and my alimony. Thus, I have a negative income while
she is living a very comfortable lifestyle! How can anyone say Permanent Alimony is right, fair,
or justified while the payee suffers. BTW, I cannot even receive any state or federal help
because they say that my social security amount is too high to qualify. However, they do not
take into account that my alimony payments is higher than my social security income thus
bring my income amount to zero.

I sincerely ask that you sign the new Alimony Reform Bill and allow us a pathway to
breaking the chains of Alimony Slavery and to live out our lives with some dignity.

Thanks for your understanding,

Dennis Lohaus



From: Ron Whitington
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Support SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 8:07:35 AM

From: Ron Whitington <whitington@gmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33760

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Rick Scott,

I am not going to waste my time typing out my experience with the family court system in Florida because I doubt
these emails get read and if they do, my story is the same as the countless other fathers who have been forced to
fight in a system stacked against them.

All I want is to be considered an equal in the eyes of the family court.

Sincerely,

Ron Whitington



From: Michael Coburn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Support SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 9:12:37 AM

I'm writing to urge Governor Scott to sign SB 0668 into law. It greatly helps children have an
equal relationship with both parents.

v/r
M. Coburn
Broward County Voter



From: Scott
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Support SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:30:33 AM

Please support SB 668 that will help Florida families go forward with their lives after a divorce.  Definitive guide
lines will reduce litigation that so often benefits attorneys.  Please sign SB668
Scott Thrower
Melbourne, FL



From: Bill Riggle
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Support SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:45:45 PM

Mr. Scott,
I'm in my 70's and still working to pay alimony while my ex wife retired shortly after our divorce. She has lived a
very leisurely life style for many years now receiving a substantial monthly alimony checks plus a paid for home
and half of all our assets that she sold for hundreds of thousands of dollars.
The stress and physical demands are taking it's toll on me.
The majority of people and representatives have spoken over and over again Governor. Please do what the majority
want that gives all a basis but allows the courts to use discretion and not the special interest (attorneys gravy train)
self serving interest.
Thank you,
Bill Riggles

Sent from my iPhone



From: Paul Buzanowski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Support SB668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 8:47:43 AM

From: Paul Buzanowski <pbuzanowski1@cfl rr.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32730

Phone Number: 407-678-9885

Message Body: I would like to share my personal story. I am a 60-year-old man paying over 35% of my salary to
my ex -spouse. I divorced when my children were well in their 20’s. She received all martial assets — a large home
with no mortgage, no outstanding personal debt, a car that was paid for, furniture and all marital and family
possessions. She will receive a portion of my pension and will collect her own pension because she works for
Seminole County Schools.  She makes as much salary as I do, and she maintains a standard of living well above
mine.

I will have to work well into my 70’s to support her.  IT IS TIME FOR ALIMONY REFORM FOR BOTH MEN
AND WOMEN!
  
Thank you for your support of SB 668.

Respectfully,

Paul Buzanowski
87 Carolwood Blvd.
Fern Park, FL 32730



From: omar chaljub
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Support and Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:32:40 AM

From: omar chaljub <ochaljub@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34480

Phone Number: 3526150367

Message Body: Please Support and Sign SB 668



From: Ruth Ely
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Support and sign SB 668!
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:57:56 AM
Importance: High

Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign the SB 668 Alimony Reform. Consistency in our Alimony laws is a must, like
we do in child support cases. There are too many families getting torn apart by these out dated laws.
Please SUPPORT & SIGN SB 668!
Thank you!
Best regards,
Ruth Ely
MFP Seals Inc.
Tampa, FL.
P: 813-884-6777
ruth.ely@mfpseals.com



From: lavignepac@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please VETO SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 7:44:22 AM

Mr. Governor

Please VETO SB 668. I am an actual voter in the great state of Florida, residing in Santa Rosa County.
Many of the vocal proponents of this bill do not even live in our state!

This bill is bad for women, bad for families and bad for Florida. It is, despite what the opposition may say,
retroactive. Two members of our legislature attempted to add an amendment specifying this, but were
both thwarted. Why would this be if the bill was truly not retroactive?

You vetoed a bill in 2013 because it was retroactive. This bill needs to be vetoed for many other reasons,
not the least of which is that there was no economic study performed, nor was anyone from the legal
community permitted to add their two cents worth, and especially not anyone representing payees. A bill
of this scope needs an economic study. Every other state which has passed alimony reform bills in recent
memory has done so with a study to make sure that the bill is fair to everyone and will not throw people
into poverty. SB 668 will definitely do this.

I voted for you in the last election. Please prove to me that my faith was not misplaced and VETO SB
668.

Thank you

Caroline LaVigne
Santa Rosa County voter



From: Bruce dONES
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please VETO SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 4:33:49 PM

From: Bruce dONES <bhd49@AOL.COM>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33974

Phone Number: 2393682753

Message Body: Governor

I am asking that you please VETO SB 668

thanks you



From: Jeff.n.lisa.brown
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please VETO SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 2:55:07 PM

While I agree that both parents need to be involved in a child's life, the significant reduction in alimony contained in
this bill can severely damage the familial relationships. The lower wage-earning spouse will be at a serious
disadvantage should alimony, temporary or permanent, be reduced. It would bias the child in favor of the more
affluent parent it can effectively reduce the time the lower wage-earner has with the child should he/she be forced to
get second or third jobs to make ends meet.

Please do not sign this in to law.

Sincerely,

Lisa L. Brown
850-445-6273 (mobile)



From: Julie Bowser
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please VETO SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:19:14 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

As a Florida resident, I urge you to veto this legislation.

Thank you,

Julie Bowser
11423 Trotting Down Drive
Odessa, FL 33556



From: Barbara Adler Butan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please VETO SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:14:06 AM

Dear Gov,. Scott;
I am hoping you know the very devastating effects that this bill will
bring on so many loyal taxpaying residents! Please VETO SB 668!! Don't
put us on welfare and food stamps, an additional burden to our state!
Respectfully,
Barbara B



From: Antkowiak, Nancy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please VETO SB-668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 12:26:01 PM

Thank you for your support in vetoing SB668.
Nancy A.



From: Lynn Smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Veto SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 10:12:30 PM

Sir,
I am asking as a single mother of 2 children who are now in college. I raised my sons
as a stay at home mother, which was agreed to during a fairly amicable divorce. I am
now 57 years old and have only been in the workforce for 10 years, mostly part time. I
still rely on the Permanent alimony (which has already been modified once) to pay my
bills which still include my kids expenses. They are in college at FSU full time and I do
not receive child support any more. So the income I get is for a family of 3.
I have read SB 668 in detail and see too many loop holes that would allow this bill to
be used retroactively.

Please veto this bill! It still holds the same problems as the 2013 one had.

Thank you for caring.

Lynn Smith
561-719-4943



From: David Spofford
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Veto SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 2:03:18 PM

Governor Scott,
I urge you to veto SB 668. I am a Florida voter and I have been a practicing
Florida Supreme Court Certified Family Mediator for the past 9 years.
Any presumption that a divorcing couple’s timesharing with their children
should be 50/50 completely flies in the face of my experience mediating
divorces for the past 9 years. Every family is different. Timesharing with
children needs to be decided on a case by case basis and should not have to go
against a 50/50 presumption.
Making the alimony provisions in this bill retroactive would unsettle myriad
families whose affairs have been settled, many of them for many years. These
families have built their lives around whatever spousal support they
previously agreed to or was ordered by the Court.
I encourage you to establish a neutral task force to review and make
recommendations for alimony reform in Florida.
Please veto SB 668.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
David Spofford
Florida Supreme Court Certified Family Mediator
A Friendly Divorce
Divorce Mediation and Document Preparation
www.AFriendlyDivorce.com
561-620-2002
The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended solely for the
addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is unauthorized. If you are not the intended recipient,
any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted to be taken in reliance on it, is
prohibited and may be unlawful.



From: bah1153@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Veto SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 8:34:41 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to you to please veto the alimony bill presented to you Monday.   My ex-husband and I paid an extreme
amount in litigation fees to settle our divorce.   He is a physician and decided he wanted a much younger wife after
32 years of marriage.   The alimony I get is not even 1/10 of his income.  If you pass this bill I am sure he will take
me back to court immediately.   I'm 62 years old and not in the best of health.  Having legal fees will definitely drain
me financially and physically.  I just want to live peacefully.  He has a new wife and 3 year old son.  They both
would take such joy in taking me back to court.   Please veto this bill that will affect lots of women with the same
situation as mine.

Thank you,
Rebecca Hunt

Sent from my iPhone



From: Garrett Ifland
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Veto SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 5:08:53 PM

From: Garrett Ifland <ifland43@yahoo.com>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32303

Phone Number: 850-556-3535

Message Body: Governor Scott,

First I would like to thank you for your service to our great state. While I know you have a lot on your plate, I
believe your attention is needed regarding SB 668. This bill will not implement the initiatives that it is intended for.
It removes judicial discretion and is only going to hurt Florida children from already upset families in the end.
Moreover, this bill if let to pass, will place the burden of protecting alimony awards exclusively on the alimony
recipient.
I would like to urge you to veto this bill so that these horrible the consequences do not affect Florida families. Thank
you for your time and consideration on this issue.



From: Sue Price
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Veto SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 11:00:57 PM

Dear Gov. Scott,
Please veto SB 668. I see first hand the struggles of divorced women with children trying to make ends meet while
the deadbeat dads don't pay or hardly pay anything in child support and also have thousands of dollars in arrearages. 
That describes my daughter & her two children. She works 12 hr night shifts 3 days a week as a CNA to make ends.
Her ex-husband is over $12,000 in arrears and is not consistent in his child support. There hasn't been any real
consequences for his failure to pay child support. Once he was threatened with his drivers license but he paid a fine
and got his license reinstated immediately. And in that fine no monies went to my daughter. If this bill were to pass,
it would encourage deadbeat dads not to pay because it removes what little recourse the legal system may have. We
need to uphold the value of family & children and not allow those that have responsibilities toward their families to
legally neglect them.
Sincerely
Sue Price
798 Alcazar Ave
Cocoa, FL 32927

Sent from Sue's iPhone



From: R Davis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Veto SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:29:01 PM

Dear Governor Scott, 

Please veto SB 668, the alimony reform bill. This bill is still retroactive and 
will harm single mothers. There are many single mothers who care for disabled 
children or who are unable to work or have not worked for many years and may not be able to
find a job. This bill will force a large number of women onto welfare, which will further
burden our state's economy. 

Thank you, 

Rebecca Davis



From: Carolann Mazza
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Veto SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:35:45 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I implore you to veto SB 668, mandating 50/50 timesharing. This matter belongs in
the judicial branch (an equal branch of government) where the judge hears all the
facts and specifics of the individual family's situation and can make the best decision
as to what is best for the individual children whose lives they are determining.
(outside of the parents, of course, who ideally would be working together to make
such important decisions for their children).

Thank you.

Carolann Mazza
KEEPING FAMILIES OUT OF COURT

Carolann Mazza, P.A.
12 SE 7th Street, Suite 704
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301
Telephone: 954-527-4604
Facsimile: 954-527-4634
Email: carolann@cmazzalaw.com
Website: www.collaborativenow.com

http://choosecollaborative.com/
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From: Megan Ayers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Veto SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:09:22 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my concern about SB 668. I feel that this bill will be a disaster to Florida
Families. Families like people are different and to make the presumption that each 50/50 time
sharing is in the best interest of Florida families would be a mistake. The best time sharing
plans should be decided on by the families and a judge needs to look at each individually.

I know in my case it would have negatively affected my children. My ex husband was an
absentee father well before we were divorced and my children never bonded with him. I was
the primary care giver and for them to leave me for an extended period would have been very
upsetting to them.

Please allow families and in the last case scenarios, family judges, who have experience with
such matters make decision involving Florida families. It is not a case that should be decided
by legislators in Tallahassee.

Megan Becker



From: heidi payne
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please Veto SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 8:26:15 AM

Dear Governor Scott,
I am asking you to please VETO SB 668.

After having been married for 25 years, my now ex-husband who I helped support emotionally and finacially
through college and ultimately his medical degree and residencies, married the young woman he left me for. He
lives a lavish lifestyle with many homes, his latest an ocean front.

I have adjusted my life to what I am receiving in alimony, which required substantial simplifying.

The retroactive aspects of this bill would have devastating implications in my life.

PLEASE VETO SB 668

Thank you,
Heidi Payne
New Smyrna Beach



From: Diana
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please approve Alimony reform bill
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 9:05:06 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am a mother and working professional in Pinellas County Florida. I have been
following the alimony reform bills.

In my opinion this reform is BADLY needed in Florida and I am strongly in favor of
the bill that will be presented to you. Good fathers and mothers are not treated
fairly and equally in our courts both from a financial and custody stand point. I
grew up as a child of divorcded parents (I was 3 years old at the time of the divorce).
Growing up in Switzerland, I benefited from the law that gives both parents equal time
with their children - if disired by the parents and IF it is in the best interest of the child.
This is exactly what the time-sharing part of the reform bill wants to do for our children
in Florida.

Although not perfect, the current bill will go a long way toward bringing some
sanity to the current chaos of alimony awards and permanent alimony. It is not
normal for one person to receive a lifetime annuity from another person in a
divorce with no regard to retirement, health, age, lifestyle change at retirement.
If a marriage had not ended, even the most successful couples plan a reduced
lifestyle after retirement. In addition, it is similar to welfare dependency with all
the negative effects to a persons’ self-esteem and abilities when you don’t have
to care for yourself. Permanent alimony is bad for all, but is especially unfair to
the one paying permanent alimony.

While I favor a presumption of equal custody, that has been removed from the
modified version of SB 668. The current bill only begins with the premise that a
minor child should spend APPROXIMATELY equal amounts of time with each
parent. Using this only as a starting premise, the court shall formulate a parenting
plan taking into account the best interest of the child. This still allows for
complete discretion on the part of the court. Who can denie a child (and a good
parent) the right to spend equal time together? Please lets take children out of nasty
divorce battles. Don't let them suffer even more!

Last time you vetoed the bill because of the retroactivity. The current bill is NOT
retroactive! Neither for the alimony part nor for the time-sharing part. If you'd vetoe
the bill for the time-sharing part, a lot of voting families will not understand your
stand against the best interest of our children.

Again, PLEASE APPROVE THIS BADLY NEEDED REFORM BILL!!!

Sincerely,



Diana M. Strebel



From: Diana
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please approve Alimony reform bill
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:04:25 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am a mother and working professional in Pinellas County Florida. I have been
following the alimony reform bills.

In my opinion this reform is BADLY needed in Florida and I am strongly in favor of
the bill that will be presented to you. Good fathers and mothers are not treated
fairly and equally in our courts both from a financial and custody stand point. I
grew up as a child of divorcded parents (I was 3 years old at the time of the divorce).
Growing up in Switzerland, I benefited from the law that gives both parents equal time
with their children - if disired by the parents and IF it is in the best interest of the child.
This is exactly what the time-sharing part of the reform bill wants to do for our children
in Florida.

Although not perfect, the current bill will go a long way toward bringing some
sanity to the current chaos of alimony awards and permanent alimony. It is not
normal for one person to receive a lifetime annuity from another person in a
divorce with no regard to retirement, health, age, lifestyle change at retirement.
If a marriage had not ended, even the most successful couples plan a reduced
lifestyle after retirement. In addition, it is similar to welfare dependency with all
the negative effects to a persons’ self-esteem and abilities when you don’t have
to care for yourself. Permanent alimony is bad for all, but is especially unfair to
the one paying permanent alimony.

While I favor a presumption of equal custody, that has been removed from the
modified version of SB 668. The current bill only begins with the premise that a
minor child should spend APPROXIMATELY equal amounts of time with each
parent. Using this only as a starting premise, the court shall formulate a parenting
plan taking into account the best interest of the child. This still allows for
complete discretion on the part of the court. Who can denie a child (and a good
parent) the right to spend equal time together? Please lets take children out of nasty
divorce battles. Don't let them suffer even more!

Last time you vetoed the bill because of the retroactivity. The current bill is NOT
retroactive! Neither for the alimony part nor for the time-sharing part. If you'd vetoe
the bill for the time-sharing part, a lot of voting families will not understand your
stand against the best interest of our children.

Again, PLEASE APPROVE THIS BADLY NEEDED REFORM BILL!!!

Sincerely,



Diana M. Strebel



From: Shelly Moxon Lehman
To: Governor Rick Scott; Media; melissa.sellers@eogmyflorida.com
Subject: Please ask Governor Scott to veto SB 668 | FFCFlorida.com
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 12:50:13 PM

http://ffcflorida.com/please-ask-governor-scott-to-veto-sb-668/

Sent from my iPad



From: Elisha Roy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please consider a veto of SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:49:48 AM
Attachments: image002.png
Importance: High

Governor Scott:
While the concepts behind SB 668 sound fabulous,
create guidelines for alimony to lessen judicial
discretion and make sure all parents have equal time
sharing, in effect, they are terrible changes to the law.
While it is feasible family law may need some
reworking, that is something a think tank of people,
educated people who do this for a living combined with
mental health professionals and others with a
understood and vested interest in the process, should
study and vet. This bill is promoted and pushed to
change the law to fix the problems of a few and it will
only create far more problems.
Primary issues:

· It creates a presumption of alimony in Florida. We
do not have that now. This means, even if one
spouse does not have the NEED for the alimony,
there is presumption of receipt of same. Even if
the amount is deminimus, as it based on
differentials in incomes, it creates an
entitlement. This is a terrible change to the law.



· While the word premise is used, in fact this law
creates a presumption of equal timesharing in
Florida. Our family law statutes, Chapter 61, are
based on a concept that the entire application of
the law should be geared with the BEST
INTERESTS OF THE CHILD. A presumption of
equal timesharing is dealing with what parents
believe is best for the parents and has nothing to
do with best interests of the child. While equal
timesharing can work in some cases, to assume
that any one schedule is best for a child is
contrary to the current law, contrary to
developmental psychology and most definitely
NOT in a child’s best interests. This presumes
that all parents, deadbeat dads, abusive mom’s,
father’s in paternity cases who have never seen
their children, parents who work 160 hours a
week, criminals, abusers… are given equal
timesharing unless the non-offending parent can
afford to go to court and prove they should not
have it. This is the opposite of a child’s best
interests. AND THE SIDE EFFECT… in most cases,
a complete lack of financial support to the parent
who will likely end up with the child more. The



closer parents are to equal timesharing and the
closer the parents are to equal incomes… ZERO
child support.

· Also contrary to the best interests of the child, SB
668 says that if the total of alimony and support
exceeds 55% of the payors income, CHILD
SUPPORT IS REDUCED…. WHAT?? We have a
public policy in the state of Florida that child
support cannot be waived. We have a long
standing tradition the requirement to support
the child far out exceeds any other financial
requirements, yet we are going to make a law
that says child support is reduced and alimony
remains the same?

I could likely talk to you about this all day, something I
sure I would enjoy and you would not likely entertain.
So, I will leave with you those few examples. I
understand there is some support for this bill, but it is
so terribly important for you to understand the impact
it will have on Florida families. I suspect, in low income
cases, you are going to see far more applications for
public assistance, etc. because dad’s (typically) will get
equal time, not use the time and not have to pay
support. So the mom’s (typically) will do the best they



can, but won’t be able to make ends meet.
Thank you for your consideration.
Respectfully,

Elisha D. Roy, Esquire
ELISHA D. ROY, PA.

Fellow of the American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers
Board Certified in Marital and Family Law
One Clearlake Centre
250 Australian Avenue South, Suite 1102
West Palm Beach, FL. 33401
eroy@eroylawpa.com
edrservice@eroylawpa.com
Phone (561)689-8625

P Please consider the environment before printing this email.
Confidentiality Notice: This electronic mail transmission is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may
contain confidential information belonging to the sender which is protected by the attorney-client privilege. If you are not the intended
recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on the contents of this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately by e-mail and delete
the original message. Thank you for your cooperation.





From: Rago, Ron
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please pass Alimony Reform Bill SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:36:47 PM

Dear Governor Scott,
Please pass Alimony Reform Bill SB 668!
I am a 62 year old man who was forced to divorce a woman due to her addiction to pain
medication and alcohol. I am now required to pay over half of my monthly income so my ex-
spouse can stay home and not work. In addition to paying her 50% of my salary, I forfeited
50% of our 401k retirement savings to her, and I am also forced to work until I am 65 years of
age to continue this full support. I cannot voluntarily retire.
Lifetime alimony is an undue burden on the person paying someone to stay at home, whether
they are male or female. It is a handout, not a hand up. It also negatively impacts on our
current family situation.
It is time for alimony reform!
Sincerely,
Ron Rago
8700 Front Beach Rd, Unit 3310
Panama City Beach, FL. 32407

The information contained in this message is privileged and intended only for the recipients named. If the reader is not a representative of
the intended recipient, any review, dissemination or copying of this message or the information it contains is prohibited. If you have
received this message in error, please immediately notify the sender, and delete the original message and attachments.



From: Joseph Groszek
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please pass SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:01:53 AM

From: Joseph Groszek <jgroszek@cox net>

County: Okaloosa

Zip Code: 32541

Phone Number: 4073539702

Message Body: Gov Scott,

May I please ask that you support SB 668.  

My personal situation is that I have been paying alimony for over 5 years to an ex-wife that refuses to work in the
career field she is trained in. She has the potential to earn a higher income but chooses not to in order to continue to
collect alimony. I am only 8 years from retiring and have worked my entire life supporting the military and our
servicemen and women to only see all of my assets depleted to the point where I may need to consider a greatly
altered lifestyle in retirement. Please do not throw out alimony reform for another year.

Thank you for your support of SB 668

Joe Groszek
4037 Lauren Ct
Destin Fl. 32541



From: Sean P Sullivan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please pass SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 5:39:54 PM

From: Sean P Sullivan <sully0812@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 03449

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott:
I urge you to pass SB 668.  This is a hugely important piece of legislation for children, and for families.    Children
only serve to benefit from this legislation, and any arguments to the contrary are based only in bigotry, stereotypes,
and the desire for monetary gain at the expense of the poor children caught in the middle of a divorce.

Thank you,
Sean Sullivan



From: Randel Henderson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please pass SB668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 10:05:30 PM

From: Randel Henderson <rah135@ymail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32130

Phone Number: 386-943-8992

Message Body: There is no reason a college educated woman should be paid alimony for 18 years when the couple's
two children were adults at the time of the divorce. Please make things balanced. Pass SB 668 and help families
heal. Florida's law needs to be modernized. Thank you in advance.



From: Todd Minga
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please pass alimony reform bill SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 12:33:08 PM

Honorable Governor Scott,

Please help put an end to unfair PERMANENT alimony. Since my divorce 7 years ago I have remarried and
integrated my two beautiful children. We are truly a happy family now!  Fantastic less the continued lifelong
permanent alimony that WE have to pay my ex-wife. She is educated, mechanical engineer, who is currently
unemployed and living off our $8,000/month. Our kids, ages 9 and 11,  are in school and we care for them 40% of
the time.

Assuming I work until retirement age, the grand total would $1,700,000 to someone educated and fully callable of
employment (she had a job for a year until it threatened her alimony, so she quit).

Please help rid the legal system of UNFAIR permanent alimony.

Respectfully,

Todd Minga
5207 Finisterre Drive
Panama City Beach, FL 32408
850-867-0441

Sent from my iPhone



From: Len Morelli
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please pass sb 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 12:28:52 PM

Sent from my iPhone



From: falcons0919
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please pass sb 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 6:12:37 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of SB 668: Parenting and Time-Sharing Bill. Children
deserve to have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns
between parents jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. SB 668 would eliminate this
and allow both parents to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We are always told that
children are our most precious resource and our state has the opportunity to show the country
that we truly value this long-standing belief.

The greatest day of my life was when I became a parent. Sadly after a divorce and/or
separation, one parent finds themselves spending considerably less time with their child(ren).
This is unfair. It takes two people to create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be
able to share equally in the life of the child they created?

In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s children and parents by
signing SB 668. Our children need and deserve both parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,
Kennedy John cummings 
691 Ashford oaks Dr apt 104
4073352596
Falcons0919@yahoo.com

Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S®6 active, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone



From: falcons0919
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sb 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 1:01:21 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of SB 668: Parenting and Time-Sharing Bill. Children deserve to
have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns between parents
jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. SB 668 would eliminate this and allow both parents
to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We are always told that children are our most precious
resource and our state has the opportunity to show the country that we truly value this long-standing
belief.

The greatest day of my life was when I became a parent. Sadly after a divorce and/or separation, one
parent finds themselves spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes
two people to create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the
life of the child they created?

In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s children and parents by
signing SB 668. Our children need and deserve both parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,
Kennedy John cummings 
691 Ashford oaks Dr apt 104
4073352596
Falcons0919@yahoo.com

Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S®6 active, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone



From: Michael R. Dennis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign Alimony Reform (SB 668) into Law
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 6:42:36 AM

From: Michael R. Dennis <dennismr66@gmail.com>

County: Santa Rosa

Zip Code: 32566

Phone Number: 850 226 5582

Message Body: Dear Governor,

Sir, I respectfully request you sign the current Alimony Reform Bill (SB 668) into law.

I am a retired service member; as well as, a registered and active Santa Rosa county voter.

V/R
Michael Dennis



From: Michae R. Dennis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign Alimony Reform (SB 668) into Law
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 6:44:13 AM

From: Michae R. Dennis <dennismr66@gmail.com>

County: Santa Rosa

Zip Code: 32566

Phone Number: 850 226 5582

Message Body: Dear Governor,

Sir, I respectfully request you sign the current Alimony Reform Bill (SB 668) into law.

I am a retired service member; as well as, a registered and active Santa Rosa county voter.

V/R
Michael Dennis



From: Dennis Lohaus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign Alimony Reform BILL SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:22:39 AM

From: Dennis Lohaus <dlohaus@bellsouth net>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32927

Phone Number: 321-720-9951

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
I am writing to sincerely ask you to sign the Alimony Reform Bill SB 668 into law this time.  Alimony Reform is
long overdue and is supported by a countless number of people that understand the prolong suffering of those that
are paying alimony. There are those of us that have been waiting and working for five years for such reform only to
be cut off at the knees by politics and not doing what was right.  I my case, this five year delay has cost me an
additional  $ 150,000.00 out of my remaining savings. I must believe that those opposing alimony reform do not
realize the harm they are imposing on hundreds of innocent payers. These payers will remember this opposition in
coming elections and when the Republican Party asks for donations and loyalty. 
Since the divorce, my income continually decreased until I lost my jobs three years ago and am now 66 years old
with failing health.  Presently, my entire social security check plus money from my saving and IRA are taken out
just to pay the alimony. I’m taking money from my retirement fund to continually feed her ever growing IRA and
lavish spending habits. Keep in mind that she already received ½ of my savings and retirement at the divorce.  For
the last 10 years I have struggled to make my personal living expenses and mounting medical cost.  I have not been
able to buy anything new during this time and my car is over 11 years old. Meanwhile my ex is employed and
receiving an annual income of over $ 60,000.00 from her employment and alimony. Thus, I have a negative income
while she is living a very comfortable lifestyle!
With the current alimony law and my cost of living rate, I will be near penniless in 10 years as the remaining of
what I had accumulated will all be shifted into my ex-wife’s accounts.  
I realized that some ex’s got screwed during their final divorce decrees although I don’t know how. However, there
are way more payers  (both male and female) who have been severely screwed by an antiquated /unfair divorce law
and have been denied a descent life/retirement even after sacrificing and working hard during the marriage!
Again, I ask that you sign the new Alimony Reform Bill and allow us a pathway to breaking the chains of Alimony
Slavery and to live out our lives with some dignity.    
Thanks for your understanding,
Dennis Lohaus



From: Dennis Lohaus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign Alimony Reform BILL SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:20:41 AM

From: Dennis Lohaus <dlohaus@bellsouth net>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32927

Phone Number: 321-720-9951

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
Subject:  Please sign SB 668 ! 
For the first time in 15 years, I have a glimmer of hope that the lifelong sentence/punishment for being married may
finally be lifted.  As a sixty two year old man, I never dreamed that I would live my remaining years as a continuous
financial slave to another person and live a hopeless life of despair.  Even a serious criminal has a limited sentence
which when terminated he can live the life he chooses in a free non-controlled atmosphere.  Although I lived less
than a third of my life being married while providing my family love and support, I was rewarded with a lifetime
payment penalty with no chance of retirement. 
After my working two jobs during the term of the marriage, in which she refused work or get a degree, my ex was
given a lump sum of over $ 750,000.00. Now I am unemployed (from a 32 year job) with no insurance, failing
health, and no chance to get a job, nor credit/refinancing because of my high alimony payments.  She on the other
hand is employed with full benefits and owns a paid off home/2 cars.  The courts don’t see this as a problem for me. 
I presently have to pay each month my entire unemployment check and $1,500.00 out what is left of my savings. 
She, being 10 year younger, is living off me, while her income is over $ 50,000.00/yr. I will be forced to live off the
state as my social security will not cover the alimony payments and the savings is almost gone.   I have earned the
right to retire and not live in poverty because of a blind law.  
Permanent alimony is a cancer injected into the one that pays which eats at their motivation, health, financial
stability and sanity, thus leading to more often than not to a premature death sentence.  Even to the point where the
court orders life insurance policy which I must pay to make the ex more wealthy after my death.  Long term alimony
is not moral and a legal form of slavery, let’s fix it!
Thank you for your time and your support to correct our alimony injustice.
Dennis Lohaus (Republican)



From: Dennis Lohaus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign Alimony Reform BILL SB668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 10:09:05 AM

From: Dennis Lohaus <dlohaus@bellsouth net>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32927

Phone Number: 321-720-9951

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
I am writing to sincerely ask you to sign the Alimony Reform Bill SB 668 into law this time.  Alimony Reform is
long overdue and is supported by a countless number of people that understand the prolong suffering of those that
are paying alimony. There are those of us that have been waiting and working for five years for such reform only to
be cut off at the knees by politics and not doing what was right.  I my case, this five year delay has cost me an
additional  $ 150,000.00 out of my remaining savings. I must believe that those opposing alimony reform do not
realize the harm they are imposing on hundreds of innocent payers. These payers will remember this opposition in
coming elections and when the Republican Party asks for donations and loyalty. 
Since the divorce, my income continually decreased until I lost my jobs three years ago and am now 66 years old
with failing health.  Presently, my entire social security check plus money from my saving and IRA are taken out
just to pay the alimony. I’m taking money from my retirement fund to continually feed her ever growing IRA and
lavish spending habits. Keep in mind that she already received ½ of my savings and retirement at the divorce.  For
the last 10 years I have struggled to make my personal living expenses and mounting medical cost.  I have not been
able to buy anything new during this time and my car is over 11 years old. Meanwhile my ex is employed and
receiving an annual income of over $ 60,000.00 from her employment and alimony. Thus, I have a negative income
while she is living a very comfortable lifestyle!
With the current alimony law and my cost of living rate, I will be near penniless in 10 years as the remaining of
what I had accumulated will all be shifted into my ex-wife’s accounts.  
I realized that some ex’s got screwed during their final divorce decrees although I don’t know how. However, there
are way more payers  (both male and female) who have been severely screwed by an antiquated /unfair divorce law
and have been denied a descent life/retirement even after sacrificing and working hard during the marriage!
Again, I ask that you sign the new Alimony Reform Bill and allow us a pathway to breaking the chains of Alimony
Slavery and to live out our lives with some dignity.    
Thanks for your understanding,
Dennis Lohaus



From: Patricia Giglio
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign Bill SB 668 into Law
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:19:24 AM

From: Patricia Giglio <oilgp@hotmail.com>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32669

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please Governor Scott,
Please sign SB 668 into Law.

I am a female and I would appreciate this as it is pro- female and pro- family.

Thank you,
Sincerely, your supporter!
Patricia Giglio



From: tom brandlein
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign Bill SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:37:22 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

Please sign Bill SB 668. The current LIFETIME alimony laws are being abused and not fair to 
an individual who at one point in time for a simple divorce is thrust for a LIFETIME into 
servitude and at mercy of the legal system that is milking the poor sob’s that through no fault 
of their own have their life at the mercy of others. Look what it does to families that try to start 
again.
Implement a simple formula based system like the case for child support.

The House and Senate are behind it and it is now time to make the change.

Regards,

Tom Brandlein
561-308-7406
tfbrand7@gmail.com



From: Dennis Lohaus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668 !
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 11:13:57 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

You have call for Republicans to rally to support candidates that are trying to change the laws that
are damaging our state and federal government. Our state Republicans’ have voted and passed SB
668 to change the outdated Alimony Laws in Florida. Sure there are action groups trying to lobby
you to veto this bill as they have the money to influence your decision. Those of us that support the
bill would love to accumulate a vast amount of money to lobby your support to sign SB 668.
Unfortunately, we pay a majority of our available money to an ex-wife while leaving little to live on
much less give to lobbyist. But the one thing we do have is our voting power in coming elections
which we will use.

I personally pay permanent alimony to my ex which takes my entire monthly Social Security check
plus money from my savings to meet the amount awarded 16 years ago. While my savings dwindle,
she is employed with an $ 60,000.00 income plus benefits. Not to mention she has a house and car
that is paid off and nearly a million dollars in retirement and savings from the divorce.

I have numerous family and friends that would not be able to support your office in the future if you
allow the Divorce Attorneys to convince you that lining their pockets is more important than
correcting horrible injustice of lifelong alimony suffered by so many. They will continue to win
financially even with the bill passage. You cannot imagine how devastating it is to the payers family
and their ability to survive in today’s world as they get older and chance of employment diminish.
Supporting someone else for life just because a judge says so with no concern towards the payer is
criminal. It is an additional punishment for staying in a bad marriage for the kid sake until they were
collage age. Thus leaving the payer with hardly nothing to live on or to help the kids. My boys are
now poisoned against the idea of marriage as they witnessed what alimony does to the payer. Is this
what we want for Florida? These professional bound kids will move out of Florida to no alimony
states such as Indiana or Texas before being married here.

Permanent alimony is a cancer injected into the one that pays which eats at their motivation, health,
financial stability and sanity, thus leading to more often than not to a premature death sentence.
Even to the point where the court orders life insurance policy which I must pay to make the ex more
wealthy after my death. Long term alimony is not moral and a legal form of slavery, let’s fix it!

Thank you for your time and your support to correct our alimony injustice. This is my last chance to
live like a free human in what should be my retirement years.

Dennis Lohaus (Republican)



From: Dennis Lohaus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668 !
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 9:43:54 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I have numerous family and friends that would not be able to support your office in the future if you
allow the Divorce Attorneys to convince you that lining their pockets is more important than
correcting horrible injustice of lifelong alimony suffered by so many. They will win even with the bill
passage. You cannot imagine how devastating it is to the payers family and their ability to survive in
today’s world as they get older and chance of employment diminish. Supporting someone else for
life just because a judge says so with no concern towards the payer is criminal. It is an additional
punishment for staying in a bad marriage for the kid sake until they were collage age. Thus leaving
the payer with hardly nothing to live on or to help the kids. My boys are now poisoned against the
idea of marriage as they witnessed what alimony does to the payer. Is this what we want for Florida?
These professional bound kids will move out of Florida to no alimony states such as Indiana or Texas
before being married here.

Permanent alimony is a cancer injected into the one that pays which eats at their motivation, health,
financial stability and sanity, thus leading to more often than not to a premature death sentence.
Even to the point where the court orders life insurance policy which I must pay to make the ex more
wealthy after my death. Long term alimony is not moral and a legal form of slavery, let’s fix it!

Thank you for your time and your support to correct our alimony injustice. This is my last chance to
live like a free human in what should be my retirement years.

Dennis Lohaus (Republican)



From: Dennis Lohaus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668 !
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 12:53:21 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

For the first time in 15 years, I have a glimmer of hope that the lifelong sentence/punishment for
being married may finally be lifted. As a sixty two year old man, I never dreamed that I would live my
remaining years as a continuous financial slave to another person and live a hopeless life of despair.
Even a serious criminal has a limited sentence which when terminated he can live the life he chooses
in a free non-controlled atmosphere. Although I lived less than a third of my life being married while
providing my family love and support, I was rewarded with a lifetime payment penalty with no
chance of retirement.

After my working two jobs during the term of the marriage, in which she refused work or get a
degree, my ex was given a lump sum of over $ 500,000.00. Now I am unemployed (from a 32 year
job) with no insurance, failing health, and no chance to get a job, nor credit/refinancing because of
my high alimony payments. She on the other hand is employed with full benefits and owns a paid off
home/2 cars. The courts don’t see this as a problem for me. I presently have to pay each month my
entire unemployment check and $1,500.00 out what is left of my savings. She, being 10 year
younger, is living off me, while her income is over $ 50,000.00/yr. I will be forced to live off the state
as my social security will not cover the alimony payments and the savings is almost gone. I have
earned the right to retire and not live in poverty because of a blind law.

Permanent alimony is a cancer injected into the one that pays which eats at their motivation, health,
financial stability and sanity, thus leading to more often than not to a premature death sentence.
Even to the point where the court orders life insurance policy which I must pay to make the ex more
wealthy after my death. Long term alimony is not moral and a legal form of slavery, let’s fix it!

Thank you for your time and your support to correct our alimony injustice.

Dennis Lohaus (Republican)



From: Dennis Lohaus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668 !
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:18:47 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

Subject: Please sign SB 668 !

For the first time in 15 years, I have a glimmer of hope that the lifelong sentence/punishment for
being married may finally be lifted. As a sixty two year old man, I never dreamed that I would live my
remaining years as a continuous financial slave to another person and live a hopeless life of despair.
Even a serious criminal has a limited sentence which when terminated he can live the life he chooses
in a free non-controlled atmosphere. Although I lived less than a third of my life being married while
providing my family love and support, I was rewarded with a lifetime payment penalty with no
chance of retirement.

After my working two jobs during the term of the marriage, in which she refused work or get a
degree, my ex was given a lump sum of over $ 750,000.00. Now I am unemployed (from a 32 year
job) with no insurance, failing health, and no chance to get a job, nor credit/refinancing because of
my high alimony payments. She on the other hand is employed with full benefits and owns a paid off
home/2 cars. The courts don’t see this as a problem for me. I presently have to pay each month my
entire unemployment check and $1,500.00 out what is left of my savings. She, being 10 year
younger, is living off me, while her income is over $ 50,000.00/yr. I will be forced to live off the state
as my social security will not cover the alimony payments and the savings is almost gone. I have
earned the right to retire and not live in poverty because of a blind law.

Permanent alimony is a cancer injected into the one that pays which eats at their motivation, health,
financial stability and sanity, thus leading to more often than not to a premature death sentence.
Even to the point where the court orders life insurance policy which I must pay to make the ex more
wealthy after my death. Long term alimony is not moral and a legal form of slavery, let’s fix it!

Thank you for your time and your support to correct our alimony injustice.

Dennis Lohaus (Republican)



From: Dennis Lohaus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668 !
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:17:52 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

You have call for Republicans to rally to support candidates that are trying to change the laws that
are damaging our state and federal government. Our state Republicans’ have voted and passed SB
668 to change the outdated Alimony Laws in Florida. Sure there are action groups trying to lobby
you to veto this bill as they have the money to influence your decision. Those of us that support the
bill would love to accumulate a vast amount of money to lobby your support to sign SB 668.
Unfortunately, we pay a majority of our available money to an ex-wife while leaving little to live on
much less give to lobbyist. But the one thing we do have is our voting power in coming elections
which we will use.

I personally pay permanent alimony to my ex which takes my entire monthly Social Security check
plus money from my savings to meet the amount awarded 16 years ago. While my savings dwindle,
she is employed with an $ 60,000.00 income plus benefits. Not to mention she has a house and car
that is paid off and nearly a million dollars in retirement and savings from the divorce.

I have numerous family and friends that would not be able to support your office in the future if you
allow the Divorce Attorneys to convince you that lining their pockets is more important than
correcting horrible injustice of lifelong alimony suffered by so many. They will continue to win
financially even with the bill passage. You cannot imagine how devastating it is to the payers family
and their ability to survive in today’s world as they get older and chance of employment diminish.
Supporting someone else for life just because a judge says so with no concern towards the payer is
criminal. It is an additional punishment for staying in a bad marriage for the kid sake until they were
collage age. Thus leaving the payer with hardly nothing to live on or to help the kids. My boys are
now poisoned against the idea of marriage as they witnessed what alimony does to the payer. Is this
what we want for Florida? These professional bound kids will move out of Florida to no alimony
states such as Indiana or Texas before being married here.

Permanent alimony is a cancer injected into the one that pays which eats at their motivation, health,
financial stability and sanity, thus leading to more often than not to a premature death sentence.
Even to the point where the court orders life insurance policy which I must pay to make the ex more
wealthy after my death. Long term alimony is not moral and a legal form of slavery, let’s fix it!

Thank you for your time and your support to correct our alimony injustice. This is my last chance to
live like a free human in what should be my retirement years.

Dennis Lohaus (Republican)



From: Susan Harrell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 6:18:10 PM
Attachments: PastedGraphic-7.pdf

ATT00001.htm

Dear Governor Scott,

I know there are good attorneys out there who devote their lives to helping couples divorce 
equitably. Nothing is more emotional than divorce and child custody. Everyone wants what is 
best for the children. It is just a shame that the statutes here are not fair to both parties and 
focus on what is best for the children.

Divorces should not cost $160,000. They should not bankrupt one or both couples. They 
should not go on in courts for years at the gain of attorneys and at the expense of hard working 
couples. Second spouses should not fear their own assets that they worked for could be 
factored in an alimony increase or that they could be called up to pay the alimony if their 
spouse can’t.

Senate Bill 668 can change all that and give Floridians a system for fair divorces.

Please sign SB 668!

Thank you! 
Susan Harrell

813-368-6180 - susanlharrell@icloud.com
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From: Janet Smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 1:04:19 PM

Governor Scott,

Please do the right thing for Florida families and sign SB 668.  It's time for the change. 

Regards,

Bob & Janet Smith
Apopka, Florida 32712

Sent from my iPhone



From: Karaszewski, Carol
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668 (ALIMONY REFORM)
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 11:19:38 AM

Dear Gov. Scott,
Please sign SB 668 for alimony reform. It may never help me but if it can help one more man or
woman to not be in the position of paying lifetime alimony to their ex-spouse I should. Please sign SB
668.
Thank you.
Carol Karaszewski 
Teradata Database Engineering



From: Karaszewski, Carol
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668 (Alimony Reform)
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 10:51:46 AM

Dear Gov. Scott,
PLEASE sign SB668 for alimony reform!
Carol Karaszewski 
Teradata Database Engineering



From: Bob Balick
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668 - !
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 6:33:33 PM



From: Cassie Pechonis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668 - A woman"s perspective
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 3:47:47 PM

Good afternoon Governor Scott,

I am writing to you to show my support of SB 668 and urge you to sign it in to law.

When my husband and I divorced, years ago, I decided not to "go after him" for alimony.
Even though my (now ex-) husband out-earned me by nearly three times, I knew if I worked
hard enough I would be able to support myself and child - and that is exactly what I did!

Please do not get me wrong, I do believe alimony is necessary in many situations. But what
sort of incentive do lifetime alimony recipients really have to better themselves when there is
always someone else who is legally obligated to cover their expenses (or at least a portion) for
the rest of their lives? NONE

I do also fully support equal parenting time. I am the recipient of a hefty child support
payment every month because my ex-husband has every-other weekend visitation (he travels
for work). But if he were to get a different job, remain local, and want equal parenting time -
HE WOULD DESERVE IT! Yes, at first I am sure there would be an uncomfortable feeling
having to adjust to the change in my household income, but once again - I would make it
work! Child support is to support the child and if I have my child less than it stands to reason I
would not need as much. Simple.

Furthermore, I have been fortunate in finding a great man to share my life with who pays
durational alimony. I find that Florida's current alimony laws are very anti-family. I choose
not to marry him because I am afraid that my income will be used by his ex-wife to obtain an
upward modification of alimony - and the current law permits this. I can also tell you that both
my significant other and his ex-wife spent over $20,000 EACH on legal bills and neither
walked away happy. The only party who won that day were the lawyers. Had SB 668 been
enacted, using the calculator tools, both parties would have had a better idea of their rights and
responsibilities and probably could have resolved this in a much more cost effective and civil
manner (mediation).

In the end, if SB 668 were to pass and my ex-husband was able to handle a 50/50 custody split
- by my calculations I would loose more in child support than my significant other would save
in alimony. I tell you this because I want you to understand, I support this bill for it's morals ...
not money.

Thank you for taking the time to read this. Please sign SB 668
Cassie Pechonis, Supporter of SB 668



From: Joe Large
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668 -- Alimony Reform
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:10:19 AM

Honorable Governor Rick Scott,

I respectfully request that you sign SB 668 into law. 

Having a choice of States, I chose to move to Florida for my business relocation in 1997. I was
unaware of the 'permanent alimony' aspect of Florida law. Shortly thereafter, my wife filed for
divorce and was awarded alimony for life. She did not contribute to my business, stayed at
home and did not have children to look after. In essence, she was rewarded for not working
and as of today - does not have incentive to work.

In 2010, I lost my job due the downturn in the economy and was unemployed for 14 months.
Despite my job & income loss, I was forced to pay the permanent alimony during this period
from savings. 

Florida alimony needs to be modified to allow for current circumstances of 2016 and beyond. I
would ask that you respectfully sign SB 668 into law.

Respectfully,

Joe Large
407-361-1868



From: Joe Large
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668 -- Alimony Reform
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 3:05:14 PM

Honorable Governor Rick Scott,

I respectfully request that you sign SB 668 into law. 

Having a choice of States, I chose to move to Florida for my business relocation
in 1997. I was unaware of the 'permanent alimony' aspect of Florida law. Shortly
thereafter, my wife filed for divorce and was awarded alimony for life. She did
not contribute to my business, stayed at home and did not have children to look
after. In essence, she was rewarded for not working and as of today - does not
have incentive to work.

In 2010, I lost my job due the downturn in the economy and was unemployed for
14 months. Despite my job & income loss, I was forced to pay the permanent
alimony during this period from savings. 

Florida alimony needs to be modified to allow for current circumstances of 2016
and beyond. I would ask that you respectfully sign SB 668 into law.

Respectfully,

Joe Large
407-361-1868



From: Susan Harrell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 6:18:13 PM
Attachments: PastedGraphic-7.pdf

ATT00001.htm

Dear Governor Scott,

I know there are good attorneys out there who devote their lives to helping couples divorce 
equitably. Nothing is more emotional than divorce and child custody. Everyone wants what is 
best for the children. It is just a shame that the statutes here are not fair to both parties and 
focus on what is best for the children.

Divorces should not cost $160,000. They should not bankrupt one or both couples. They 
should not go on in courts for years at the gain of attorneys and at the expense of hard working 
couples. Second spouses should not fear their own assets that they worked for could be 
factored in an alimony increase or that they could be called up to pay the alimony if their 
spouse can’t.

Senate Bill 668 can change all that and give Floridians a system for fair divorces.

Please sign SB 668!

Thank you! 
Susan Harrell

813-368-6180 - susanlharrell@icloud.com
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From: gkircikyan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668 Alimony Reform
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 3:52:16 PM

Please sign SB 668 alimony reform! We need this!

Thank you!
Gregory Kircikyan
8879 Falcon Pointe Loop
Fort Myers, FL 33912



From: Scott Norder
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668 Alimony Reform
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 12:51:25 PM

From: Scott Norder <scott@norders.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94546

Phone Number: 5109182935

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:
Please sign SB 668 into law.  It is good for families.  It represents years of work with the Family Law Section of the
Bar, who helped draft this bill. It reduces wasted spending by families on lawyers, making for happier children.
As a father of four Floridians, I ask that you sign this bill to make their lives better.
Regards,
Scott Norder



From: Scott Norder
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668 Alimony Reform
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:52:55 AM

From: Scott Norder <scott@norders.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 94546

Phone Number: 5109182935

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:
Alimony reform is the right thing to do. The current alimony laws in Florida were written in a time of single earner
families.  Women are increasingly outearning their husbands and surprised when they must pay alimony, especially
permanent alimony. Please sign the highly collaborative SB 668 for Alimony Reform.  Despite what the lawyers say
(because they likely lose income that says in the hands of the public), its the RIGHT thing to do.
Sincerely,
Scott Norder
Father of four voting floridians



From: Michael Quinn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668 Bill
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:59:05 AM

I'm 62 years old and was married for 11yrs & divorced in 2005. I was court ordered to pay lifetime alimony to a
healthy working able bodied X spouse. I pay $1300. per month, she works full time & my child is now 18 yrs old. I
was paying $500 per month in addition to the alimony prior to his 18th birthday. Please pass the bill so I can see
somewhat of a vision to retire. Thank you
Michael A. Quinn

MQ



From: David Chin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668 Bill
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:01:48 AM

From: David Chin <dchin001@yahoo.com>

County: St. Johns

Zip Code: 32092

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please sign SB668 into law.



From: michael
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668 Now !
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 3:39:41 PM

From: michael <masich@sbcglobal net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 44420

Phone Number: 330-288-8682

Message Body: Dear Governor,

Please sign this bill now. The children of Florida cannot wait another day. It is no brainer that a child should spend
an equal amount of time between mothers and fathers. It is time to end gender biased rulings, especially towards
father. Time to get the courts and attorneys out of our lives now! This has been passed by the house and the senate
by nearly a 2/3rds majority. Please do not listen to these lobbyist and special interest groups that have the almighty
dollar as their God.
I have to fight in your state because Ohio is living in the stone ages. My son was stolen from Ohio to Florida.He
deserves his father as much as his mother in his life!
Every commercial in the world insist father's be involved in their children's lives. Here is chance to make the right
decision and let fathers have every right to see their children as any mother would have.

The time for change has come and it is sitting on your desk!

God bless our children!



From: marv frandsen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668 alimony reform
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 3:07:00 PM

From: marv frandsen <marv.frandsen@gmail.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32935

Phone Number: 3213239413

Message Body: Plaese do not be dissuaded by naysayers this bill gets Florida back to work and reduces litigation
waste.



From: Stackersix@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668 in to law
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 12:25:14 AM

Dear Governor Scott,
WE need your support for the needed changes to our out-dated divorce process that has destroyed
Floridians trying to overcome a divorce and move forward with their's, and their children's lives.
I am one of those affected by an unscrupulous judge and three, yes three, greedy Family Law attorneys
that I had to hire during an ugly battle (which didn't start as ugly, but the attorneys dug in to make that
occur. My ex also employed three attorneys during this grueling, disgusting affair as well.
So by ensuring as much dissension between myself and now ex-wife, that a three year battle over my
savings account could end up in their coffers then taken from my children and their needs, present and
future, is despicable!
This current process is brutal, shameful and needs to end!
Please, Sir, make it so.
Sign into law SB 668 !!!
Florida needs you.
Sincerely,
Richard Stachler



From: Chris Blossman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668 into Law!
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 8:44:10 AM

Governor Scott,
This law is desperately needed. The Florida Bar doesn't like it because of their greed. Do what is right for your
Florida families and make it law.
Thank you,
Chris Blossman

Sent from my iPhone



From: AA
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668 into law
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:03:29 PM

Dear Gov. Rick Scott,

Please sign SB 668 into law.

Thank you for your support.

Alexis Margolles
305.282.8671

Sent from my iPhone



From: Keith Moak
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668 into law!
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 11:34:42 PM
Importance: High

Dear Governor Scott: I urge you to sign SB 668 into law! Please do not be fooled by the opponents of
SB 668, funded by the bar association and its rich lobbyists. Please sign SB 668 into law to support
the people who want shared parenting and alimony reform.
Respectfully,
Keith
Keith Moak
14033 SW 155TH CT, MIAMI FL 33196-6055



From: Royanne Blossman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668 into law
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 4:46:06 PM

SB 668 is good for Florida families! Sign SB 668 into law. It is right thing to do!

Sent from my iPad

Begin forwarded 



From: Chris Wilson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668 into law
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 10:19:00 PM

Governor Scott,
SB 668 is good for families and children and good for the wellbeing of the individuals devastated by the heartbreak
of divorce. Please sign this bill into law.

Sincerely,
Charles Wilson
Riverview, Florida

Sent from my iPhone



From: Norberto Benitez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668 into law
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 4:00:27 PM

From: Norberto Benitez <nbenitez247@gmail.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32250

Phone Number: 904-463-5504

Message Body: I married at 18 years old and divorced after 13 long, hard years of marriage.  I have been paying
lifetime alimony for 30 years.  I am still tied to this woman on a monthly basis and she has taken me back to court
twice for an increase, thank God, without success. Our parents are still alive, I could easily still be paying for a
teenage mistake into my 80s.  Please vote in support of alimony reform!



From: Mariana Hernandez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668 into law
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:12:45 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

Once again, I'm writing to ask you to please support alimony reform and sign SB 668 into law.
The current law is completely outdated, unfair and it continues to divide our families.

Thanks and regards,

Mariana Hernandez
2007 Water Ridge Drive
Weston, Fl 33326



From: Mark Elias
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668 into law
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:40:41 AM

From: Mark Elias <melias media@gmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33411

Phone Number: 3057757976

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

Please sign SB 668 into law

Thank you

Mark Elias



From: Tim Roberts
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668 into law
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 6:48:58 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

Current alimony laws are damaging families, hurting workers, financially crippling Florida
citizens, and destroying incentive to achieve higher earning power. That is certainly the case
for me and my family. Please help open the door to a brighter future for families in Florida
and sign Senate Bill 668 into law.

Thank you,
Dr. Timothy D. Roberts



From: Stuart K CPA
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668 into law-IT CREATES JOBS, GOVERNOR.
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 12:57:38 PM
Attachments: image.png

Dear Governor Scott,

I am asking you to sign SB 668 to reform Florida's outdated alimony and parenting time laws. This bill is cutting edge, good for family
values and good for Florida's economy:

1. Economy-more people with more disposable income creates more JOBS. The current alimony entitlement system essentially leaves half
of divorcing residents with no disposable income because of the draconian, punitive nature of family court judicial rulings by judges with
way too much discretion. Under current laws, family courts have bloated case loads- litigation specialist family lawyers are more than
willing and able to litigate cases that should be settled. The family court system therefore needs extra resources to process cases, costing
taxpayer dollars. This is a double trouble scenario-tax payers sustain over-taxed family courts and divorcing couples walk out of court
broke and unable to stimulate the economy. The losers are everyday divorcing citizens and tax payers. The winners are those in favor
of more government and less jobs. That is why this has clearly become a partisan issue. No common sense conservative would
consider vetoing this bill in my opinion.

Is this really what you want, Governor? An argument can be made that this is a jobs creation bill. More private sector jobs. More people
with disposable income to spend in Florida. And more people realizing that collecting alimony isn't a career and taking some of the new
jobs created. You have said many times that Florida has created over a million new jobs since you took office and that's your priority. This
bill will CREATE JOBS and lots of them. In addition, job creators will be more willing to come to Florida and start new businesses if they
know alimony laws aren't blatantly oppressive and punitive like they are now. They don't want to go to a place where they can lose
everything because of a horrible, unfair judge's ruling. Right now, many soon to be divorced potential alimony recipients choose Florida
because of it's oppressive laws. We call it divorce shopping.

2. Family Values-Unfortunately, Governor Scott, almost half of marriages end in divorces. I can tell you from experience that hotly
litigated divorces over alimony and custody (the main things people fight over) dissolve family bonds and ruin parent-child relationships
like nothing else. My ex wife,during a bitter alimony battle, managed to completely poison my kids against me. They eventually cut me out
of their lives and the alimony fight was the root cause. If my ex and I had guidelines and reasonable expectations we could have possibly
settled. No bitter fight, kids still with two parents. I know many, many people in the alimony reform world who tell similar stories.

And that's where the premise of starting at 50/50 custody sets in. I was a good, active dad. I coached my sons' baseball teams, took them to
ballgames (I remember buying Marlins tickets for us one day for 2 bucks each from the boy scouts at the door and got free Marlins hats
too!). I helped them with homework. The kids lost me thanks to parental alienation, which is a very real thing governor. 50/50 parenting is
perhaps the greatest way to stop parental alienation dead in it's tracks.

Governor-the groups that are urging you to veto this bill DO NOT STAND FOR FAMILY VALUES. Maria Gonzalez, head of the family
section of the Florida bar, has essentially backed out of a bill the bar wrote. The bill was written before she became chair, she decided she
didn't like it and sabotaged it from the second she got her hands on it. I have read many reports to this effect and I believe them. The series
of exposed emails involving Ms Gonzalez are damning.

For example, Ms Gonzalez would like you to believe she doesn't like the idea of judges having to explain their rulings on parenting time
because "it exposes dirty laundry". Governor Scott, please don't fall for this nonsense. It's the job of family judges to explain what they rule,
they issue a Statement of Opinion with every ruling. Are we really naive enough to think judges don't put specific facts and information in
these opinions? Of course they do. What does Ms Gonzalez think judges produce, a one page ruling with no backup? Ludicrous. In fact, in
the judge's opinion in one of my hearings, he wrote that my ex put up an "iron curtain" between me and my kids, destroying any chance of
a relationship. If parental alienators don't want these things in writing, they shouldn't alienate kids from their parents. The folks from NOW
and other alleged women's organizations, as they parade on your lawn on Tuesday, should be asked if they believe in parental alienation.
You may be very surprised at what you hear. They do not. And that harms children.

3. Cutting Edge nature of this legislation-this legislation brings family law into the year 2016, governor. The assumption that dads don't
care about their kids and get divorced to avoid responsibilities can be sent back to 1950 where it belongs.
The family dynamic has been turned on it's head, governor. When the "part time visitation" and permanent alimony "solutions" were
invented, Leave It To Beaver was a hit show. All moms stayed at home, divorce was always blamed on a husband cheating with his
secretary, the cookie cutter generalities go on and on. Today is a different day. You see more dads at school functions, more involved than
ever before. I used to go on school trips with my kids and loved it. There are more females than males attending undergraduate college, you
can check just about any college website to confirm this. These women will be successful and subject to the same horrible alimony
exposure as men-this is a fact NOW conveniently forgets to tell you.

But I digress-see the chart below courtesy of Bureau of Labor Statistics The days of Leave It To Beaver are done. Only 30% of families are the
"father is the only breadwinner" model yet Florida divorce law assumes this is the majority of families. The law doesn't fit today's trends and values,
governor. PLEASE SIGN SB 668. TODAY. To reflect 2016, not 1950.

Thanks for your time,
Stuart M Kurtz
Del Ray, Florida



http://www.bls.gov/opub/ted/2015/employment-and-unemployment-among-families-2014.htm





From: Kenneth McDowell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668 into law.
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 9:48:39 AM

From: Kenneth McDowell <ken.mcdowell@romadirect.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33701

Phone Number: 7274988999

Message Body: Governor Scott,

I'm asking you to please support
Alimony Reform and Sign SB 668.  It's ridiculous that after only 15 years of marriage I have to be enslaved to
supporting someone else until one of us dies.  I can't help my current 48 year old partner financially, who works
very hard for a living, because all my finances go to my ex who gets to sit at home, "retired" since she was 35.  I'm
only responsible for my daughter for the first 18 years of her life but someone who doesn't even share my DNA, I
have to support until death?



From: Kenneth McDowell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668 into law.
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 3:12:10 PM

From: Kenneth McDowell <ken.mcdowell@romadirect.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33701

Phone Number: 7274988999

Message Body: Governor Scott,

I'm asking you to please support
Alimony Reform and Sign SB 668.  It's ridiculous that after only 15 years of marriage I have to be enslaved to
supporting someone else until one of us dies.  I can't help my current 48 year old partner financially, who works
very hard for a living, because all my finances go to my ex who gets to sit at home, "retired" since she was 35.  I'm
only responsible for my daughter for the first 18 years of her life but someone who doesn't even share my DNA, I
have to support until death?



From: Ken McDowell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668 into law.
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 3:11:12 PM

From: Ken McDowell <ken mcdowell@romadirect.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33701

Phone Number: 7274988999

Message Body: Governor Scott,

I'm asking you to please support
Alimony Reform and Sign SB 668.  It's ridiculous that after only 15 years of marriage I have to be enslaved to
supporting someone else until one of us dies.  I can't help my current 48 year old partner financially, who works
very hard for a living, because all my finances go to my ex who gets to sit at home, "retired" since she was 35.  I'm
only responsible for my daughter for the first 18 years of her life but someone who doesn't even share my DNA, I
have to support until death?



From: Ken McDowell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668 into law.
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:20:23 AM

From: Ken McDowell <ken mcdowell@romadirect.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33701

Phone Number: 7274988999

Message Body: Governor Scott,

I'm asking you to please support
Alimony Reform and Sign SB 668.  It's ridiculous that after only 15 years of marriage I have to be enslaved to
supporting someone else until one of us dies.  I can't help my current 48 year old partner financially, who works
very hard for a living, because all my finances go to my ex who gets to sit at home, "retired" since she was 35.  I'm
only responsible for my daughter for the first 18 years of her life but someone who doesn't even share my DNA, I
have to support until death?



From: Kenneth McDowell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668 into law.
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 11:51:55 AM

From: Kenneth McDowell <ken.mcdowell@romadirect.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33701

Phone Number: 7274988999

Message Body: Governor Scott,

I'm asking you to please support
Alimony Reform and Sign SB 668.  It's ridiculous that after only 15 years of marriage I have to be enslaved to
supporting someone else until one of us dies.  I can't help my current 48 year old partner financially, who works
very hard for a living, because all my finances go to my ex who gets to sit at home, "retired" since she was 35.  I'm
only responsible for my daughter for the first 18 years of her life but someone who doesn't even share my DNA, I
have to support until death?



From: Shannon Blossman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668 into law
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 12:06:25 PM

Its time for equality. SB 668 is good for florida families. Please sign SB 668 into law!



From: Boris Bermes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668 now
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 12:09:09 PM

Your veto SB 668 will not affect me, but it will my
friends who are afraid to get married and raise a family
because of how the present law allows judges to impose
lifetime alimony.
That is bad for business, and threatens our national
security.
Allowing the bill to become law will be good because it
will discourage older women from breaking-up the
marriage that in our no fault state is easy, which is
what is happening (more women are plaintiffs than are
defendants.)
As a moral man I am sure you agree that is good.



From: Karaszewski, Carol
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668!
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 11:39:38 AM

Dear Gov. Scott,
Please sign SB 668. Please.
Carol Karaszewski 
Teradata Database Engineering



From: 01y1y8@outlook.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 8:34:09 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

My mother didn't take permanent alimony even though she could have. She feels permanent
alimony is unfair and so do I. Walking into a courtroom with a premise of 50/50 time sharing is
fair.

Please sign SB 668!

Thanks,
Shirley Harris
2384 Merrigan Pl
Tallahassee, FL 323209



From: Robert Beier
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 7:44:07 AM

Honorable Governor Scott,
Please sign SB 668 into law as soon as you can today.
Thank you.
Rob Beier
Clearwater Florida

Sent from my iPhone

The information contained in this message, including any attachments, is attorney privileged and/or confidential
information intended only for the use of the individual or entity named as addressee.  The review, dissemination,
distribution or copying of this communication by or to anyone other than the intended addressee is strictly
prohibited.  If you have received this communication in error, please immediately notify the sender by replying to
the message and destroy all copies of the original message.



From: Chris Jones
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 7:19:09 AM

Gov Scott

Please sign SB668 to reform the alimony laws in Florida. 

Chris Jones
Bradenton.
941-320-6322



From: Barry McConnell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 7:17:25 PM

From: Barry McConnell <barry.mcconnell@gmail.com>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32317

Phone Number: 8505590779

Message Body: Governor Scott,

Now that SB 668 has finally reached your desk, please don't delay. I sincerely hope you will sign it; too many
people have waited too long to move forward with their lives. Please give them a path to hope.

Dr Barry McConnell
Tallahassee



From: Norman Wirtz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 4:01:13 PM

Alimony reform is long overdue. It is the fair and just thing to do. No one should have to pay
life time alimony and not be able to retire because of alimony payments.
Norman R. Wirtz
424 Gulf St.
Venice, FL 34285
941-484-8571 Landline
617-901-4268 Mobile
nrwirtz@gmail.com email



From: Susan Harrell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 2:26:50 PM
Attachments: PastedGraphic-7.pdf

ATT00001.htm

Dear Governor Scott,

Let’s be a state known for justice and innovation! If you sign SB 668, you will forever be 
known as the Governor, who finally fixes alimony and supports fair child custody.

Signing SB 668 will send a message to the attorneys and judges that you expect FAIR rulings. 
The new statutes are fair to the working spouse. It is fair to the non-working spouse, who will 
have a fixed-time period (if needed) to be trained and to re-enter the job market. No more free 
tickets for life.

And, finally, fair to the poor children caught in the middle of a family unit breaking apart. Ask 
a child of divorce how they felt when their parents divorced and they will tell you a story of 
profound sadness. They are the losers and they have no control over what happens. Both 
parents should be expected to act like adults and shape their lives around giving their children 
a loving and stable upbringing.

SB 668 does that! Please, please, please sign SB 668.

Thank you! 
Susan Harrell

813-368-6180 - susanlharrell@icloud.com





file:///eogcifs08/share$/Open%20Government/Users/Amanda.Gorman/ATT00001_2 htm[7/7/2016 2:00:07 PM]



From: Susan Harrell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 2:26:48 PM
Attachments: PastedGraphic-7.pdf

ATT00001.htm

Dear Governor Scott,

Let’s be a state known for justice and innovation! If you sign SB 668, you will forever be 
known as the Governor, who finally fixes alimony and supports fair child custody.

Signing SB 668 will send a message to the attorneys and judges that you expect FAIR rulings. 
The new statutes are fair to the working spouse. It is fair to the non-working spouse, who will 
have a fixed-time period (if needed) to be trained and to re-enter the job market. No more free 
tickets for life.

And, finally, fair to the poor children caught in the middle of a family unit breaking apart. Ask 
a child of divorce how they felt when their parents divorced and they will tell you a story of 
profound sadness. They are the losers and they have no control over what happens. Both 
parents should be expected to act like adults and shape their lives around giving their children 
a loving and stable upbringing.

SB 668 does that! Please, please, please sign SB 668.

Thank you! 
Susan Harrell

813-368-6180 - susanlharrell@icloud.com
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From: Susan Harrell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 11:17:42 AM
Attachments: PastedGraphic-7.pdf

ATT00001.htm

Dear Governor Scott,

What does SB 668 mean to me if you sign it? As a second spouse, my income and assets will 
be protected from my husband’s ex. Had I known it wasn’t going to be, I wouldn’t have 
married. To date, I have lost over $100,000 as a result of a post-divorce ruling from the Family 
Law judge to foreclose their marital home and force my husband into bankruptcy. The ex 
refused to sell their marital home as ordered in the divorce decree. She sabotaged every 
attempt to sell it. Instead, she went back to court to force it into foreclosure. As you can 
imagine, this had a negative impact on our otherwise happy marriage. I did not file for 
bankruptcy, had to short sale a jointly held property to avoid bankruptcy and had to turn over 
my income to be factored into my husband’s ability to repay the bankruptcy. Fair? NO!

If you don’t sign SB668, my husband and I will likely divorce if his ex takes him back to 
court. I turn 60 in a couple of weeks and cannot lose any more of my assets.

My husband works hard and his ex doesn’t work at all. I work. I am accountable to re-earning 
the assets I lost as a result of the above! Attorneys should be honest and warn second spouses. 
I talked to three prior to marrying and they all said my assets were protected. Judges don’t 
consider the impact of their rulings on family and second spouses.

This bill ensures that divorces are handled fairly. No one should win a permanent alimony 
“lotto” ticket at the expense of another. This bill is pro-family. The children should not be 
fought over and be forced to live with only one parent. This hurts the children and they take 
this into their adulthood.

Please sign SB 668! This is right step for Florida!
Thank you!
Susan

813-368-6180 - susanlharrell@icloud.com
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From: Susan Harrell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 11:17:40 AM
Attachments: PastedGraphic-7.pdf

ATT00001.htm

Dear Governor Scott,

What does SB 668 mean to me if you sign it? As a second spouse, my income and assets will 
be protected from my husband’s ex. Had I known it wasn’t going to be, I wouldn’t have 
married. To date, I have lost over $100,000 as a result of a post-divorce ruling from the Family 
Law judge to foreclose their marital home and force my husband into bankruptcy. The ex 
refused to sell their marital home as ordered in the divorce decree. She sabotaged every 
attempt to sell it. Instead, she went back to court to force it into foreclosure. As you can 
imagine, this had a negative impact on our otherwise happy marriage. I did not file for 
bankruptcy, had to short sale a jointly held property to avoid bankruptcy and had to turn over 
my income to be factored into my husband’s ability to repay the bankruptcy. Fair? NO!

If you don’t sign SB668, my husband and I will likely divorce if his ex takes him back to 
court. I turn 60 in a couple of weeks and cannot lose any more of my assets.

My husband works hard and his ex doesn’t work at all. I work. I am accountable to re-earning 
the assets I lost as a result of the above! Attorneys should be honest and warn second spouses. 
I talked to three prior to marrying and they all said my assets were protected. Judges don’t 
consider the impact of their rulings on family and second spouses.

This bill ensures that divorces are handled fairly. No one should win a permanent alimony 
“lotto” ticket at the expense of another. This bill is pro-family. The children should not be 
fought over and be forced to live with only one parent. This hurts the children and they take 
this into their adulthood.

Please sign SB 668! This is right step for Florida!
Thank you!
Susan

813-368-6180 - susanlharrell@icloud.com
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From: Craig Williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 9:43:08 AM

Please sign SB 668



From: Helen Courtney
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 8:05:39 AM

Please sign SB 668 into law.



From: Rebecca Montagne
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 7:10:25 PM

From: Rebecca Montagne <rebswafford@aol.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33647

Phone Number:

Message Body: I share custody of my children because it is in their best interest. I also never received alimony since
I am perfectly capable of supporting myself.

this bill is fair and will keep more money with the families and away from attorneys.

Thank you



From: Janet Smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 6:19:06 PM

It's the right thing to do.  Majority of Floridians agree it's time for the change.

Thank you,

Bob & Janet Smith
Apopka, Fl 32712

Sent from my iPhone



From: Amanda Newell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 4:07:40 PM

From: Amanda Newell <amandanewell467@yahoo.com>

County: St. Johns

Zip Code: 32092

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

Please sign SB 668.  It is time for parents to be considered as equals.  The media hype is that fathers are just trying
to get out of paying child support, and this disgusts me.  Yes, there are bad apples out there.  There are bad mothers
AND bad fathers.  However, every divorced father I know personally is a strong provider who truly wants to see his
children more often.  They are caught in a catch-22- trying to work hard to provide for children whom they don't see
as much as they'd like.  This is wrong.

Thank You



From: KKras
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 12:57:39 PM

Please , pass and sign SB 668, My life has been destroyed do to the outdated
Alimony laws Florida has, perhaps others going forward will not suffer the
same prison ,financial nightmares that my family has, thank you
Kelly Kras
Stefano's Gelato
813 850 9200
kkras@stefanosgelato.com
www.stefanosgelato.com



From: Anthony Tiru
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 9:13:49 PM

From: Anthony Tiru <anthony_tiru@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33021

Phone Number: 954-815-5941

Message Body: Governor Scott,

I respectfully request that you support and sign SB 668 into law. The People, Florida House and Senate have agreed
to make reform in the Alimony outdated laws in Florida, please listen to 2/3 of the House and Senate and sign SB
668 into law. Please do the right thing and sign SB 668.

Thank you,

Hollywood Florida Voter
Concerned Citizen
Broward County Florida
Mr. Anthony Tiru



From: Jennifer Lindblad
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 3:56:22 PM

Please reform alimony by signing SB 668!

Thank you!
Jennifer Lindblad
8879 Falcon Pointe Loop
Fort Myers, FL 33913



From: greg.kircikyan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 3:51:32 PM

Please sign SB 668 alimony reform! We need this!

Thank you!
Gregory Kircikyan
8879 Falcon Pointe Loop
Fort Myers, FL 33912



From: Susan Harrell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 2:18:33 PM
Attachments: PastedGraphic-7.pdf

ATT00001.htm

Dear Governor Scott,

We need alimony reform this year! I understand those opposing the bill (NOW and other anti-
reform folks) are going to demonstrate on the Capital grounds Tuesday. Those who don’t want 
alimony reform, will attend because they likely don’t have jobs! Why? Because they receive 
lifetime alimony! They don’t have to work, save money or save for a future retirement because 
they won the alimony lotto for life! Everyone else has to seek permission to take the day off to 
travel there.

This bill doesn’t affect those people. They won’t lose their existing permanent alimony check. 
They won’t have to have a discussion with the judge about changing their existing child 
custody arrangement to 50/50 even if it would benefit their children’s happiness and stability. 
No changes will impact these people.

The Florida Bar is lobbying you hard and publishing misleading/inaccurate articles to make 
everyone think they were left out of the bill creation. They helped write it and supported the 
bill up to the point it was passed by the House and Senate by 2/3’s.

What is important is that future couples divorcing with or without children, will have more 
protection, predictability, and less litigation. That’s something the attorneys DON’T want 
because it will lower their income even if that is the right thing to do for the divorcing couple 
and their children.

Please sign this bill! We need to fix our alimony system and make sensible decisions 
regarding the children. They need both their parents!!!!

Thank you!
Susan

Susan Harrell

813-368-6180 - susanlharrell@icloud.com
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From: Christopher Saltzburg
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 11:45:01 AM

From: Christopher Saltzburg <csaltzburg@gmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33458

Phone Number: 5612851212

Message Body: I feel strongly it is in the best interest of children, and it may dramatically reduce court litigation
(and legal expenses for parents!)



From: Karen Stachler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 10:21:08 AM

From: Karen Stachler <kpaq003@gmail.com>

County: Santa Rosa

Zip Code: 32561

Phone Number: 8505255656

Message Body: Dear Governor Scitt,

Please sign SB 668!

Although Brian Burgess suggests he is a social conservative, his arguments for vetoing SB 668 are based on liberal
views from the Family Law section.

The new family law bill gives judges some guidelines from which to rule, not cookie cutter decisions. Mr Burgess is
misguided in his article. And he is wrong!

We need to reform the current guidelines. Too many families have been financially crushed from the current system,
while the family law attorneys stuff their purses and pockets!

Please support SB668. We need you !

Thank you,
Karen



From: John McMillan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 6:23:21 PM

Hello Governor Scott,
As a Florida resident in Broward county I hope you sign the bill SB 668 that is currently on your desk.
It will bring a level of predictability to the process of divorce. I’ve seen too many friends go through
long and protracted legal processes with both sides feeling let down by the system.
John McMillan



From: Linda Morgan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 1:51:10 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

Please sign SB 668.

Linda Morgan



From: Jessica Tredway
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 6:09:49 PM

I support Shared parenting!! Please sign SB668 for shared parenting!

This will set the pace for other states and begin creating happier, healthier lives for children!

Jessica Tredway



From: Joe Albowicz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 3:41:17 PM

Signing will bring more peace to families and kids after separation!

Joe



From: Don Lilly
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 3:15:40 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

Please sign SB 668 into law. This is a necessary reform measure for alimony. The Family
Law Section helped write SB668 and it is important for families across Florida.

Thanks!
Don Lilly
8612 Venezia Drive
Apt 2334
Orlando, FL 32810



From: rsamery@gmail.com on behalf of Robert Samery
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 12:54:33 PM

This is a reform that has been delayed long enough, it must be signed so we can join in the
new age.

In anticipation, thank you.

Robert Samery



From: Jeremy Hawks
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 12:14:54 PM

Governor Scott,
I respectfully request that you sign SB 668, the alimony and custody reform bill presently on
your desk.

I am a Navy guy with two boys and I've been working very hard over the last 8 years fighting
to be a good father. I've always felt that Florida law is gender biased in favor of the mother
and the reforms SB 668 contains will help correct this bias.

I implore you to empower me and other father's like me to be able to see our children as
frequently and for as long as is needed to raise happy, healthy kids.

Sincerely,
Jeremy Hawks
Jacksonville



From: Bob Balick
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 12:10:26 PM

Thank you.

Bob Balick



From: John
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 11:44:02 AM

From: John <jerhard@co.hernando.fl.us>

County: Hernando

Zip Code: 34605

Phone Number: 3522008862

Message Body: Please sign SB 668 into law



From: Charles Muszynski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 8:02:20 AM

From: Charles Muszynski <cmuszynski@talismark.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32789

Phone Number: 407-461-7732

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

PLEASE SIGN SB 668. PLEASE.

I have personally experienced the wealth draining, damaging, and anti-family "equity courts" system for the last
three years. My savings, retirement, daughter's college tuition, and house have all gone to pay for lawyers' fees
because the "ex" has decided to litigate until the money is gone.

All this would have been avoided with direct guidelines for division as provided in SB668.

I can only imagine the political pressure you're receiving from those representing alimony recipients - the ones on
the dole. As you are WELL AWARE, getting some off assistance and back into the workforce is a challenge.

Not nearly as hard as DOING THE RIGHT THING and being THE ONE to tell them: "It's not right to involuntarily
indenture another human being to provide for your welfare until he dies."

I beg you, please find the courage to ignore those clamoring for the sweat and hear work of others' efforts by using
government court systems to eradicate their lives.

Please sign the bill.

Sincerely,

Charles Muszynski



From: Garrett Rathgeber
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 11:19:31 PM

From: Garrett Rathgeber <gusrathgeber@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92081

Phone Number: 3214129996

Message Body: Governor Scott -
Today, I saw the video at Starbucks and only have to ask, how much alimony is the woman barking at you receiving
from how many ex-husbands? And is she the type of mother who should be given equal custody of her children?

How much of state funding does she and those like her consume, while those of us who are responsible adults,
working to support parasitic ex-spouses because of the antiquated law.

Your signature on SB 668 adds logic and reason to the current state of the state. Let's limit how much these
misguided Floridians are getting by giving Judges better guidelines to work with.

Please sign SB 668.
Kind regards,
- Garrett Rathgeber



From: Anthony Tiru
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 9:16:46 PM

From: Anthony Tiru <anthony_tiru@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33021

Phone Number: 954-815-5941

Message Body: Governor Scott,

I respectfully request that you sign SB 668 into law and help Florida Families move forward with their lives. Please
do the right thing and listen to the PEOPLE, Florida House and Florida Senate as 2/3 have voted yes for reform. I
hope you are listening to the true facts and sign this bill and help change Florida's outdated Alimony laws. Help
Florida and sign SB 668. I supported you for Governor and ASK that you support this bill for the PEOPLE. Please
sign SB 668.

Thank you.

Broward County Voter
Concerned Citizen
Hollywood Florida
Mr. Anthony Tiru



From: Laurence Sullivan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 12:35:17 PM

Dear Mr. Governor,

Please sign family law reform and make it law.

Thank You,

Larry Sullivan 



Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone



From: Diane Davis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 2:27:47 PM

From: Diane Davis <stephanc@bellsouth net>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33470

Phone Number: 5613336344

Message Body: Dear Honorable Rick Scott,
Please sign SB668.  The content contained in the following link is disturbing : https://m.facebook.com/l.php?
u=https%3A%2F%2Fnationalparentsorganization.org%2Fblog%2F22887-what-the-florida-bar-s-family-law-
section-discussed-and-what-it-didn-t&h=sAQGHq9AO&s=1:

The Family Law Section only wants to protect their billable hours,  they could care less about people, children and
famlies. What is really abhorrent is they use the money billed to clients against them.

Please sign SB668 and support further future reforms.

Kindest Regards,
Diane R. Davis



From: Kim Brooks
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 12:54:02 PM

From: Kim Brooks <kimbrooks351@gmail.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32225

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott,

Please review and sign SB 668.  I strongly support the provisions contained to define alimony payments, duration of
alimony, child sharing, and the duration allowed since initial filing.  This bill benefits both parties and more
importantly the children affected through the dissolution of marriage.

Thank you,

Kim Brooks



From: Susan Harrell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 10:17:59 AM
Attachments: PastedGraphic-7.pdf

ATT00001.htm

Dear Governor Scott,

Please sign SB 668. The current Family Law statutes are vague and do not serve the Florida 
residents going through a divorce. I firmly believe that the non-worker of a divorcing couple 
should receive alimony for a period of time. The key point is that alimony must have an end 
date so that person is motivated to be self sufficient at some point.

My husband was forced to pay for both their attorney fees. She knew this so she obtained the 
most expensive lawyer she could find and did everything possible to delay the divorce. 
$160,000 in attorney fees is outrageous.

The court eventually ordered him to pay 100% of her destructive debt of over $100,000. Her 
chronic overspending was the reason he filed for divorce. And, he was ordered to pay her 
$50k+/year as lifetime alimony. She refused to sell the marital home as ordered by the court 
and went back to court to force the home in foreclosure. The judge’s ruling forced him into 
bankruptcy instead of charging her with “contempt of court” for willful disobedience of 
judicial orders. She did work at the time, but quit her job afterwards.

This is a good bill and similar to Texas alimony system that has been in place for years. It 
works.

I know the Florida Bar is lobbying you to veto the bill. The current system guarantees a top 
income for them at the expense of the divorcing family. Let’s put statutes in place that protect 
us, the constituents, based on fairness.

Please sign this bill. We need alimony reform now.
Thank you,
Susan

Susan Harrell

813-368-6180 - susanlharrell@icloud.com
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From: Susan Harrell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 10:17:56 AM
Attachments: PastedGraphic-7.pdf

ATT00001.htm

Dear Governor Scott,

Please sign SB 668. The current Family Law statutes are vague and do not serve the Florida 
residents going through a divorce. I firmly believe that the non-worker of a divorcing couple 
should receive alimony for a period of time. The key point is that alimony must have an end 
date so that person is motivated to be self sufficient at some point.

My husband was forced to pay for both their attorney fees. She knew this so she obtained the 
most expensive lawyer she could find and did everything possible to delay the divorce. 
$160,000 in attorney fees is outrageous.

The court eventually ordered him to pay 100% of her destructive debt of over $100,000. Her 
chronic overspending was the reason he filed for divorce. And, he was ordered to pay her 
$50k+/year as lifetime alimony. She refused to sell the marital home as ordered by the court 
and went back to court to force the home in foreclosure. The judge’s ruling forced him into 
bankruptcy instead of charging her with “contempt of court” for willful disobedience of 
judicial orders. She did work at the time, but quit her job afterwards.

This is a good bill and similar to Texas alimony system that has been in place for years. It 
works.

I know the Florida Bar is lobbying you to veto the bill. The current system guarantees a top 
income for them at the expense of the divorcing family. Let’s put statutes in place that protect 
us, the constituents, based on fairness.

Please sign this bill. We need alimony reform now.
Thank you,
Susan

Susan Harrell

813-368-6180 - susanlharrell@icloud.com
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From: Norman Wirtz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 9:35:52 AM

Alimony reform is long overdue. It is the fair and just thing to do. No one should have to pay
life time alimony and not be able to retire because of alimony payments.
Norman R. Wirtz
424 Gulf St.
Venice, FL 34285
941-484-8571 Landline
617-901-4268 Mobile
nrwirtz@gmail.com email



From: Donald Hodge
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 3:23:44 AM

From: Donald Hodge <DR2Hodge@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 65619

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please sign the alimony reform bill; SB 668.



From: Jorge Franchi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 11:12:43 PM

Dear Governor Scott: 

You posted this on your Facebook page regarding your endorsement of Donald Trump for
President:

"But the voters are speaking clearly – they want a businessman outsider who will dramatically
shake up the status quo in Washington. When I first ran for Governor the political class and
party leaders opposed me with great vigor, and some even said if I won the primary they
would never vote for me. But the voters had other ideas, and they are the only ones who
count."

The Florida Senate and House passed SB 668 because “they listened to their constituents.”

Please follow your own words that VOTERS ARE THE ONLY ONES WHO COUNT and
SIGN SB 668 into law.

All the best,

Jorge Franchi



From: Garrett Rathgeber
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 10:08:29 PM

From: Garrett Rathgeber <gusrathgeber@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92081

Phone Number: 3214129996

Message Body: Governor Scott - I respectfully ask that you sign SB 668 so that I and many thousands of Floridians
can realize the liberation of a term limit of our alimony. Signing this bill will give hope for a dependent-free life.
Thank you for your support.
Kind Regards,
- Garrett Rathgeber



From: Anthony Tiru
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:20:17 PM

From: Anthony Tiru <anthony_tiru@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33021

Phone Number: 954-815-5941

Message Body: Governor Scott,

I respectfully request that you support and sign SB 668 into law. The People want change in this Great State and 2/3
of the Florida House and Senate agree and have voted YES for reform. Please do the right thing and Sign SB 668. I
supported you for Governor and now need your support for signing SB 668 into law.

Thank you.

Broward County Voter and supporter
Mr. Anthony Tiru
Hollywood Florida



From: Amarnauth Persaud
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 3:26:29 PM

From: Amarnauth Persaud <amargp61@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32746

Phone Number: 571-480-0532

Message Body: Governor Scott

Please sign this bill and do not listen to the corrupt Family Law Section and their paid lobbyists. The Family Law
Section has been spreading plenty of misinformation.  This is a good bill for Florida families



From: Sarah
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:40:41 AM

Mr Governor,

Please sign SB 668!

Thank you,

Sarah Murvin
13936 Fox Glove Street
Winter Garden, FL 34787
407-572-4902

Sent from my iPhone

Sent from my iPhone



From: Don Lilly
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 10:41:41 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

Please sign SB 668 into law. This is a necessary reform measure for alimony. The Family
Law Section helped write SB668 and it is important for families across Florida.

Thanks!
Don Lilly
8612 Venezia Drive
Apt 2334
Orlando, FL 32810



From: Norman Wirtz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 10:09:26 AM

Alimony reform is long overdue. It is the fair and just thing to do. No one should have to pay
life time alimony and not be able to retire because of alimony payments.
Norman R. Wirtz
424 Gulf St.
Venice, FL 34285
941-484-8571 Landline
617-901-4268 Mobile
nrwirtz@gmail.com email



From: RJ Auburn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:54:26 AM

From: RJ Auburn <rj@rjauburn.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32806

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please sign SB668. This overhaul to alimony and parenting in FL is long overdue!



From: Tom Foster
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 5:28:47 AM

From: Tom Foster <robertjohns@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32951

Phone Number: 3212438843

Message Body: Honorable Governor Scott-
Please sign SB 668 into law.
Lifetime alimony is indentured servitude for life.



From: Krista Bottoni
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 1:57:24 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

Please sign Senate Bill 668 to update antiquated alimony laws in the state of Florida. This Bill would bring greater
fairness and predictability in divorce proceedings for both men and women.

Thank-you for your consideration.

Kind regards,
Krista Bottoni

Sent from my iPad



From: Joel Otero
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:06:51 PM

From: Joel Otero <joelkotero@gmail.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32937

Phone Number: 321-446-5779

Message Body: Florida needs alimony reform



From: Garrett Rathgeber
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:38:23 PM

From: Garrett Rathgeber <gusrathgeber@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92081

Phone Number: 3214129996

Message Body: Governor Scott - I am writing to advocate approval of SB 668. As an alimony payor burdened for
life with more than 35% of my net income going to a healthy, capable, educated ex-spouse, I implore you to sign
this bill into law. Your support provides hope to an eventual end to the inequitable treatment of wage earner and
forces alimony recipients to take responsibility for their own actions.

I was married for 25 years and sacrificed everything for my wife and children. All the while my now ex-wife was
forging her plan to push me into a corner of fight or flight. I held the relationship until both children completed their
education at UF. Then I finally made the bold move she never saw coming. After all the emotional manipulation and
abuse she thought I could never step away. When I did, her aggression turned to retribution in the form of a life
sentence for me. Please stop the entitlement and enablement of alimony recipients like her and make SB 668 law.
Kind Regards,
- Garrett Rathgeber



From: Anthony Tiru
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:23:54 PM

From: Anthony Tiru <anthony_tiru@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33021

Phone Number: 954-815-5941

Message Body: Governor Scott,

I respectfully request that you support and sign SB 668 into law. Please listen to the People, the Florida House and
Florida Senate and sign SB 668 as they have voted 2/3 for reform.

Please do the right thing and support this bill as I supported you for Governor. Please sign SB 668 into law.

Thank you.

Concerned Citizen and Broward County Voter
Mr. Anthony Tiru
Hollywood Florida



From: Anthony Tiru
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 6:30:25 PM

From: Anthony Tiru <anthony_tiru@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33021

Phone Number: 954-815-5941

Message Body: Governor Scott,

I respectfully ask that you sign SB 668 and help Florida Families and make Alimony reform for the People. Please
listen to the Florida House and Senate as they voted yes 2/3 majority YES for reform. Help change our outdated
laws. Please do the right thing for the people.

Thank you.

Concerned Citizen and support of the Governor.
Mr. Anthony Tiru
Hollywood Florida Voter



From: Jim Zinsmeister
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:36:42 PM

I am respectfully asking you to support alimony reform and sign SB 668 into law.
I have paid alimony for 21 years to a capable ex wife that I was married to for 15 years.
I now live on a fixed income (social security and a small pension) which she shares in also.
I pray you agree that permanent alimony has no place in our times.
James Zinsmeister
5016 River Lake Rd
Winter Haven Fl
33884



From: Sarah
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:40:39 AM

Mr Governor,

Please sign SB 668!

Thank you,

Sarah Murvin
13936 Fox Glove Street
Winter Garden, FL 34787
407-572-4902

Sent from my iPhone

Sent from my iPhone



From: Norman Wirtz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:54:43 PM

Alimony reform is long overdue. It is the fair and just thing to do. No one should have to pay
life time alimony and not be able to retire because of alimony payments.
Norman R. Wirtz
424 Gulf St.
Venice, FL 34285
941-484-8571 Landline
617-901-4268 Mobile
nrwirtz@gmail.com email



From: Dan Doughty
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 12:47:56 PM

From: Dan Doughty <firstemschief@yahoo.com>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 33525

Phone Number: 813-810-0560

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

Please sign SB 668. Now is the time for progressive changes to make reforms to Florida's alimony rules.
SB 668 does just that.
Please sign SB 668.

Respectfully,
Daniel A. Doughty



From: Dan Doughty
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 12:47:55 PM

From: Dan Doughty <firstemschief@yahoo.com>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 33525

Phone Number: 813-810-0560

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

Please sign SB 668. Now is the time for progressive changes to make reforms to Florida's alimony rules.
SB 668 does just that.
Please sign SB 668.

Respectfully,
Daniel A. Doughty



From: Dan Doughty
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 12:47:54 PM

From: Dan Doughty <firstemschief@yahoo.com>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 33525

Phone Number: 813-810-0560

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

Please sign SB 668. Now is the time for progressive changes to make reforms to Florida's alimony rules.
SB 668 does just that.
Please sign SB 668.

Respectfully,
Daniel A. Doughty



From: Dan Doughty
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 12:45:08 PM

From: Dan Doughty <firstemschief@yahoo.com>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 33525

Phone Number: 813-810-0560

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

Please sign SB 668. Now is the time for progressive changes to make reforms to Florida's alimony rules.
SB 668 does just that.
Please sign SB 668.

Respectfully,
Daniel A. Doughty



From: Don Hodge
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:19:40 AM

From: Don Hodge <DR2Hodge@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 65619

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please sign SB 668.



From: Don Lilly
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:15:06 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

Please sign SB 668 into law. This is a necessary reform measure for alimony. The Family
Law Section helped write SB668 and it is important for families across Florida.

Thanks!
Don Lilly
8612 Venezia Drive
Apt 2334
Orlando, FL 32810



From: Sue Wieland
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:33:20 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

Please do not succumb to the lies that the Family Law Section is telling
you about SB 668.

Senator Stargel gave you the facts as they really are, not as the Florida
Bar would have you believe.

Bar associations have been promoting policies for their own attorney
membership for ages. But 'We the People' are not going to sit by silently
anymore.

As you are well aware, in electoral politics, there is a rebellion against
traditional mainstream candidates because so many people feel that their
interests have been ignored. I don't know what your next aspirations are
after being Governor, but if you ignore the desires of the majority of
Floridians again and bow to special interest groups working against
alimony reform and shared parenting progress, you will face a similar
backlash.

We live in a democracy, not a dictatorship where one person overrules the
majority, not once, but twice!

You asked us not to put the bill forward in 2014, so we didn't. And then we
voted for you. You said you would support a bill without retroactivity, so
we removed it. Now it's your turn to do what you said you would do,
support the majority who elected you into office, and sign SB 668.

Respectfully,

Sue Wieland

Pompano Beach resident



From: Edward Bradley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:41:19 AM

From: Edward Bradley <ebradley50@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77356

Phone Number: 832-330-7467

Message Body: Governor Scott,
I respectfully request that you sign SB 668 into law.  It is in the best interest of Florida families. 
Thank you.



From: TJ Murvin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:40:17 AM

Mr Governor,

Please sign SB 668!

Thank you,

TJ Murvin
13936 Fox Glove Street
Winter Garden, FL  34787
407-572-4902

Sent from my iPhone



From: TJ Murvin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:40:10 AM

Mr Governor,

Please sign SB 668!

Thank you,

TJ Murvin
13936 Fox Glove Street
Winter Garden, FL  34787
407-572-4902

Sent from my iPhone



From: Norman Wirtz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:09:09 AM

Alimony reform is long overdue. It is the fair and just thing to do. No one should have to pay
life time alimony and not be able to retire because of alimony payments.
Norman R. Wirtz
424 Gulf St.
Venice, FL 34285
941-484-8571 Landline
617-901-4268 Mobile
nrwirtz@gmail.com email



Attachment available until May 12, 2016

From: Linda Morgan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:56:14 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

Please sign SB 668. This is a very short video of my husband who has to pay lifetime alimony. He has paid it for 24 
years for a 31 year marriage. The way he communicates is by yelling. Sometimes all night.

As you can see he can not do anything for himself. He can’t walk or talk and I am his caregiver 24/7. He paid for his 
ex wife’s masters degree and a bachelors degree. She had the affair and wanted the divorce. Pretty sad.

The money he pays her could help us hire caregivers for a few hours.

Thank you,

Linda Morgan

Click to Download
IMG_2549.MOV

23.3 MB

Sent from my iPhone



From: Rago, Ron
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB 688 For Alimony Reform!
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:34:58 PM

Dear Governor Scott,
Please pass Alimony Reform Bill SB 668!
I am married to a 62 year old man who was forced to divorce a woman due to her addiction to
pain medication and alcohol. He is now required to pay over half of his monthly income to his
ex-spouse so she can stay home and not work. In addition to paying her 50% of his salary, he
forfeited 50% of his 401k retirement savings to her and he cannot voluntarily retire until age
65 so he can maintain her current lifestyle.
Lifetime alimony is an undue burden on the person paying someone to stay at home, whether
they are male or female. It is a handout, not a hand up. It also negatively impacts on our
current family situation.
It is time for alimony reform!
Sincerely,
Laura Kay Rago
8700 Front Beach Rd, Unit 3310
Panama City Beach, FL. 32407

The information contained in this message is privileged and intended only for the recipients named. If the reader is not a representative of
the intended recipient, any review, dissemination or copying of this message or the information it contains is prohibited. If you have
received this message in error, please immediately notify the sender, and delete the original message and attachments.



From: Mark Brooks
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB668 into Law!
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 1:26:16 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

Please sign SB 668 into Law!

Very Respectful Regards,
D. Mark Brooks

Sent from my iPad



From: Diana Haller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB668! - The Family Law Section of the Florida Bar is lying! We have proof!
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 10:58:26 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

The Family Law Section is violating the federal law by lobbying!
It routinely uses members’ fees to lobby the state legislature. If they don’t allow members to opt
out, that’s a violation of federal law.
Mandadory membership organizations, like labor unions and trade associations and The Family Law

Section of the Florida Bar, can’t lobby state legislatures. If they do, they violate their member’s free

speech rights, as a number of U.S. Supreme Court precedents have made clear. Like the California Bar,

the North Dakota Bar and others, the Florida Bar looks very much like it’s in violation of Supreme Court

precedent.

"If the section is not in favor or opposes the bill, then the next logical step is to put forth the necessary

lobbying efforts to defeat the bill," [Attorney Maria Gonzalez] said.

The section could afford to pay because it runs a continuing legal education attended by about 1,600

people last year and charges its 3,700 members extra dues of $45 a year, in addition to $265 in annual

bar dues.

AND: the Florida Family Law Section (FLS) is mispresenting the bill SB668 to it's members, to the
media and you, Sir. The National Parent Organization has documented proof (emails, minutes of
meetings, etc.)

In a Nutshell:
The FLS sais SB668 constitues a "50/50 timesharing law". This is simply a lie. The bill SB668 calls
equal time a starting point from which judges should work. In determining parenting time, though,
those judges would be required to apply the same 20 factors required by existing law.

One of their chief objections is to the provision in SB 668 that permits an alimony obligor to file for a
downward modification if the recipient’s income rises 10% or more. The cry has concerned a putative
woman who earns $10 per hour and receives a mere $1 per hour raise. Of course in such a situation, a
downward modification would almost certainly not be sought and even more certainly not
ordered. A buck an hour simply doesn’t make enough of a real-world difference to a person’s
standard of living to warrant any change.

But more importantly, that provision is part of SB 688 to protect the very recipients about whom the FLS
pretends to be concerned. As things now stand, any alimony payer can request a downward modification
at any time. So SB 668 actually would reduce a payer’s opportunities to decrease what he/she pays.

Governor Scott, Sir, please pay attention, because nothing says “disdain for the People” quite like vetoing

a bill that our elected representatives overwhelmingly passed simply because of the back-room words

of tailored suits earning $187,000 for a few weeks of schmoozing. Please, don't throw a pie in the face of

the people who elected you.



Please sign SB 668 into law!

Thank you!

Kind Regards,

Diana Haller



From: Diana Haller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB668! - The Family Law Section of the Florida Bar is lying! We have proof!
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 12:44:51 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

The Family Law Section is violating the federal law by lobbying!
It routinely uses members’ fees to lobby the state legislature. If they don’t allow members to opt
out, that’s a violation of federal law.
Mandadory membership organizations, like labor unions and trade associations and The Family Law

Section of the Florida Bar, can’t lobby state legislatures. If they do, they violate their member’s free

speech rights, as a number of U.S. Supreme Court precedents have made clear. Like the California Bar,

the North Dakota Bar and others, the Florida Bar looks very much like it’s in violation of Supreme Court

precedent.

"If the section is not in favor or opposes the bill, then the next logical step is to put forth the necessary

lobbying efforts to defeat the bill," [Attorney Maria Gonzalez] said.

The section could afford to pay because it runs a continuing legal education attended by about 1,600

people last year and charges its 3,700 members extra dues of $45 a year, in addition to $265 in annual

bar dues.

AND: the Florida Family Law Section (FLS) is mispresenting the bill SB668 to it's members, to the
media and you, Sir. The National Parent Organization has documented proof (emails, minutes of
meetings, etc.)

In a Nutshell:
The FLS sais SB668 constitues a "50/50 timesharing law". This is simply a lie. The bill SB668 calls
equal time a starting point from which judges should work. In determining parenting time, though,
those judges would be required to apply the same 20 factors required by existing law.

One of their chief objections is to the provision in SB 668 that permits an alimony obligor to file for a
downward modification if the recipient’s income rises 10% or more. The cry has concerned a putative
woman who earns $10 per hour and receives a mere $1 per hour raise. Of course in such a situation, a
downward modification would almost certainly not be sought and even more certainly not
ordered. A buck an hour simply doesn’t make enough of a real-world difference to a person’s
standard of living to warrant any change.

But more importantly, that provision is part of SB 688 to protect the very recipients about whom the FLS
pretends to be concerned. As things now stand, any alimony payer can request a downward modification
at any time. So SB 668 actually would reduce a payer’s opportunities to decrease what he/she pays.

Governor Scott, Sir, please pay attention, because nothing says “disdain for the People” quite like vetoing

a bill that our elected representatives overwhelmingly passed simply because of the back-room words

of tailored suits earning $187,000 for a few weeks of schmoozing. Please, don't throw a pie in the face of

the people who elected you.



Please sign SB 668 into law!

Thank you!

Kind Regards,

Diana Haller



From: Alysia Smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB668!!
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:56:07 AM

Governor Scott... please say yes and sign SB 668 into law! Alimony reform is desperately needed!
Please do not make families suffer with our outdated laws!
Lisa Smith

Sent from my iPhone



From: Charles Walz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 4:36:01 PM

From: Charles Walz <ccepwalz@yahoo.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33330

Phone Number: 3055688379

Message Body: I RESPECTFULLY ASK THAT GOV SCOTT SUPPORT ALIMONY REFORM AND SIGN SB
668 INTO LAW.  THE CURRENT SYSTEM IS BROKEN ALIMONY HAS A PLACE BUT FORCING ONE
SPOUSE TO PAY ALIMONY WHILE THE OTHER COLLECTS FOR YEARS WITHOUT ANY INITIATIVE
TO OBTAIN A  SKILL AND SEEK A JOB IS WRONG AND UNFAIR.



From: frspinelli@live.com on behalf of Rachel and Frank Spinelli
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:13:52 PM

Honorable Governor Rick Scott -

Good Afternoon! 

Please sign SB 668 to reform Florida's antiquated
alimony and parental timesharing laws.

We continue to see horrific stories about the way women use children
to manipulate marriages and families.

I've seen first hand where women choose not to work "too hard"
cause their husbands can. Or they prefer a part time job and later
blame men for their unrealized potential. Some women choose to
give up earning potential, they refuse to go to work sometimes, and
men have no recourse. If men push them back to work men risk kids
being turned against them, family members, sexual manipulation,
threat of divorce etc.

I have been on both sides of this and my feelings are very strong
about women working and being independent. Rehabilitative support
not dependency is the right answer. I've seen women forcing child
support and not sharing kids. Or exaggerating why husband is not a
primary care provider therefore needing child support. Or the worst
demanding unfair divorce agreements that are created because men
fear the judges hammer. I can't imagine loosing my kids cause my
husband and I ended our marriage.

Years ago, My husband married a women that worked very hard until
they had kids. They agreed to a 2-3 year hiatus from work for her.
When the time arrived to go back to work, she refused. She retrained
herself and still refuse after one day on the job. The marriage began a
downward spiral of threats from her to divorce and take half of all
they accumulated. It ended in divorce after threats with divorce, kids,
manipulation and other issues arose. It got worst when his lawyer
advised him to settle before going to a judge who would take 60%+
of his income forever and all increases. My husband agreed to a very
unbalanced divorce agreement. The kids were told he didn't want to
take care of them, and other lies. They fought in court for a year and
$ 80k in fees. He lost 5-10 years of the kids lives. Missed his son's
graduation because his mother refused to share in invite and the
school will only send invites to his child's primary residence. He
agreed to pay 50k in permanent alimony, house payment, kids
activities, medical, and will continue to until he dies, pays child
support until his kids finish college, paid for European college



semesters with Boston college. (A big bill to pay)
This man works for high six figures and most months he nearly has
enough money to pay his bills. This is just not right to feel so
hopeless about your future. He and I recently got MBA's to secure
our jobs until 55-60. I have no idea how we will tackle permanent
alimony when he is forced out of corp americA. Or how he will pay
50k per year if he makes $30k for example.

I ask for justice for all future generations as this will not help us. I
don't want my son and daughter to be enslaved forever because they
loved the wrong person. But not just my family... Too many
coworkers joke "it's cheaper to keep her " still trapped in loveless
marriages because they fear divorce in Florida. My sister and brother
in law got divorce it was ugly. Emotions are charged up and they
were ready to fight it out with lawyers. A fair systematic schedule /
formula makes it difficult for lawyers and mediators to profit from
their emotional state of distress. Time will heal but life savings have
been wiped out in this process.

Please sign SB 668 we beg you.

Thank you!

Regards,
Rachel

Hillsborough County

Regards,
Rachel



From: Rachel Spinelli
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:13:19 PM

Honorable Governor Rick Scott -

Good Afternoon! 

Please sign SB 668 to reform Florida's antiquated
alimony and parental timesharing laws.

We continue to see horrific stories about the way women use children
to manipulate marriages and families.

I've seen first hand where women choose not to work "too hard"
cause their husbands can. Or they prefer a part time job and later
blame men for their unrealized potential. Some women choose to
give up earning potential, they refuse to go to work sometimes, and
men have no recourse. If men push them back to work men risk kids
being turned against them, family members, sexual manipulation,
threat of divorce etc.

I have been on both sides of this and my feelings are very strong
about women working and being independent. Rehabilitative support
not dependency is the right answer. I've seen women forcing child
support and not sharing kids. Or exaggerating why husband is not a
primary care provider therefore needing child support. Or the worst
demanding unfair divorce agreements that are created because men
fear the judges hammer. I can't imagine loosing my kids cause my
husband and I ended our marriage.

Years ago, My husband married a women that worked very hard until
they had kids. They agreed to a 2-3 year hiatus from work for her.
When the time arrived to go back to work, she refused. She retrained
herself and still refuse after one day on the job. The marriage began a
downward spiral of threats from her to divorce and take half of all
they accumulated. It ended in divorce after threats with divorce, kids,
manipulation and other issues arose. It got worst when his lawyer
advised him to settle before going to a judge who would take 60%+
of his income forever and all increases. My husband agreed to a very
unbalanced divorce agreement. The kids were told he didn't want to
take care of them, and other lies. They fought in court for a year and
$ 80k in fees. He lost 5-10 years of the kids lives. Missed his son's
graduation because his mother refused to share in invite and the
school will only send invites to his child's primary residence. He
agreed to pay 50k in permanent alimony, house payment, kids
activities, medical, and will continue to until he dies, pays child
support until his kids finish college, paid for European college



semesters with Boston college. (A big bill to pay)
This man works for high six figures and most months he nearly has
enough money to pay his bills. This is just not right to feel so
hopeless about your future. He and I recently got MBA's to secure
our jobs until 55-60. I have no idea how we will tackle permanent
alimony when he is forced out of corp americA. Or how he will pay
50k per year if he makes $30k for example.

I ask for justice for all future generations as this will not help us. I
don't want my son and daughter to be enslaved forever because they
loved the wrong person. But not just my family... Too many
coworkers joke "it's cheaper to keep her " still trapped in loveless
marriages because they fear divorce in Florida. My sister and brother
in law got divorce it was ugly. Emotions are charged up and they
were ready to fight it out with lawyers. A fair systematic schedule /
formula makes it difficult for lawyers and mediators to profit from
their emotional state of distress. Time will heal but life savings have
been wiped out in this process.

Please sign SB 668 we beg you.

Thank you!

Regards,
Rachel

Hillsborough County

Sent from my iPhone



From: James Maher
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 6:53:20 PM

From: James Maher <jaymaher69@gmail.com>

County: Escambia

Zip Code: 79762

Phone Number: 8504509567

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I have previously written about the travesty which is the current state of the Family court system ( racket) it Florida. 
I am currently saddled with Permanent alimony after a marriage which lasted less than 9 years.
I have paid in excess of $350,000 since my divorce and will have to pay until she dies. Please save future Florida
families from a similar fate Please sign SB 668



From: Robynn Gullo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:46:31 AM

Dear Governor Scott,
Please sign SB 668 into law. Current Florida law is archaic and outdated. Children should have both parents in their
lives equally. No person should be financially responsible for another FOR LIFE.
Respectfully,
Robynn Gullo
772-485-6526

Sent from my iPad



From: Karen Spencer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 4:37:17 PM

From: Karen Spencer <kaspencer99@aol.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33330

Phone Number: 305-434-6934

Message Body: I RESPECTFULLY ASK THAT GOV SCOTT SUPPORT ALIMONY REFORM AND SIGN SB
668 INTO LAW.  THE CURRENT SYSTEM IS BROKEN, THIS BILL PROVIDES GUIDANCE FOR JUDGES
AND REMOVES THE UNFAIRN PRACTICE THAT ALIMONY PUTS ON ONE SPOUSE WHILE FAVORING
THE OTHER



From: Cliff Stephan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign SB669 ASAP
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 3:54:05 PM

Dear Honorable Rick Scott,

I have seen some the documents refered to in the following: "New Documents: Florida Family
Law Section Misrepresented SB 668 To Members, Press, Governor

April 6, 2016 by Robert Franklin, Esq, Member, National Board of Directors, National Parents
Organization". And to think these people represent clients.

Time to sign SB 668.

Best regards,
Cliff Stephan



From: Mark P.
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign and support SB 668 for Alimony Reform
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 8:36:06 PM

Dear Governor Scott,
I am writing to you to ask you to sign SB 668 for Alimony Reform.

I'd briefly like to share with you my nightmare that won't end, that is, my
permanent alimony that I have already been paying for 11 years after a 14 year
marriage. Child support guidelines are in place and protect children by providing
financial support. However alimony Which is a separate issue, has no guidelines,
and they are desperately needed. 
Gov. Scott, I pay $2700 a month to my former spouse, who is college educated,
able bodied, and chooses not to work. This is money I would like to use to help
my children that are young adults. Additionally, I can never get closure since I do
not see an end in sight. If I live to the age of 90, I will have paid alimony for 45
years. Again, money that I could use to help my children.

Once again, I respectfully ask for you to sign SB 668 providing alimony reform.

Thank you for your service.

Mark Plussa
10845 Bronson Rd
Clermont, FL 34711
352-978-8917



From: Mark P.
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign and support SB 668 for Alimony Reform
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 6:51:57 PM

Dear Governor Scott,
I am writing to you to ask you to sign SB 668 for Alimony Reform.

I'd briefly like to share with you my nightmare that won't end, that is, my
permanent alimony that I have already been paying for 11 years after a 14 year
marriage. Child support guidelines are in place and protect children by providing
financial support. However alimony Which is a separate issue, has no guidelines,
and they are desperately needed. 
Gov. Scott, I pay $2700 a month to my former spouse, who is college educated,
able bodied, and chooses not to work. This is money I would like to use to help
my children that are young adults. Additionally, I can never get closure since I do
not see an end in sight. If I live to the age of 90, I will have paid alimony for 45
years. Again, money that I could use to help my children.

Once again, I respectfully ask for you to sign SB 668 providing alimony reform.

Thank you for your service.

Mark Plussa
10845 Bronson Rd
Clermont, FL 34711
352-978-8917



From: Mark P.
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign and support SB 668 for Alimony Reform
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:04:19 AM

Dear Governor Scott,
I am writing to you to ask you to sign SB 668 for Alimony Reform.

I'd briefly like to share with you my nightmare that won't end, that is, my
permanent alimony that I have already been paying for 11 years after a 14 year
marriage. Child support guidelines are in place and protect children by providing
financial support. However alimony Which is a separate issue, has no guidelines,
and they are desperately needed. 
Gov. Scott, I pay $2700 a month to my former spouse, who is college educated,
able bodied, and chooses not to work. This is money I would like to use to help
my children that are young adults. Additionally, I can never get closure since I do
not see an end in sight. If I live to the age of 90, I will have paid alimony for 45
years. Again, money that I could use to help my children.

Once again, I respectfully ask for you to sign SB 668 providing alimony reform.

Thank you for your service.

Mark Plussa
10845 Bronson Rd
Clermont, FL 34711
352-978-8917



From: C. Powers Dorsett, III
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign bill 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 6:51:50 PM

Governor Scott,

Sb 668 is an excellent and balanced bill that is good for families and children. The fact that the
opponents are completely misrepresenting the bill tells you all you need to know. It's time to
end the controversy and sign it.

-- 
Sent from Gmail Mobile



From: Nunzio Sossi
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign bill SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 6:38:14 PM

From: Nunzio Sossi <npsossi@bellsouth.net>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33404

Phone Number: 561-839-8530

Message Body: I am a victim of the existing law.
I am disabled and I am forced to work to pay my permanent alimony.
Hope this will not happen in the future(too late for me).
Please sign bill SB 668.
Thanks
Nunzio Sossi MD Ph.D.



From: Anthony Tiru
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign into law SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 6:52:46 PM

From: Anthony Tiru <anthony_tiru@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33021

Phone Number: 954-815-5941

Message Body: Governor Scott,

I respectfully request that you sign SB 668 into law. The Florida Senate and the Florida House have voted 2/3 YES
for Alimony reform and want change in this Great State. Please also listen to the PEOPLE, and SIGN SB 668. We
have outdated LAWS and need to step into 2016. Help Florida Families move on with their lives. You can help the
PEOPLE and sign SB 668. I supported you for Governor and request your support in signing SB 668 for the People.

Thank you.

Concerned Citizen,
Hollywood Florida
Broward County Voter
Mr. Anthony Tiru

Thank you.



From: Len Morelli
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign sb 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 6:55:26 PM

Sent from my iPhone



From: C. Powers Dorsett, III
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign sb 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 4:49:50 PM

-- 
Sent from Gmail Mobile



From: Len Morelli
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign sb 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 1:59:55 PM

Sent from my iPhone



From: Len Morelli
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign sb 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 1:53:49 PM

Sent from my iPhone



From: RANDALL WEST
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign sb 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:43:29 AM
Importance: High

Please sign SB668. The family law section is trying to kill the bill so they can profit off 
of divorce. It’s already the hardest time of most peoples life and these attorneys only 
want to take advantage of consumers.

RANDALL WEST
Broker-Owner
Coldwell Banker West Realty
Cell: 321-299-4332

What have you done purposely today to guarantee success tomorrow?



From: falcons0919
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign sb 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 3:19:00 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of SB 668: Parenting and Time-Sharing Bill. Children deserve to
have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns between parents
jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. SB 668 would eliminate this and allow both parents
to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We are always told that children are our most precious
resource and our state has the opportunity to show the country that we truly value this long-standing
belief.

The greatest day of my life was when I became a parent. Sadly after a divorce and/or separation, one
parent finds themselves spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes
two people to create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the
life of the child they created?

In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s children and parents by
signing SB 668. Our children need and deserve both parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,
Kennedy John cummings 
691 Ashford oaks Dr apt 104
4073352596
Falcons0919@yahoo.com

Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S®6 active, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone



From: Dennis Lohaus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign the Alimony Reform Bill SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 2:04:32 PM

From: Dennis Lohaus <dlohaus@bellsouth net>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32927

Phone Number: 321-720-9951

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
I was given a permanent alimony sentence at the final of my divorce of a 21 year marriage. My ex refused to a get a
job during the marriage or enhance her educational status even after the boys where grown and gone. She didn’t
have a problem with me having to work two jobs to make ends meet. Because she didn’t work during the marriage
she, at age 40, was awarded a alimony award of 1/2 my income at that time. Since the 15 years after the divorce, my
income continually decreased until I lost my job of 35 yrs. three years ago and am now 66 years old with failing
health.  Presently, my entire social security check plus money from my saving and IRA are taken out just to pay the
alimony amount. I’m taking money from my retirement fund to continually feed her ever growing IRA, savings
account and lavish spending habits. Keep in mind that she received ½ of my savings and retirement at the time of
the divorce.  For the last 10 years I have struggled to make my personal living expenses and mounting medical cost. 
I have not been able to buy anything new during this time and my car is over 11 years old.  Meanwhile my ex has
been employed for over 15 yrs.    and is receiving an annual income of over $ 60,000.00 from her employment and
my alimony. Thus, I have a negative income while she is living a very comfortable lifestyle! How can anyone say
Permanent Alimony is right, fair, or justified while the payee suffers. BTW, I cannot even receive any state or
federal help because they say that my social security amount is too high to qualify. However, they do not take into
account that my alimony payments is higher than my social security income thus bring my income amount to zero.
I sincerely ask that you sign the new Alimony Reform Bill and allow us a pathway to breaking the chains of
Alimony Slavery and to live out our lives with some dignity.    
Thanks for your understanding,
Dennis Lohaus



From: Gitangally Persaud
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign the SB 668 bill.Thank you.
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 4:15:37 PM



From: Lisbety
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign the bill 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 3:24:22 PM

Governor sign the bill SB 668 into law
Thats what florida needs!

Sent from my iPhone



From: pilar ortega
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign the bill SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:06:12 PM

Governor Scott
Please dign this amazing bill into law

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android



From: Liam
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign the bill SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 11:55:24 AM

From: Liam <macasin2002@icloud.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33186

Phone Number: 7864441496

Message Body: Governor
Sign the bill SB 668
Give to Floridians the opportunity to have a fair Family law ending with the permanent alimony!
Defend your people, the people who put you there.
Now is time to payback and stand for our families and our children
Florida Bar just want money, more litigation, more blood sucked by litigating attorneys leaving our people with no
money.
Sign the bill SB 668 into Law



From: Miguel Casin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign the bill SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 7:14:45 AM

Honorable Gonevernor Scott
Please sign the bill SB 668 into law
We need to break with the old alimony law (anti-family law) we have in our state.
The Family Section of Florida Bar just want more litigations and more money for attorneys
leaving our families bleeding. Thats why is pushing hard for your veto!
Please sign the bill into law!

Thanks

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone



From: Miguel Casin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign the bill SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 6:45:41 AM

Honorable Gonevernor Scott
Please sign the bill SB 668 into law
We need to break with the old alimony law (anti-family law) we have in our state.
The Family Section of Florida Bar just want more litigations and more money for attorneys
leaving our families bleeding. Thats why is pushing hard for you veto!
Please sign the bill into law

Thanks

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone



From: Michael Casin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please sign the bill SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:36:04 PM

Governor
Please sign this bill into law
Let's do the right thing
End with unfair alimony life sentence and equalize both parents
Sign this amazing bill into law

Sent from my iPad



From: Steve Darby
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please support SB 668 Alimony reform
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:34:48 AM

Steven Darby
Sebring, FL 33872

Virus-free. www.avast.com
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From: DANIEL TOBIAS
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please support SB 668 Alimony reform
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 1:57:28 AM

Governor Scott,
Please support SB 668 Alimony reform.
v/r,
Dan Tobias



From: Daniel Tobias
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please support SB 668 Alimony reform
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 1:58:16 AM

Governor Scott,
Please support SB 668 Alimony reform.
v/r,
Daniel Tobias



From: Hillary Aubin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please support SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 7:14:36 PM

Dear Governor Scott,
Please sign SB 668 into law. As a woman who divorced and did not ask for alimony, I believe strongly that 
most women will put their lives on a good path to be self sufficient and independent after a divorce.
Thank you,
Hillary

Hillary Frank Aubin
(813) 928-8022 c
(904) 738-7337 h



From: Robert Sjoerdsma
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please support SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:31:22 PM

From: Robert Sjoerdsma <rsjoer@yahoo.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34240

Phone Number: 941-342-0381

Message Body: Gov. Scott,
Please give SB 668 your support.  I know you've heard many reason's for and against this bill but until you know
how terrible it is to give someone alimony for no other reason than your marriage didn't work is unbearable.

My ex is engaged and living with her fiance.  She refuses to get married because she doesn't want to lose her
alimony.  She has close to $500,000 is assets while I'm struggling to pay the bills.

Thank you for your support.
Sincerely,
Robert Sjoerdsma



From: DANIEL TOBIAS
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please support SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 12:30:36 PM

Governor Scott, please support alimony reform SB668.

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device



From: Karen Vissepo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please support alimony reform and sign SB 668 into law
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:22:40 AM
Attachments: image003.png

Dear Governor,
As a professional, divorced, college graduate, mother of one, I kindly ask you to support alimony
reform and sign SB 668 into law. I am 43 years old, work full time, receive no alimony (7 years of
matrimony- did not pursue alimony/additional child support to avoid extending costly divorce
process) and $78.00 in child support; testament that it can be done no matter the age of the
individuals. We share 50/50 custody of our kid and let me tell you, the best decision ever for us and
for him.
It is vital to bring alimony, child sharing and the whole divorce process into modern times as the law
as it is reflects an outdated society structure. Now days, more than half of the households have two
incomes, it is in the benefit of kids to share, whenever possible, equal time with both parents, and
fathers are more involved than ever in the upbringing of children. A permanent alimony provides for
unhealthy dependence, creates unproductive members of society, gives children a non-productive
role model and doesn’t allow for parties to move on with their lives. The new guidelines will provide
for a maximum of alimony awards rather than the free for all we now have.
We do not live in a society where women are uneducated and without skills. We do not live in a
society where fathers are not involved in the kid’s lives. Florida’s families deserve a modern
approach to divorce; SB 668 provides that and more. Please don’t let power, money and lobbying
efforts manipulate information. Listen to us, the ones that went through the horrible divorce
process, we are the ones that suffered through the archaic legal system, we are the ones that paid
lawyers for a process that dragged forever. The way divorce laws are now allow for abuse to take
place; SB 668 brings much needed balance to Florida families.
The bill was passed in both floors with overwhelming support, the bill was written taking with
feedback from all concerned parties, the bill is ready for your signature. You have the power, we are
counting on you. Sign SB 668.

Karen Vissepo
H. Vidal & Associates, Inc.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS MEPFP
241 NW S. River Dr.
Miami, FL 33128
P: 305.571.1860 | F: 305.571.1861
vidalengineering.com | karen@vidalengineering.com
The information contained in this transmission may contain privileged and confidential information.
It is intended only for the use of the person(s) named above. If you are not the intended recipient,
you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination, distribution or duplication of this
communication is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender
by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message.





From: Peter Posk
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please support alimony reform and sign SB 668 into law
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 9:30:02 AM

Dear Mr. Scott:
The entire concept of permanent alimony is wrong. Two adults marry, and when they divorce, it is
wrong that one adult must carry the financial burden of another adult on a permanent basis. All
agree that bridge alimony is fair and reasonable. In my case, my ex-wife is a licensed physical
therapist. Since our divorce, she works approximately one day per week, and takes summers off. She
has openly stated that she would never marry, as she can live off the alimony she is being paid by me
for the rest of her life.
I have read that the last time you vetoed the bill, your veto was in part due to the retroactive clause,
and how it would change existing agreements. The entire reason for the reform bill is it is an unjust
law for all people, not just people who will get divorced in the future. To say the law is unjust and
needs to be changed, but only for future divorces, would be akin to ending slavery, except for people
who already owned slaves.
In practice most who are victims of the permanent alimony law had been in marriages over 17 years.
Based on the proposed reform, the recipient would still receive alimony for up to close to half the
duration of the marriage. I think it’s reasonable to expect an adult to be able to get off dependency
after 8+ years.
The alimony laws as they stand now do four things. Penalize one adult on a permanent, lifelong
basis, and create a condition for the recipient to never enter marriage again and be on “welfare” for
life, at the expense of another. The fourth thing the laws do is enrich the attorneys who make a
fortune at the expense of those getting divorced.
Respectfully,
Peter Posk

329 se 7th ave
Deerfield beach, fl 33441
954-609-8507



From: Larry Copenhaver
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please support alimony reform
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 7:26:18 PM

From: Larry Copenhaver <copen3@aol.com>

County: Escambia

Zip Code: 32503

Phone Number: 8505542445

Message Body: Please sign into law SB 668



From: falcons0919
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please support sb 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 7:57:46 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of SB 668: Parenting and Time-Sharing Bill. Children deserve to
have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns between parents
jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. SB 668 would eliminate this and allow both parents
to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We are always told that children are our most precious
resource and our state has the opportunity to show the country that we truly value this long-standing
belief.

The greatest day of my life was when I became a parent. Sadly after a divorce and/or separation, one
parent finds themselves spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes
two people to create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the
life of the child they created?

In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s children and parents by
signing SB 668. Our children need and deserve both parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,
Kennedy John cummings 
691 Ashford oaks Dr apt 104
4073352596
Falcons0919@yahoo.com

Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S®6 active, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone



From: falcons0919
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please support sb 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:44:16 AM

Dear governor Scott

Please support sb 668. Our children need their fathers

Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S®6 active, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone



From: falcons0919
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please support sb 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:26:04 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to express my support of SB 668: Parenting and Time-Sharing Bill. Children deserve to
have both parents in their lives equally. All too often, children are used as pawns between parents
jockeying for leverage during a custody dispute. SB 668 would eliminate this and allow both parents
to have equal time in their child(ren)’s lives. We are always told that children are our most precious
resource and our state has the opportunity to show the country that we truly value this long-standing
belief.

The greatest day of my life was when I became a parent. Sadly after a divorce and/or separation, one
parent finds themselves spending considerably less time with their child(ren). This is unfair. It takes
two people to create a child. Why shouldn’t these same two people be able to share equally in the
life of the child they created?

In closing, I am asking that you show your support for all of Florida’s children and parents by
signing SB 668. Our children need and deserve both parent’s time equally.

Respectfully,
Kennedy John cummings 
691 Ashford oaks Dr apt 104
4073352596
Falcons0919@yahoo.com
Sent via the Samsung Galaxy S®6 active, an AT&T 4G LTE smartphone



From: Jan Haddock
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please support us
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:15:31 AM

From: Jan Haddock <janet haddock@yahoo.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 34787

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

Permanent alimony laws are outdated and are a heavy burden on families. If women are equal (and I am a woman),
then the placing of such long alimony requirements on men is unfair and unwarranted. Limiting it to a formula of
the length of the marriage is a very fair way to help both parties. Please help us.

Please support alimony reform and sign SB 668 into law.  Thank you.



From: Cool Critters
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please veto SB 668!!!
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 12:59:47 PM

Dear Governor Scott,
I am imploring you to veto bill SB 668. Spouses who have put their
careers aside and spent a lifetime raising children and enhancing the main
breadwinner's business need alimony when that marriage falls apart. This
is especially crucial when we have to go back into the work force as a
senior citizen and we no longer have the skills necessary to return to our
former careers.
Social Security cannot keep me afloat without alimony! I will be forced to
go on welfare. Please listen to your Florida constituents that desperately
need you help!
Sincerely,
Ileana Nadal
3136 Oak Tree Place
Valrico, FL 33596
813-653-1494



From: Michael Bachman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please veto SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 5:26:32 PM

From: Michael Bachman <mchl_bachman@yahoo.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 34684

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott,

I urge you to veto this piece of legislation. Allowing for this to pass, this would cause many disruptions to the
sanctity of marriage as well as many other reasons. This bill would allow for "no fault" divorces, treating marriages
as casual transactions. This is something we need to rectify and ensure that we honor marriage in this state. Strong
family values means a strong State.



From: Theresa Ellis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please veto SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:24:43 PM

Dear Governor Scott,
As a registered voter in Florida, I am urging you to please continue your support of elderly women and Please
VETO SB 668.

Thank you,
Lori Ellis



From: Staci Duggar
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please veto SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 1:42:10 PM

As a homeschooling stay at home mother, I am strongly opposed to SB 668. The presumption of
50/50 timesharing is most certainly not in the best interest of the child and would be especially
detrimental to children from homeschooling families such as my own. My children are thriving in our
homeschool. In fact, they won the Big Bend Middle School Brain Bowl as a team of sixth graders last
month. At the regional history bee competition in Atlanta in February, seven out of the eight finalists
were homeschoolers from Florida, including my four children who range in grade from second to
sixth. While not being paid, homeschooling parents are working hard to prepare children for
Florida’s future and should be legally supported.
Furthermore, I have been married for eighteen years and after working so my husband could
graduate from law school debt free, while I have never taken a salary from his business, I have
supported his business in numerous ways and enabled him to earn a living for our family. At this
point, I have provided him with the opportunity to get fifteen years ahead in the business
community. I could never overcome this financial deficit were I to be forced to reenter the
workforce. As a couple, we agree that he would work and I would raise our children, but SB 668 does
not honor this agreement. Rather, it would severely penalize me for working to strengthen our
Florida family.
And finally, SB 668 would encourage women in potentially dangerous, abusive situations to stay
married due to the risk to their children and the devastating financial consequences of divorce.
Please support Florida families and veto SB 668.
Sincerely,
Dr. Staci Walton Duggar



From: Becker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please veto SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:12:26 AM

Until there is an economic impact study on the effects of the bill.

Thank you for your consideration.

Mailande Becker Holland
Gainesville, FL



From: Robin Patrowicz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please veto SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:07:07 AM

Governor,

Please veto SB 668. It is bad for women and children of this great state.

Thank you.

Robin Patrowicz, JD

Sent from my iPhone



From: Dday234
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please veto SB 668. It is bad for children - equal timesharing does not work for all families
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 5:35:27 PM

Sent from my iPhone



From: Dorothy Harden
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please veto SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 3:40:01 PM
Importance: High

Dear Governor Scott:
I am a Florida Voter and I ask that you veto SB 668. A terrible piece of legislation that will hurt
Florida’s children, women, and families.
Respectfully,
Dorothy J. Harden, Esq.
Direct all mail to: P.O. Box 370441
Key Largo, FL 33037
Telephone: (305) 852-3533
Facsimile: (305) 852-3534
website: www.barristerlady.com

This email is intended for the named recipient only, and may include information that is confidential and/or
protected by the attorney-client, work product or other statutory or common law privileges. If you are not the
intended recipient, please delete same and contact support@barristerlady.com. This email is not intended to
constitute an e-signature or a binding agreement on behalf of Dorothy J. Harden, Attorney at Law.



From: Linkp
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please veto SB668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 12:04:41 PM

Dear Governor Scott.
I am registered to vote in Seminole county. I have practiced family law in Florida for over 35 years

I respectfully urge you to veto SB 668. The alimony provisions are entirely too harsh for women who have served
their family in the Time- honored role of homemaker and mother and have therefore not worked outside their home
for years.  It also impacts working women who have worked for years at a job significantly lower paying than that of
their husbands. It is entirely unrealistic to expect someone who has been at home for a number of years to enter the
workforce or move up in their present job and earn anything approaching the income of most men
 Worse, the child timesharing provisions are entirely unworkable in many cases and are included in the bill for the
sole purpose of allowing the more affluent spouse, usually the father, to significantly lower his child support
obligation. I am reasonably sure that you have been advised as to the psychological and logistical problems  that
often result as a result of trying to fit a kid into a one-size-fits-all arrangement

 The icing on the cake to my mind in this legislation is the provision that says  if an alimony recipient receives an
insignificant increase in her already low earned  income,  She is subject to an action to reduce the alimony.

You can bet that if this legislation becomes law, it will be the taxpayers of the state of Florida who will be picking
up the tab for families headed by a single woman who is still required to maintain a decent home her children even
though she has them only 50% of the time.

Linda K Phipps
Attorney at Law
1161 Howell Creek Drive
Winter Springs , Fl. 32708

Sent from my iPad.please excuse typos and auto correct errors



From: Marrero Neville, Maria
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please vote against SB 668 my frind"s family will be adversely impacted !!!!
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:23:25 AM

Thanks,

Maggie Marrero-Neville

Transition Specialist



From: Mark J Gustafson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please!! Sign SB 668!!!
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 12:19:57 PM

From: Mark J Gustafson <mark.gustafson74@gmail.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 34786

Phone Number: 4072183491

Message Body: I am angry as hell.  I am a Veteran and only want equal time with my beautiful son.  Gov Scott, it is
your duty to sign this bill.  I share equal responsibility for my son.  Please afford me equal time under the law.  I
served my country with honor.  Let me serve my son.  It is the only right and moral thing to do sir.



From: Carmen Parise
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Please, Veto SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 7:20:16 AM

From: Carmen Parise <CarmenDeCocoa@gmail.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32927

Phone Number: 3216318220

Message Body: In respect and trust of how we have seen you respond before, I ask that you veto SB 668, known as
the Alimony bill, which also assumes 50/50 sharing of children is the best for the children.
Our society has changed so much, to the point that there are many self-serving individuals who simply do not care
about the best interest of their children, even though they may have biologically created them.
One size does not fit all!
This aspect of the law is mostly in place already.
I am asking that you NOT remove the discretion of the acting judge. Thank you. Sincerely Carmen Parise of Pt. St.
John



From: Alysia Smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Pls sign SB668 alimony reform
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 9:16:43 PM

Governor Scott, please say yes and sign SB 668 for alimony reform!! Alysia smith 18582 Lake Bend Dr., Jupiter,
FL 33458 phone number 561–7 18–0145
Sent from my iPhone



From: Jerry Smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Positive Response to SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 10:43:55 AM

From: Jerry Smith <jbsmith@windstream.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32052

Phone Number: 386 792 1197

Message Body: I have followed alimony reform for the past five years.  The current bill works positively with more
and most issues. 

I am in my 70th year and continue to work as a professional.  My ex-wife has similar credentials yet has been retired
and travelling for the past 15 years. 

Kindly set the standard so younger people are not similarly burdened.  Jerry Smith



From: reba4566@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Propayer SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 4:02:40 PM

Dear Governor Rick Scott,

I am writing to you today to ask you to please veto SB 668. I was married for nearly 24 years to a man
who supported me in staying home with our kids when the first one was born 19 and 1/2 years ago.
Before that I was a school teacher and loved working. I also loved staying home with our kids. I was able
to homeschool them, and to see the first one as a Freshman at Samford University is amazing! We had
three children together. While I was raising our children, my ex-husband was gone about 75% of the time,
traveling for his job. I don't regret staying home with them. One of our children has special needs (
Asperger's) and required a lot of one on one time and many therapy appointments. She still does. While I
was caring for our children, my husband was leading a double life of seeing prostitutes and one-night
stands, putting me at risk for all kinds of health issues. I found this out in November 2013. We separated
in January 2014 and were officially divorced in March 2015. My ex-husband continues in his lifestyle and
the children and I are the ones to pay. Money was not a concern for me before, but now it certainly is. My
ex-husband is generous compared to some, but I am still living off of about 1/5 of his income. All those
years that I took care of everything, the house, the kids, the bills, the schooling, all family correspondence
and so many countless things, seem to mean nothing to him or to the state of FL. The fact that he could
have 50% custody rights is so unfair. The welfare of the children should always be the #1 priority.
Automatically granting 50/50 custody is NOT in the best interests of the children in so many cases. Also, I
could have continued working, gone back to school, and participated in many other various self-promoting
ventures had I not been the sole-caregiver to our children the majority of the time. Instead, HE and I
agreed I would be the one to stay home. It would be more than unfair for him to walk away with out giving
permanent alimony in this situation. I am 50 years old. I still have a 9 year old son at home. I also have a
17 year old with Asperger's at home and I am uncertain if she will be able to go to college away from
home. My child support will decrease drastically the day she graduates from high school. Yet, in all
probability she will still be here with me for some time and I will be the one driving to, and paying for all
doctor and therapy appointments. I have been out of the workplace for 20 years now. So, how am I, at
age 50, with no job experience for the past 20 years supposed to be able to even come close to
supporting myself and our children?

Even if my situation may not change because of this bill, it concerns me for the future of families in FL. I
am asking you to strongly consider VETOING this bill.

Thank you for considering my request.

Sincerely,

Clara Rebecca Davis
2613 Stanton Hall Court
Windermere, FL 34786



From: Mike Beall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: REFORM NEEDED...PLEASE SIGN SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:47:06 AM
Importance: High

Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign SB 668! Please stop lining the pockets of Lawyers and help the people of
Florida! The people of Florida need help!

Mike Beall
MFP Seals
Branch Manager
Tampa FL
1-888-637-8672
mike.beall@mfpseals.com



From: Andrew Cohen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: RESPECTFULLY ASKING THAT HE SUPPORT ALIMONY REFORM AND SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 6:52:25 PM

From: Andrew Cohen <andrewbcoh@gmail.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33908

Phone Number: 239-233-5550

Message Body: RESPECTFULLY ASKING THAT YOU SUPPORT ALIMONY REFORM AND SIGN SB 668
INTO LAW.



From: Allyson Martin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: RESPECTFULLY ASKIng to SUPPORT ALIMONY REFORM AND SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:05:23 PM

From: Allyson Martin <amhunt2@gmail.com>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 34639

Phone Number: 3868719486

Message Body: Dear Govenor Scott,
-Create a legacy of fairness and caring for our Florida children and families. Please sign SB688 into law. This is a
momment to do the right thing.
Kind regards,
Allyson Martin, RN



From: Lisamarie Courtney
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: RESPECTFULLY REQUESTING FOR YOU TO SIGN SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:15:59 AM

GOVERNOR SCOTT :

PEASE SIGN THE BILL, SO WE AS A FAMILY, CAN MOVE ON AND HEAL THE PAIN. WITH THE
GRACE OF GOD MEND OUR BROKEN FAMILIES, DUE TO THE FINANCIAL BURDEN IT HAS PUT ON
OUR FAMILY. LIFE TIME AIMONY IS NOT THE ANSWER.

REGARDS

LISAMARIE COURTNEY



From: Arlene Wieland
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: RE: SB668 Bill
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 1:54:14 PM

Dear Gov. Scott:
I am writing to ask you to PLEASE sign the SB 668 Alimony Reform Bill. It is past time for this
antiquated bill to be changed. My son has been paying over $90,000. A year for the past 20 years to
his ex. She is able bodied and has her degree as a paralegal and is too lazy and living the life of the
“rich” to work. My son has raised their daughter, paid all her medical bills, put her through college,
and his daughter doesn’t want anything to do with her alcoholic mother. It is time for you to
consider the hard working ex-spouse, who has worked 18and 20 hour days, just to pay his low down
ex. He is 64 years old and can’t even think of retiring, because of the heavy alimony he is paying for
her life time.
I am PLEADING for you to PLEASE sign this SB668 bill NOW !
A very concerned and heartbroke mother,
Arlene Wieland
7551 S.Aragon Blvd
Sunrise, Fl 33313



From: Bustamante, Jeri
To: LICQUIA, MICHAEL
Cc: Schenone, Lauren
Subject: RE: Input on Family Law bill
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 1:14:58 PM

Hi Mike,
Below is a statement and information for your story:

“Today, members of the Governor’s leadership team met with leadership from
both sides of the alimony debate. Also, several members of our Citizen
Services team met with dozens of concerned citizens both in opposition to and
support of the bill. We appreciate their opinions and we think it is important for
Floridians to be able to have their voices heard. The Governor will continue to
listen to Floridians that submit thoughts and views on this legislation.” –John
Tupps
Calls received as of this morning:
10,054 support
2,968 opposition

From: LICQUIA, MICHAEL [mailto:mlicquia@fsu.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 12:46 PM
To: Bustamante, Jeri 
Subject: RE: Input on Family Law bill
I would appreciate it if you could let me know by 3:30 today. Thanks for your help.
Mike Licquia

From: Bustamante, Jeri [mailto:Jeri.Bustamante@eog.myflorida.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 12:39 PM
To: LICQUIA, MICHAEL <mlicquia@fsu.edu>
Cc: Schenone, Lauren <Lauren.Schenone@eog.myflorida.com>
Subject: RE: Input on Family Law bill
Hi Mike,
Thanks for reaching out. We will look into it and let you know. What’s your deadline?
Thanks.
Jeri Bustamante
Office of Governor Rick Scott
jeri.bustamante@eog.myflorida.com
(850) 544-2800
www.FLGov.com
From: Licquia, M 
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 12:30 PM
To: Media <Media@eog.myflorida.com>
Subject: Input on Family Law bill
Could you tell me how many comments both for and against the alimony bill, SB 668 your office has
received so far? Thanks
Mike Licquia
The Florida Channel
488-1281



From: Martin Stelling
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: RE: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:19:06 AM

I am respectfully asking that the above law be pasted. I need to
be able to refer to a law that allows me the ability to get relief
from the alimony that I am currently paying my former wife. I
have been obligated to pay $400 per month until she remarries.
I have been paying this for more than 23 years, which is more
than the amount of years we were married. We are both
college educated more than 70 years old and if needed can
work. I gave her, as part of the divorce, my then rights to a
pension which is available to her since she reached the age of
59. I am now 71 years old and my health is not so good. The
$400 monthly payment is more than the minimum mandatory
withdrawal from my current IRA accounts that I amassed since
the divorce. She received the bulk of the assets at the time of
the divorce. We never had children. I cannot retire because
there is not enough money for me to live on. I am forced to
work until I die funding her…..this is not fair. Please pass the
above law…..thank you



From: Martin Stelling
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: RE: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:18:01 AM

From: Martin Stelling <mstelling mcclellan@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33009

Phone Number: 9542324694

Message Body: I am respectfully asking that the above law be pasted.  I need to be able to refer to a law that allows
me the ability to get relief from the alimony that I am currently paying my former wife.  I have been obligated to pay
$400 per month until she remarries.  I have been paying this for more than 23 years, which is more than the amount
of years we were married.  We are both college educated more than 70 years old and if needed can work.  I gave her,
as part of the divorce, my then rights to a pension which is available to her since she reached the age of 59.  I am
now 71 years old and my health is not so good.  The $400 monthly payment is more than the minimum mandatory
withdrawal from my current IRA accounts that I amassed since the divorce.  She received the bulk of the assets at
the time of the divorce.  We never had children.  I cannot retire because there is not enough money for me to live
on.  I am forced to work until I die funding her…..this is not fair.  Please pass the above law…..thank you



From: kmgfam72@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: RE: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 11:40:38 AM

Gov. Scott, As a 26 year resident of Florida and as a father and grandfather I ask you to please
reconsider signing SB 668 into law.
I have seen my daughter struggle for the past 3 years to try and get the court ordered money
her ex-husband is SUPPOSED to pay every month. Yes, we probably need to make changes
to the system but I would urge you to consider a TRULY NEUTRAL tasked group to study
this on a CASE by CASE basis. Please, do not be swayed by hateful men and women or
people calling from outside Florida. This is an issued for Florida children and Florida families.
Thank you for your time and thoughtful consideration of this issue.
Ken Greene
Former Deputy Mayor of Palm Bay



From: Kassees, Peggy
To: photos
Subject: RE: Support Senate Bill (SB) 668 !!!
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 7:50:32 AM

I did - Thanks!
Peggy Kassees
Office of Citizen Services
Executive Office of the Governor

From: photos 
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 3:14 PM
To: Kassees, Peggy 
Subject: FW: Support Senate Bill (SB) 668 !!!
Hi Peggy,
This came to our photo inbox. Will you please take it from here or send it to the appropriate person?
Thank you!
Stacy
Stacy Prato
Photography for Governor Rick Scott
From: Steven Burda [mailto:steven.burda.mba@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2016 11:32 AM
To: Media <Media@eog.myflorida.com>; info@flgov.com
Subject: Support Senate Bill (SB) 668 !!!


Office of Governor Rick Scott
State of Florida
The Capitol
400 S. Monroe St.
Tallahassee, FL 32399

(850) 488-7146

Hello Governor -

Please Support Florida's Senate Bill (SB) 668 !!!

Please let me know if you will or will not. I hope you will.

Many states did just that...

Looking forward to a reply via a letter or email, please.



Steven Burda

Father of 6 kids

1171 Thrush Lane

Audubon PA 19403

--------------

http://www.flgov.com/contact-gov-scott/email-the-governor/

http://www.flgov.com/email-the-lt-governor



From: info@balanceyourbody.net
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: RE: [FWD: re.very serious concerns re. proposed alimony reform and 50/50 custody split legislation, Bills SB 668

and HB455]
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 5:16:52 PM

Dear Governor Scott,
I am writing to you again, as I did 3 years ago when this proposal came
about. Shortly after you received my letter and a flurry of petition
signatures, you decided to veto this bill, and wisely so. The press asked
me for an interview after they got an impression that "something I wrote"
to you encouraged you to vote the way you did and asked me for an
interview for the Sarasota paper. I did the interview and the repercussions
were terrifying, but because I feel so strongly about this issue, I will
continue to fight. I was flooded with hate emails,mostly from younger men
in this state and even some that were threatening. The local police
guarded my home for a night or two to make sure I was safe. I now see
just a tiny microbe of how when you speak the truth, the truth some don't
like to hear because they don't understand or care about the sacrifices for
families that mothers make or have made in their lives. They judge and
form uneducated opinions about those mothers who have made a choice
JOINTLY with their espouses to have done so. I did not respond to one
single email,blog or twitter hate grams that were hurled at me. I now will
speak plainly and clearly the reality of what happened, at least in my case
and many others that I know of.
I am a recipient of lifetime alimony that I was awarded in lieu of my 51%
ownership of a jointly owned corporation with my ex spouse.The support I
was awarded barely covers the basics of the house maintainence,(same
home our children grew up in). The company was run by my ex while we
agreed that I would be the primary caretaker of our 4 children. I
volunteered at their schools for over 10 years, did fundraising for both
schools and other local organizations,was a Girl Scout leader and on staff
at our church for 8 years as they grew. I had no nannies,
housekeepers,nor help of any kind, way,shape or form in the raising of our
children. When I first moved to Florida,30 years ago, I gave up my 4th
year of pre med to run a home daycare and be able to stay at home with
2 or our children at that time,which was jointly decided. Because I had
good credit,and he did not, everything was in my name at that time and
even the large corporation at the end of our marriage, which I had taken
away from me by judges and attorneys without my approval.
I have always worked part time in some self employment capacity. I now
do work full time,even managing my epilepsy, and do not stay at home
sitting around "collecting alimony,living off my ex", direct quotes from the
general public. My children are grown, and I have 2 grandchildren,who I
do help out.I know many grandmothers who are actually raising their
granchilden,some with spousal support and some not.What will happen to
the grandmothers raising their grandkids with the help of spousal support
should the courts decide to take it away in the future? Would the children
then have to relocate to a foster home? This is a reality that is not a
census bureau stat. I am responding to some email slanders on the
question that that issue exists in Florida,and it DOES!!! I use to work in a
womens gym with 44,000 members and over 8 years, I consulted with at



least 50 new women each week who confided in me their stories. About
50% of those women over 50-55 were raising or helping to raise their
grandchildren while getting spousal support.
What I DONT want, Governor Scott, is to end up back in court and
resurrect a horrible, contentious divorce from 12 plus years ago, that
lasted 3 years and is already causing me nightmares just even thinking
about the possibility of going through all of that again, and all of the other
300,000 plus women that would have to reopen their cases again and the
mental anguish on the children, now young adults in most cases. If that
did happen, would that be breaking prior contract law?
I realize that the bill took out the retroactive clause however as you know,
they added the 2nd one, HB 455 and in the last paragraph, it is vague and
does not read that "in no circumstance,should any prior alimony cases be
reopened" or something to that affect. It uses words like "MAY" and
"sole"...MAY to me means it "MIGHT " be able to be opened at some
future date. This last paragraph is very concerning.
I don't know if this is the reason for sure, but since this legislation has
most recently come up again....my ex has not paid me at all and doesn't
return my texts. It has been 3 months now. Thank GOD that I don't have
to worry about a 50/50 split with him or he would be a perfect example of
guess who wouldn't ever show up if he didn't have some financial
responsibility with visitation. Most judges are not in favor of this 50/50
split. "Back pack kids"....Never really getting to stay in one home for than
a few nights in a row...
While my children are grown, I am very worried for my grandchildren.
These children will be our caretakers one day....would we want them
shuffling us back and forth in our nursing homes when they are in charge
of our care? That might be a message they will get after living that way if
court appointed.
How many psychological studies have been done on the long term effects
of these "dislocated personalities"that may develop. While I agree, that
some families may have amicable agreements and arrangements in these
situations,it is NOT the majority.
Lastly,Lets consider the originators of this legislation,3 major players,
these senators all have serious,personal motives. I have done my
research. Kelli Stargel, who got in to the legislature via her husband,Tom
Lee, and Seve Crisafulli. All of these Senators have connections with each
other on other deals. Sen.Stargels other proposals have caused great
upheaval already and she is a prior property manager, so I would not
consider her an authority on "divorced women" and the mental anguish
that families go through,not just during but post this process as well. Tom
Lee, well I believe I read that he has a new family and doesn't want to
continue to pay for the first family and Sen Crisafulli, a large contractor in
florida...enough said. Maybe if just ONE of them was unbiased, and/or a
mental health counselor I could take seriously something from any of
them...but not in this CASE!!!
This is what one particular candidate on the trail is fighting against, back
door deals and government not "For the people" but "For themselves".
This legislation, if approved, will be written by biased, bitter,anti
TRADTIONAL family value haters who will burden the tax payers with
overwhelming court costs and judges labor to litigate new cases and
reopen old ones.
I feel like I have jumped around in this letter on these issues,but there is
a lot to be said and time is of the essence now to really understand all of
the implications of these bills IF approved. Its NOT TOO LATE!!
I implore you to VETO this legislation, that will force the tearing down of
already crumbling families even further, especially women, mothers and



grandmothers both!!
Sincerely,
God bess,
Valerie Dillingham
info@balanceyourbody.net



From: Mary Greene
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: RE:SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 11:26:13 AM

Gov. Scott, as a mother who has watched her daughter fight he ex-husband for every penny she has
received and more importantly NOT RECEIVED I implore you to please veto SB 668. If we must make
changes we ask that you create a Truly NEUTRAL task force to study the issue on a Case by Case
assessment. DO NOT be swayed by hate groups or those men who are NOT EVEN Florida residents.
This is about Florida children and Families only. Thank you

Mary Greene
demfl415meeg@aol.com



From: Christopher Blossman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Rally in Tally. Sign SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 12:07:32 PM

I could not attend the rally. Please put me down for expecting the Gov to sign SB 668 into law
because it is the right thing to do!



From: marvin mickow
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Re: FIX ALIMONY IN FLORIDA TODAY/SIGN SB 668 IMMEDIATELY
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 11:11:14 AM

please sign alimony reform bill . stop indentured servitude in Florida

On Mon, Apr 4, 2016 at 6:11 PM, marvin mickow <marvin8135@gmail.com> wrote:

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: marvin mickow <marvin8135@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Apr 1, 2016 at 9:54 PM
Subject: FIX ALIMONY IN FLORIDA TODAY/SIGN SB 668 IMMEDIATELY
To: Rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com

Honorable Governor

Today in the State of Florida, a person is subjected to a lifetime of Alimony payments for
simply being married more than 17 years to the wrong person. That person sticks in the
marriage generally for kids. 

While Alimony makes sense, today's Florida laws have gotten so out of hand that the
situation is out of control. Any individual receiving Lifetime Alimony has ZERO incentive
to work or be productive. The state allowing judges to force Alimony payors to a lifetime of
payments to an ex spouse needs to stop.

Please fix a terrible situation for thousands of Floridians. 



From: PuPP1977 .
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Re: SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 12:55:16 PM

Greetings Governor Scott,

I am writing you today from Canada asking for you to support bill SB 668. We have got to
make family law more about the children and less about the money involved. Lawyers, judges,
bar associations and maintnance enforcement all have interests in this bill as they stand to lose
potential profits from clients and/or funding.
It is my belief that a presumption of a 50/50 custody and a shared parenting starting point
going into court is a key stone in equality. How can we expect people to treat each other
equally when the courts, lawyers and bar allow fathers to be treated as they were less of a
parent and as if they have no rights. 

I know I am not an American citizen and I am not in Florida. I am a father fighting for
equality with the Millions of other fathers across North America. I am a Canadian living in
Saskatchewan fighting for family law reform in Canada.

The reason I decided to write you and ask you to support this bill is that by changing the laws
in your state you will be ultimately affecting case law. In supporting this bill you have the
chance to support Millions of fathers who have being treated very unfairly by the laws.

I hope that myself and many others can count on your support to pass this bill and help move
equality, as a whole, forward. Many people and many studies show it is in the best interest of
the child to have both biological parents in their lives while they are growing up. It is time to
put the children First and not the almighty dollar. Agencies should not profit from child
support as it is encouragement to keep the best interest of the child below the best interest of
the agency to make a profit and not be deemed non essential.

In closing I would ask that you not veto this bill. I ask you put the best interest of a child
above the best interest of a profit.
I thank you for your time and if you wish I am willing to discuss this issue more. I hope that
we as fathers can count on your support.

Regards,
Jason Dodd



From: PuPP1977 .
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Re: SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 12:55:19 PM

Greetings Governor Scott,

I am writing you today from Canada asking for you to support bill SB 668. We have got to
make family law more about the children and less about the money involved. Lawyers, judges,
bar associations and maintnance enforcement all have interests in this bill as they stand to lose
potential profits from clients and/or funding.
It is my belief that a presumption of a 50/50 custody and a shared parenting starting point
going into court is a key stone in equality. How can we expect people to treat each other
equally when the courts, lawyers and bar allow fathers to be treated as they were less of a
parent and as if they have no rights. 

I know I am not an American citizen and I am not in Florida. I am a father fighting for
equality with the Millions of other fathers across North America. I am a Canadian living in
Saskatchewan fighting for family law reform in Canada.

The reason I decided to write you and ask you to support this bill is that by changing the laws
in your state you will be ultimately affecting case law. In supporting this bill you have the
chance to support Millions of fathers who have being treated very unfairly by the laws.

I hope that myself and many others can count on your support to pass this bill and help move
equality, as a whole, forward. Many people and many studies show it is in the best interest of
the child to have both biological parents in their lives while they are growing up. It is time to
put the children First and not the almighty dollar. Agencies should not profit from child
support as it is encouragement to keep the best interest of the child below the best interest of
the agency to make a profit and not be deemed non essential.

In closing I would ask that you not veto this bill. I ask you put the best interest of a child
above the best interest of a profit.
I thank you for your time and if you wish I am willing to discuss this issue more. I hope that
we as fathers can count on your support.

Regards,
Jason Dodd



From: Hector Torres
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Re: SIGN SB 668 - do not listen to The Florida Bar
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 6:57:00 PM

The people of Florida want alimony reform and time sharing reform. This is a GOOD
BILL that reduces LITIGATION and reduces FIGHTING. This is a Bill that the people of
Florida asked our their legislators to pass.
The Florida Bar stands behind its family lawyers that want MORE LITIGATION and
FIGHTS between divorcing couples.

Sincerely,

Hector in Miami



From: Hector Torres
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Re: SIGN SB 668 - do not listen to The Florida Bar
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 2:20:01 PM

Dear Governor,

The people of Florida want alimony reform and time sharing reform. This is a GOOD BILL
that reduces LITIGATION and reduces FIGHTING. This is a Bill that the people of Florida
asked our their legislators to pass.
The Florida Bar stands behind its family lawyers that want MORE LITIGATION and
FIGHTS between divorcing couples.

Sincerely,

Hector in Miami



From: Hector Torres
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Re: SIGN SB 668 into law
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 4:28:09 PM

GOVERNOR SCOTT,

WE NEED FAMILY LAW REFORM - SIGN SB 668

STOP LISTENING TO THE FLORIDA BAR, THEY JUST WANT MONEY FOR TEHIR
ATTORNEYS AND TO KEEP THE LITIGATION GAME GOING FOREVER.

DO WHAT'S RIGHT FOR THE PEOPLE OF FLORIDA - SIGN SENATE BILL 668

Hector Torres
Miami, fL



From: Ross Wheeler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Re: Tomorrows rally in support of SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 1:32:17 PM

Dear Mr. Scott,

I am a physician and will not be unable to attend the rally due to my
responsibility to my patients though I will be there in spirit. Due to the
present alimony and child sharing laws, I have been found in contempt 10
times in the past 5 years. I have submitted my first motion of contempt
against my ex-wife today. The damage to my family is unquantifiable.
Please help stop this madness in Florida by taking a step in the right
direction by signing SB 668. Just as I have a responsibility to my patients
you have a responsibility to the citizens of Florida. Do the right thing.

Regards,

Ross C. Wheeler, MD



From: Denise
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Real Equality
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 4:24:59 PM

From: Denise <danikasolutions@hotmail.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33187

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Rick Scott,

Please support equal parenting. We have seen how negatively children are affected by only being raised by one
parent. There should be a presumption of 50/50 timesharing from the beginning. If it doesn't work for the particular
situation, then it gets changed, but EQUALITY should always be the starting point and it is not. Too many times
timesharing inequality is used by one parent to punish the other parent doubly on purpose: (1) taking time away
from parent with their child, emotionally hurting that parent, and (2) the parent with the child more time gets more
money.

I recently saw a family member fight to get the timesharing remodified to 50/50 and the other parent initiated LIES
saying that the child was being abused psychologically by the other parent, which resulted in a long legal process.
The parent opposing changes eventually even proposed to the approve the current schedule (which was already 20%
more time than the original timesharing order and had been that way for 5+ years) only if they were given the same
exact child support amount. Now, mind you, the parent asking for the same amount of child support had a salary
increase from $36,000/yr to $75,000/yr from the original order, was earning income from real estate, and was living
for free in State of Florida housing!!!! The parent petitioning for the change did not have an increase, but actually
had a decrease in earnings. The legal process didn't end until the LAWYER WAS FIRED and the family member
decided to self-represent! Everything was over three months after that!

This issue is being opposed mainly by lawyers and people disseminating a disinformation/misinformation campaign.
Lawyers DO NOT want change because they make MONEY off the emotional turmoil that occurs in divorce! The
entire issue is a matter of politics. Nothing matters to them but winning and “winning” means stopping any reform
of parenting time or alimony laws. The children of Florida do not receive a single mention. Neither do fathers who
suffer the loss of children to divorce. Neither do mothers whose parenting time often prevents them from working,
earning and saving for retirement. Neither do the many deficits produced by the trauma of losing a parent in the
divorce process. Neither do the fact that those deficits often continue long into adulthood. Neither do the mind-
numbing amounts of money that are spent every day, every year in an effort to address those deficits.

Please, PLEASE Support & Sign Florida's Senate Bill (SB) 668 !!!

Regards,
Denise Rodriguez



From: Mark P.
To: Scheduling Requests
Subject: Request time to phone Gov Scott please regarding SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:57:01 PM
Importance: High

Hello,
My name is Mark Plussa.  I writing to request a time that I could speak to Gov. Rick Scott by telephone for just a
few minutes.  I am available after 2:00 Pm the next two days if possible please?  
Thank You,

Mark Plussa
352-978-8917



From: Robert Jones
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Requtest for Governor to Veto SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 1:29:08 PM

From: Robert Jones <rjones@jud11 flcourts.org>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33128

Phone Number: 3053495710

Message Body: Honorable Rick Scott
Office of the Governor
The Capitol, PL05
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0001

Re: Request to Veto CS/CS/SB 668

Dear Governor Scott:

I sincerely and respectfully request that you veto CS/CS/SB 668 because of the problematic parenting plan and time-
sharing related provisions of that Bill.

CS/CS/SB 668 includes the following proposed amendment to Section 61.13, Florida States:  “In establishing a
parenting plan and time-sharing schedule, the court shall begin with the premise that a minor child should spend
approximately equal amounts of time with each parent.” 

If this Bill becomes law, I have no doubt whatsoever that most, if not all, judicial officers, lawyers and litigants in
our state will construe that proposed amendment as being a 50/50 time-sharing presumption.  In that regard, the
following line from Act II, Scene II of William Shakespeare’s play, Romeo and Juliet, comes to mind:  “What's in a
name? that which we call a rose By any other name would smell as sweet; So Romeo would, were he not Romeo
call'd....”

I currently serve as a General Magistrate in the Family Division of the Circuit Court in Miami-Dade County,
Florida.  I have been serving as a General Magistrate (formerly known as General Master) for over 25 years and
have presided over thousands of Family Law cases, including cases involving parenting plans, custody, visitation,
time-sharing and parental responsibility.

I have established both prejudgment and post-judgment visitation or timesharing schedules in thousands of
dissolution of marriage related cases.  In a very, very substantial number of those cases, one of the two parents was
consistently and actively involved as the primary caretaker for parties’ child(ren) but the other parent was not
actively involved or barely involved in caring for the child(ren).  I firmly believe that a 50/50 time-sharing
presumption applied in those types of cases would not serve the best interests of the child(ren) in those cases.  I also
firmly believe that a majority of mental health professionals would also opine that a 50/50 time-sharing presumption
would not be in the best interest of the child(ren) in the vast majority of such cases.  Especially considering that the
vast majority of such cases involve one or more self-represented litigants who are not familiar with or do not
understand the evidence code, burdens of proof and how a statutory presumption can shift the burden of proof in a
case.
  
I have also presided over thousands of paternity cases.  In a very, very substantial number of those paternity cases,
the parents of the child(ren) never lived together and there was very little, if any, contact between the child(ren) and
the biological father.  In such paternity cases, the petition to establish a parenting plan, with a time-sharing schedule,
is often filed by the biological father in response to an administrative action or a court action seeking an award of



child support against the biological father. I firmly believe that a 50/50 time-sharing presumption applied in those
types of cases would not serve the best interests of the child(ren) in those cases.  I also firmly believe that a majority
of mental health professionals would also opine that a 50/50 time-sharing presumption would not be in the best
interest of the child(ren) in the vast majority of such cases.  Especially considering that the vast majority of such
cases involve one or more self-represented litigants who are not familiar with or do not understand the evidence
code, burdens of proof and how a statutory presumption can shift the burden of proof in a case.

It is also very important to consider that the child support awards in dissolution of marriage cases and paternity
cases will be substantially, if not extremely, impacted if 50/50 time-sharing schedules begin to be routinely
established because of the “premise that a minor child should spend approximately equal amounts of time with each
parent” in light of the mandatory substantial shared time child support adjustment required by Section 61.30, Florida
Statutes.  The substantial, if not extreme, reductions in the child support amounts will have a detrimental impact on
the children in our state and will, in all likelihood, result in more and more families needing, and thus seeking,
public assistance.  

Section 61.13, Florida Statutes, currently provides that: “There is no presumption for or against the father or mother
of the child or for or against any specific time-sharing schedule when creating or modifying the parenting plan of the
child.”  It took a long time for that language to make its way into Section 61.13, but it finally made its way into
Section 61.13 because it is in the overall best interests of the children in our state.  CS/CS/SB 668 strikes that
language and replaces it with, in effect, a 50/50 time-sharing presumption that would not be in the overall best
interests of the children in our state.

I am also very concerned about the proposed findings of fact requirement set forth in the Bill, to wit:  “The court
shall make detailed written findings of fact which support and justify any parenting plan or time-sharing schedule
that is not based on an agreement between the parents.”  Section 61.13 does not currently have this type of findings
of fact requirement for various very important policy reasons. In that regard, the Fourth District Court of Appeals, in
the case of Murphy v. Murphy, 621 So.2d 455 (1993), stated: “…there are unusually good reasons for trial judges
not to say in print how they have resolved contested child custody issues as they have. The most obvious is that the
best interests of the child may be ill-served if the judge does so.”

In addition, Section 61.13 currently includes at least 19 specific factors that the court must consider when
establishing a parenting plan and time-sharing schedule.  I have no doubt that many lawyers as well as judicial
officers at both the trial court level and appellate court level will construe the findings of fact requirement set forth
in the Bill as being a requirement that the court must make findings of fact with regard to each and every one of the
stated 19 specific factors. To be able to make findings of fact with regard to each and every one of the specific
factors, the court would need to have competent substantial evidence presented to it with regard to each and every
factor.  Unfortunately, the parties in these Family Law cases, whether they are represented by counsel or not, more
often than not do not present evidence relative to many of the specific factors.  Thus, in a substantial number of
cases, the court may not be able to make any findings of fact regarding certain specific factors because of a lack of
evidence with regard to those factors. Unfortunately, the failure to make findings of fact with regard to each and
every specific factor in a case may very well serve as fodder for an appeal in the case, which will only serve to
extend the litigation in the case, result in additional costs, both financial and emotional, in the case and delay the
final resolution of the case.

Further, the court is already required to make numerous findings of fact with regard to many other issues in family
law cases.  As result of these current findings of fact requirements, and in light of the very large number of self-
represented litigants, an extensive amount of limited judicial time, labor and resources must be devoted to the
preparation of final judgments and other orders in family law cases and the number of pages of the final judgments
and other orders in these cases keep expanding and expanding, even in some of the simplest family law cases. 
Adding an additional layer of findings of fact will require the expenditure of even more of the limited judicial time,
labor and resources, will resort in even longer final judgments or other orders and will serve to further delay the
final resolution of these cases. 

Please note that I am not speaking on behalf our State Courts System.  The opinions and positions set forth in this
letter are my personal opinions and positions based on my extensive experience in handling these types of matters
day in and day out and my sincere concern for the children in these matters!



In light of my personal concerns and experience, I am respectfully asking you to serve the best interests of the vast
majority of the children in these matters by Vetoing CS/CS/SB 668!

Sincerely,

Robert J. Jones
General Magistrate
Eleventh Judicial Circuit
Telephone Number:  (305) 349-5710



From: Melissa Moore-Stockham
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: S.B. 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 12:27:06 PM

Governor Scott

Hope you are well. I am writing to you to urge you not to sign SB 668.

As a divorce attorney with 10 years of experience working with people attempting to terminate
marriages, I know the laws need reform. This law is not the reform the State needs. By
eliminating most forms of alimony, this law promises to punish stay at home mothers who
detrimentally relied upon a man's promise of "til death do us part" by sacrificing years of
education and career advancement. The fact is, marriage in this State and most every other
State can be nullified unilaterally by one or the other party. Unless that is somehow changed,
this law will harm women who have given up years of their lives to raise their children only to
find that their husbands have left them. There are women who have selflessly given of
themselves and their lives to raise their children, only to find themselves crying in a lawyer's
office years later because the other party decided it was time to move on and wondering if
they are going to have to now steal to eat. I have told many friends "if you want to see the
welfare and Medicaid rolls explode, call Governor Scott and ask him to sign this bill". If a
husband made a promise to take care of his wife until she dies and then decides to void that
promise upon which the wife detrimentally relied, he should have to pay.

As I said previously, I know the laws need tweaking. I know there are some times in which
there have been miscarriages of justice. But the center still holds and there is a reason we put
these matters of fact in the hands of our judiciary. As the individual who serves as the final say
on the appointment of judges in our fine State, I am sure you know that most judges and
judicial candidates are learned in the law, highly experienced, and accountable to the public. It
is better that an individual so situated hear the facts, faithfully apply the law, and be the person
who has to look a 50-something or 60-something displaced homemaker in the eye and say
"Honey, get a job".

Also, the default to "50/50" timesharing where one parent gets the children one week and the
other parent gets the children the next week is highly troubling. It is my experience after
several years of working with people who are co-parenting in this manner that it only works
out well in the most optimal of circumstances, in which both parents are logistically close to
one another, mature enough to handle co-parenting without unnecessary drama that impacts
the child, and able to conduct themselves without physical or verbal violence. Moreover, it's
my experience that the parenting plan may say "50/50" on paper, but it's usually one parent
who assumes parenting time most of the time while the other parent puts other matters and
issues ahead of that "week on/week off" schedule. It is also my experience that "50/50" time
sharing is especially popular during the inception of a parenting plan among parents who do
not want to have to pay child support. As such, just as with alimony, this is about spouses
walking out of a marriage and asking the laws not to hold them accountable for the promises
they made to others. The people of the State of Florida deserve better.

Anyway, I just wanted to write to you regarding this matter. Thank you for your consideration.
Hope you have an excellent day!



Kind regards,
Melissa Moore Stockham, Esq.



From: Horolen Restrepo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 SIGN IT RICK. HERE E GO AGAIN
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 2:41:30 AM

From: Horolen Restrepo <orito1971@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33023

Phone Number:

Message Body: Another round at getting u to sign SB 668.  We're tired of the waiting the bill has been modified is
not choosing over one than the other dont get misguided cuz it ain't like that. Please sign the bill



From: Andy Acosta
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 - Alimony Reform
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 3:10:35 PM

From: Andy Acosta <andy@pamllaw.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33134

Phone Number: 3054438794

Message Body: It is time to start making changes.  The bill is more than fair.  In terms of time sharing, it says both
parents are equal and should share time equally.  However, if that is not best the Courts still can change that.  The
old law is antiquated.  It made the parent wanting time sharing fight for it and prove they are a good parent.  You are
now a good parent unless proven otherwise.  A much more fair way of doing it.
In terms of alimony, also a great thing.  It creates deadlines for alimony award.  When you really think about it, the
word "permanent" never really meant anything as alimony could always be terminated.  It gives the wrong
impression,  The statute is basically a codification of existing case law.
I urge and request that you sign the bill.
Thank you.



From: Randel Henderson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 - Please sign the bill
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:47:17 AM

From: Randel Henderson <rah135@ymail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32130

Phone Number: 386-943-8992

Message Body: Governor Scott,

Permanent alimony is devastating and harmful to Florida families. I tried to have my alimony reduced, I lost, and it
cost me $12,000.00 in legal fees. I wanted it reduced because my children were adults and my former wife is a state
certified dental hygienist who has the potential to earn as much as me. Instead, I was ordered to pay her close to
$35,000 a year for the rest of my life - this was 18 years ago and I'm set to retire at 65 years old having spent 41
years in law enforcement. After the divorce I had to start over, now, my income reduces while I have to maintain
hers. I urge you to correct this situation by signing SB668 into law.
Respectfully submitted.



From: Brian Brennan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 - Please sign
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 3:19:37 PM
Importance: High

PLEASE SIGN THE BILL……………
The divorce courts are a severe problem. I have been taken to the cleaners because my soon to be
X-wife cheated on me and can sit back and drag it out depleting funds for nothing at all, just because
she can. I hurts our children and creates hate and animosity. This will not only help keep family
money within the family but make the process that much easier when there are broken hearts
involved.
Sincerely,
Brian Brennan
Director of Operations/Agent
Affordable Home Insurance
42 Business Centre Dr., Suite 401
Miramar Beach, FL 32550
Ph: 850-654-1567
Fx: 850-654-4124

 
Please remember coverage cannot be bound, amended or cancelled via the email system. Coverage cannot be assumed to be bound without confirmation from an
authorized representative of Affordable Home Insurance, Inc

“Bundle your Policies with One Agency”
Home – Auto – Commercial – Life – Health – Boat – RV – “Toys”

Visit our website today!
AHIFL.COM



From: Kirk McDowell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 - Please sign
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 3:38:49 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to urge you to sign SB668 into law. I am a Florida resident, not part of a lobbyist group. I am a
concerned father who was failed by our legal system in Florida during my own divorce.

Please know that the Family Law Section, Maria Gonzalez, Barbara DeVane, and the lobbyists that they hired DO
NOT speak for all of us who want to see this bill passed as written, including the section pertaining to timesharing.

I have less than 50% timesharing with my children from my first marriage simply due to the fact that the Judge in
my divorce made an arbitrary decision without listening to the facts. He didn't even allow my attorney to present
my case. He simply stated that mother's are better suited for raising children. Had SB 668 been a law at the time of
my divorce, I would have at least had a fighting chance at 50% timesharing since the law would use the premise of
50/50. I bend over backwards for my children and it breaks my heart that they are forced to spend more of their
time with their mother, a woman who didn't even have to present her case in order to win. A woman who puts our
children in the care of others on a regular basis. The system is failing fathers on a daily basis and it needs to be
changed.

Please sign this bill. Please don't allow father's to continue to be failed by our legal system.

Thank you for your time.

Kindest Regards,

Kirk McDowell
561-644-1441
kirk.mcdowell@gmail.com



From: Marc Block
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 - Sign it and save my S-I-L from financial ruin.
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:57:26 PM

From: Marc Block <marcblock5@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 92694-0914

Phone Number: 9094771121

Message Body: Please don't be swayed by the lawyers looking to keep this cash cow alive for them.
Its causes far more damage to the community.

PLEASE SIGN SB 668



From: C Lawrence
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 - Sign the Bill
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 3:40:15 PM

Governor Scott,

You have all you need. SB668 is Pro-Family and Pro-Marriage. Sign the Bill today!

Charles Lawrence
Tampa



From: Charles Lawrence
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 - Support it
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 11:37:43 AM

Governor Scott,

See this post by the National Parents Organization. Our Family Courts are broken and you can
do something about it by signing SB 668.

Child Custody Cases A Game Of ‘Mother May I’
April 8, 2016 by Robert Franklin, Esq, Member, National Board of Directors, National Parents Organization

The family law system in this country and many others is broken. I say that because it actively disserves the very

children in whose best interests it is supposed to act. It does so by routinely removing one parent from the life of a

child. That parent has been ever-present in the child’s life up to the time of divorce and the child early on learned

to see that adult as one of the two most important figures in his/her life. That parent is usually the child’s father, but

not always. The reason fathers fare so poorly in custody cases is explained by a number of factors, but systemic

anti-father bias on the part of judges, lawyers and mental health professionals is the main one. Several studies

demonstrate the fact.

Now, what I stress again and again is the importance of the welfare of children. But the way in which the system

removes fathers from their children’s lives is all about adults. Specifically, courts and laws give custodial parents,

80% + of whom are mothers, astonishing power to decide the amount and nature of non-custodial parents’ time

with their children. By placing so much power in the hands of one parent, the system essentially invites abuse of

that power.

Needless to say, custodial mothers have no monopoly on bad behavior. When it comes to gatekeeping, parental

alienation, violation of visitation orders and the like, custodial dads take a backseat to no one. But since such a

large majority of custodial parents are mothers, they’re the ones we see time and again doing the most outrageous

things to deprive their children of their dads.

Let us be clear. Courts give enormous power to custodial parents and when people have power, some of them are

bound to abuse it. ‘Twas ever thus.

This article hits that nail squarely on the head (Huffington Post, 4/4/16). Its conceit is that family courts place

fathers in a non-consensual game of Mother May I.

Do you remember the childhood game, Mother May I? The mother directs the children to take a

certain number of hops, giant steps or baby steps toward her. Each child must ask “Mother May I?”

before moving. If they don’t, then they must go back to the start line. The first one to reach the

mother wins. She had all the power, controlled every move and got to decide who won before the

game ever started. Even if the child asked, “Mother may I?”, she still could answer, “No you may



not!”.

The author, Donna Mott, goes on to list three types of Mother May I games courts allow custodial mothers to force

their exes to play. First:

Mother may I have equal rights to my children? Even if they legally have joint custody, many

fathers are not treated as an equal parent. These dads are at the mercy of what the mom is willing

to share, especially in reference to doctor visits or school information. One dad shared with me that

his court order states that he is entitled to attend doctor appointments and school events. He then

showed me an email from his ex-wife acknowledging that although he has the right to attend, she

does not have to tell him when those things are scheduled, even though she is the one doing the

scheduling.

That’s how the game is played. Anything not clearly stated in the court order can be interpreted any way the

custodial parent desires. That type of outrageous behavior might well get a judge’s attention, but how many

fathers have the money to run to their lawyer and then to court at each such flaunting of the power of the custodial

parent?

Second:

Mother may I have equal time with my child? The mother is granted primary custody the

majority of the time in a biased family court system. Because of this bias, fathers are often falsely

painted as lazy, abusive or cheaters. Good and loving dads who are desperately trying to hang on

to a parenting relationship with their children are often reduced to nothing more than a babysitter

and can only pray that they are granted more than every other weekend and one night a week.

Third:

Mother may I at least have extra time and share special events with my children? The legal

documents cannot possibly spell out every detail or scenario so the dad is still at the mercy of the

mother. I recently spoke with some fathers in this situation, all of them shared that the moms would

manipulate and misinterpret the court papers in order to withhold time with their children, such as

taking away a weekend or Father’s Day, or not allowing a soldier returning from duty extended time

with his children through some loophole in the legal wording.

Sadly, those behaviors are all too familiar to those who pay attention to the family court system. But where Mott

really nails it is here:

I am also a mother who has sadly played this game. I have never withheld information or time with

my children from their father because I always felt it would hurt my kids. However, when they were

younger, I did fight for and win control. And looking back, I can honestly admit it was, in part,

motivated by fear that somehow my children would be taken away from me or I would lose them if I



did not have that control.

Right. She fought for and won control. It is the core of the problem with family courts that, according to their

skewed and inaccurate view of the matter, one person must win and one must lose. The winner is the one with

control of future dealings between the exes regarding the child.

Put simply, it doesn’t need to be that way. Shared parenting, in which each parent plays a real and substantial role

in the child’s life, rejects the notion that one parent must win and the other lose. As Dr. Edward Kruk points out, it

is this system of winners and losers that begets much of the inter-parental conflict that have come to characterize

child custody cases.

And that of course is precisely what Mott is getting at. She won the fight at least in part because of the system’s

pro-mother bias. But she entered the fray in the first place because of fear – fear of losing her kids. That’s the

same fear that every father has when he enters family court. It’s the fear that is engendered by the winner-take-all

system we apply to custody cases. So, unsurprisingly, the parents fight. Kruk shows the social science on the

matter.

Adversarial legal processes that result in win-lose outcomes such as sole custody or primary

residence seem tailor-made to produce or exacerbate high parental conflict, and it is no surprise

that parental conflict levels are highest during the legal divorce transition. There is ample research

that demonstrates this effect, as detailed in chapter 6. For example, Hawthorne and Lennings

(2008) found that legal maternal custody and primary residence judgments, and the removal of

fathers from children’s daily routines, were correlated with fathers’ increased anger and hostility

toward their ex-wives. As discussed, parental conflict increases after sole custody and primary

residence determinations and decreases with the establishment of equal or shared parenting

arrangements, just as parental co-operation decreases with primary residence judgements, and

increases in equal and shared parenting arrangements (Citations).

Judges, lawyers and legislatures need to pay attention to the facts of child well-being.

Charles Lawrence

Tampa



From: Bruce
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 - YES
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 7:59:14 PM

Dear Gov. Scott,

I am a Florida resident in favor of alimony reform. Please vote YES on SB 668. 

Regards, Bruce Janssens

Sent from my iPhone



From: Andrew McElwaine
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 - approval requested
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 11:47:58 AM

Dear Governor,

I have never written to you before. I am doing so to ask for your signature on SB 668. The bill
which passed with super majorities in both houses has broad support and would make needed
changes to Florida's antiquated alimony laws. The state's current patch-work statutes allow
wide and often unfair disparities among different judges and jurisdictions -- penalizing some
who pay alimony, while providing inadequate support to others who receive it. The pending
legislation would set a common-sense formula for awarding alimony thus eliminating these
widely divergent awards.

I strongly urge you to join with the bi-partisan majority in the legislature to create a fair and
equitable set of alimony laws for our beautiful state. Thank you.

Andrew S McElwaine
Naples, FL and Pittsburgh, PA



From: Melanie Citty
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 - in Support - Please sign into law
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 12:19:15 PM

From: Melanie Citty <mmcitty@shamrocktampa.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33565

Phone Number: 8137164532

Message Body: Thank you Governor Scott for all you have done and continue to do for the State of Florida. I urge
you to sign SB668 into law so that we can have alimony reform that the people of Florida is needing.  Florida is
long over do for a change.

Sincerely,
Melanie Citty
3701 Young Road
Plant City, Fl 33565



From: Sheila Peltzer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 - shared parenting
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 4:13:01 PM

Gov. Scott, please read my opinion letter to our Charlotte Observer below and sign SB 668. It's too late to
help my 4 grandchildren (2 with a fatal genetic disorder), but it will help so many in the future. Thanks!

-----Original Message-----
From: Sheila Peltzer 
To: opinion 
Cc: stephanie ; joshuathickman ; kidsneeddads2 ; oldmismatist ; mejiajav ; joummaa ; iversenj ; joenc ;
rladson ; jwmaye52 ; rcwendt ; Tuitt71 ; davidbardes ; June1333 ; lainerwabbit ; eric ; shane.fincher ;
jnjFelts ; patrick ; carrolldebbie73 ; LORENZO816 ; curtisburk ; bktdesign ; srocharealestate ; meg.doyle1
; wj94 ; ctorj ; kevinmeininger ; fixit8 ; georgiabdunn ; tmac ; robertpeltzer ; jman11787 ; edoitte ;
chou.cindy ; ronhowie08 ; dstremovihtg ; largevkw ; clgaddy79 ; mmccoy ; betterchildnc ;
familyaccessinnc 
Sent: Tue, Apr 12, 2016 4:07 pm
Subject: "PayPal CEO put values over profit" (Opinion, April 10):

I totally agree with Forum writer Connie Freeman that "discrimination against any human being or group
is wrong, plain and simple." So why do mothers win custody in family court 85% of the time? Hasn't the
Family Law Section of our North Carolina Bar Association noticed that even big businesses like Bank of
America and Coca-Cola are now giving equal paid leave to mothers AND fathers? Come on, NCBA, get
with it. Shared parenting may not be in YOUR best interest, but it IS in the child's.

Sheila Peltzer - grandmother, retired teacher, president of KN2P (KidsNeed2Parents), & member of the
Children 's Alliance of Mecklenburg County
Charlotte
704-350-1343



From: Theresa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 10:56:49 AM

Governor Scott,

http://www.naplesnews.com/opinion/perspectives/guest-commentary-will-scott-side-with-
establishment-or-people-on-shared-parenting-2f8877c1-4624-6899-374428491.html?
d=mobile

Are you also going to be on the wrong side of the war against fathers? Lobbyists & The Bar
Association should have NO say in the interaction between a father and his children unless the
children are at risk for harm. I'm not talking the foul things that spew forth from a scorned
woman's mouth I'm talking SUBSTANTIAL facts. NOW is a feminist group of harpies. As a
woman & mother I support my ex husband and his relationship with our children. We didn't
choose to grow apart it happens. My kids didn't and don't have to choose between their
parents! I won't lie my divorce was horrible I can't stand my ex husband and that is MY
choice. I have made it my choice to NOT make my kids have to pick a parent. The courts laws
are outdated, women have a plethora of opportunities and yet 60+% choose to play the victim.
I divorced at 38, I received alimony from the courts for half my marriage 9 years, I chose to go
back to school and obtain a degree. These women have that same opportunity! I am now 43, I
have earned my BS degree and I took my ex husband back to court to have the alimony
dropped. Why did I do this? I did this because he should not be punished every month by
paying me alimony. Alimony is just a form of a welfare state. Women want equality, they yell
feminism at every turn! The true meaning of feminism is EQUALITY not only in money but
in raising children!

Kick out the lobbyists, Kick out N.O.W., remove the Bar Association influence. Think of the
children and the fathers!

Respectfully,

Theresa M Murray

Tact: the ability to tell someone to go to hell in such a way they will enjoy the trip!



From: Mike Williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 Alimony & Child Support Reform
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:24:59 AM

From: Mike Williams <williamscm84@gmail.com>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32310

Phone Number: 3526788845

Message Body: Governor Scott,

I write to you again, imploring you to sign SB668. Don't let it sit. Sign it. Make a clear show of support for Florida's
children and families.

I write on behalf of exploited children, fathers, and non-custodial mothers. Let's quit dangling a carrot in the face of
custodial parents. Let's quit incentivizing parental alienation. We know about the Title IV-D incentives to the State,
counties, and judiciary. Lets stop exploiting families to line state coffers!!

Your platform has always been jobs and the economy. This change will benefit your legacy in many ways. Aside
from recognition that you sided with the people, I believe it will benefit the Florida economy and workforce too.
Money not  spent on the comforts of a custodial parent will instead be spent on the child, in the local economy, and
to the betterment of our State. The custodial parent will in most cases become more active in the workforce and
work to their full ability. Shouldn't loving parents be doing htis anyway?! Won't this positively affect Florida's
workforce?

Take the money from the few with the FLS of the Florida Bar. They should not be encouraged to benefit from
contentious divorce, parental alienation, and exploitation of children without a voice! Lets leave the money with the
families who earn it. Let's cut out opportunistic "family" lawyers. Won't that money be, in turn, spent in the local
economy anyway?

I won't share my story again but I will say that, as a loving father to a 3 year old son, I cannot and will not allow him
to eventually  marry and father in Florida if our State doesn't stop exploiting children and families. I will advise him
to protect himself and his children and move to a state that values children. I imagine this is a conversation that
many caring fathers will be having in the coming years.

If you want Florida to have a strong future workforce, sign the bill.

If you want families to stay in Florida, working, playing, and thriving - sign the bill.

If you want to listen to the people, stop the harvesting of child-parent relationships for federal funds, and protect
children from the loss of a loving parent - sign the bill.

We are watching.

Respectfully,

Mike Williams



From: Erica McClain
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 Alimony Reform - Sign into law!!
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 4:43:42 PM

From: Erica McClain <ermcclain@hotmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33602

Phone Number: 8137315332

Message Body: Governor Scott,
Please sign SB 668 into law.  I am a divorced woman who works full time and raises my 11 year old daughter as a
single mom.  I am in support of Alimony Reform, including the 50/50 premise for timesharing. I believe that women
need to be empowered to be self supportive and independent. I am, and I became more so after my divorce.  It was
the best thing that happened to me. If I was a permanent alimony recipient, I wouldn't be working as hard as I do to
advance in my career.  No educated adult person should live off another forever. I believe in temporary or
rehabilitative support, but then people should be independent.  This bill does just that.  Get people back to work by
eliminating permanent alimony.

Thank you,
Erica McClain



From: Linda Sullo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 Alimony Reform
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 9:44:57 AM

Please pass / sign the alimony reform bill . It's unfair to have to pay someone for life !

Sent from my iPhone



From: Victor Harrison
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 Alimony Reform
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 3:07:08 PM

From: Victor Harrison <vicperdido@bellsouth.net>

County: Escambia

Zip Code: 32507

Phone Number: 8504573552

Message Body: Mr. Scott, I would love to be at the rally in Tally tomorrow,,,but unfortunately I have to work to be
able to pay my permanent lifetime slavery alimony. Please put an end to this madness, and bring Floridia up to
modern times by signing SB 668 into law. Thank you, Victor



From: skeet1951hlp
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 Alimony Reform
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 10:32:45 AM

Dear Governor Scott,
Once again I urge you to sign into law SB 668 and bring long over due changes to the now
terrible divorce process. Please bring this antiquated, over litigated, corrupt system that
destroys familys long after the Lawyers go laughing all the way to the bank. My life has been
a living hell for the last thirteen years with no end under the present laws of Florida.
Please consider those yet doomed to this destructive system that only serves the Lawyers
interest of profit.
Respectfully,
Henry L. Phipps

Sent from my Samsung Galaxy smartphone.



From: Matthew J Lorentz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 Alimony Reform
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 1:48:08 PM

From: Matthew J Lorentz <mattlorentz@icloud.com>

County: Taylor

Zip Code: 32348

Phone Number: 850-838-7514

Message Body: Governor Scott, I'm writing to you in support of Alimony Reform in Florida. I would not normally
participate on such topics but after witnessing the coffee shop incident on video, as well as staffs response, I would
hope that it is folks like this that would encourage you to sign this bill into law. I'm a native Floridian who very
much loves the great State of Florida and would hope the fact that we are the third most populated state in this
country is a clear indication of the endless opportunities afforded to all regardless of gender. In my opinion folks
should not disrespect anyone whether they are the Governor or the average hard working men or women next door.
With all due respect sir pass Alimony Reform and Shared Parenting. Sincerely Matthew J Lorentz Perry Florida !



From: Suzanne
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 Alimony Reform
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 9:37:59 PM

Gov Scott- Please Veto SB 668 Alimony Reform.

Thank you sir.
Sent from my iPhone



From: rlee
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 Alimony reform helps Florida
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:14:39 AM

Gov Scott,
Legal reform is required in Florida and through out the United States.

Please sign bill SB 668 now before you to ensure everyone full resolution in divorce including
families, children and 2nd wives who suffer without reason.

No one is advocating complete elimination of alimony as some seek to cynically accuse
resulting in millions of innocent victims nationwide who are needlessly suffering under
outdated laws or judgments. This must be immediately stopped and bring enlightened law for
families and ex spouses into the 21st century.

Regards,

Richard Lee
Denver CO

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone



From: Mike Beall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 NEEDS YOUR SIGNATURE!
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 8:59:34 AM

Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign SB 668! Please stop lining the pockets of Lawyers and help the people of
Florida! The people of Florida need help!

Mike Beall
MFP Seals
Branch Manager
Tampa FL
1-888-637-8672
mike.beall@mfpseals.com



From: Shannon Allen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 Parenting in 48 hours
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 8:06:57 PM

Dear Mr. Scott,

I am writing you in regards to the signing of SB 668. As a child of divorced parents, I
know what it is like to not be able to form a relationship with my Father. I lost my
Father in the divorce. It was devastating.
I watched my Dad struggle with not being able to participate in my life, my schooling,
and I watched him try to hide his depression. He spent the four days he had trying to
cram so much in. Forty-Eight hours spent trying to create as many
memories as possible, trying so hard to mend that broken bond. I watched
his face as he left us with our Mother for another two weeks. I heard him on the phone
asking about school and our activities. I wanted my Father. I started acting out. Much
like my stepchildren are. Much like my Husband did when his Father was absent, due
to child custody laws.
Now, I watch my Husband do the same. I see their little faces. I know they are
hurting. Forty-Eight hours every other week is not Fathering. It's not bonding.

Please consider signing this bill and giving Fathers back to their children. There is no
downside to having two parents available. Imagine if divorce meant the children
didn't lose anything.

Thank you, 
Mrs. Shannon Allen



From: Disabled Dad
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 Please Do Not Veto
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 3:48:23 PM

From: Disabled Dad <rg53953@yahoo.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33510

Phone Number: 8137270193

Message Body: Governor Scott I am a disabled father who prays that you find it not only in the evidence, but in
your heart, that children need both fit parents in their lives.  SB 668 has been modified to meet previous requests
made so that it can reach you and for you to sign it into law.  My 8 year old daughter was in the middle of a long, 6
year, nightmare of a time-sharing, child support family law court battle. My little girl endured un-asked for
exchanges at a police station.  Parents who attended her extra curricular activities who didn't talk.  Our daughter
faced traumatizing situations that I truly believe SB 668 would have prevented.  Two parents with a child need and
turn to the court for direction and an order from a fair, responsible, neutral Judge and without bias of a historical
mindset, but more so without influence from the process being a cash machine for lawyers.  SB 668 saves children
in the initial process from being torn from a parent (predominantly father) by treating two fit parents capable of
sharing the children equally from the start. It allows children to not see one parent better than the other or a visitor
and a paycheck.  I'm sure you understand what SB 668 does in the best interest of the children and good parents.  A
Judge still has factors to assist in determining an order that is best for a child.  After 6 years the nightmare and
trauma came from starting the process as a secondary parent and not an equal sharing one to my child.  The money
invested by lawyers to persuade you to stop SB 668 speaks volumes to the lack of care they truly have for our
American Families and Children.  Please sign this for our children and families to show you care about the process
being done on the best interest of the children from the start.  Thank you very much.
Sincerely,
Disabled Dad



From: Krueger, Tim - DESTIN FL
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 Please Support
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:11:12 PM

Governor,
Please pass this bill which is Pro family, pro work and just plain
American in every facet.
Regards,
Tim
R. Tim Krueger
Senior Vice President – Investments
Financial Advisor

│ Krueger, Fosdyck & Associates│Global Wealth Management │

34990 Emerald Coast Pkwy., 4th Floor │Destin, FL 32541 │ P 850.269.7003 │P 866.625.2305 │F 850.391.1736 │NMLS:

521511│ KFA Website Twitter LinkedIn and You Tube

This message, and any attachments, is for the intended recipient(s) only, may contain
information that is privileged, confidential and/or proprietary and subject to important terms
and conditions available at http://www.bankofamerica.com/emaildisclaimer. If you are not the
intended recipient, please delete this message.



From: Concerned Citizen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 Sign it! View this recent Liberal / Feminist Article and another Woman"s Rebuttal
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 4:43:44 PM
Attachments: 12966149 1279491862064380 2122462212 n.png

Governor Scott,

We want to share with you a rebuttal to a recent article that is filled with LIES and
MISSINFORMATION propogated by the left leaning groups that are opposed to SB668. The
writer is a self admitted feminist.

First the Rebuttal by Robin DesChamp:

Can you play a quick game of “spot the lies” in this article?
1. “…women (mostly women) who choose to make themselves available to do the unpaid work of
caring…”
yeah, no. It’s not “unpaid” work. It is paid in food, clothing, housing, vacations, and all the other
things most gals have to PAY for by working.
2.”The bill robs judges of discretion in divorces by presuming in all cases that split custody
arrangements are best for children, instead of evaluating custody based on the needs of individual
kids.”
The biggest and most disgusting lie of all. Wow – someone who works in the legal profession
wrote this? Go back to school, honey, apparently you were absent the day the professor defined
“presumption” to the class.
3. “The legislation ignores the economic burden its alimony structure inflicts on the parent who is
not the breadwinner, the one who left the workforce to do unpaid labor.” No, not unpaid labor.
Also, you assume women can’t go back to work after kids are in school. Finally, do you give a whit
for the financial burden placed upon payers? Of course not.
4. “The bill is misogynist, shortsighted, and anti-family.” Opposition to the bill is all those three
things. Your hyperbole does not convince. I guess you don’t think dads should get to see their
kids as much as moms, which makes YOU antifamily. You also think women are too weak and
stupid to learn how to support themselves, which makes YOU the misogynist.
5.”We know it’s work because when we contract it out – to day care centers, baby sitters, maids,
restaurants, and fix-it people – we pay for it. With money.” Exactly. We don’t have the maid move
in with us, buy her everything she needs and much she does not in life, give her the luxury of
staying home to raise kids (while denying that luxury to the maid’s husband, of course). Instead,
we pay her money. Compensation comes in many different forms. I hope you don’t give your
firm’s clients financial advice.
6.”We know now that laundry is important because dads are doing Tide commercials.” Huh? Now
you’ve just lost us all.
7. “Over the same period, job and career opportunities have increased for women.” This was
literally the ONLY thing you got right. Congratulations; go buy yourself a popsicle.
9. I have developed a migraine after reading this tripe. Please put yourself in timeout and consider
donating your computer to a local charity, because you are using it to disseminate lies and as
such your rights to the Internet have been revoked.

Now the article's Text:

JULIE DELEGAL: RICK SCOTT SHOULD
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VETO ALIMONY “REFORM” BILL
The world runs on the unpaid and underpaid work of women.

Churches, schools,

nonprofits, and many business offices would collapse without it.

Something else, however, has been collapsing and crumbling in
our society for the past 60 years: the American family. For all the
rhetoric about the “breakdown of the traditional family,” our
leaders give little more than lip service to the crucial work of
caring for vulnerable people: our children, our disabled people,
and our parents’ generation.

This work, and the work of creating strong families, is not only
enormous, it’s enormously important.

Florida Senate Bill 668 is a slap in the face to the men and
women (mostly women) who choose to make themselves
available to do the unpaid work of caring, freeing their partners
to build bread-winning careers. Gov. Rick Scott should veto it
now.

The bill robs judges of discretion in divorces by presuming in all
cases that split custody arrangements are best for children,
instead of evaluating custody based on the needs of individual
kids.

The legislation ignores the economic burden its alimony
structure inflicts on the parent who is not the breadwinner, the
one who left the workforce to do unpaid labor. By ending lifelong
alimony and implementing restrictive spousal payment formulas,
the bill tells marital partners who might choose to step out of the
workforce that they should look out for No. 1 instead. Forget
about investing your life energy in your family, this policy says,
because if you get divorced, you’re screwed.

The bill is misogynist, shortsighted, and anti-family.

In any marriage, the negotiations that go on about who will take care of what on any given day are
complex and private. Many two-income couples have developed balanced approaches to child
rearing and the endless duties of home. They know that raising children, housecleaning, making
meals, and home maintenance all add up to work.



We know it’s work because when we contract it out – to day care centers, baby sitters, maids,
restaurants, and fix-it people – we pay for it. With money.

Yet too often we still refer to non-bread-winning spouses as “not working.” It’s a privilege, we tell
the likes of Ann Romney, to stay home and care for your children. It’s a luxury, American society
says, for parents who can “afford” to make the choice to be their children’s primary caregivers.

Meanwhile, we dole out billions to the day-care industry, which, ironically, is staffed mostly by
underpaid women. Feminist writer Anne Marie Slaughter calls it “the work that makes work
possible.”

Do we think that people who take care of children in day-care centers are “luxuriating”? Do we
view those who clean houses for a living as “privileged”?

As more and more men — but still way too few — take on the caring work that women have
traditionally done, the myth of the luxuriating housewife is coming unraveled. We know now that
laundry is important because dads are doing Tide commercials.

First-wave feminism is partly to blame for helping to create the privileged-mom myth in the first
place. Slaughter contends that as the early equality movement rightfully sought to expand
opportunities for women, it inadvertently degraded the traditionally feminine work of caregiving.
Working outside the home, the movement said, is more important than what goes on inside of it.

That message is partly responsible for the near-extinction of marriage. But there’s another culprit:
the changing labor market. In recent decades, as technology, automation, and overseas
outsourcing have gobbled up jobs, the marriageability of men, in general, has declined. As the
Brookings Institute points out, while changing morals is a factor, policy changes must consider
cold, hard, economic facts. Over the same period, job and career opportunities have increased for
women. Given the choice of whether to merge finances with men or raise children alone, women
are choosing the latter.

Staying out of the workforce to raise children is, all at once, less glamorous than paid work and a
luxury for the rich. Either way, it’s trivialized.

The alimony “reform” bill that is now sitting on Scott’s desk further trivializes the critical “work that
makes work possible.” If we’re going to value the family, we’re going to have to value all the work
that creates and sustains it — not just the kind that gets paychecks.

• • •

Julie Delegal, a University of Florida alumna, is a contributor for Folio Weekly, Jacksonville’s
alternative weekly, and writes for the family business, Delegal Law Offices. She lives in



Jacksonville, Florida.
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From: Gintautas Zavadzkas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 Sign it, it is the voice of the people
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 3:49:37 PM

From: Gintautas Zavadzkas <gleon@yahoo.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33071

Phone Number: 7862327292

Message Body: Please governor, increase productivity and don't let people not be able to retire for alimony
payments or unjust system design that penalizes the working Americans.



From: Charles Lawrence
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 Support it
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:26:48 PM

Governor Scott,

SB 668 is Pro-Family and Pro-Marriage

Charlie Lawrence
SB 668



From: L. Pettingill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 VETO
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 9:21:18 PM

As a conservative, you should be pro-marriage, pro-family, and have a good understanding of
what a bill like this can do to a stay at home mother and the children who are used to being
with her each day. Stay-at-home moms create a stability in a child's life and that stability will
be shattered with mandatory 50/50 time share. Divorce is hard enough, but to have a child's
life and routine completely upended so that a man can pay less child support is egregious.
Please consider the future of the children experiencing divorce and VETO this bill.

~Liza W. Pettingill



From: Richard Lawrence
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 alimony bill
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:41:26 AM

From: Richard Lawrence <reljal@msn.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33909

Phone Number: 239-898-0537

Message Body: Please sign into law the revised Lifetime Alimony Bill. I know that the Lawyers are concerned with
their paychecks. Life time alimony destroys families and financialy ruins those that have to pay it. Forget the
lawyers. Help the families by keeping them moving foward and not tied to a bad marraige for a lifetime. Felons get
off with less of a sentence



From: Serafina MacDonald
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 alimony reform bill
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 9:48:12 PM

Governor Scott,
As a Florida voter, I am strongly against this bill. I'm against the presumption of 50/50 timesharing of children.
Children are not and should not be treated as possession to be divvied out evenly. And shuffled every other week
here and there. Each family situation is different and therefore the best interest of the child should be considered on
an individual basis.

I also feel mothers who have left careers behind to take up a career as a stay at home mother are penalized for their
long hiatus when they reenter the workforce 15-20 years after leaving.

Please veto this bill!!
Serafina MacDonald

Sent from my iPhone



From: Roger schofield
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 awaiting your approval
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 1:19:58 PM

From: Roger schofield <rschof@yahoo.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33774

Phone Number: 7274174298

Message Body: Florida needs your signature of approval on SB 668 .



From: C Lawrence
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 is Pro Marriage Sign it Today
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 9:09:35 PM

Governor Rick Scott. 
1. The bill codifies existing law on retirement and clarifies a change in circumstances for modifying
alimony. It does not change existing contracts. And a judge still has discretion to make
timesharing decisions based on the best interest of the child. Those who say the bill is retroactive
simply are wrong. 
2. People need to be able to move on after divorce. This Bill helps with the healing process. 
3. Judges need to start off with the premise that both parents are on equal footing as it relates to
divorces with children. This is not a presumption but a starting point. 
4. The thought that both parties in today's society cannot be equal is despicable. Alimony should
only be used to bridge the gap to allow both parties the opportunity to be able to be successful. 
5. There should be no expectation that post-divorce the lifestyle lived together should be
maintained. It is impossible for this to be fair to the paying party. 
6. This bill will end the gamesmanship used by the receiving party and their counsel to keep
alimony continuing and help to reduce the cost of divorce by placing set outcomes as a starting
point.

Charles Lawrence

Tampa



From: Mary Stasie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 is Retroactive and punishes divorced women
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 6:26:54 PM

Governor Scott,
SB 668 is Retroactive and punishes divorced women.
The proponents of SB 668 don't think it's fair that a woman who was out of the
job market, for two or more decades, raising their children and helping to
further their husband's career (at the expense of their own) should have any
financial help in the decades after a divorce.
If a divorced, skill-deficient woman is lucky enough to get a job in her late
forties and fifties (competing against younger more tech savvy applicants) she
has a short period of time (compared to her ex) to accumulate a significant
Social Security fund. Even with Social Security and alimony she will find it
difficult to make ends meet in her seventies and eighties. Most likely, she will
have to continue working until she drops in contrast to her ex who has had 4-5
decades to earn a 6-figure salary and retire comfortably with a nice nest-egg
and substantial Social Security. Without alimony, as proposed by the
"retirement" clause of this bill, she will work until she drops and she will have
to seek housing and food assistance from the state in order to survive. This bill
is retroactive because alimony payors who retire can show a decrease in
income (though not in assets) and take the recipient back to court. The judge
will have no other options except to follow the guidelines in SB 668.
SB 668 also punishes women who are working and trying to put their lives back
to something resembling what they had before their husbands left. In this bill
there is a clause stating that if a working alimony recipient gets a 10% raise,
their alimony can be modified i.e. lowered. So what incentive does the
recipient have to build a career? None! She might as well tell her boss to keep
his money and not bother to advance in any career because she will be back to
square one in a heartbeat. This is another "retroactive" aspect of SB 668.
SB 668 is another attempt to keep divorced women below the poverty
threshold. Studies have shown that, after a divorce, the standard of living for a
women decreases while, for men, it increases. As a result of this bill, numerous
women in Florida will become financial burdens of the state. In reality, they
should be the responsibility of their husbands who depended on them to care



for their children and support his career growth.
As a member of a political party that says it supports family values, Governor
Scott, you should be ashamed of a legislature that would treat women in such a
insulting manner. The only answer to their actions is to VETO SB 668 and
request a comprehensive financial impact study on the effects such legislation
will have on women and children.



From: Charlie Lawrence
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 is pro-marriage
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 11:03:08 AM

Governor Scott,

I am writing to ask that you please sign SB 668 into long today. It is profamily and pro-marriage that is the right
thing to do. I also asked that you take into consideration antics the family law section has used to miss lead you in
the public relative to this bill. I also ask that you look at the national parenting organizations website for details of
the minutes of the meetings and expenditures on lobbyist babe used to go against the bill. Please take this in the full
consideration when making your decision.

Charles Lawrence



From: Kinjila Kram
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 needs your APPROVAL
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 9:39:34 AM

-------- Original message --------
From: Kinjila Kram 
Date: 04/07/2016 2:17 PM (GMT-05:00) 
To: rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com 
Subject: SB 668 needs your APPROVAL 

Alimony reform is way over due in Florida! !

Please sign SB 668.

Governor Scott-The Family Law Reform Bill SB 668 needs your Approval. Both the House and Senate have
approved the bill. It demonstrates the voters are speaking clearly--REFORM IS needed. It is the WILL OF THE
PEOPLE and although it may also dramatically shake up the current antiquated status quo in Florida, you need to
listen to the voters and those who have supported you. In your own words "the voters had other ideas, and they are
the only ones who count." We count don't we Governor? 
In 2013, you vetoed the alimony reform bill merely four hours before it would have automatically become law. 
The voters were speaking clearly to you then and you didn't follow them. You listened to the minority voices of
NOW, Unite Women, League of Women Voters. When you were running for re-election, how did they repay you--
by endorsing your opponent!
Isn't this year the time to follow your own advice and APPROVE SB 668? We are the VOTERS and are
SPEAKING CLEARLY--Florida Families WANT AND NEED SB 668!!

Sincerely a voter and a tax payer
Kinjila Kram

Donald J. Trump For President 2016

Sent from my iPad



From: Paul Lotz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 please read my story and sign SB668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 6:33:31 PM

Governor, please read my story and sign SB668.
I have been in a 20 year marriage that is nearing an end. My wife worked the first 10 years of
our marriage at which time she stopped working, primarily due to an affair she had with a
coworker. She was working midnight hours which took a toll on our family in more ways than
one. Staying home was a logical choice to try to rebuild and repair our family. It would allow
her to rekindle the relationship not only with me but with our children as well, who were 8 and
3(twins) at the time. It would also provide her the opportunity to finish the last 2 years of her 4
year degree (she had already completed her AA degree).
Her father passed away shortly after she left her job and her mother moved in with us. Her
mother has been a God send helping with the traditional duties a house wife would perform
such as cleaning dishes, washing and folding clothes, sweeping and other chores around the
house. This has allowed my wife an even better opportunity to focus on and complete school.
About 3 years ago (7 years after she left work), the company I worked for was nearing
bankruptcy. I spoke to my wife about the stress that the uncertainty was creating and asked her
to look into getting at least a part time job to help out. She rejected and refused the notion and
insisted on finishing up school. Unfortunately the company did file bankruptcy and a lot of
good people lost their jobs who were not even sure they would get their last paychecks. I
ended up being one of the lucky ones to get let go early, received severance and was able to
get a job pretty quickly.
She is now on track to complete her degree in August of this year. She has unilaterally made
the choice not to work for the last three years? I've tried to convince her that taking a part time
position while completing her degree would help her transition back into the workforce and
make future full time employment easier to obtain, but again, she has refused. What choices
does someone in this situation have? I have done my best to hold on for my families sake, but
our relationship has gone down hill gradually. She has told me "she wishes we had divorced
back when she had the affair", "she says doesn't care and we have never had a connection" in
addition to lots of other relationship destroying statements. This has opened my eyes and
finally I have the common sense and courage to get out, after 20 years of marriage.
My oldest son is now 18 and getting ready to begin college at UNF. My wife informed him,
now that her and I are divorcing, he will need to get a job and help pay expenses. Our 18 year
old has to get a job while she is able to stay home and complete school because of how even
the new alimony laws are written? It is heartbreaking to think the support I should be able to
provide my 18 year old and other children will be going to my wife "to maintain her lifestyle."
She has had the time and ability to become whatever she wished possible over the last 10
years. She is capable of working and supporting herself. I understand and accept I will need to
help her transition but should this be for a lifetime? Should I have to pay attorney fees and
potentially go to court because the current outdated laws lean in her favor?
As for the child custody portion of the bill, the starting point should be 50/50 shared custody.
In my case, I am lucky and my wife and I have tentatively agreed on a 50/50 shared parenting
plan. I look forward to participating I their lives as much as allowed. If my wife did not agree I
would be forced to fight an expensive uphill battle and her only motive would be to get
additional support. I am a good father. Why should a fit parent not be entitled to, at minimum,
share custody of their children. Any other premise would not be a fair one or what is best for
the children.
I'm sure there are many others in similar situations to my own.



Please, listen to the voters, a majority of elected Senators and Representatives of the House.
Make child custody and alimony a level playing field. The bill establishes a fair middle ground
which can still be negotiated on a case by case basis if necessary.

Sent from my iPad



From: Marcie Eickhorn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 please sign into law
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 1:32:25 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

Please sign SB 668 into law. You can begin the process of fixing the broken family law system. Let's have the law reflect the
21st century!

Please listen to your voters, not the lobbyists looking to make money from more litigation.

Sincerely,
Marcie Eickhorn
1510 SW 3rd Ave
Pompano Beach, FL 33060



From: Ryan Romero
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 please sign
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 3:58:57 PM

From: Ryan Romero <ryanromero@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32563

Phone Number: 8508030312

Message Body: Sir,
I respectfully ask that you support SB668. Florida needs this bill!
Ryan Romero



From: Linda Miklowitz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 removes judges" discretion
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 6:31:54 AM

Another reason why SB 668 is so unwise is that it removes discretion from the judge to award
permanent alimony. Not all judges do and it is not always appropriate, but it should be in the
tool box for when it is nrcessary to do equity.

Linda Miklowitz, J.D.
Tallahassee, FL



From: Sheila Jaffe
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 veto
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 3:26:50 PM

Please VETO SN668

Do the research on this vital
Issue for the families of Florida.



From: adrienne encinosa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668 yes please
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 8:21:31 AM

Governor Scott,

As a hard working and self supporting woman, I am asking you to sign this bill. I have personally watched to many
men get railroaded by women who are very capable of supporting themselves yet feel entitled to a being taken care
of.

Thank you,
Adrienne Encinosa
904-887-0677

Sent from my iPad



From: MimiGJ
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668!
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:20:06 AM

Governor, few bills have been as mean and punitive as this bill to impoverish women and children. I agree alimony
reform may be warranted but this is not the way.

Please veto SB 668!

Mimi Jones
4137 Diplomacy Cir. Tallahassee FL 32308-8718
850.510-3961

Sent from my iPad



From: Christine Stowell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 6:23:11 PM

Dear Governor,

Please sign this bill to help the fathers that want to be apart of there children's lives. They don't
want to take away the mother's. They just want 50/50. Father's are just as important as
mother's. You can not make a baby without a mans sperm. You can not carry a baby without a
women's womb, 50/50. 
My husband and I are going through a difficult time with his ex wife and their daughter. She
has over 100 court contemps and the judge will NOT do anything. They are divorced, they
have a parenting plan but she does not follow it and gets away with it. 
Why??? It is not fair. 
In her own words " I am above the law" 
She does not work. She has 3 kids by 3 different fathers. She collects child support from all 3
and is on state assistance.
My husband is a USMC vet. He goes to work and is a full time student at St Leo University. 
The child enforcement has harrassed him when he was not able to keep up with child support
before he got a job. They levied our bank account which is now fixed but they don't ask her
how she is supporting the child. She uses child support for tattoos, and liquor. She is a bad
alcoholic. 
We have sent child support many emails and they fail as well. 
Something has to be done. There has to be something you can do to put a stop to all of this.

Please sign the SB 668 bill. Please!!

Thank you,
Christine Stowell



From: jmsgang1@gmail.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:10:55 AM

Governor Scott,

Please support and sign SB 668!

Make Florida a FAMILY FRIENDLY state!

Thank you,

Jam James/voting female

Sent from Outlook Mobile



From: Robert Evans
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 11:04:55 AM

Dear Governor Scott:

My name is Robert M. Evans. I have served the State of Florida and the Ninth Judicial Circuit for over 20
years and recently retired in January of 2015. During my tenure, I served primarily on the family bench. To
my knowledge, I have presided over more divorce cases than any other judge in the state of Florida. I
served as the administrative judge for the family divisions for 10 years in the Ninth Judicial Circuit and
was appointed by the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court twice to serve on the Supreme Court’s
Committee for Children and Families in the Courts.

I am writing today regarding my concern for SB 668, which is currently on your desk for consideration.
Although this bill addresses several things which are overdue in the State of Florida, I fear that it will have
a disastrous effect for many of the people in this state. The “premise” that children split equal time
between both parents before considering any factors related to the best interests of the children is
actually contrary to the best interests of the children. I have always approached the law that timesharing
is principally for the benefit of the child or children and not necessarily for the benefit of the parents. This
“premise” reverses that.

I am also concerned that the guidelines which have been adopted by the legislature are not based on any
facts or research, but rather on the individual prejudices of a few legislators. The prospect of guidelines
for judges in alimony cases may well be overdue, but once again, I fear that this bill will wreak havoc with
some of Florida’s most vulnerable citizens. Additionally, the mechanism for modifying alimony in this bill
is one-sided and will create even more litigation than we presently experience.

I am not a member of any committee or organization and have no special interest in this piece of
legislation other than my concern for the people of the State of Florida. I gave up a considerable amount
of future financial potential when I took the bench but was proud to serve the people of the State of
Florida from 1995 – 2015. I urge you to veto this piece of legislation until such time as a more balanced
and reasoned approach is presented.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

Robert M. Evans

-- 
________________________
Robert M. Evans, Esq.
Florida Private Trials



618 East South Street
Suite 500
Orlando, Florida 32801
407-377-6399
407-377-6699
www.floridaprivatetrials.com
www.theorladofamilyfirm.com

The Orlando Family Firm
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From: Timothy Shields
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:51:09 AM

From: Timothy Shields <tshields@citystaug.com>

County: St. Johns

Zip Code: 32086

Phone Number: 9048251019

Message Body: Governor Scott

I'm from St. Johns county, please sign SB 668

Thank you Sir!



From: Nicholas Brown
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:27:48 AM

You really sold yourself to the devil on this one. Proves you care more about lobbyists and
money than you do about your constituents and the great fathers of the state of Florida. We're
not just sperm donors. We should have equal rights and access to our children. We should not
have to fight and pay for those rights either. Family law attorneys and the family law courts
only care about keeping parents fighting in court. It's job security for them. I hope some day
you or someone you love loses access to their children so you can really understand what it
feels like to not be a part of your children's life!

You sir are a disgrace.



From: Laree Pierce
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:45:27 AM

Please Governor Scott...
Say yes to SB 668
The people of your state deserve better.

Thank you,
Ree Pierce
228-990-5628

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android



From: James Clark
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:43:52 AM

From: James Clark <jclarkmd@earthlink.net>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 33714

Phone Number: 4072220562

Message Body: Please sign SB 668 into law. It is a good bill that modernizes Florida's antiquated family laws. It
passed both chambers of the legislature by a wide margin. It is what the vast majority of the people of Florida want.
The organizations that oppose this bill also opposed you in your reelection. We supported you.
Thank you.



From: Roger schofield
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 5:05:27 AM

From: Roger schofield <rschof@yahoo.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33774

Phone Number: 7274174298

Message Body: Florida citizens  need your support by signing  SB 668.



From: Patricia Branch
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:51:26 PM

From: Patricia Branch <tbranchflorida@aol.com>

County: Putnam

Zip Code: 32148

Phone Number: 3865469571

Message Body: PLEASE SUPPORT ALIMONY REFORM AND SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.



From: Diane Levine
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:21:30 PM

From: Diane Levine <diane.t.levine@gmaol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32790

Phone Number: 352-406-3655

Message Body: Please sign SB668 into law.  Too many educated spouses stay on the dole for the rest of their lives
and the working spouse can never get out of this debt.  Yes, there should be some funds given but lifetime.......



From: Pamela Buchanan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:27:09 PM

From: Pamela Buchanan <pammyfrench@aol.com>

County: Escambia

Zip Code: 32503

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please sign this bill!



From: Paige Bodine
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:31:51 PM

From: Paige Bodine <mompaige@gmail.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33035

Phone Number: 8503760906

Message Body: Governor Scott please sign SB 668! Florida families need help and relief!!!



From: Jerry Smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 8:25:18 AM

From: Jerry Smith <jbsmith@windstream.net>

County: Hamilton

Zip Code: 32052

Phone Number: 386 792 1197

Message Body: Govenor Scott:

SB 668 seems to be one of the last items of this legislative session.  I am asking you to agree with the majority of
Floridians who regard this bill as sensible.

Kindly make this law part of your legacy. 

Jerry Smith



From: anthony felice
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:24:57 PM

From: anthony felice <marco1633@yahoo.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34145

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please sign SB 668.



From: Carolyn Norvell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:06:15 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

Please veto senate bill 668.  This bill will punish parents who have given up careers to raise their children.  Every
divorce and custody case should be individual.  Thanks for your time and best wishes as you govern our state.

Carolyn Norvell

Sent from my iPhone



From: MARY J SCHENCK
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 6:09:31 PM

Dear Governor,

I strongly urge you to veto SB 668 because I have read information in major newspapers and
from the League of Women Voters that indicate the research is not there to support the ideas
in the bill. It is not the reform that is needed to the alimony system, but is an ill-considered
hasty fix. It will have a very negative impact on women, especially poor women who are the
majority (not men) of alimony recipients.

Please veto this bill

Mary Jane Schenck, Ph.D.
Professor Emerita of English



From: Melinda P. Riddle
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 6:02:12 PM

From: Melinda P. Riddle <mpriddle.att@gmail.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34117

Phone Number: 239-530-2420

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I am a registered voter and attorney in Collier.  I strongly urge you to veto SB 668 as it is error to impose any
presumption on parenting issues that come before the Courts.  The alimony provisions, while slightly improved
from the last version of the bill, are unfair to women, many of whom have given up years to advance their husband's
careers before being forced into poverty by a divorce.  Again, Governor Scott, please veto SB 668.



From: Carolyn Helms
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:42:09 PM

From: Carolyn Helms <carolynhelms@hotmail.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33919

Phone Number: 239-432-0970

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott;

Please veto SB 668.  This bill takes away some of the judicial discretion for our fine judges to decide, based on the
individual factors of each case, support and child custody. There has been no economical study to access what the
damages to women and children might be. And the Family Law section of the Florida Bar opposes this bill.
Please veto SB 668



From: Mary Garofalo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:29:21 PM

Governor Rick Scott,
I gave up my accounting career to be a stay at home mom and raise my three boys. After 20 years of marriage I
became divorced. I am back in the work force now but starting over at the bottom of the pay scale while my ex
husband is comfortably earning a 6 figure salary. The alimony I receive from him is minimal but it makes a
difference in that I do not have to work a second job. Please, veto
SB 668.
Thank you,
Mary Garofalo

Sent from my iPhone



From: Amanda Parker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:06:44 PM

From: Amanda Parker <amandabowman921@gmail.com>

County: Escambia

Zip Code: 32514

Phone Number: 8504719920

Message Body: Please please pass this petition.



From: rob kohn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:51:43 PM

Governor Scott,

I am writing to you to respectfully request your support of SB 668 by
signing it into law. I am a divorced man who has honored his obligations
for many years and I believe that SB 668 provides an equitable solution to
outdated family law provisions.

Thank you in advance for your support.

Sincerely,

Robert Kohn
Delray Beach, FL.



From: Sebastian Doggart
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:26:50 PM

From: Sebastian Doggart <sebastiandoggart@aol.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33140

Phone Number: 3104034244

Message Body: Dear Governor,

Please support and sign Florida's Senate Bill (SB) 668.
Parenting equality is what's best for the children. This is proven by exhaustive research on the subject. It is in the
best interests of Florida's children, and it is the will of We The People as represented by our Legislators. Please let
me know if you will or will not sign it. I greatly hope you will. Looking forward to a reply via e-mail, please.

Regards,

Sebastian Doggart
President, Families Civil Liberties Union



From: Robert Kuczynski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:24:39 PM

From: Robert Kuczynski <coorsisme@aol.com>

County: Martin

Zip Code: 34994

Phone Number: 5618181564

Message Body: Please sign and support SB 668. I have been the victim of ancient and antiquated dissolution of
marriage laws and alimony requirements. My ex wife refuses to seek gainful employment and is currently in a
supportive relationship. With current laws, I have to live in less than average conditions because of the amount of
alimony I am required to pay. Again, please support this bill. Thank you.



From: jmsgang1@gmail.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 8:05:08 AM

Governor Scott,

Make Florida PROUD! Please support and sign SB 668!

Save Florida families.

Jan James/voting female

Sent from Outlook Mobile



From: Gina Scott
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:19:57 PM

Governor Scott
I urge you to veto this bill. It is not in the best interest of families. As a traditional stay-at-home mother, this bill
makes assumptions about me and moms like me. I urge you to veto this bill. It is not "good" legislation.

Sincerely,
Gina Scott



From: Richard Farrell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 1:20:57 PM

From: Richard Farrell <flyinggrandpa@bellsouth net>

County: Nassau

Zip Code: 32034

Phone Number: 904-491-5256

Message Body: Governor Scott,

Please sign SB 668 into law and put fairness into the process.



From: James Reed
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 1:13:10 PM

Please sign SB 668.  It is important, the Legislature voted for it and your citizens in Florida are counting on you to
sign it. 

Jim Reed
360 10th Ave S
Safety Harbor FL 34695
(727) 515-7720



From: Mary Berglund
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 12:35:17 PM

Please, Governor Scott, veto SB 668. In 2013 you vetoed a similar bill. This bill will reduce
judicial discretion.

Sincerely yours,
Mary Berglund
St Petersburg FL 33705



From: James Alaimo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 12:21:27 PM

From: James Alaimo <ultrajim49@hotmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33781

Phone Number: 7277352634

Message Body: Governor Scott--Please do the right thing for Florida families----sign SB668 into law now!!!

The alimony laws created in the 1950s need to be updated to the 21st century.

Thank you for your time and consideration on this bill.



From: Amanda Parker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:49:57 AM

From: Amanda Parker <amandabowman921@gmail.com>

County: Escambia

Zip Code: 32514

Phone Number: 8502219249

Message Body: Please sign this petition,kids need both parents equally..



From: Michael
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:32:12 AM

Governor Scott,

For the past 12 years of my life it has been a continues sacrifice for me due to my alimony obligations. 
That's doesn't take into consideration that I gave my ex-wife ten thousand prior to an official divorce decree which
she never claimed on her taxes. Or the fact that I took second employment to help pay student loans for my sons in
which I was the primary party.
My point, now I retired from the Seminole County Sheriffs Office at the rank of Captain, and I'm still pinching
pennies because I'm still paying alimony.
Only you can balance the scales when it comes to divorce and alimony in the state of Florida.
Please sign SB 668...

Thank You for your time...

Sincerely,

Michael Almodovar
Retired Captain
Seminole County Sheriffs Office

Sent from my iPhone



From: James J Grimsley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:21:25 AM

From: James J Grimsley <theolddog@att net>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32205

Phone Number: 904 389 8275

Message Body: Honorable Governor Rick Scott,
Please sign SB 668 into law, we the people of the state of Florida need our outdated alimony laws revised to keep up
with ever changing times in our twenty first century.
Please deliver us from 100 year laws of alimony that are now outdated due to new changing lifestyles in our Society.
Thank you,
JJ grimsley



From: Mrs Kristi L. Farrell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:15:36 AM

From: Mrs Kristi L. Farrell <flyinggrandpa@bellsouth.net>

County: Nassau

Zip Code: 32034

Phone Number: 9044915256

Message Body: I respectively request that you sign SB 668 into law.  It will go a long way to protect both parties in
a divorce and is the fair thing to do.



From: Jay Siegel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:58:53 AM

From: Jay Siegel <jaysiegel@bellsouth.net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33026

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please pass this much needed reform bill



From: jmsgang1@gmail.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 6:53:42 AM

Governor Scott,

PLEASE sign SB 668 into law. It is a fair bill and the current laws are very clearly not! 
Save the FAMILIES!

Jan James/female voter.
Sent from Outlook Mobile



From: Mike Buckley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:54:00 AM

Dear Honorable Governor Scott,

   Please sign SB 668 into law. This has been a long time coming and will help with the progress of families here in
our great state. Current Alimony laws are both antiquated and unprogressive. A “life sentence” of alimony
does not encourage growth by either party involved. Please sign SB 668 and help Florida families heal and move on.
It is best for ALL.

Kind Regards,

Mike Buckley
ph   561-432-7702
fax  561-432-7730
mbuck@bellsouth.net



From: Jacquelynne Jones
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:21:30 AM

From: Jacquelynne Jones <MsjJck@aol.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33325

Phone Number: 954-440-4461

Message Body: Governor Scott:

Please sign this bill and give people the right to be divorced and not have someone hanging on their coat tails for the
rest of their lives.
It is cruel and gives the right to the person that has been awarded this unjust settlement the right to be cruel and
unreasonable.  It is wrong.



From: Tom Joyce
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:21:27 AM

From: Tom Joyce <tjjoyce@aol.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33706

Phone Number: 7275757793

Message Body: Governor Scott,

I am respectively asking you to sign SB 668 into law. The legislature has debated and presented you with a passed
bill that addresses the inequalities of the current alimony laws in Florida.  It also includes recommended child
custody laws that allow the judicial system to fairly determine what is best for children involved in divorce cases. To
me this is a huge step forward for the families living in Florida or are considering moving to Florida.
Your main agenda is growth for the State. New jobs, better wages and improved quality of life. Please consider the
benefits of SB 668 as you continue your drive for growth for our State. Although my personal divorce situation
won't be impacted by these changes it is the right thing to do for our future. Thank you for your consideration of this
request.

Tom Joyce



From: yvonneakins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:15:09 AM

Please veto the subject bill. Do something right for a change!!!

Sent from my Samsung Galaxy Tab®4



From: John Hefty
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:55:07 AM

From: John Hefty <endlessbountyfarms@gmail.com>

County: Walton

Zip Code: 32459

Phone Number: 7163387277

Message Body: I'm 66 years old.  I've been paying alimony to a now retired teacher with a master's degree for
almost 16 years.  The teacher is  now retired and lives on 2 teacher pensions, SS, and annuities. She makes as much
or more in retirement than I do while still working.  The system is based upon my ability to pay not the need of the
receiving party.  Please sign SB 668 which will create the conditions for which I may retire also. Thanks for your
consideration.   John Hefty



From: Tim Eckert
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:50:14 AM

From: Tim Eckert <twegg10@aol.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33993

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please sign SB 668 into law. Individuals like myself have been waiting years for some sort of relief
in regards to alimony payments. Florida alimony laws need to be updated and this years bill will provide for this. I
think that the overwhelming vote in both the House and Senate supports this.
Thank You



From: James Middlekauff
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:49:28 AM

From: James Middlekauff <Racenut478@aol.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32765

Phone Number: 407 977 0521

Message Body: Dear Governor:
I sincerely hope that you sign this bill into effect/law.  As an 80% disabled Military Veteran (one of many still
paying) and un-employable, I feel I have "assisted" her with her life after 24 years of paying alimony while she is
still working full-time and perfectly healthy.  I barely make it from month-to-month financially and desperately need
a break.  This "according to my attorney" was to be the "best deal I could get" but it turned out totally the opposite
and no attorney in Orlando would help me amend it after the fact.
I hope you read this and understand my side of this life sentence.  There are no children involved at this point.  My
Army Veteran Son is married and using his GI Bill for schooling.
Thank you and Please, do not disappoint us payers again.
R/Jim Middlekauff



From: James zelch
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:23:15 AM

From: James zelch <jzelchmd@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33304

Phone Number: 2482194096

Message Body: Sign sb668



From: Kim shiflett
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:20:56 AM

From: Kim shiflett <paridz123@hotmail.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32935

Phone Number: 3217942804

Message Body: SB 668



From: Peter Fowler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:19:42 AM

Please sign SB668. 

Sent from AOL Mobile Mail
Get the new AOL app: mail.mobile.aol.com



From: Derren Tippets
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 1:29:30 AM

From: Derren Tippets <1pqrst123@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33330

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor,

Please Support & Sign Florida's Senate Bill (SB) 668 !!!
Parenting equality is what's best for the children as proven by countless of research on the subject, and it is the will
of We The People as represented by our Legislators. Please let me know if you will or will not sign it. I hope you
will. Looking forward to a reply via letter or e-mail, please.

Regards,

Derren Tippets



From: Pat Horton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:52:55 AM

Dear Governor Scott:
As a legal assistant, I have a better understanding of the impact
this legislation will impact Florida residents with regard to contact.
As you know, there are parents who should not be allowed to care
for a goldfish, much less a child, and this will place children in
harms way. I urge you to VETO this bill, please, for the sake of
the at risk children that will be effected.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.

-- 
Sincerely,
Patricia F. Horton
Assistant to Kathi B. Halvorsen, Esq. Physical Address:
P. O. Box 1866 2033 Main Street, Suite 406
Sarasota, FL 34230 Sarasota, FL 34237
941-953-2612
941-953-2043 Fax
Pat@katehalvorsen.com

** Please note: Our office closes at noon on Friday, therefore, any emails or pleadings sent on
Friday after noon, will not be received until Monday or the next business day.

Confidentiality Notice - This email is sent by or on behalf of an attorney. It is intended exclusively for the individual to which it is
addressed. This communication may contain information that is privileged or confidential or otherwise legally exempt from disclosure. If
you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy or disseminate this message or any part of it. If you
have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately by e-mail and delete all copies of this message. Thank you.



From: jerry smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:27:44 AM

From: jerry smith <jbsmith@windsteam.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32052

Phone Number: 386 792 1197

Message Body: Dear Govenor:
   I am writing on behalf of SB668.  My reading of he bill and I do find legalese hard to read suggests this is a
positive response to many issues. 

   It bothers me that the bar association opposes this bill when they helped write it; my opinion is that is reduces the
liklihood of litigation and the bar sees this as fewer billable hours. Whenever I see the bar association not 
supporting a bill it suggests to me that it should be supported.

   Kindly support this bill.  Thank you.  JS



From: Tom Batchelor
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 6:44:14 AM

From: Tom Batchelor <tom.batchelor1352@verizon net>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34208

Phone Number: 9413024365

Message Body: Writing in support of SB668, I encourage the Governor to sign this important legislation into law.
Thank you.



From: Candis Flores
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 8:13:14 PM

April 11, 2016

Office of Governor Rick Scott'
State of Florida
The Capitol
400 S. Monroe St.
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0001

RE: SB 668

Dear Governor Scott;

I am writing you today to ask you to veto SB 668.

I recognize that this bill is designed to make divorce easier and more predictable, however by doing so it weakens
the incentives for families to stay together.

After reading the bill, I have come to believe that it does not maintain the standard of "best interest of the child"
that Florida currently requires.

I urge you to veto SB 668.

Sincerely,

Candis Flores
9781 135th Way
Seminole, FL 33776



From: Robert Franklin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 7:33:18 PM

Dear Governor Scott:

Please sign SB 668 into law. SB 668 benefits children especially, but mothers and fathers as
well. Large amounts of social science demonstrate that shared parenting is in children's best
interests. Interestingly, the opposition to SB 668 never mentions children or their welfare. By
giving children better lives, shared parenting also reduces conflict between divorcing parents
and reduces the types of personal problems children who lose a parent during divorce so often
exhibit.

The alimony reform section of the bill brings greater fairness and predictability to alimony
orders. It is a moderate bill that doesn't affect existing alimony orders. The time is long past
when women were unable to work, earn, support themselves and save for retirement. Fifty
years ago, alimony made sense and in some cases it still does. But women now constitute 40%
of primary earners in American households. Clearly, more sensible alimony laws are needed, a
fact acknowledged by several state legislatures across the country.

Thank you for your time and consideration. The children and parents of Florida need SB 668.
Their representatives in the Legislature responded. Please sign SB 668 into law.

Robert Franklin, National Parents Organization



From: Luciano Macias
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 7:05:50 PM

From: Luciano Macias <Lucianojr82@yahoo.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33702

Phone Number: 7277437694

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott. Ask a Purple Heart Marine I made many sacrifices for my country, for
freedom. But when I came home only to find out that I have no freedom as a loving father. I have zero rights to
protect my babies. I'm asking you please give loving father's equal rights to be with our babies. Give equal rights to
husbands to move on with their lives. If you don't sign this bill you throw out equal rights and freedom to many
people. Please do the right thing and put an end to an out of date law and let husband and wife separate equally.
Thank you.



From: Plummer, Dee
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 5:54:32 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to you today to please sign SB 668 into law. The unfairness of the present law is
readily apparent in Florida today. My husband and I were divorced when we met. Neither of
us had anything to do with each others divorce. My husband is stuck lifetime alimony even
though his ex-wife is capable of working, but prefers to travel. She lives in a gated community
on Ponte Vedra Beach. She lives the "high life" with an inheritance and her monthly alimony
check that she has received for the past eighteen years. My husband can not get his monthly
alimony check changed because my salary and net worth would be added to his income. I had
nothing whatsoever to do with his divorce. My husband is 72 years old and would like to
retire. Obviously, he can not do so as long as he has to pay lifetime alimony. Thank you for
your consideration in this matter.

Sincerely yours,

Ellen A. Plummer
A Rick Scott Republican



From: Regina Brown
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 5:05:36 PM
Attachments: Flores.pdf

Gamez.pdf
Kober.pdf
McDaniel.pdf
Misty O.pdf
Cortese.pdf
BrownRex20160411.pdf
RLB.pdf
Davis.pdf
Steph.pdf

Please deliver the attached letters concerning SB 668 to the Governor’s desk.
On behalf of myself and my community I would urge the Governor to veto Senate Bill 668
which revises the state’s divorce and alimony laws.
We are increasingly giving way to the convenience of the culture without serious thought to
the long term effects of such laws on the impact of the family.
Thank you for your consideration.
Regina Brown
727-243-0128
Restoring America’s Founding Principles



April 11, 2016 
 
 
Office of Governor Rick Scott 
State of Florida 
The Capitol 
400 S. Monroe St. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0001 
 
 
RE:  SB 668 
 
Dear Governor Scott; 
 
I am writing you this afternoon to ask you to veto SB 668. 
 
This bill seems to be designed to make divorce easier and more predictable.  However, I don’t feel that it 
maintains the best interest of the child.  I believe it weakens the incentives for families to stay together.   
 
Florida laws should not treat the institution of marriage casually; it is the cornerstone of our society, not an 
arrangement eligible for a simple buyout.    
 
I urge you to veto SB 668. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Candis Flores 
9781 135th Way 
Seminole, Fl   33776 
727‐517‐4385 
 
 
 
 

 
 



April 11, 2016 
 
 
Office of Governor Rick Scott 
State of Florida 
The Capitol 
400 S. Monroe St. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0001 
 
 
RE:  SB 668 
 
Dear Governor Scott; 
 
I am writing you this morning to ask you to veto SB 668. 
 
I recognize that this bill is designed to make divorce easier and more predictable, however by doing so it 
weakens the incentives for families to stay together.   
 
After reading the bill I have do not believe that it maintains the standard of “best interest of the child” that 
Florida currently requires. 
 
I urge you to veto SB 668. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Lori Gamez 
12383 144th St. 
Largo, Fl.   33774 
727‐560‐1020 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



April 11, 2016 
 
 
Office of Governor Rick Scott 
State of Florida 
The Capitol 
400 S. Monroe St. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0001 
 
 
RE:  SB 668 
 
Dear Governor Scott; 
 
I am writing you this morning to ask you to veto SB 668. 
 
I have read the bill through and believe that it continues down the path we are already on in degrading the 
institution of the family.   
 
The “best interest of the child” in mentioned a number of times in the bill, but rather than starting with that 
premise regarding custody the bill mandates that judges begin with the premise that children should spend 
equal time with each parent rather.  While in a perfect world that would be the start, but then, in a perfect 
world we wouldn’t be asking a judge to decide that issue.  This mandated assumption, more often than not, 
will likely start the process with a fight to take away rights from one parent rather than first looking at all 
facts regarding best interest.  
 
I work, and live, in a community that desperately lacks those basics of a strong family.  I see the results 
daily and believe that SB 668, as a whole, weakens incentives for families to stay together treats the 
institution of marriage casually.   
 
I urge you to veto SB 668. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Mark Kober 
President, Coral Way Homeowners Association 
727‐282‐2405 
1684 Coral Way 
Largo, Fl.  33771 
 



April 11, 2016 
 
 
Office of Governor Rick Scott 
State of Florida 
The Capitol 
400 S. Monroe St. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0001 
 
 
RE:  SB 668 
 
Dear Governor Scott; 
 
I am writing you this morning to ask you to veto SB 668. 
 
I have read the bill through and believe that it continues down the path we are already on in degrading the 
institution of the family.   
 
The “best interest of the child” in mentioned a number of times in the bill, but rather than starting with that 
premise regarding custody the bill mandates that judges begin with the premise that children should spend 
equal time with each parent rather.  This mandated assumption, more often than not, will likely start the 
process with a fight to take away rights from one parent rather than first looking at all facts regarding best 
interest.  
 
I think SB 668, as a whole, weakens incentives for families to stay together treats the institution of marriage 
casually.   
 
I urge you to veto SB 668. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Anthony McDaniel 
Clearwater, Fl.    
 
 
 



April 11, 2016 

  

Office of Governor Rick Scott 
State of Florida 
The Capitol 
400 S. Monroe St. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0001 

 RE:  SB 668 

 Dear Governor Scott; 

 I am writing you this morning to ask you to veto SB 668. 

 It appears that this bill is designed to make divorce easier and more predictable, however 
by doing so it weakens the incentives for families to stay together. We need to set the 
example that maintaining the family unit matters and that society as a whole benefits when 
families stay intact. 

 I urge you to veto SB 668. 

  

 
  1300 Stratford 
  Largo, Fl. 

 
 



April 11, 2016 
 
 
Office of Governor Rick Scott 
State of Florida 
The Capitol 
400 S. Monroe St. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0001 
 
 
RE:  SB 668 
 
Dear Governor Scott; 
 
I am writing you this morning to ask you to veto SB 668. 
 
I recognize that this bill is designed to make divorce easier and more predictable, however by doing so it 
weakens the incentives for families to stay together.   
 
After reading the bill I do not believe that it maintains the standard of “best interest of the child” that Florida 
currently requires. 
 
I urge you to veto SB 668. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
 
 

Pam Cortese 
9900 E. Gulf Street 
Seminole, Fl.    
727‐771‐5394 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 





April 11, 2016 
 
 
Office of Governor Rick Scott 
State of Florida 
The Capitol 
400 S. Monroe St. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0001 
 
 
RE:  SB 668 
 
Dear Governor Scott; 
 
I am writing you this morning to ask you to veto SB 668. 
 
I have read the bill through and believe that it continues down the path we are already on in degrading the 
institution of the family.   
 
The “best interest of the child” in mentioned a number of times in the bill, but rather than starting with that 
premise regarding custody the bill mandates that judges begin with the premise that children should spend 
equal time with each parent rather.  While in a perfect world that would be the start, but then, in a perfect 
world we wouldn’t be asking a judge to decide that issue.  This mandated assumption, more often than not, 
will likely start the process with a fight to take away rights from one parent rather than first looking at all 
facts regarding best interest.  
 
I think SB 668, as a whole, weakens incentives for families to stay together treats the institution of marriage 
casually.   
 
I urge you to veto SB 668. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Regina Brown 
347 14th St. N.W. 
Largo, Fl.   33770   
 
 



April 11, 2016 

Office of Governor Rick Scott 
State of Florida 
The Capitol 
400 S. Monroe St. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0001 

RE: SB 668 

Dear Governor Scott; 

I am writing you this morning to ask you to veto SB 668. 

I have read the bill through and believe that it continues down the path we are already on in 
degrading the institution of the family.  

The “best interest of the child” in mentioned a number of times in the bill, but rather than 
starting with that premise regarding custody the bill mandates that judges begin with the 
premise that children should spend equal time with each parent rather. While in a perfect 
world that would be the start, but then, in a perfect world we wouldn’t be asking a judge to 
decide that issue. This mandated assumption, more often than not, will likely start the process 
with a fight to take away rights from one parent rather than first looking at all facts regarding 
best interest.  

I think SB 668, as a whole, weakens incentives for families to stay together treats the 
institution of marriage casually.  

I urge you to veto SB 668. 

Sincerely, 

 
Nancy Davis 
Retired Pastor 
12344 82nd Ave N. 
Seminole, Fl.   33771 
727‐392‐5262 

  
 



April 11, 2016 
 
 
Office of Governor Rick Scott 
State of Florida 
The Capitol 
400 S. Monroe St. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0001 
 
 
RE:  SB 668 
 
Dear Governor Scott; 
 
I am writing you this morning to ask you to veto SB 668. 
 
I recognize that this bill is designed to make divorce easier and more predictable, however by doing so it 
weakens the incentives for families to stay together.   
 
After reading the bill I have do not believe that it maintains the standard of “best interest of the child” that 
Florida currently requires. 
 
I urge you to veto SB 668. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Stephanie McCaffery 
347 14th St. N.W. 
Largo, Fl.   33770 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



From: Angel Cruz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 4:08:16 PM

From: Angel Cruz <arcruz51@gmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33773

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please sign bill SB 668



From: Regina Brown
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 5:05:31 PM
Attachments: Flores.pdf

Gamez.pdf
Kober.pdf
McDaniel.pdf
Misty O.pdf
Cortese.pdf
BrownRex20160411.pdf
RLB.pdf
Davis.pdf
Steph.pdf

Please deliver the attached letters concerning SB 668 to the Governor’s desk.
On behalf of myself and my community I would urge the Governor to veto Senate Bill 668
which revises the state’s divorce and alimony laws.
We are increasingly giving way to the convenience of the culture without serious thought to
the long term effects of such laws on the impact of the family.
Thank you for your consideration.
Regina Brown
727-243-0128
Restoring America’s Founding Principles



April 11, 2016 
 
 
Office of Governor Rick Scott 
State of Florida 
The Capitol 
400 S. Monroe St. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0001 
 
 
RE:  SB 668 
 
Dear Governor Scott; 
 
I am writing you this afternoon to ask you to veto SB 668. 
 
This bill seems to be designed to make divorce easier and more predictable.  However, I don’t feel that it 
maintains the best interest of the child.  I believe it weakens the incentives for families to stay together.   
 
Florida laws should not treat the institution of marriage casually; it is the cornerstone of our society, not an 
arrangement eligible for a simple buyout.    
 
I urge you to veto SB 668. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Candis Flores 
9781 135th Way 
Seminole, Fl   33776 
727‐517‐4385 
 
 
 
 

 
 



April 11, 2016 
 
 
Office of Governor Rick Scott 
State of Florida 
The Capitol 
400 S. Monroe St. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0001 
 
 
RE:  SB 668 
 
Dear Governor Scott; 
 
I am writing you this morning to ask you to veto SB 668. 
 
I recognize that this bill is designed to make divorce easier and more predictable, however by doing so it 
weakens the incentives for families to stay together.   
 
After reading the bill I have do not believe that it maintains the standard of “best interest of the child” that 
Florida currently requires. 
 
I urge you to veto SB 668. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Lori Gamez 
12383 144th St. 
Largo, Fl.   33774 
727‐560‐1020 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



April 11, 2016 
 
 
Office of Governor Rick Scott 
State of Florida 
The Capitol 
400 S. Monroe St. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0001 
 
 
RE:  SB 668 
 
Dear Governor Scott; 
 
I am writing you this morning to ask you to veto SB 668. 
 
I have read the bill through and believe that it continues down the path we are already on in degrading the 
institution of the family.   
 
The “best interest of the child” in mentioned a number of times in the bill, but rather than starting with that 
premise regarding custody the bill mandates that judges begin with the premise that children should spend 
equal time with each parent rather.  While in a perfect world that would be the start, but then, in a perfect 
world we wouldn’t be asking a judge to decide that issue.  This mandated assumption, more often than not, 
will likely start the process with a fight to take away rights from one parent rather than first looking at all 
facts regarding best interest.  
 
I work, and live, in a community that desperately lacks those basics of a strong family.  I see the results 
daily and believe that SB 668, as a whole, weakens incentives for families to stay together treats the 
institution of marriage casually.   
 
I urge you to veto SB 668. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Mark Kober 
President, Coral Way Homeowners Association 
727‐282‐2405 
1684 Coral Way 
Largo, Fl.  33771 
 



April 11, 2016 
 
 
Office of Governor Rick Scott 
State of Florida 
The Capitol 
400 S. Monroe St. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0001 
 
 
RE:  SB 668 
 
Dear Governor Scott; 
 
I am writing you this morning to ask you to veto SB 668. 
 
I have read the bill through and believe that it continues down the path we are already on in degrading the 
institution of the family.   
 
The “best interest of the child” in mentioned a number of times in the bill, but rather than starting with that 
premise regarding custody the bill mandates that judges begin with the premise that children should spend 
equal time with each parent rather.  This mandated assumption, more often than not, will likely start the 
process with a fight to take away rights from one parent rather than first looking at all facts regarding best 
interest.  
 
I think SB 668, as a whole, weakens incentives for families to stay together treats the institution of marriage 
casually.   
 
I urge you to veto SB 668. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Anthony McDaniel 
Clearwater, Fl.    
 
 
 



April 11, 2016 

  

Office of Governor Rick Scott 
State of Florida 
The Capitol 
400 S. Monroe St. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0001 

 RE:  SB 668 

 Dear Governor Scott; 

 I am writing you this morning to ask you to veto SB 668. 

 It appears that this bill is designed to make divorce easier and more predictable, however 
by doing so it weakens the incentives for families to stay together. We need to set the 
example that maintaining the family unit matters and that society as a whole benefits when 
families stay intact. 

 I urge you to veto SB 668. 

  

 
  1300 Stratford 
  Largo, Fl. 

 
 



April 11, 2016 
 
 
Office of Governor Rick Scott 
State of Florida 
The Capitol 
400 S. Monroe St. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0001 
 
 
RE:  SB 668 
 
Dear Governor Scott; 
 
I am writing you this morning to ask you to veto SB 668. 
 
I recognize that this bill is designed to make divorce easier and more predictable, however by doing so it 
weakens the incentives for families to stay together.   
 
After reading the bill I do not believe that it maintains the standard of “best interest of the child” that Florida 
currently requires. 
 
I urge you to veto SB 668. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
 
 

Pam Cortese 
9900 E. Gulf Street 
Seminole, Fl.    
727‐771‐5394 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 





April 11, 2016 
 
 
Office of Governor Rick Scott 
State of Florida 
The Capitol 
400 S. Monroe St. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0001 
 
 
RE:  SB 668 
 
Dear Governor Scott; 
 
I am writing you this morning to ask you to veto SB 668. 
 
I have read the bill through and believe that it continues down the path we are already on in degrading the 
institution of the family.   
 
The “best interest of the child” in mentioned a number of times in the bill, but rather than starting with that 
premise regarding custody the bill mandates that judges begin with the premise that children should spend 
equal time with each parent rather.  While in a perfect world that would be the start, but then, in a perfect 
world we wouldn’t be asking a judge to decide that issue.  This mandated assumption, more often than not, 
will likely start the process with a fight to take away rights from one parent rather than first looking at all 
facts regarding best interest.  
 
I think SB 668, as a whole, weakens incentives for families to stay together treats the institution of marriage 
casually.   
 
I urge you to veto SB 668. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Regina Brown 
347 14th St. N.W. 
Largo, Fl.   33770   
 
 



April 11, 2016 

Office of Governor Rick Scott 
State of Florida 
The Capitol 
400 S. Monroe St. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0001 

RE: SB 668 

Dear Governor Scott; 

I am writing you this morning to ask you to veto SB 668. 

I have read the bill through and believe that it continues down the path we are already on in 
degrading the institution of the family.  

The “best interest of the child” in mentioned a number of times in the bill, but rather than 
starting with that premise regarding custody the bill mandates that judges begin with the 
premise that children should spend equal time with each parent rather. While in a perfect 
world that would be the start, but then, in a perfect world we wouldn’t be asking a judge to 
decide that issue. This mandated assumption, more often than not, will likely start the process 
with a fight to take away rights from one parent rather than first looking at all facts regarding 
best interest.  

I think SB 668, as a whole, weakens incentives for families to stay together treats the 
institution of marriage casually.  

I urge you to veto SB 668. 

Sincerely, 

 
Nancy Davis 
Retired Pastor 
12344 82nd Ave N. 
Seminole, Fl.   33771 
727‐392‐5262 

  
 



April 11, 2016 
 
 
Office of Governor Rick Scott 
State of Florida 
The Capitol 
400 S. Monroe St. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0001 
 
 
RE:  SB 668 
 
Dear Governor Scott; 
 
I am writing you this morning to ask you to veto SB 668. 
 
I recognize that this bill is designed to make divorce easier and more predictable, however by doing so it 
weakens the incentives for families to stay together.   
 
After reading the bill I have do not believe that it maintains the standard of “best interest of the child” that 
Florida currently requires. 
 
I urge you to veto SB 668. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Stephanie McCaffery 
347 14th St. N.W. 
Largo, Fl.   33770 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



From: Megan Lawrence
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 5:01:34 PM

From: Megan Lawrence <megs.lawrence@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32826

Phone Number: 6787568541

Message Body: Governor Scott,

Please sign sb668.  It is a good family law reform bill.

Megan Lawrence
Orlando



From: Carl Steppling
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 4:50:28 PM

From: Carl Steppling <Carl@Steppling.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34117

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott,

Please sign SB 668. The people of Florida have spoken twice on this subject. The bill was worked out with the
Florida Bar prior to its passage this time. It's sad that Divorce Attorneys are trying to protect their cash machine at
the expense of children who deserve equal access to both of their parents, when fit.

Of all the problems you have to deal with as Governor and wasted money spent by our state on remedial programs,
none is caused kids spending too much time with two fit parents. Signing this bill into law will help ensure that
hundreds of thousands children in the future will have access to two fit parents, even when those parents no longer
live together.

Sincerely,

Carl Steppling
Naples, FL



From: Mark Burrus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 3:35:17 PM

From: Mark Burrus <burrus.mark@gmail.com>

County: Hardee

Zip Code: 33873

Phone Number: 8637814529

Message Body: Please Governor Scott, pass SB 668.  This action has taken way to long to get approved here in
Florida.  Make a difference. It is so needed.



From: Pam
To: Governor Rick Scott
Cc: Regina Brown
Subject: SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 2:34:25 PM
Attachments: Divorce Bill Letter

ATT00001.txt



Attachment Divorce Bill Letter (10149 Bytes) cannot be converted to PDF format.



Sent from my iPad



From: Pam
To: Governor Rick Scott
Cc: Regina Brown
Subject: SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 2:34:23 PM
Attachments: Divorce Bill Letter

ATT00001.txt



Attachment Divorce Bill Letter_1. (10149 Bytes) cannot be converted to PDF format.



Sent from my iPad



From: Pam
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 2:32:47 PM
Attachments: Divorce Bill Letter

ATT00001.txt



Attachment Divorce Bill Letter_1. (10149 Bytes) cannot be converted to PDF format.



Sent from my iPad



From: Pam
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 2:32:45 PM
Attachments: Divorce Bill Letter

ATT00001.txt



Attachment Divorce Bill Letter_1. (10149 Bytes) cannot be converted to PDF format.



Sent from my iPad



From: robert mandler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 2:07:47 PM

Please sign SB 668 for the good of all Floridians and especially the children.

Thank you,

Robert L. Mandler
149 Ruth Road
Freeport FL 32439
Republican



From: Renee Melton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 11:30:13 AM

You Honorable Governor Scott.
I am a Florida voter and I am against the retroactive and presumptive 50/50 time sharing of children. I am strongly
requesting that you veto this bill and appoint a NUETRAL task force to determine the economic and emotional
effects such a pro hate bill with cause to the women, children and families of Florida. This bill IS retroactive and
seems to be being pushed through by wealthy individuals many who live out of this state.
You Sir, are now the only voice we have. If this bill becomes a law my life will be drastically changed in a negative
way . I am 58 years old..  I have a job at minimum wage, no health insurance and barely make it each month. My ex
husband makes a significant amount more money now than he did when he left me after 27 years of marriage. He
travels, eats out and just bought a new boat to go with his new house.
The emotional turmoil it has brought upon so many innocent people is unbelievable.
Please veto SB 668.. Please save our lives.
Thank you for your time.
Sent from my iPhone



From: Chip Whiteside
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 3:09:32 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I plead with you to pass SB 668. I went through a divorce in 1995. My ex-wife cheated on me,
yet was rewarded with child support and alimony that was more than my annual income. I did
my duty and paid it and ate through my assets. I was a good and caring father, and I should
have gotten custody of my children, but my ex-wife wanted them for the child support money
and she got them, even though a psychological evaluation showed her as being narcissistic.
SB668 will stop that kind of abuse. If the default is equal time with both parents, then I believe
there will be fewer situations like mine. It really is in the best interest of the children.

Sincerly,
Emerson Whiteside



From: Misty Oudshoff
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 11:03:55 AM

April 11, 2016

Office of Governor Rick Scott
State of Florida
The Capitol
400 S. Monroe St.
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0001

RE: SB 668

Dear Governor Scott;

I am writing you this morning to ask you to veto SB 668.

It appears that this bill is designed to make divorce easier and more predictable, however by
doing so it weakens the incentives for families to stay together. We need to set the example
that maintaining the family unit matters and that society as a whole benefits when families
stay intact.

I urge you to veto SB 668.

Sincerely,

Misty Oudshoff

1300 Stratford Dr

Clearwater, Fl 33756



From: Sam Rivera
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 10:59:01 AM

please sigh SB 668.

please sigh SB 668.
please sigh SB 668.
please sigh SB 668.
please sigh SB 668.



From: Carol Brown
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 10:50:38 AM

Sign SB668
As a grandmother I plead with you to sign the bill! 
Lawyers receive thousands and thousands of dollars to simply settle extreme divorce battle issues such as child
custody, alimony payments, child support!!!
My son was left penniless in a recent divorce! We are now draining our lifetime savings to insure our
grandchildren's welfare in this ridiculous situation. He was married to a gambling drug addict. All he wants is a
safety net for his children! All the lawyers want is $$$$ for every phone call, every visit, each and every document
procured to prove the children are in danger!! The laws are antiquated! Yes he wants his children to be with their
mother but he wants her to get help for herself!! Lawyers make this impossible!
The present laws are antiquated!

SIGN SB668!!!!

Sent from my iPhone



From: Pedro Guilarte
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 10:45:11 AM

From: Pedro Guilarte <zanibabe@mailcity.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33458

Phone Number: 5616677696

Message Body: I support this legislation



From: John Fromularo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 10:43:08 AM

Governor Scott, please sign this bill and help families heal and get on with their lives in a fair
manner.



From: James Clark
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 8:46:55 AM

From: James Clark <jclarkmd@earthlink.net>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32714

Phone Number: 4072220562

Message Body: Please sign SB 668 into law. Current law allows the court to consider the income of the new spouse
of an alimony payer to adjust alimony payments upward. This is a disincentive to people to remarry and move on
with their lives. SB 668 will correct this injustice. The people of Florida want this bill to become law .
Thank you
James Clark



From: Jan James
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 8:14:03 AM

Governor Scott,
PLEASE look at this bill. It is a FAIR bill and one that you should be PROUD to sign. Help the citizens of
this State. Families are suffering with the current laws. No one in the Florida Bar is, or will suffer
from the needed changes.
SAVE THE FAMILIES!!
Jan James/FEMALE VOTER-RAISED BY A SINGLE DAD!!!



From: Jan James
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 8:06:07 AM

Governor Scott,
Please sign this bill into law!! It IS FAIR to families, children and Florida.
Please sir, make the needed changes!
Jan James/Female Voter!!



From: Tracy Michko
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 7:59:13 AM

From: Tracy Michko <tracybee@bellsouth.net>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33305

Phone Number: 9544715575

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott,

I got divorced from an abusive husband 2 years ago.  As far as I can tell, the settlement was based on basically the
same provisions that are in the bill before you. I was told that custody is presumed at 50/50 unless the parties agree
and that alimony and child support would be 45-55 % of the family income.

As far as shared custody, we agreed on 30/70, because of the impending changes to the laws at the time. My lawyer
did not bring up the abuse, because I had been too scared to ever call the police. My boys want to like being with
their father, but they know as did I that he is not interested in being a parent.  Not when at 30%.  They feel as
trapped by this agreement as I do.  They would like to see him once a month for the 10 year old and 1 hour a day is
what the 7 year old said.  They envy their older brothers' ability to not see their dad.  Our 17 year old is always busy
and while he is supposed to see his father 30% of the time, he never does.   My 22 year old only sees his dad for the
rare family event, like the 7 year old ' s birthday yesterday. 

My husband of 21 years has little interest in what is healthy for the boys.  His interest is in making them do what he
wants.  My children have had therapy for 3 years now because their dad threatened to kill one of them.  He has hit
them a few times since the divorce and CPS has been involved. Because I was too afraid to report his abuse and
none of the people I was relying on at the time to validate whether his behavior was normal said or did anything to
lead me to believe that it would help me or children to file reports, they have had to deal with a dad who had no one
to tell him that the abusive behaviors he exhibited are wrong. He hit my son in the middle if a CPS investigation.

I think my lawyer advised me to not bring up the abuse, because he knew that I hadn't filed any reports, the kids
were the only witnesses and besides my 10 year old wanting to kill his father and take out his anger on his little
brother, the boys were all reasonably and adjusted. Because of my fear of my husband and desire after 25 years
together for the father of my 4 kids to actually treat them with respect, AND the, what I was told was the ,
presumption already on 2013 that all custody was 50/50 and anything different would not happen,  I agreed to an
arrangement that has been harmful to my children. Do you know how devastating it is to hear your child talk about
killing his father?  Coming up with ways to hurt his dad, because my son doesn't want to go to jail for killing his
dad.  Having a 10 year old say that he is attacking his brother because he can't attack his father?

The presumption that both parents care equally for their children is false.  Some people just want control.  They use
the court system to continue hurting their spouse with custody, alimony and child support in order to control their
victim,  not because they have any interest in the best interests of their children. The only reason my husband
wanted the kids the amount of time he got them was to keep the child support low.   After 25 year out of the job
market I have to support and feed them based on the child support for 30% even when he doesn't take care of them.
He keeps their clothes, my 17 year old is rarely at his dads.  His father has bought him no clothes in the past 2
years,  refuses to pay for his phone even though it is in the agreement.  He does not take him or pick him up from
any of his wide spread activities, costing me extra time, gas and wear and tear on my car.  I have to absorb all the
extra costs for my 17 year old, all the costs for my 22 year old and significant extra costs for the younger boys
because their dad won't honor the parenting plan. In addition to trying to increase my income and refinance our
house I have to spend significant amounts of time running my 17 year old around since his father won't do it and
arranging and dealing with therapists and CPS visits because of the abusive behavior of their father. All of this while



he continually threatens me with going back to court to reduce the alimony or requests more time with the kids so he
can lower his child support.

And if I dare to make even slightly more money that I did at the time of the divorce when he got fired from his job
of 20 years and had his pay reduced by 30% so that the alimony and child support was based on an income that we
had not lived on for 20 years, he has the right to take me back to court to reduce the amount that he pays me. Under
this new bill, I could lose my alimony if I make less than a dollar more that I did at the divorce.

This bill does not protect children. It does not protect women. It allows a formula to decide what is best for a family.
Families are different. Lawyers already are using the same basic formulas to calculate time with the children and
alimony with little regard to what is best for the children. This bill makes it even easier to ignore what is in the best
interests of the children.



From: Mischa Bishop
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 6:28:58 AM

From: Mischa Bishop <mischafrank@live.com>

County: Jefferson

Zip Code: 32344

Phone Number: 8505192766

Message Body: I am a very concerned married mother of two.  I am a caretaker, and I stay at home with my
children. Our oldest is 5 and we will begin homeschooling this coming fall.  I do a little part time work from home
and I help my husband as well.  To pretend that every marriage and home and family are the same and should follow
the same 50/50 divorce regulations is insane.  I am the caregiver for my children 85% of the time.  They obviously
have a much deeper bond with me and my husband has been completely spoiled by this and has never had to care
for them in every way with their day to day basic needs.  If something were to happen and he decided to leave me,
the fact that he should automatically get joint custody is scary.  Not only that, with me putting my career on hold
(yes I am smart and have kept up my license) to raise our children and then get thrown out on the street with nothing
is absolutely ridiculous.  I have been busting my butt and my work is never finished at clock out time.  I don't get to
clock out and relax on the sofa, I have children to raise and a house to keep up.  I have been working and I should
get something for doing that, not thrown out and then have my children taken away 50% of the time.  The children
that have never left my side for more than 5 hours at a time.  Have you even thought about what that will do and
how it will effect these children that cannot even begin to understand? This Bill is in no way helping families and it
should NOT be passed.  I pray that you make the right decision and veto SB 668.  Thank you



From: Steven King
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 2:20:06 PM

From: Steven King <sking@evercorecapital.com>

County: Sarasota

Zip Code: 34236

Phone Number: 941-232-0671

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott.

LET ME BE A DAD without having to fight my wife for the privilege.

Having spent tens of thousands of dollars in lawyers (who only fight to bill), I can't even get equal time sharing.

My daughter is not the pawn here. She needs BOTH PARENTS to raise her.

I am a great dad.

The lawyers just fight for the sake of billing, all at the cost of my little girl.

GIVE ME A FAIR CHANCE. Since mine is past tense as of a month ago, don't let this happen to other dad's who
don't have the money to fight!

SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.

Respectfully,

Steven King
Sarasota



From: John Hefty
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 6:18:31 AM

From: John Hefty <endlessbountyfarms@gmail.com>

County: Walton

Zip Code: 32459

Phone Number: 7163387277

Message Body: I'm 66 years old.  I am paying life time alimony to a retired teacher living on 2 teacher pensions, SS,
and annuities.  She has a boy friend. She makes as  much or more in retirement as I do while still working.    I have
to continue to work to pay her life time alimony.  I've been paying for 15 plus years.   The system is based upon my
ability to pay, not the need of the payee.  I would like to also retire at some point.  Thanks for your kind
consideration.  John Hefty



From: Briana Howe
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 9:25:08 PM

From: Briana Howe <bhowe@lifecenters.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 46123

Phone Number: 3179377030

Message Body: Dear Governor,

It is with great urgency that I asked you to sign and support SB 668, granting shared custody in divorce cases. I am a
woman and I completely believe that children thrive when they have BOTH parents' care equally. It is not about
women, it's not about men, it's about the children. We talk about a fatherless generation, yet it is currently enabled
by our legal system. As a woman, mother, and daughter, I plead with you to sign and support this bill
wholeheartedly.

Sincerely,

Briana Howe



From: vicosta
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 6:52:40 PM

Please sign the SB 668
Thank you very much
Virginia Sossi

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device



From: Erika Ferrair-Chumbley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 5:34:23 PM

From: Erika Ferrair-Chumbley <ferrari ratify.era@msn.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34109

Phone Number: 239-431-9557

Message Body: Governor Scott
I urge you to veto SB 668.  Please vett who is supporting this terrible bill.  Send a strong message that 2nd wives
should have no say on this; they don't want their new husbands paying for "the first wives". U can understand but
what most first wives receive is barely enough after what the first wife went through.
Erika Ferrari-Chumbley



From: James Clark
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 1:04:34 PM

From: James Clark <jclarkmd@earthlink.net>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32714

Phone Number: 4072220562

Message Body: Please sign SB 668 into law. The family laws in Florida are badly outdated. This bill was passed by
a wide margin by both branches of the legislature . It is what the vast majority of the people of Florida want . Please
listen to the people.
Thank you.
James Clark



From: James Clark
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 1:02:01 PM

From: James Clark <jclarkmd@earthlink.net>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32714

Phone Number: 4072220562

Message Body: Please sign SB 668 into law. The family laws in Florida are badly outdated. This bill was passed by
a wide margin by both branches of the legislature . It is what the vast majority of the people of Florida want . Please
listen to the people.
Thank you.
James Clark



From: SFerrara
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 1:00:14 PM

Please pass and sign SB 668 and end this living hell called… Permeant
Alimony”!



From: Maureen Maitland
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 12:39:52 PM

Governor Scott,

SB 668 is Retroactive and punishes divorced women.

The proponents of SB 668 don't think it's fair that a woman who was out of the
job market, for two or more decades, raising their children and helping to
further their husband's career (at the expense of their own) should have any
financial help in the decades after a divorce.

If a divorced, skill-deficient woman is lucky enough to get a job in her late
forties and fifties (competing against younger more tech savvy applicants) she
has a short period of time (compared to her ex) to accumulate a significant
Social Security fund. Even with Social Security and alimony she will find it
difficult to make ends meet in her seventies and eighties. Most likely, she will
have to continue working until she drops in contrast to her ex who has had 4-5
decades to earn a 6-figure salary and retire comfortably with a nice nest-egg
and substantial Social Security. Without alimony, as proposed by the
"retirement" clause of this bill, she will work until she drops and she will have
to seek housing and food assistance from the state in order to survive. This bill
is retroactive because alimony payors who retire can show a decrease in income
(though not in assets) and take the recipient back to court. The judge will have
no other options except to follow the guidelines in SB 668.

SB 668 also punishes women who are working and trying to put their lives
back to something resembling what they had before their husbands left. In this
bill there is a clause stating that if a working alimony recipient gets a 10%
raise, their alimony can be modified i.e. lowered. So what incentive does the
recipient have to build a career? None! She might as well tell her boss to keep
his money and not bother to advance in any career because she will be back to
square one in a heartbeat. This is another "retroactive" aspect of SB 668.

SB 668 is another attempt to keep divorced women below the poverty
threshold. Studies have shown that, after a divorce, the standard of living for a
women decreases while, for men, it increases. As a result of this bill, numerous
women in Florida will become financial burdens of the state. In reality, they
should be the responsibility of their husbands who depended on them to care



for their children and support his career growth.

As a member of a political party that says it supports family values, Governor
Scott, you should be ashamed of a legislature that would treat women in such a
insulting manner. The only answer to their actions is to VETO SB 668 and
request a comprehensive financial impact study on the effects such legislation
will have on women and children.

Maureen Kramlinger

259 W. Lake Faith Drive

Maitland, FL 32751



From: Jeffrie Gasca
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 8:48:29 AM

From: Jeffrie Gasca <bosk3232@gmail.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33138

Phone Number: 7862670916

Message Body: Rick! Please say YES to SB 668 !

God bless! In Jesus' name.



From: Cindy Baurax
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 8:11:04 PM

From: Cindy Baurax <cbaurax@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 77384

Phone Number: 9363212178

Message Body: Please sign SB 668. Children deserve BOTH parents. Please don't let pressure from the Family
Court lobbies sway your conscience. Family Court has gone astray. It is bought by lobbiests. What child doesn't
need their Mother AND their Father. Please sign SB 668!



From: Victoria Scaife
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 11:47:59 AM

Governor Scott,

Please sign SB 668. It is in the best interest of Florida's children and families.

Respectfully,
Victoria Scaife



From: Michael Hennen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 3:22:46 PM

From: Michael Hennen <mhennenlaw@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32708

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott:

I implore you to sign SB 668.  I am a Florida attorney in good standing and have seen first hand the harm that the
current ambiguous laws have on Florida families.  In theory judicial discretion is good.  In practice in the family law
context, it leaves ambiguity and power to judges who have little time to review the cases and make the right
decision.  In fact, my divorce judge in Seminole County was Judge Linda D. Schoonover, who the Florida Bar
sought ton remove from the bench over improper Facebook friend requests and had to resign over making winners
and losers in family law cases.  PLEASE SIGN THIS BILL and bring certainty into this area.  The only ones
winning under the current system  are attorneys at the expense of Florida families.



From: James Clark
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 1:58:48 PM

From: James Clark <jclarkmd@earthlink.net>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32714

Phone Number: 4042220562

Message Body: Please sign SB 668 into law. The family laws in Florida are badly outdated and need to be
modernized. This is a good bill for floridians and families.
Thank you



From: Kimberly Ann Booth
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 11:58:45 AM

From: Kimberly Ann Booth <kabooth1234@gmail.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32927

Phone Number: 3217959025

Message Body: Honorable Scott,

With all respect, I humbly ask that you veto SB 668, known as the Alimony bill, which also assumes 50/50 sharing
of children is the best for the children. Our society has changed so much, to the point that there are many self-
serving individuals who simply do not care about the best interest of their children, even though they may have
biologically created them. One size does not fit all! This aspect of the law is mostly in place already. I am asking
that you NOT remove the discretion of the acting judge, when it comes to child time-sharing. Thank you.



From: Nat Maher
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 9:35:33 AM

From: Nat Maher <natdjss@hotmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33414

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please sign SB 668 and end the shameful state of Florida's alimony laws



From: W B
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 9:28:27 PM

I encourage you to sign SB 668. Don't listen to the lobbyist that don't speak for everyday Floridians. SB
668 reforms alimony in Florida 
Thanks in advance.

William Brown



From: Charles Walden
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 8:06:29 PM

Governor Scott,
I am writing you to urge you to sign the Family Law Reform Bill designated as SB 668. This
is a crucial piece of legislation that will positively impact Florida's families, especially its
children! This Bill, once it becomes Law, will help many thousands of children stay better
connected, and nurtured by, both parents. Please sign it as soon as possible.

Thank you!
Charles Walden



From: beny1332@yahoo.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 6:52:55 PM

Mr Scott, please sign this needed alimony reform bill, to bring much needed reform to permanent alimony.



From: M kelly
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 6:50:55 PM

From: M kelly <beny1332@yahoo.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33023

Phone Number: 9542499687

Message Body: Governor, please sign alimony reform bill . As a native Floridian , I'm burdned with lifetime
alimony , this bill will allow me to retire and not be financially burdned



From: Paul Witherspoon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 5:56:05 PM

From: Paul Witherspoon <psafeandsound@aol.com>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32643

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please sign or allow to take effect without your signature.

Paul Witherspoon



From: Jacqueline Troup
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 5:41:15 PM

From: Jacqueline Troup <jacntom@gmail.com>

County: St. Johns

Zip Code: 32082

Phone Number: 5745273213

Message Body: Please veto this bill



From: Phil Lyons
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:38:04 AM

From: Phil Lyons <plyons@insource-inc.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33156

Phone Number: 3056705337

Message Body: Please sign this bill to improve the lives of Florida families.



From: Benjamin Kain
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 4:40:16 PM

Dear Governor Scott:

I hope this message finds you and yours doing well.

My purpose in sending this message is to support the Shared Parenting Bill currently awaiting
your signature, namely, SB668.

An abundance of social science research states that Shared Parenting is the best possible
outcome for children of separation/divorce. Shared parenting is supported by 110 experts in the
fields of social science, child development, and psychology.

It is my understanding that the above-stated legislation is coupled with an alimony reform
initiative, and is being viciously opposed by special interests in the state of Florida. Being a
Paralegal and deeply involved in family law in my state (Wisconsin), I feel compelled to tell you
that I can say with 100% certainty that more good than harm will come from the shared parenting
aspect of SB668. Of course, 50/50 shared parenting is not feasible for all families. But, a premise
of 50/50 will allow each parent to start out on equal footing in Court, providing less litigation in the
Court system and better results for children & families.

I do hope you consider my email when making your final decision on whether or not to sign
SB668.

Thank you for your time.

Yours very truly,

Benjamin J. Kain
N114W15845 Sylvan Cir., Apt. 10
Germantown, WI 53022
(262) 674-4547 (cell)
(262) 250-1976 (work)
Bkain222@gmail.com



From: douglas.l.stewart@gmail.com on behalf of Douglas Stewart
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 4:19:08 PM

Please sign SB 668! Shared parenting is extremely important for the children who are our
future!

---
Douglas Stewart
douglas@pobox.com



From: Joseph Wojcik
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 4:16:58 PM

From: Joseph Wojcik <jwojcik13@gmail.com>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32303

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott,

The Florida Chapter of the National Organization for Women and even The Florida Bar Association’s Family Law
Section firmly oppose Florida Senate Bill 668, and I tend to agree with them. SB 668 would erode marital
obligations with unfounded updates to Florida’s alimony law as well as potentially put children in situations not
ideal to their health or happiness.  Florida lawmakers are foolishly attempting to take discretion away from a highly-
qualified judge and give it to emotional parents. The well-being of any and all children involved in a difficult
divorce battle should be the top priority of Florida law makers.

Changes to alimony laws included in the bill are off-base as well. Marriage is a pillar of modern society which
should continue to be respected at all levels of government rather than being further degraded into an
unrecognizable union. I implore Gov. Scott to veto SB 668.



From: Laree Pierce McKinnon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 3:01:18 PM

From: Laree Pierce McKinnon <ree_pierce@co.jackson ms.us>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 39563-2309

Phone Number: 2289905628

Message Body: PLEASE GOVERNOR RICK SCOTT,

PLEASE DO THE RIGHT THING FOR THE GREAT STATE OF FLORIDA. PLEASE VOTE YES ON SB 668.
PLEASE DO NOT VETO AGAIN. FAMILIES ARE COUNTING ON YOU TO DO WHAT IS RIGHT. AND
YOU KNOW WHAT THAT IS.
THANK YOU SO MUCH,
LAREE PIERCE MCKINNON



From: Kevin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 2:34:11 PM

Governor Scott,

Please approve SB 668. It is about time we move toward shared and equal parenting. It is also time we reform the
family law system to benefit everyone. Kids deserve both parents and both parents deserve equal parenting rights
without crippling alimony and child support.

Thank you for your support.

Kevin
kevinmadi@me.com



From: Ned Holstein
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 2:07:29 PM

I urge you to sign this bill for the benefit of children and families.

Thank you.

Edwin C. Holstein, MD, MS

-- 



From: Dale Miller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 1:45:52 PM

Dear Governor Scott,
Please sign SB 668 as it is in the best interest of parents and children.
Thank You!

Dale Miller
President and Chief Creative Officer

Daring By Design, Inc.
2799 NW Boca Raton Blvd.
Boca Raton, Fl. 33431
P 561 391-3322 F 561 391-8999
www.daringbydesign.net
Fl. Registered Interior Designer # ID0002413
Fl. Registered Interior Design Company IBCO00219

Design is not making beauty, beauty emerges from selection, affinities, integration, love.
Louis Kahn



From: Carl Bindman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 1:31:37 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

Please sign SB 668 into law.

Allow our children and the National Parents Organization to achieve the simple goal of equal
and shared parenting in the effort to reform outdated family law.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Carl D. Bindman, CDR USN (RET).



From: Pedro J. Pizarro
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 1:01:29 PM

Please sign SB668 and give broken families a chance. A child need both fully parents in their
lives.

Please it will be the beginning of something good. You could be the next President by
promoting this country's most important assest.

FAMILY. It will reduce the stranglehold of judges, psychologists (and other mental health
professionals), lawyers, and other agencies that profit by continuing to perpetuate the
dissolution of families.

You want to make America Great again. Promote the FAMILY

Pedro J. Pizarro

Virus-free. www.avast.com



From: RANDY WALTON
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 12:37:46 PM

Dear Governor Scott:

Please sign SB 668. Insuring children's adequate time with both parents (if they are fit parents)
should be a high priority. I understand that the family law attorneys oppose this as they make
their living on disputes in this area. Please do what is best for the children. They need
substantial time with both parents. Please sign SB 668.

Sincerely,

Randall Walton



From: Joseph Jette
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:18:45 AM

From: Joseph Jette <josephjette@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34109

Phone Number: 239 404-6387

Message Body: Dear Gov.Scott,

Please sign this important bill !

Thank you,
Joseph Jette



From: Mrs Kristi L. Farrell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 12:34:50 PM

From: Mrs Kristi L. Farrell <flyinggrandpa@bellsouth.net>

County: Nassau

Zip Code: 32034

Phone Number: 9044915256

Message Body: Please sign SB 668 into law.  Why are all these opposing groups against everyone being treated
fairly according to the individual circumstances.



From: Daniel Coughlin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 12:26:34 PM

Governor I am writing from N.J. to ask that you sign SB668. My ex and I are in the 14th year
of a very sucessful 50/50 shared parenting agreement. Dad's are people too. Note the popes
Joy of Love statement issued today. Please take the high road Governor. Be on the right side
of family history. Thank you sir.

Sent from AT&T Mail on Android



From: Mikey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 10:51:31 AM

Dear Govt. Scott;

First I would like to thank you for your services as Govenor to this great state of Florida.  The recent bills you have
signed into law only adds to the safety and protection of the citizens.

I would like to encourage you to have SB 668 to become law.

I do believe alimony is very important factor in the divorced spouses, making it perminent,  I do not believe, is in
the best interested of either parties.  This bill appears to have povisions for exceptional cases where a court can
decide.

Thank you for your consideration.

Best regards;

Michael Bivins
Orlando, FL



From: Michael Bivins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 10:51:28 AM

From: Michael Bivins <bivmorl@yahoo.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32803

Phone Number: 407-894-9827

Message Body: Dear Govt. Scott;

First I would like to thank you for your services as Governor to this great state of Florida.  The recent bills you have
signed into law only adds to the safety and protection of the citizens.

I would like to encourage you to have SB 668 to become law.

I do believe alimony is very important factor in the divorced spouses, making it permanent,  I do not believe, is in
the best interested of either parties.  This bill appears to have provisions for exceptional cases where a court can
decide.

Thank you for your consideration.

Best regards;

Michael Bivins
Orlando, FL



From: Larry and Vicki Sparrow
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 9:11:06 AM

From: Larry and Vicki Sparrow <sparrows_nest@bellsouth.net>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32754

Phone Number: 3215054702

Message Body: With all respect, we humbly ask that you veto SB 668, known as the Alimony bill, which also
assumes 50/50 sharing of children is the best for the children. Our society has changed so much, to the point that
there are many self-serving individuals who simply do not care about the best interest of their children, even though
they may have biologically created them. One size does not fit all! This aspect of the law is mostly in place already.
We are asking that you NOT remove the discretion of the acting judge, when it comes to child time-sharing. Thank
you.



From: Chris Tejas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 3:58:37 PM

From: Chris Tejas <christejas@knights.edu>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32826

Phone Number: 6787568541

Message Body: Gov. Scott,

Right now, there is a massive financial incentive for the lower earner to walk away from a marriage. I wonder why
the divorce rates are so high? There is a massive financial incentive to fight over custody time. This bill addresses
both issues, and is way past due. Sign SB668 into law.

Chris Tejas
Orlando



From: Gary Langton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Cc: Kelli Stargel
Subject: SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 2:15:07 PM

Governor Scott,
I am not a lobbyist. I am not a lawyer. I am not even in the midst of divorce. I am simply a concerned
Floridian who has experienced first-hand, the pain and anguish unnecessarily inflicted on Florida
families caused by the uncertainty and ambiguity of our current alimony laws. Our alimony laws are
antiquated and out of touch with our modern world and you have the opportunity as governor to
change those laws and help save the dignity of families by signing into law SB 668.
Please sign the bill and help put an end to the lucrative practice of lawyers preying on Florida
families during what is perhaps the most painful time in their lives.
Make no mistake, the bill is not perfect. It has been highly negotiated and debated, and in my
opinion, it doesn’t go far enough. But enough is enough with the acrimony created by our current
system. It is also not lost on me that the legislators did address your past concern of retroactivity
when you vetoed previous alimony reform legislation. And it is a big leap for fairness and equity for
all Florida citizens, not the least of which are the millions of children of divorce. I am not ignorant to
the arguments of the detractors of the bill, the loudest voice of which comes from the Family Law
Section of the Florida Bar Association, a special interest group who is most interested in maintaining
the uncertainty intrinsic in the current laws. Simply put, it is more lucrative for the Family Law
section of the Florida Bar if the uncertainty and ambiguity remain – there is more to fight about and
there is more to litigate. Putting their clear financial motivation for status quo aside, I want to
address the Family Law section’s misguided argument this legislation would be used as a tool for
deadbeat parents whose only goal is to use child custody as weapon to reduce child support. I will
also address other special interest groups’ senseless argument this legislation is unfair to women.
The argument for protecting low income mothers goes something like this. A father who lives in
poverty insists on 50/50 custody during divorce proceedings but then absconds on his child raising
responsibilities and never takes the child(ren) for the half time for which he has signed up, leaving
the poor mother with full custody and no means of financial support. This would certainly be a
tragedy by most decency measures, but does it really reflect reality? The foundation of the
argument is that this deadbeat dad is going to pay any child support in the first place, regardless of
whether he was ordered to or not and regardless of what his custody rights are. One only needs to
look at the number of deadbeat parent cases (mostly dads, many low income) to know a court order
doesn’t change the behavior of a scofflaw dad in the first place. Our scofflaw dad may indeed
manipulate the court system to get 50/50 custody to reduce or eliminate child support, but that
same system has built in protections under the law. First, the presumption of “approximately equal”
standard is only one of the criteria for child custody determination. The new legislation does not
eliminate the other criteria a judge can use to determine custody, like past parental history and
behavior or other relevant child custody evidence. Nor does it eliminate the judge’s plain common
sense when considering all the factors in making that initial custody determination. Let’s not sell our
legal system short regarding its ability to render a fair judgment when the preponderance of
evidence warrants a determination of less than 50/50 custody for either parent. Those protections
are in the current law and remain after passing SB 668. In addition, there’s the further judicial
system protection that allows for custody modification for a material and permanent change in



circumstances. So even if the system fails in its initial determination – the scofflaw dad fools
everybody, even the judge -- there is a fail-safe switch to make a correction should the
circumstances warrant it. And let’s face it. A scofflaw dad will warrant just such judgment and his day
of reckoning will come. But any judgment under either law will not guarantee the payment of child
support. That is more of a sociological problem driven by the mentality inherent in multi-generation
recipients of social welfare where fatherhood is a badge of virility rather than a lifetime of
responsibility. But has anyone even given consideration that maybe fathers in poverty will actually
rise to the challenge of fatherhood and become more involved in their children’s lives when asked to
be 50/50 partners with their former spouses? Maybe, just maybe, the new law will spur a
resurgence in fatherhood in the poorer sections of our state because our legal system delivers the
message it’s expected fathers are equally responsible for their children. And maybe that resurgence
will reduce the number of scofflaw dads and help break the chains of social dependency, the weight
of which our government buckles under even in times of economic prosperity. What could be more
fair and better for our society than laws that encourage fatherhood and responsibility while
providing protections for those less fortunate? Please don’t be fooled by the Family Law section of
the Florida Bar Association’s empty argument that SB 668 causes an inequity to low income
mothers. It just doesn’t hold water.
There are women’s groups who oppose the legislation too. But do they really represent the hard
working women, mothers, daughters, grandmothers and sisters of the state of Florida? I say not. The
argument from women’s groups is that the legislation punishes women, particularly those in long
term marriages and those who have dedicated their lives to children while their husbands earned
money, leaving them uncared for and penniless after divorce. But this argument doesn’t hold water
either, and that picture is simply not representative of the plethora of equal opportunities for
women available in this state, many of which you have been championed during your tenure. First,
SB 668 does not eliminate a judge’s discretion for alimony for long term marriages, nor does it
eliminate the court’s discretion in determining special needs circumstances giving protection for
women who truly cannot ever support themselves after divorce. What it does eliminate though, is
uncertainty of what a spouse (man or woman) can expect to receive in alimony after divorcing
where there are no special circumstances, so that both parties can focus on the after effects of
divorce and how to rebuild their lives. And it does allow for parties to return to the workforce by
providing rehabilitative support - not lifetime indentured servitude for the payer – but rehabilitative
help to rebuild after the loss of divorce. In turn, the legislation eliminates the lucrative practice of
sophisticated counsel preying on the millions of unsuspecting and ill prepared citizens who will
experience this in their lifetime. The new law will eliminate the conversation between a family law
attorney and a client, that creates the adversarial relationship between divorcing husbands and
wives where the attorney says, “you deserve more” which sets off the firestorm of legal wrangling
between former lovers, the outcome of which is only triumphed by the lawyers. I have no qualms
with attorneys having motivation to bill more, but I take great umbrage with a system that creates
an environment for an unscrupulous attorney to create an adversarial relationship simply to be able
to bill more. All while the families suffer – the children most of all who don’t understand why
Mommy and Daddy are fighting and have become enemies. The current system fuels the ugliness
and that is unfair to everyone, including women. Any argument that begins with a woman being
pigeon-holed as weak and totally dependent on a husband, unable to re-enter the workforce as the
reason why the current law should not be updated, flies in the face of the strides women have made
in the past half century since the current legislation was first enacted. It is an insult to the millions of



working women in Florida and an affront to our very heritage of giving a hand, but not a crutch, to all
who wish to be self-sufficient and productive members of our great society. It is up to you to take a
stance against lifelong dependency and indentured service on the behalf of all of the men and
women of Florida. This view of women being weak and solely dependent on their divorcing
husbands, propagated by so called progressives for women’s rights, is simply a vestige of a long past
generation, advanced by the same people who would argue there has been little to no social
progress for women in the past century without regard for the opportunities that abound in this
state under your leadership.
The choice is clear.
When you are making your final decision, I only ask that you consider the citizens of Florida and not
the special interests. They do not represent Florida, nor do they represent the best interests of
Florida families. I ask you to vote with your heart and your gut, as it will lead you to the obvious
decision. Sign the bill to lessen the pain of divorcing families. It is a vote for all the children of Florida
who will undoubtedly benefit.
Sign into law SB 668.
Sincerely,
Gary Langton
Tampa, FL



From: Amari Margolles
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 2:03:04 PM

Please sign SB 668 into law

Thank you,

Amari Margolles

Sent from my iPhone



From: Charles Muszynski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 10:45:30 AM
Attachments: image001.png

image002.png

Governor Scott:
I’m writing to tell you of MY SUPPORT FOR SENTATE BILL 668.
I understand you’re receiving tremendous political pressure from womens’
groups claiming this bill is, in some fashion, “anti-woman”. It is NOT. It merely
begins to move an abhorrent and outdated system into the economic, social,
and MORAL reality of 2016.
Alimony and the concept of courts of “Equity” are leftovers from English
jurisprudence; themselves, at the time, poor tools for justice.
While caring for my mother after a stroke as she died, I wrestled with how
much time was “appropriate” to spend with her. A quality friend counseled me
with this: “The question isn’t how much time is appropriate, it’s how much time
do you need to spend with her while she’s alive so that you won’t live with
regret after she dies.”
I express this same sentiment to you in regard to ending the indentured
servitude, abusive court system, wildly broad judicial options, and abusive
alimony awards inherent in the current law in Florida. Although you may be
suffering immediate POLITICAL PRESSURE from special interest groups, the real
test for you personally will be thinking about living with yourself after bowing
to that pressure and denying Floridian’s their RIGHT to freedom and happiness
without further encumbrance from a failed marriage.
You’re welcome to contact me directly at any time on my cell phone at 407-
461-7732.
Sincerely,

Charles Muszynski
Chief Executive Officer



Talismark, North America's leading waste utility outsourcing company, is recognized by Inc. Magazine as one of the
nation's fastest-growing companies.

1000 Primera Boulevard
Lake Mary, FL 32746

Phone: 407.478.8800 Ext: 159
Facsimile: 407.478.8801
Web: Talismark.com

vCard:

Please consider the environment and print only when necessary.
This message is intended only for the use of the individual to which it is addressed and may represent attorney-client, agent-principal, and/or
confidential customer communication or otherwise contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable
law. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible for receiving or delivering the message to the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified any dissemination, distribution, copying, or other use of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you
received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by telephone at the number above and return the message to us at the mailing
address above, postage due.







From: Andi Sefick
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 10:23:07 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing this to discuss SB 688.

I was a stay at home mom who gave up a successful career to stay home and take care of my
children. In addition, I was also the one who cared for my mother in law for the last six years
of her life, when she left Pennsylvania to live with us in Florida after the passing of my father
in law. (We built a home to accommodate him too. Unfortunately he passed while the home
was being built.) 

In addition to my personal experience with the family court system, I am involved in several
support group and know many women in the state of Florida who struggle to support their
families due to the laws already present in Florida regarding divorce and child custody. 

The Florida family court system has already and is currently being used to inflict abuse on me
from my ex husband. We are heading back to courts next month, as he is already challenging
the permanent alimony, A FIGURE THAT HE SUGGESTED AS WE WENT THROUGHT
THE DIVORCE PROCESS, because he does not want to abide by what he agreed upon in the
spring of 2013. Our divorce was final in June of 2012, and I knew within a month that we
were heading back to court immediately. Within a year and a half of renegotiating the
financial terms of the divorce, I was being served with papers to return to court. I am not alone
in this position, as there are women who have endured even more based on the current laws. 

As a result of the abuse I have endured from him, I suffer from PTSD. During the course of
our marriage. In addition, he forced me to liquidate our retirement funds, on more than one
occasion. The last time being in the amount of $100,000.00, always telling me there was
plenty of time to rebuild the funds. When we liquidated the last amount, he was already
planning his life with his new wife. He also prevented me from selling a home that was
keeping us in debt during the housing boom. A home we built to accommodate his parents. (I
have an economics degree from the Villanova School of Business and grew up in the real
estate business. Liquidating retirement is a basic no-no, and buy low, sell high is a concept
that I fully embrace. Because of the financial abuse present in our marriage, my voice was
silenced and my needs were ignored.) 

I have been to court with a friend whose husband has basically ignored the child support
decided upon by the judge since their divorce almost ten years ago. At the hearing addressing
his petition for a modification of child support, the hearing officer said, "I have never seen an
arrearage this large in my life." Yet, in the end, he did not suffer any consequences. He paid
the initial fee to have his license returned, and has not paid her a penny since. That was a year
and a half ago. 

I could give you more than a dozen more example off the tip of my fingers, but I hope I have
made my point - that children and women are already suffering greatly in this state because of
the laws currently on the books. SB668 will devastate the lives of even more children and
women in the state of Florida. It is unfathomable and unconscionable that this legislation



is being pushed through, without as much as an impact study to determine the effect of
this legislation on Florida families.

I can assure you of one thing. I have voted for you in the past. If you fail to veto this
legislation that is on your desk now, you will not receive my vote ever again, regardless of
the political views of your opponent.

If you are thinking that my one vote doesn't matter, that you would get his vote, think again.
He suddenly became a democrat when he got involved with his new wife.

PLEASE do the right thing for the families of Florida. Veto SB688 so that women and
children who are already suffering because of the divorce laws in Florida will not have
further pain, abuse, and financial devastation thrust upon them simply because they had
the AUDACITY to put their children's needs above their careers and to trust that their
spouses would honor their commitment to their marriage, like so many of us have.

You have the power to make the difference to so many in this state. Please seize the
opportunity. In return, I would be more than willing to get involved to help the state
with the impact studies needed to make the right decision regarding this matter - fairly
and justly. I am including my phone number so someone from your staff can call me to
take me up on my offer. 

Thank you for listening to my concerns.

Andrea Sefick
Seminole County citizen and voter. 
407-310-6124



From: Sebastian Doggart
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:11:01 AM

Dear Governor Scott
Please sign the equal parenting bill. You have the chance to make history here. To save
thousands of lives of parents who might otherwise die from suicide or depression. To help kids
grow up with two parents. To save tens of millions of dollars in income lost to the monstrous
maze of the family court system. Please accept the will of your people, as voted in the
legislature and place your signature on the bill, and express your support for it. Thank you.
Sebastian Doggart
President, Families Civil Liberties Union



From: James Clark
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 10:15:08 AM

From: James Clark <jclarkmd@earthlink.net>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32714

Phone Number: 4072220562

Message Body: Please sign SB 668 into law. I am a lifetime alimony payer. My ex wife has received a large
inheritance since our divorce. I have recently retired and I still have to pay her alimony even though I no longer have
any earned income and she no longer needs alimony to live a very comfortable life. SB 668 would correct this.
Please let me and others like me get relief from this unfair situation.
Thank you



From: Gabriel Freund
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 9:31:40 AM

Governor Scott,

Please sign SB668 into law to safeguard the rights of working divorced parents and make it
easier to focus on the well being of children who have to deal with divorced parents.

Please ignore the special interests that want to the keep the status quo.

Thank you,

Gabriel F Freund



From: Jack Selts
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 9:08:38 AM

From: Jack Selts <moviemedicsinc@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33156

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please sign the SB 668 to make it fair for all! I was married ten years and my spouse worked, took
two years to divorce. I have paid alimony for more than 16 years. Sign the bill and make it fair for all.



From: jbsmith@windstream.net
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 8:06:26 AM

Dear Govenor Scott,
SB 668 is important to many people.  Kindly evaluate it.  It seems correct and fair.  Jerry Smith



From: Jodi Berger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 10:55:22 PM

SB 668 WILL BE DISASTROUS: VETO!

Esteemed Judge Robert Evans, who has presided over more divorces than ANY other judge in
Florida’s history, URGES Gov Rick Scott to VETO the ill-conceived, harmful, and one-sided SB
668.

Judge Evans has GRAVE CONCERNS over the 50-50 time-sharing "premise," the arbitrary
guidelines, AND the modification triggers. He calls for a more balanced, reasonable approach to
alimony reform so HAVOC is not WREAKED on Florida’s most VULNERABLE citizens.

2 hrs · 



From: Vinicius Adam
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 6:38:01 PM

From: Vinicius Adam <vadam.esq@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33004

Phone Number: 7272263525

Message Body: Governor Scott,

I hope that this email finds you well.  I am writing in support of SB 668. 

It appears that this Bill has a lot of support and opposition.  First and foremost, the research shows that it is in the
best interest of the child to have frequent, long periods of contact with both parents. 

This Bill represents the will of the people as it passed in both the Senate and Congress.  It aligns our expectations of
fathers with the law.  Women work as much as men and men are expected to contribute financially, in the practical
rearing, and emotionally to the children. 

As the law stands, it appears that there are far too many cases in which women use children as bargaining chips and,
in fact, are advised by attorneys (I know because I am a member of the Bar) to delay settlement as they completely
control the time, manner, and location that the fathers visit the children.

I have an 11-month-old son, Benjamin.  He has added dimensions of meaning and joy to my life that I never knew
existed.  After 4 months of not seeing Benjamin,  I finally started having very limited visitation in the beginning of
December 2015.  Those 4 months were the worst in my life.  The only way that I was able to work was by
constantly reaffirming to myself that if I fell apart, I would not be doing Benjamin any favors.  His mother offered
visitation from 1:30 to 4:30 Mondays and Thursdays in addition to 3 hours on Sundays.  i believe that the weekday
visitations were scheduled as such under the belief that I would not be able to leave work in the middle of the day. 
Luckily, my employer understood (despite the fact that I am a first year associate).  Those days, I leave work at
12:30 to arrive on time and face rush hour traffic to get to the office (or occasionally home) and usually work until
midnight or later.  I do it because I love my son. 

Benjamin lights up when he sees me.  I feed him, change him, bathe him, put him down to a nap, play with him.  I
am just as competent as his mother at taking care of him and am able to work 40-50 hours per week, a similar
schedule that she has,  The issue is that there are still preconceived notions in the judiciary that the child should
bond to one primary caretaker (an issue that has all but been disproved) and that the primary caretaker should be the
mother. 

The current state of the law facilitates an entitlement mentality that mothers have over the children, and in some
cases the belief that the child will be fine without a father or with limited contact.  That is simply untrue, as the
research demonstrates.  I miss my son when he is away and I know that he benefits from seeing me and will benefit
more once the time-sharing is as close to equal as possible.  I never want my son to question whether I want to see
him or why I do not spend significant amounts of time with him.  It is sad when a family falls apart, and there is no
doubt in my mind that a healthy intact family unit is the best for the children.  Unfortunately, as in my case,
separation was a choice that we made and the law needs to dictate a rational, human solution to dictate the
relationship between former spouses and children when the parties cannot agree.  The law is the best instrument for
human interaction when relationships fall apart, whether that is a personal or business relationship.  SB 668 makes it
so that this instrument reflects our values in that it is undoubtedly in the best interest of the child and, all other things
being equal, imposes similar rights and responsibilities on mothers and fathers to support children financially and to



contribute to their upbringing. 

Thank you for your time.

Respectfully submitted,
Vinicius Adam



From: Connie Maxey
To: Lopez-Cantera, Carlos
Subject: SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 5:39:55 PM

From: Connie Maxey <maisemays1965@gmail.com>

County: St. Johns

Zip Code: 32084

Phone Number: 3216637810

Message to Lt. Governor Lopez-Cantera: I urge you to ask the governor to veto this bill that would do a monumental
disservice to the innocent children whose lives can be adversely affected by the rigid courts.  My family is one that
would be directly impacted.  My teenage grandchildren will not benefit by having their time dictated by anyone who
cannot possibly understand all the dynamics of their individual day-to-day lives. Can you imagine the time it would
require of the courts to adequately do justice in each situation!. The wishes of my grandchildren are already not
considered.  In my opinion, their development is being negatively impacted by the current court's involvement. 
50/50 time share is logistically impossible and deprives the children even more of their rights.  Thanks you for your
consideration



From: Don Shelton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 4:43:19 PM

From: Don Shelton <doneshelton@yahoo.com>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 34652

Phone Number: 7279472223

Message Body: Please sign this bill.



From: William McPeak
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 4:36:18 PM

From: William McPeak <wsmcpeak@aol.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33035

Phone Number: 786-415-2313

Message Body: Please sign SB 668 into law.  My ex-wife lives with a guy and won't remarry because she makes so
much alimony off of me.  She is also a RN but works as a medical receptionist because the alimony system
encourages/rewards under employment.  She lives in a better house and drives a new car.  She even takes vacations. 
The people that voted for you are the ones asking for the reform.  Do the right thing for your constituents.



From: Jack Bridges
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 3:44:34 PM

From: Jack Bridges <Jack@JackBridges.us>

County: Monroe

Zip Code: 33037

Phone Number: 3056191969

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I respectfully request you sign SB 668, which creates a premise for equal time-sharing.

As a family law attorney, I have seen first-hand situations where equal time-sharing works extremely well. 
Unfortunately, I have also seen parents who believe the child is exclusively "theirs" and that any time-sharing the
other parent receives is a gift, not a right.  While the judiciary should always have discretion not to order equal time-
sharing, equal time-sharing should be a presumption to be rebutted.  When children are fortunate enough to have
two decent parents in the same locale, they benefit from equal time-sharing or as near-to-equal as possible.

Respectfully,
/s/Jack Bridges



From: James Clark
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:55:53 AM

From: James Clark <jclarkmd@earthlink.net>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 33714

Phone Number: 4072220562

Message Body: Please sign SB 668 into law. This bill modernizes our antiquated family laws. The vast majority of
floridians want this bill to become law. Please listen to what your constituents are telling you.
Thank you.



From: Teri Moyers
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 3:28:59 PM

From: Teri Moyers <teri moyers2012@gmail.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32934

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please pass SB 668



From: Pierce, Ree
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 2:55:33 PM

Dear Governor Rick Scott,
I am humbly asking you to please vote yes and sign the Alimony reform bill. Please say yes this time.
Please help the people affected by the current alimony laws. Please?
Thanking you in advance,

LaRee Pierce McKinnon
228-769-3058
228-769-3103 (fax)



From: Luciano Macias
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 2:03:21 PM

From: Luciano Macias <Lmaciasjr@hotmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33702

Phone Number: 7277437694

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott. I am pleading to you as a loving father and Wounded War Veteran to please
approve the bill and give loving father's equal rights to their children. Please give equal rights to married couples
that wish to move on. Please Governor Rick Scott. Give your Floridions a chance to move on with their lives with
their children. Thank you and God Bless.



From: Ana C Velez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 1:57:57 PM

From: Ana C Velez <anacvelez@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33139

Phone Number: 3057257261

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:  I am deeply concerned about the time-sharing provisions of SB668 and
believe that the potential new law will have a very negative impact in the family law arena, particularly on mothers
and children.  If passed, the bill will force a mandatory presumption of 50/50 timesharing (i.e., custody) of infants
and children in all family law cases.  Currently the standard in Florida (and most other states) is the "best interest of
the child", and Judge's do not have to award 50/50 custody if the evidence suggests that it is not in a child's best
interest.  If this law passes, this mandated 50/50 timesharing of even infants could only be challenged if a mother
can afford expensive litigation to protect her children.  If a father objects to a mother having a child for more than
50/50 timesharing, the mother would have to hire a lawyer and litigate to attack the presumption. A 50/50 custody
presumption will be very detrimental for very young babies who are breastfeeding as it will force them to be away
from their mothers for 7 out of 14 days.  It is a direct attack on a child's right to breastfeed, and on a mother's right to
provide breastmilk for their child. It will also negatively affect women in relationships plagued with domestic
violence, as their aggressors can threaten to take them to court to get their children 50/50 should they decide to leave
them.  Moreover, no studies were conducted and no research was done by the Senate to determine that the 50/50
presumption benefits children. A number of groups including the Florida League of Women Voters, the Family Law
Section of the Florida Bar, UniteWomen.Org FL, the democratic Hispanic Caucus, the FL Breastfeeding Coalition,
and others oppose this harmful bill.  A number of former family law Judges have also spoken out against it.   As a
lawyer and a breastfeeding mother, I can tell you that this legislation has the potential to be very harmful to children,
particularly to children of women of low socio-economic backgrounds.  I urge you to veto to SB 668, and stand up
for children's rights in doing so!

Best,

Ana C. Velez, Esq.



From: Michael Sample
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 12:56:04 PM

Gov Scott respectfully sir the misrepresentation of facts by the Fla State Bar are over the top and
simply a ploy to maintain the status quo-one of which pits mothers against fathers and our kids
are the collateral damage.

1. Shared parenting i.e. 50/50 is THE STARTING POINT not mandated.If there is a valid reason
to not have a 50/50 parenting plan we agree...just validate the judges decision under #2.If we are
going to significantly remove a child from another parent we need to make it clear the reasoning.

2. Judge Supplied Detailed Findings-once again a misrepresentation. The over whelming majority
of cases are settled out of court hence the mandate of mediation before trial. ONLY when there is
a trial and deviation from 50/50 is there a detailed finding requirement. If a parent is going to be
denied equal access and they feel they are fit...they have a right to know it writing why they were
denied. All other courts require validation of their ruling...why not the family courts?

3. Finally Child Support-ok I get it we don't want our kids to go without financial support. However
lets look at this from a 50,000 foot level. Ask your self why there is Child Support enforcement but
no parenting time enforcement? Think...we go after parents for not paying but if a parent denies
another access the ONLY remedy is to hire a lawyer and take months to navigate the family court
system.

Sir 1 parent families is at an all time high. This says the CURRENT system inst working. Saddling
fathers with even MORE child support on top of what many cant afford to pay is NOT the answer.
Stop this madness. Stop the Bar from keeping a system that doesn't work. They have too much
money to lose to support change. And they will play loose with the facts to sway your decision.

Michael Sample
Houston Texas
832.840.2377



From: Katie Stiffler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 12:55:07 PM

From: Katie Stiffler <stifflerkatie@yahoo.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32812

Phone Number: 2605808891

Message Body: Governor Scott,
     As a member of a family whom this bill could greatly effect, I highly urge you to sign SB 668. I strongly feel this
would be beneficial to the relationships of children and parents during an otherwise very stressful time by taking the
pressure off of both individuals as well as the child(ren), by simply implementing what is clearly the fair and just
situation for all involved in non-abuse situations. Thank you for your time.

     Katie Stiffler



From: Donna Folks
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 12:40:46 PM

From: Donna Folks <dlfolks@cfl rr.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32828

Phone Number: 4073430544

Message Body: I am urging you to sign SB 668.  I believe this bill ensures that both parents will not only accept
financial responsibility for their choices in life but also give children of divorcing parents a necessary balance in
their lives.

Thank you.



From: Ned Holstein
To: McDougal, Kim
Subject: SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 12:35:06 PM

I am head of the national organization, National Parents Organization. We have an active chapter in Florida headed
by Troy Matson, who has been in contact with you.
We are responsible for most of the op-eds and editorials, as well as many calls, letters and emails supporting this
bill.

Would like to speak with you for a minute or two about the politics of this bill, and why it would be politically
favorable for the Governor to sign it.

Please let me know a good time to call you at 850-717-9249 or any other number you would specify, or feel free to
call me anytime on my cellphone at 617 429-8901.

Many thanks

Ned Holstein, MD, MS
Founder and Chair of the Board
National Parents Organization
617 429-8901 (m)
617 795-2238 (o)



From: Steven King
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 12:14:09 PM

From: Steven King <steveeking73@gmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33759

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please sign this into law.  I want time with my son.

Thanks,

Steve



From: Luis Padron
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 11:59:14 AM

Dear Governor Scott,
I am writing to urge you to veto SB 668. This bill in its present form will be highly prejudicial to
Florida’s families.
Thank you,
Luis M. Padron 
Board Certified in Marital & Family Law
Fellow, American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers and
International Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers
The Padron Law Group, PL
135 San Lorenzo Avenue
Suite 650
Coral Gables, Florida 33146
305.377.9666 (phone)
305.377.9002 (fax)
lmpadron@padronlaw.com (e-mail)



From: Charles Tichacek
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668, Florida Alimony Reform - 2016
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 7:40:01 PM

From: Charles Tichacek <ctichacek@cfl.rr.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32953

Phone Number:

Message Body: I have reviewed the Florida Senate Bill, FL SB 668, Florida Alimony Reform - 2016.  I am
concerned because it applies retroactively to existing alimony awards, therefore significantly impacting senior
citizens relying on alimony to survive.  Please veto this Bill.  Thank you.



From: Gibson, Ben
To: Dane, Laura; Nieset, Stephanie
Subject: SB 668- An act relating to family law
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 6:07:05 PM

https://www.flsenate.gov/Session/Bill/2016/0668/BillText/er/PDF



From: Connie Wagner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668- please sign this bill on alimony and custody reform!
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 9:16:18 PM

Thank you for signing this bill that our legislature has passed.  Mrs. Connie Wagner

Sent from my iPad



From: Carole Rennert
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:39:10 PM

From: Carole Rennert <carolerennnert@aol.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33626

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please veto this bill.

Many spouses (at least one in a marriage) has to make significant career sacrifices so that the child/children can
have a good upbringing. It's a choice both parents make to share responsibilities for the family's overall well being.

As it is, the American family is becoming extinct with no adults being held accountable for their commitments. This
bill will only serve to penalize those who have made the income earning sacrifice for the benefit of the "team".

There is a very small chance that someone who has been the home maker for decades in their 20s and 30s and 40s
will ever reach the earning potential as someone who's been making a career investment over that same period. This
cannot be denied.

Please veto this bill. Let's instead base these decisions on individual situations.

Accountability is necessary.



From: Debra Childs
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668: I support Shared Parenting!
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 4:21:36 PM

Please, Governor Scott, sign SB 668 for all children and families in the state of Florida and
across the United States! Lead the way for the rest of the country.

Thank you!

Debra M. Childs
President, Time to Put Kids First



From: C. Powers Dorsett, III
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB 668:
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:06:00 PM

Please sign SB 668. The legislators who sponsored the bill speak the absolute truth.



From: Roger Schofield
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB-668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 5:42:39 AM

Please support SB-668, Florida needs your signature.

Thank You



From: Lt. Nicholas Alvaro
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB-668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 6:53:59 PM

From: Lt. Nicholas Alvaro <noa1966@yahoo.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33426

Phone Number: 561-752-8415

Message Body: Please sign SB-668 into law and bring Florida into the 21st century. Please don't bow down to the
Bar Assoc. lobbyist. They obviously only have their own interest at heart. Thank you.



From: Bruce LaPorta
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB668 ,
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 12:01:12 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Governor Scott,
Please approve SB 668, do not let this injustice continue. Please don’t allow this to effect divorced
couples into the future. Myself I will never be capable of retirement because of this law, I have to
work until the day I die or I will be put in jail. Please do not let this continue.
Yours truly
Bruce LaPorta
Service Manager
MarineMax
6810 Gulfport Blvd So.
Saint Petersburg FL. 33707
To see our brands, visit www.marinemax.com
Phone: (727) 343-6520 x 14143
Cell 561-291-5948





From: Betty Resch
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB668 - PLEASE VETO!
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 1:05:17 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am a registered Florida voter, and a family law attorney in Palm Beach County, Florida. I am
asking you to veto SB 668. A neutral committee needs to be assembled to talk about this. The
proposed changes have the potential to wreak havoc on women's lives.

You did the right thing last year, please don't let this terrible law push through. Thank you for
your attention to this.

Betty C. Resch, Esq.



From: Kathleen Gehring
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 4:13:53 PM

Governor Scott:

Please Support the Alimony Reform and Sign the SB 668.

Far too many OUTLANDISH cases have resulted in what the STATE of FLORIDA
has now.

Absolutely NO reason that certain people can basically "RETIRE" while the ex-
spouse struggles.

Thank You for your consideration.

Kathleen Gehring
3450 Ocean Beach Blvd
#704
Cocoa Beach, FL 32931



From: KeysNana@hotmail.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 11:56:00 AM

GOVERNOR SCOTT,

I RESPECTFULLY ASK THAT YOU SUPPORT ALIMONY
REFORM AND SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW. THANKS, 

Dana Hogan



From: Donna McGuire
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 10:40:56 AM

From: Donna McGuire <h2ocolorist@cfl rr.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32806

Phone Number: 4078554458

Message Body: Gov. Scott,

I urge you to veto Florida SB 668 and HB 455.  This alimony reform bill is harmful and unfair to women who have
dedicated the earning years of their lives to nurturing children and needs of the home.  This reform only benefits the
alimony payer.

Thank you.

Mrs. Donna McGuire



From: Paul. Toffolo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:32:05 AM

From: Paul. Toffolo <pault321@hotmail.com>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 34690

Phone Number: 7276390142

Message Body: Governor Scott: please sign into law SB 668. Inequality is injustice, and many, both fathers and
mothers, have been outlawyered and need this bill to get a fair chance to be with their children.
Paul Toffolo, former SGT USMC Honorably Discharged



From: Gertrude MacLeod
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:17:16 PM

From: Gertrude MacLeod <gmacleod@tampabay.rr.com>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 34667

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please sign SB 668.  The people of Florida want this.



From: Martha Tanner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:30:08 PM

Governor Scott:
Please read this bill carefully – is it really and truly non-retroactive? What about that clause
regarding the payor who retires and can then ask to have alimony payments reduced? He’s retired
already but I don’t dare retire just yet, until I know how you will act on this bill.
Please Veto SB 668, sir!
Thank you,
MJ Tanner



From: Stanley Giesey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 6:23:52 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I respectfully request that you please support ALIMONY REFORM AND SIGN SB 668
INTO LAW.

Respectfully Submitted,

Stanley J Giesey



From: Sky Wrangler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:11:22 AM

Honorable Governor Scott,

As you well know, an attempt at alimony reform has
been many years in the making.

In a state like Florida, composed of mostly a mature
population beyond child rearing years, alimony relief is
critical to ensuring fairness and contributing to a happy
and therefore more friendly populace.

I am sure, given the divorce statistics in the US, that you
have many friends and acquaintances (men and women
alike) that are less than happy with their divorce
settlements. To reiterate, a less happy citizen is a less
friendly citizen. And, do we need to continue to
perpetuate and legislate unhappiness and
unfriendliness?

This does not need to occur if you will sign into law a bill
overwhelmingly supported by the representatives, house
and senate, of the people of Florida concerning alimony
relief.

Thank you for your support of SB 668



Scott R. Fisher, MD
2000 NW 19th st.
Crystal River, FL 34428



From: John Esposito
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:18:29 AM

From: John Esposito <johnpesposito@gmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33615

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

Please sign SB 668 into law which will help get FL back to work.  My former wife has an MBA but has zero interest
in working again and she won't have to as long as I live.  This is not fair at all, please end these draconian laws so
that one day may retire and not work as well.

Thank you



From: J Hugus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:06:17 AM
Attachments: Dear Governor Scott.docx

Letter attached.



 Dear Governor Scott; 
  
I am writing to you, urging you to support SB 668 the alimony reform bill. I have been divorced 
for 20 years and have paid child support and alimony which is permanent. My wife and I both 
earned our graduate and post graduate degrees together. Our 2 children had their college 
tuition and room and board paid by my parents. I was unemployed for about 13 years with part 
time jobs to make ends meet so that I could continue to pay permanent alimony. My wife has a 
degree in Biology and a medical Technology degree and worked for a medical lab when we 
were first married. After our children were born she was a stay at home mom until they both 
were in school. She became a licensed High School teacher and has been working in the 
Escambia school system for over 18 years and continues to collect alimony because of the 
word: permanent. My retirement which will begin in about 3 years will not support the alimony. 
I cannot do anything without costly legal bills and having to go back to court to end the 
payments. This makes no sense. So I urge you to sign SB 668. Our laws now are archaic and do 
not take in consideration spouses who are independent, educated and have worked most of 
their lives, yet continue to receive alimony when not needed. 
  
Thank you for your time. 
  
  
  
John E. Hugus 
5341 Contina Ave. 
Jacksonville, FL 32277 
904-699-0323 
 



From: J Hugus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:06:14 AM
Attachments: Dear Governor Scott.docx

Letter attached.



 Dear Governor Scott; 
  
I am writing to you, urging you to support SB 668 the alimony reform bill. I have been divorced 
for 20 years and have paid child support and alimony which is permanent. My wife and I both 
earned our graduate and post graduate degrees together. Our 2 children had their college 
tuition and room and board paid by my parents. I was unemployed for about 13 years with part 
time jobs to make ends meet so that I could continue to pay permanent alimony. My wife has a 
degree in Biology and a medical Technology degree and worked for a medical lab when we 
were first married. After our children were born she was a stay at home mom until they both 
were in school. She became a licensed High School teacher and has been working in the 
Escambia school system for over 18 years and continues to collect alimony because of the 
word: permanent. My retirement which will begin in about 3 years will not support the alimony. 
I cannot do anything without costly legal bills and having to go back to court to end the 
payments. This makes no sense. So I urge you to sign SB 668. Our laws now are archaic and do 
not take in consideration spouses who are independent, educated and have worked most of 
their lives, yet continue to receive alimony when not needed. 
  
Thank you for your time. 
  
  
  
John E. Hugus 
5341 Contina Ave. 
Jacksonville, FL 32277 
904-699-0323 
 



From: Sherri Damato
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:01:44 AM

From: Sherri Damato <sjdamato@cfl rr.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32937

Phone Number:

Message Body: To the Honorable Gov. Scott,

Can you please veto SB 668. This bill will definitely hurt us older women with divorce. My alimony has been
lowered 3 times, my attorney bills are high. If my alimony ends today at the age of 63 I will have to LOOK TO THE
GOVERMENT FOR ASSISTANCE. As thousand of other women will.
The cause of FAULT has already been taken away from us, and if you can ask any attorney, they will tell you the
main cause of divorce is CHEATING, as my divorce is, as my friends divorce is whose husband left her for a 22
year old & he is 64, my friend is 64 where will she find a job? And as all of my friends the cause of divorce is
CHEATING BY THE HUSBAND.
My divorce didn't even start till I was 54. My friends was 63...if we do not have PERMAMENT ALIMONY where
will we be. I'm already in poverty as he has gotten his alimony lowered 3 times. Meanwhile his lifestyle is living
HIGH ON THE HOG & has not changed.
 I stayed home to raise my children & LOST ALL OF MY WORK EXPERIENCE and CAN'T FIND A JOB IN MY
FIELD. I'm not sitting around I'm working hard at a dept. store on my feet all day for a couple of dollars over
minimum wage. I have looked & looked for a job in my field and with no luck.
PLEASE do not listen to Rich Workman's PROPAGANDA, who is a SELF SERVING politician. He promised us
last time that the BILL WOULD NOT BE RETROACTIVE & AFFECT ME...BUT HE LIED...IT WOULD HAVE
AFFECTED ME and HE LIED!!!!! He has been married 4 times & JUST CAUGHT ON ASHLEY MADISON
ACCOUNT a cheating website. He said he wasn't married at the time. Well why is he wanting to break up someone
else's marriage. I believe that anyone who CHEATS ON THEIR WIVES...HAS NO QUAM OF CHEATING ON
THE TAX PAYERS & WE ARE WORKING HARD TO GET WORKMAN OUT OF OFFICE.
According to the my Palm Beach Post Workman said he can change the GOV'S MIND FROM A MAYBE TO A
YES. Please listen to your heart and thinks of us who stayed home to raise their children and lost our work
experience. Where will my friend at 63 find a job. Since I'm not SELF SERVING, if my daughter or friends
daughter or cousins daughter stays home with their children and starts a divorce at 54...WHERE WILL SHE FIND
A JOB. Jobs are hard enough to come by NOW!!!!! .Much less for a 54...63 ..68 year old.
 I have had interviews in my field that they have asked me how much longer do I plan to work. They can LOOK at
me & tell I'm not young. Another asked in a phone interview when did I graduate college & when I said 1978, he
said OH JUST A FEW YEARS AGO, I did not get either job. Like I said I'm working at a dept. store, My children
& MINE living standards have HAD TO BE LOWERED. MEANWHILE while the X is living HIGH ON THE
HOG & NEEDLESS TO SAY HE GIVES NOTHING TO HS CHILDREN BECAUSE THE STATE CAN'T
MAKE HIM. The DOR had to GARNISH HIS WAGES TO MAKE HIM PAY HIS CHILD SUPPORT. It's like my
attorney said THE STATE CAN'T MAKE HIM CARE, THEY CAN ONLY MAKE HIM PAY. I remember when
my mother's friend & her children starved because there was not a DOR back in her lifetime. Her husband was a
high powered pilot. Some women don't believe the government is their baby daddy, so she did as I am doing, took
any job she could at minimum wage to put food on her table for her boys.
There are stories like this one that is  worse than mine.
PLEASE VETO THIS BILL. AND PLEASE DON'T LISTEN TO RICH WORKMAN. If you are unsure please
VETO THIS BILL.



From: Gracie Herrera
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:16:35 AM

Governor Scott,

I AM RESPECTFULLY ASKING THAT YOU SUPPORT ALIMONY REFORM AND
SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.

Thank you,
Gracie Herrera 



From: Gracie Herrera
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:06:36 AM

Governor Scott,

I AM RESPECTFULLY ASKING THAT YOU SUPPORT ALIMONY REFORM AND
SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.

Thank you,

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE Droid

Gracie Herrera, Customer Support Manager

Softrim, LLC | 9210 Estero Park Commons Blvd., Units 1-6 | Estero, FL 33928 | Main (239) 449-4444 | Direct 239-
449-4417 | Mobile (239) 825-2520 |
GHerrera@softrim.com | www.softrim.com | Smart Voice, Data and Video Solutions

This email may contain confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return e-
mail.



From: Scott Thrower
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:06:48 AM

From: Scott Thrower <swb737@gmail.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32940

Phone Number: 3212101224

Message Body: Please support SB 668.  I have been burned by attorneys to the tune of $160,000.00. My divorce
should not have cost that much.  This bill will help future citizens avoid giving all there savings to attorneys who
milk the current broken system.  Please put your citizens first and support SB 668.
Scott Thrower
swb737@gmail.con
321-210-1224
Melbourne, FL



From: Chris Jones
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 5:26:49 AM

Governor Scott,

Please sign SB 668 and end the ability of Florida judges to make capricious decisions that destroy men and women
and turn permanent alimony recipients into aimless, jobless, entitled leeches.

Robert Jones
Bradenton, FL
941-320-6322



From: Jennifer Hickman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 10:49:20 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing in regards to the SB 668 bill.

As a Republican voter in the State of Florida I wish to add my voice to the multitude of voters
who are asking that you veto the pro-payor SB 668 bill.
As in the past, you have valiantly supported issues that protect women and children in Florida,
I trust you will do the same when this bill comes before you.

At the very least a neutral economic task force should be established to look into the affect
the proposed 50/50 time-sharing (as if a child is a condo) would have on the children, along
with the retroactive aspect of the bill.

I am sure, I am not the first to mention the unjust and very biased view that the contributions
of the stay-at-home person within the family are not equal in value to efforts of the family
member who is employed outside the home. The employed family member has the additional
bonus that his contributions to the family unit results in monetary compensation with the
potential to increase in the future, unlike the stay-at-home contributor.

I respectfully ask that you veto bill SB668.

Jennifer Hickman
3183 Forest Creek Dr
Melbourne, Florida
321.961.0569



From: Carlene Stewart
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 4:53:43 PM

Governor Scott,

Please sign SB 668!  Shared parenting helps our children and eliminating permanent alimony will be good for the
future of families!  Thank you for your consideration.

Carlene Stewart

Sent from my iPhone



From: Snow.Sheryl@Sunrise Elementary
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 4:16:45 PM

You did the right thing a couple years when you VETOED this bill! PLEASE do it again. This is not the
time to further the dissatisfaction of Republican women like myself.
As a “stay at home Mom” when my children were little, I lost years of employment and years
towards retirement. First my salary is way below my peers because I stayed home with my children
until they entered school. The small alimony my ex husband gives me barely compensates me for
what I should be making while his salary flourished. All my friends, my age, are retiring but I will still
be working to make up those years.
There is “NO” 50-50 when it comes to children. A man did not lose his figure. A man did not have to
focus on lifestyle choices to make sure the baby is healthy for 9 months.
A man did not push a 7 lb baby through a hole the size of a quarter. A man does not have to deal
with the problems later on in life to their bodies like a woman does.
There is an increase of single Mothers raising their children due to domestic violence. Too many
women are dying due to this violence. Too many children are seeing it. Women need the security of
knowing if they make the ultimate sacrifice and stay home with their children that they will be
protected financially.
Do the RIGHT THING – VETO SB 668
Due to Florida's broad public records law, most written communications to or from
government employees regarding public education are public records. Therefore, this e-mail
communication may be subject to public disclosure.



From: Debra Witherpoon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 5:58:27 PM

From: Debra Witherpoon <michigan.gator@hotmail.com>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32643

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please Do the right thing and sign SB 668.  Thank you.

Debra



From: Paul Toffolo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 1:24:12 PM

From: Paul Toffolo <pault321@hotmail.com>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 34690

Phone Number: 7276390142

Message Body: Governor Scott: SB 668 will allow me to see my children. Without it being signed, I won't be able to
afford the lawyers to obtain a decent amount of TIME WITH MY CHILDREN.  Thank you, Paul



From: ER Saxon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 12:56:27 PM

From: ER Saxon <inderan27@gmail.com>

County: Lake

Zip Code: 32778

Phone Number: 3522672870

Message Body: Please sign SB 668 and modernize antiquated laws.



From: Opydor@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 5:44:13 PM

Dear Governor Scott,
I'm a 84 year old who has been a resident of Florida for over a fourth of my time on
this earth. Since my time here I have seen the present divorce law have a negative
impact on both men and women .It has destroyed incentive to get ahead in the
workplace and to have a productive life.
I believe as Governor you should since sign SB 668 so the divorce couples can get on
with there lives. I'm certain the Divorce lawyers and their lobbyist would disagree,
because they are more interested in the money rather then the lives who are involved.
Thanks for doing an outstanding job leading our fine state. I know you will do the right
thing in the important decision.
Sincerely,
Jerry T Roberts
Apollo Beach



From: Mike Beall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGHN and SUPPORT SB 668!!
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 1:41:24 PM
Importance: High

Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign SB 668! Please stop lining the pockets of Lawyers and help the people of
Florida! The people of Florida need help!

Mike Beall
MFP Seals
Branch Manager
Tampa FL
1-888-637-8672
mike.beall@mfpseals.com



From: Mike Beall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN & SUPPORT SB 668!!
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 4:52:52 PM

Gov. Scott,
Child Time sharing is a fair starting point for all families! Alimony is just another form of WELLFAIR!
Please SIGN SB 668!!

Mike Beall
MFP Seals
Branch Manager
Tampa FL
1-888-637-8672
mike.beall@mfpseals.com



From: Marvin Mickow
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN ALIMONY REFORM INTO LAW/LET SB 668 BECOME LAW
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:20:59 AM

Governor
I’m 46 years old, awarded sole custody of 3 terrific sons, ages 8, 11 and 14. My ex wife is a college
education, licensed teacher, and 46 years old.
After being married 18 years, she divorced me, and is fighting to be awarded Permanent Lifetime
Alimony. If I live to 85 years old, this means I’m on the hook for 39 years of Alimony payments, and I
didn’t want to get divorced. The price tag to try and get modification down the road is astronomical,
and no guarantee.
I’m asking you to sign this into law, so people like myself no longer are turned into indentured
servants. The bill provides, finally, a formula for people getting divorced, so they know exactly what
‘award’ they can potentially get. As for the time sharing, the bill simply instructs judges to start on
the premise of 50/50, but there are 20 plus options if the specific situation calls for deviation, in
other words, the judges continue to have the same latitude in decision making that they do today.
Your slogan of Let’s get the Work Florida is very appropriate. People that receive Permanent Lifetime
Alimony have zero incentive to get to work, and today, actually have dis-incentive to go to work.
Your have the power to correct this.
PLEASE SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.
Respectfully,
Marvin Mickow
Lauderdale by the Sea, FL



From: Marvin Mickow
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN ALIMONY REFORM INTO LAW/LET SB 668 BECOME LAW
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 10:56:49 AM

Governor
I’m 46 years old, awarded sole custody of 3 terrific sons, ages 8, 11 and 14. My ex wife is a college
education, licensed teacher, and 46 years old.
After being married 18 years, she divorced me, and is fighting to be awarded Permanent Lifetime
Alimony. If I live to 85 years old, this means I’m on the hook for 39 years of Alimony payments, and I
didn’t want to get divorced. The price tag to try and get modification down the road is astronomical,
and no guarantee.
I’m asking you to sign this into law, so people like myself no longer are turned into indentured
servants. The bill provides, finally, a formula for people getting divorced, so they know exactly what
‘award’ they can potentially get. As for the time sharing, the bill simply instructs judges to start on
the premise of 50/50, but there are 20 plus options if the specific situation calls for deviation, in
other words, the judges continue to have the same latitude in decision making that they do today.
Your slogan of Let’s get the Work Florida is very appropriate. People that receive Permanent Lifetime
Alimony have zero incentive to get to work, and today, actually have dis-incentive to go to work.
Your have the power to correct this.
PLEASE SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.
Respectfully,
Marvin Mickow
Lauderdale by the Sea, FL



From: Marvin Mickow
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN ALIMONY REFORM INTO LAW/LET SB 668 BECOME LAW
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 9:43:28 AM

Governor
I’m 46 years old, awarded sole custody of 3 terrific sons, ages 8, 11 and 14. My ex wife is a college
education, licensed teacher, and 46 years old.
After being married 18 years, she divorced me, and is fighting to be awarded Permanent Lifetime
Alimony. If I live to 85 years old, this means I’m on the hook for 39 years of Alimony payments, and I
didn’t want to get divorced. The price tag to try and get modification down the road is astronomical,
and no guarantee.
I’m asking you to sign this into law, so people like myself no longer are turned into indentured
servants. The bill provides, finally, a formula for people getting divorced, so they know exactly what
‘award’ they can potentially get. As for the time sharing, the bill simply instructs judges to start on
the premise of 50/50, but there are 20 plus options if the specific situation calls for deviation, in
other words, the judges continue to have the same latitude in decision making that they do today.
Your slogan of Let’s get the Work Florida is very appropriate. People that receive Permanent Lifetime
Alimony have zero incentive to get to work, and today, actually have dis-incentive to go to work.
Your have the power to correct this.
PLEASE SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.
Respectfully,
Marvin Mickow
Lauderdale by the Sea, FL



From: Marvin Mickow
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN ALIMONY REFORM INTO LAW/LET SB 668 BECOME LAW
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 4:56:15 PM

Governor
I’m 46 years old, awarded sole custody of 3 terrific sons, ages 8, 11 and 14. My ex wife is a college
education, licensed teacher, and 46 years old.
After being married 18 years, she divorced me, and is fighting to be awarded Permanent Lifetime
Alimony. If I live to 85 years old, this means I’m on the hook for 39 years of Alimony payments, and I
didn’t want to get divorced. The price tag to try and get modification down the road is astronomical,
and no guarantee.
I’m asking you to sign this into law, so people like myself no longer are turned into indentured
servants. The bill provides, finally, a formula for people getting divorced, so they know exactly what
‘award’ they can potentially get. As for the time sharing, the bill simply instructs judges to start on
the premise of 50/50, but there are 20 plus options if the specific situation calls for deviation, in
other words, the judges continue to have the same latitude in decision making that they do today.
Your slogan of Let’s get the Work Florida is very appropriate. People that receive Permanent Lifetime
Alimony have zero incentive to get to work, and today, actually have dis-incentive to go to work.
Your have the power to correct this.
PLEASE SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.
Respectfully,
Marvin Mickow
Lauderdale by the Sea, FL



From: Marvin Mickow
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN ALIMONY REFORM INTO LAW/LET SB 668 BECOME LAW
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:53:59 PM

Governor
I’m 46 years old, awarded sole custody of 3 terrific sons, ages 8, 11 and 14. My ex wife is a college
education, licensed teacher, and 46 years old.
After being married 18 years, she divorced me, and is fighting to be awarded Permanent Lifetime
Alimony. If I live to 85 years old, this means I’m on the hook for 39 years of Alimony payments, and I
didn’t want to get divorced. The price tag to try and get modification down the road is astronomical,
and no guarantee.
I’m asking you to sign this into law, so people like myself no longer are turned into indentured
servants. The bill provides, finally, a formula for people getting divorced, so they know exactly what
‘award’ they can potentially get. As for the time sharing, the bill simply instructs judges to start on
the premise of 50/50, but there are 20 plus options if the specific situation calls for deviation, in
other words, the judges continue to have the same latitude in decision making that they do today.
Your slogan of Let’s get the Work Florida is very appropriate. People that receive Permanent Lifetime
Alimony have zero incentive to get to work, and today, actually have dis-incentive to go to work.
Your have the power to correct this.
PLEASE SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.
Respectfully,
Marvin Mickow
Lauderdale by the Sea, FL



From: Marvin Mickow
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN ALIMONY REFORM INTO LAW/LET SB 668 BECOME LAW
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:32:13 AM

Governor
I’m 46 years old, awarded sole custody of 3 terrific sons, ages 8, 11 and 14. My ex wife is a college
education, licensed teacher, and 46 years old.
After being married 18 years, she divorced me, and is fighting to be awarded Permanent Lifetime
Alimony. If I live to 85 years old, this means I’m on the hook for 39 years of Alimony payments, and I
didn’t want to get divorced. The price tag to try and get modification down the road is astronomical,
and no guarantee.
I’m asking you to sign this into law, so people like myself no longer are turned into indentured
servants. The bill provides, finally, a formula for people getting divorced, so they know exactly what
‘award’ they can potentially get. As for the time sharing, the bill simply instructs judges to start on
the premise of 50/50, but there are 20 plus options if the specific situation calls for deviation, in
other words, the judges continue to have the same latitude in decision making that they do today.
Your slogan of Let’s get the Work Florida is very appropriate. People that receive Permanent Lifetime
Alimony have zero incentive to get to work, and today, actually have dis-incentive to go to work.
Your have the power to correct this.
PLEASE SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.
Respectfully,
Marvin Mickow
Lauderdale by the Sea, FL



From: Marvin Mickow
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN ALIMONY REFORM INTO LAW/LET SB 668 BECOME LAW
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 7:09:26 PM

Governor
I’m 46 years old, awarded sole custody of 3 terrific sons, ages 8, 11 and 14. My ex wife is a college
education, licensed teacher, and 46 years old.
After being married 18 years, she divorced me, and is fighting to be awarded Permanent Lifetime
Alimony. If I live to 85 years old, this means I’m on the hook for 39 years of Alimony payments, and I
didn’t want to get divorced. The price tag to try and get modification down the road is astronomical,
and no guarantee.
I’m asking you to sign this into law, so people like myself no longer are turned into indentured
servants. The bill provides, finally, a formula for people getting divorced, so they know exactly what
‘award’ they can potentially get. As for the time sharing, the bill simply instructs judges to start on
the premise of 50/50, but there are 20 plus options if the specific situation calls for deviation, in
other words, the judges continue to have the same latitude in decision making that they do today.
Your slogan of Let’s get the Work Florida is very appropriate. People that receive Permanent Lifetime
Alimony have zero incentive to get to work, and today, actually have dis-incentive to go to work.
Your have the power to correct this.
PLEASE SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.
Respectfully,
Marvin Mickow
Lauderdale by the Sea, FL



The family law reform
bill makes alimony fair,
allows for a payer to
retire, encourages dual
responsibility, is
consistent with the
modern family, and sets a
premise that both good
parents should share in
parenting!!

SIGN SB 668!

SB668 is very pro-family, pro-women, pro-children.
Governor Scott - you will be very PROUD to sign this
bill!

Florida families are counting on you to deliver the
American Dream!

The Family Law Section helped write SB668 and that
their tactics to kill the bill due to greedy reasons are
wrong. 

From: Michael Berlowitz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN ALIMONY REFORM SB668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 5:14:24 PM

Dear Governor Scott,



Please do what's right. There can be no argument
against guidelines and justice.

Michael Berlowitz





The family law reform
bill makes alimony fair,
allows for a payer to
retire, encourages dual
responsibility, is
consistent with the
modern family, and sets a
premise that both good
parents should share in
parenting!!

SIGN SB 668!

SB668 is very pro-family, pro-women, pro-children.
Governor Scott - you will be very PROUD to sign this
bill!

Florida families are counting on you to deliver the
American Dream!

The Family Law Section helped write SB668 and that
their tactics to kill the bill due to greedy reasons are
wrong. 

From: Michael Berlowitz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN ALIMONY REFORM SB668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 8:30:27 AM

Dear Governor Scott,



Please do what's right. There can be no argument
against guidelines and justice.

Michael Berlowitz





The family law reform
bill makes alimony fair,
allows for a payer to
retire, encourages dual
responsibility, is
consistent with the
modern family, and sets a
premise that both good
parents should share in
parenting!!

SIGN SB 668!

SB668 is very pro-family, pro-women, pro-children.
Governor Scott - you will be very PROUD to sign this
bill!

Florida families are counting on you to deliver the
American Dream!

The Family Law Section helped write SB668 and that
their tactics to kill the bill due to greedy reasons are
wrong. 

From: Michael Berlowitz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN ALIMONY REFORM SB668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 7:02:10 AM

Dear Governor Scott,



Please do what's right. There can be no argument
against guidelines and justice.

Michael Berlowitz





The family law reform
bill makes alimony fair,
allows for a payer to
retire, encourages dual
responsibility, is
consistent with the
modern family, and sets a
premise that both good
parents should share in
parenting!!

SIGN SB 668!

SB668 is very pro-family, pro-women, pro-children.
Governor Scott - you will be very PROUD to sign this
bill!

Florida families are counting on you to deliver the
American Dream!

The Family Law Section helped write SB668 and that
their tactics to kill the bill due to greedy reasons are
wrong. 

From: Michael Berlowitz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN ALIMONY REFORM SB668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 8:31:55 PM

Dear Governor Scott,



Please do what's right. There can be no argument
against guidelines and justice.

Michael Berlowitz





The family law reform
bill makes alimony fair,
allows for a payer to
retire, encourages dual
responsibility, is
consistent with the
modern family, and sets a
premise that both good
parents should share in
parenting!!

SIGN SB 668!

SB668 is very pro-family, pro-women, pro-children.
Governor Scott - you will be very PROUD to sign this
bill!

Florida families are counting on you to deliver the
American Dream!

The Family Law Section helped write SB668 and that
their tactics to kill the bill due to greedy reasons are
wrong. 

From: Michael Berlowitz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN ALIMONY REFORM SB668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:02:35 AM

Dear Governor Scott,



Please do what's right. There can be no argument
against guidelines and justice.

Michael Berlowitz





The family law reform
bill makes alimony fair,
allows for a payer to
retire, encourages dual
responsibility, is
consistent with the
modern family, and sets a
premise that both good
parents should share in
parenting!!

SIGN SB 668!

SB668 is very pro-family, pro-women, pro-children.
Governor Scott - you will be very PROUD to sign this
bill!

Florida families are counting on you to deliver the
American Dream!

The Family Law Section helped write SB668 and that
their tactics to kill the bill due to greedy reasons are
wrong. 

From: Michael Berlowitz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN ALIMONY REFORM SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:17:08 AM

Dear Governor Scott,



Please do what's right. There can be no argument
against guidelines and justice.

Michael Berlowitz





The family law reform
bill makes alimony fair,
allows for a payer to
retire, encourages dual
responsibility, is
consistent with the
modern family, and sets a
premise that both good
parents should share in
parenting!!

SIGN SB 668!

SB668 is very pro-family, pro-women, pro-children.
Governor Scott - you will be very PROUD to sign this
bill!

Florida families are counting on you to deliver the
American Dream!

The Family Law Section helped write SB668 and that
their tactics to kill the bill due to greedy reasons are
wrong. 

From: Michael Berlowitz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN ALIMONY REFORM SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:52:50 AM

Dear Governor Scott,



Please do what's right. There can be no argument
against guidelines and justice.

Michael Berlowitz





From: Elvina Bergmann
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN Family Law Reform Bill SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:01:12 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

Please LISTEN to what the voters want--FAMILY LAW REFORM.

Senator Stargel's SB 668 is a great bill for Floridians.

Please sign it today.

Thank you.

Elvina Bergmann
St Pete Beach



From: Hector Torres
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668 - Leaked Documents show FLS lied to the Governor
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 11:36:59 AM

Dear Governor,

As just reported by National Parent Organization, leaked documents show that the FLS lied to
you:
https://nationalparentsorganization.org/recent-articles?id=22883

The people of Florida want alimony reform and time sharing reform. This is a GOOD BILL
that reduces LITIGATION and reduces FIGHTING. This is a Bill that the people of Florida
asked our their legislators to pass.
The Florida Bar stands behind its family lawyers that want MORE LITIGATION and
FIGHTS between divorcing couples.

Sincerely,

Hector Torres



From: Susan Harton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 9:30:16 AM

Honorable Rick Scott:

I respectfully request your signature and support on SB 668 to reform our antiquated Alimony
laws. SB 668 creates alimony award guidelines that set the Alimony length based on the
length of the marriage The judge has the discretion to award alimony for 25% to 75% of the
length of the marriage or even longer in special cases. Current law has no such guidelines.

My husband has been paying permanent life time alimony for over 26 years. He was married
18 years so this equates to nearly 150%. Yes his former spouse was awarded permanent life
time alimony at the age of 37. She is now 63 has always worked full time, college educated
and is eligible for a pension and social security upon her retirement.

SB 668 allows alimony to be modified or ended when the payer retires. Current law makes it
impossible for permanent alimony payers to retire. You can change this outdated system and
bring equality to Florida Families. Permanent life time Alimony is not only absurd it has no
place in our world today. Please sign SB 668 into law

Sincerely

Susan M Harton
Bradenton, FL

Get Outlook for Mobile



From: Susan Harton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 1:47:59 PM

Honorable Rick Scott:

I respectfully request your signature and support on SB 668 to reform our outdated Alimony
Laws. Governor this is a very fair bill that places everyone on equal footing. My husband has
paid permanent life time alimony for over 26 years. He and many many Florida Families
deserve to be on equal footing. Please SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW. As they say "Stop The
Insanity" but as I see it as do many Florida Families Stop the Welfare.

Sincerely,

Susan M Harton
Bradenton FL

Get Outlook for Mobile



From: Susan Harton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 10:13:48 AM

Honorable Rick Scott:

I respectfully request your signature and support on SB 668 to reform our antiquated Alimony
laws. You have the power to help Florida families and bring equality to our state.

My husband has been paying permanent life time alimony for over 26 years. You can ensure
this entitlement mentality and welfare system that is in place will stop and clear guidelines
will commence for the good of everyone. Permanent life time Alimony has no place in modern
society. Our family and many others are counting on you to make things right.

Sincerely,

Susan M Harton
Bradenton FL

Get Outlook for Mobile



From: Susan Harton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 8:33:25 AM

Honorable Rick Scott:

I respectfully request your signature and support on SB 668 for Alimony Reform for the
citizens of FL. This is a very fair bill and long overdue.

The time is now to make Florida whole. You can bring Florida away from the antiquated
alimony law and into the modern world where everyone is on equal footing, where we have
guidelines in place for divorcing spouses. We must eradicate permanent Life time alimony to
heal our families and to facilitate transition from the marriage to independence for all.

I am a casualty in a family dynamic to witness my husband paying permanent Life time
alimony for over 26 years. It has caused nothing but heartache for his children and our entire
family. Without guidelines spouses will not move forward in life and two people are never
truly divorced because it's impossible when one is anchored in your checkbook and never
autonomous.

Sincerely,

Susan M Harton
Bradenton FL

Get Outlook for Mobile



From: Susan Harton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:02:41 AM

Honorable Rick Scott:

I respectfully request your signature and support on SB 668 and make Alimony Reform a
reality for all Floridians. This is a good and fair bill that is long overdue. We must have
guidelines in the divorce process and we deserve the right to retire and not be forced to pay
Permanent Life time Alimony to former spouses. The whole point of Alimony is for a
transition period for the lower earning spouse to move forward. With permanent Life time
payments this cannot ever be accomplished. Permanent payouts only cause upheaval and
problems in the family dynamic that are completely unnecessary. There are time limits and
guidelines on child support and guidelines are desperately needed in our antiquated Alimony
laws

My husband has been paying permanent Life time alimony for over 26 years. We have
supported you as Governor and we need you to Sign SB 668 into law for Florida and put us in
the modern age. Thank you.

Susan M Harton
Bradenton FL

Get Outlook for Mobile



From: Jason Foulk
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:10:44 AM

From: Jason Foulk <jfoulk01@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32827

Phone Number: 7038635624

Message Body: SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW



From: Susan Harton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:03:10 AM

Honorable Rick Scott:

I respectfully request your signature on SB 668 for Alimony Reform for all the citizens of
Florida. This is a just and very fair bill that is long overdue.

My husband has been paying permanent Life time alimony for over 26 years. Our family has
never healed from the broken marriage. It saddens me to say how much this has affected the
grown children throughout the years. No healing can occur and people are never truly
divorced when one is tethered in your checkbook for life. Honestly there was no reason to give
a 37 year old able bodied adult a life time paycheck which they are collecting in their mid 60s
while working full time. Florida and many many families like us need guidelines and we
should be able to retire and live in our golden years without this onus. Thank you

Sincerely,

Susan M Harton
Bradenton FL

Get Outlook for Mobile



From: Juan E. Figueroa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:53:25 AM

From: Juan E. Figueroa <juane.figueroa@outlook.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 22153

Phone Number: 7036268854

Message Body: SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW



From: russell harms
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:29:57 AM

From: russell harms <russellharms@hotmail.com>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 34638

Phone Number:

Message Body: Gov. Scott - please sign SB 688 into law to give alimony payers across the state relief from Florida's
current unreasonable , unfair and burdensome alimony laws.  Many of us will face a bleak future if these changes
are not put into law.
thanks!



From: Dunham, Roger G.
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 3:53:19 PM

Dear Governor Scott:

SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.
I am writing you in reference to the Alimony Reform Bill that is coming to you for a signature. We
were so hopeful for getting the bill passed in past years and signed by the Governor. Unfortunately,
you vetoed it because of some retroactive aspects to it. But the new 2016 bill is more to your liking.
While there are many aspects of the current and outdated Florida divorce laws that need to be
changed, I want to stress one aspect of the current law that is probably the most unfair. That is
"permanent alimony." Permanent alimony makes it very difficult for the payee to retire when they
reach the retirement age. It creates uncertainty of what rules will be applied by judges after
retirement. The new bill should have a provision that when a payee reaches his/her federal
retirement age alimony ends. The way the law is written and implemented currently makes it
impossible for me to retire because alimony doesn't stop. Even if I am lucky enough to get a judge
who will lower the alimony, it will be too high for me to retire. Of course, this is after my retirement
was part of the calculus that divided up the property. So my spouse received half or the dollar
equivalent of my retirement during the divorce, but after retirement will have another shot at a
piece of my retirement. These realities create uncertainty and a situation where I cannot afford to
retire. A provision saying alimony ends at the Federal retirement age will go a long way to resolve
this problem. Please support this measure. I’m nearing 70 and would like to retire before I die.
The Brian Burgess article urging you to veto the bill because it is not consistent with conservative
family values is nonsense. I urge you to sign the bill into law because it upholds conservative family
values. The Burgess article has misinformation and misinterpretation of the contents of the bill.
Thank you,
Roger G. Dunham
Professor & Chair
Sociology Department
(305) 284-6170
Roger G. Dunham
Professor & Chair
Sociology Department
(305) 284-6170



From: GARY WHITE
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 1:17:59 PM

From: GARY WHITE <gwhitelazydays@hotmail.com>

County: Hendry

Zip Code: 33935

Phone Number: 8134953621

Message Body: GOVERNOR SCOTT

PLEASE SUPPORT ALIMONY REFORM AND SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.

LIFETIME ALIMONY PAYER SINCE 1999.

THANKS & GOD BLESS

GARY WHITE



From: Felix Vergara
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 10:25:44 PM

Governor Scott:

Please sign SB 668 into law. It is the right action to take.

Felix Vergara
10519 SW 147th Court
Miami, Florida 33196

Sent from my iPhone



From: Susan Harton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:20:22 AM

Honorable Rick Scott:

I respectfully request your signature and support on SB 668 to bring our antiquated Alimony
laws into the year 2016. Currently our laws are outdated and uncertain. This is a good and fair
bill.

SB 668 allows alimony to be modified or ended when the payer retires. Current law makes it
almost impossible for permanent life time alimony payers to retire. It affects our family on
many levels as we are unable to end the permanent life time alimony that my husband has paid
out for over 26 years. His former spouse has been collecting since age 37 and is still collecting
at age 63. She worked full time with a college education at the time of the divorce and
continues to work full time with the ability to be able to retire and collect her pension and
social security. This example of welfare without guidelines is what many Florida Citizens are
faced with everyday. My husband deserves his retirement without this onus and that is why SB
668 needs to be signed into law.

Sincerely,

Susan M Harton
Bradenton FL

Get Outlook for Mobile



From: Susan Harton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW/Pope Francis
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 10:05:03 AM

Honorable Rick Scott:

I respectfully request your signature and support on SB 668 to bring Florida's Antiquated
Alimony laws into the modern times. This is a good and fair bill that is long overdue.

Pope Francis stated today on those who divorced "No one can be condemned forever. Here I
am not speaking only of the divorced and remarried, but of everyone, in whatever situation
they find themselves." This speaks volumes to me and I hope that it does to you as well.

My husband has been paying permanent life time alimony for over 26 years. Without
guidelines his former spouse is allowed to collect since her 30's while always working full
time, college educated and able to support herself. There is no end in sight without guidelines.
Why should he or any other family be condemned forever? He and many Florida Families
deserve to be able to retire. SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW so Florida can survive as well as thrive
after Divorce. Thank you

Sincerely,
Susan M Harton
Bradenton FL

Get Outlook for Mobile



From: Marvin Mickow
To: Lopez-Cantera, Carlos
Subject: SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW/REFORM ALIMONY TODAY
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 11:57:59 AM

From: Marvin Mickow <mmickow@cedsrx.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33304

Phone Number: 9546432808

Message to Lt. Governor Lopez-Cantera: Lieutenant Governor

I’m 46 years old, awarded sole custody of 3 terrific sons, ages 8, 11 and 14. My ex wife is a college education,
licensed teacher, and 46 years old.

After being married 18 years, she divorced me, and is fighting to be awarded Permanent Lifetime Alimony. If I live
to 85 years old, this means I’m on the hook for 39 years of Alimony payments, and I didn’t want to get divorced.
The price tag to try and get modification down the road is astronomical, and no guarantee.

I’m asking you to encourage Gov Scott sign this into law, so people like myself no longer are turned into indentured
servants. The bill provides, finally, a formula for people getting divorced, so they know exactly what ‘award’ they
can potentially get. As for the time sharing, the bill simply instructs judges to start on the premise of 50/50, but there
are 20 plus options if the specific situation calls for deviation, in other words, the judges continue to have the same
latitude in decision making that they do today.

The slogan of Let’s get the Work Florida is very appropriate. People that receive Permanent Lifetime Alimony have
zero incentive to get to work, and today, actually have dis-incentive to go to work. He has the power to correct this.

PLEASE SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.

Respectfully,
Marvin Mickow
Lauderdale by the Sea, FL



From: John Lawrence
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 12:12:52 PM

From: John Lawrence <johnspondplants@aol.com>

County: Polk

Zip Code: 33809

Phone Number: 863-602-8978

Message Body: SIGN THE BILL
STOP destroying families!
YOU are either for the lawyer$ or the people (INCLUDING CHILDREN) of this state.
.....choose wisely!



From: Mike Beall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668!!!
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 1:28:27 PM

Gov. Scott,
SIGN SB 668!!! Please stop the corruption and lining the pockets of the lawyers at the expense of the
people of Florida! Alimony is nothing more than welfare!

Mike Beall
MFP Seals
Branch Manager
Tampa FL
1-888-637-8672
mike.beall@mfpseals.com



From: Mike Beall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668!!
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:13:47 AM

Gov. Scott,
Child Time sharing is a fair starting point for all families! Alimony in most cases is just another form
of WELLFAIR! Please SIGN SB 668!!

Mike Beall
MFP Seals
Branch Manager
Tampa FL
1-888-637-8672
mike.beall@mfpseals.com



From: Webb, Wayne (FL51)
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668!
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:23:10 AM

Please sign SB 668 into Law!
Thanks,
Wayne Webb
Technical Manager
Honeywell Aerospace
Engineering Test Services
13350 US Highway 19 North
Clearwater, FL 33764
Office: 727.539.5110
Mobile: 727-252-3070
wayne.webb@honeywell.com



From: Webb, Wayne (FL51)
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668!
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 7:18:49 AM

Governor,
Please sign SB 668 into Law!
Thanks,
Wayne Webb
Technical Manager
Honeywell Aerospace
Engineering Test Services
13350 US Highway 19 North
Clearwater, FL 33764
Office: 727.539.5110
Mobile: 727-252-3070
wayne.webb@honeywell.com



From: Webb, Wayne (FL51)
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668!
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:08:43 AM

Please sign SB 668 into Law!
Wayne Webb
Technical Manager
Honeywell Aerospace
Engineering Test Services
13350 US Highway 19 North
Clearwater, FL 33764
Office: 727.539.5110
Mobile: 727-252-3070
wayne.webb@honeywell.com



From: Rj Burnham
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668!
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:57:20 AM

Governor Scott:

I am writing to respectfully request that Governor Scott please sign this into law today! 

RJ



From: Yvette Bartholomew
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 1:41:49 PM

From: Yvette Bartholomew <ybarthol@cox.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 20876

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please sign SB 668.

Thanks!



From: Allison Klein
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 12:41:02 PM

Governor Scott,

Please SIGN SB 668 in support of the children and families of Florida.

v/r

Allison Klein
Military Spouse
Stepmother



From: John O"Hare
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 11:18:38 AM

From: John O'Hare <johare1@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32765

Phone Number:

Message Body: Hi.  Just wanted to start this week by asking you to please sign SB 668. Florida is very much in need
of guidelines and a little certainty when it comes to the painful process of divorce. Many other states have adopted
similar laws...please don't let Florida be the last one to do the right thing.

Also, as for the 50/50 parenting concern. It is just a starting point...before ANY evidence is heard to the contrary. I
can't imagine anything else being fair before either side makes a case for it to be different. Don't be swayed by those
who would say it is not in the best interest of children as it most certainly is.

Thanks Governor!



From: Wayne Webb
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 8:26:26 AM

From: Wayne Webb <wayne.webb@honeywell.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33771

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please sign SB 668 into Law!



From: Webb, Wayne (FL51)
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 8:26:01 AM

Please sign SB 668 into law!
Thanks,
Wayne Webb
Technical Manager
Honeywell Aerospace
Engineering Test Services
13350 US Highway 19 North
Clearwater, FL 33764
Office: 727.539.5110
Mobile: 727-252-3070
wayne.webb@honeywell.com



From: Gerry Graszl
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 7:17:27 AM

From: Gerry Graszl <gerryg56@tampabay rr.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33707

Phone Number: 727-207-0493

Message Body: Dear Sir,
Please sign SB 688 and support the people and not the Fla Bar Association. I am paying Permanent alimony for a
8.5 year marriage, re marrying is out of the question for me, retiring when I planned to is out of the question. All the
while my x whom has 2 degrees and can support herself continues to work part time as a life time choice she has
made, while I have worked full time since I was 17.  Please help end the abuse of those whom work hard vs those
whom are just  lazy.

Thank  You Sir

Gerry Graszl



From: Rj Burnham
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 6:10:53 PM

Governor Scott:

I have been following SB668 and I urge you to sign it and bring much needed reform to
florida!

RJ



From: rj@rjauburn.com on behalf of RJ Burnham
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 6:09:38 PM

Governor Scott:

I have been following the passage of SB668 very closely and I see you have not yet signed it
into law. I urge you to do so soon and bring much needed reform to florida!

RJ Burnham



From: Hector Torres
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 11:58:49 AM

SB 668 is a good bill. Please sign it.

According to opponents of SB 668, "the alimony system in place now

works." The system in place now is BROKEN. The system in place now

awards permanent alimony to perfectly healthy women in their 30's that

have been married for less than 20 years. I know this to be true because it

happened to my friend. My friend's ex-wife was less than 35 years old

when she was awarded permanent alimony for life. They had been married

for only 13 years and she is perfectly healthy. Family Law Section
LITIGATING attorneys do not want permanent alimony to be removed
from the law because that way they can keep couples going back to court
for decades which means more money for the attorneys. SB 668
eliminates permanent alimony and reduces LITIGATION. 

According to opponents of SB 668, equal-time sharing will hurt children
and that More time-sharing equals less in child-support payments. This is

a huge misstatement. SB 668 encourages both parents to participate in
the lives of the children. Psychological studies have revealed that it is in
the best interest of children of divorce to spend approximately equal time
with each parent. The parents must show that they are spending that time
with the children. If a parent is a unfit parent, the Judge will have the
discretion to use one or more of the 20 factors in the current law (and also
in SB 668 ) to give the responsible parent more time with the children. 



From: Eric Householder
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 3:55:52 PM

From: Eric Householder <ehouseh@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33498

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott,

Please support SB 668 and sign it into law.  Please do not throw out alimony reform for another year. Too many
Floridians, including myself, have suffered too long under these cruel and unfair alimony laws. I have been divorced
from my ex-wife for eleven years and, while I work three jobs to pay permanent alimony and child support, my ex
wife is currently driving a brand new boat, after claiming under oath in court proceedings that she is "barely making
it" and must keep relying on alimony. I cannot afford to pay the exorbitant family attorney hourly fees, forensic
accountants etc. to pursue modification and prove that my ex-wife is hiding money, especially since her lies under
oath once before in court pushed me into bankruptcy.

Also, in case of divorce, a starting point should always be that the children should spend equal amount of time with
both their loving parents. SB668 does ensure that, from that starting point, the judge can make the best decision
taking into account many factors that will decide the best timesharing scenario. But the starting point should be
equal timesharing, which will make it harder for one parent to use the children as pawns, as my ex wife has done for
many years now.

Please do not cave under the pressure from the Florida Bar whose ONLY concern is preserving their profit, without
any regard for the suffering and financial drain it puts on us and our children.

Thank you for your support of SB 668.

Eric Householder
Boca Raton, FL



From: Irena Householder
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 3:54:41 PM

From: Irena Householder <boricbg@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33498

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott,

Please support SB 668 and sign it into law.  Please do not throw out alimony reform for another year. Too many
Floridians, including my husband, have suffered too long under these cruel and unfair alimony laws. My husband
has been divorced from his ex-wife for eleven years and, while he works three jobs to pay permanent alimony and
child support, his ex wife is currently driving a brand new boat, after claiming under oath in court proceedings that
she is "barely making it" and must keep relying on alimony. I work full time, while raising two children, and do not
expect to be taken care of for life by another person, in case of divorce. Why should others?

Also, in case of divorce, a starting point should always be that the children should spend equal amount of time with
both their loving parents. SB668 does ensure that, from that starting point, the judge can make the best decision
taking into account many factors that will decide the best timesharing scenario. But the starting point should be
equal timesharing, which will make it more difficult for one parent to use children as pawns against the other parent.

Please do not cave under the pressure from the Florida Bar whose ONLY concern is preserving their profit, without
any regard for the suffering and financial drain it puts on the divorcing parties and children. Less litigation means
less profit for them, which is their only concern.

Thank you for your support of SB 668.

Irena Householder
Boca Raton, FL



From: Korchaguin Jimenez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 11:44:26 AM

From: Korchaguin Jimenez <korcha@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33326

Phone Number: 7862100229

Message Body: Governor Rick Scott please SIGN SB 668



From: Misty Finney
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 5:44:10 PM

From: Misty Finney <misty.finney@att.net>

County: Bay

Zip Code: 32409

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
I support SB 668. It is in the best interest of my family for you to SIGN SB668, and morally the right thing to do.
Misty Finney



From: Wayne Webb
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 8:31:34 AM

From: Wayne Webb <wayne.webb@honeywell.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33771

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please sign SB 668 into Law!



From: Webb, Wayne (FL51)
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 8:26:28 AM

Please sign SB 668 into Law!
Wayne Webb
Technical Manager
Honeywell Aerospace
Engineering Test Services
13350 US Highway 19 North
Clearwater, FL 33764
Office: 727.539.5110
Mobile: 727-252-3070
wayne.webb@honeywell.com



From: Wayne Webb
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 7:17:36 AM

From: Wayne Webb <wayne.webb@honeywell.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33771

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please sign SB 668 into Law!



From: Amar Persaud
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 7:13:20 PM

From: Amar Persaud <amargp61@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32746

Phone Number: 571-239-7879

Message Body: Governor Scott,

Please sign SB 668. This is a good and fair bill that will help FL families and reduce endless divorce litigation.

Thanks
Amar Persaud



From: Gary Langton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 3:54:14 PM

From: Gary Langton <GaryLangton@Verizon.Net>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33647

Phone Number: 813-975-0308

Message Body: Governor Scott,

Please do not cave into the special interests of the Family Law section of the Florida Bar.  I'm sure Jon Costello and
Slayter Bayliss served you well, but they represent only the financial interests of the parasites preying on families
during divorces made more painful by our current alimony laws.  The Family Law section of the Florida Bar is only
motivated by maintaining the status quo filled with uncertainty and acrimony so they can line their pockets with the
pain and suffering caused by our outdated statutes on divorce.

Please help stop the insanity that has become the legal process surrounding divorce in Florida and put an end to the
gravy train for lawyers who prey on their unsuspecting victim clients by using the uncertainty of outcomes in
divorce as the foundation to litigate rather than heal; fight rather than mediate and bill rather than conserve marital
assets. 

Please stand up to the special interests and stand up for Florida children. 

Sign into law SB 668. 

It is your duty as governor and your responsibility as a national leader to stand with the people and decry the abuses
perpetrated by the special interests.  Make no mistake, despite the rhetoric to the contrary, your vote for SB 668 is a
vote for Florida families.

Sincerely,
Gary Langton
Tampa, FL



From: John O"Hare
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 11:02:40 AM

From: John O'Hare <johare1@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32765

Phone Number: 4072308764

Message Body: Hello Gov. Scott. I am writing to you to ask that you please sign Senate Bill 668. It's a good bill,
that is fair to both sides.  Thanks!



From: M Miller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 10:40:30 AM

Please sign SB668



From: Wayne Webb
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:54:41 AM

From: Wayne Webb <wayne.webb@honeywell.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33771

Phone Number:

Message Body: In support of SB 668!



From: Gupta Persaud
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:38:40 PM

From: Gupta Persaud <gupta_935@hotmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 22314

Phone Number: 571-270-7295

Message Body: Governor Scott,

Please sign SB 668. Don't get side track by lobbyists.  Do the right thing which is the will of the people.

Thanks
Amar Persaud



From: James Kardys
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:50:44 AM

From: James Kardys <jim@directservices.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33025

Phone Number: 3059037637

Message Body: Please sign SB 668 into Law. Thank you.



From: Michael Franklin, MD
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:51:12 PM

From: Michael Franklin, MD <maf8861@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33710

Phone Number: 7275602458

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I'm respectfully asking you to sign SB668 into law.  Right now I am paying $6500 a month to a college educated
woman who was not required to work AT ALL!  Now she works full-time for $12 per hour (for insurance) so she
can keep her large alimony and game the system at my expense!  Furthermore, she is fully capable and qualified to
earn over $40K per year, but was not required to do so.  Why?  Because Florida's judges have run amuck and if you
get a bad one, then you are punished for life!  End this unfair, unamerican welfare state!!!  Thank you!

Michael A Franklin, MD



From: Richard Miller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:53:52 PM

From: Richard Miller <tankrlm@yahoo.com>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 33511

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott,
I'm a Marine who fought in Vietnam, and a huge supporter of you. I'm asking for your support on SB668. Please fell
free to contact me. Yours kindly, Richard Miller



From: Dave Johnson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 12:52:50 PM

From: Dave Johnson <ddjohnson217@gmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33626

Phone Number: 8137920033

Message Body: Governor Scott -- I am writing to ask that you sign SB 668.  I am and have been a member in good
standing of the Florida Bar for 20 years.  This law is long overdue.  It will allow Florida families to avoid endless
litigation and will bring Florida in line with the overwhelming majority of other states.   Please sign this bill.  Thank
you.



From: Mark Pikulski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:30:39 AM

Governor Scott,
Please sign SB 668 into law. The people have spoken. Listen to those of us who have supported you
and are directly affected by this law that needs reform.
Kind Regards
One of your Supporters



From: Delores Peace
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:46:23 AM

From: Delores Peace <tallylala@gmail.com>

County: Bay

Zip Code: 32405

Phone Number:

Message Body: SB 668 was designed to limit the use of children as leverage. Perhaps that is why divorce lawyers
have hired numerous lobbyists to try to persuade you to veto the bill.  Because no fighting parents, means less
litigation, which means less billing hours, which means less money in divorce lawyers pockets.

You must HELP Florida families -- fathers, mothers, and children.  You must be bold.  You must be brave.  You
must DO THE RIGHT THING.

PLEASE SIGN SB668.



From: Kennedy Cliatt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:37:29 AM

From: Kennedy Cliatt <tallylala@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33351

Phone Number:

Message Body: In your own words, "Trust the voters."  The voters want SB 668 passed, as evidenced by the fact
that it is now on your desk awaiting your signature, after having gone through many committees, hearings, votes,
amendments, House, and Senate.  Please give the Florida voters what they need and want, alimony and child sharing
reform.



From: Bob
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:30:30 AM

Please sign SB 668

Robert Belt



From: Heather Webb
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:52:26 AM

From: Heather Webb <wayne.webb@honeywell.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33771

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please sign SB 668 into Law and end needless litigation year after year.



From: Wayne Webb
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:51:02 AM

From: Wayne Webb <wayne.webb@honeywell.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33771

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please sign SB 668 into Law!



From: Dena Geist
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 5:40:09 AM

RESPECTFULLY ASKING THAT YOU SUPPORT ALIMONY REFORM AND SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.

DENA GEIST



From: Irena Householder
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:43:00 AM

Governor Scott,

Please support SB 668 and sign it into law. Please do not throw out
alimony reform for another year. Too many Floridians, including my
husband, have suffered too long under these cruel and unfair alimony
laws. My husband has been divorced from his ex-wife for eleven years and,
while he works three jobs to pay permanent alimony and child support, his
ex wife is currently driving a brand new boat, takes golf lessons and
numerous vacations every year, after claiming under oath in court
proceedings that she is "barely making it" and must keep relying on
alimony. I work full time, while raising two children, and do not expect to
be taken care of for life by another person, in case of divorce. Why should
others?

Also, in case of divorce, a starting point should always be that the children
should spend equal amount of time with both their loving parents. SB668
does ensure that, from that starting point, the judge can make the best
decision taking into account many factors that will decide the best
timesharing scenario. But the starting point should be equal timesharing,
which will make it more difficult for one parent to use children as pawns
against the other parent.

Please do not cave under the pressure from the Florida Bar whose ONLY
concern is preserving their profit, without any regard for the suffering and
financial drain it puts on the divorcing parties and children. Less litigation
means less profit for them, which is their only concern.

Thank you for your support of SB 668.

Irena Householder
Boca Raton, FL



From: Wayne Webb
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:24:38 AM

From: Wayne Webb <wayne.webb@honeywell.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33771

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please SIGN SB 668 into Law!



From: Gerry W Graszl
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 7:19:02 AM

From: Gerry W Graszl <gerryg56@tampabay rr.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33707

Phone Number: 727-207-0493

Message Body: Dear Florida Governor,
Please sign SB 668 so others do not have to pay permanent alimony for a 8.5 year marriage like I have been paying.
I cant retire, re marry or move on free from this unjust burden. While my x whom could work full time plays the
game. I have worked full time plus since i was 17.  Part time work is a lifetime choice she has made. Hard working
folks are allowed to be used under the current alimony rules. Please sign SB 668
Thank You Sir .   Gerry



From: Karen Munzer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 4:13:27 AM

From: Karen Munzer <kmunzerlaw@aol.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33324

Phone Number: 786-501-6655

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:
The people have spoken, please sign SB 668. This will give families predictability and accountability in dissolution
of marriage cases. The existing system is antiquated, doesn't work, and just benefits lawyers who churn divorce
cases. Please listen to the people of your state and sign this bill.
Thank you.
Respectfully yours,
Karen Munzer



From: Lametria Lamont
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 5:32:53 PM

From: Lametria Lamont <tallylala@gmail.com>

County: Leon

Zip Code: 32311

Phone Number:

Message Body: Research shows that children who spend more time with their fathers are more likely to succeed
academically and less likely to be delinquent or have substance abuse issues.

They will also grow up to be healthier mentally and physically, said William Fabricius, an associate professor of
developmental psychology at Arizona State University who has been studying fathers and divorce since 2000.

In a yet to be published 10-year study funded by the National Institutes of Health, he found that children who felt
they mattered to their fathers were less likely to later have mental health problems such as depression or anxiety.

Support SB668 for the PREMISE that BOTH parents should spend more time in their child's life.



From: Hector Torres
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 4:09:04 PM

SB 668 SUPPORTERS outnumber opponents by over 80 percent. Read the following article:

http://floridapolitics.com/archives/206704-alimony-reform-face-off

Hector Torres





From: Theresa Martin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 2:41:34 PM

From: Theresa Martin <amothersfight@gmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33764

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please show your support for Florida families and sign SB 668 into law.

Respectfully,
Theresa Martin



From: Chris
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB668 into law
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 10:25:16 AM

Governor Scott,

There has been a lot of misinformation from the family section of the FL Bar. Special interests are paying to get ur
veto. The people have spoken through their legislature by a 2/3 majority in both houses. Please sign SB 668 into
law.

Thank you,

Chris Spears
904-536-9292



From: Mike Beall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB668!!
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 10:23:15 AM

Gov. Scott,
SIGN SB 668!!! Please stop the corruption and lining the pockets of the lawyers at the expense of the
working man! Alimony is nothing more than welfare!

Mike Beall
MFP Seals
Branch Manager
Tampa FL
1-888-637-8672
mike.beall@mfpseals.com



From: Mark Cobb
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:00:41 PM

From: Mark Cobb <mcobb@sunsetautogroup.com>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34201

Phone Number:

Message Body: I'm asking for your support on SB 668. Thank Mark Cobb



From: Mary Baron
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN SB668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 3:39:45 PM

From: Mary Baron <michigan55florida2013@gmail.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 33004

Phone Number:

Message Body: I urge you to sign SB 668 into law. Our family court system is a mess. This is good law and needs
your swift action. Kindest Regards Mary



From: Dennis Lohaus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN THE ALIMONY REFORM BILL SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 11:35:00 AM

Governor Scott,

It has come to my attention that your are being heavily influenced by the Family Law Section to veto
SB 668. I hope to believe that this is wishful thinking on their part. I know that any sensible person
will realize that thousands of people who cannot believe that alimony still exists and that it is not
necessary in today’s environment where advance education and work opportunities are readily
available. They also believe that Permanent Alimony is just criminal and nothing but a legal form of
slavery. This objection to alimony is being backed up by hundreds of prominent newspaper and
other states that have the sense that alimony is just unjust!

As a loyal Republican, I have been consistently disappointed by the party’s representative that vote
like a Democrat and support their ideologies instead of doing what is right for the people that they
represent and those that elected them into office. I was able to forgive your veto of the Alimony
Reform Bill the last time as a political play. Although you must have believed that that was a smart
move at the time, it contributed to the continued suffering of the alimony payers to live a normal life
while their savings where being depleted.

However, if the Alimony Reform Bill SB 668 is vetoed this time after working for over the last five
years to get reform implemented, it will be the last straw. I have hundreds of friend, family as well as
myself that are ready to leave the Republican Party for good if politics outweighs what is the right
thing to do. We are ready to fight as hard as we possibly can to keep professional politicians out of
office and replace them with honorable people to serve the will of the people in our state and
country!

Dennis Lohaus



From: Dennis Lohaus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN THE ALIMONY REFORM BILL SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 10:05:32 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

We Republicans voted you in for a second term even after you betrayed us the first time when
you vetoed the Alimony Reform Bill the last time. It is your obligation in your office to support
your fellow Republican Congressional Representatives, the people in Florida and plain and
simple to do what is morally right to the abolish Permanent Alimony. Do what is the right thing
to do this time and sign Senate Bill SB 668. Don’t play politics thinking a veto will gain you
admiration from Democrats as the loss of your base voters will be gone forever if you betray
us again! Getting future campaign money from divorce lawyers will not get you votes down
the road but will just expose a dishonest politician. The thousand of alimony payers, their
families and friends will work tirelessly to expose this kind of political fraud in future state and
national elections.

Dennis Lohaus



From: Elvina Bergmann
To: Governor Rick Scott; Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SIGN family law SB 668. It"s what the people want!
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 1:03:37 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I was sent this article today that says the Florida Family Law Section has
misrepresented SB 668 to its own members.
That is shocking if it's true.

Then again, why did they hire 3 different lobbyist firms to talk with you about this bill?

Please SIGN SB 668 into law. It's time to listen to what the majority of people want.
The legislators did and passed the bill with a 2/3 majority.

Thank you.

Elvina Bergmann
St Pete Beach

https://nationalparentsorganization.org/blog/22883-new-documents-florida-family-law-
section-misrepresented-sb-668-to-members-press-governo



From: Wayne Webb
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SING SB 668!
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 1:28:51 PM

From: Wayne Webb <wayne.webb@honeywell.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33771

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please sign SB 668 into Law!



From: Ronald Bassett
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SO 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 7:37:06 PM

From: Ronald Bassett <starman3131@gmail.com>

County: Hernando

Zip Code: 34611

Phone Number: 352-585-3131

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

Please sign into law, SB 668, allowing the courts to decide how long to require alimony, based on individual
circumstances.

Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

Sincerely,

Ronald Bassett



From: Mike Beall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SUPPORT & SIGN SB 668!!
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 1:57:52 PM

Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign SB 668! Please stop lining the pockets of Lawyers and help the people of
Florida! The people of Florida need help!

Mike Beall
MFP Seals
Branch Manager
Tampa FL
1-888-637-8672
mike.beall@mfpseals.com





From: Saide C Rangel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SUPPORT ALIMONY REFORM AND SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 4:16:43 PM

From: Saide C Rangel <saidecrangel@comcast net>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33134

Phone Number: 3057189469

Message Body: Honorable Governor Rick Scott,

Serve this as my respectful request for your support of  the sooo much needed alimony reform and Please Please
sign SB668 into Law.

Regards,

Saide Rangel



From: Mike Beall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SUPPORT OUR FAMILIES SUPPORT SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 4:16:46 PM

Gov. Scott,
Child Time sharing is a fair starting point for all families! Alimony is just another form of WELLFAIR!
Please SIGN SB 668!!

Mike Beall
MFP Seals
Branch Manager
Tampa FL
1-888-637-8672
mike.beall@mfpseals.com



From: Mike Beall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SUPPORT SB 668!!!
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 2:48:09 PM

Gov. Scott,
Child Time sharing is a fair starting point for all families! Alimony, for most is just another form of
WELFARE! Please SIGN SB 668!!
********STOP ALIMONY WELFARE*********

Mike Beall
MFP Seals
Branch Manager
Tampa FL
1-888-637-8672
mike.beall@mfpseals.com



From: Mike Beall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SUPPORT SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 11:36:26 AM

Gov. Scott,
Child Time sharing is a fair starting point for all families! Alimony, for most is just another form of
WELFARE! Please SIGN SB 668!!
********STOP ALIMONY WELFARE*********

Mike Beall
MFP Seals
Branch Manager
Tampa FL
1-888-637-8672
mike.beall@mfpseals.com



From: Mike Beall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SUPPORT SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 2:45:56 PM

Gov. Scott,
Child Time sharing is a fair starting point for all families! Alimony is just another form of WELLFAIR!
Please SIGN SB 668!!

Mike Beall
MFP Seals
Branch Manager
Tampa FL
1-888-637-8672
mike.beall@mfpseals.com



From: Mike Beall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SUPPORT SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 1:51:41 PM

Gov. Scott,
SIGN SB 668!!! Please stop the corruption and lining the pockets of the lawyers at the expense of the
working man! Alimony is nothing more than welfare!

Mike Beall
MFP Seals
Branch Manager
Tampa FL
1-888-637-8672
mike.beall@mfpseals.com



From: Mike Beall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SUPPORT SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 10:40:35 AM

Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign SB 668! Please stop lining the pockets of Lawyers and help the people of
Florida! The people of Florida need help!

Mike Beall
MFP Seals
Branch Manager
Tampa FL
1-888-637-8672
mike.beall@mfpseals.com



From: Mike Beall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SUPPORT SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 3:38:47 PM

Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign SB 668! Please stop lining the pockets of Lawyers and help the people of
Florida! The people of Florida need help!

Mike Beall
MFP Seals
Branch Manager
Tampa FL
1-888-637-8672
mike.beall@mfpseals.com



From: Mike Beall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SUPPORT SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:25:00 AM

Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign SB 668! Please stop lining the pockets of Lawyers and help the people of
Florida! The people of Florida need help!

Mike Beall
MFP Seals
Branch Manager
Tampa FL
1-888-637-8672
mike.beall@mfpseals.com



From: Henry Haddock
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SUPPORT SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:18:49 AM

Governor Scott:

PLEASE support SB 668.

Our current alimony laws have had material adverse consequences on my children, ruined both parent's finances and
have unnecessarily undermined all core and extended family relationships. 

On the other hand, the helpful arm of the Family Law section of the Florida Bar has profited handsomely from our
divorce, and stands to profit even more in the future when the parties eventually are forced (not able) to retire.

Only in my home state, can a person be treated like a criminal if they wish to divorce....

Please exercise leadership on this bill by supporting it and leading Florida out of 18th century law as it relates to
alimony and parenting.

Thank you.

Henry Haddock
14158 Hampshire Bay Circle
Winter Garden, FL   34787



From: Mike Beall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SUPPORT SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 4:25:35 PM

Gov. Scott,
Child Time sharing is a fair starting point for all families! Alimony is just another form of WELFARE!
Please SIGN SB 668!!

Mike Beall
MFP Seals
Branch Manager
Tampa FL
1-888-637-8672
mike.beall@mfpseals.com



From: Mike Beall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SUPPORT and SIGN SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 10:38:59 AM

Gov. Scott,
SIGN SB 668!!! Please stop the corruption and lining the pockets of the lawyers at the expense of the
working man! Alimony is nothing more than welfare!

Mike Beall
MFP Seals
Branch Manager
Tampa FL
1-888-637-8672
mike.beall@mfpseals.com



From: jon Cooper
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: SUPPORT of SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 11:00:54 AM

Governor Scott,
I am writing today to voice my SUPPORT of SB668. Please sign this legislation.
My family is a past victim of the current alimony system that has created divisive and destructive
atmosphere that has hurt the children.
But the future is also impacted, the current system also has a tremendous chilling effect on ability to
remarry as stories are abound of second spouse income becoming part of family income used for
alimony. It is hard enough to be a desirable partner without having to explain that to a potential
mate.
The current system is a horrible way to live as it prevents either party from moving forward in a
productive lifestyle. It creates a race to the bottom mentality that causes ruin and pain.
By signing this, we will have some structure to be able to resolve and move forward productively.
JC Cooper
1503 n Greenleaf ct
Winter springs fl 32708



From: Charlie Lawrence
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sb 668 is pro-family. Sign it today
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 11:03:56 AM

Governor Scott,

I am writing to ask that you please sign SB 668 into long today. It is profamily and pro-marriage that is the right
thing to do. I also asked that you take into consideration antics the family law section has used to miss lead you in
the public relative to this bill. I also ask that you look at the national parenting organizations website for details of
the minutes of the meetings and expenditures on lobbyist babe used to go against the bill. Please take this in the full
consideration when making your decision.

Charles Lawrence
Tampa



From: beny1332@yahoo.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sb 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 12:43:44 PM

Govenior, please sign alimony reform bill . As a life long fla resident burdened with lifetime alimony , please sign
the bill for reform.

Sent from my iPhone



From: Debbie Parker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sb 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 1:07:07 PM

From: Debbie Parker <parkerd729@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34442

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please sign an 668 for more cosideration of equal parenting time. My son was fighting for more time
with his daughter for 3 years. The court system is unfair to fathers. He is a Blue collar worker, an auto body tech,
and has spent over $8,000 dollars that could have gone to an educational fund. His rights have been violated, his
lawyers have told him what the judge ordered twice violated his rights but do it anyway because the bottom line is
that the judge is like a God and if you dont6 do it you will not get your daughter. Please give a starting point for
fathers to have shared custody. As it is it is all about money and power. My son pays child support every month and
it is not about money for him.
With so many young couples not getting married today, the advantage is with the mothers. They don't have to let
fathers see their children until they file. Many fathers do not have the funds to file, much less hire a lawyer.
Statistics show children grow up stronger, better educated citizens when they have active fathers. Please sign this
bio

Sincerely,
Debbie Parker
Citrus Count Gl



From: David K Edwards
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sb 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 12:44:41 PM

From: David K Edwards <Edwards8760@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33146

Phone Number: 9542263173

Message Body: Please sign this bill



From: Robert Humble
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sb 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 7:58:51 PM

From: Robert Humble <humble32159@yahoo.com>

County: Lake

Zip Code: 32159

Phone Number: 3523504746

Message Body: With the most respect I can muster, I plead and beg you to sign sb668, truly believing all parties can
get on with their lives, thank you so very much for your time  and consideration.  Respectfully,  Robert  Humble



From: Joseph Jette
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sb-668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 1:40:21 PM

Sent from my iPad dear Governor Scott please sign the bill coming before you SP 668 my son has been paying
alimony for 15 years and he cannot afford to keep paying this forever is having a very difficult time supporting his
new family his ex-wife is abusing this privilege she has a boyfriendand refuses to remarry the children we had with
this woman are all married out of college and doing well for themselves why should he be penalized for the rest of
his life and his new family's life thank you Joseph jetty by the way I did vote for you twice



From: Nicholas Brown
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sb668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:34:31 AM

https://nationalparentsorganization.org/blog/22883-new-documents-florida-family-law-
section-misrepresented-sb-668-to-members-press-governo



From: Stuart La Haise
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sb668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:15:44 AM

From: Stuart La Haise <beach10@rocketmail.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32207

Phone Number: 9045993449

Message Body: Governor Scott,
 I'm writing to you again to encourage you to sign SB 668 and level the playing field between men and women and
give fathers a chance to be a heavy influence in their children's lives. This current system enriches the lawyers and
sadly creates and sustains so much conflict that the children end up losing.
Please sign the bill governor.

 Kindest regards

Stuart LaHaise



From: Charlie Lawrence
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sb668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 9:06:54 AM

Governor Scott,

I am writing to ask that you please sign SB 668 into long today. It is profamily and pro-marriage that is the right
thing to do. I also asked that you take into consideration antics the family law section has used to miss lead you in
the public relative to this bill. I also ask that you look at the national parenting organizations website for details of
the minutes of the meetings and expenditures on lobbyist babe used to go against the bill. Please take this in the full
consideration when making your decision.

Charles Lawrence



From: Richard G Goodstein
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Senate Bill (SB) 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 8:15:30 AM

From: Richard G Goodstein <rggoodie70@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33324

Phone Number: 9544782875

Message Body: I am happily married for 46 years and
 I encourage you to pass

Senate Bill (SB) 668

Thank you



From: Tricia Lynn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Senate Bill 0668 (2016) - The Florida Senate
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 3:46:40 AM

From: Tricia Lynn <fletchtrish@yahoo.com>

County: Lake

Zip Code: 34711

Phone Number: 4079203883

Message Body: Dear Gov. Rick Scott:

I am writing you today about SB 668, which you are considering signing.  I was a former Guardian Ad Litem Child
Court Advocate and I start this Fall at FAMU Law where I intend to complete my studies in order to become a GAL
Attorney to help our most vulnerable citizens, our children.

I would hope that you will be taking others experiences into consideration when deciding whether or not to sign this
into law.

As a former GAL (and family law paralegal) from my experience most parents who want a 50/50 split out of the
gate want it so that they can attempt to shrug off child support.  It is not necessarily in the child's best interest to be
shifted between parents automatically in this way particularly when one parent may not truly want the child 1/2 of
the time but simply attempt to gain this 50/50 time with the motivation being for the sole purpose of financial gain
as they would not have to pay child support should they get this 50/50 shared parenting.  This consideration should
be left in the hands of the judges appointed by the people to work on these children's behalf not mandated across the
board.  This detrimental decision should be decided as it currently is on a case by case basis.

I urge you to keep what is in the best interest of the child at the forefront of your decision making with this bill.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Your Constituent,

Tricia Lynn Fletcher Goulstone



From: Peggy Goodale
To: Governor Rick Scott
Cc: pegas68351@aol.com
Subject: Senate bill 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 6:01:50 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

Please veto SB 668. This will hurt families.
Women are already under financial and emotional pressure with less employment pay resulting in less social
security and this bill will result in many more women having to live in poverty after they have sacrificed their own
careers to care for their children and husband and home. Assessing family situations retroactively would be even
more unfair.
I also think that each parent's ability to provide emotional stability for their children is paramount in custody
situations. I know in my situation though I had less income it would have been really traumatic for my daughter to
go back and forth between myself and her father. Since I was the primary caretaker my ex husband paid me child
support.  He saw the logic in this and knew our child would benefit. Not all parents put their child first.
So please veto this bill. Thank you for considering my thoughts on this important family matter.
Sincerely,
Peggy Goodale
7232 118th Circle N
Largo, Florida 33773

Sent from my iPhone



From: Ryan Romero
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Serving in Iraq (please sign SB 668)
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 1:34:28 AM

From: Ryan Romero <ryanromero1966@gmail.co>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32563

Phone Number: 8508030312

Message Body: Governor Scott,
Please sign SB 668, I'm currently serving in Iraq, protecting our great country... Please serve our veterans back
home and abroad by protecting us against life time alimony! It hurts families!
Thank you

Ryan Romero



From: Nancy Lovell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:06:19 PM

From: Nancy Lovell <nancylovell4@yahoo.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33709

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please sign SB 668. Thank you, Nancy



From: Johnny
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 12:09:32 PM

From: Johnny <jerhard@co.hernando fl.us>

County: Hernando

Zip Code: 34609

Phone Number: 3528486336

Message Body: Please sign sb 668 into law, we need it



From: John Erhard
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 9:34:38 AM

From: John Erhard <jerhard@co.hernando.fl.us>

County: Hernando

Zip Code: 34605

Phone Number: 3522008862

Message Body: Please sign Alomony bill  in to law SB 668



From: Dennis Lohaus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign Alimony Reform BILL SB668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 4:21:27 PM

From: Dennis Lohaus <dlohaus@bellsouth net>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32927

Phone Number: 321-720-9951

Message Body: Dear Govenor Scott,                                                      Subject:  Support SB 668
I implore you to sign the Reform of our Alimony Laws as not all ex-wives are suffering as are the payers of
alimony.
I am a sixty one  year old man that was married just one third of my life, divorced for 15 years  and required to
continue support to my ex the remaining years I have left.  My life since the divorce has not been anything like the
years during or prior to the marriage as the financial drain of alimony payments from my dwindling savings has
eliminated my chances for an extended life and certainly not a comfortable one.  After my working two jobs during
the term of the marriage, in which she refused work or get a degree, my ex was given a lump sum of over $
500,000.00. Now I am unemployed (from a 32 year job) with no insurance, failing health, and no chance to get a
job, nor credit/refinancing because of my high alimony payments.  She on the other hand is employed with full
benefits and owns a paid off home/2 cars.  The courts don’t see this as a problem for me.  I presently have to pay
each month my entire unemployment check and $1,500.00 out what is left of my savings.  She, being 10 year
younger, is living off me, while her income is over $ 50,000.00/yr. I will be forced to live off the state or go to jail as
my social security will not cover the alimony payments and the savings is almost gone.   I have earned the right to
retire and not live in poverty because of a blind law.  
Lifetime alimony is just a form of extortion and monetary bounty with no consideration to the one having to pay.
Even after a lopsided distributions of marital assets towards the ex, the courts only see numbers and formulas in
determining a monthly payment amount and cannot distinguish between what was accumulated before versus during
the marriage.  The privileged  lifestyle (even if extravagant)  of the receiver in the courts eyes must stay consistent
with no regards toward  the one that pays, his marital contributions/sacrifices, greatly diminished lifestyle, changing
health conditions and employment, diminishing financial situation and increasing age.  
 Permanent alimony is a cancer injected into the one that pays which eats at their motivation, health, financial
stability and sanity, thus leading to more often than not to a premature death sentence.  Even to the point where the
court orders life insurance policy which I must pay to make the ex more wealthy after my death.  The courts have
proven that they really don’t share a concern with treating both parties equally /fairly or care about the long term
results/effects of their judgments on the bread earner that provided the family a very nice lifestyle during the
marriage. Long term alimony is not moral and a legal form of slavery, let’s fix it!
Thank you for your time and your support to correct our alimony injustice.
Dennis Lohaus



From: C Lawrence
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign Alimony Reform Bill 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:40:25 PM

Governor Scott,

Senator Kelli Stargel delivered this to you on Monday. You have all that you need to sign SB668.

Counter Arguments to Misstatements about
Child Custody Under SB 668
Today SB 668 was delivered to Governor Scott by the Senate. The Governor now has 15
calendar days (until end of April 19th) to sign or veto the bill. Senator Stargel, the Senate sponsor
of the bill, met personally with the Governor today before delivering the bill.

The following document identifies and responds to the common misstatements and specious
arguments that have been made recently by the Family Law Section of the Florida Bar and by
other opponents of SB 668. This document was delivered today to Governor Scott along with SB
668 and it was put together by the legislative assistants of Senator Lee’s office (especially
Judicial Staff Director Tom Cibula) with input from Senator Lee, Senator Stargel, Rep. Burton,
and Alan Frisher, the president of Family Law Reform.

(Note: specious is defined by the Merriam-Webster dictionary as: falsely appearing to be fair,
just, or right: appearing to be true but actually false)

Document delivered along with SB 668
Child Custody Under SB 668
The child-custody provisions of SB 668 put parents on equal footing during child-custody
determinations. Existing law declares a vague public policy that each minor child have “frequent
and continuing contact” with both parents after they separate or divorce. What this public policy
means can vary from judge to judge.

The bill replaces the vague policy, with a requirement that courts begin a custody determination
with the premise that a child should spend “approximately equal time” with each parent. The
court must then take into account a child’s best interest by considering 20 statutory factors that
are based on current law. Finally, the bill requires courts to explain their child-custody
determinations in writing.

The changes to the child-custody law are driven by well-known societal changes. For example,
there are more two income households than ever.1 Women are more likely than men to have a
college degree, and women are pursuing more graduate degrees than men.2 Forty percent of
households with children have a female breadwinner, a dramatic increase since 1960.3
Additionally, fathers have become more active in raising their children.4

Unfortunately, many incorrect statements and specious arguments have been made about what
SB 668 says and how the bill will affect children and custody litigation. The remainder of this



document identifies and responds to the common misstatements and specious arguments.

1 KIM PARKER, PEW RESEARCH CENTER, 5 FACTS ABOUT TODAY’S FATHERS (June 18,
2015) available at: http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2015/06/18/5-facts-about-todays-
fathers/.
2 EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES, ELEVEN FACTS
ABOUT AMERICAN FAMILIES AND WORK 10-11 (Oct. 2014), available at:
https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/docs/eleven facts about family and work final.pdf
.
3 WENDY WANG, KIM PARKER, AND PAUL TAYLOR, PEW RESEARCH CENTER,
BREADWINNER MOMS (May 29, 2013) available at:
http://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2013/05/29/breadwinner-moms/.
4 Parker, supra note 1.

Misstatement: Equal time-sharing/custody is the
default
Senate Bill 668 requires a court to begin a child-custody determination with “the premise that a
minor child should spend approximately equal amounts of time with each parent.” The bill does
not establish a presumption for equal time-sharing or establish equal time-sharing as the default
child-custody arrangement. For an example of a presumption for equal time-sharing, see SB 250
(2016).5

By definition, a premise is a starting point for reasoning. Accordingly, the premise of equality in
the bill is a starting point for judicial reasoning based on evidence in a child-custody case. By
defining the starting point for custody decisions, the bill prohibits the use of other starting points,
such as judicial biases.

The opponents have incorrectly stated that the premise in SB 668 is the same thing as a
presumption. A presumption, however, establishes facts that can be overcome only with contrary
evidence. Nothing in the bill changes a parent’s evidentiary burden. A court order establishing a
parenting plan or time-sharing schedule must simply be supported by evidence, which is required
under existing law.

Misstatement: Courts are not required to consider the
20 statutory factors
The idea that a judge is not required to consider all 20 of the factors in s. 61.13(3), F.S., is
factually wrong. Lines 489-492 of the bill state, “the court shall formulate a parenting plan and
time-sharing schedule taking into account the best interest of the child after considering all of the
relevant factors in [s. 61.13(3), F.S].” The bill also states that the “court shall make detailed
written findings of fact which support and justify any parenting plan or time-sharing schedule that
is not based on an agreement between the parents.”
The premise in SB 668 is modeled after s. 61.075, F.S., which requires courts, in distributing the
assets and liabilities of parties to a divorce, to “begin with the premise that the distribution should
be equal.”6 A court order making the distribution must also include “specific written findings of
fact.”7 Appellate courts have repeatedly reversed and remanded trial court equitable distribution
orders that did not include sufficient findings of fact justifying a distribution.8



5 In contrast to SB 668, SB 250 created a presumption favoring equal time-sharing by stating,
“Equal time-sharing with a minor child by both parents is presumed to be in the best interest of
the child.” The presumption was strengthened with a requirement that a court order establishing
a time-sharing schedule providing for unequal time-sharing be supported with written findings of
fact.

6 Section 61.075(1), F.S.
7 Section 61.075(3), F.S.
8 See e.g., Guobaitis v. Sherrer, 18 So. 3d 28 (Fla. 3d DCA 2009).

Similarly, a trial court that fails to consider the 20 child-custody factors and make the required
written findings will be reversed on appeal.

Specious Argument: The time-sharing/custody premise
creates difficulties for parents who cannot afford a
lawyer
Senate Bill 668, like existing law, requires courts to base child-custody determinations and other
decisions in a divorce case on evidence, regardless of whether the parties are represented by an
attorney. Any decision not based on the evidence would be arbitrary or otherwise unfair.

Courts routinely work with and assist unrepresented parties in divorce cases. For that reason,
there are self-help clinics, and the court system has made available on the Internet a substantial
amount of self-help materials and forms.9 One of these forms includes Family Law Form
12.995(a), Parenting Plan.10 Because the bill makes only slight alterations to the existing 20
child-custody factors, the court system should be able to revise its self-help materials very
quickly.

Additionally, a court may fulfill its duty to make a custody decision based on evidence by
obtaining testimony about the relevant child-custody factors from parents or their child. In fact, s.
90.615, F.S., makes clear that courts are authorized to call witnesses and interrogate them.

Specious Argument: Legal presumptions on time-
sharing/custody do not serve the best interest of
children
As previously explained, SB 668 establishes a premise or starting point for reasoning based on
the evidence. It does not create a presumption for custody or timesharing. Moreover, the bill
retains the requirement that custody decisions be based on the best interest of the child.
Specifically, lines 489-492 state, “the court shall formulate a parenting plan and time-sharing
schedule taking into account the best interest of the child after considering all of the relevant
factors in [s. 61.13(3), F.S].” The premise of equality will ensure that the best interest standard is
applied with more predictability and uniformity from judge to judge.

9 FAMILY LAW SECTION OF THE FLORIDA BAR, FAMILY LAW HANDBOOK page 9 (Jul.
1999), available at:
http://www.mypalmbeachclerk.com/uploadedFiles/FamilyLawHandbook%20English.pdf;



FLORIDA COURTS, FAMILY LAW FORMS, available at: http://www.flcourts.org/resources-and-
services/family-courts/family-law-self-help- information/family-law-forms.stml.
10 FLORIDA COURTS, INSTRUCTIONS FOR FLORIDA SUPREME COURT APPROVED
FAMILY LAW FORM 12.995(A), PARENTING PLAN (11/15), available at:
http://www.flcourts.org/core/fileparse.php/533/urlt/995a.pdf.

Specious Argument: Written findings may be harmful
The bill requires a court to make detailed written findings of fact which support and justify any
parenting plan or time-sharing schedule. The reason for this requirement is that child-custody
determinations are important, even life-altering, for the parents and the child. 11 The statutes are
full of similar requirements that important judicial determinations be supported by written findings.

Written findings build confidence in the judicial system as they show litigants that they are being
treated fairly and that custody decisions are based on the facts and the law. Accordingly, a judge
who makes written findings of fact is better able to evaluate whether his or her decision is based
on facts and logic, rather than personal bias.

There are many pieces of information about a child or family that can be publically released as
part of a divorce case. The public nature of these proceedings is generally necessary for the
public to have assurance that everyone is treated equally under the law. With respect to a child,
nothing may be considered more private than information about domestic violence, sexual
violence, and child abuse. Nonetheless, when a court considers evidence of this kind, under
existing s. 61.13(3)(m), F.S., the “court must specifically acknowledge in writing that such
evidence was considered when evaluating the best interests of the child.” The opponents to the
child-custody provisions of SB 668 who object to the written findings requirement have not
complained about the requirements for written findings in s. 61.13(3)(m), F.S.12

Specious Argument: The bill empower fathers to gain
custody in order to reduce child support obligations or
exact concessions
The opponents of the bill claim that fathers will seek custody in order to reduce child support or to
obtain other concessions from the mother. Unfortunately, it’s well known that children are used
as leverage by both parents in divorce cases to gain advantages in property settlements and
alimony. If anything, the custody provisions of the bill level the playing field.

Clearly, children are better off when they have strong relationships with two loving parents, and
time is necessary to build these relationships. Because the bill tilts child-custody determinations
in routine cases toward equality, children in these cases will be better off.

11 Although detailed written findings are not currently required, “[t]he better practice is for the trial
court to thoroughly address the relevant considerations in its written order.” Jeffers v. McLeary,
118 So. 3d 287, 291 (Fla. 4th DCA 2013) (quoting Nunes v. Nunes, 112 So. 3d 696, 702 (Fla. 4th
DCA 2013)).
12 Additionally, several statutes in chapter 39, F.S., which governs dependency, require courts to
make written findings about child abuse, domestic battery, etc.

Specious Argument: A parent will be harmed if the



other parent awarded equal custody fails to exercise
visitation
A common argument against SB 668 is that a parent will seek equal custody to reduce a
potential child support obligation and then fail to exercise visitation rights. Under existing s.
61.30(11)(c), F.S., a parent’s failure to regularly exercise time-sharing as set forth in a parenting
plan, court order, or agreement is a substantial change of circumstances which is grounds for the
retroactive modification of a child support award. Section 61.30, F.S., is not changed by the bill.

Specious Argument: The premise could be abused in
paternity cases to reduce or eliminate child support
obligations
Opponents to the bill claim that the premise “could be used by a parent in a paternity case, where
the parent hasn’t seen a child in years, to attempt to lower or avoid child support payments.”13 In
contrast to the opponents’ claim, the bill does not change the standard to modify a child-custody
order. Under existing s. 61.13(2)(c), F.S., which is preserved in lines 479- 485 of the bill, a child-
custody order may not be modified except upon “a showing of a substantial, material, and
unanticipated change of circumstances.” Further, any modification must be consistent with the
best interests of the child.14

Specious Argument: The premise is inconsistent with
breastfeeding needs
Appellate court opinions show that courts have the authority to address breastfeeding needs in
child-custody orders.15 Nothing in the bill prevents courts from continuing to consider these
needs.

Specious Argument: Psychological studies do not
support equal time- sharing
Opponents to the custody provisions of SB 668 have claimed that psychological studies do not
support equal time-sharing or that equal time-sharing is inconsistent with a child’s need for
stability. Psychologists’ opinions about child custody and family relationships have changed
dramatically over time. As such, any psychologically based claims should be taken with a grain of
salt.

Nonetheless, the psychological studies on child custody which oppose equal custody have
common flaws. These studies have small sample sizes or are limited to families having a high
level of conflicts or a history of domestic violence. The 20 statutory factors in s. 61.13(3), F.S.,
give courts sufficient leeway to award unequal custody in high-conflict cases. Additionally, the
eight references to “domestic violence” and other references to sexual violence, child abuse,
child abandonment, and child neglect in s. 61.13, F.S., make clear that those who engage in that
conduct are highly disfavored in custody determinations.

What may be the only broad-based study on the psychological impact of equal custody was
published in April 2015.16 It was conducted using a national classroom survey of all sixth and



ninth grade students in Sweden, where equal custody is the norm.17 The study concluded that
children spending approximately equal time with both parents suffered fewer psychosomatic
problems (a physical disorder, caused or influenced by, emotional factors) than those living
primarily with one parent.18 The results of the study refute the hypothesis that frequent
movements between parents is too stressful for children.19

13 Lloyd Dunkelberger, Florida Bar’s Family Law Section urges Scott to veto alimony legislation,
HERALD-TRIBUNE (Mar. 29, 2016) available at:
http://www.heraldtribune.com/article/20160327/NEWS/160329706/2062/NEWS?Title=Florida-
Bar-urges-Scott- to-veto-alimony-legislation-.

14 Holland v. Holland, 140 So. 3d 1155, 1157 (Fla. 1st DCA 2014).
15 See Buccini v. Sonara, 989 So. 2d 1288 (Fla. 4th DCA 2008); Ancikovsky v. Ancikovsky, 941
So. 2d 399 (Fla. 3d DCA 2006).

Specious Argument: By potentially providing for more
equal time- sharing arrangements child support
payments will be reduced
Under existing s. 61.30, F.S., a child support obligation follows the child based on the percentage
of overnights the child spends with each parent. This bill does not change the calculations for
child support. Although the lack of financial resources may causes difficulties for some families,
the remedy is not to deny children of poorer families the benefits of spending time with both
parents. Moreover, the opponents to the bill have not offered any solutions.

Under existing s. 61.30(16), F.S., and 42 U.S.C s. 667, the child support guidelines are reviewed
every 4 years. The most recent study was completed by the FSU Department of Economics on
December 15, 2013. As such, the next review must be completed by December 2017. If it can be
argued that the equal time-sharing component of the bill creates the need to adjust the child
support guidelines, that issue can be thoroughly examined during the next study.

16 Malin Bergström, Emma Fransson, Bitte Modin, Marie Berlin, Per A Gustafsson, Anders
Hjern, Fifty moves a year: is there an association between joint physical custody and
psychosomatic problem in children? (April 28, 2015) available at:
http://jech.bmj.com/content/early/2015/04/09/jech-2014-205058.full.pdf+html.
17 Id. at 1.

18 Id. 19 Id.



From: Dennis Lohaus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign Alimony Reform Bill SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 10:05:28 AM

From: Dennis Lohaus <dlohaus@bellsouth net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32927

Phone Number: 321-720-9951

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
We Republicans voted you in for a second term even after you betrayed us the first time when you vetoed the
Alimony Reform Bill the last time.  It is your obligation in your office to support your fellow Republican
Congressional Representatives, the people in Florida and plain and simple to do what is morally right to the abolish
Permanent Alimony.  Do what is the right thing to do this time and sign Senate Bill SB 668.   Don’t play politics
thinking a veto will gain you admiration from Democrats as the loss of your base voters will be gone forever if you
betray us again! Getting future campaign money from divorce lawyers will not get you votes down the road but will
just expose a dishonest politician.  The thousand of alimony payers, their families and friends will work tirelessly to
expose this kind of political fraud in future state and national elections.
Dennis Lohaus



From: Dennis Lohaus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign Alimony Reform Bill SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 11:36:01 AM

From: Dennis Lohaus <dlohaus@bellsouth net>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32927

Phone Number: 321-720-9951

Message Body: Governor Scott,
It has come to my attention that your are being heavily influenced by the Family Law Section to veto SB 668.  I
hope to believe that this is wishful thinking on their part. I know that any sensible person will realize that thousands
of people who cannot believe that alimony still exists and that it is not necessary in today’s environment where
advance education and work opportunities are readily available.  They also believe that Permanent Alimony is just
criminal and nothing but a legal form of slavery.  This objection to alimony is being backed up by hundreds of
prominent newspaper and other states that have the sense that alimony is just unjust!
As a loyal Republican, I have been consistently disappointed by the party’s representative that vote like a Democrat
and support their ideologies instead of doing what is right for the people that they represent and those that elected
them into office.  I was able to forgive your veto of the Alimony Reform Bill the last time as a political play. 
Although you must have believed that that was a smart move at the time, it contributed to the continued suffering of
the alimony payers to live a normal life while their savings where being depleted.
However, if the Alimony Reform Bill SB 668 is vetoed this time after working for over the last five years to get
reform implemented, it will be the last straw. I have hundreds of friend, family as well as myself that are ready to
leave the Republican Party for good if politics outweighs what is the right thing to do. We are ready to fight as hard
as we possibly can to keep professional politicians out of office and replace them with honorable people to serve the
will of the people in our state and country!
Dennis Lohaus



From: Wayne Lohaus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign Alimony Reform Bill SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 12:06:50 PM

From: Wayne Lohaus <loha6333@bellsouth net>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33974

Phone Number: 270-519-9602

Message Body: Requesting the Governor to not to bow to the money hungry lawyers and do the right thing by
signing SB 668!



From: Breeze Gipson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign Bill SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 12:52:39 PM

Did you know that 6 STATES already have close to 50/50 childsharing provisions in their family
laws as a result of reform? They are Alaska, Arizona, Idaho, Louisiana, Minnesota and South
Dakata. Did you also know that 5 more states have some form of 50/50 routing through their
legislature this year? These include Colorado, Massachusetts, Maryland, Missouri and of
course Florida which passed SB668 with a 2/3 margin. It is time to sign true family law reform
and do not be swayed by greedy lawyers who want to keep status quo.
SIGN SB668***END LIFETIME ALIMONY***
End Lifetime Alimony and set formulas
Let’s hope Governor Scott does the right thing and stands up to the bullying by the Family Law
Section.
Do it for Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of happiness for all the Floridians that have had their
retirement, and their lives, taken away because of lifetime alimony 
Thanks Governor Scott
Bobby Gipson



From: Chris Blossman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668 !!!!
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 1:30:16 PM

It's good for Florida families. Please sign SB 668 into law!

Sent from my iPhone



From: Concerned Citizen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668 - Informative Read
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 8:58:28 PM

Governor Scott,

This showcases just how bad family lawyers and FLS is bending and twisting to manipulate
you and others. Sign SB 668 for all of the right reasons. 

Opposition To SB 668 Stoops Lower Than Ever
April 11, 2016 by Robert Franklin, Esq, Member, National Board of Directors, National Parents Organization

Another day, another screed against Florida SB 668 that’s so blatantly untrue and self-serving that it would be

unbelievable if we didn’t see similar things so often. This one’s by Heather Quick and constitutes a new low (Palm

Beach Post, 4/10/16).

Who’s Heather Quick? She’s a member of the Family Law Section of the Florida Bar, a fact that tells us all we

need to know about her motivations in opposing reasonable alimony reform and shared parenting. Like so many

family lawyers, Quick earns her money on the bitterness and conflict that arise during child support litigation.

Unsurprisingly, she wants that conflict and the fees that come with it to continue.

But I don’t want to be too harsh on her. After all, she thoughtfully appended her photograph to her article to make

the above point better than I ever could. In the photo, she’s positively dripping in gemstones. The whole effect

fairly screams “Moneyed elite!” And that of course is precisely what she is. We won’t see her struggling to make

ends meet while her ex pockets unconscionable sums from her hard work. No, she’s as well-heeled as they come

and intends to stay that way.

So, thanks for the photo Ms. Quick. It rebuts everything you say in one easy glance.

And what does she actually say about SB 668? Nothing but the usual untruths and desperate ploys.

The alimony portion of the bill?

According to the U.S. Census Bureau, 96% of alimony recipients are women. These women have

worked hard to raise their families so that their husbands could go out and earn a higher wage.

As I’ve said before, if the only issue the FLS has with SB 668 is stay-at-home parents, then why not propose an

amendment to the bill limiting alimony to spouses who’ve done that? The FLS consists of lawyers and they hire

lobbyists every legislative session. Surely they could come up with the appropriate language in the blink of an eye.

But they didn’t. For that matter, they could have proposed their own bill doing so. But they didn’t do that either. No,

Ms. Quick and the FLS watched as SB 668 passed both houses of the legislature and even helped with some of

the language in it, without so much as a peep about stay-at-home parents.



That’s of course because, were the bill to limit alimony to only those parents, far, far fewer women would receive it

than currently do. The argument is a red herring, pure and simple.

Now, after years of marriage, the court system is going to tell women they were not equal partners

in the marriage and do not deserve a portion of their husband’s income.

There’s not a word of that statement that’s true. Ms. Quick isn’t just playing fast and loose with the facts, she’s

lying. First, the bill isn’t retroactive, so all exes currently receiving alimony will continue to do so as before.

But more obviously, Quick actually pretends that SB 668 abolishes alimony. Of course it doesn’t, but how else

could she claim that the bill would prohibit an ex-wife from receiving “a portion of her husband’s income?”

Needless to say, women who divorce their husbands will continue to be awarded alimony as long as they’ve

earned less than their husbands. SB 668 prohibits permanent alimony and sets up guidelines for judges to use to

make alimony awards more predictable.

Then there’s the fact that every stay-at-home mom has, at the moment of divorce, already received a large

“portion of her husband’s income.” The money he worked for and earned paid for the roof over her head, the food

she ate, the electricity that kept her warm in the winter and cool in the summer, her doctor bills, her insurance, her

car, etc. It’s long been one of the more preposterous of feminist claims that, in some way, childcare is unpaid

work. It’s not.

Quick of course knows this perfectly well, but, lacking any real arguments with which to oppose the bill, she makes

up unreal ones. And she’s not done, not by a long shot.

Let’s get real. Though marriages are supposed to be 50/50, reality is more like 80/20. Women are

the caregivers, homemakers, chauffeurs, accountants, etc.

That’s what she calls getting “real?” No, “real” is what scrupulously-collected data demonstrate, data like the kind

kept by the Bureau of Labor Statistics here. That demonstrates that Quick’s “80/20” is more like 60/40. Women

spend about one hour per day more than men doing household chores and childcare. And of course, when time

spent on paid and unpaid work are combined, men and women spend almost identical amounts of time working for

their families. But of course Quick isn’t interested in the reality of the situation, only made-up figures with which to

adorn her threadbare claims.

So far her piece has been a tissue of lies, half-truths and statements designed to mislead readers. But then she

gets into frank, open lying.

Proponents of the bill have added terminology calling for a 50/50 time share split…

Regardless of if a child is more bonded with one parent over another, or if one parent works longer

hours, or if the parent has emotional or substance abuse issues – there will be an equal split of



time sharing should the bill pass.

That. Is. Not. True. Heather Quick is lying. She knows perfectly well that the 50/50 parenting time provision is only

a premise and that judges will still have 20 different statutorily-mandated considerations to apply to every custody

case. Those can and will alter parenting time orders away from 50/50 all the way to 0/100 in some instances.

(By the way, someone might want to tell Quick that the bill has passed. Her phrase “should the bill pass” bespeaks

either profound ignorance or just plain sloppiness. Who knows which it is, but whatever the case, it’s all of a piece

with the rest of her slipshod and dishonest article.)

Finally, Quick just starts throwing out claims in the hope that one might stick.

The kids should have a say in whom they want to live with.

They do now and they will if SB 668 becomes law. When Florida kids reach a certain age and level of maturity,

they can express their wishes to the judge in their parents’ divorce case. Nothing in SB 668 changes that. Again,

Quick knows these things perfectly well, but has nothing real with which to oppose the bill so she goes with blatant

misrepresentations.

And [the custodial parent] should be able to afford [the children’s] clothing, food and activities.

What, pray tell, is there in SB 668 that would prevent either parent from being able to provide “clothing, food and

activities” to their children? Does it require a cessation of child support? Of course not. What it does do, however,

is provide custodial parents, mostly mothers, far more time than they currently have to work and earn.

As I’ve said before, mothers on average receive about $3,700 per year in child support on average. Fathers

receive significantly less. Anyone with the type of extra time that SB 668 can provide to mothers will easily be able

to earn far more than that. So in fact, SB 668 will be good for women’s pocketbooks.

Lawyers like Quick love the status quo. Just look at that necklace she’s wearing and you immediately know why.

Anyone with a shred of decency would be ashamed to have written this piece. But for some, money trumps not

only the welfare of children, but personal integrity.



From: Hector Torres
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668 - Leaked Documents Reveal that FLS Misrepresented SB 668 to the Governor
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 11:15:00 AM

From: Hector Torres <htmcse@yahoo.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33165

Phone Number:

Message Body: National Parents Organization reports that New Documents Reveal that the Family Law Section of
the Florida Bar Misrepresented SB 668 to its own Members, to the Press, and to the Governor! Click on the
following link to read all the details:
https://nationalparentsorganization.org/recent-articles?id=22883



From: Ken Williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 2:29:48 PM

Governor Scott,

Lifetime Alimony for an eleven year marriage to a RN is unjust. That is what our
Judge awarded my ex wife. The current Alimony Laws create a divide between
divorcing spouses that keep Familes from moving forward and healing. The
children of divorce in our State of Florida suffer from unjust judgements awarded
by the courts and create a turbulent family atmosphere. Just like Permanent
Alimony these unjust judgements inhibit the ability for families to move forward
in a healthy environment. Almost a decade later my kids have not seen their
mother and father speak on good terms. 

The overwhelming majority of the people in Our Great State of Florida support
SB668 as reflected by the Florida House and Senate vote on this matter. Please
support the people's voice and not that of Special Interest groups currently
lobbing you for their own best interest.

Respectfully, 

Ken Williams 
954-612-2892

Ken Williams
Sent from my iPhone



From: Janet Smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668 and do the right thing!
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 7:29:56 PM

You have seen that we are not unfair!  We want the best for our families and life time child support divides families!

Please do what other states understand. 

Sent from my iPhone



From: Chris
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668 into law
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 5:32:55 PM

Please read below and share far and wide.  #Parentalequality is not a threat to women's rights!!  If #equality is a
threat to you, then you are #privileged. Governor Rick Scott, shared parenting is in the best interest of children. Just
look at the list of people who are opposed to parental equality and fathers being able to walk into a courtroom
presumed equal to a mother.

1) A group of lawyers who profit from keeping fathers at a disadvantage( The Florida Bar Family Law Section).
You can read about their manipulating tactics to usurp the People's voice here:
New Documents: Florida Family Law Section Misrepresented SB 668 to Members, Press, Governor
https://nationalparentsorganization.org/blog/22883-new-documents-florida-family-law-section-misrepresented-sb-
668-to-members-press-governo
What the Florida Bar’s Family Law Section Discussed – and What it Didn’t
https://nationalparentsorganization.org/blog/22887-what-the-florida-bar-s-family-law-section-discussed-and-what-
it-didn-t

2)Radical feminist groups who claim to be for equal rights but in reality want to maintain a preferred and privileged
status in judicial matters, particularly family law.  News flash: equality is not a one way street, National
Organization for Women (NOW).  Our children deserve for a father to walk into a courtroom on equal footing with
a mother.  What's so hard about that concept to grasp?  You are a radical supremacist organization and always have
been.

Children deserve fathers, and divorcing women should walk into a courtroom with the understanding that they are
going to be required to prove why they should be a primary custodian of a child.  The default starting point is that
both parents walk into a courtroom with the understanding that--barring evidence to the contrary--they will work
together as equals to the mutual benefit of their child(ren). That is not "harmful" to women.  On the contrary, that is
what our children deserve.  The N.O.W.'s position on this matter is one of supremacy, NOT equality, and NOT in
the best interests of children.  The social science consensus is clear:  Shared parenting is in the best interests of
children more often than not, and it is well past the hour for policy to reflect that. 

Chris Spears
904-536-9292



From: Fred Blossman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668 into law
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 4:51:31 PM

Govenor Scott,

Plesase sign SB 669 into law. It is good for Florida’s families. Its the right thing to do!

Sincerely,
Fred Blossman



From: Aytsa Espinosa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668 into law
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 6:53:34 AM

Governor
Sign the bill into law
We have been needing this for so long
We have to end the unfair alimony law
When we you go to the courtroom the judge does depending on his mood!
Floridians have to follow
others State's path
Please sign the bill into law

Sent from my iPhone



From: Alan Collin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668 into law,please
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:49:24 AM

From: Alan Collin <honcology@aol.com>

County: St. Lucie

Zip Code: 34987

Phone Number: 7734856575

Message Body: Dear Gov Scott: please sign SB 668 into law. Hold fast against the interests of the lawyers who want
no changes in this multibillion dollar industry that is destroying Floridas families. Let your legacy exemplify
justice,fairness and high moral standards by signing this bill. Thanks



From: Chris duren
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668 into law
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 3:19:50 PM

From: Chris duren <seylerinab@gmail.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32233

Phone Number: 9042417102

Message Body: Dear Governor

The time has come to support your Florida families and sign 668 into law!  The majority of families
overwhelmingly support this reform and are awaiting your support of children as well!

For the love of our children

Respectfully
Chris Duren



From: Jim Zinsmeister
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668 please
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 11:32:27 AM

I am respectfully asking you to support alimony reform and sign SB 668 into law.
I have paid alimony for 21 years to a capable ex wife that I was married to for 15 years.
I now live on a fixed income (social security and a small pension) which she shares in also.
I pray you agree that permanent alimony has no place in our times.
James Zinsmeister
5016 River Lake Rd
Winter Haven Fl



From: Jim Zinsmeister
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668 please
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:27:54 AM

I am respectfully asking you to support alimony reform and sign SB 668 into law.
I have paid alimony for 21 years to a capable ex wife that I was married to for 15 years.
I now live on a fixed income (social security and a small pension) which she shares in also.
I pray you agree that permanent alimony has no place in our times.
James Zinsmeister
5016 River Lake Rd
Winter Haven Fl

Sent from my iPhone



From: Jim
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668 please
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 8:34:13 PM

I am respectfully asking you to and sign SB 668 into law.
I have paid alimony for 21 years to a capable ex wife that I was married to for 15 years.
I now live on a fixed income (social security and a small pension) which she shares in also.
I pray you agree that permanent alimony has no place in our times.
James Zinsmeister
5016 River Lake Rd
Winter Haven Fl



From: Jim Zinsmeister
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668 please
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 10:48:34 AM

I am respectfully asking you to support alimony reform and sign SB 668 into law.
I have paid alimony for 21 years to a capable ex wife that I was married to for 15 years.
I now live on a fixed income (social security and a small pension) which she shares in also.
I pray you agree that permanent alimony has no place in our times.
James Zinsmeister
5016 River Lake Rd
Winter Haven Fl



From: Jim
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668 please
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 11:27:47 AM

I am respectfully asking you to support alimony reform and sign SB 668 into law.
I have paid alimony for 21 years to a capable ex wife that I was married to for 15 years.
I now live on a fixed income (social security and a small pension) which she shares in also.
I pray you agree that permanent alimony has no place in our times.
James Zinsmeister
5016 River Lake Rd
Winter Haven Fl



From: Alina Huffman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668!!! DO NOT VETO!!!!!!!!!!
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:17:59 AM

I strongly urge passing legislation to stop permanent alimony! Although I am unfortunately one of
the "unlucky" ones whose husband has been divorced for 12 years (after a 15 year marriage) and
sentenced to pay permanent alimony, I am fighting to make sure this does not happen to my
children. It is unjust that this is not retroactive and the "unlucky" must suffer, thanks to you, but
again I fight for my children's future. At the conclusion of a divorce both parties should walk away
in an equitable manner. One should not leave the marriage permanently tethered to the other.
One should not reap the benefits of a free lifetime of alimony, while the other spends a lifetime
wearing a financial noose. But thank you for ensuring that the archaic law that was in place has
sealed our future. We wouldn't want to disrupt these "lottery winners" from their standard of
living. Please don't veto this one....

Alina Huffman
5801 SW 33 Street
Miami, FL 33155



From: Alina Huffman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668!!! DO NOT VETO!!!!!!!!!!
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 12:38:19 PM

I strongly urge passing legislation to stop permanent alimony! Although I am unfortunately one of
the "unlucky" ones whose husband has been divorced for 12 years (after a 15 year marriage) and
sentenced to pay permanent alimony, I am fighting to make sure this does not happen to my
children. It is unjust that this is not retroactive and the "unlucky" must suffer, thanks to you, but
again I fight for my children's future. At the conclusion of a divorce both parties should walk away
in an equitable manner. One should not leave the marriage permanently tethered to the other.
One should not reap the benefits of a free lifetime of alimony, while the other spends a lifetime
wearing a financial noose. But thank you for ensuring that the archaic law that was in place has
sealed our future. We wouldn't want to disrupt these "lottery winners" from their standard of
living. Please don't veto this one....

Alina Huffman
5801 SW 33 Street
Miami, FL 33155



From: Lori Davis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668!!!
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 6:28:53 PM



From: Webb, Wayne (FL51)
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668!
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:04:51 AM

Governor Scott,
Please sign SB 668 into Law!
Thanks,
Wayne Webb
Technical Manager
Honeywell Aerospace
Engineering Test Services
13350 US Highway 19 North
Clearwater, FL 33764
Office: 727.539.5110
Mobile: 727-252-3070
wayne.webb@honeywell.com



From: Charles Lawrence
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:24:22 PM

Governor Scott,

The family law section has now spent over $200,000 in an attempt to thwart the family law reform bill, one in which they
helped co-author the alimony portion of. That is a lot of money to spend to attempt to stop something - reason? Passage of this
will reduce litigation and fighting between parents and it is in the Section's best interest to try to stop this. A no point does the
Judge give up judicial discretion and this bill was changed to a premise (starting point) which is also used in another part of
family law as a starting point. The word presumption shows ups over 20 times in current family law and each time is it an
ending point that must be overcome.

Sign SB668 now that you have it for Florida's families. It is a good bill and needed change in family law.

Charlie Lawrence
Tampa



From: John Fromularo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 11:00:21 AM

From: John Fromularo <jfromularo@gmail.com>

County: Escambia

Zip Code: 32561

Phone Number: 8509821910

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

Please support passage of alimony reform and SB 668.  I want fairness for all concerned in a divorce and believe
that this bill will move us closer to a fair settlement for all involved.

I am a retired US Marine Corps veteran and met you when you gave me the Florida state medal for my service.  I
appreciate all you do for your citizens and veterans.

My former spouse is also a retired veteran has her own pension and is a college graduate yet I have to pay her $2000
month for life.  Child support is not an issue and never was a factor.  I am 64 years old and want to retire someday
but I can’t afford to do that while I’m making these payments. Please help bring fairness to this process.

Please do one more thing for us alimony payors and veterans and sign this bill when it reaches your office.

Sincerely,



From: Eugene O"Neill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:07:09 AM

From: Eugene O'Neill <ejon1@yahoo.com>

County: Indian River

Zip Code: 32963

Phone Number: 7726332213

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott,

Please sign the Alimony reform bill. 

Thank you.



From: Miguel Casin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 6:46:41 AM

SB 668 will reduce LITIGATION and simplify divorces. All parties in a divorce will have a
framework for consistency with judicial discretion. Current law promotes prolonged litigation,
leaving all parties without funds. That is what the Family section of Florida Bar wants!
Timesharing 50/50 is a most. We are equal or not?
Please sign the bill.

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone



From: Kenneth Williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 6:17:51 AM

Gov Scott,

Please sign SB 668 into law.

Kenneth Williams



From: Ronald Lee
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 9:13:12 PM

From: Ronald Lee <RLEE2016@yahoo.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32940

Phone Number: (321) 610-8373

Message Body: Please sign SB 668 !!!



From: C Lawrence
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 9:06:50 PM

Governor Scott,

Mothers and Fathers deserve to be in their children's lives and though of as equal in the eyes of the courts. Though there are
parenting plans that are a part of family court this is simply being ignored by judges and lawyers. The family law section will
lead you to believe that everything is ok, but this simply is not the case - I encourage you to check out their Facebook page
and the hundreds of comments from parents who have been treated unfairly by the courts and over zealous lawyers. The
legislature is making it clearer to the courts that parents divorcing should enter the court on equal footing - with exceptions tha
might change this.

It is also time for alimony reform and the family law section fully supports the alimony guidelines in this bill.

Please sign this bill into law for the sake of our children and parents and get the lawyers out of the process. Stop the raiding of
life savings to legal fees.

Charlie Lawrence
Tampa, Florida



From: Charles Lawrence
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 9:05:13 PM

Governor Scott,

Do not be swayed to think that presumption is the same thing as a premise. As you know it's used many times in the legal
profession and they're not the same thing. In fact, it is also used in family law and by the very lawyers who are lobbying you
to go against the bill. But judges have an discretion they will always have final say. The premise is a starting point, and
assumption. It is not a presumption. Take a look at a recent article relative to the changes the legislature made to this bill.

"But during the final weeks of this year's session, Lee and Workman reached a compromise that did away with a proposed
legal presumption that children would spend their time equally between both parents. Instead, judges would "begin with the
premise that a minor child should spend approximately equal amounts of time with each parent" before considering other
factors."

I ask that you sign SB 668.

Charles Lawrence
Tampa



From: C Lawrence
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 9:01:31 PM

Governor Scott,

The current bill SB668 allows judges full discretion. This includes deciding what is in the best interest of the child. This also
includes suppressing any information about the case they decide to suppress due to a minor being involved. This is
EXACTLY what happens now if a custody case makes it to family court. The goal is to keep the cases from going to this level
so that FAMILIES can heal. The Family Law Section does not want this to occur as it will mean less legal fees.

Sign SB 668 please.

Charlie Lawrence
Tampa



From: Joe Puopolo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 6:57:09 PM

From: Joe Puopolo <joepuopolo@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32250

Phone Number: 904513863

Message Body: Please sign this bill.  My kids need it!



From: Nannette Cobb
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 3:36:48 PM

From: Nannette Cobb <narecco@hotmail.com>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34201

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please sign the good bill into law. Your voters are counting on you.



From: Marc Kaufman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:16:25 PM

From: Marc Kaufman <mkaufman@soscm.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33126

Phone Number: 3056481940

Message Body: Please sign SB 668 we urgently need Alimony Reform and shared parenting.



From: Chris Jones
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 2:04:42 PM

Gov Scott

Please sign SB668

Best regards,

Robert Jones
Bradenton, FL
941-320-6322



From: dpsarch
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 12:15:27 PM

Governor Scott,
Please sign SB 668 into law. Alimony reform is good, and needed so badly.
Thanks, Dan Sellers
Orlando, FL

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device



From: Kenneth
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 11:40:47 AM

Gov Scott,

Please support alimony reform and sign SB 668 into law.

Kenneth Williams

Sent from my iPhone



From: john.d.fromularo@wellsfargoadvisors.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 10:41:13 AM

Dear Governor Scott,
Please support passage of alimony reform and SB 668. I want fairness for all concerned in a divorce
and believe that this bill will move us closer to a fair settlement for all involved.
I am a retired US Marine Corps veteran and met you when you gave me the Florida state medal for
my service. I appreciate all you do for your citizens and veterans.
My former spouse is also a retired veteran has her own pension and is a college graduate yet I have
to pay her $2000 month for life. Child support is not an issue and never was a factor. I am 64 years
old and want to retire someday but I can’t afford to do that while I’m making these payments. Please
help bring fairness to this process.
Please do one more thing for us alimony payors and veterans and sign this bill when it reaches your
office.
Sincerely,

Click on my business card and its tabs to learn more.

Thank you,

John D. Fromularo, CFP®

First Vice President - Investment Officer

Wells Fargo Advisors, LLC | 501 Commendencia Street, Suite 2 | Pensacola, FL 32502
Tel 850-439-4052 | Toll-free 866-715-4793 | Fax 850-439-0388



john.d.fromularo@wfadvisors.com | http://www.jfromularo.wfadv.com

To unsubscribe from marketing e-mails from:
       • An individual Wells Fargo Advisors financial advisor: Reply to one of his/her e-mails and type “Unsubscribe” in the subject line.
       • Wells Fargo and its affiliates: Unsubscribe at https://www.wellsfargoadvisors.com/wellsfargo-unsubscribe

Neither of these actions will affect delivery of important service messages regarding your accounts that we may need to send you or 
preferences you may have previously set for other e-mail services.

For additional information regarding our electronic communication policies, visit http://wellsfargoadvisors.com/disclosures/email-
disclosure.html.

Wells Fargo Advisors, LLC is a registered broker-dealer and separate nonbank affiliate of Wells Fargo & Company, Member 
FINRA/SIPC. 1 North Jefferson, St. Louis, MO 63103.

This email may be an advertisement or solicitation for products and services.



From: Eugene O"Neill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 9:00:58 AM

From: Eugene O'Neill <ejon1@yahoo.com>

County: Indian River

Zip Code: 32963

Phone Number: 7726332213

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott,

 I will not be able to attend tomorrow's rally in support of the above referenced bill, but will be there in spirit.   (I
must work for the person who does not work.)

Please sign the bill.  It is fair.

Thank you.



From: Megan Lawrence
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 10:24:37 PM

From: Megan Lawrence <megs.lawrence@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32826

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott,

SB668 is Pro-Family and Pro-Marriage.  Sign it Monday.

Megan Lawrence
Orlando



From: George Olski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 7:49:34 PM

From: George Olski <bass323@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34952

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please sign this good bill and listen to the requests of the people. This bill is fair for everyone.
Unless you have lived the horrors that I have due to antiquated laws and lack of due process you'll never know how
important this bill is for the generations of young people that will follow. Please sign it today. Thank you.



From: Tom
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 12:51:03 PM

This is good for ALL parties involved in a divorce. I am a Florida Resident  and fully support this bill. Please do the
right thing and sign it.

George Olski
34952

Sent from my iPad



From: John Suldickas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 12:01:18 PM

From: John Suldickas <Suldickas2@aol.com>

County: Polk

Zip Code: 33812

Phone Number: 8637091184

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I support and I hope you sign SB 668!

Thank you,

John Suldickas



From: Kenneth Williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 7:07:25 AM

Gov Scott,

Please sign SB 668 into law.

Kenneth Williams



From: jason rebmann
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:31:49 PM

From: jason rebmann <jrtpafl@yahoo.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33647

Phone Number:

Message Body: Sign SB 668 family law! It protects out families and children!



From: Timothy Franklin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 6:13:57 PM

Governor Scott, I am a Florida resident and voter, and the overhauls in this bill relevant to
child custody and alimony are important to me. I support this bill an encourage you to sign it,
thank you.



From: Cheri Ferrera
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 4:12:01 PM

From: Cheri Ferrera <moremmy@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33647

Phone Number: 813-632-0914

Message Body: Dear Governor Rick Scott,

I am in support of you passing The SB 668 bill for alimony reform. Please sign the bill.

Thank You,
Cheri Ferrera



From: Kenneth
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 12:14:13 PM

Gov Scott,

Please sign SB 668 into law.

Kenneth Williams

Sent from my iPhone



From: Dawn seyler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 9:58:07 AM

From: Dawn seyler <dawninab@gmail.com>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32233

Phone Number: 9042417102

Message Body: As appropriately 70% of Floridians support this bill and two thirds of our representatives as well, I
sincerely and respectfully pray you will stand with the majority and sign the bill into law!  The time has come for
Florida to represent the majority instead of the special interest groups with their hidden agendas!  I am unable to
attend the meeting on Tuesday as I must work overtime to help my son pay his attorney bills in his fight for fair
custody of our little Jaxon!  However, I am there in spirit supporting all the parents urging you to do the right thing.

For the love of Jaxon and all Florida's children missing their parents, I urge you to stand beside the majority and
sign sb668!

Respectfully
Dawn Seyler and family



From: Thomas Kirkwood
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 1:41:34 AM

From: Thomas Kirkwood <takirkwood1@gmail.com>

County: Lake

Zip Code: 34755

Phone Number:

Message Body: Open Letter of Support for Florida’s SB 668
PLEASE SIGN THE BILL
Dear Governor Scott,
 I am currently involved in a divorce with a very vindictive and money hungry spouse that has no desire to improve
herself and has stated that she would destroy me.
We had no children together; we had no real assets together. I finally got a judgment in the mail from the female
magistrate handling my case after 14 months.  The judgment states that I will have to pay her for life after I pay my
bill I have 57 dollars left. I tried using a lawyer which drained all the money without regard my well being the
lawyer dragged out the case until I had no money left.
I received judgment from the magistrate on 6 April 2016. I was suppose to have 10 day to submit exceptions but the
order was signed on April 1st and took 6 days to get to me. Giving me only 2 days to respond since the 9th and 10th
fall on a weekend.
The orders state that I will have to pay life time support for a woman I was only married to for 13  years. She is
capable of working but refuses to. I am willing to help her while she gets reeducated but a life sentence to someone
that verbally abused me the entire marriage.
The order also state that if my income increases she will get the excess over and above my expenses. At this point I
have no incentive to better myself in any way my life is over and there is no point in doing anything but a minimum
wage job. I will never be able to even go out to dinner or enjoy anything in my life. Also she is not required to report
if she ever does start working. I however will have my wages garnished and it will be reported if I have a career
change  so she will automatically know if my situation changes.
The current law put me in a position for my ex-wife to sponge from my hard work and for me to live in poverty she
had nothing to do with helping me to reach the level of senior systems engineer but will reap the profit from my
experience for the rest of my life.
I can’t see how this is getting her to stand on her own 2 feet. She was in the work force for most of our marriage and
got hurt at work in 2011. After the injury she chooses not to return to work and to stay at home sitting on the couch.
She now wants to continue that life style at my expense.
These old antiquated laws were not made for our current economic situation there is no way a man or woman should
have to pay for an ex-spouse that has no desire to stand on there on 2 feet.
I am devastated by the ruling why should I have to pay for the rest of my life for a spouse that abused me for the
entire time I was with her. This has made me a very bitter man and totally untrusting of the Florida State
government and judicial system.

I feel that I have been completely treated unfairly in the court system and now I have to pay my abuser every extra
penny I make above my  bills and I can only afford to live in a room rented in someone else’s house for the rest of
my life.

Please sign the bill so that I may be able to gain my life and dignity back.
Respectfully,
Thomas Kirkwood



From: Kenneth Williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 9:24:43 PM

Gov Scott,

Please sign SB 668 into law.

Kenneth Williams



From: Paul Koda
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 12:55:12 PM

Governor Scott,

As an attorney licensed to practice law in Maryland, the District of Columbia, and before the
United States Patent and Trademark Office, I can assure you that the Family Law Section
(FLS) of the Florida Bar has nothing but its own monetary interest in opposing SB 668. Their
view is "show me the money, the well-being of children be damned." I know this because of
my own experience speaking with attorneys who were licensed to practice in Florida and in
many other jurisdictions.

I ask that you sign SB 668 FOR the benefit of children and AGAINST the interest of the
family law lawyers.

Regards,

Paul W. Koda
Koda Law Firm
23219 Stringtown Road #201
Clarksburg, MD 20871
240-997-1116



From: ROBERT WILLIAMS
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 12:50:42 PM

I implore you to sign SB 668. 

Robert



From: Martha Knight
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 12:33:24 PM

Dear Governor Scott:

Please sign SB668, for the children. No, the bar might not like it, but I believe they will
survive just fine. Their negative analyses do not speak well of the organization and its
members who seem to prefer more litigation and less justice FOR CHILDREN. And it's
CHILDREN who have been denied THEIR right to have both parents in their lives as much as
possible, with as little friction between them as possible.

Fathers Allied To Have Equal Rights was actually formed (in 1977) because the denial of
fathers' rights harmed children greatly, while laws in many states encouraged litigating and re-
litigating cases. Uniform reciprocal jurisdiction measures began to change that for the better.
We need to move forward in the process of discarding gender-based prejudices concerning
parenting, and make parenting collaboration as natural, practical and seamless as possible, for
the CHILDREN. Frankly, the worst sleazes I have encountered in my years of advocacy have
been lawyers specializing in family law. Let's deny them the weapons they use in needless
gladiatorial spectacles using our courts as arenas, pitting parents against parents and
exacerbating resentments.

Thank you.

Martha Knight
Sound Ideas
814.642.7552

This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software. 
www.avast.com



From: Karen E. LaVine
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 12:03:49 PM

 Sign SB 668 !

Thank you from a bereaved MN mom without any rights to her child.



From: Linda Rebmann
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:28:52 PM

From: Linda Rebmann <lindutzu@yahoo.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33647

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please sign this important bill! Children need to know both parents!
Thank you!



From: C Lawrence
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 11:41:02 AM

Governor Scott,

Please sign SB 668 into law today. It is pro-marriage and pro-family. Help fix our family
courts.

Charlie Lawrence



From: C Lawrence
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 11:40:03 AM

Governor Scott,

Please sign SB 668 into law today. It is pro-marriage and pro-family. Help fix our family
courts.

Charlie Lawrence



From: C Lawrence
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 10:56:22 AM

Governor Scott,

Permanent alimony destroys traditional marriage. Wives have a huge financial incentive to divorce
to get a free generous income for life (how is that a conservative value?). Re-marriage has gone
away because the ex-wife would lose income. If the ex-husband remarries, the second wife is
obligated to pay the first wife permanently. The next generation of men sees all this, and is
refusing to marry. End this madness and sign the bill!!

Charles Lawrence
Tampa



From: dpsarch
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 7:24:33 AM

Please sign SB 668 into law to reform alimony in FL. It is very badly needed.
Thanks, Dan Sellers
Orlando FL

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device



From: Cindy New
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 6:47:46 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing you to URGE you to SIGN SB 668 into law. I have
supported you through both elections and am now asking for your
help.
Florida families need relief from the antiquated alimony and divorce
laws of Florida.
I am a republican woman and I have witnessed first hand how
these archaic alimony laws in Florida have damaged Florida
families. In many instances it is tantamount to legalized slavery.
I urge you to resist the pressure from high priced lobbyists
including your former communications director who is promoting
misinformation regarding the bill.

Please do what is right for everyday Florida citizens who elected
you and SIGN SB 668 into law. 
Thank you for your attention to this important matter.
Sincerely,

Cindy New
-- 
Cindy New
954-871-8315



From: Adam Michels
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 6:45:31 PM

Why aren't the fathers suffering noted? Why isn't the child's emotional suffering addressed?
Are we not humans? This is disgusting! Children should have full rights including to 50/50
parenting. All who oppose know nothing about children and dont bother with statistics.
Garbage!!! 

Sign SB668!! At least its a start!

Adam Michels



From: Kenneth Williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 6:31:50 PM

Gov Scott,

Please support alimony reform and sign SB 668.

Kenneth Williama



From: Hector Torres
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 5:39:42 PM

Children need their fathers. Please sign SB 668 and allow good fathers to spend time with
their children.



From: Tom
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 2:29:56 PM

Please sign this bill. It passed the legislation process and is a fair bill requested by the people.,
I am a permanent alimony payer for the past 14 years and I know the damage it does to children and family's,
immediate and extended.

Again I request you sign this good bill

Thank you,
George Olski
Port St Lucie Fl. 34952

Sent from my iPad



From: Eugene O"Neill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 10:32:46 AM

From: Eugene O'Neill <ejon@yahoo.com>

County: Indian River

Zip Code: 32963

Phone Number: 7726332213

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

Please follow the will of the people, as expressed through the legislature, and sign SB 668.

Thank you.

Eugene O'Neill



From: Ken Moemke
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 6:05:47 PM

From: Ken Moemke <kmoemke@sbcglobal.net>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 76262

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott
Please sign SB 668 for alimony reform.
Thank you
Ken Moemke



From: Kenneth
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 9:42:37 AM

Gov Scott,

Please sign SB 668 into law.

Kenneth Williams

Sent from my iPhone



From: John
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 9:31:20 AM

From: John <hotwingcapt@gmail.com>

County: Hernando

Zip Code: 34609

Phone Number: 3528486336

Message Body: Please sign SB 668 and reform Alomony reform.



From: jrtpafl
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 9:18:33 AM

Please sign SB 668!
Thanks!

Jason Rebmann
9008 Cormorant Ct
Tampa FLORIDA. 33647

Happy Connecting. Sent from my Sprint Samsung Galaxy S® 5



From: Cathy Knisley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 10:08:04 PM

From: Cathy Knisley <cathy.knisley@yahoo.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32825

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please sign the SB 668 for alimony reform.



From: Kenneth Williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:52:15 PM

Gov Scott,

Please support alimony reform and sign SB 668.

Kenneth Williams



From: Amar Persaud
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 5:47:54 PM

From: Amar Persaud <amargp61@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32756

Phone Number: 571-480-0532

Message Body: Governor Scott
Please sign SB 668 in to law. Fl family laws are very outdated. Don't listen to the Family Law Section which prefers
massive litigation for divorcing couples with the current system.



From: Gupta tika
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 3:27:57 PM

From: Gupta tika <gupta_935@hotmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32771

Phone Number: 571-270-7295

Message Body: Governor Scott

Please sign this bill and do not listen to the corrupt Family Law Section and their paid lobbyists. The Family Law
Section has been spreading plenty of misinformation.  This is a good bill for Florida families



From: john.d.fromularo@wellsfargoadvisors.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 1:02:07 PM

Dear Governor Scott,
Please support passage of alimony reform and SB 668. I want fairness for all concerned in a divorce
and believe that this bill will move us closer to a fair settlement for all involved.
I am a retired US Marine Corps veteran and met you when you gave me the Florida state medal for
my service. I appreciate all you do for your citizens and veterans.
My former spouse is also a retired veteran has her own pension and is a college graduate yet I have
to pay her $2000 month for life. Child support is not an issue and never was a factor. I am 64 years
old and want to retire someday but I can’t afford to do that while I’m making these payments. Please
help bring fairness to this process.
Please do one more thing for us alimony payers and veterans and sign this bill when it reaches your
office.
Sincerely,
John D. Fromularo
Major USMC (retired)

Click on my business card and its tabs to learn more.

Thank you,

John D. Fromularo, CFP®

First Vice President - Investment Officer

Wells Fargo Advisors, LLC | 501 Commendencia Street, Suite 2 | Pensacola, FL 32502



Tel 850-439-4052 | Toll-free 866-715-4793 | Fax 850-439-0388

john.d.fromularo@wfadvisors.com | http://www.jfromularo.wfadv.com

To unsubscribe from marketing e-mails from:
       • An individual Wells Fargo Advisors financial advisor: Reply to one of his/her e-mails and type “Unsubscribe” in the subject line.
       • Wells Fargo and its affiliates: Unsubscribe at https://www.wellsfargoadvisors.com/wellsfargo-unsubscribe

Neither of these actions will affect delivery of important service messages regarding your accounts that we may need to send you or 
preferences you may have previously set for other e-mail services.

For additional information regarding our electronic communication policies, visit http://wellsfargoadvisors.com/disclosures/email-
disclosure.html.

Wells Fargo Advisors, LLC is a registered broker-dealer and separate nonbank affiliate of Wells Fargo & Company, Member 
FINRA/SIPC. 1 North Jefferson, St. Louis, MO 63103.

This email may be an advertisement or solicitation for products and services.



From: John Fromularo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 1:00:55 PM

From: John Fromularo <john.d fromularo@wfadvisors.com>

County: Escambia

Zip Code: 32502

Phone Number: 8504394052

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

Please support passage of alimony reform and SB 668.  I want fairness for all concerned in a divorce and believe
that this bill will move us closer to a fair settlement for all involved.

I am a retired US Marine Corps veteran and met you when you gave me the Florida state medal for my service.  I
appreciate all you do for your citizens and veterans.

My former spouse is also a retired veteran has her own pension and is a college graduate yet I have to pay her $2000
month for life.  Child support is not an issue and never was a factor.  I am 64 years old and want to retire someday
but I can’t afford to do that while I’m making these payments. Please help bring fairness to this process.

Please do one more thing for us alimony payors and veterans and sign this bill when it reaches your office.

Sincerely,

John D. Fromularo
MajorUSMC (retired)



From: Charles Lawrence
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 11:37:36 AM

Governor Scott,

Sign SB668 for all of the right reasons. See this recent post about the Family Law Section and
how they are not being truthful.

New Documents: Florida Family Law Section Misrepresented SB 668 To Members, Press,
Governor
April 6, 2016 by Robert Franklin, Esq, Member, National Board of Directors, National Parents
Organization
One hundred pages of documents just obtained by the National Parents Organization reveal that
the Family Law Section (FLS) of the Florida Bar has been playing fast and loose with the facts,
not only about SB 668, but about its excuses for opposing the bill. The FLS has misrepresented
the facts to the press, the public and, most remarkably, to its own members. And, since it’s
encouraged its members to contact Governor Scott to veto the bill, it’s likely he too has heard their
inaccurate claims.
The documents NPO received consist of emails among members of the FLS’s Legislation
Committee (LC), minutes of meetings of the Legislation Committee and contracts signed by the
LC and their paid lobbyists. Most revealing are the minutes of the meetings.
As late as the April 2nd edition of the Daily Business Review, the FLS was suggesting that the
shared parenting language had been slipped into Sb 668 secretly at the last minute before they’d
had an opportunity to review it or comment. That of course was designed to make proponents of
SB 668 look sneaky and underhanded.
Nothing could be further from the truth. In fact, the documents now in NPO’s possession make
clear that the FLS was deeply involved in – and opposed to - the process to reform alimony and
parenting time from the start. And, since the FLS had two paid lobbyists on the job in Tallahassee,
they knew every detail and every change to every bill.
So, the January 28th meeting of the LC received a report from member FLS Tom Sasser who
explained that there were then four bills in committee that would reform alimony and that each one
had a “50/50” parenting time provision. That’s some six weeks before SB 668 passed both houses
of the legislature by overwhelming margins.
The FLS’s pretense that it was not party to the proceedings is considerably undermined not only
by the obvious fact that they were involved every step of the way, but by the admission in the
minutes of its meeting of February 19th that the chief sponsor of SB 668, Senator Kelli Stargell
“has reached out to us (the Legislation Committee) and FLS for some language.” So what did the
LC do? It produced some language alright, but only after a vote of the committee that such
language could contain no reference whatsoever to equality of parenting time. They word “equal”
was banned. The LC language received a unanimous vote of committee members, 24 – 0.
Stargell, unsurprisingly, rejected their rejection of equal parenting.
From there, the documents reveal the rising alarm among LC members at the progress of alimony
reform and especially shared parenting legislation. Eventually, alarm turned to desperation and
the “emergency” hiring of paid lobbyists that brought the FLS’s lobbying expenditures equal to that



of the entire rest of the Bar. Throughout the legislative session, LC members referred to their
desire to stop shared parenting becoming law with words like “critical,” “urgent” and “Importance:
High.”
As the legislative tide turned against them, they concluded that the only way to stop shared
parenting from becoming law was to have their members deluge the governor’s office with calls
and emails.
And what emails! With the explicit approval of the General Counsel of the Florida Bar, the
Chairperson of the Family Law Section, Maria G. Gonzalez, sent out an email “blast” to members
urging them to contact Governor Scott. Talking points consisted of the claim that SB 668
constitutes a “50/50 time sharing” law, which it plainly does not. In fact, it calls equal time a
starting point from which judges should work. In determining parenting time, though, those judges
would be required to apply the same 20 factors required by existing law. The reference to a “50/50
time sharing” misrepresented the bill to FLS members, likely in the hopes they wouldn’t read the
bill themselves.
The second justification for the FLS’s opposition was the claim that SB 668 would require judges
to issue detailed findings of fact in every case unless the parents agreed otherwise. Again, that’s
simply untrue. In fact judges would be required to issue findings of fact only in cases in which
unequal parenting is ordered and the parents didn’t agree to the order. Since most cases are
agreed by the parents, judges would rarely be called upon to issue findings of fact.
A final objection to SB 668 that didn’t make it into Gonzalez’ email blast was concern about child
support for custodial parents. But that concern is at best misplaced. According to the U.S. Census
Bureau, custodial parents receive about $3,700 in child support on average per year. Needless to
say, the time afforded a custodial parent by giving up some parenting time would be more than
sufficient for her/him to earn far more than whatever child support might be lost. The FLS no more
cares about the financial well-being of custodial parents than the man in the moon. If it did, it
would avidly support shared parenting.
And what of alimony reform? We’ve seen that the FLS opposes that too. One of their chief
objections is to the provision in SB 668 that permits an alimony obligor to file for a downward
modification if the recipient’s income rises 10% or more. The cry has concerned a putative woman
who earns $10 per hour and receives a mere $1 per hour raise. Of course in such a situation, a
downward modification would almost certainly not be sought and even more certainly not ordered.
A buck an hour simply doesn’t make enough of a real-world difference to a person’s standard of
living to warrant any change.
But more importantly, that provision is part of SB 688 to protect the very recipients about whom
the FLS pretends to be concerned. As things now stand, any alimony payer can request a
downward modification at any time. So SB 668 actually would reduce a payer’s opportunities to
decrease what he/she pays.
But crazier still is the fact that the 10% provision was apparently included in the bill on the advice
of - you guessed it - the Family Law Section’s Legislation Committee. The minutes of the January
28th LC meeting include this nugget: member Tom Sasser was asked about the 10% provision.
He explained that the legislature had asked the LC what constitutes a “substantial change in
circumstances” that would warrant a downward modification. “So the bill defines a 10% change as
a substantial change in circumstances.”
In other words, the LC advised the legislature what judges typically require, i.e. a showing of at
least a 10% increase in earnings, so on that basis the bill repeats the information given the
legislature by the FLS Legislation Committee.
And now the LC is complaining about it. Simply amazing.
By March, the LC’s minutes report that SB 668 was “expected to pass the Senate and then go to



the House.” In the House, a key representative had changed from an opponent of the bill to an
avid supporter who was no longer speaking to the FLS’s paid lobbyist, Nelson Diaz. The LC was
essentially conceding the defeat that soon followed.
So the Committee’s strategy turned to convincing the governor to veto the bill. Diaz assured
members that “we’ll win the war by contacting the governor.” To that end, the FLS sent out its
blast to members telling them to “flood” his office with calls and emails.
Support for SB 668 in both houses of the legislature is strong, but the votes weren’t one-sided
enough to override a gubernatorial veto. That takes a two-thirds majority. So, like two years ago,
it’s likely that shared parenting and alimony reform will live or die in Governor Scott’s office.



From: John Suldickas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 5:02:58 PM

From: John Suldickas <suldickas2@aol.com>

County: Polk

Zip Code: 33812

Phone Number: 8637091184

Message Body: Governor Scott - I support and I hope you sign SB 668 into law. Thank you!



From: Ben
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 10:52:45 AM

Mr. Scott,

I'll keep this short. This is a personal request; not a template email. PLEASE sign SB 668. As someone
who sees the hurdles non-custodial parents have to go through to get fair treatment, this bill will help even
the playing field from the beginning. It still allows for discretion and helps that no one gets an unfair
advantage. It's not perfect, but it's a start in the right direction. Allow good fathers and mothers to be great
parents!

Thanks you very much.
Ben Manrriquez
281-300-8604



From: Sheron Anderson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 10:37:19 AM

Please  sign this bill

Sheron Anderson
RPDS,LLC
GDIS
Marketing



From: Kenneth
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:24:06 AM

Gov Scott,

Please sign SB 668 into law.

Kenneth Williams

Sent from my iPhone



From: C Lawrence
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:42:38 PM

Governor Scott,

Sign SB 668 to end alimony reform! It is not fair and it is not with today's society. Do you also know that there is not one
single documented case of Permanent Alimony in Florida being ended?

Charles Lawrence
Tampa



From: Charles Lawrence
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:41:10 PM

or eliminate child support obligations
Opponents to the bill claim that the premise “could be used by a parent in a paternity
case, where the parent hasn’t seen a child in years, to attempt to lower or avoid child
support payments.”13 In contrast to the opponents’ claim, the bill does not change the
standard to modify a child-custody order. Under existing s. 61.13(2)(c), F.S., which is
preserved in lines 479- 485 of the bill, a child-custody order may not be modified
except upon “a showing of a substantial, material, and unanticipated change of
circumstances.” Further, any modification must be consistent with the best interests of
the child.14

Specious Argument: The premise is inconsistent
with breastfeeding needs
Appellate court opinions show that courts have the authority to address breastfeeding
needs in child-custody orders.15 Nothing in the bill prevents courts from continuing to
consider these needs.

Specious Argument: Psychological studies do
not support equal time- sharing
Opponents to the custody provisions of SB 668 have claimed that psychological
studies do not support equal time-sharing or that equal time-sharing is inconsistent
with a child’s need for stability. Psychologists’ opinions about child custody and family
relationships have changed dramatically over time. As such, any psychologically
based claims should be taken with a grain of salt.

Nonetheless, the psychological studies on child custody which oppose equal custody
have common flaws. These studies have small sample sizes or are limited to families
having a high level of conflicts or a history of domestic violence. The 20 statutory
factors in s. 61.13(3), F.S., give courts sufficient leeway to award unequal custody in
high-conflict cases. Additionally, the eight references to “domestic violence” and other
references to sexual violence, child abuse, child abandonment, and child neglect in s.
61.13, F.S., make clear that those who engage in that conduct are highly disfavored
in custody determinations.

What may be the only broad-based study on the psychological impact of equal
custody was published in April 2015.16 It was conducted using a national classroom



survey of all sixth and ninth grade students in Sweden, where equal custody is the
norm.17 The study concluded that children spending approximately equal time with
both parents suffered fewer psychosomatic problems (a physical disorder, caused or
influenced by, emotional factors) than those living primarily with one parent.18 The
results of the study refute the hypothesis that frequent movements between parents is
too stressful for children.19

13 Lloyd Dunkelberger, Florida Bar’s Family Law Section urges Scott to veto alimony
legislation, HERALD-TRIBUNE (Mar. 29, 2016) available at:
http://www.heraldtribune.com/article/20160327/NEWS/160329706/2062/NEWS?
Title=Florida-Bar-urges-Scott- to-veto-alimony-legislation-.

14 Holland v. Holland, 140 So. 3d 1155, 1157 (Fla. 1st DCA 2014).
15 See Buccini v. Sonara, 989 So. 2d 1288 (Fla. 4th DCA 2008); Ancikovsky v.
Ancikovsky, 941 So. 2d 399 (Fla. 3d DCA 2006).

Specious Argument: By potentially providing for
more equal time- sharing arrangements child
support payments will be reduced
Under existing s. 61.30, F.S., a child support obligation follows the child based on the
percentage of overnights the child spends with each parent. This bill does not change
the calculations for child support. Although the lack of financial resources may causes
difficulties for some families, the remedy is not to deny children of poorer families the
benefits of spending time with both parents. Moreover, the opponents to the bill have
not offered any solutions.

Under existing s. 61.30(16), F.S., and 42 U.S.C s. 667, the child support guidelines
are reviewed every 4 years. The most recent study was completed by the FSU
Department of Economics on December 15, 2013. As such, the next review must be
completed by December 2017. If it can be argued that the equal time-sharing
component of the bill creates the need to adjust the child support guidelines, that
issue can be thoroughly examined during the next study.

16 Malin Bergström, Emma Fransson, Bitte Modin, Marie Berlin, Per A Gustafsson,
Anders Hjern, Fifty moves a year: is there an association between joint physical
custody and psychosomatic problem in children? (April 28, 2015) available at:
http://jech.bmj.com/content/early/2015/04/09/jech-2014-205058.full.pdf+html.
17 Id. at 1.

18 Id. 19 Id.



From: Kenneth Williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:27:05 PM

Gov Scott,

Please Sign SB 668.

Chantel Judson



From: Amarnauth Persaud
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:36:12 PM

From: Amarnauth Persaud <amargp61@gmail.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32746

Phone Number: 571-480-0532

Message Body: Governor Scott,

Please sign SB 668 in to law. FL families need this bill. Please, FL is behind in family law reform.

Thanks
Amar Persaud



From: Eugene O"Neill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 6:53:11 PM

From: Eugene O'Neill <ejon@gouldcooksey.com>

County: Indian River

Zip Code: 32963

Phone Number: 7726332213

Message Body: Dear Gov. Scott,

Finally - after 3 years, reform and fairness is back on your desk.  It takes care of your concern for reyroactivity.

Please sign SB 668.

Thank you.

Eugene O'Neill



From: Steve Kennedy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:31:30 PM

From: Steve Kennedy <slk419@hotmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33437

Phone Number: 561-596-3850

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

As a father of five children, including two young boys ages 8 and 12, who is currently going through the divorce
process, I ask that you please sign SB 668 into law to reform the antiquated laws that are currently in effect. 

I have dedicated my life to my children and the thought that I will have to fight for equal time seems to be extremely
unfair.  My parenting abilities are equal to my spouse and I deserve the same rights as their mother.

I also believe that it is only fair to have a more structured formula to establish the amount and duration of alimony to
avoid inconsistencies based solely on the discretion of an individual judge. 

Please follow the direction of the Florida legislature along with the will of the people and sign this bill into law.
Thank you for your time and consideration.

Steve Kennedy



From: Brittany Yauslin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:45:30 PM

From: Brittany Yauslin <byauslin@hotmail.com>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34201

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott,
Please sign SB 668.
Thank you, Brittany Yauslin



From: Warren Janssen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 2:29:10 PM

From: Warren Janssen <warmil27@yahoo.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32701

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please support and sign SB 668.  Thanks



From: Mark Cobb
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:31:47 PM

From: Mark Cobb <markecobb@hotmail.com>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34201

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott,
I'm a huge supporter of you and Mr. Trump, you've done an excellent job as Governor. I urge you to sign SB688 and
listen to the voters. We have gone through our lawmakers and we want you to listen to our voices. Thank You, Mark
Cobb



From: Mary Baron
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:22:17 PM

From: Mary Baron <michigan55florida2013@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33004

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please sign SB 668! Please stand up for your voters not special interest like the family law section.
Thank you Governor Scott



From: John
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 12:07:10 PM

From: John <hotwingcapt@gmail.com>

County: Hernando

Zip Code: 34605

Phone Number: 3522008862

Message Body: Please sign SB 668 into law



From: Lance Ham
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 12:02:55 PM

I pay permanent alimony of 2538.00 per month, which is more than half of my income. To a
ex wife with a college degree that I paid for. She refuses to work and get married just because
she doesn't want a reduction in alimony. This is not good for our economy. It slows growth
and reduces taxes. Please support SB 668.

Lancayle Ham
Farmer
1330 Hams farm RD
Plant city fl 33565
Lanceham69@gmail.com



From: Cindy New
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:39:26 AM

I am writing you to URGE you to SIGN SB 668 into law.
Florida families need relief from the antiquated alimony and divorce laws of
Florida.
I am a republican woman and I have witnessed first hand how these archaic
alimony laws in Florida have damaged Florida families. In many instances it is
tantamount to legalized slavery.
I urge you to resist the pressure from high priced lobbyists from special interest
groups such as the Florida Bar (who benefit from families constantly being in
court due to outdated laws)and do what is right for everyday Florida citizens
who elected you. 
Please SIGN SB 668 into law.
Thank you for your attention to this important matter.
Sincerely,

Cindy New
-- 
Cindy New
954-871-8315



From: George Olski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:16:25 AM

From: George Olski <bass323@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34952

Phone Number:

Message Body: I am a Lifetime alimony payer. You'll never know that feeling until you or a close family member
experience first hand, the injustice at the family courts? You can change this and I request you support this bill and
sign it. Thank you.



From: Jim Zinsmeister
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:56:28 AM

Please sign SB668 into law.  Thank You
James Zinsmeister
5016 River Lake Rd
Winter Haven, Fl

Sent from my iPhone



From: C. Powers Dorsett, III
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:45:54 AM

Governor Scott,

I am an attorney and member of the Family Law Section. I strongly support SB 668 because it
is good for families and children.

I realize the family law section is fighting the bill. Please realize they do not speak for many
attorneys, myself included.

Obviously plaintiffs' attorneys have fought tort reform for many years, for obvious reasons. I
believe the divorce lawyers' opposition to SB 668 should be viewed the same way.

Thank you.

Powers Dorsett



From: john.d.fromularo@wellsfargoadvisors.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:32:49 AM

Dear Governor Scott, please sign SB 668. This bill will help bring less time in courts for families, less
costs for families, more certainty in legal outcomes for everyone involved and better representation
for children in custody cases.
Sincerely,

Click on my business card and its tabs to learn more.

Thank you,

John D. Fromularo, CFP®

First Vice President - Investment Officer

Wells Fargo Advisors, LLC | 501 Commendencia Street, Suite 2 | Pensacola, FL 32502
Tel 850-439-4052 | Toll-free 866-715-4793 | Fax 850-439-0388

john.d.fromularo@wfadvisors.com | http://www.jfromularo.wfadv.com

To unsubscribe from marketing e-mails from:
       • An individual Wells Fargo Advisors financial advisor: Reply to one of his/her e-mails and type “Unsubscribe” in the subject line.
       • Wells Fargo and its affiliates: Unsubscribe at https://www.wellsfargoadvisors.com/wellsfargo-unsubscribe

Neither of these actions will affect delivery of important service messages regarding your accounts that we may need to send you or 
preferences you may have previously set for other e-mail services.

For additional information regarding our electronic communication policies, visit http://wellsfargoadvisors.com/disclosures/email-



disclosure.html.

Wells Fargo Advisors, LLC is a registered broker-dealer and separate nonbank affiliate of Wells Fargo & Company, Member 
FINRA/SIPC. 1 North Jefferson, St. Louis, MO 63103.

This email may be an advertisement or solicitation for products and services.



From: John Fromularo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:18:51 AM

From: John Fromularo <john.d fromularo@wfadvisors.com>

County: Escambia

Zip Code: 32561

Phone Number: 8504394052

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott, please sign SB 668.  This bill will help many families stop the division
between them and begin living as families again.  They may be divorced however, the constant antagonism between
ex-spouses and children will be greatly lessened.  Finally, there will be less financial burdens on the families as they
begin this new phase of life.  Don't let the lobbyists persuade you to do the wrong thing and veto this  bill.
Sincerely,



From: Mark Combs
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 12:33:52 PM

From: Mark Combs <mcomb00@gmail.com>

County: Alachua

Zip Code: 32653

Phone Number: 3522601915

Message Body: I am just writing in support of Governor Scott to sign SB 668. I encourage him to look atv the bill
with honesty and sign it into law. Thank you for your time. Have a great day.



From: President, NATCA Local TPA
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:56:02 AM

Please sign this family law bill SB 668. Florida's children are counting on you!



From: Kenneth
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:40:27 AM

Gov Scott,

Please sign SB 668 into law.

Kenneth Williams

Sent from my iPhone



From: Bill Basler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:35:27 AM

From: Bill Basler <bill.basler@wfadvisors.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33908

Phone Number: 2394797926

Message Body: I was divorced in 1993 and when I reached age 65 in 2008 I wanted to retire and stop paying
alimony. The Judge said that I would have to continue paying the alimony even if I retired. I could not afford to pay
alimony if I retired so I was forced to continue to work. I am now 73 years old and still paying alimony and still
forced to work because I cannot afford my expenses without working.

The Florida BAR only wants to keep the status quo and keep collecting their legal fees. They are not concerned with
the citizens who must pay them.

Please sign SB668 and allow me to retire and stop paying alimony.



From: Steve
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:31:28 AM

From: Steve <sameckstroth@aol.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34110

Phone Number: 2392879481

Message Body: Please take this opportunity to create fairness for Florida Families. Sign SB 668 into Law !!



From: Clayton Roberson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 12:17:40 AM

From: Clayton Roberson <croberson2@comcast.net>

County: Duval

Zip Code: 32250

Phone Number: 9043073830

Message Body: Governor Scott
Please sign this much needed bill and help FL families who are suffering as a result of very outdated and unfair
laws.
Thanks for all that you do for our great state of FL.



From: George Olski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 11:15:48 AM

From: George Olski <bass323@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34952

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please sign this excellent piece of legislation. It is good for the children and parents who are going
through a divorce. It's good for children and the people of Florida. Both parents deserve equal time with their
children. Parent alienation does harm to our children. Do what's right for the people, not the lobbyists and sign SB
668. Thank you.



From: Brandon Rebmann
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668.
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:56:47 AM

Hello Governor Rick,

Please sign SB 668.

Thanks,

Brandon Rebmann



From: C Lawrence
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:25:33 PM

Governor Scott,

Please read this recent release by the national parents organization and sign SB668.

https://nationalparentsorganization.org/blog/22892-support-for-sb-668-running-3-1-over-opposition

Charles Lawrence



From: George Levy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB-668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 9:35:39 PM

From: George Levy <glevy5775@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33602

Phone Number: 8136252274

Message Body: Sign SB-668, it's the will of the People being abused!



From: George Levy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB-668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 2:56:25 PM

From: George Levy <glevy5775@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33602

Phone Number: 8136252274

Message Body: Please sign SB668 and end permanent alimony!



From: George Levy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB-668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 2:56:23 PM

From: George Levy <glevy5775@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33602

Phone Number: 8136252274

Message Body: Please sign SB668 and end permanent alimony!



From: George Levy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB-668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 9:35:40 PM

From: George Levy <glevy5775@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33602

Phone Number: 8136252274

Message Body: Sign SB-668, it's the will of the People being abused!



From: Concerned Citizen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB668 - Look at What the FLS Has done
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 3:42:08 PM

New Documents: Florida Family Law Section
Misrepresented SB 668 To Members, Press, Governor
April 6, 2016 by Robert Franklin, Esq, Member, National Board of Directors, National Parents Organization

One hundred pages of documents just obtained by the National Parents Organization reveal that the Family Law

Section (FLS) of the Florida Bar has been playing fast and loose with the facts, not only about SB 668, but about

its excuses for opposing the bill. The FLS has misrepresented the facts to the press, the public and, most

remarkably, to its own members. And, since it’s encouraged its members to contact Governor Scott to veto the bill,

it’s likely he too has heard their inaccurate claims.

The documents NPO received consist of emails among members of the FLS’s Legislation Committee (LC),

minutes of meetings of the Legislation Committee and contracts signed by the LC and their paid lobbyists. Most

revealing are the minutes of the meetings.

As late as the April 2nd edition of the Daily Business Review, the FLS was suggesting that the shared parenting

language had been slipped into Sb 668 secretly at the last minute before they’d had an opportunity to review it or

comment. That of course was designed to make proponents of SB 668 look sneaky and underhanded.

Nothing could be further from the truth. In fact, the documents now in NPO’s possession make clear that the FLS

was deeply involved in – and opposed to - the process to reform alimony and parenting time from the start. And,

since the FLS had two paid lobbyists on the job in Tallahassee, they knew every detail and every change to every

bill.

So, the January 28th meeting of the LC received a report from member FLS Tom Sasser who explained that there

were then four bills in committee that would reform alimony and that each one had a “50/50” parenting time

provision. That’s some six weeks before SB 668 passed both houses of the legislature by overwhelming margins.

The FLS’s pretense that it was not party to the proceedings is considerably undermined not only by the obvious

fact that they were involved every step of the way, but by the admission in the minutes of its meeting of February

19th that the chief sponsor of SB 668, Senator Kelli Stargell “has reached out to us (the Legislation Committee)

and FLS for some language.” So what did the LC do? It produced some language alright, but only after a vote of

the committee that such language could contain no reference whatsoever to equality of parenting time. They word

“equal” was banned. The LC language received a unanimous vote of committee members, 24 – 0. Stargell,

unsurprisingly, rejected their rejection of equal parenting.

From there, the documents reveal the rising alarm among LC members at the progress of alimony reform and

especially shared parenting legislation. Eventually, alarm turned to desperation and the “emergency” hiring of paid



lobbyists that brought the FLS’s lobbying expenditures equal to that of the entire rest of the Bar. Throughout the

legislative session, LC members referred to their desire to stop shared parenting becoming law with words like

“critical,” “urgent” and “Importance: High.”

As the legislative tide turned against them, they concluded that the only way to stop shared parenting from

becoming law was to have their members deluge the governor’s office with calls and emails.

And what emails! With the explicit approval of the General Counsel of the Florida Bar, the Chairperson of the

Family Law Section, Maria G. Gonzalez, sent out an email “blast” to members urging them to contact Governor

Scott. Talking points consisted of the claim that SB 668 constitutes a “50/50 time sharing” law, which it plainly

does not. In fact, it calls equal time a starting point from which judges should work. In determining parenting time,

though, those judges would be required to apply the same 20 factors required by existing law. The reference to a

“50/50 time sharing” misrepresented the bill to FLS members, likely in the hopes they wouldn’t read the bill

themselves.

The second justification for the FLS’s opposition was the claim that SB 668 would require judges to issue detailed

findings of fact in every case unless the parents agreed otherwise. Again, that’s simply untrue. In fact judges

would be required to issue findings of fact only in cases in which unequal parenting is ordered and the parents

didn’t agree to the order. Since most cases are agreed by the parents, judges would rarely be called upon to issue

findings of fact.

A final objection to SB 668 that didn’t make it into Gonzalez’ email blast was concern about child support for

custodial parents. But that concern is at best misplaced. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, custodial parents

receive about $3,700 in child support on average per year. Needless to say, the time afforded a custodial parent

by giving up some parenting time would be more than sufficient for her/him to earn far more than whatever child

support might be lost. The FLS no more cares about the financial well-being of custodial parents than the man in

the moon. If it did, it would avidly support shared parenting.

And what of alimony reform? We’ve seen that the FLS opposes that too. One of their chief objections is to the

provision in SB 668 that permits an alimony obligor to file for a downward modification if the recipient’s income

rises 10% or more. The cry has concerned a putative woman who earns $10 per hour and receives a mere $1 per

hour raise. Of course in such a situation, a downward modification would almost certainly not be sought and even

more certainly not ordered. A buck an hour simply doesn’t make enough of a real-world difference to a person’s

standard of living to warrant any change.

But more importantly, that provision is part of SB 688 to protect the very recipients about whom the FLS pretends

to be concerned. As things now stand, any alimony payer can request a downward modification at any time. So

SB 668 actually would reduce a payer’s opportunities to decrease what he/she pays.

But crazier still is the fact that the 10% provision was apparently included in the bill on the advice of - you guessed

it - the Family Law Section’s Legislation Committee. The minutes of the January 28th LC meeting include this

nugget: member Tom Sasser was asked about the 10% provision. He explained that the legislature had asked the



LC what constitutes a “substantial change in circumstances” that would warrant a downward modification. “So the

bill defines a 10% change as a substantial change in circumstances.”

In other words, the LC advised the legislature what judges typically require, i.e. a showing of at least a 10%

increase in earnings, so on that basis the bill repeats the information given the legislature by the FLS Legislation

Committee.

And now the LC is complaining about it. Simply amazing.

By March, the LC’s minutes report that SB 668 was “expected to pass the Senate and then go to the House.” In

the House, a key representative had changed from an opponent of the bill to an avid supporter who was no longer

speaking to the FLS’s paid lobbyist, Nelson Diaz. The LC was essentially conceding the defeat that soon followed.

So the Committee’s strategy turned to convincing the governor to veto the bill. Diaz assured members that “we’ll

win the war by contacting the governor.” To that end, the FLS sent out its blast to members telling them to “flood”

his office with calls and emails.

Support for SB 668 in both houses of the legislature is strong, but the votes weren’t one-sided enough to override

a gubernatorial veto. That takes a two-thirds majority. So, like two years ago, it’s likely that shared parenting and

alimony reform will live or die in Governor Scott’s office.

Just two days ago, Senator Stargell met personally with Governor Scott to give the final pitch for SB 668 (Florida

Politics, 4/4/16). She reports that he gave no indication of his position on the bill. About that, the lobbyists for the

FLS agree. They can’t read him either.

That makes it all the more important for supporters of shared parenting and alimony reform to match family

lawyers phone call for phone call, email for email. In fact, we should exceed them by double at least. The bill is on

his desk. He has 15 days to decide.



From: J Pickens
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB668 - wish I could rally but someone had to work to pay for my ex-spouse!
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 5:11:58 PM

Governor Scott,

The Senate and House have both passed an Alimony reform bill that is fair.  The retroactive language that you
objected to has been removed.  Also, although the equal time sharing amendment was put on our bill, the language
was modified so as not to make it presumptive.  Our judges still have full discretion as to what they can do regarding
time sharing as well as a listing of guidelines incorporated in the proposed legislation.

We urge you to sign SB 668 to reform Florida's antiquated alimony laws.  Please help ensure no other families have
to go through this antiquated and painful process. 

Jason Pickens
270 W Cranes Circle
Altamonte Springs, Fl 32701
386-801-9490



From: J Pickens
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB668 - wish I could rally but someone had to work to pay for my ex-spouse!
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 5:11:55 PM

Governor Scott,

The Senate and House have both passed an Alimony reform bill that is fair.  The retroactive language that you
objected to has been removed.  Also, although the equal time sharing amendment was put on our bill, the language
was modified so as not to make it presumptive.  Our judges still have full discretion as to what they can do regarding
time sharing as well as a listing of guidelines incorporated in the proposed legislation.

We urge you to sign SB 668 to reform Florida's antiquated alimony laws.  Please help ensure no other families have
to go through this antiquated and painful process. 

Jason Pickens
270 W Cranes Circle
Altamonte Springs, Fl 32701
386-801-9490



From: J Pickens
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB668 - wish I could rally but someone had to work to pay for my ex-spouse!
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 5:11:45 PM

Governor Scott,

The Senate and House have both passed an Alimony reform bill that is fair.  The retroactive language that you
objected to has been removed.  Also, although the equal time sharing amendment was put on our bill, the language
was modified so as not to make it presumptive.  Our judges still have full discretion as to what they can do regarding
time sharing as well as a listing of guidelines incorporated in the proposed legislation.

We urge you to sign SB 668 to reform Florida's antiquated alimony laws.  Please help ensure no other families have
to go through this antiquated and painful process. 

Jason Pickens
270 W Cranes Circle
Altamonte Springs, Fl 32701
386-801-9490



From: J Pickens
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB668 - wish I could rally but someone had to work to pay for my ex-spouse!
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 5:12:02 PM

Governor Scott,

The Senate and House have both passed an Alimony reform bill that is fair.  The retroactive language that you
objected to has been removed.  Also, although the equal time sharing amendment was put on our bill, the language
was modified so as not to make it presumptive.  Our judges still have full discretion as to what they can do regarding
time sharing as well as a listing of guidelines incorporated in the proposed legislation.

We urge you to sign SB 668 to reform Florida's antiquated alimony laws.  Please help ensure no other families have
to go through this antiquated and painful process. 

Jason Pickens
270 W Cranes Circle
Altamonte Springs, Fl 32701
386-801-9490



From: Paul Cooper
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB668 into law
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 12:10:54 PM

Dear Governor Scott,
SB 668 establishes a premise or starting point for reasoning based on the evidence. It does not
create a presumption for custody or timesharing and the bill retains the requirement that custody
decisions be based on the best interest of the child. Please support SB668 and sign it into law.

Kind regards,

Paul Cooper IIDA
Interior Designer, FL Lic. #ID4626
IIDA Florida Central Chapter V.P. Advocacy 2015-2016

3401 Coronado Drive, Apt. 2007
Sarasota, Florida 34231
(941) 587-8524



From: Esa Jokela
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB668 into law
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:13:59 AM

From: Esa Jokela <esa334@gmail.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 33401

Phone Number: 561-714-6568

Message Body: Alimony and divorce law is urgently needed, please sign SB 668 into law.

Respectfully,

Esa Jokela



From: Alan Spears
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB668 into law
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 9:28:38 AM

From: Alan Spears <aksride@hotmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32792

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott,

Please sign SB 668 into law. The people have spoken through the legislature by a 2/3 majority passage for SB 668
in both houses. Do not let special interest groups buy ur vote. The people are watching.



From: Mark Cobb
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 3:41:18 PM

From: Mark Cobb <mcobb@sunsetautogroup.com>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34201

Phone Number:

Message Body: Asking you to sign SB 668 into law. Thank you, Mark P.S. I voted for you twice.



From: Pam Ripley
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 1:13:17 PM

Please sign the Alimony Reform bill SB 668!!

Thank you!

Pam Ripley
theheartgardener@yahoo.com
281-413-8560



From: C Lawrence
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 11:36:55 AM

Governor Scott,

Sign SB668 for all of the right reasons. See this recent post about the Family Law Section and
how they are not being truthful.

New Documents: Florida Family Law Section Misrepresented SB 668 To Members, Press,
Governor
April 6, 2016 by Robert Franklin, Esq, Member, National Board of Directors, National Parents
Organization
One hundred pages of documents just obtained by the National Parents Organization reveal that
the Family Law Section (FLS) of the Florida Bar has been playing fast and loose with the facts,
not only about SB 668, but about its excuses for opposing the bill. The FLS has misrepresented
the facts to the press, the public and, most remarkably, to its own members. And, since it’s
encouraged its members to contact Governor Scott to veto the bill, it’s likely he too has heard their
inaccurate claims.
The documents NPO received consist of emails among members of the FLS’s Legislation
Committee (LC), minutes of meetings of the Legislation Committee and contracts signed by the
LC and their paid lobbyists. Most revealing are the minutes of the meetings.
As late as the April 2nd edition of the Daily Business Review, the FLS was suggesting that the
shared parenting language had been slipped into Sb 668 secretly at the last minute before they’d
had an opportunity to review it or comment. That of course was designed to make proponents of
SB 668 look sneaky and underhanded.
Nothing could be further from the truth. In fact, the documents now in NPO’s possession make
clear that the FLS was deeply involved in – and opposed to - the process to reform alimony and
parenting time from the start. And, since the FLS had two paid lobbyists on the job in Tallahassee,
they knew every detail and every change to every bill.
So, the January 28th meeting of the LC received a report from member FLS Tom Sasser who
explained that there were then four bills in committee that would reform alimony and that each one
had a “50/50” parenting time provision. That’s some six weeks before SB 668 passed both houses
of the legislature by overwhelming margins.
The FLS’s pretense that it was not party to the proceedings is considerably undermined not only
by the obvious fact that they were involved every step of the way, but by the admission in the
minutes of its meeting of February 19th that the chief sponsor of SB 668, Senator Kelli Stargell
“has reached out to us (the Legislation Committee) and FLS for some language.” So what did the
LC do? It produced some language alright, but only after a vote of the committee that such
language could contain no reference whatsoever to equality of parenting time. They word “equal”
was banned. The LC language received a unanimous vote of committee members, 24 – 0.
Stargell, unsurprisingly, rejected their rejection of equal parenting.
From there, the documents reveal the rising alarm among LC members at the progress of alimony
reform and especially shared parenting legislation. Eventually, alarm turned to desperation and
the “emergency” hiring of paid lobbyists that brought the FLS’s lobbying expenditures equal to that



of the entire rest of the Bar. Throughout the legislative session, LC members referred to their
desire to stop shared parenting becoming law with words like “critical,” “urgent” and “Importance:
High.”
As the legislative tide turned against them, they concluded that the only way to stop shared
parenting from becoming law was to have their members deluge the governor’s office with calls
and emails.
And what emails! With the explicit approval of the General Counsel of the Florida Bar, the
Chairperson of the Family Law Section, Maria G. Gonzalez, sent out an email “blast” to members
urging them to contact Governor Scott. Talking points consisted of the claim that SB 668
constitutes a “50/50 time sharing” law, which it plainly does not. In fact, it calls equal time a
starting point from which judges should work. In determining parenting time, though, those judges
would be required to apply the same 20 factors required by existing law. The reference to a “50/50
time sharing” misrepresented the bill to FLS members, likely in the hopes they wouldn’t read the
bill themselves.
The second justification for the FLS’s opposition was the claim that SB 668 would require judges
to issue detailed findings of fact in every case unless the parents agreed otherwise. Again, that’s
simply untrue. In fact judges would be required to issue findings of fact only in cases in which
unequal parenting is ordered and the parents didn’t agree to the order. Since most cases are
agreed by the parents, judges would rarely be called upon to issue findings of fact.
A final objection to SB 668 that didn’t make it into Gonzalez’ email blast was concern about child
support for custodial parents. But that concern is at best misplaced. According to the U.S. Census
Bureau, custodial parents receive about $3,700 in child support on average per year. Needless to
say, the time afforded a custodial parent by giving up some parenting time would be more than
sufficient for her/him to earn far more than whatever child support might be lost. The FLS no more
cares about the financial well-being of custodial parents than the man in the moon. If it did, it
would avidly support shared parenting.
And what of alimony reform? We’ve seen that the FLS opposes that too. One of their chief
objections is to the provision in SB 668 that permits an alimony obligor to file for a downward
modification if the recipient’s income rises 10% or more. The cry has concerned a putative woman
who earns $10 per hour and receives a mere $1 per hour raise. Of course in such a situation, a
downward modification would almost certainly not be sought and even more certainly not ordered.
A buck an hour simply doesn’t make enough of a real-world difference to a person’s standard of
living to warrant any change.
But more importantly, that provision is part of SB 688 to protect the very recipients about whom
the FLS pretends to be concerned. As things now stand, any alimony payer can request a
downward modification at any time. So SB 668 actually would reduce a payer’s opportunities to
decrease what he/she pays.
But crazier still is the fact that the 10% provision was apparently included in the bill on the advice
of - you guessed it - the Family Law Section’s Legislation Committee. The minutes of the January
28th LC meeting include this nugget: member Tom Sasser was asked about the 10% provision.
He explained that the legislature had asked the LC what constitutes a “substantial change in
circumstances” that would warrant a downward modification. “So the bill defines a 10% change as
a substantial change in circumstances.”
In other words, the LC advised the legislature what judges typically require, i.e. a showing of at
least a 10% increase in earnings, so on that basis the bill repeats the information given the
legislature by the FLS Legislation Committee.
And now the LC is complaining about it. Simply amazing.
By March, the LC’s minutes report that SB 668 was “expected to pass the Senate and then go to



the House.” In the House, a key representative had changed from an opponent of the bill to an
avid supporter who was no longer speaking to the FLS’s paid lobbyist, Nelson Diaz. The LC was
essentially conceding the defeat that soon followed.
So the Committee’s strategy turned to convincing the governor to veto the bill. Diaz assured
members that “we’ll win the war by contacting the governor.” To that end, the FLS sent out its
blast to members telling them to “flood” his office with calls and emails.
Support for SB 668 in both houses of the legislature is strong, but the votes weren’t one-sided
enough to override a gubernatorial veto. That takes a two-thirds majority. So, like two years ago,
it’s likely that shared parenting and alimony reform will live or die in Governor Scott’s office.



From: J Pickens
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:05:02 AM

Governor Scott,

The Senate and House have both passed an Alimony reform bill that is fair.  The retroactive language that you
objected to has been removed.  Also, although the equal time sharing amendment was put on our bill, the language
was modified so as not to make it presumptive.  Our judges still have full discretion as to what they can do regarding
time sharing as well as a listing of guidelines incorporated in the proposed legislation.

We urge you to sign SB 668 to reform Florida's antiquated alimony laws.  Please help ensure no other families have
to go through this antiquated and painful process. 

Jason Pickens
270 W Cranes Circle
Altamonte Springs, Fl 32701
386-801-9490



From: J Pickens
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:00:09 PM

Governor Scott,

The Senate and House have both passed an Alimony reform bill that is fair.  The retroactive language that you
objected to has been removed.  Also, although the equal time sharing amendment was put on our bill, the language
was modified so as not to make it presumptive.  Our judges still have full discretion as to what they can do regarding
time sharing as well as a listing of guidelines incorporated in the proposed legislation.

We urge you to sign SB 668 to reform Florida's antiquated alimony laws.  Please help ensure no other families have
to go through this antiquated and painful process. 

Jason Pickens
270 W Cranes Circle
Altamonte Springs, Fl 32701
386-801-9490



From: Lancayle Ham
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 12:02:05 PM

From: Lancayle Ham <lanceham69@gmail.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33565

Phone Number: 8134789335

Message Body: I pay permanent alimony of 2538.00 per month, which is more than half of my income. To a ex wife
with a college degree that I paid for. She refuses to work and get married just because she doesn't want a reduction
in alimony. This is not good for our economy. It slows growth and reduces taxes. Please support SB 668.

Lancayle Ham
Farmer
1330 Hams farm RD
Plant city fl 33565
Lanceham69@gmail.com



From: Carol Brown
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 12:09:37 PM

"She said such findings could result in public court records on the intimate details of family life."

 Quote from Maria Gonzalez. What is problematic about disclosing dark, dirty secrets when it is placing children in
dangerous environmental and family situations? Really?

SIGN SB 668. The law is antiquated!
Dig deep my friends!

Sent from my iPhone



From: J Pickens
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 8:49:19 AM

Governor Scott,

The Senate and House have both passed an Alimony reform bill that is fair.  The retroactive language that you
objected to has been removed.  Also, although the equal time sharing amendment was put on our bill, the language
was modified so as not to make it presumptive.  Our judges still have full discretion as to what they can do regarding
time sharing as well as a listing of guidelines incorporated in the proposed legislation.

We urge you to sign SB 668 to reform Florida's antiquated alimony laws.  Please help ensure no other families have
to go through this antiquated and painful process. 

Jason Pickens
270 W Cranes Circle
Altamonte Springs, Fl 32701
386-801-9490



From: Sam
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 11:34:56 PM

From: Sam <sameckstroth@aol.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 34134

Phone Number: 2392879481

Message Body: Please lead us forward to true equality. !!!

Sign and make SB 668 into LAW

THANK YOU IN ADVANCE



From: J Pickens
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 11:28:18 AM

Governor Scott,

The Senate and House have both passed an Alimony reform bill that is fair.  The retroactive language that you
objected to has been removed.  Also, although the equal time sharing amendment was put on our bill, the language
was modified so as not to make it presumptive.  Our judges still have full discretion as to what they can do regarding
time sharing as well as a listing of guidelines incorporated in the proposed legislation.

We urge you to sign SB 668 to reform Florida's antiquated alimony laws.  Please help ensure no other families have
to go through this antiquated and painful process. 

Jason Pickens
270 W Cranes Circle
Altamonte Springs, Fl 32701
386-801-9490



From: J Pickens
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 11:28:14 AM

Governor Scott,

The Senate and House have both passed an Alimony reform bill that is fair.  The retroactive language that you
objected to has been removed.  Also, although the equal time sharing amendment was put on our bill, the language
was modified so as not to make it presumptive.  Our judges still have full discretion as to what they can do regarding
time sharing as well as a listing of guidelines incorporated in the proposed legislation.

We urge you to sign SB 668 to reform Florida's antiquated alimony laws.  Please help ensure no other families have
to go through this antiquated and painful process. 

Jason Pickens
270 W Cranes Circle
Altamonte Springs, Fl 32701
386-801-9490



From: Charlie Lawrence
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 10:45:42 AM

Governor Scott,

Please read this recent release by the national parents organization and sign SB668.

https://nationalparentsorganization.org/blog/22892-support-for-sb-668-running-3-1-over-
opposition

Charles Lawrence



From: J Pickens
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 4:37:48 PM

Governor Scott,

The Senate and House have both passed an Alimony reform bill that is fair.  The retroactive language that you
objected to has been removed.  Also, although the equal time sharing amendment was put on our bill, the language
was modified so as not to make it presumptive.  Our judges still have full discretion as to what they can do regarding
time sharing as well as a listing of guidelines incorporated in the proposed legislation.

We urge you to sign SB 668 to reform Florida's antiquated alimony laws.  Please help ensure no other families have
to go through this antiquated and painful process. 

Jason Pickens
270 W Cranes Circle
Altamonte Springs, Fl 32701
386-801-9490



From: J Pickens
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 5:44:49 PM

Governor Scott,

The Senate and House have both passed an Alimony reform bill that is fair.  The retroactive language that you
objected to has been removed.  Also, although the equal time sharing amendment was put on our bill, the language
was modified so as not to make it presumptive.  Our judges still have full discretion as to what they can do regarding
time sharing as well as a listing of guidelines incorporated in the proposed legislation.

We urge you to sign SB 668 to reform Florida's antiquated alimony laws.  Please help ensure no other families have
to go through this antiquated and painful process. 

Jason Pickens
270 W Cranes Circle
Altamonte Springs, Fl 32701
386-801-9490



From: Megan Lawrence
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:43:01 PM

From: Megan Lawrence <megs.lawrence@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32826

Phone Number: 6787568541

Message Body: Governor Scott,

Please, for families and permanent alimony payers sign SB 668.

Megan Lawrence
Orlando



From: Lisbety
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign The bill SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:09:43 AM

Governor
Sign the bill into law
We have to end the unfairness of the alimony law
Thanks

Sent from my iPhone



The family law reform bill makes alimony fair,

allows for a payer to retire, encourages dual

responsibility, is consistent with the modern family,

and sets a premise that both good parents should

share in parenting!!

SIGN SB 668!

SB668 is very pro-family, pro-women, pro-children.
Governor Scott - you will be very PROUD to sign this
bill!

Florida families are counting on you to deliver the
American Dream!

The Family Law Section helped write SB668 and that
their tactics to kill the bill due to greedy reasons are
wrong. 

Please do what's right. There can be no argument
against guidelines and justice.

Michael Berlowitz

From: Mike Berlowitz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign alimony reform SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:53:06 AM

Dear Governor Scott,







The family law reform bill makes alimony fair,

allows for a payer to retire, encourages dual

responsibility, is consistent with the modern family,

and sets a premise that both good parents should

share in parenting!!

SIGN SB 668!

SB668 is very pro-family, pro-women, pro-children.
Governor Scott - you will be very PROUD to sign this
bill!

Florida families are counting on you to deliver the
American Dream!

The Family Law Section helped write SB668 and that
their tactics to kill the bill due to greedy reasons are
wrong. 

Please do what's right. There can be no argument
against guidelines and justice.

Michael Berlowitz

From: Berlowitz, Michael
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign alimony reform SB668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:03:07 AM

Dear Governor Scott,







The family law reform bill makes alimony fair,

allows for a payer to retire, encourages dual

responsibility, is consistent with the modern family,

and sets a premise that both good parents should

share in parenting!!

SIGN SB 668!

SB668 is very pro-family, pro-women, pro-children.
Governor Scott - you will be very PROUD to sign this
bill!

Florida families are counting on you to deliver the
American Dream!

The Family Law Section helped write SB668 and that
their tactics to kill the bill due to greedy reasons are
wrong. 

Please do what's right. There can be no argument
against guidelines and justice.

Michael Berlowitz

From: Mike Berlowitz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign alimony reform SB668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:02:55 AM

Dear Governor Scott,







The family law reform bill makes alimony fair,

allows for a payer to retire, encourages dual

responsibility, is consistent with the modern family,

and sets a premise that both good parents should

share in parenting!!

SIGN SB 668!

SB668 is very pro-family, pro-women, pro-children.
Governor Scott - you will be very PROUD to sign this
bill!

Florida families are counting on you to deliver the
American Dream!

The Family Law Section helped write SB668 and that
their tactics to kill the bill due to greedy reasons are
wrong. 

Please do what's right. There can be no argument
against guidelines and justice.

Michael Berlowitz

From: Berlowitz, Michael
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign alimony reform SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:17:39 AM

Dear Governor Scott,







The family law reform bill makes alimony fair,

allows for a payer to retire, encourages dual

responsibility, is consistent with the modern family,

and sets a premise that both good parents should

share in parenting!!

SIGN SB 668!

SB668 is very pro-family, pro-women, pro-children.
Governor Scott - you will be very PROUD to sign this
bill!

Florida families are counting on you to deliver the
American Dream!

The Family Law Section helped write SB668 and that
their tactics to kill the bill due to greedy reasons are
wrong. 

Please do what's right. There can be no argument
against guidelines and justice.

Michael Berlowitz

From: Mike Berlowitz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign alimony reform SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:17:23 AM

Dear Governor Scott,







The family law reform bill makes alimony fair,

allows for a payer to retire, encourages dual

responsibility, is consistent with the modern family,

and sets a premise that both good parents should

share in parenting!!

SIGN SB 668!

SB668 is very pro-family, pro-women, pro-children.
Governor Scott - you will be very PROUD to sign this
bill!

Florida families are counting on you to deliver the
American Dream!

The Family Law Section helped write SB668 and that
their tactics to kill the bill due to greedy reasons are
wrong. 

Please do what's right. There can be no argument
against guidelines and justice.

Michael Berlowitz

From: Berlowitz, Michael
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign alimony reform SB668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 5:15:00 PM

Dear Governor Scott,







The family law reform bill makes alimony fair,

allows for a payer to retire, encourages dual

responsibility, is consistent with the modern family,

and sets a premise that both good parents should

share in parenting!!

SIGN SB 668!

SB668 is very pro-family, pro-women, pro-children.
Governor Scott - you will be very PROUD to sign this
bill!

Florida families are counting on you to deliver the
American Dream!

The Family Law Section helped write SB668 and that
their tactics to kill the bill due to greedy reasons are
wrong. 

Please do what's right. There can be no argument
against guidelines and justice.

Michael Berlowitz

From: Mike Berlowitz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign alimony reform SB668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 5:14:37 PM

Dear Governor Scott,







The family law reform bill makes alimony fair,

allows for a payer to retire, encourages dual

responsibility, is consistent with the modern family,

and sets a premise that both good parents should

share in parenting!!

SIGN SB 668!

SB668 is very pro-family, pro-women, pro-children.
Governor Scott - you will be very PROUD to sign this
bill!

Florida families are counting on you to deliver the
American Dream!

The Family Law Section helped write SB668 and that
their tactics to kill the bill due to greedy reasons are
wrong. 

Please do what's right. There can be no argument
against guidelines and justice.

Michael Berlowitz

From: Berlowitz, Michael
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign alimony reform SB668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 8:31:01 AM

Dear Governor Scott,







The family law reform bill makes alimony fair,

allows for a payer to retire, encourages dual

responsibility, is consistent with the modern family,

and sets a premise that both good parents should

share in parenting!!

SIGN SB 668!

SB668 is very pro-family, pro-women, pro-children.
Governor Scott - you will be very PROUD to sign this
bill!

Florida families are counting on you to deliver the
American Dream!

The Family Law Section helped write SB668 and that
their tactics to kill the bill due to greedy reasons are
wrong. 

Please do what's right. There can be no argument
against guidelines and justice.

Michael Berlowitz

From: Mike Berlowitz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign alimony reform SB668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 8:30:44 AM

Dear Governor Scott,







The family law reform bill makes alimony fair,

allows for a payer to retire, encourages dual

responsibility, is consistent with the modern family,

and sets a premise that both good parents should

share in parenting!!

SIGN SB 668!

SB668 is very pro-family, pro-women, pro-children.
Governor Scott - you will be very PROUD to sign this
bill!

Florida families are counting on you to deliver the
American Dream!

The Family Law Section helped write SB668 and that
their tactics to kill the bill due to greedy reasons are
wrong. 

Please do what's right. There can be no argument
against guidelines and justice.

Michael Berlowitz

From: Berlowitz, Michael
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign alimony reform SB668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 7:02:38 AM

Dear Governor Scott,







The family law reform bill makes alimony fair,

allows for a payer to retire, encourages dual

responsibility, is consistent with the modern family,

and sets a premise that both good parents should

share in parenting!!

SIGN SB 668!

SB668 is very pro-family, pro-women, pro-children.
Governor Scott - you will be very PROUD to sign this
bill!

Florida families are counting on you to deliver the
American Dream!

The Family Law Section helped write SB668 and that
their tactics to kill the bill due to greedy reasons are
wrong. 

Please do what's right. There can be no argument
against guidelines and justice.

Michael Berlowitz

From: Mike Berlowitz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign alimony reform SB668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 7:02:23 AM

Dear Governor Scott,







The family law reform bill makes alimony fair,

allows for a payer to retire, encourages dual

responsibility, is consistent with the modern family,

and sets a premise that both good parents should

share in parenting!!

SIGN SB 668!

SB668 is very pro-family, pro-women, pro-children.
Governor Scott - you will be very PROUD to sign this
bill!

Florida families are counting on you to deliver the
American Dream!

The Family Law Section helped write SB668 and that
their tactics to kill the bill due to greedy reasons are
wrong. 

Please do what's right. There can be no argument
against guidelines and justice.

Michael Berlowitz

From: Berlowitz, Michael
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign alimony reform SB668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 8:32:46 PM

Dear Governor Scott,







The family law reform bill makes alimony fair,

allows for a payer to retire, encourages dual

responsibility, is consistent with the modern family,

and sets a premise that both good parents should

share in parenting!!

SIGN SB 668!

SB668 is very pro-family, pro-women, pro-children.
Governor Scott - you will be very PROUD to sign this
bill!

Florida families are counting on you to deliver the
American Dream!

The Family Law Section helped write SB668 and that
their tactics to kill the bill due to greedy reasons are
wrong. 

Please do what's right. There can be no argument
against guidelines and justice.

Michael Berlowitz

From: Mike Berlowitz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign alimony reform SB668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 8:32:29 PM

Dear Governor Scott,







The family law reform bill makes alimony fair,

allows for a payer to retire, encourages dual

responsibility, is consistent with the modern family,

and sets a premise that both good parents should

share in parenting!!

SIGN SB 668!

SB668 is very pro-family, pro-women, pro-children.
Governor Scott - you will be very PROUD to sign this
bill!

Florida families are counting on you to deliver the
American Dream!

The Family Law Section helped write SB668 and that
their tactics to kill the bill due to greedy reasons are
wrong. 

Please do what's right. There can be no argument
against guidelines and justice.

Michael Berlowitz

From: Berlowitz, Michael
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign alimony reform SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:53:18 AM

Dear Governor Scott,







From: Charles Lawrence
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign and Support SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:41:56 PM

Governor Scott,

A premise is a starting point. Please sign SB 668. Time recently conducted an indepth research project and revealed time with
both parents after divorce is in the best interest of our children. See the report here: http://time.com/3836627/divorced-
parents-joint-custody/

Please sign SB 668 for our parents and children's best interest.

Charles Lawrence
Tampa



From: Mike Casin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign bill SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:01:42 AM

Honorable Gonevernor Scott
Please sign the bill SB 668 into law
We need to break with the old alimony law (anti-family law) we have in our state.
The Family Section of Florida Bar just want more litigations and more money for attorneys
leaving our families bleeding. Thats why is pushing hard for you veto!
Please sign the bill into law!

Thanks



From: Aytsa Espinosa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign bill SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:07:33 AM

Governor
Sign the bill into law
We have been needing this for so long
We have to end the unfair alimony law
When we you go to the courtroom the judge does depending on his mood!
Floridians have to follow
others State's pathway
Please sign the bill into law

Thanks
Sent from my iPhone



From: Sheron Anderson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign into law SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:37:40 PM

Please sign this bill into law

Thank you

Sheron Anderson
RPDS,LLC
GDIS
Marketing



From: Len Morelli
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign sb 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 7:43:28 PM

Sent from my iPhone



From: Len Morelli
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign sb 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 6:59:08 PM

Sent from my iPhone



From: Len Morelli
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign sb 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 6:58:04 PM

Sent from my iPhone



From: Len Morelli
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign sb 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 6:56:28 PM

Sent from my iPhone



From: Bill Nastasia
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign sb 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 4:52:19 PM

Please sign SB 668!

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE Droid



From: dpsarch
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign sb 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 7:17:10 AM

Please sign alimony reform into law by signing sb 668. It is the right thing to do. Please ignore
the Florida bar, they took all my retirement money in fees and don't have people's best interest
in mind but their own. We can't afford to pay them for eternity as required by permanent
alimony.
Thanks, Dan Sellers
Orlando, Fl

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G LTE Device



From: Kyle Sweatt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign sb 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 3:41:01 PM

Dear governor Scott I urge you to please sign this bill. I feel it will stop mothers from using their children as a
source of income and will make it easier for fathers like myself who only get to spend four nights a month with their
child and are good parents to finally be in their children's lives which is backed by scientific evidence to be
beneficial to the child. I'm pleading with you father to father sir please sign the bill. Thank you for your time and
God bless



From: Dennis Lohaus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign the Alimony Reform Bill SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:19:34 AM

From: Dennis Lohaus <dlohaus@bellsouth net>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32927

Phone Number: 321-720-9951

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
You have call for Republicans to rally  to support candidates that are trying to change the laws that are damaging
our state and federal government. Our state Republicans’ have voted and passed SB 668 to change the outdated
Alimony Laws in Florida.  Sure there are action groups trying to lobby you to veto this bill as they have the money
to influence your decision. Those of us that support the bill would love to accumulate a vast amount of money to
lobby your support to sign SB 668. Unfortunately, we pay a majority of our available money to an ex-wife while
leaving little to live on much less give to lobbyist.  But the one thing we do have is our voting power in coming
elections which we will use.
I personally pay permanent alimony to my ex which takes my entire monthly Social Security check  plus money
from my savings to meet the amount awarded 16 years ago. While my savings dwindle, she is employed with an $
60,000.00 income plus benefits. Not to mention she has a house and car that is paid off and nearly a million dollars
in retirement and savings from the divorce.
 I have numerous  family and friends that would not be able to support your office in the future if you allow the
Divorce Attorneys to convince you that lining their pockets is more important  than correcting horrible injustice of
lifelong alimony suffered by so many.  They will continue to win financially even with the bill passage.  You cannot
imagine how devastating it is to the payers family and their ability to survive in today’s world as they get older and
chance of employment diminish.  Supporting someone else for life just because a judge says so with no concern
towards the payer is criminal.  It is an additional punishment for staying in a  bad marriage for the kid sake until they
were collage age.  Thus leaving the payer with hardly nothing to live on or to help the kids.  My boys are now
poisoned against the idea of marriage as they witnessed what alimony  does to the payer.   Is this what we want for
Florida?  These professional bound kids will move out of Florida to no alimony states such as  Indiana or Texas 
before being married here. 
Permanent alimony is a cancer injected into the one that pays which eats at their motivation, health, financial
stability and sanity, thus leading to more often than not to a premature death sentence.  Even to the point where the
court orders life insurance policy which I must pay to make the ex more wealthy after my death.  Long term alimony
is not moral and a legal form of slavery, let’s fix it!
Thank you for your time and your support to correct our alimony injustice. This is my last chance to live like a free
human  in what should be my retirement years.
Dennis Lohaus (Republican)



From: Dennis Lohaus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign the Alimony Reform Bill SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 4:20:16 PM

Dear Govenor Scott, Subject: Support SB 668

I implore you to sign the Reform of our Alimony Laws as not all ex-wives are suffering as are the
payers of alimony.

I am a sixty one year old man that was married just one third of my life, divorced for 15 years and
required to continue support to my ex the remaining years I have left. My life since the divorce has
not been anything like the years during or prior to the marriage as the financial drain of alimony
payments from my dwindling savings has eliminated my chances for an extended life and certainly
not a comfortable one. After my working two jobs during the term of the marriage, in which she
refused work or get a degree, my ex was given a lump sum of over $ 500,000.00. Now I am
unemployed (from a 32 year job) with no insurance, failing health, and no chance to get a job, nor
credit/refinancing because of my high alimony payments. She on the other hand is employed with
full benefits and owns a paid off home/2 cars. The courts don’t see this as a problem for me. I
presently have to pay each month my entire unemployment check and $1,500.00 out what is left of
my savings. She, being 10 year younger, is living off me, while her income is over $ 50,000.00/yr. I
will be forced to live off the state or go to jail as my social security will not cover the alimony
payments and the savings is almost gone. I have earned the right to retire and not live in poverty
because of a blind law.

Lifetime alimony is just a form of extortion and monetary bounty with no consideration to the one
having to pay. Even after a lopsided distributions of marital assets towards the ex, the courts only
see numbers and formulas in determining a monthly payment amount and cannot distinguish
between what was accumulated before versus during the marriage. The privileged lifestyle (even if
extravagant) of the receiver in the courts eyes must stay consistent with no regards toward the one
that pays, his marital contributions/sacrifices, greatly diminished lifestyle, changing health conditions
and employment, diminishing financial situation and increasing age.

Permanent alimony is a cancer injected into the one that pays which eats at their motivation, health,
financial stability and sanity, thus leading to more often than not to a premature death sentence.
Even to the point where the court orders life insurance policy which I must pay to make the ex more
wealthy after my death. The courts have proven that they really don’t share a concern with treating
both parties equally /fairly or care about the long term results/effects of their judgments on the
bread earner that provided the family a very nice lifestyle during the marriage. Long term alimony is
not moral and a legal form of slavery, let’s fix it!

Thank you for your time and your support to correct our alimony injustice.

Dennis Lohaus



From: Dennis Lohaus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign the Alimony Reform Bill SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 11:12:17 AM

From: Dennis Lohaus <dlohaus@bellsouth net>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33974

Phone Number: 321-720-9951

Message Body: Like the woman in the coffee shop there are parasites living off the savings of Alimony payers who
have no interest in better themselves as long as their monthly check comes in. This is absolutely the case in
Permanent Alimony cases. My ex has never tried to get a free college degree during the 21 years of marriage nor in
the 15 years after the divorce! Nor did she ever try to get a job to help with the family expenses. Stop the welfare
mentality and support fellow Republicans in this rightful cause.



From: Aytsa Espinosa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign the SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 7:25:28 AM

Governor
Sign the bill into law
We have been needing this for so long
We have to end the unfair alimony law
When we you go to the courtroom the judge does depending on his mood!
Floridians have to follow
others State's path
Please sign the bill into law

Sent from my iPhone



From: Aytsa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign the bill SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 8:17:28 AM

From: Aytsa <aytsa@bellsouth net>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33186

Phone Number: 3052828082

Message Body: Governor
Sign the bill into law
We have been needing this for so long
We have to end the unfair alimony law
When we  go to the courtroom the judge does depending on his mood!
Floridians have to follow
 others State's pathway
Please sign the bill into law



From: Miguel Casin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign the bill SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 8:30:29 AM

Governor
Sign the bill SB into law
The Family section of Florida Bar is trying to keep the litigation between parties, more money
for hungry litigating attorneys. This law will reduce that! This law will end with the permanent
alimony life sentence. This law will force people to work more. Will give equal timesharing
evaluation
This law will end with the unfairness of our family law system
Please sign the bill

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone



From: Mike Casin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign the bill SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:44:54 AM

Governor
Sign the bill SB 668
There is not reason to do otherwise
Florida Bar asociation just want more money for litigation thats all. It's so clear!
You are here to stand for your people, to defend what is right
Sign the Bill
Leave your name in Florida history as a Governor who fought for the justice of Florida's
Families.



From: pilar ortega
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign the bill SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:36:36 PM

Governor.

Please sign the bill SB 668 into law
The Family Bar just promote litigation and more money for the attorneys.they dont think in
Florida people
You work to defend our people
Please sign the bill into law

Thanks

Pilar

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android



From: Miguel Casin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign the bill SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:48:21 AM

Governor Scott--Please do the right thing for Florida families----sign SB668 into law now!!!

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone



From: Mike Casin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign the bill SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 7:52:51 AM

This is the people will
The people that voted for you
Sign the bill into law and finish with the permanent alimony. A life sentence for been married
with someone who take advantage of the law system
The disfuntional family law in Florida
Lets cure the Family law system
Sign this bill into law



From: Aytsa Espinosa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign the bill SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 6:49:31 AM

Governor
Sign this amazing bill into law and put an end to a law of the 1800's
Fix our Family law System

Sent from my iPhone



From: Miguel Casin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign the bill SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 6:16:31 AM

Governor
Sign the bill SB 668
Give to Floridians the opportunity to have a fair Family law ending with the permanent
alimony!
Defend your people, the people who put you there.
Now is time to payback and stand for our families and our children
Florida Bar just want money, more litigation, more blood sucked by litigating attorneys
leaving our people with no money.
Sign the bill SB 668 into Law

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone



From: Lisbety
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign the bill SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 12:28:22 PM

Governor
Sign SB 668 into law
Permanent alinony has to end
Time with our children is crucial
Please sign it into law

Sent from my iPhone



From: Aytsa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign the bill SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 11:53:59 AM

From: Aytsa <aytsa@bellsouth net>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33186

Phone Number: 3052828082

Message Body: Lets put order in our courtrooms
Lets finish with the unfairness of our family law system
Please sign the bill SB 668 into law and end the nigthmare that our people are living



From: Miguel Casin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign the bill SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 11:25:50 AM

Governor Scott
The Family Section of Florida Bar is pushing for your veto for economic reasons. They just
want more money for the attorneys while our people suffer. The time sharing is so clear.
Judges will always got the chance to deviate it if they consider it.The permanent alimony has
to end
This is a crucial moment in our live as Floridan.
Please sign this bill into law

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone



From: pilar ortega
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign the bill SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 4:41:53 PM

Is time to end with the unfairness of our Family law system
Sign this bill into law
That is what Florida wants.
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android



From: Aytsa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign the bill SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 8:45:09 AM

From: Aytsa <aytsa@bellsouth net>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33186

Phone Number: 3052828082

Message Body: Governor
Sign the bill SB 668
There is not reason to do otherwise
Florida Bar asociation just want more money for litigation thats all. It's so clear!
You are here to stand for your people, to defend what is right
Sign the Bill
Leave your name in Florida history as a Governor who fought for the justice of Florida's Families.



From: quirudys thomas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Sign the bill SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 3:30:08 PM

Governor
Sign this amazing bill into law and finish with a law of the 1800's
Families and children need it!
Sign this bill into law

Sent from my iPhone



From: Herrera Keehn, Georgina
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Subject: SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:31:08 AM
Attachments: image003.png

Governor Scott,
I AM RESPECTFULLY ASKING THAT YOU SUPPORT ALIMONY REFORM AND SIGN SB
668 INTO LAW.
Thank you and Have a Terrific Tuesday!
Georgina Herrera
Accounts Payable Specialist
Tampa General Hospital
606 W Kennedy Blvd
Tampa, FL 33606
813-844-3955
gherrera@tgh.org

Unless otherwise indicated or obvious from the nature of the transmittal, the information
contained in this message is privileged and/or confidential information intended solely for the
use of the addressee. The information contained herein is protected by Federal and State laws.
If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsible
to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any unauthorized
distribution, copying, review or printing of such information is strictly prohibited and may be
unlawful. If you have received this communication in error, please advise the sender by reply
e-mail and then delete the message and any attachments. Also notify Tampa General
Hospital’s Security Officer at cso@tgh.org.





From: Tyler Hartman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support & Sign SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:09:53 PM

From: Tyler Hartman <tylerhartman713@gmail.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33713

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please support SB 668. We need to have fairness in our courtrooms. Thank you, Tyler



From: Brent Lohaus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support Alimony Reform
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 5:04:02 PM

GOVERNOR SCOTT,

I RESPECTFULLY ASK THAT YOU SUPPORT ALIMONY REFORM AND SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.

THANKS,

-- Brent Lohaus

Sent from my iPhone



From: Ken Williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support Alimony Reform Sign SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 2:31:48 PM

Governor Scott,

Lifetime Alimony for an eleven year marriage to a RN is unjust. That is what our
Judge awarded my ex wife. The current Alimony Laws create a divide between
divorcing spouses that keep Familes from moving forward and healing. The
children of divorce in our State of Florida suffer from unjust judgements awarded
by the courts and create a turbulent family atmosphere. Just like Permanent
Alimony these unjust judgements inhibit the ability for families to move forward
in a healthy environment. Almost a decade later my kids have not seen their
mother and father speak on good terms. 

The overwhelming majority of the people in Our Great State of Florida support
SB668 as reflected by the Florida House and Senate vote on this matter. Please
support the people's voice and not that of Special Interest groups currently
lobbing you for their own best interest.

Respectfully, 

Ken Williams 
954-612-2892

Ken Williams
Sent from my iPhone



From: Ken Williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support Alimony Reform Sign SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 3:35:48 PM

Governor Scott,

Lifetime Alimony for an eleven year marriage to a RN is unjust. That is what our
Judge awarded my ex wife. The current Alimony Laws create a divide between
divorcing spouses that keep Familes from moving forward and healing. The
children of divorce in our State of Florida suffer from unjust judgements awarded
by the courts and create a turbulent family atmosphere. Just like Permanent
Alimony these unjust judgements inhibit the ability for families to move forward
in a healthy environment. Almost a decade later my kids have not seen their
mother and father speak on good terms. 

The overwhelming majority of the people in Our Great State of Florida support
SB668 as reflected by the Florida House and Senate vote on this matter. Please
support the people's voice and not that of Special Interest groups currently
lobbing you for their own best interest.

Respectfully, 

Ken Williams 
954-612-2892

Ken Williams
Sent from my iPhone



From: Concerned Citizen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support SB 668 - The majority want this reform
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:23:18 PM

Governor Scott

10 - 1 in support. 2/3 majority in both House. See the photos attached from today's rally. Time
to sign the bill. Alimony Reform is now aligned with the Father's Movement. You can't hide
from this. Your best best - take no action. Let the will of the people prevail.

Concerned Citizens for Alimony Reform
Florida



From: Concerned Citizen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support SB 668 - The majority want this reform
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:23:23 PM

Governor Scott

10 - 1 in support. 2/3 majority in both House. See the photos attached from today's rally. Time
to sign the bill. Alimony Reform is now aligned with the Father's Movement. You can't hide
from this. Your best best - take no action. Let the will of the people prevail.

Concerned Citizens for Alimony Reform
Florida



From: john.d.fromularo@wellsfargoadvisors.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support SB 668 Please sign the bill!!
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 10:51:35 AM

Dear Governor Scott,
Please support passage of alimony reform and SB 668. I want fairness for all concerned in a divorce
and believe that this bill will move us closer to a fair settlement for all involved.
I am a retired US Marine Corps veteran and met you when you gave me the Florida state medal for
my service. I appreciate all you do for your citizens and veterans.
My former spouse is also a retired veteran has her own pension and is a college graduate yet I have
to pay her $2000 month for life. Child support is not an issue and never was a factor. I am 64 years
old and want to retire someday but I can’t afford to do that while I’m making these payments. Please
help bring fairness to this process.
Please do one more thing for us alimony payors and veterans and sign this bill when it reaches your
office.
Sincerely,
John D. Fromularo
Major USMC (retired)

Click on my business card and its tabs to learn more.

Thank you,

John D. Fromularo, CFP®

First Vice President - Investment Officer

Wells Fargo Advisors, LLC | 501 Commendencia Street, Suite 2 | Pensacola, FL 32502



Tel 850-439-4052 | Toll-free 866-715-4793 | Fax 850-439-0388

john.d.fromularo@wfadvisors.com | http://www.jfromularo.wfadv.com

To unsubscribe from marketing e-mails from:
       • An individual Wells Fargo Advisors financial advisor: Reply to one of his/her e-mails and type “Unsubscribe” in the subject line.
       • Wells Fargo and its affiliates: Unsubscribe at https://www.wellsfargoadvisors.com/wellsfargo-unsubscribe

Neither of these actions will affect delivery of important service messages regarding your accounts that we may need to send you or 
preferences you may have previously set for other e-mail services.

For additional information regarding our electronic communication policies, visit http://wellsfargoadvisors.com/disclosures/email-
disclosure.html.

Wells Fargo Advisors, LLC is a registered broker-dealer and separate nonbank affiliate of Wells Fargo & Company, Member 
FINRA/SIPC. 1 North Jefferson, St. Louis, MO 63103.

This email may be an advertisement or solicitation for products and services.



From: Charles Lawrence
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support SB 668 Today
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 9:07:12 PM

Governor Scott,

Mothers and Fathers deserve to be in their children's lives and though of as equal in the eyes of the courts. Though there are
parenting plans that are a part of family court this is simply being ignored by judges and lawyers. The family law section will
lead you to believe that everything is ok, but this simply is not the case - I encourage you to check out their Facebook page
and the hundreds of comments from parents who have been treated unfairly by the courts and over zealous lawyers. The
legislature is making it clearer to the courts that parents divorcing should enter the court on equal footing - with exceptions tha
might change this.

It is also time for alimony reform and the family law section fully supports the alimony guidelines in this bill.

Please sign this bill into law for the sake of our children and parents and get the lawyers out of the process. Stop the raiding of
life savings to legal fees.

Charlie Lawrence
Tampa, Florida



From: C Lawrence
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support SB 668 it is PRO Family
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 9:05:44 PM

Governor Scott,

Do not be swayed to think that presumption is the same thing as a premise. As you know it's used many times in the legal
profession and they're not the same thing. In fact, it is also used in family law and by the very lawyers who are lobbying you
to go against the bill. But judges have an discretion they will always have final say. The premise is a starting point, and
assumption. It is not a presumption. Take a look at a recent article relative to the changes the legislature made to this bill.

"But during the final weeks of this year's session, Lee and Workman reached a compromise that did away with a proposed
legal presumption that children would spend their time equally between both parents. Instead, judges would "begin with the
premise that a minor child should spend approximately equal amounts of time with each parent" before considering other
factors."

I ask that you sign SB 668.

Charles Lawrence
Tampa



From: Gbcoe504
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support SB 668!
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 2:53:40 PM

Dear Gov. Scott,

I'm writing to ask for your support for alimony reform in Florida by signing SB 668.
This bill will greatly reduce litigation, help to protect a family's assets and provide a
level playing field to father's desiring to be a part of their children's lives.

I've been through a divorce where my ex-wife restricted my access to my sons. My
choice was to try and make the best of it or use the courts to force access. My boys
were in their last years of high school so I chose to not have those years diminished
by the inevitable conflict of a court battle. Other fathers with younger children face a
much different calculus and I feel their pain.

The people of the state have expressed their desires through their elected
representatives, not once but twice. It's time for your office to recognizer this and sign
this bill.

Respectfully,
Geoffrey Coe
Jacksonville, Fl



From: Gbcoe504
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support SB 668!
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 9:06:59 AM

Dear Gov. Scott,

Now that this bill has been presented to you for your signature I ask that you heed the
will of the people of our state and sign this. As you know this reform effort has been
twice sent to your desk. We desperately need a framework of fairness and
predictability to the painful process of divorce.

Over 80,000 families go through this every year. This is a staggering number and
there is plenty of evidence that the current system is not working. The cumulative
numbers are even more astounding. The costs to Florida families in money and
emotional turmoil are mounting every day that this languishes.

Thank you for your support of this bill.

Respectfully,

Geoffrey Coe
Jacksonville



From: Charles Lawrence
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 9:09:00 PM

Governor Rick Scott. 
1. The bill codifies existing law on retirement and clarifies a change in circumstances for modifying
alimony. It does not change existing contracts. And a judge still has discretion to make
timesharing decisions based on the best interest of the child. Those who say the bill is retroactive
simply are wrong. 
2. People need to be able to move on after divorce. This Bill helps with the healing process. 
3. Judges need to start off with the premise that both parents are on equal footing as it relates to
divorces with children. This is not a presumption but a starting point. 
4. The thought that both parties in today's society cannot be equal is despicable. Alimony should
only be used to bridge the gap to allow both parties the opportunity to be able to be successful. 
5. There should be no expectation that post-divorce the lifestyle lived together should be
maintained. It is impossible for this to be fair to the paying party. 
6. This bill will end the gamesmanship used by the receiving party and their counsel to keep
alimony continuing and help to reduce the cost of divorce by placing set outcomes as a starting
point.

Charles Lawrence

Tampa



From: Janey Calloway
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:26:08 PM

From: Janey Calloway <janeycalloway@outlook.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33601

Phone Number:

Message Body: Thank you Governor for your service. I'm asking for you to sign SB 668. Florida's families need
your leadership at this time. Families are destroyed under current conditions by greedy lawyers, DO NO let them
continue to chip away at our families. Thank you taking the time to read this, Janey Callway



From: Nannette Cobb
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 1:57:59 PM

Dear Governor,
Asking for your support in SB 668, the voice of the people must be heard. We urge you to do
what's best for Florida's Families. I'm a voter and I voted for you twice, please don't let us
down. Thank you, Nannette & Mark Cobb



From: Rick Kirk
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:35:34 AM

RESPECTFULLY ASK THAT SUPPORT ALIMONY REFORM AND SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW.

Frederick Kirk
Riverview, Fl
Hillsborough County



From: Henry Haddock
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:28:34 AM

PLEASE support SB 668.

Having been a permanent alimony payer to a perfectly healthy and college educated ex-spouse 
for approximately 15 years, I am more qualified than anyone who may parade through your 
office as an "expert" on what is best for Florida families. Current alimony and child parenting 
statutes are not appropriate or supportable by any objective measure.

Permanent alimony is a powerful financial incentive for an ex-spouse to never re-marry and to 
consciously remain "under-employed".

Child alienation routinely occurs because no one cares if it happens.

This bill will bring equity to the unfortunate reality that is divorce. It will lower the costs of 
divorce to Florida taxpayers. It will benefit children and parent - child relationships. It will put 
Floridians back to work. It will stop indiscriminate income re-distribution.

Please do what is right for Florida families, and pass SB 668.

Thank you.

Henry D. Haddock
President
CRE Solutions & Analytics, LLC
Lic. Real Estate Broker
P.O. Box 783305
Winter Garden, FL 34778
407.443.1116
www.crenav.com
henry@crenav.com



From: Bruce Baker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:19:25 AM

From: Bruce Baker <gonolesbab@yahoo.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33176

Phone Number: 305-992-3574

Message Body: Please sign SB668 into law and help Florida Families. The Trial Lawyers love the litigation
necessary under the current system. SB668 will reduce litigation, provide Judges with better guidelines, and reduce
friction between families. The Alimony reform group supported you in the last election, the Trial Bar supported
Charlie Crist, a lawyer who wanted to keep the system like it is. Please help all those who have helped you in the
past. Thanks



From: Jessie weiner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 8:32:06 PM

From: Jessie weiner <jessntrin@yahoo.com>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 34653

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please support and sign into law SB 668



From: Jessie Weiner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 7:33:42 PM

From: Jessie Weiner <jessntrin@yahoo.com>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 34653

Phone Number: 7276452648

Message Body: Please sign this bill into law and give equality to Florida's children



From: john.d.fromularo@wellsfargoadvisors.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 3:04:12 PM

Dear Gov. Scott, please sign SB 668. This bill will help to reduce litigation, put some strong guidelines
on outcomes of divorce for individuals and create a better atmosphere for the children of divorce.
Sincerely,

Click on my business card and its tabs to learn more.

Thank you,

John D. Fromularo, CFP®

First Vice President - Investment Officer

Wells Fargo Advisors, LLC | 501 Commendencia Street, Suite 2 | Pensacola, FL 32502
Tel 850-439-4052 | Toll-free 866-715-4793 | Fax 850-439-0388

john.d.fromularo@wfadvisors.com | http://www.jfromularo.wfadv.com

To unsubscribe from marketing e-mails from:
       • An individual Wells Fargo Advisors financial advisor: Reply to one of his/her e-mails and type “Unsubscribe” in the subject line.
       • Wells Fargo and its affiliates: Unsubscribe at https://www.wellsfargoadvisors.com/wellsfargo-unsubscribe

Neither of these actions will affect delivery of important service messages regarding your accounts that we may need to send you or 
preferences you may have previously set for other e-mail services.

For additional information regarding our electronic communication policies, visit http://wellsfargoadvisors.com/disclosures/email-
disclosure.html.



Wells Fargo Advisors, LLC is a registered broker-dealer and separate nonbank affiliate of Wells Fargo & Company, Member 
FINRA/SIPC. 1 North Jefferson, St. Louis, MO 63103.

This email may be an advertisement or solicitation for products and services.



From: Pedro Fierro
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 1:39:54 PM

From: Pedro Fierro <pfierro@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33624

Phone Number:

Message Body: I would like to request that Governor Scott signs SB 668 into law. Having gone through a divorce
after moving into Florida, I discovered that we were trapped in a system that didn't recognize the respective
contributions of both parties and penalized both parties by extended, almost attorney self serving process, that
represented a tremendous financial burden at a time that was emotionally trying. The new legislation may not be
helpful to my current situation however it is a small step in the right direction and will help those that will follow us.
Thank you and I hope to have your support and signature in advancing this important matter.



From: John Fromularo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 10:50:31 AM

From: John Fromularo <jfromularo@gmail.com>

County: Escambia

Zip Code: 32502

Phone Number: 8509821910

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

Please support passage of alimony reform and SB 668.  I want fairness for all concerned in a divorce and believe
that this bill will move us closer to a fair settlement for all involved.

I am a retired US Marine Corps veteran and met you when you gave me the Florida state medal for my service.  I
appreciate all you do for your citizens and veterans.

My former spouse is also a retired veteran has her own pension and is a college graduate yet I have to pay her $2000
month for life.  Child support is not an issue and never was a factor.  I am 64 years old and want to retire someday
but I can’t afford to do that while I’m making these payments. Please help bring fairness to this process.

Please do one more thing for us alimony payors and veterans and sign this bill when it reaches your office.

Sincerely,

John D. Fromularo
MajorUSMC (retired)



From: Henry Haddock
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:32:00 AM

PLEASE SUPPORT SB 668

Henry Haddock
14158 Hampshire Bay Circle
Winter Garden, FL  34787



From: AA
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:01:04 PM

Please sign SB 668 into law.

Thank you,

A Margolles

Sent from my iPhone



From: Matt Yauslin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:49:48 PM

From: Matt Yauslin <matthew.yauslin@gmail.com>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34202

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
I'm asking for your support on SB 668. Don't let special interest buy your vote. Stand with your voters and tell the
family law section No on a veto. PLEASE support SB 668. Kindest regards, Matt



From: C Lawrence
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:25:00 PM

Governor Scott,

The family law section has now spent over $200,000 in an attempt to thwart the family law reform bill, one in which they
helped co-author the alimony portion of. That is a lot of money to spend to attempt to stop something - reason? Passage of this
will reduce litigation and fighting between parents and it is in the Section's best interest to try to stop this. A no point does the
Judge give up judicial discretion and this bill was changed to a premise (starting point) which is also used in another part of
family law as a starting point. The word presumption shows ups over 20 times in current family law and each time is it an
ending point that must be overcome.

Sign SB668 now that you have it for Florida's families. It is a good bill and needed change in family law.

Charlie Lawrence
Tampa



From: Timothy Weiner
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support SB 678
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 7:34:23 PM

Please sign SB 668 into law and give equality to Florida's children
Sent from my iPhone



From: Charles Lawrence
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support SB668 Sign it Today
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 9:04:08 PM

Governor Scott,

The current bill SB668 allows judges full discretion. This includes deciding what is in the best interest of the child. This also
includes suppressing any information about the case they decide to suppress due to a minor being involved. This is
EXACTLY what happens now if a custody case makes it to family court. The goal is to keep the cases from going to this level
so that FAMILIES can heal. The Family Law Section does not want this to occur as it will mean less legal fees.

Sign SB 668 please.

Charlie Lawrence
Tampa



From: C Lawrence
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:42:09 PM

Governor Scott,

A premise is a starting point. Please sign SB 668. Time recently conducted an indepth research project and revealed time with
both parents after divorce is in the best interest of our children. See the report here: http://time.com/3836627/divorced-
parents-joint-custody/

Please sign SB 668 for our parents and children's best interest.

Charles Lawrence
Tampa



From: Charlie Lawrence
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support SB668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 10:46:13 AM

Governor Scott,

Please read this recent release by the national parents organization and sign SB668.

https://nationalparentsorganization.org/blog/22892-support-for-sb-668-running-3-1-over-
opposition

Charles Lawrence



From: Nicolette Arecco
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support and Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:39:02 PM

From: Nicolette Arecco <nicolettearecco@gmail.com>

County: Manatee

Zip Code: 34201

Phone Number:

Message Body: I'm a new voter and this is my first election and I'm  happy to support Trump. I'm asking you to sign
SB 668, because my mother has been paying Alimony to my dad for 12 years and my dad can work but doesn't want
to lose his money. I have no money for school because my mom gives it all to my dad. It has hurt our family, if my
mom would have an end date then my dad would go to work. Please sign the bill 668. Thanks, Nicolette Arecco



From: Charles Lawrence
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support and Sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:25:57 PM

Governor Scott,

Please read this recent release by the national parents organization and sign SB668.

https://nationalparentsorganization.org/blog/22892-support-for-sb-668-running-3-1-over-opposition

Charles Lawrence



From: Chris Tejas
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support and Sign SB668 - Alimony Reform
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 10:23:39 PM

From: Chris Tejas <christejas@knights.edu>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32826

Phone Number:

Message Body: Governor Scott,

Sign Sb 668.  It is time for reform.

Chris Tejas
Orlando



From: Ruth Ely
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support and sign SB 668!
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 12:59:26 PM
Importance: High

Dear Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign the SB 668 Alimony Reform. Consistency in our Alimony laws is a must, like
we do in child support cases. There are too many families getting torn apart by these out dated laws.
Please SUPPORT & SIGN SB 668!
Thank you!
Best regards,
Ruth Ely
MFP Seals Inc.
Tampa, FL.
P: 813-884-6777
ruth.ely@mfpseals.com



From: Ruth Ely
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support and sign SB 668!
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 8:02:57 AM

Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign the SB 668 Alimony Reform. Consistency in our Alimony laws is a must, like
we do in child support cases. There are too many families getting torn apart by these out dated laws.
Please SUPPORT & SIGN SB 668!
Thank you!
Best regards,
Ruth Ely
MFP Seals Inc.
Tampa, FL.
P: 813-884-6777
ruth.ely@mfpseals.com



From: Ruth Ely
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support and sign SB 668!
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 4:55:38 PM

Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign the SB 668 Alimony Reform. Consistency in our Alimony laws is a must, like
we do in child support cases. There are too many families getting torn apart by these out dated laws.
Please SUPPORT & SIGN SB 668!
Thank you!
Best regards,
Ruth Ely
MFP Seals Inc.
Tampa, FL.
P: 813-884-6777
ruth.ely@mfpseals.com



From: Ruth Ely
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support and sign SB 668!
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 3:51:03 PM
Importance: High

Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign the SB 668 Alimony Reform. Consistency in our Alimony laws is a must, like
we do in child support cases. There are too many families getting torn apart by these out dated laws.
Please SUPPORT & SIGN SB 668!
Thank you!
Best regards,
Ruth Ely
MFP Seals Inc.
Tampa, FL.
P: 813-884-6777
ruth.ely@mfpseals.com



From: Ruth Ely
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support and sign SB 668!
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 3:01:01 PM
Importance: High

Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign the SB 668 Alimony Reform. Consistency in our Alimony laws is a must, like
we do in child support cases. There are too many families getting torn apart by these out dated laws.
Please SUPPORT & SIGN SB 668!
Thank you!
Best regards,
Ruth Ely
MFP Seals Inc.
Tampa, FL.
P: 813-884-6777
ruth.ely@mfpseals.com



From: Ruth Ely
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support and sign SB 668!
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 9:35:35 AM
Importance: High

Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign the SB 668 Alimony Reform. Consistency in our Alimony laws is a must, like
we do in child support cases. There are too many families getting torn apart by these out dated laws.
Please SUPPORT & SIGN SB 668!
Thank you!
Best regards,
Ruth Ely
MFP Seals Inc.
Tampa, FL.
P: 813-884-6777
ruth.ely@mfpseals.com



From: Ruth Ely
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support and sign SB 668!
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 8:22:00 AM

Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign the SB 668 Alimony Reform. Consistency in our Alimony laws is a must, like
we do in child support cases. There are too many families getting torn apart by these out dated laws.
Please SUPPORT & SIGN SB 668!
Thank you!
Best regards,
Ruth Ely
MFP Seals Inc.
Tampa, FL.
P: 813-884-6777
ruth.ely@mfpseals.com



From: Ruth Ely
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support and sign SB 668!
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 3:44:07 PM
Importance: High

Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign the SB 668 Alimony Reform. Consistency in our Alimony laws is a must, like
we do in child support cases. There are too many families getting torn apart by these out dated laws.
Please SUPPORT & SIGN SB 668!
Thank you!
Best regards,
Ruth Ely
MFP Seals Inc.
Tampa, FL.
P: 813-884-6777
ruth.ely@mfpseals.com



From: Ruth Ely
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support and sign SB 668!
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 1:50:16 PM
Importance: High

Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign the SB 668 Alimony Reform. Consistency in our Alimony laws is a must, like
we do in child support cases. There are too many families getting torn apart by these out dated laws.
Please SUPPORT & SIGN SB 668!
Thank you!
Best regards,
Ruth Ely
MFP Seals Inc.
Tampa, FL.
P: 813-884-6777
ruth.ely@mfpseals.com



From: Ruth Ely
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support and sign SB 668!
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 1:07:27 PM
Importance: High

Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign the SB 668 Alimony Reform. Consistency in our Alimony laws is a must, like
we do in child support cases. There are too many families getting torn apart by these out dated laws.
Please SUPPORT & SIGN SB 668!
Thank you!
Best regards,
Ruth Ely
MFP Seals Inc.
Tampa, FL.
P: 813-884-6777
ruth.ely@mfpseals.com



From: Ruth Ely
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support and sign SB 668!
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 11:09:00 AM
Importance: High

Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign the SB 668 Alimony Reform. Consistency in our Alimony laws is a must, like
we do in child support cases. There are too many families getting torn apart by these out dated laws.
Please SUPPORT & SIGN SB 668!
Thank you!
Best regards,
Ruth Ely
MFP Seals Inc.
Tampa, FL.
P: 813-884-6777
ruth.ely@mfpseals.com



From: Ruth Ely
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support and sign SB 668!
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:42:56 AM
Importance: High

Dear Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign the SB 668 Alimony Reform. Consistency in our Alimony laws is a must, like
we do in child support cases. There are too many families getting torn apart by these out dated laws.
Please SUPPORT & SIGN SB 668!
Thank you!
Best regards,
Ruth Ely
MFP Seals Inc.
Tampa, FL.
P: 813-884-6777
ruth.ely@mfpseals.com



From: Ruth Ely
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support and sign SB 668!
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 10:21:59 AM
Importance: High

Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign the SB 668 Alimony Reform. Consistency in our Alimony laws is a must, like
we do in child support cases. There are too many families getting torn apart by these out dated laws.
Please SUPPORT & SIGN SB 668!
Thank you!
Best regards,
Ruth Ely
MFP Seals Inc.
Tampa, FL.
P: 813-884-6777
ruth.ely@mfpseals.com



From: Ruth Ely
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support and sign SB 668!
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:54:43 AM
Importance: High

Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign the SB 668 Alimony Reform. Consistency in our Alimony laws is a must, like
we do in child support cases. There are too many families getting torn apart by these out dated laws.
Please SUPPORT & SIGN SB 668!
Thank you!
Best regards,
Ruth Ely
MFP Seals Inc.
Tampa, FL.
P: 813-884-6777
ruth.ely@mfpseals.com



From: Ruth Ely
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support and sign SB 668!
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:39:13 PM

Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign the SB 668 Alimony Reform. Consistency in our Alimony laws is a must, like
we do in child support cases. There are too many families getting torn apart by these out dated laws.
Please SUPPORT & SIGN SB 668!
Thank you!
Best regards,
Ruth Ely
MFP Seals Inc.
Tampa, FL.
P: 813-884-6777
ruth.ely@mfpseals.com



From: Ruth Ely
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support and sign SB 668!
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:37:19 PM
Importance: High

Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign the SB 668 Alimony Reform. Consistency in our Alimony laws is a must, like
we do in child support cases. There are too many families getting torn apart by these out dated laws.
Please SUPPORT & SIGN SB 668!
Thank you!
Best regards,
Ruth Ely
MFP Seals Inc.
Tampa, FL.
P: 813-884-6777
ruth.ely@mfpseals.com



From: Ruth Ely
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support and sign SB 668!
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:00:39 AM

Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign the SB 668 Alimony Reform. Consistency in our Alimony laws is a must, like
we do in child support cases. There are too many families getting torn apart by these out dated laws.
Please SUPPORT & SIGN SB 668!
Thank you!
Best regards,
Ruth Ely
MFP Seals Inc.
Tampa, FL.
P: 813-884-6777
ruth.ely@mfpseals.com



From: Ruth Ely
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support and sign SB 668!
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:18:37 AM

Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign the SB 668 Alimony Reform. Consistency in our Alimony laws is a must, like
we do in child support cases. There are too many families getting torn apart by these out dated laws.
Please SUPPORT & SIGN SB 668!
Thank you!
Best regards,
Ruth Ely
MFP Seals Inc.
Tampa, FL.
P: 813-884-6777
ruth.ely@mfpseals.com



From: Ruth Ely
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support and sign SB 668!
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:21:11 AM

Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign the SB 668 Alimony Reform. Consistency in our Alimony laws is a must, like
we do in child support cases. There are too many families getting torn apart by these out dated laws.
Please SUPPORT & SIGN SB 668!
Thank you!
Best regards,
Ruth Ely
MFP Seals Inc.
Tampa, FL.
P: 813-884-6777
ruth.ely@mfpseals.com



From: Ruth Ely
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support and sign SB 668!
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 1:48:32 PM
Importance: High

Dear Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign the SB 668 Alimony Reform. Consistency in our Alimony laws is a must, like
we do in child support cases. There are too many families getting torn apart by these out dated laws.
Please SUPPORT & SIGN SB 668!
Thank you!
Best regards,
Ruth Ely
MFP Seals Inc.
Tampa, FL.
P: 813-884-6777
ruth.ely@mfpseals.com



From: Ruth Ely
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support and sign SB 668!
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 12:25:20 PM
Importance: High

Dear Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign the SB 668 Alimony Reform. Consistency in our Alimony laws is a must, like
we do in child support cases. There are too many families getting torn apart by these out dated laws.
Please SUPPORT & SIGN SB 668!
Thank you!
Best regards,
Ruth Ely
MFP Seals Inc.
Tampa, FL.
P: 813-884-6777
ruth.ely@mfpseals.com



From: Ruth Ely
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support and sign SB 668!
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 10:25:22 AM
Importance: High

Dear Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign the SB 668 Alimony Reform. Consistency in our Alimony laws is a must, like
we do in child support cases. There are too many families getting torn apart by these out dated laws.
Please SUPPORT & SIGN SB 668!
Thank you!
Best regards,
Ruth Ely
MFP Seals Inc.
Tampa, FL.
P: 813-884-6777
ruth.ely@mfpseals.com



From: Ruth Ely
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support and sign SB 668!
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 8:13:04 AM
Importance: High

Dear Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign the SB 668 Alimony Reform. Consistency in our Alimony laws is a must, like
we do in child support cases. There are too many families getting torn apart by these out dated laws.
Please SUPPORT & SIGN SB 668!
Thank you!
Best regards,
Ruth Ely
MFP Seals Inc.
Tampa, FL.
P: 813-884-6777
ruth.ely@mfpseals.com



From: Ruth Ely
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support and sign SB 668!
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 3:13:44 PM
Importance: High

Dear Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign the SB 668 Alimony Reform. Consistency in our Alimony laws is a must, like
we do in child support cases. There are too many families getting torn apart by these out dated laws.
Please SUPPORT & SIGN SB 668!
Thank you!
Best regards,
Ruth Ely
MFP Seals Inc.
Tampa, FL.
P: 813-884-6777
ruth.ely@mfpseals.com



From: Ruth Ely
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support and sign SB 668!
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 1:27:24 PM
Importance: High

Dear Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign the SB 668 Alimony Reform. Consistency in our Alimony laws is a must, like
we do in child support cases. There are too many families getting torn apart by these out dated laws.
Please SUPPORT & SIGN SB 668!
Thank you!
Best regards,
Ruth Ely
MFP Seals Inc.
Tampa, FL.
P: 813-884-6777
ruth.ely@mfpseals.com



From: Ruth Ely
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support and sign SB 668!
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 10:22:42 AM
Importance: High

Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign the SB 668 Alimony Reform. Consistency in our Alimony laws is a must, like
we do in child support cases. There are too many families getting torn apart by these out dated laws.
Please SUPPORT & SIGN SB 668!
Thank you!
Best regards,
Ruth Ely
MFP Seals Inc.
Tampa, FL.
P: 813-884-6777
ruth.ely@mfpseals.com



From: Ruth Ely
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support and sign SB 668!
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 1:38:14 PM
Importance: High

Dear Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign the SB 668 Alimony Reform. Consistency in our Alimony laws is a must, like
we do in child support cases. There are too many families getting torn apart by these out dated laws.
Please SUPPORT & SIGN SB 668!
Thank you!
Best regards,
Ruth Ely
MFP Seals Inc.
Tampa, FL.
P: 813-884-6777
ruth.ely@mfpseals.com



From: fely fleites
To: Governor Rick Scott
Cc: Christopher Fleites; silvioam@bellsouth.net; FELY felyfleites@gmail.com
Subject: Support and sign SB 668.
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:50:37 AM

 Dear Governor;
 I am in support of fair alimony as per guidelines  set in bill SB 668. I was given a punishing judgement  of 5,ooo a
month for life. Attempts at modification have been futile and either delayed or denied. For a 7 year marriage I have
already paid close to 800,000 dollars.  If I reach to be 82 (which I probably will not since the life expectancy of a
divorce man is 10 years less ) I would have paid 2.4 million in alimony. I my opinion my ex-wife has received  an
adequate amount of money plus she is working and getting a good income.
Sincerely,
Rafael Fleites



From: Gregory Hohman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support for SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:07:18 AM

From: Gregory Hohman <onejetpilot@aol.com>

County: Monroe

Zip Code: 33037

Phone Number: 305-283-3566

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I encourage you to please sign SB 668 and bring Florida's Family Law out of the Dark Ages. Permanent alimony is
outdated, archaic, and patently unfair. I have been saddled with paying permanent alimony to my ex-wife, who has a
college degree and a good job. As a result, I will never be able to retire and enjoy my senior years. It is too late for
me, but please sign SSB 668, and prevent this from happening in the future.
Thank you sir.

V/r,

Gregory Hohman, Lt Col, USAFR



From: Jerry Fox
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support for passage of SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 6:53:30 PM

From: Jerry Fox <jfox22456@yahoo.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33619

Phone Number: 8133735591

Message Body: Governor Scott,
Please pass SB 668. My ex wife lives in a $240,000 house I helped pay off, has a degree, a pension and a good job.
It is questionable whether I will be able to retire since I will have to continue paying her alimony till I die. We had
no relationship when we were married and none after the divorce, yet she still controls my financial future. Please
pass SB 668. Thank you.



From: Randy Magruder
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support of SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 10:15:08 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I've been following the latest news about the Alimony Reform bill on your desk.

First, I also want to say that I saw the news stories and video about your encounter with the
angry lady at Starbucks. I was appalled at her behavior. You handled the situation with dignity
and grace, and as a result, I think that even for those people that may disagree with you on
issues, she ended up losing more support than she gained. No one should be treated and
disrespected the way you were in Starbucks.

Regarding the bill that's on your desk, I respectfully urge, no, BEG you to sign this bill. I've
been analyzing the bill and reading the misinformation about it being spread. A big one is
"premise" vs. "presumption". It is a difference and it matters. The fact that the FLS knows this
and continues to lie about it, even going so far as to use 'presumption' when discussing it,
shows that they are not being honest.

Signing the bill is the right thing to do. It may not be the most profitable for the Family Law
Section, and I did read the minutes from their meetings that were entirely focused on money
and power, and not one bit on the effects of this bill on real people. Please focus on what's
right. You came into office with a "get back to work" mentality for the people of Florida. This
bill is entirely consistent with this premise. It is time for divorced people to give up warring
endlessly with their exes. It's time for alimony recipients to get training, get into the
workforce, get remarried if they want, and move on with their lives and heal.

It is always hard when a dependent class sees reforms that threaten their entitlements. They
will fight tooth and nail, tell any lie and manipulate as best they can to keep getting what they
feel they are 'owed'. This is the same resistance met every time a welfare program is reformed
to encourage work. It's not different. It's about people not even realizing that what's best for
them is to lay down their arms, and become productive members of society.

I trust you will do the right thing and prevent any more people from being shackled to an ex-
spouse for support, ending all possibility of retirement, until they die.

I personally know that retirement will never happen, as I have a permanent alimony schedule.
There are times it is so easy to give into despair, seeing people around me discussing their
retirement plans, and knowing I will have to work until I drop, while my ex does not, because
my labor will fund HER retirement, not mine. It isn't right. It isn't American, and it's time to
end this scourge and start allowing people to heal and move on after a divorce.

Thank you,
Randy Magruder
Lithia, FL



From: Christopher Coombs
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support of SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 5:41:50 PM

From: Christopher Coombs <christopher m.coombs@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 45433

Phone Number: 937-608-8642

Message Body: Governor Scott, 

I write to again to request you quickly sign into law SB 668 and reform the Florida alimony laws.  Your approval of
this bill will change the lives of million of Florida residents who are sentenced to a life time of working and/or
becoming dependent upon the government for support due to rulings of indefinite alimony.  My personal story is
one where I married my college sweetheart and we began our journey in the military to defend freedom when and
where called up around the globe.  After 10 years of marriage and previous infidelity, she decided she no longer
loved me (unbeknown to me) but remained in the marriage.  On our 20th Anniversary, she began another affair
which ended our marriage.  The 20 years of marriage granted her the right to 50% of my military retirement.  As I
continued with my military career and raising our two children (which she directed them to live with me), my
lawyer advised me the Florida divorce system would grant her permanent alimony and thus this become the legally
binding decision.  Now after dedicating 30-years of my life to military service, and on the cusp of my military
retirement on Friday, the laws of Florida have resulted in my loss of over 66% of my retirement pay.  This pay is in
addition to the income my ex-wife can earn through her continued employment.  This means I will have to continue
working for years to come. 

Please sign SB 668 and change the lives of millions of Floridians, many like myself who are military members (both
active duty or retired), and eliminate indefinite alimony.

Sincerely,
Chris Coombs 937.608.8642



From: Mike Casin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support the bill SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 9:23:02 AM

This is the people will
The people that voted for you
Sign the bill into law and finish with the permanent alimony. A life sentence for been married
with someone who take advantage of the law system
The disfuntional family law in Florida
Lets cure the Family law
Lets sign the bill into law



From: Miguel Casin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support the bill SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 6:48:16 AM

This is the people will
The people that voted for you
Sign the bill into law and finish with the permanent alimony. A life sentence for been married
with someone who take advantage of the law system
The disfuntional family law in Florida
Lets cure the Family law
Lets sign the bill into law

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone



From: Mike Casin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support the bill SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 6:34:05 AM

Lets put order in our courtrooms
Lets finish with the unfairness of our family law system
Please sign the bill SB 668 into law and end the nigthmare that our people are living



From: Daniel Tobias
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support to SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 2:43:43 AM

Governor Scott,
Please support SB 668.



From: Daniel Tobias
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support to SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 2:43:39 AM

Governor Scott,
Please support SB 668.



From: DANIEL TOBIAS
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Support to SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 2:46:05 AM

Governor Scott,
Please support SB 668.
v/r,



From: rschof@yahoo.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Supporting SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 5:23:08 AM

From: rschof@yahoo.com <rschof@yahoo.com>

County: Pinellas

Zip Code: 33774

Phone Number: 7274174298

Message Body: Florida families  need your signature of approval on SB 668.



From: Jennifer Lindblad
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: THANK YOU! SB498
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 10:11:55 AM

Thank you for signing SB 498, and helping to bring Florida laws up to date.

Now lets do the same for the extremely outdated Alimony laws. PLEASE sign SB 668 for Alimony Reform!

Thank you!
Jennifer Lindblad
8879 Falcon Pointe Loop
Fort Myers, FL 33912



From: Denise Haywald
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: THE VOICE OF MANY: Passionate please AGAINST SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 12:03:24 PM

With all the activists for and against this bill, I realize that it's hard to make a decision that
would benefit the most people. 

Please keep in mind that by curtailing alimony to the receivers- that this bill hurting the ones
alimony is supposed to be helping. A lot of women, often stay at home moms or women who
supported their husband at the expense of their own education & career will be suffering even
more if you take away their financial capability to better themselves.

I heard that there will be PRO activists marching in Tallahassee. Please know that if I could
afford to take off of work, I would be up there AGAINST the bill as it is not "pro family" as
people like to say but rather "pro payor". I find it ironic that those who are complaining about
the alimony amount have the ability to go up there to protest. It just further proves that the
financially hardshipped victims are busy working and trying to make ends meet. 

Also, allowing for the alimony to be suspended as soon is a motion is filed also hurts the
financially struggling partner and will add to the list of law suits inundating our court systems
for payors who are looking for an easy way out. If anything, the court should make a judgment
prior to the suspension as we wouldn't condemn someone who was put to jail, they would
have a trial first. 

The court ruled on alimony and child support with the facts that were given to them.
Please don't let the state legislate the bench on what is in the best interest of the child and
afflicted marriage partner. This is a greedy attempt by the payors and it will hurt the
people who this concept was supposed to be helping. Alimony is normally given on a
needed basis because the person is lacking in skills and more often than not, allows them
to obtain the training needed to obtain a better paying job and/or the daily essentials
needed to support their family.

PLEASE VOTE NO ON SB 668, for the sake of those who sacrificed their career & education
to help their spouse only to have it come back to bite them in the end. We should be
helping those people on their feet, not knocking them back down.

All the best, 
Denise Haywald
Clearwater, FL
727-452-1120



From: jshatz9111@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: The vast majority of Floridians support SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 11:34:13 PM

Governor Scott,

I am a 56 year old single working dad raising a special needs child who is 13 years
old. I pay $1450 a month in permanent alimony to an ex-spouse who ran away (and
tried to take my son with her) and I get back $500 a month in child support (only a
third of what I pay).

In other words, the legal system has prioritized the needs of my capable working ex-
wife (who is in a supportive relationship and wont re-marry because she loses
alimony) over my special needs son. She is worth three times more than he is in the
eyes of the judges and the family lawyers operating within this broken system.

Please support alimony reform in Florida. You asked us to take out retro-activity and
we did. Our organization, the Family Law Reform Group, asked us to support you for
re-election and most of us did. Don't be swayed by the lobbyists from the Law
Section. Don't be swayed by NOW (who I prefer to call the National Organization of
Winers).

Please support SB 668

Jonathan Shatz
Cooper City FL
954 882 7023



From: Carolina Velez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: URGENT! Help stop automatic 50/50 - ask Governor Scott to VETO SB668 now! – Update on "Help protect infants

& children - VETO 50/50 automatic time-sharing
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 7:59:01 PM

From: Carolina  Velez <carolina.velez1@gmail.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33182

Phone Number: 3053356832

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:  I am deeply concerned about the time-sharing provisions of SB668 and
believe that the potential new law will have a very negative impact in the family law arena, particularly on children. 
If passed, the bill will force a mandatory presumption of 50/50 timesharing (i.e., custody) of infants and children in
all family law cases.  Currently the standard in Florida (and most other states) is the "best interest of the child", and
Judge's do not have to award 50/50 custody if the evidence suggests that it is not in a child's best interest.  If this law
passes, this mandated 50/50 timesharing of even infants could only be challenged if a parent can afford expensive
litigation to protect his or her children.  For instance, if a father objects to a mother having a child for more than the
presumed 50/50 timesharing, the mother would have to hire a lawyer and litigate to attack the 50/50 presumption,
and vice versa. A 50/50 custody presumption will be very detrimental for very young babies who are breastfeeding
as it will force them to be away from their mothers for 7 out of 14 days.  It is a direct attack on a child's right to
breastfeed, and on a mother's right to provide breastmilk for their child. It will also negatively affect individulas in
relationships plagued with domestic violence and abuse, as their aggressors can threaten to take them to court to get
their children 50/50 should they decide to leave them.  Moreover, no studies were conducted and no research was
done by the Senate to determine that the 50/50 presumption benefits children. A number of groups including the
Florida League of Women Voters, the Family Law Section of the Florida Bar, UniteWomen.Org FL, the democratic
Hispanic Caucus, the FL Breastfeeding Coalition, and others oppose this harmful bill.  A number of former family
law Judges have also spoken out against it. This legislation has the potential to be very harmful to children,
particularly to children of parents from low socio-economic backgrounds.  I urge you to veto SB 668, and stand up
for children's rights in doing so!

Best

Carolina Velez



From: Rebecca kelly
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO OF SB 668: Already deliquent
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 12:22:21 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

Our former spouses are already becoming delinquent in their duties... this
should say a lot of how little respect they have to a commitment. Those of
us who went into marriage with the full expectation of a life commitment
and who found themselves oppressed only to have be entangled with a
philandering spouse.

I am working in a position making just about half what a I have been
making while in the meantime my the man that I took care off for 24
years so he could suceed is making more than 6 times my hourly.

Please don't sign this bill. It is not written fairly and thoroughly researched
with impact study, task force or proper vetting.

Sir, I believe you are an intelligent person and fully understand the
economic and social impact of signing such an under qualified bill.
-- 
Regards,

F Rebecca Wilson-Kelly

The information contained in this email message, including any attachments, is intended solely for use by the individual or
entity named above and may be confidential. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby
notified that you must not read, use, disclose, distribute or copy any part of this communication. If you have received this
communication in error, please immediately notify me by email and destroy the original message, including any attachments.
Thank you.



From: Janet Gomez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 8:57:07 PM

Hi again, I need your help one more time!

Governor Rick Scott you have been presented with the anti-family, anti-women SB 668
alimony reform bill last Monday April 4. 8 more days to sign or veto the legislation or it
becomes law.
It is vital that you TODAY VETO SB 668 Gov. Scott VETO this pro-payor SB 668 I would
like to Emphasize that my family and I are FLORIDA VOTERs and we are against the
retroactivity and the presumption of 50/50 timesharing of children. Demand a neutral
economic Because of this I'm going to invected of my 13 year old home with 2
children...because of ex husband who wanted stay at home mom. Now I'm living in less than
poverty.... In the land of opportunity??? All my rights have been taken away For NO good
reason. There is No Reasonable doubt that I have been and still a great mother. I have been a
stay at home mom for 25 years and our children and I have been stripped from my need of
alimony. I'm 49 years old with no. Educating and with health problems. I'm chronic asthma
with COPD , Arthritis and other health issues. It shameful this is even going on today and in
this country. 

Please Governor Scott stop this dangerously flawed legislation. Florida families are counting
on you 

 



From: ArlysLB@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 12:04:00 PM

Governor Scott:
I am a FLORIDA family law attorney of 25+ years and cannot emphasize enough the need to veto this
legislation. A presumption of 50/50 timesharing of children will have disastrous consequences as will the
elimination of permanent alimony.

Arlys
Arlys L. Buschner, Esq. 
1320 N Semoran Blvd. 
Orlando, Florida 32807
Telephone: (407) 823-8888
Facsimile: (407) 823-7739 



From: Laura Arcaro
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 11:55:36 AM
Importance: High

Good morning Gov. Scott,

As a registered Florida Republican voter and practicing member of the Florida Bar, I am
writing to urge you to veto SB 668. 

I am against the retroactivity and the presumption of 50/50 timesharing of children. Please
appoint a neutral economic task force to examine the alimony issues.

Thank you,

Laura M. Arcaro, Esq.
24 SE 20th Street
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316
Tel.: (954) 626-3380
Fax: (954) 252-2137

This message contains information which may be confidential and privileged. Unless you are
the addressee (or authorized to receive for the addressee), you may not use, copy or
disclose to anyone the message or any information contained in this message. If you have
received this message in error, please advise the sender by reply email and delete the
message. Thank you.



From: Arthur Grossman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 11:14:38 AM
Attachments: image001.png

image002.png
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image004.png
image005.png

Governor Scott,
I am a Florida Voter and a Florida Family Law Attorney, and I am firmly against the retroactivity and
50/50 presumption or premise for time-sharing. I think a neutral task force to examine these issues
may be required. I request that you Veto SB 668 because it is the wrong message to send to Florida
families.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Arthur J. Grossman III, J.D., LL.M.
Attorney at Law
The Marks Law Firm, P.A.
733 N. Magnolia Avenue
Orlando, Florida 32803
PH: (407) 872-3161
FAX: (407) 373-0168
www.markslawfla.com

"CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This E-mail contains legally privileged and confidential information only
intended for the recipient. Should the intended recipient forward this message to any person or
entity, that action could constitute a waiver of the attorney/client privilege. If the reader of this
message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination,
distribution or copying of this communication is prohibited. If this communication was sent or
received in error, please notify us by reply E-mail and delete the original message."













From: Richard Schulze
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668 - Please veto unfair bill
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:54:18 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

This bill is unfair, retroactive and will hurt our most vulnerable women and children.

Please help the ones who need protection.

Regards,
Richard Schulze
Florida Resident



From: vbtanaka@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668 - alimony reform and shared child care
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 7:38:39 AM

Governor Scott - I implore you to VETO SB 668. As a registered voter in Volusia
County, I can not emphasize to you enough that this bill should be vetoed based on its
retroactivity, which is why you had vetoed a similar bill before, and the presumption
of 50/50 timesharing of children. Demand a neutral economic task force to study the
implications of this bill; there is too much at stake for the women and children in the
State of Florida.

Thank you. 

Vickie Tanaka



From: jlella@tampabay.rr.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668 .. In all fairness to BOTH sides ....
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 2:07:30 PM
Importance: High

Dear Gov Scott:

In all fairness to both sides of this controversial bill, Veto SB 668 this year!  Assign a TASK FORCE as has been
requested for years, to truly research and investigate all phases of this bill and determine what avenue is best,
especially for the kids involved in so many of these cases!  Use the non-partisan, out of state, nationwide,
professionals that have worked these difficult cases for years to really determine what is best for ALL involved! 
Isn't that the best way to resolve these issues??  Imagine if they were your kids on the receiving end of these
situations ... Wouldn't you want to know that the best decisions possible were available to them??

BE FAIR!  Veto this bill ... demand a Task Force!  That is the only logical answer right now!

Thank you!

Jan Lella
UniteWomen.org FL
State Director



From: Cindy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 11:00:06 AM

Governor Scott,
PLEASE VETO SB 668!!!

Please talk to professor Cynthia Lee Starnes. She has studies alimony and child sharing for 25 years!! SHE. Is the
foremost expert. She declared this bill as harmful and dangerous.

Please look at her research. Protect a growing population of full time parents.  Protect children! Do. NOT let Florida
be first state to put children SECOND! Our laws already state shared parenting but not necessarily equal. It's in the
BEST INTEREST of children. CHILDREN!
Cynthia mayer
31 Tina Maria Circle
Ponce Inlet, FL 32127
386-214-6181

Sent from Cindy's iPhone



From: Gail Schwartz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668 Alimony Reform
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 3:42:33 PM

Governor Rick Scott Please VETO the anti-family, anti-women SB 668 alimony
reform bill 
VETO this pro-payor SB 668 bill.

I am a FLORIDA VOTER and I am against the retroactivity and the presumption
of 50/50 timesharing of children. I suggest and recommend that a neutral
economic task force be established.
As Men's rights and hate groups from all over the world are flooding your office

Please stop this dangerously flawed legislation. Florida families are counting on
you. 
As a 63 yo woman receiving alimony subsequent to a 28 year marriage ( married
at age 23)and raising 3 healthy and contributing to society children as well as
supporting my ex husband thru law school), I cannot imagine you would not
VETO this bill based on the retroactive language alone. Thank you

Gail Schwartz

 



From: Jacquelyn Skye
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668 Bill for being unfair to FL families-
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 5:17:55 PM

Dear Governor:

Please veto SB 668 because it is one sided and written by a
raging and angry group of alimony payers who also want to take
the children away from their mothers in order to squeeze out of
child support payments. Women do not have equal pay in the USA.
Women do not all choose to career build outside the marital
home at this time. Instead they give to their husbands because
in most cases, it is the women who sacrifice it all for spouses
and children.

Please VETO this ugly and angry bill and put it to rest. Please
speak for all the children who do not need to be split in half,
all the time. There will be only disaster if you sign this bill
into law. Please veto. Please veto, please veto.

I can not ask you enough to veto this bill for all concerned.
The supporters of this bill do not know the monster they are
trying to unleash. Please use common sense and do not sign,
VETO instead. Please!

Sincerely,
A Florida Voter,
Zip Code- 32927

Jacquelyn Skye Outlaw



From: Emily Chua
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668 FAMILY LAW/ALIMONY BILL
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 10:03:30 AM

From: Emily Chua <emilys.kinderpack@gmail.com>

County: Okaloosa

Zip Code: 32541

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please Veto SB 668.  It does not hold the best interest of the child at heart.



From: Sandy Parker
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668 FAMILY LAW/ALIMONY BILL
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 8:55:02 AM

Dear Governor Scott.

Please Veto this terrible anti-women bill!

Sincerely,
R.E. Parker
3035 Mona Lisa Blvd
Naples, Florida 34119 



From: Dr Sarah Leatherman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668 FAMILY LAW/ALIMONY BILL
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 5:10:06 AM

Please veto this proposed bill.

Sent from my iPhone 

Dr. Sarah Leatherman, BS, DC

HealthSource of Fort Walton Beach South
431 E. Hollywood Blvd
Mary Esther, FL 32569
Phone: 850-864-5300 
Fax: 850-864-3900
www.HealthSourceFWBSouth.com
Like us on Facebook! www.facebook.com/HealthSourceFWBSouth

"Restoring Health Through the Relentless Pursuit of Exceptional Care."

Ranked the Top overall newer franchise in America by Entrepreneur Magazine.

Ranked #1 franchise in health services by Entrepreneur Magazine 7 years in a
row.

Ranked the 82nd Top Global Franchise by Entrepreneur Magazine.

Ranked the 45th Fastest Growing Franchise in America.

Ranked the fastest growing franchise in America by Franchise Times 2 years
in a row.

Ranked the #1 Emerging Business, Golden 30 Winner.

this bill makes it much more financially attractive for the primary
earner to walk away from their family, and makes divorce a financially
terrifying prospect for those that sacrifice their careers to take care of
their children.”

· “The bill encourages deadbeat parents to ask for more time with their
kids in exchange for paying lower levels of child support, even when
more time with that parent isn’t in the child’s best interest.”



From: jennifer ellis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668 FAMILY LAW/ALIMONY BILL
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 7:51:26 PM

From: jennifer ellis <jenjen2312@mchsi.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32466

Phone Number: 8505328006

Message Body: PLEASE VETO SB 668 FAMILY LAW/ALIMONY BILL



From: Jennifer Zonts
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668 FAMILY LAW/ALIMONY BILL
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 10:14:14 AM

From: Jennifer Zonts <jen@mid-town.org>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32765

Phone Number: 407-542-5393

Message Body: I urge you to veto SB668, currently on your desk. This is an assault on stay at home mothers! Please
do what is right for mothers who support their husbands from home, raising their children.



From: Dorothy Kamm
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668 Family Law/Alimony Bill
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 10:40:34 AM

Governor Scott:

I'm urging you to veto SB 668. It's ill-conceived, retroactive, improperly vetted,
with no economic or child and family impact studies done to back up what is being
proposed. 

Powerhouse organizations such as Florida Faith and Freedom Coalition, Family
Law Section of the Florida Bar, Florida League of Women Voters, National
Coalition for Jewish Women of Florida, Florida Breast Feeding Coalition, Florida
arm of the National Women's Organization oppose this bill, in addition to numerous
family law layers and retired family court judges. 

Veto SB 668 and appoint a Blue Ribbon Task Force before passing such a
potentially damaging law that will negatively impact more than half of Florida's
women and children.

Sincerely,
Dorothy Kamm, registered voter
St. Lucie County
772-465-4008



From: Barbara Butan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668 Family/ALimony
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 5:44:22 PM

Please VETO this !!!  Even the lawyers think it's horrible!! Please do the right thing like you did before and VETO
SB 668!!
Great full , tax paying citizen
Barbara B

Sent from my iPad



From: pdunn2
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668 I am a FL Voter
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 12:32:05 PM

As a registered Florida voter, I am writing you concerning my opposition to Family Law Bill SB 668. I oppose that
this bill is presented with no economic impact reports on families that would support these proposed legislations.
Every dissolution of marriage is unique and different and there are already statutes in place that allow a judge to
evaluate the needs of each party. I also oppose the retroactive quality of the bill. Although the word retroactive is not
in the 2016 bill, the bill does retroactively change the financial consequences of divorce from what a person
anticipates at the time of marriage. I myself am a recipient of permanent alimony awarded by the courts in 2000
after a stressful, expensive year in court, having been a partner in a 20 year marriage and a stay-at-home mother of 4
(necessary for my husband's medical career). I willingly supported my former husband's career and was always the
primary parent raising the children while moving 6 times, even spending one full year alone as a single parent with 4
young children, one a newborn, while my husband pursued a surgical fellowship 1,000 miles away. The courts
already hurt former spouses ( mostly female) and children by having no cost of living increase in alimony and by
allowing former spouses to seek modification even when ABLE to pay. This is a financial burden since hiring a
lawyer can be cost prohibitive to many alimony recipients that have to defend her (his) needs. I know, because I am
again back in court proceedings and have spent over $10,000 in legal defense.  In my case, alimony payments are
negligible compared to my former spouse's assets and income. The cost of one tank of gas in his private jet is
equivalent to my payment. Alimony is not a burden to him yet for the second time I am being sued for modification
because he is "tired" of paying. The ability for a wealthy former spouse to out-litigate and outspend a former spouse
through pernicious litigation needs to eliminated. I wish for the courts to protect me and the permanent order that I
have. Being out of the workforce for 34 years, being 59, and now having a disability after spinal surgery is not 
conducive  to being able to live with dignity in retirement. Yes, retirement, because I believe raising children that go
on to get scholarships to Harvard and Princeton is a very demanding JOB. I am also in opposition to the equal-time
sharing provision, . Each family is different. Not every spouse is a good, attentive parent. Divorce does not make
them better. Children need to be protected and their need for nurturing and continuity in their lives should be
respected and put first. I urge you to consider the financial partnership of marriages and the needs of families and
former homemakers who don't deserve unfair financial consequences and be forced into poverty after divorce ,
unable to maintain a family home and pay the bills. My children and grandchildren don't consider me a "parasite" or
"burden". They consider me the glue of the family. The goal of our legislature should always be pro-family. Thank
you.

Patty Schmidt Dunn
386 451 7153
Ormond Beach , Florida



From: Susan Shelton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668 PLEASE
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 11:45:20 PM

From: Susan Shelton <drshelton@saintfrancisanimalhospital.org>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32207

Phone Number: 9044723465

Message Body: I am begging you not to sign this legislation that includes a presumption of equal time sharing.

Please do not hurt children by enacting this!

This is NOT the answer needed to "fix" a beyond broken and miserably dysfunctional family court system!

Children cannot advocate for themselves.

Signing this is a tragedy!

Please VETO SB 668!!



From: Terri L. Regotti
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668 alimony/ child custody reform
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 12:24:31 PM

Governor Scott,
You vetoed this type of bill when u were up for reelection. Why are you hesitating now?

This bill sabotages our families. If people don't want responsibility, they should not get married and have children.
That will solve their problem!

Why should women who stay in the home to raise children suffer economically in the event of a divorce?

Don't you have two daughters? 

Support women's rights and protect our children.

Our families are in crises because of divorce. Why should the women and children be the losers in a divorce?

Terri Regotti
Sent from my iPhone



From: b-realtor
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668!
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 12:15:49 AM

Do the right thing. VETO SB 668!

Barbara B. Ruge, L'Amour Florida Realty
954-328-2165 Sent from my Sprint Samsung Galaxy S® 5



From: Erin M
To: Governor Rick Scott; Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 8:18:27 PM

Erin Minta, MA LPC

"May you be peaceful and happy
May you be safe from harm
May you be as healthy and strong as you can be
May you live with ease of well-being." ~ Loving Kindness Meditation



From: Comcast
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 8:08:20 AM

Veto this bill.

Margaret Vincent
9505 River Otter Dr
Fort Myers Florida 33912

Sent from my iPhone



From: Suzanne Fast
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 11:33:51 PM

From: Suzanne Fast <suzanne_fast@yahoo.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33919

Phone Number: 2394378999

Message Body: Please veto SB 668. It's bad for kids.



From: Barbara Butan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 9:33:32 PM

Please save us!! Please VETO SB 668! It's so one-sided and so unfair! Thank you!!
Sent from my iPad



From: Kimberly Honchell
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 6:02:14 PM

From: Kimberly Honchell <kimhom85@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 72704

Phone Number:

Message Body: This bill makes it much more financially attractive for the primary earner to walk away from their
family, and makes divorce a financially terrifying prospect for those that sacrifice their careers to take care of their
children. It's not something that should be allowed to happen.



From: Jill Bondurant
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 4:45:54 PM

Dear Governor Scott,
Please VETO SB 668. I am a Republican FLORIDA VOTER and I am against the retroactivity and the presumption
of 50/50 timesharing of children.
Please put together a neutral task force to ensure that women, many of whom with their husband's blessing have
made life sacrifices for the benefit of their husband, husband's careers, and their children, will not suffer
devastatingly in the event of a divorce. The reality of life needs to be taken into consideration, whether it is
politically correct or not, when ensuring that women and children have protection from the divorce process.  This is
the real world we live in, and we need real legislation protecting us from those that seek out loopholes to avoid
responsibility.

I am a happily married, stay at home, mother of 2 children.  This proposed legislation makes me feel like some of
our legislators have watched one too many episodes of Mad Men and would like to re-live the glory days of sexist
inequality.

Thank you for your consideration,
Jill Bondurant

Sent from my iPhone



From: Sandra Ambrose
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 3:09:58 PM

Governor Scott,

It is imperative that this bill be vetoed in its current form.

The issue of retroactivity and presumption of 50/50 timesharing for all children must not be
allowed to go into law.

Even my 23 year old daughter was appalled by the idea that she would have been ordered to
spend 50% of her overnights with her dad (whom she loves very much, but because of her
own personal issues she needs to sleep in the same place each night.) She saw her dad often (3
days per week) but was better off sleeping in her room that she had grown up in. She is not
traumatized, nor did her father do anything which would restrict her time overnights with her...
it is just her own sleep issues. She was thankful her dad and I worked it all out on our own...
had a judge told her she had to stay with him 50% we would have had terrible teenaged years
with her.

Sandra Ambrose





From: Linell Wootton Ela
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 1:50:58 PM

From: Linell Wootton Ela <linell@ela-family.org>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32792

Phone Number: 4073359771

Message Body: Please veto SB 668. It will only make things worse. Thank you.



From: Linell Wootton Ela
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 1:50:06 PM

From: Linell Wootton Ela <linell@ela-family.org>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32792

Phone Number: 4073359771

Message Body: Please veto SB 668. It will only make things worse.



From: pdunn2
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 12:33:07 PM

Dear Governor Scott,
I suffered through a lengthy expensive divorce trial in 2000 and have a permanent alimony court order. After raising
four children and supporting my husband's medical career advances and numerous military moves, I deserve to have
a decent place to live and health insurance which my support payment provides. Please Veto SB668 as it is
unstudied economically ( look at the real victims- mostly women and children) and it allows abusive ex- husbands
increased legal access to modifications which are expensive to fight.  Please do not make this war on women bill
part of your legislative legacy. Ask yourself how you would want the females in your family to be treated. Pray and
ask God how mothers should be treated.  The answer is to VETO.
Thank you.

Patricia Schmidt
51 Emerald Oaks Lane
Ormond Beach , Fl 32174

386 451 7153

registered voter in Volusia County



From: Patricia Dunn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 6:52:26 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

The moveon.org petition to veto alimony reform that I delivered this morning to your assistants has 900 signatures
asking you to veto , nearly all are from Florida voters. Please read their comments.
Thank you.

Patricia Dunn
Ormond Beach , Fl

Sent from my iPhone



From: The Media Goddess
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 11:55:43 AM

Governor Scott please veto this Bill - SB 668.

--
Mikki Royce

 

---
This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
https://www.avast.com/antivirus



From: Janet Clark
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 10:54:54 AM

Jan Clark



From: Christine Smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 10:37:09 AM

From: Christine Smith <herdsnerds@gmail.com>

County: Polk

Zip Code: 33813

Phone Number: 8636485367

Message Body: The Family Law Section of the Florida Bar no longer supports the bill and has asked you to VETO
it. 

The Florida League of Women Voters, the Florida Breast Feeding Coalition, the Florida arms of National Women’s
Organizations and many many other protective organizations continually ask you to VETO it.  

Please show your respect for moms and the sacrifices they make for their families.



From: Robertson G. Adams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 10:06:33 AM

Please VETO SB 668.

registered voter

Robertson Adams
6390 SW 69th St.
Miami FL 33143

Tel. 305-389-3015



From: Erin Lima
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 9:34:38 AM

From: Erin Lima <erinlima@hotmail.com>

County: Bay

Zip Code: 32444

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please veto this bill!!!!!!! Last week a judge ruled that my daughter who just turned 18 mos and has
been with me since she was born be taken from me for a week at a time to see her father. She is too young to
understand what is going on. All she will know is that her mother is missing for seven days. This surely will be
detrimental to her development. I'm not trying to keep her from her father- he has her three days a week. I'm just
trying to continue to provide the stable environment she has always known



From: Krista Schoen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 8:55:44 AM

The bill encourages deadbeat parents to ask for more time with their kids in
exchange for paying lower levels of child support, even when more time with
that parent isn’t in the child’s best interest.
This bill makes it much more financially attractive for the primary earner to
walk away from their family, and makes divorce a financially terrifying
prospect for those that sacrifice their careers to take care of their children.



From: Jan Killilea
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 8:55:22 AM

Dear Governor Scott,
I am a registered Republican who voted for you both times. My family is from Naples, FL and voted for
you too! I am also an alimony recipient.
I would have celebrated my 33rd wedding anniversary this past January. My parents were married for 69
years. I was a SAHM and my former husband abandoned me when we moved to Florida on our 9th
corporate relocation. At 56 years old, I earn $15.00 per hour v. his salary in 2015 of $356,000.00. I work
for a collaborative divorce attorney who also opposes this bill.
I believe this 'dangerously' flawed bill would allow my former husband to file for a modification if my wage
increases by 10%. That sir, is a 'retroactive' trigger.
Please Veto Senate Bill 668.
Happy Anniversary on April 20th.
Respectfully,
Jan Killilea
Boca Raton, FL
www.facebook.com/firstwivesclubofflorida



From: Melanie
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 8:36:24 AM

This bill causes many issues for women who have the inability to go back to work full time. Who will care for
children with special needs? Who will care for or cover the cost of daycare?
A Mother should have the right to care for a child and expect support from the other parent as well as parental
support.
Melanie Provenza
sproven@aol.com

Sent from my iPhone



From: Tucker, Jan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 8:28:30 AM
Importance: High

Governor Scott:
I cannot stress enough how important it is for you to VETO SB 668. This
bill will literally take food off the tables of women and children.
SB 668 is a bill by men to benefit men who want to move on with their
new lives, wives and/or girlfriends and financially forget about the wife
and children they left behind.
Please remember, “First in time, first in line”. VETO SB 668 and show
the women and children who doing so will help, that you do care about
them.
We don’t need to add to homelessness and poverty.
Regards,
Jan Tucker
33249 Tewksbury Dr.
Leesburg, FL 34788
DISCLAIMER: Due to Florida's broad open records law, most written communication to or
from LSSC employees is public record, available to the public and the media upon request.



From: Rachel Doster
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 11:58:11 PM

Governor Scott,

Please VETO SB 668, the Family Law Alimony Bill. This will be detrimental to mothers who
are breastfeeding their babies. Breastfeeding is more than just milk and cannot be replaced by
simply pumping and supplying milk for bottles. Some babies don't even take bottles, so this
could upset them so much to be without their mother for days at a time. Some women are not
able to pump enough for their babies.

This bill abolishes the mother/child relationship during the early years, which are critical in
their development. Breastfeeding also provides so many health benefits, so ending that
relationship early has been proven to impact the long term health of children.

If you care about children and their health, you will VETO this bill.

Thank you for your time.

Sincerely,
Rachel Doster
of Niceville, FL



From: Patricia Dunn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 6:48:32 PM

Dear Governor Scott,
I was with a group of women and men that gathered at your office to present our opposition to alimony reform and
drop off our petitions and letters. We were bullied and harassed by a group of bill supporters  most of whom are
from out of state . Their behavior and tactics are embarrassing and inhumanly abusive and full of lies.

I am a registered Florida Voter. This bill presented to you is pro-pay or, anti-women, anti-traditional family. I am
concerned that the bill has no statement that it doesn't apply to existing court orders , therefore modifications are
retroactive with financial devastation to older women who according to this bill would also lose alimony payments
at time of filing . Unfair!!
Veto this bill!

Patricia Dunn
Ormond beach , Fl

Sent from my iPhone



From: Darby Carpenter
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 11:50:18 PM

Please veto this bill. It is in the best interests of women and children for you support in
vetoing this bill!



From: darby munroe
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 11:43:56 PM

Veto SB 668

This is harmful to children and mothers!!!!



From: Ralph Cahill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 11:07:55 PM

Governor Scott,

I respectfully request that you strongly consider VETOING SB 668. While it may be true that
there needs to be reform to how family courts meet out child support and custody agreements,
this bill is not the answer. The retroactive nature of the bill alone calls into question the rulings
of countless judges that thoughtfully considered the situations presented them and made
rulings that they strongly believed were in the best interests of the children involved. I am a
Florida voter (14 year resident of Jacksonville) and, like yourself, a Navy vet please take a
long hard look at this bill and consider the staggering ramifications. Thank you for your time.

Very Respectfully,
Ralph Cahill



From: Anne Hinze
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 10:58:15 PM

From: Anne Hinze <emeraldcoastlactation@gmail.com>

County: Okaloosa

Zip Code: 32578

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Rick Scott,

I urge you to veto this bill. The ramifications are enormous and I ask you to consider the lives of those who have
faced spousal abuse in light of what this bill would enforce.

I have watched two of my good friends go through divorce with abusive, manipulating and controlling spouses. This
bill literally terrifies them. Consider the children, the women who have fled from abusers... Consider the future of so
many.

Please veto SB 668. Our children and their families deserve better protection than this bill offers.

Sincerely,

Anne Hinze



From: Val Corso
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 10:55:11 PM

I am 55 years old. I was married for over 20 years. I fully intended to continue working after I
had our boys but my ex husband threw a fit when I went back to work so after our second son
I stayed home. My ex husband changed jobs frequently & since he only has a GED none of
them paid very well; finally he lucked into a good job but rather than things getting better for
us they got worse, he felt the money was his to do with as he pleased while I struggled to pay
the bills & if I didn't behave as he wanted even more money would disappear from our
account. He got sick about 10 years ago so we spent around a year & a half in & out of ERs,
outpatient surgery clinics & he finally had surgery that took an entire summer to recover from.
During this time I handled everything, the kids, house, bills, insurance, in addition to taking
care of him. After he recovered he thanked me by having an open affair with a woman at
work, having a baby with her & going to Disney World several times, romantic getaways,
concerts, etc while I stayed home with our sons & had even less money. In over 20 years the
only asset we had was our house which we were finally able to sell just before the bank took it
(literally - we signed the papers on Friday & on Monday they tried to foreclose); I used my
half of the money to initiate a divorce which took 2 years to get even though we had nothing
to fight over because he was determined to bankrupt me & see me out on the street & told me
so. Last December I was FINALLY awarded permanent alimony, not a huge amount but for
the first time I was supposed to be able to rely on having any amount consistently & now that
is in danger of being taken away. I can only find a part time retail job & even that is difficult
for me, losing the little I get from him would mean having to work 2 jobs & barely being able
to pay my living expenses after years of trying to keep our family afloat, plus I have him in my
face sneering at me that soon you will be taking away what I fought so long & hard to get.
Please, please, do not allow this bill to apply retroactively, women like me have gone through
hell in our marriages, spent our last dimes getting divorces & this would only punish us once
again. Thank you.

Val Cholewinski



From: Tamara Williams
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 10:40:40 PM

SB 668 is an extremely misleading bill being pushed through under the pretense of “protecting children and families
and empowering women”.  The bill does not adequately address issues regarding children and families and it
completely disregards the financial devastation and litigation nightmares that will ensue. When you hurt women and
children, you hurt more than 1/2 of the inhabitants of this state.

I am a lifelong Floridian, born here and registered to vote here. Please VETO this reckless and damaging bill.

Thank you ,
Tamara B Williams



From: Jodi Berger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 10:24:48 PM

EXCERPT: By creating a formula for judges to use when deciding alimony payments rather than allow them to
use their own discretion based on the unique circumstances of the family, SB 688 weakens marriage and
families. When divorce is unavoidable, it requires a custom solution and shouldn’t be demoted to a formula that
reduces incentives for couples to stay together.
A marriage may dissolve through divorce, but any alimony and custody arrangements must remain family-
focused. A child or family-centered approach, in statute and in the courtroom, that takes into account the best
interest of the children will produce the most equitable and accepted outcomes.
Governor Scott should veto Senate Bill 688 and convene a task force to propose policy changes that are more
focused on the family. His veto of this bill would send a firm message that Florida law must reflect the value of
strong families in our state.



From: Jodi Berger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 10:23:59 PM

Below is a statement from Florida Faith and Freedom Jim Kallinger regarding SB 668:

Surely everyone agrees that strong families make strong communities and a strong

state. That’s why it’s important for Florida law to reflect that the institution of the

family is the backbone of our culture. Laws can’t make us do what’s right, but they

reflect our values and provide us appropriate guidance.

By creating a formula for judges to use when deciding alimony payments rather than

allow them to use their own discretion based on the unique circumstances of the

family, SB 688 weakens marriage and families. When divorce is unavoidable, it

requires a custom solution and shouldn’t be demoted to a formula that reduces

incentives for couples to stay together.

A marriage may dissolve through divorce, but any alimony and custody arrangements

must remain family-focused. A child or family-centered approach, in statute and in

the courtroom, that takes into account the best interest of the children will produce

the most equitable and accepted outcomes.

Governor Scott should veto Senate Bill 688 and convene a task force to propose policy

changes that are more focused on the family. His veto of this bill would send a firm

message that Florida law must reflect the value of strong families in our state.



From: Diane Paull
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 10:12:00 PM

Dear Gov. Scott,
As a practicing family law attorney, I surge you to VETO SB 668. I am also a regular and consistent
Republican FLORIDA VOTER and we are against the retroactivity and the presumption of 50/50
timesharing of children. This state would be the first to require such a presumption and there is no
neutral analysis of why this is in the best interests of FL’s children. And in my practice, I can list time
after time after time when this presumption would be so detrimental to our state’s children.
Before something this drastic is adopted in this state, a neutral economic task force should be
appointed to fully investigate the pros and cons of this presumption.

Please veto this Bill 

Diane and Thomas Paull
3874 Brampton Island Ct. N.
Jacksonville, FL 32224
Email: dpaull@me.com



From: Donna Jones
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 8:41:57 PM

From: Donna Jones <donna_fl1@yahoo.com>

County: Columbia

Zip Code: 32025

Phone Number: 3867580028

Message Body: ·        “this bill makes it much more financially attractive for the primary earner to walk away from
their family, and makes divorce a financially terrifying prospect for those that sacrifice their careers to take care of
their children.”

·       “The bill encourages deadbeat parents to ask for more time with their kids in exchange for paying lower levels
of child support, even when more time with that parent isn’t in the child’s best interest.”

Governor Scott please veto this bill.  I know you're being bombarded with people NOT EVEN IN OUR STATE to
pass it.  What have they got to do with it?  Please ignore these out of state calls and emails.

The women of this state do not all have the same reasons for getting the alimony.  Some have children and some like
me are just old and sick.
We have no way of working.  We barely make ends meet as it is.

Please veto this unfair bill.  You will be glad you did!

Donna Jones



From: Patricia Dunn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 6:42:58 PM

Dear Governor Scott,
I am a registered Florida Voter. This bill presented to you is pro-pay or, anti-women, anti-traditional family. I am
concerned that the bill has no statement that it doesn't apply to existing court orders , therefore modifications are
retroactive with financial devastation to older women who according to this bill would also lose alimony payments
at time of filing . Unfair!!
Veto this bill!

Patricia Dunn
Ormond beach , Fl

Sent from my iPhone



From: Kevin Stringer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 8:41:24 PM

From: Kevin Stringer <jzstringer67@gmail.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34113

Phone Number: 239-732-1358

Message Body: Please VETO SB 668 - this bill is anti-family, anti-children and only hurts women and their
children.  Instead of signing a bill that harms families, why not support families by supporting the ERA, increasing
the minimum wage and expanding Medicaid in Florida?  That would be a positive spotlight shined on Florida,
instead of allowing dead-beats to stop paying child support.  Out of state residents should have NO say in this
matter.  Keep Florida family strong.   Thank you.



From: Vanessa Morales
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 8:39:31 PM

From: Vanessa Morales <vmorales26@gmail.com>

County: Orange

Zip Code: 32832

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please VETO SB 668.

Thank you!



From: Janet Stringer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 8:38:16 PM

From: Janet Stringer <jzstringer67@gmail.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34113

Phone Number: 4103360973

Message Body: Please VETO SB 668 - this bill is anti-family, anti-children and only hurts women and their
children.  Instead of signing a bill that harms families, why not support families by supporting the ERA, increasing
the minimum wage and expanding Medicaid in Florida?  That would be a positive spotlight shined on Florida,
instead of allowing dead-beats to stop paying child support.   Thank you.



From: Kathet13@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 8:03:34 PM



From: Genevieve Burkett
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 8:01:59 PM

From: Genevieve Burkett <genevieve.burkett@crossroadsfertility.com>

County: Bay

Zip Code: 32401

Phone Number: 8502525881

Message Body: Please veto SB 668!

Sincerely,
Genevieve Burkett



From: Rachel Clark
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 7:46:45 PM

From: Rachel Clark <rachelruthclark@gmail.com>

County: Citrus

Zip Code: 34446

Phone Number: 3525037120

Message Body: VETO SB 668



From: Lena Ostroff
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 7:34:33 PM

From: Lena Ostroff <islandgirl@northrock.bm>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 91607

Phone Number:

Message Body: “This bill makes it much more financially attractive for the primary earner to walk away from their
family, and makes divorce a financially terrifying prospect for those that sacrifice their careers to take care of their
children. The bill encourages deadbeat parents to ask for more time with their kids in exchange for paying lower
levels of child support, even when more time with that parent isn’t in the child’s best interest.



From: Cheryl Kernus
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 7:06:13 PM

Palm beach county
Cheryl Kernus
Sent from my iPhone



From: Sara Liftman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 6:48:52 PM

Veto this bill. Veto anything that crosses your desk that hurts women in Florida. Your record is not
clean. You defunded Planned Parenthood, you vote against a woman’s Constitutionally protected
right to sovereignty over her reproductive rights. What exactly is your issue with women? Why war
against us? I would really like to hear an answer to that.
Signed…A Concerned Constituent
From: Governor Rick Scott [mailto:GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com] 
Sent: Sunday, April 10, 2016 6:45 PM
To: Sara Liftman
Subject: Acknowledging the receipt of your email
Thank you for contacting Governor Rick Scott.
Due to the volume of emails sent to the Governor, there may be a delay in responding to your e-mail.
You may wish to view the Governor's web site, www.FLGov.com, which provides information on
current issues and answers to frequently asked questions.
Thank you again for taking the time to contact Governor Scott.

Office of Governor Rick Scott
www.FLGov.com
@FLGovScott

Click Here to Sign-Up for Our Monthly Newsletter
Under Florida law, all correspondence sent to the Governor’s Office, which is not exempt or
confidential pursuant to Chapter 119 of the Florida Statutes, is a public record. All public record
electronic mail sent to Governor Scott will be posted to Project Sunburst at
http://www.flgov.com/sunburst, and will be accessible to the public. If you do not want the public
record contents of your e-mail or your e-mail address to be published on this website or to be
provided to the public in response to a public records request, please do not send electronic mail to
this entity. Please be aware that personal information sent in your correspondence, such as home
addresses and telephone numbers, may be posted to the Sunburst public records website.



From: Sara Liftman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 6:48:49 PM

Veto this bill. Veto anything that crosses your desk that hurts women in Florida. Your record is not
clean. You defunded Planned Parenthood, you vote against a woman’s Constitutionally protected
right to sovereignty over her reproductive rights. What exactly is your issue with women? Why war
against us? I would really like to hear an answer to that.
Signed…A Concerned Constituent
From: Governor Rick Scott [mailto:GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com] 
Sent: Sunday, April 10, 2016 6:45 PM
To: Sara Liftman
Subject: Acknowledging the receipt of your email
Thank you for contacting Governor Rick Scott.
Due to the volume of emails sent to the Governor, there may be a delay in responding to your e-mail.
You may wish to view the Governor's web site, www.FLGov.com, which provides information on
current issues and answers to frequently asked questions.
Thank you again for taking the time to contact Governor Scott.

Office of Governor Rick Scott
www.FLGov.com
@FLGovScott

Click Here to Sign-Up for Our Monthly Newsletter
Under Florida law, all correspondence sent to the Governor’s Office, which is not exempt or
confidential pursuant to Chapter 119 of the Florida Statutes, is a public record. All public record
electronic mail sent to Governor Scott will be posted to Project Sunburst at
http://www.flgov.com/sunburst, and will be accessible to the public. If you do not want the public
record contents of your e-mail or your e-mail address to be published on this website or to be
provided to the public in response to a public records request, please do not send electronic mail to
this entity. Please be aware that personal information sent in your correspondence, such as home
addresses and telephone numbers, may be posted to the Sunburst public records website.



From: MaryAnn Shippey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 4:51:59 PM

April 12, 2016

From: Mary Ann Shippey
Registered Republican Voter, Bay County
Panama City Beach, FL 32407

RE: Veto SB 668

Dear Governor Scott:

Please VETO SB 688!

Since this is such a "hot topic" that affects many people at various stages in their life,
appoint a neutral task force to study the issue and then re-introduce legislation that's
FAIR to all parties involved, including children.

Currently, the bill is extremely unfair and detrimental to children, For me, it would
harm my two autistic children, ages 9 and 10, by forcing them to see their abusive
Father, who does not pay child support and has no desire to communicate with the
children. Specifically, I have previously obtained a Family Protective Court Order in
Texas, that has since expired. Unfortunately, he has both mental and physical
problems that negatively and adversely affect the children. He has 7 children that he
fails to pay child support.

Do, the "fair" thing and veto this bill.

Take care,

Mary Ann Shippey



From: Gail Schwartz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 6:02:38 PM

I am a 63 yo divorced woman (after 28 yr marriage and after being a stay at home mom raising 3 productive and
contributing to society children)
There is language in this bill which would retroactively change my alimony settlement and potentially change my
ability to support myself with the modifications RETROACTIVELY which are written into this bill
I urge you to VETO this bill and set up a neutral task force

Gail SCHWARTZ
Registered FL voter
West Palm Beach

Thank you Governor Scott

Sent from my iPhone



From: Barbara Butan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 5:40:29 PM

Dear Gov. Scott;
Please VETO SB 668 as it is so wrong, one-sided, and extremely punitive to so many people!! Do you realize how
many law abiding,  tax paying Florida residents will have to go on welfare and get food stamps because some very
wealthy people don't want to fulfill their responsibilities?!!
Please do the right thing and VETO this horrible, punishing law!
Thank you!
Respectfully,
Barbara Butan

Sent from my iPad



From: Paul Porter
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 12:31:34 PM

From: Paul Porter <paulporter@aol.com>

County: St. Johns

Zip Code: 32082

Phone Number: 904-537-6261

Message Body: Governor,

I am a very involved Republican male.  I respect the need for equal time sharing between parents.  However, I
believe SB 668 is flawed with respect to infants and the issue of breast feeding.

Please veto the bill and have your staff work with the legislature to refine certain parts of the bill as it relates to
allowing a reasonable period of time for breast feeding babies.  Breast feeding has proven to be so positive with
regard to the health and development of an infant.

Best regards,

Paul Porter
Ponte Vedra Beach, Florida
County of St. Johns



From: Patricia Dunn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 10:35:45 PM

Please veto due to unfair retroactivity of existing court orders  and presumption of 50/50 time sharing . Let the
courts decide! Put children's needs first !
Veto! Thank you!
A Florida registered voter
Patricia - Volusia county

Sent from my iPhone



From: Amy Kellum
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 11:32:05 AM

From: Amy Kellum <amydkellum@gmail.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 34135

Phone Number: 2398506215

Message Body: Please Veto SB 668.

Passing this bill will be detrimental to my children.
50/50 should not be the premise.

Please VETO this bill!!!
Best Regards,
Amy Kellum



From: Debbie Peterson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 6:04:11 PM

Please veto bill. My husband and his lawyer are purposely
delaying our divorce to wait to see if you sign. I am
permanently disabled and all I know is that I cannot work. I am
57 years old and is married 25 years. I do not know if this
bill will help me or hurt me. So I guess I am just asking you
to veto incase it hurts me. I wouldn't be getting much anyway
because he doesnt want to part with his money, but whatever I
get I will need.

Thank you for your time
Debbie Peterson



From: Jackie Branam
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 2:32:55 PM

From: Jackie Branam <jackie.branam@yahoo.com>

County: Seminole

Zip Code: 32701

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:

I am writing you because of my opposition to you signing SB 668 that will make 50/50 time sharing the policy of
the State of Florida.  This is not in the best interest of the child.  Every case in the state of Florida is unique to each
other and to make a policy standard for the state is creating a "cookie cutter" policy as though cases in the state of
Florida were not unique.  A judge has to go by a case by case basis because of uniqueness and legislature should not
make such a law to force a standard on everyone.  A child needs stability and providing a full-time residential home
base for the child is important and not for example one week at mom's and week at dad's.  There is no routine for the
child.  Not all parents after divorce communicate with one another and just because a order says so does not mean it
is so.   Parents who live in different cities, parent who moves around a lot, who is in different relationships
constantly, one parent who never gets involved with the child's academics as in making appointments to see how the
child is doing or a simple phone call.  Does not help the child with homework when he or she is there.  Or does not
communicate with the other parent an accident or a situation that the other parent needed to be aware of.  Two
different sets of values.  It doesn't work.  This is just a mechanism used to reduce or do away with child support by
obtaining more hours of parenting time.  Then what happens when the parent who succeeds in getting 50/50 time
sharing and does not exercise it but takes off leaving the other parent with everything.   How is this in the best
interest of a child?  There is no stability.   Legislators should leave it to the local judges to adjudicate on a case by
case basis and not pass a law that will  make it the standard policy in the State of Florida, which not be in the best
interest of the child.  Please look out for the best interest of the children of Florida and VETO the  SB 668.  Let the
local judges make their decisions on a case by case basis and do not make a blanket policy that will not fit unique
family situations.  Thank you for your time.



From: Amy Kellum
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 1:52:40 PM

From: Amy Kellum <amydkellum@gmail.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 34135

Phone Number: 2398506215

Message Body: Please veto this bill.

My ex husband and I have a 60/40 time share agreement with our children. He agreed to this schedule. Our children
were very young and he was not a hands father. He has never taken them to a doctors appointment. He doesn't even
know who their pediatrician is. He got 40 % timeshare for a reason and quite frankly it was too much.

He is threatening to take me back to court based on this bill getting passed. This bill opens the floodgates for
children to be unnecessarily placed in the middle of litigation.

Please veto SB 668.

My children are smart and well adjusted. They are all Straight A students. I have made financial and personal
sacrifices to ensure their happiness and success.

I beg you to veto SB 668.

Best Regards,
Amy Kellum



From: Serena Cummins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:24:23 PM

Now is the time for ACTION to VETO this bad legislation!

There is no economic data to support the “reforms" in this bill and the impacts that will 
clearly have a disproportionate hardship on Florida women and children.

96% of alimony recipients are women; this law overwhelmingly affects women.

The largest group living in poverty is older, single, divorced women.

The passage of this bill will reduce judicial discretion that is critical in making an 
equitable decision of how best to share support after a divorce.

There has been no economic impact study on the effects of this legislation.

The Family Law Section of the Florida Bar is opposed to the bill and is also urging 
Gov. Scott to veto the bill. Gov. Scott vetoed a similar bill in 2013.

Serena Cummins
Delray Beach FL



From: William Young
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:08:52 PM

From: William Young <bgyoung@att net>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32174

Phone Number: 3864515531

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I myself pay alimony and I oppose reform that is unfair to women and families. Alimony is only awarded in the
courts when there is need and the ability to pay. It isn't right to make women and families destitute because of
greediness.
The right thing to do is to VETO SB 668.



From: Val Corso
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 11:49:30 AM

It does nothing to protect children & hurts their mothers.



From: Michael Dunn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:04:30 PM

From: Michael Dunn <mw.dunn@yahoo.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32174

Phone Number: 386 673 0519

Message Body: I am a registered voter in Florida. I oppose SB 668 because it is unfair to women and families. It is
retroactive in making costly modifications easier for the payor to file and create an economic burden for the
recipient, especially older women. Please veto this bill.
Thank you.



From: Patricia Dunn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:59:23 PM

From: Patricia Dunn <pdunn2@cfl rr.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32174

Phone Number: 3866730519

Message Body: I am a registered voter in Volusia County, Florida. Please VETO SB 668 presented with no
economic impact report on families.
I am writing you concerning my opposition to Family Law Bill SB 668. I oppose that this bill is presented with no
economic impact reports on families that would support these proposed legislations. Every dissolution of marriage is
unique and different and there are already statutes in place that allow a judge to evaluate the needs of each party. I
also oppose the retroactive quality of the bill. Although the word retroactive is not in the 2016 bill, the bill does
retroactively change the financial consequences of divorce from what a person anticipates at the time of marriage. I
myself am a recipient of permanent alimony awarded by the courts in 2000 after a stressful, expensive year in court,
having been a partner in a 20 year marriage and a stay-at-home mother of 4 (necessary for my husband's medical
career). I willingly supported my former husband's career and was always the primary parent raising the children
while moving 6 times, even spending one full year alone as a single parent with 4 young children, one a newborn,
while my husband pursued a surgical fellowship 1,000 miles away. The courts already hurt former spouses ( mostly
female) and children by having no cost of living increase in alimony and by allowing former spouses to seek
modification even when ABLE to pay. This is a financial burden since hiring a lawyer can be cost prohibitive to
many alimony recipients that have to defend her (his) needs. I know, because I am again back in court proceedings
and have spent over $10,000 in legal defense.  In my case, alimony payments are negligible compared to my former
spouse's assets and income. The cost of one tank of gas in his private jet is equivalent to my payment. Alimony is
not a burden to him yet for the second time I am being sued for modification because he is "tired" of paying. The
ability for a wealthy former spouse to out-litigate and outspend a former spouse through pernicious litigation needs
to eliminated. I wish for the courts to protect me and the permanent order that I have. Being out of the workforce for
34 years, being 59, and now having a disability after spinal surgery is not  conducive  to being able to live with
dignity in retirement. Yes, retirement, because I believe raising children that go on to get scholarships to Harvard
and Princeton is a very demanding JOB. I am also in opposition to the equal-time sharing provision, SB 250. Each
family is different. Not every spouse is a good, attentive parent. Divorce does not make them better. Children need
to be protected and their need for nurturing and continuity in their lives should be respected and put first. I urge you
to consider the financial partnership of marriages and the needs of families and former homemakers who don't
deserve unfair financial consequences and be forced into poverty after divorce , unable to maintain a family home
and pay the bills. My children and grandchildren don't consider me a "parasite" or "burden". They consider me the
glue of the family. The goal of our legislature should always be pro-family. Thank you.



From: pdunn2
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:58:08 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am a registered voter in Volusia County, Florida. Please VETO SB 668 presented with no economic impact report
on families.
I am writing you concerning my opposition to Family Law Bill SB 668. I oppose that this bill is presented with no
economic impact reports on families that would support these proposed legislations. Every dissolution of marriage is
unique and different and there are already statutes in place that allow a judge to evaluate the needs of each party. I
also oppose the retroactive quality of the bill. Although the word retroactive is not in the 2016 bill, the bill does
retroactively change the financial consequences of divorce from what a person anticipates at the time of marriage. I
myself am a recipient of permanent alimony awarded by the courts in 2000 after a stressful, expensive year in court,
having been a partner in a 20 year marriage and a stay-at-home mother of 4 (necessary for my husband's medical
career). I willingly supported my former husband's career and was always the primary parent raising the children
while moving 6 times, even spending one full year alone as a single parent with 4 young children, one a newborn,
while my husband pursued a surgical fellowship 1,000 miles away. The courts already hurt former spouses ( mostly
female) and children by having no cost of living increase in alimony and by allowing former spouses to seek
modification even when ABLE to pay. This is a financial burden since hiring a lawyer can be cost prohibitive to
many alimony recipients that have to defend her (his) needs. I know, because I am again back in court proceedings
and have spent over $10,000 in legal defense.  In my case, alimony payments are negligible compared to my former
spouse's assets and income. The cost of one tank of gas in his private jet is equivalent to my payment. Alimony is
not a burden to him yet for the second time I am being sued for modification because he is "tired" of paying. The
ability for a wealthy former spouse to out-litigate and outspend a former spouse through pernicious litigation needs
to eliminated. I wish for the courts to protect me and the permanent order that I have. Being out of the workforce for
34 years, being 59, and now having a disability after spinal surgery is not  conducive  to being able to live with
dignity in retirement. Yes, retirement, because I believe raising children that go on to get scholarships to Harvard
and Princeton is a very demanding JOB. I am also in opposition to the equal-time sharing provision, SB 250. Each
family is different. Not every spouse is a good, attentive parent. Divorce does not make them better. Children need
to be protected and their need for nurturing and continuity in their lives should be respected and put first. I urge you
to consider the financial partnership of marriages and the needs of families and former homemakers who don't
deserve unfair financial consequences and be forced into poverty after divorce , unable to maintain a family home
and pay the bills. My children and grandchildren don't consider me a "parasite" or "burden". They consider me the
glue of the family. The goal of our legislature should always be pro-family. Thank you.

Sincerely,

Patricia Dunn

51 Emerald Oaks Lane
Ormond Beach, Fl  32174



From: Leah Kennelly
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 12:00:30 PM

I am a Florida voter from Jacksonville. I urge governor Scott to VETO SB 668. It is unfair towards women and
children. Please reject this bill, and provide a fair legal environment for women and children.
Thank you,
Leah Kennelly
Jacksonville Florida



From: Julie Davidson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:19:31 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

As a Tampa, Florida resident, I urge you to VETO this legislation.

Thank you,

Julie



From: Patricia Dunn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:03:41 AM

Dear Governor Scott,
I am a registered Florida Voter. This bill presented to you is pro-pay or, anti-women, anti-traditional family. I am
concerned that the bill has no statement that it doesn't apply to existing court orders , therefore modifications are
retroactive with financial devastation to older women who according to this bill would also lose alimony payments
at time of filing . Unfair!!
Veto this bill!

Patricia Dunn
Ormond beach , Fl

Sent from my iPhone



From: Lisa Dowd
To: Governor Rick Scott
Cc: ls dwd@yahoo.com
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:26:31 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am contacting you to request that you VETO SB 668.

Thank you,

Lisa Dowd
115 Highland Lane
Delray Beach, Florida
33444

561-306-3093



From: Antkowiak, Nancy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 8:36:50 AM

PLEASE VETO SB668
This bill is totally unfair.
A study must be done.
Thank you
N. Antko



From: Leisa Athey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668, REQUEST BY A REGISTERD FLORIDA VOTER
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 7:26:21 PM

Dear Governor Scott:
I am begging you to please veto SB 668. I am a 60 year old woman who was kicked to the curb by my
ex husband in 2008. I was married for 23 years and stayed home to support my husband and take
care of our children at the expense of my career. Now my ex husband has a very successful business.
I was divorced in 2011 and every penny I every had I spent on attorneys to ensure my future with
Alimony. I did receive a judgement that I am able to live on in addition to my $14 an hour job. Now,
this Bill……..If I come under any of the “triggers” then my ex will take me back to court to have my
alimony recalculated under the new formula. How is this not retroactive? I need someone to explain
this to me. I spent the money on the attorneys based on what I knew at the time, never, never
thinking the rug could be pulled out from under me. I have recalculated my alimony based on the
new formula and it is less than half of what I am receiving now. How am I going to live on this? I
simply cannot climb the corporate at 60 years old. I will never have the career or salary that my ex-
husband enjoys. I put him through college and he is the one that now benefits from that, not me.
I do agree that our society has changed with more women working now and any Alimony Reform
starting today, going forward would be understandable. This self serving group that is in favor of this
Bill are wanting to change “current awards” which is wrong. Please allow all stay at home Moms to
know and understand all of the facts and consequences that could occur in the event of a divorce so
that they can plan their financial futures accordingly. I don’t think this is asking much. Also, I wanted
to point out that Senator Joyner tried to get through an Amendment on the Bill to prevent the Bill
from being retroactive, it was voted against. What does that tell you about the retroactivity of this
Bill? If it was truly not retroactive, it would have passed.
Please consider the older women of our state. You have been very protective with the tax dollars for
Florida taxpayers and with successful results. If this Bill is passed I and thousands of others will have
no other alternative than to rely on Florida taxpayers. Please don’t do this to the Florida taxpayers.
They are not the ones who enjoyed the benefit of a stay at home Mom. Please keep this burden
where it belongs, with the one who benefited (Alimony Payors).
Please veto SB668
Leisa Athey, Registered Florida Voter, Republican
567 Waterscape Way
Orlando, FL 32828
(407)758-4905



From: CYNTHIA HANSON
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:03:06 PM
Importance: High

PLEASE GOVERNOR SCOTTT VETO THIS BILL OR ATLEAST VETO THE 50/50 MANDITORY TIME
SHARING
There is an order of protection against my granddaughters father he should never have 50/50
time sharing.
When she was less than a year old he used her to get an erection, twice after that he shoved his
penis in her face, he threatened her when she woke up crying at 2 weeks
old because she had colic.
My daughter had agreed to try supervised visitation, my granddaughter screamed every time she
saw him and had nightmares about it. The visitation supervisor
finally put a stop to the visits because of the trauma it was causing this child.
My granddaughter has his last name only because he threatened my daughter hours after the
baby was born to put his last name on the papers, they are not married.
He lives with another women now and they have had a son, 2 months after his birth she had him
arrested for domestic abuse, she told police he gets violent
every time they argue AND THE NEXT DAY SHE DIDN’T FILE CHARGES PROBABLY BECAUSE HE
THREATENED TO TAKE THE BABY AWAY THAT IS WHAT HE DOES.
This mandatory time share is not in the best interest or safety of children especially not this child.

Please protect the children
Respectfully,
Cynthia Hanson
Spring Hill, FL
Chanson1@tampabay.rr.com

Virus-free. www.avast.com



From: Scott Margules
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668/FAMILY LA
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 7:53:16 AM

VETO SB 668

On Sun, 10 Apr 2016 20:21:17 +0000, Governor Rick Scott wrote:

Thank you for contacting Governor Rick Scott.

Due to the volume of emails sent to the Governor, there may be a delay in responding to your e-mail.
You may wish to view the Governor's web site, www.FLGov.com, which provides information on
current issues and answers to frequently asked questions.

Thank you again for taking the time to contact Governor Scott.

Office of Governor Rick Scott

www.FLGov.com

@FLGovScott

Click Here to Sign-Up for Our Monthly Newsletter

Under Florida law, all correspondence sent to the Governor’s Office, which is not exempt or
confidential pursuant to Chapter 119 of the Florida Statutes, is a public record. All public record
electronic mail sent to Governor Scott will be posted to Project Sunburst at
http://www.flgov.com/sunburst, and will be accessible to the public. If you do not want the public
record contents of your e-mail or your e-mail address to be published on this website or to be
provided to the public in response to a public records request, please do not send electronic mail to
this entity. Please be aware that personal information sent in your correspondence, such as home
addresses and telephone numbers, may be posted to the Sunburst public records website.

-- 

--------------------------
Scott Margules, Esq.
Law Offices of Scott Margules, P.A.
20801 Biscayne Blvd., Suite 303
Aventura, FL 33180
Phone: (305) 933-8933 / Fax: (305) 933-0334
E-Mail: scott@marguleslaw.com

NOTICE: This e-mail message and any attachment to this e-mail message is 
attorney PRIVILEGED and CONFIDENTIAL. If you are not the intended recipient, 
you must not review, retransmit, convert to hard copy, copy, and use or 
disseminate this e-mail or any attachments to it. If you have received this e-
mail in error, please notify us immediately by return e-mail or by telephone 
at 305-933-8933 and delete this message. Please note that if this e-mail 
message contains a forwarded message or is a reply to a prior message, some or 



all of the contents of this message or any attachments may not have been 
produced by the Law Offices of Scott Margules, P.A.



From: Scott Margules
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668/FAMILY LA
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 7:53:20 AM

VETO SB 668

On Sun, 10 Apr 2016 20:21:17 +0000, Governor Rick Scott wrote:

Thank you for contacting Governor Rick Scott.

Due to the volume of emails sent to the Governor, there may be a delay in responding to your e-mail.
You may wish to view the Governor's web site, www.FLGov.com, which provides information on
current issues and answers to frequently asked questions.

Thank you again for taking the time to contact Governor Scott.

Office of Governor Rick Scott

www.FLGov.com

@FLGovScott

Click Here to Sign-Up for Our Monthly Newsletter

Under Florida law, all correspondence sent to the Governor’s Office, which is not exempt or
confidential pursuant to Chapter 119 of the Florida Statutes, is a public record. All public record
electronic mail sent to Governor Scott will be posted to Project Sunburst at
http://www.flgov.com/sunburst, and will be accessible to the public. If you do not want the public
record contents of your e-mail or your e-mail address to be published on this website or to be
provided to the public in response to a public records request, please do not send electronic mail to
this entity. Please be aware that personal information sent in your correspondence, such as home
addresses and telephone numbers, may be posted to the Sunburst public records website.

-- 

--------------------------
Scott Margules, Esq.
Law Offices of Scott Margules, P.A.
20801 Biscayne Blvd., Suite 303
Aventura, FL 33180
Phone: (305) 933-8933 / Fax: (305) 933-0334
E-Mail: scott@marguleslaw.com

NOTICE: This e-mail message and any attachment to this e-mail message is 
attorney PRIVILEGED and CONFIDENTIAL. If you are not the intended recipient, 
you must not review, retransmit, convert to hard copy, copy, and use or 
disseminate this e-mail or any attachments to it. If you have received this e-
mail in error, please notify us immediately by return e-mail or by telephone 
at 305-933-8933 and delete this message. Please note that if this e-mail 
message contains a forwarded message or is a reply to a prior message, some or 



all of the contents of this message or any attachments may not have been 
produced by the Law Offices of Scott Margules, P.A.



From: Scott Margules
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB 668/FAMILY LAW/ALIMONY BILL
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 4:21:17 PM

Governor VETO SB 668

-- 

--------------------------
Scott Margules, Esq.
Law Offices of Scott Margules, P.A.
20801 Biscayne Blvd., Suite 303
Aventura, FL 33180
Phone: (305) 933-8933 / Fax: (305) 933-0334
E-Mail: scott@marguleslaw.com

NOTICE: This e-mail message and any attachment to this e-mail message is 
attorney PRIVILEGED and CONFIDENTIAL. If you are not the intended recipient, 
you must not review, retransmit, convert to hard copy, copy, and use or 
disseminate this e-mail or any attachments to it. If you have received this 
e-mail in error, please notify us immediately by return e-mail or by 
telephone at 305-933-8933 and delete this message. Please note that if this 
e-mail message contains a forwarded message or is a reply to a prior message, 
some or all of the contents of this message or any attachments may not have 
been produced by the Law Offices of Scott Margules, P.A.



From: Patricia Aiken O"Neill
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB668!
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 5:52:12 PM

April 10, 2016

Veto SB 668!

Patricia Aiken O'Neill 
M 240-338-1945
355 Park Shore Drive, # 142
Naples, FL 34103

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Verizon Wireless 4G LTE network.



From: IvyMill08@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB668!!!!!!!!
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 2:43:37 PM

Dear Governor:
I am a registered Republican of Broward County and voted for you both
times. Both times I voted for you because you supported traditional values
and wisely vetoed the retroactive alimony bills that keep plaguing our state
and causing panic amongst divorced women.
If this newest bill SB 668 passes, it will cause more divorce and fractured
families than ever before! Wealthy male spouses are already licking their
lips and boasting that their divorces will hurt their exes and not impinge on
their own lives. It is self-serving and biased towards wealthy men who want
to move on with their lives without any consequences from their divorces or
responsibilities to their former spouses.
Permanent alimony must remain in effect for those women who are
PERMANENTLY damaged by the demise of their marriages. If the financial
effects of a divorce are permanent to the point that a woman has no way of
supporting herself in the status quo( (as her husband will after many years
of marriage,) then the remedy has to be permanent as well.
Many women, such as myself, sacrificed jobs and opportunities to raise their
children so that strangers wouldn't have to be paid to do so. In essence, a
big portion of their job-earning years were lost, never to be recouped. It is
unfair to expect these women in later years, in an alien job market and
uncertain economy, to be forced into working for pitiable wages and
drastically changing their lifestyles. They paid their dues and now they are
put out to pasture so that their ex-husbands can have it easier?
Modification exists and always has so that if the breadwinner spouse
experiences hardship he has recourse in the courts. All these proposed child
custody changes are a smokescreen to empower the wage earning
spouse's financial circumstances. Custody should always be in the best
interest of the child, not the parent, and usually with that parent who has
been home and really knows the needs of the child.
Children should never be used as pawns in financial battles but this bill
enables that very tactic. Also, women need to be protected in case their
former husbands voluntarily become unemployed or "retire" thus relieving
themselves of a responsibility .
This bill is so one-sided and biased and does absolutely nothing to protect
women and assuage their fears of going on public assistance at the mercy
of a wealthy spouse. Please VETO SB 668!!



Thank you for listening,
Ivy M. Miller



From: Joann Velez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 4:55:45 PM

From: Joann Velez <joann.velez@hugeshubbard.com>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33131

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I am deeply concerned about the time-sharing provisions of SB668 and believe that the potential new law will have
a very negative impact in the family law arena, particularly on children.  If passed, the bill will force a mandatory
presumption of 50/50 timesharing (i.e., custody) of infants and children in all family law cases.  Currently the
standard in Florida (and most other states) is the "best interest of the child", and Judge's do not have to award 50/50
custody if the evidence suggests that it is not in a child's best interest.  If this law passes, this mandated 50/50
timesharing of even infants could only be challenged if a parent can afford expensive litigation to protect his or her
children.  For instance, if a father objects to a mother having a child for more than the presumed 50/50 timesharing,
the mother would have to hire a lawyer and litigate to attack the 50/50 presumption, and vice versa. A 50/50 custody
presumption will be very detrimental for very young babies who are breastfeeding as it will force them to be away
from their mothers for 7 out of 14 days.  It is a direct attack on a child's right to breastfeed, and on a mother's right to
provide breastmilk for their child. It will also negatively affect individuals in relationships plagued with domestic
violence and abuse, as their aggressors can threaten to take them to court to get their children 50/50 should they
decide to leave them.  Moreover, no studies were conducted and no research was done by the Senate to determine
that the 50/50 presumption benefits children. A number of groups including the Florida League of Women Voters,
the Family Law Section of the Florida Bar, UniteWomen.Org FL, the democratic Hispanic Caucus, the FL
Breastfeeding Coalition, and others oppose this harmful bill.  A number of former family law Judges have also
spoken out against it. This legislation has the potential to be very harmful to children, particularly to children of
parents from low socio-economic backgrounds.  I urge you to veto SB 668, and stand up for children's rights in
doing so!

Regards,
Joann Velez



From: Annette R Smith
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:18:47 AM

From: Annette R Smith <arsphd@yahoo.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34110

Phone Number: 2392061840

Message Body: I urge you to veto SB 668.



From: Darrel Puckett
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 8:40:23 AM

Governor Scott,

I urge you to VETO SB 668!!

Darrel W. Puckett
Commonwealth's Attorney for Appomattox County, Virginia

Sent from my iPhone



From: Anna Edgar
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 10:40:21 PM

From: Anna Edgar <mitchsmom@gmail.com>

County: Highlands

Zip Code: 33876

Phone Number: 8632143874

Message Body: Please veto SB 668

Thank you.

Respectfully,
Anna Edgar



From: Camille
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 5:08:00 AM

SB 668 will harm older women in need of life time Alimony . I was married 30 years and never worked outside the
home ,per my husbands wishes . I supported his career and raised 3children. He was abusive and I have permanent
injuries from his abuse. I am not healthy enough to hold down a full time job. I was awarded life time alimony . He
has more than enough ability to pay. If this bill passes I will be in poverty. Please VETOSB 668

Sent from my iPhone



From: Camille
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 12:59:39 AM

THIS BILL WILL IMPOVERISH MANY WOMEN WHO DEPEND ON ALIMONY ! THIS IS A BAD BILL
FOR CHILDREN. PLEASE VETO SB 668!

Sent from my iPhone



From: Lisa Absher
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:52:52 PM

VETO SB 668 FAMILY LAW/ALIMONY BILL



From: Dorothy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO SN 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:55:48 PM

I am one of the approximately 250 board certified attorneys in the state of Florida. As an expert in family
law and as a practitioner in family law for over 30 years, it is my strong belief that SB 668 is contrary to
the best interests of the families in our state. Please veto the bill!!

Dorothy J. McMichen, B.C.S.



From: Patricia Dunn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO alimony reform bill SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:13:57 PM

From: Patricia Dunn <pdunn2@cfl rr.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32174

Phone Number: 3866730519

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,
As a registered voter in Florida, you are my representatives for honest and good legislation.
And as a 60 year old mother, I rely on court ordered alimony support to pay for a home and for my health
insurance.  Vote NO to SB 668 which is being pushed through  the house and senate by special interests.
I would like you to email me and in writing assure me that this bill does NOT affect existing court orders  because
that is not what I am reading and interpreting. And Rep. Berman’s amendment seems to have been withdrawn.

Perhaps the greatest travesty in the proposed statute is the ease with which alimony orders can be modified and the
application of the new rules to modification of alimony orders entered long ago. I’ve been there…. and it costs over
$10,000 ! The law is unfair to women and families making then victims of abusive former husbands.  Also, the
proposal provides for an automatic review of alimony when the person paying  reaches retirement age. More
thousands of dollars!
No one in the Legislature has ever provided a factual or logical basis for the proposed changes.  The guidelines are
entirely arbitrary.  There has been no study of how the proposed changes would affect families, especially women
and children, but also men.

There is no established need for reform of alimony laws in Florida.  The proposed legislation’s overhaul should be
rejected until proponents can produce research that shows that the present system is unfair.  And they should prove
what impact the “reform” will have on Florida’s women, children, families, and taxpayers.

Every dissolution of marriage is unique and different and there are already statutes in place that allow a judge to
evaluate the needs of each party. I also oppose the retroactive quality of the bill. Although the word retroactive is not
in the 2016 bill, the bill does retroactively change the financial consequences of divorce from what a person
anticipates at the time of marriage. I myself am a recipient of permanent alimony awarded by the courts in 2000
after a stressful, expensive year in court, having been a partner in a 20 year marriage and a stay-at-home mother of 4
(necessary for my husband's medical career). I willingly supported my former husband's career and was always the
primary parent raising the children while moving 6 times, even spending one full year alone as a single parent with 4
young children, one a newborn, while my husband pursued a surgical fellowship 1,000 miles away. The courts
already hurt former spouses ( mostly female) and children by having no cost of living increase in alimony and by
allowing former spouses to seek modification even when ABLE to pay. This is a financial burden since hiring a
lawyer can be cost prohibitive to many alimony recipients that have to defend her (his) needs. I know, because I am
again back in court proceedings and have spent over $10,000 in legal defense.  In my case, alimony payments are
negligible compared to my former spouse's assets and income. The cost of one tank of gas in his private jet is
equivalent to my payment. Alimony is not a burden to him yet for the second time I am being sued for modification
because he is "tired" of paying. The ability for a wealthy former spouse to out-litigate and outspend a former spouse
through pernicious litigation needs to eliminated. I wish for the courts to protect me and the permanent order that I
have. Being out of the workforce for 34 years, being 60, and now having a disability after spinal surgery is not 
conducive  to being able to live with dignity in retirement.
Without that research, the beneficiaries of the proposal are rich guys who don’t want to support wives who have
dedicated their lives to supporting them.  When did the Florida legislature declare war on women and families?



From: pdunn2
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO alimony reform bill SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:11:57 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

As a registered voter in Florida, you are my representatives for honest and good 
legislation.
And as a 60 year old mother, I rely on court ordered alimony support to pay for a 
home and for my health insurance. Vote NO to SB 668 which is being pushed 
through the house and senate by special interests.
I would like you to email me and in writing assure me that this bill does NOT 
affect existing court orders because that is not what I am reading and interpreting. 
And Rep. Berman’s amendment seems to have been withdrawn.

Perhaps the greatest travesty in the proposed statute is the ease with which 
alimony orders can be modified and the application of the new rules to 
modification of alimony orders entered long ago. I’ve been there…. and it costs 
over $10,000 ! The law is unfair to women and families making then victims of 
abusive former husbands. Also, the proposal provides for an automatic review of 
alimony when the person paying reaches retirement age. More thousands of 
dollars!

No one in the Legislature has ever provided a factual or logical basis for the 
proposed changes. The guidelines are entirely arbitrary. There has been no study 
of how the proposed changes would affect families, especially women and 
children, but also men.

There is no established need for reform of alimony laws in Florida. The proposed 
legislation’s overhaul should be rejected until proponents can produce research 
that shows that the present system is unfair. And they should prove what impact 
the “reform” will have on Florida’s women, children, families, and taxpayers.

Every dissolution of marriage is unique and different and there are already 
statutes in place that allow a judge to evaluate the needs of each party. I also 
oppose the retroactive quality of the bill. Although the word retroactive is not in 
the 2016 bill, the bill does retroactively change the financial consequences of 
divorce from what a person anticipates at the time of marriage. I myself am a 
recipient of permanent alimony awarded by the courts in 2000 after a stressful, 
expensive year in court, having been a partner in a 20 year marriage and a stay-at-
home mother of 4 (necessary for my husband's medical career). I willingly 
supported my former husband's career and was always the primary parent raising 
the children while moving 6 times, even spending one full year alone as a single 
parent with 4 young children, one a newborn, while my husband pursued a 
surgical fellowship 1,000 miles away. The courts already hurt former spouses ( 
mostly female) and children by having no cost of living increase in alimony and 
by allowing former spouses to seek modification even when ABLE to pay. This is 
a financial burden since hiring a lawyer can be cost prohibitive to many alimony 



recipients that have to defend her (his) needs. I know, because I am again back in 
court proceedings and have spent over $10,000 in legal defense. In my case, 
alimony payments are negligible compared to my former spouse's assets and 
income. The cost of one tank of gas in his private jet is equivalent to my payment. 
Alimony is not a burden to him yet for the second time I am being sued for 
modification because he is "tired" of paying. The ability for a wealthy former 
spouse to out-litigate and outspend a former spouse through pernicious litigation 
needs to eliminated. I wish for the courts to protect me and the permanent order 
that I have. Being out of the workforce for 34 years, being 60, and now having a 
disability after spinal surgery is not conducive to being able to live with dignity in 
retirement.

Without that research, the beneficiaries of the proposal are rich guys who don’t 
want to support wives who have dedicated their lives to supporting them. When 
did the Florida legislature declare war on women and families?



From: pdunn2
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO alimony reform bill SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 2:47:56 PM

As a registered voter in Florida, you are my representatives for honest 
and good legislation.
And as a 60 year old mother, I rely on court ordered alimony support 
to pay for a home and for my health insurance. Vote NO to SB 668 
which is being pushed through the house and senate by special 
interests.

I would like you to email me and in writing assure me that this bill 
does NOT affect existing court orders because that is not what I am 
reading and interpreting. And Rep. Berman’s amendment seems to 
have been withdrawn.

Perhaps the greatest travesty in the proposed statute is the ease with 
which alimony orders can be modified and the application of the new 
rules to modification of alimony orders entered long ago. I’ve been 
there…. and it costs over $10,000 ! The law is unfair to women and 
families making then victims of abusive former husbands. Also, the 
proposal provides for an automatic review of alimony when the 
person paying reaches retirement age. More thousands of dollars!

No one in the Legislature has ever provided a factual or logical basis 
for the proposed changes. The guidelines are entirely arbitrary. There 
has been no study of how the proposed changes would affect 
families, especially women and children, but also men.

There is no established need for reform of alimony laws in Florida. 
The proposed legislation’s overhaul should be rejected until 
proponents can produce research that shows that the present system is 
unfair. And they should prove what impact the “reform” will have on 
Florida’s women, children, families, and taxpayers.

Every dissolution of marriage is unique and different and there are 
already statutes in place that allow a judge to evaluate the needs of 
each party. I also oppose the retroactive quality of the bill. Although 
the word retroactive is not in the 2016 bill, the bill does retroactively 
change the financial consequences of divorce from what a person 
anticipates at the time of marriage. I myself am a recipient of 
permanent alimony awarded by the courts in 2000 after a stressful, 
expensive year in court, having been a partner in a 20 year marriage 
and a stay-at-home mother of 4 (necessary for my husband's medical 
career). I willingly supported my former husband's career and was 
always the primary parent raising the children while moving 6 times, 
even spending one full year alone as a single parent with 4 young 



children, one a newborn, while my husband pursued a surgical 
fellowship 1,000 miles away. The courts already hurt former spouses 
( mostly female) and children by having no cost of living increase in 
alimony and by allowing former spouses to seek modification even 
when ABLE to pay. This is a financial burden since hiring a lawyer 
can be cost prohibitive to many alimony recipients that have to 
defend her (his) needs. I know, because I am again back in court 
proceedings and have spent over $10,000 in legal defense. In my 
case, alimony payments are negligible compared to my former 
spouse's assets and income. The cost of one tank of gas in his private 
jet is equivalent to my payment. Alimony is not a burden to him yet 
for the second time I am being sued for modification because he is 
"tired" of paying. The ability for a wealthy former spouse to out-
litigate and outspend a former spouse through pernicious litigation 
needs to eliminated. I wish for the courts to protect me and the 
permanent order that I have. Being out of the workforce for 34 years, 
being 60, and now having a disability after spinal surgery is not 
conducive to being able to live with dignity in retirement.

Without that research, the beneficiaries of the proposal are rich guys 
who don’t want to support wives who have dedicated their lives to 
supporting them. When did the Florida legislature declare war on 
women and families?



From: Patricia Dunn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO- SB 668 is RETROACTIVE
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 11:38:18 AM

From: Patricia Dunn <pdunn2@cfl rr.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32174

Phone Number: 3866730519

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

The only people that will profit from this unfair bill are the alimony payors that will immediately seek expensive
modifications devastating women and families emotionally and financially. That is not pro-family! Please VETO!
I am a registered voter in Florida!
Thank you!



From: Barbara Butan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO. SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 9:11:30 PM

Dear Gov. Scott;
Please do what is right and VETO SB 668!!  Don't hurt us any further!
Thank you!!
Sent from my iPad



From: info@balanceyourbody.net
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO. proposed alimony reform and 50/50 custody split legislation, Bills SB 668 and HB455
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:04:35 PM

-------- Original Message --------
Subject: re.very serious concerns re. proposed alimony reform and 50/50
custody split legislation, Bills SB 668 and HB455
From: <info@balanceyourbody.net>
Date: Sat, March 19, 2016 1:59 pm
To: Rick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com

Dear Governor Scott,
I am writing to you again, as I did 3 years ago when this proposal came about.
Shortly after you received my letter and a flurry of petition signatures, you decided
to veto this bill, and wisely so. The press asked me for an interview after they got
an impression that "something I wrote" to you encouraged you to vote the way you
did and asked me for an interview for the Sarasota paper. I did the interview and
the repercussions were terrifying, but because I feel so strongly about this issue, I
will continue to fight. I was flooded with hate emails,mostly from younger men in
this state and even some that were threatening. The local police guarded my home
for a night or two to make sure I was safe. I now see just a tiny microbe of how
when you speak the truth, the truth some don't like to hear because they don't
understand or care about the sacrifices for families that mothers make or have
made in their lives. They judge and form uneducated opinions about those mothers
who have made a choice JOINTLY with their espouses to have done so. I did not
respond to one single email,blog or twitter hate grams that were hurled at me. I
now will speak plainly and clearly the reality of what happened, at least in my case
and many others that I know of.
I am a recipient of lifetime alimony that I was awarded in lieu of my 51%
ownership of a jointly owned corporation with my ex spouse.The support I was
awarded barely covers the basics of the house maintainence,(same home our
children grew up in). The company was run by my ex while we agreed that I would
be the primary caretaker of our 4 children. I volunteered at their schools for over
10 years, did fundraising for both schools and other local organizations,was a Girl
Scout leader and on staff at our church for 8 years as they grew. I had no nannies,
housekeepers,nor help of any kind, way,shape or form in the raising of our
children. When I first moved to Florida,30 years ago, I gave up my 4th year of pre
med to run a home daycare and be able to stay at home with 2 or our children at
that time,which was jointly decided. Because I had good credit,and he did not,
everything was in my name at that time and even the large corporation at the end
of our marriage, which I had taken away from me by judges and attorneys without
my approval.
I have always worked part time in some self employment capacity. I now do work
full time,even managing my epilepsy, and do not stay at home sitting around
"collecting alimony,living off my ex", direct quotes from the general public. My
children are grown, and I have 2 grandchildren,who I do help out.I know many
grandmothers who are actually raising their granchilden,some with spousal support
and some not.What will happen to the grandmothers raising their grandkids with
the help of spousal support should the courts decide to take it away in the future?
Would the children then have to relocate to a foster home? This is a reality that is
not a census bureau stat. I am responding to some email slanders on the question
that that issue exists in Florida,and it DOES!!! I use to work in a womens gym with
44,000 members and over 8 years, I consulted with at least 50 new women each
week who confided in me their stories. About 50% of those women over 50-55



were raising or helping to raise their grandchildren while getting spousal support.
What I DONT want, Governor Scott, is to end up back in court and resurrect a
horrible, contentious divorce from 12 plus years ago, that lasted 3 years and is
already causing me nightmares just even thinking about the possibility of going
through all of that again, and all of the other 300,000 plus women that would have
to reopen their cases again and the mental anguish on the children, now young
adults in most cases. If that did happen, would that be breaking prior contract law?
I realize that the bill took out the retroactive clause however as you know, they
added the 2nd one, HB 455 and in the last paragraph, it is vague and does not
read that "in no circumstance,should any prior alimony cases be reopened" or
something to that affect. It uses words like "MAY" and "sole"...MAY to me means it
"MIGHT " be able to be opened at some future date. This last paragraph is very
concerning.
I don't know if this is the reason for sure, but since this legislation has most
recently come up again....my ex has not paid me at all and doesn't return my
texts. It has been 3 months now. Thank GOD that I don't have to worry about a
50/50 split with him or he would be a perfect example of guess who wouldn't ever
show up if he didn't have some financial responsibility with visitation. Most judges
are not in favor of this 50/50 split. "Back pack kids"....Never really getting to stay
in one home for than a few nights in a row...
While my children are grown, I am very worried for my grandchildren. These
children will be our caretakers one day....would we want them shuffling us back
and forth in our nursing homes when they are in charge of our care? That might be
a message they will get after living that way if court appointed.
How many psychological studies have been done on the long term effects of these
"dislocated personalities"that may develop. While I agree, that some families may
have amicable agreements and arrangements in these situations,it is NOT the
majority.
Lastly,Lets consider the originators of this legislation,3 major players, these
senators all have serious,personal motives. I have done my research. Kelli Stargel,
who got in to the legislature via her husband,Tom Lee, and Seve Crisafulli. All of
these Senators have connections with each other on other deals. Sen.Stargels
other proposals have caused great upheaval already and she is a prior property
manager, so I would not consider her an authority on "divorced women" and the
mental anguish that families go through,not just during but post this process as
well. Tom Lee, well I believe I read that he has a new family and doesn't want to
continue to pay for the first family and Sen Crisafulli, a large contractor in
florida...enough said. Maybe if just ONE of them was unbiased, and/or a mental
health counselor I could take seriously something from any of them...but not in
this CASE!!!
This is what one particular candidate on the trail is fighting against, back door
deals and government not "For the people" but "For themselves". This legislation, if
approved, will be written by biased, bitter,anti TRADTIONAL family value haters
who will burden the tax payers with overwhelming court costs and judges labor to
litigate new cases and reopen old ones.
I feel like I have jumped around in this letter on these issues,but there is a lot to
be said and time is of the essence now to really understand all of the implications
of these bills IF approved. Its NOT TOO LATE!!
I implore you to VETO this legislation, that will force the tearing down of already
crumbling families even further, especially women, mothers and grandmothers
both!!
Sincerely,
God bess,
Valerie Dillingham
info@balanceyourbody.net



From: Jodi Berger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: VETO
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 10:57:43 PM

April 6, 2016
Dear Governor Scott:
My name is Robert M. Evans. I have served the State of Florida and the Ninth Judicial Circuit for
over 20 years and recently retired in January of 2015. During my tenure, I served primarily on the
family bench. To my knowledge, I have presided over more divorce cases than any other judge in
the state of Florida. I served as the administrative judge for the family divisions for 10 years in the
Ninth Judicial Circuit and was appointed by the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court twice to serve
on the Supreme Court’s Committee for Children and Families in the Courts.
I am writing today regarding my concern for SB 668, which is currently on your desk for
consideration. Although this bill addresses several things which are overdue in the State of
Florida, I fear that it will have a disastrous effect for many of the people in this state. The
“premise” that children split equal time between both parents before considering any factors
related to the best interests of the children is actually contrary to the best interests of the
children. I have always approached the law that timesharing is principally for the benefit of the
child or children and not necessarily for the benefit of the parents. This “premise” reverses that.

I am also concerned that the guidelines which have been adopted by the legislature are not based
on any facts or research, but rather on the individual prejudices of a few legislators. The prospect
of guidelines for judges in alimony cases may well be overdue, but once again, I fear that this bill
will wreak havoc with some of Florida’s most vulnerable citizens. Additionally, the mechanism for
modifying alimony in this bill is one-sided and will create even more litigation than we presently
experience.

I am not a member of any committee or organization and have no special interest in this piece of
legislation other than my concern for the people of the State of Florida. I gave up a considerable
amount of future financial potential when I took the bench but was proud to serve the people of
the State of Florida from 1995 – 2015. I urge you to veto this piece of legislation until such time as
a more balanced and reasoned approach is presented.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

Robert M. Evans, Esq.
Retired Circuit Judge
Judge Robert M. Evans Credentials: During his more than twenty years of service as a circuit judge in the Ninth
Judicial Circuit of Florida, Bob Evans served on the criminal, domestic, domestic violence, juvenile, civil, and
complex civil divisions. He was the administrative judge in the family divisions for over ten of his twenty years. He
was the co-chair of the Orange County Blue Ribbon Task Force on Domestic Violence. He was appointed by the
Florida Supre



From: Erick Hernandez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Very important parents equal rights
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 11:12:06 AM

PLEASE VOTE IN FAVOR OF SB 668 GOOD FATHERS ARE LEAVING THEIR KIDS.
PARENTS THEY CANNOT DO ANYTHING ELSE TO PROTECT THEIR KIDS
BECAUSE THE UNEQUAL RIGHTS AND ABUSIVE WAY TO TREAT THE NON
CUSTODIAN PARENTS. JUST THINK ON HOW YOU GONNA FEEL IF SOMEBODY
DON'T LET YOU SEE YOUR KIDS AND THE LAW LET IT HAPPEN. THANK YOU
LET'S GOD GUIDE YOU IN THE DECISION.



From: Leslie Lieberman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto Bill B668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 2:44:00 PM

Dear Governor Scott:
I am writing to urge you to veto SB 668 which is an injustice to many
women. It will undoubtedly increase the number of women and children
who are already living at a poverty in Florida. It will limit the discretion of
judges to evaluate each case.
Regards,
Dr. Lieberman

-- 
Leslie Sue Lieberman, Ph.D.
Professor Emerita UCF



From: Jodi Berger
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto Fla. Law Bill
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 6:09:04 PM

Please veto SB 668
50/50 won't work in my family. My ex has not had any contact with our Autistic son in 8 months. Not a holiday card
or birthday card or call. 50/50
Means less support but still no contact for him. Please VETO

Sent from my iPhone



From: Shirley Arcuri
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668 - please!
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 3:19:05 PM

Gov. Scott,
There is no reason to sign this bill and change current law. The welfare of the child is now and should
always be the priority in any custody ruling. This 50/50 presumption treats a child like a piece of
furniture. Please veto this bill!
Shirley C. Arcuri
Email: sarcuri3@tampabay.rr.com
Phone: (813) 835-6107



From: Christina Schaefer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 6:07:26 PM

Good Afternoon.

I am writing in reference to the bill SB 668 and ask you to take in to consideration circumstances such as mine. My
ex-husband and I have been divorced for 6 years. After 12 years of being in an emotionally, physically, and sexually
abusive relationship with a sociopathic man who was somewhat older than myself, I was able to break free with my
2 small children. This is a man who had absolutely nothing to do with raising the children and had no interest in a
healthy family life.

I was isolated from my friends and family with little support, no job, and no money. I left my house with children,
their belongings, and my clothes, and one hundred dollars. Thankfully, I had a program within my community that
helped me get back on my feet getting back to school and transiting in to a new home. A previous employer made
room for me in her organization to return to work. Sadly this program no longer exists. I consider myself one of the
lucky ones who was able to pool together enough resources to get safe.

The last six years have been trying. Despite him remarrying a woman with 3 children nearly two years ago, he
continues to harass and attempt to control me through money and the children. I felt it was in their best interest, and
mine, to leave that portion of our past in the passband this was not discussed in the divorce proceedings. Only my
children suffer if I attempt to bring forth the abuse. Child support comes at his will in varying amounts. I do not
make enough money to support them on my own. I work hard as a single mother with no family close to support me.
I cannot move as I am court ordered to stay within 50 miles of my abuser. The only government assistance I have is
medical coverage through Florida Healthy Kids. I am not a dead beat mom begging for help. I mostly want to live
my life and keep my kids healthy emotionally and physically.

Our custody arrangements are the standard every other weekend and one night during the week. During the summer
they rotate week to week and have a difficult time transitioning during those summer months. Recently, I was served
paperwork for him to reduce child support payments and serve as the primary caregiver to my children. This was in
retaliation to me filing an affidavit for him to pay child support through the state and hold him accountable for the
correct amount paid on time. He has no idea who their doctors or teachers are and routine dismisses their homework
assignments during the one weeknight he is with them. He has no regard for civil communication as I have tried for
the sake of the children. My children both have food allergies and do not get the correct foods when in his care. He
believes they do not exist even though they are medically documented.

While I have never denied the children’s father the opportunity to see his children, I do not feel it is my children’s
best interest to be in a situation where they would be in his care every other week. This law would only harm my
kids and perpetuate the control that he attempts to exhibit. At this time in my life, this is absolutely my worst
nightmare. I was thankful for the laws when dealing with the divorce as it afforded my family the opportunity to be
safe without putting us at further risk from an abuser. Please take this into consideration when voting for SB 668.

Thank you for your time,
Christina Schaefer



From: Silvia McLain
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668 Alimony Reform,
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 2:24:08 PM

I am an attorney and handle family law matters. SB 668 will be harmful to the community.
Silvia McLain, Esq.



From: Wendy Chase Fitzgerald
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668!
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:29:02 AM

Veto this deeply flawed piece of legislation and protect elderly women, children and families!

Thank you!

Theresa Fitzgerald
Sarasota

Sent from my iPhone



From: Cindy
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 4:48:11 PM

Listen to this common sense and studies! Veto!!

http://www.wmnf.org/77553-2/

Sent from Cindy's iPhone



From: Patty Gentile
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 5:38:24 PM

I see that Senate Bill 668 is now on your desk.I am respectfully asking you to please Veto this
bill and not change Florida alimony laws. All of the voters in Florida do not want this passed. I
Am one of these women that at 62 years of age if my x husband takes me back to court
because he is soon to retire that I would not be able to get a job to support myself. I stayed at
home with my children and took care of the home when I was younger and do not feel that I
should be penalized for that. Please Veto senate bill 668. Thank you,
Patty Gentile
Bradenton, Florida

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Patty Gentile <pattypgentile@yahoo.com>
Date: March 2, 2016 at 9:46:01 PM EST
To: Rick.scott@ecg.myflorida.com
Subject: SB 668

Governor Scott, I respectfully ask you to not sign Senate Bill 668 into law. If it
does get to your desk I am asking you to Veto it please. I am one of the women
that this would hurt. I stayed home and supported my husband in his job and
raised our children and now at 62 would not be able to find a job or support
myself if my husband takes me back to court.
Thank you,
Patty Gentile
Bradenton, Fl

Sent from my iPhone



From: Patricia Kadis
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 4:07:03 PM

Veto SB 668
Thank you!
Patti Kadis
Run and Roll, LLC
561-650-1200



From: Amy Kellum
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 3:39:54 PM

From: Amy Kellum <amydkellum@gmail.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 35135

Phone Number: 2398506215

Message Body: Please Veto SB 668.

As a divorced mom who has personal experience in this matter. I beg you to veto this bill. The alimony and time
share are two entirely different issues that do NOT belong on the same legislation.

Personally, I refused alimony even though I was entitled to it. I had left a very good paying job to stay home with
my children. I did 100% of the child rearing. When it came time to decide on a time share agreement. We agreed
upon 60/40. Even though I felt entitled to more time, it was what was in the best interest of the children.

The system is not broken in this area and a presumption of 50/50 timeshare is not what would have best served my
children.

Please VETO SB 668.  These issues should be separate and a 50/50 presumption should not be the starting point. All
parents should not be considered equal unless they can prove it

Best Regards,
Amy Kellum



From: Christopher Cornish
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 3:06:27 PM

From: Christopher Cornish <treechi77@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33028

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

Please veto SB 668, due to its retroactivity, its threat to unsettle divorce agreements already reached (wherein
permanent alimony might have been accepted in lieu of claim to assets).

Thanks,
Christopher Cornish



From: Lisa Labbe
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 1:18:35 PM

Governor Scott,
Please veto SB 668. Women in Florida deserve a fair process.suited to their
individual cases..

Elizabeth Labbe
Gainesville



From: Mary Lou Odum
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 12:50:38 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

Please VETO SB 668. I agree with some of the alimony reform but the premise of 50/50 child custody needs to be
further studied by a neutral study group. The bill is 2 different issues.... for this reason alone the bill needs to be
vetoed.  I am a registered FLORIDA Republican voter.

Thank you for making the right decision.

ML Odum

Sent from my iPhone



From: wm3187@gmail.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 11:07:45 AM

Wrong for Florida

Sent from my iPhone



From: Janet Clark
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 11:04:15 AM



From: Dorothy Wilken
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 10:17:24 AM

We are doing so much that’s wrong in Florida, can we not avoid this mistake? Please consider
a veto on SB668.
Dorothy H. Wilken 
907 Bond Way 
Delray Beach FL 33483 
561/395-5960 
dhwilken@att.net



From: suzanne summerlin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 9:47:04 AM

Dear Governor Scott:
As a family lawyer for the past 20+ years, I have been involved in how our legal system handles divorce and custody issues for the citizens
of Florida. I have represented citizens of all economic classes and many fathers and mothers in contested custody cases. Our system has
many many problems. The wording of the statutory provisions that regulate family law provides the framework upon which the judges are
required to make their decisions. Therefore, that wording is incredibly powerful. The lives of men and women and children are profoundly
affected by that wording and the judges’ interpretations of that wording. These decisions are among the most difficult made in our legal
system.
Creating a statutory presumption that requires judges either to simply give each parent 50% of the parenting time OR to find specific
grounds to create a parenting arrangement that is tailored to each case is not only unreliable but dangerous in the extreme. Judges don’t
have the time to do this. The parents don’t have the money to hire attorneys to help them give the judges the necessary facts and legal
arguments to overcome that presumption. As a result, in the great majority of cases, judges will use that presumption of 50/50 regardless
of whether it is the appropriate choice for the particular case in front of them because they will see no other way. They cannot fight the
statute when the Florida Legislature has presumably made a policy decision for the citizens of Florida.
Psychologists have long supported the idea that children need much more time with their primary caregiver. The psychological security
and bonding of young children can be terribly damaged by shipping them back and forth and back and forth when they are not old enough
to understand what is going on. It may have damaging impacts throughout the lives of children. Such a presumption does not make any
allowance for the age or development of a child or the abilities or inclinations of the parents. Simply biologically creating a child does not
make a man a good nurturing parent or even an OK parent. It is true that not every woman makes a good mother. In the cases where the
mother is not mentally and otherwise healthy, it may be that the father is the best choice given those unique circumstances. The scientific
evidence makes it clear that a child needs to be with the primary caregiver (usually a mother) for the majority of his or her life at least
during the youngest years. In my opinion there is plenty evidence that children never like being shipped back and forth on an equal basis.
Many will accept it because they don’t want to anger or hurt their parents. The vast majority of young men are not psychologically or
practically prepared to be a primary caregiver for very young children and may not be prepared to care for a child at later points.
Treating a child’s life like a marital asset or an asset between two unmarried parents that needs to be equally divided between two parents
is akin to treating a child like the kitchen dishes or the towels. A parent does not have a “RIGHT” to put their desires above those of the
child. The reason we allow judges to be involved in marital and custody cases is because they are supposed to exercise the best judgment
available in our society for the benefit of the child or children involved in the cases before them. Nothing less than the future of our
country is at risk here when we are so cavalier about the needs of our young children.
In regard to the alimony provisions, it is a good idea to standardize the law regarding alimony, but many of the provisions in this SB 668 are
not well thought out.
You may never have a chance to do anything as Governor of Florida that will be more important than vetoing SB 668.
Suzanne F. Summerlin
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
LAW OFFICES OF SUZANNE FANNON SUMMERLIN
POST OFFICE BOX 14687
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32317-4687
TEL. – (850) 656-2288
FAX – (850) 656-5589
Suzanne@summerlinlaw.net
THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS TRANSMISSION IS INTENDED FOR THE USE OF THE INDIVIDUAL OR ENTITY NAMED ABOVE
AND MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION THAT IS PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL. IF THE READER OF THIS MESSAGE IS NOT THE INTENDED
RECIPIENT, YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT ANY DISSEMINATION, DISTRIBUTION OR COPY OF THIS COMMUNICATION IS STRICTLY
PROHIBITED. IF YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS COMMUNICATION IN ERROR, PLEASE IMMEDIATELY NOTIFY AND RETURN THE ORIGINAL
MESSAGE TO THE SENDER. THANK YOU.



From: Patty Gentile
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 4:35:41 PM

I see that Senate Bill 668 is now on your desk.I am respectfully asking you to please Veto this
bill and not change Florida alimony laws. All of the voters in Florida do not want this passed. I
Am one of these women that at 62 years of age if my x husband takes me back to court
because he is soon to retire that I would not be able to get a job to support myself. I stayed at
home with my children and took care of the home when I was younger and do not feel that I
should be penalized for that. Please Veto senate bill 668. Thank you,
Patty Gentile
Bradenton, Florida

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Patty Gentile <pattypgentile@yahoo.com>
Date: March 2, 2016 at 9:46:01 PM EST
To: Rick.scott@ecg.myflorida.com
Subject: SB 668

Governor Scott, I respectfully ask you to not sign Senate Bill 668 into law. If it
does get to your desk I am asking you to Veto it please. I am one of the women
that this would hurt. I stayed home and supported my husband in his job and
raised our children and now at 62 would not be able to find a job or support
myself if my husband takes me back to court.
Thank you,
Patty Gentile
Bradenton, Fl

Sent from my iPhone



From: joy.neubert@gmail.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 8:24:46 AM

Sent from my iPhone



From: Patty Gentile
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 8:23:46 AM

I see that Senate Bill 668 is now on your desk.I am respectfully asking you to please Veto this
bill and not change Florida alimony laws. All of the voters in Florida do not want this passed. I
Am one of these women that at 62 years of age if my x husband takes me back to court
because he is soon to retire that I would not be able to get a job to support myself. I stayed at
home with my children and took care of the home when I was younger and do not feel that I
should be penalized for that. Please Veto senate bill 668. Thank you,
Patty Gentile
Bradenton, Florida

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Patty Gentile <pattypgentile@yahoo.com>
Date: March 2, 2016 at 9:46:01 PM EST
To: Rick.scott@ecg.myflorida.com
Subject: SB 668

Governor Scott, I respectfully ask you to not sign Senate Bill 668 into law. If it
does get to your desk I am asking you to Veto it please. I am one of the women
that this would hurt. I stayed home and supported my husband in his job and
raised our children and now at 62 would not be able to find a job or support
myself if my husband takes me back to court.
Thank you,
Patty Gentile
Bradenton, Fl

Sent from my iPhone



From: John Sager
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 8:11:43 AM

Governor,

Veto SB 668. This bill is a ridiculous attempt to deprive women of the support they deserve. It is
outrageous that 50/50 custody should be granted except in very special circumstances. Please do what is
best for children!!! I am a Florida voter who is trusting you to veto this bill.

John Sager



From: John Sager
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 8:07:09 AM

Governor Scott,

I plead with you to veto Senate Bill 668. I supported you in the last election and I hope that you will not fail
in this vital veto. I am a retired teacher and have seen first hand the damage that can be done by 50/50
custody. Please consider the value of mothers and the need for children to have stability. Children need
one home, and visitation with the other parent. This bill is a mistake and I am trusting you to veto it.

Barbara Sager



From: Gan Preamplume
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 7:52:23 AM

Governor Scott,

Please veto SB 668. I think that the bill is ill conceived and is harmful to women.

Gan Preamplume



From: Michelle Marra
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 6:25:29 AM

You must veto this anti woman and anti family bill!

Michelle Marra
860-690-6966



From: Vallie Osborne
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 12:25:53 AM

From: Vallie Osborne <vozborne@yahoo.com>

County: Okaloosa

Zip Code: 32547

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please veto this bill.  There's no economic analysis to show the impact this will have on FL
families.  Please don't let out of state interests influence this bill.



From: King Tiger Tooth
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 11:45:31 PM

Please veto this bill. It harms mothers and children!



From: sapient sojourn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 11:44:42 PM

This bill harms the well being of mothers and children!!



From: Jennifer McDonald
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 8:59:02 PM

From: Jennifer McDonald <jenniloryn@gmail.com>

County: Bay

Zip Code: 32405

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please Veto SB 668.



From: Kathleen Mayo
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:50:02 AM

Don't endorse this bad legislation that will hurt women and children.

Kathy Mayo
Ft. Myers

Sent from my iPhone



From: jlinds1005@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 7:46:04 PM

Sent from my iPhone



From: Pat Koplin
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 7:31:45 PM

All parents should be responsible for their children. Doesn't matter whether they live together or not.

Pat Koplin

Sent from my iPhone



From: Teresa
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 6:00:59 PM

Veto SB 668

Theresa Williams
1997 Sugar Mill
New Smyrna Fl 32168

-- 
Sent from Gmail Mobile



From: Robin Patrowicz
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 5:57:42 PM

From: Robin Patrowicz <ribin.patrowicz@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 32757

Phone Number: 9546442323

Message Body: This is bad for women and children and will be an increased drain on our system- forcing many
women to rely on government assistance when their ex husbands should be paying.



From: Natalie Andre
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 5:57:33 PM

Subject line says it all--please veto SB 668.

Natalie Andre
Delray Beach voter



From: dearnancykahn@gmail.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 5:53:37 PM

Please veto SB 668. This terrible bill has bipartisan opposition.

Thank you, Nancy Kahn, Naples FL



From: Lisa Mulhall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 4:10:49 PM

From a gravely concerned Florida attorney.
Lisa Mulhall

Sent from my iPhone



From: Patty Gentile
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 3:39:35 PM

I see that Senate Bill 668 is now on your desk.I am respectfully asking you to please Veto this
bill and not change Florida alimony laws. All of the voters in Florida do not want this passed. I
Am one of these women that at 62 years of age if my x husband takes me back to court
because he is soon to retire that I would not be able to get a job to support myself. I stayed at
home with my children and took care of the home when I was younger and do not feel that I
should be penalized for that. Please Veto senate bill 668. Thank you,
Patty Gentile
Bradenton, Florida

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Patty Gentile <pattypgentile@yahoo.com>
Date: March 2, 2016 at 9:46:01 PM EST
To: Rick.scott@ecg.myflorida.com
Subject: SB 668

Governor Scott, I respectfully ask you to not sign Senate Bill 668 into law. If it
does get to your desk I am asking you to Veto it please. I am one of the women
that this would hurt. I stayed home and supported my husband in his job and
raised our children and now at 62 would not be able to find a job or support
myself if my husband takes me back to court.
Thank you,
Patty Gentile
Bradenton, Fl

Sent from my iPhone



From: Diane Kessler
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 10:40:57 AM

Dear Governor Scott,
Please Veto SB 668. You vetoed a similar bill in the past because of your concerns that it would apply retroactively. 
This bill will also apply retroactively and will impact negatively on the lives of women and children.  This is not a
good piece of legislation and I ask again for you to veto SB 668.
Thank you,
Diane Kessler
2254 NW 62nd Dr
Boca Raton, FL 33496



From: Suzan Przystawski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 11:37:47 PM

Dear Governor Scott,
I am emailing, once again, as the days tick down for you to possibly Veto SB 668. I would again
respectfully request you veto it as being bad for the citizens of Florida, particularly women and
children.
Again, I strongly believe whenever you are dealing with children, the best interest of the child should
dictate. Premise or presumption it does not matter, we have smart and capable judges empowered
and entrusted in looking out for the welfare of our children and they know the importance of
children spending time with both parents and they also know the importance of the children’s
welfare. They are ultimately, and should continue to be so, responsible for looking out for the best
interest of the child and that does not always mean mom and dad will get equal time with their
children. The judge should get to sit back and access the parents previous interactions, time,
responsibilities, and care of the child AND how the child is taken care of by each parent, their
schooling, their age, their past, their siblings, their entire picture. This should be the starting point,
whatever the best interest of the child will be, not beginning with a premise/presumption 50/50
timesharing. It is not right the legislature should be allowed to remove this most important judicial
discretion. Florida does not want to set this precedent that our priority is more with mom and dad to
get 50-50 than the best interest of the child.
Again I suggest with the alimony reform that it needs to be done in a proper fashion. It has been
requested for years now that a neutral task force be set up to gather information, study and
implement reform where all parties are properly represented. Representatives simply said we have
been talking about this for years. I would respond that indeed we have and still no task force has
been appointed, just talk. Proponents and opponents both are bombarding your office with various
studies, etc. I would ask that a task force be appointed to take these studies and perform their own
studies to get a true picture of the situation and enact reform based on the studies and data
collected in our own state. As I see it, the group Florida Alimony Reform and their affiliates have a
very loud voice, are well-funded, organized and have paid lobbyist. The women opposing the reform
have no money, no lobbyist, and no loud voice. Most of the women I have met in Tallahassee
opposing this legislation are too busy working, raising their children, and many are still wrapped up
in the court system as their ex-husbands quit paying their agreed alimony or court ordered alimony.
They are too busy trying to support themselves and children to take on another fight.
The alimony reform being proposed is payor friendly and extremely one sided (97% of payors are
men). This reform clearly discriminates against women and if it goes through the older impoverished
group of divorced women will grow, already one of the largest impoverished groups in Florida. Does
Florida have more of a responsibility to support these women than their financially capable
husbands of long term marriages? The retroactive nature of this legislation will change prior
settlement agreements or court ordered alimony that spouses bargained for. An amendment was
submitted during the legislative session to make the legislation pertain to marriages after the
effective date of the legislation but the amendment was rejected. Legislators could have stopped the
retroactive nature of this bill, but refused to do so. This is retroactive legislation as was the 2013
reform you so thoughtfully vetoed.
Please veto this bill. It is a bad bill for children, women, and Florida. It is good bill for men (or



women) who want to get out of their current obligations for paying alimony, the same men that
have been pushing for this alimony reform. Reform should be done in a careful, studied manner by a
neutral group. Please veto this retroactive, discriminatory legislation and appoint a task force to
bring about proper reform. Please continue to look out for the women, children , and citizens of our
great state.
Thank you for protecting the great state of Florida,
Suzanne L. Przystawski
Leesburg, Florida



From: Annabel Elliott
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 8:33:29 AM

From: Annabel Elliott <bocababe@aol.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33991

Phone Number: 702-882-1824

Message Body: “VETO SB 668”



From: Christopher Cornish
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 3:32:03 PM

From: Christopher Cornish <treechi77@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33028

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

Please veto SB 668.

Thank you,
Christopher Cornish



From: Korina Cornish
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 3:27:24 PM

From: Korina Cornish <korinacornish@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33028

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I would just like to thank you again for your proposed meeting next week with the women's groups and ask that you
veto this disaster of a bill.

Sincerely,
Korina Cornish



From: Dorothy Kamm
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 10:33:31 AM

Governor Scott:

Once again I'm urging you to veto SB 668 and appoint a NEUTRAL TASK FORCE to study
the issues and economic impact before passing such a disastrous, one-sided law.

Sincerely,
Dorothy Kamm, registered Florida voter
St. Lucie County
772-465-4008



From: Patty Gentile
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 7:40:44 AM

I see that Senate Bill 668 is now on your desk.I am respectfully asking you to please Veto this
bill and not change Florida alimony laws. All of the voters in Florida do not want this passed. I
Am one of these women that at 62 years of age if my x husband takes me back to court
because he is soon to retire that I would not be able to get a job to support myself. I stayed at
home with my children and took care of the home when I was younger and do not feel that I
should be penalized for that. Please Veto senate bill 668. Thank you,
Patty Gentile
Bradenton, Florida

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Patty Gentile <pattypgentile@yahoo.com>
Date: March 2, 2016 at 9:46:01 PM EST
To: Rick.scott@ecg.myflorida.com
Subject: SB 668

Governor Scott, I respectfully ask you to not sign Senate Bill 668 into law. If it
does get to your desk I am asking you to Veto it please. I am one of the women
that this would hurt. I stayed home and supported my husband in his job and
raised our children and now at 62 would not be able to find a job or support
myself if my husband takes me back to court.
Thank you,
Patty Gentile
Bradenton, Fl

Sent from my iPhone



From: Patty Gentile
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 11:15:04 PM

I see that Senate Bill 668 is now on your desk.I am respectfully asking you to please Veto this
bill and not change Florida alimony laws. All of the voters in Florida do not want this passed. I
Am one of these women that at 62 years of age if my x husband takes me back to court
because he is soon to retire that I would not be able to get a job to support myself. I stayed at
home with my children and took care of the home when I was younger and do not feel that I
should be penalized for that. Please Veto senate bill 668. Thank you,
Patty Gentile
Bradenton, Florida

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Patty Gentile <pattypgentile@yahoo.com>
Date: March 2, 2016 at 9:46:01 PM EST
To: Rick.scott@ecg.myflorida.com
Subject: SB 668

Governor Scott, I respectfully ask you to not sign Senate Bill 668 into law. If it
does get to your desk I am asking you to Veto it please. I am one of the women
that this would hurt. I stayed home and supported my husband in his job and
raised our children and now at 62 would not be able to find a job or support
myself if my husband takes me back to court.
Thank you,
Patty Gentile
Bradenton, Fl

Sent from my iPhone



From: Christopher Cornish
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 3:46:34 PM

From: Christopher Cornish <treechi77@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33028

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

Please veto SB 668.

Thank you,
Christopher Cornish



From: Korina Cornish
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 3:29:32 PM

From: Korina Cornish <korinacornish@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33028

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I was so pleased to hear that you will be meeting representatives from women's groups and family court experts, like
retired Judge Evans, to pay heed to their arguments.

Please veto SB 668: it's retroactive (in the lingua franca); it's underhanded and contradictory (the 10% trigger will
make alimony awards null before their time); and it would quickly boost the number of children at risk in Florida.

Also if you would consider calling for a neutral task force on the family courts, which costs nothing (New York's is
a volunteer effort), and would put this whole issue to bed in a fair way for all parties.

Many thanks,
Korina Cornish
Broward County



From: Patty Gentile
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 9:28:31 AM

I see that Senate Bill 668 is now on your desk.I am respectfully asking you to please Veto this
bill and not change Florida alimony laws. All of the voters in Florida do not want this passed. I
Am one of these women that at 62 years of age if my x husband takes me back to court
because he is soon to retire that I would not be able to get a job to support myself. I stayed at
home with my children and took care of the home when I was younger and do not feel that I
should be penalized for that. Please Veto senate bill 668. Thank you,
Patty Gentile
Bradenton, Florida

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Patty Gentile <pattypgentile@yahoo.com>
Date: March 2, 2016 at 9:46:01 PM EST
To: Rick.scott@ecg.myflorida.com
Subject: SB 668

Governor Scott, I respectfully ask you to not sign Senate Bill 668 into law. If it
does get to your desk I am asking you to Veto it please. I am one of the women
that this would hurt. I stayed home and supported my husband in his job and
raised our children and now at 62 would not be able to find a job or support
myself if my husband takes me back to court.
Thank you,
Patty Gentile
Bradenton, Fl

Sent from my iPhone



From: Dorothy Kamm
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 8:44:44 AM

Governor Scott:

SB 668 WILL BE DISASTROUS: VETO!

Esteemed Judge Robert Evans, who has presided over more divorces than ANY other judge in
Florida’s history, URGES you to VETO the ill-conceived, harmful, and one-sided SB 668.

Judge Evans has GRAVE CONCERNS over the 50-50 time-sharing "premise," the arbitrary
guidelines, AND the modification triggers. He calls for a more balanced, reasonable approach
to alimony reform so HAVOC is not WREAKED on Florida’s most VULNERABLE citizens.
(Refer to: http://equityanddignity.blogspot.com/2016/04/judicial-expert-facts-about-
disastrous.html).

Sincerely,

Dorothy Kamm, registered Florida voter

St. Lucie County

772-465-4008



From: Patty Gentile
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 10:26:59 PM

I see that Senate Bill 668 is now on your desk.I am respectfully asking you to please Veto this
bill and not change Florida alimony laws. All of the voters in Florida do not want this passed. I
Am one of these women that at 62 years of age if my x husband takes me back to court
because he is soon to retire that I would not be able to get a job to support myself. I stayed at
home with my children and took care of the home when I was younger and do not feel that I
should be penalized for that. Please Veto senate bill 668. Thank you,
Patty Gentile
Bradenton, Florida

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Patty Gentile <pattypgentile@yahoo.com>
Date: March 2, 2016 at 9:46:01 PM EST
To: Rick.scott@ecg.myflorida.com
Subject: SB 668

Governor Scott, I respectfully ask you to not sign Senate Bill 668 into law. If it
does get to your desk I am asking you to Veto it please. I am one of the women
that this would hurt. I stayed home and supported my husband in his job and
raised our children and now at 62 would not be able to find a job or support
myself if my husband takes me back to court.
Thank you,
Patty Gentile
Bradenton, Fl

Sent from my iPhone



From: Mary Craumer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 8:03:27 AM

From: Mary Craumer <marycraumer@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33067

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,  As a voter and a woman with children who has stayed at home to nurture and
build a strong family, I am asking you to veto SB 668 which will damage Florida families, children, and women
who have also stayed at home to build families.  Please veto SB 668 and establish a neutral task to examine the
fiscal costs and social implications  of reforming child rearing in Florida.



From: Cheri Coyne Noble
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 6:51:17 PM

Please veto Bill SB 668

It will destroy current alimony recipients

Thank you

Cheri

Cheri E. Noble



From: Sue Hecht
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 6:16:49 PM

I ask you veto this bill..moves Florida backwards!

Sue Hecht
Palm Coast 32137

Sent from my iPhone



From: Christopher Cornish
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 12:49:07 PM

From: Christopher Cornish <treechi77@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33028

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to urge you to veto SB 668:

1. It is retroactive

2. Its guidelines for the length of alimony rewards are misleading and will be nullified by the 10% trigger much
sooner than the guidelines stipulate

3. It will deluge the social services system with even more children at risk

Many thanks,
Christopher Cornish



From: Korina Cornish
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 12:35:15 PM

From: Korina Cornish <korinacornish@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33028

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to urge you to veto SB 668:

1. It is retroactive

2. Its guidelines for the length of alimony rewards are misleading and will be nullified by the 10% trigger much
sooner than the guidelines stipulate

3. It will deluge the social services system with even more children at risk

Many thanks,
Korina Cornish



From: Patty Gentile
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 11:58:16 AM

I see that Senate Bill 668 is now on your desk.I am respectfully asking you to please Veto this
bill and not change Florida alimony laws. All of the voters in Florida do not want this passed. I
Am one of these women that at 62 years of age if my x husband takes me back to court
because he is soon to retire that I would not be able to get a job to support myself. I stayed at
home with my children and took care of the home when I was younger and do not feel that I
should be penalized for that. Please Veto senate bill 668. Thank you,
Patty Gentile
Bradenton, Florida

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Patty Gentile <pattypgentile@yahoo.com>
Date: March 2, 2016 at 9:46:01 PM EST
To: Rick.scott@ecg.myflorida.com
Subject: SB 668

Governor Scott, I respectfully ask you to not sign Senate Bill 668 into law. If it
does get to your desk I am asking you to Veto it please. I am one of the women
that this would hurt. I stayed home and supported my husband in his job and
raised our children and now at 62 would not be able to find a job or support
myself if my husband takes me back to court.
Thank you,
Patty Gentile
Bradenton, Fl

Sent from my iPhone



From: Christopher DeHart
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 11:29:53 AM

From: Christopher DeHart <cdcart@yahoo.com>

County: St. Johns

Zip Code: 32084

Phone Number: 3524741767

Message Body: SB 668 is not good for children. Children should have one home and the courts should be allowed to
determine what is best for children on a case by case basis and not have to defend giving them one home should they
choose to do so.
Any person who can not afford to challenge the 50/50 presumption will be forced into that time sharing whether it is
best for their kids or
Not. This bill is good only for parents who don't want to pay child support and will tell the courts they want 50/50
simply so they don't have to support their children. Leave the judg to continue to determine what is best with no
presumption.
ChrisDeHart



From: Patty Gentile
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 10:04:39 AM

I see that Senate Bill 668 is now on your desk.I am respectfully asking you to please Veto this
bill and not change Florida alimony laws. All of the voters in Florida do not want this passed. I
Am one of these women that at 62 years of age if my x husband takes me back to court
because he is soon to retire that I would not be able to get a job to support myself. I stayed at
home with my children and took care of the home when I was younger and do not feel that I
should be penalized for that. Please Veto senate bill 668. Thank you,
Patty Gentile
Bradenton, Florida

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Patty Gentile <pattypgentile@yahoo.com>
Date: March 2, 2016 at 9:46:01 PM EST
To: Rick.scott@ecg.myflorida.com
Subject: SB 668

Governor Scott, I respectfully ask you to not sign Senate Bill 668 into law. If it
does get to your desk I am asking you to Veto it please. I am one of the women
that this would hurt. I stayed home and supported my husband in his job and
raised our children and now at 62 would not be able to find a job or support
myself if my husband takes me back to court.
Thank you,
Patty Gentile
Bradenton, Fl

Sent from my iPhone



From: Dorothy Kamm
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:53:50 AM

Governor Scott:

When you were campaigning in Port St. Lucie at Tutto Fresco last year, you shook my hand
and announced to the Port St. Lucie Business Women that you like women. Now is your
opportunity to show that you meant what you said and VETO SB 668. 

Words mean nothing without action to back up what you said. Prove to the women of Florida
and their children that you care about their welfare and future. VETO SB 668. This bill is
anti-women, anti-children, and anti-family.

NONE of the Florida legislative sponsors ASKED WOMEN what reform would mean to
them. It is time to FINALLY END this EMBARRASSING PARADE of INCREASINGLY
WORSE bills and appoint a TASK FORCE. 

If WOMEN Were Allowed to Speak in FLORIDA, THIS Is What "Reform" Would Have
INCLUDED:

1. Custody in the best interests of the CHILD.
2. CAREER REHABILITATION for displaced homemaker.
3. Legislation allowing alimony recipients to SAVE.
4. Alimony based upon BOTH NEED and ABILITY TO PAY.
5. Consideration of BOTH spouses' RETIREMENT NEEDS.
6. Presumption to GRANT emergency relief orders.
7. Guidelines freeing courts to ENFORCE JUDGMENTS.
8. CLEAR EXEMPTIONS for special needs adults' caregivers.
9. CLEAR EXEMPTIONS for disabled alimony recipients.
10. CLEAR EXEMPTIONS for victims of domestic violence.
11. REWARD recipients for working, NOT PUNISHING MODIFICATIONS.
12. Supportive relationships explicitly defined.

Facts matter. VETO SB 668 and appoint a NEUTRAL BLUE RIBBON TASK FORCE to
study the issues.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Kamm, registered Florida voter

St. Lucie County

772-465-4008



From: Patricia Timmerman
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:40:45 AM

As a resident of the state of Florida, I implore that you, Mr. Scott, VETO this bill.

Please wait for a bill reform that is worthy of signing.

With much thanks,

Patricia Timmerman

Sent from my iPhone



From: Cheri Coyne Noble
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 6:50:55 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to ask you veto SB 668.

Passage of this bill would jeopardize current alimony recipients many of whom received alimony instead of other
assets during divorce proceedings.   I am one of those recipients and passage of this bill would allow my former
spouse- who makes $250,000 + per year - the ability to take me back to court to eliminate or reduce the $18,000 / yr
permanent alimony I was awarded instead of other assets ( i.e. His retirement)

During our marriage I raised our 4 children and supported his career instead of further my own career.    In 2012 he
abruptly left marriage to live in NC with his high school sweetheart who also left her family.   The combined
household income for them is $500,000+ /yr .

Thank you for your consideration 

Cheri E. Noble
Sent from my iPad Air



From: Charlotte Blitt
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 7:09:23 AM

From: Charlotte Blitt <ckblitt@gmail.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33919

Phone Number: 2394811753

Message Body: Please veto SB 668. It is harmful to families.

Thank you.



From: Christopher Cornish
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 1:05:17 PM

From: Christopher Cornish <treechi77@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33028

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to urge you to veto SB 668, the alimony reform bill. The supporters of this bill are playing semantics
when they say that it is not retroactive: it absolutely WILL apply to divorces already settled. It is retroactive in the
parlance of most normal people.

Please stop this injustice from happening.

Thanks,
Christopher Cornish



From: Korina Cornish
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 12:47:40 PM

From: Korina Cornish <korinacornish@gmail.com>

County: Broward

Zip Code: 33028

Phone Number:

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott,

Please veto SB 668.

Thanks,

Korina Cornish



From: Mf
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 12:35:11 PM

Governor,

I want to tell you the reality of 50/50 custody.   Children have a very difficult time with spitting their time between
two home environments. My son developed severe anxiety and complained often about switching homes so
frequently.   Even though I had raised him mostly by my self for the first 7 years the judge was interested in
pursuing the 50/50 model. The end result was that I reduced my time voluntarily to reduce my sons anxiety.  
However my ex spouse does not know how to cook and their fast food lifestyle has led to my once healthy son
becoming over weight with eczema and experiencing malnutrition.  It is not realistic to believe that every person
who is a parent is equally qualified to raise a child. Parenting is a difficult and very time consuming endeavor and
the consequences of leaving that task to any parent who is not adequately prepared costs all of society.   We can see
the difference between a child who was properly raised and one who received little direction. 

To standardize custody of children to a 50/50 plan is not realistically the right model for most children. A child
should not be treated like property to be divided in half.

Regards,
Maria Franco
Boynton Beach



From: Bill Brinton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 12:30:20 PM

I live in Jacksonville FL and I have a daughter and grandchildren who will be adversely by this poorly thought out
legislation.

I believe the calls for a task force study with a balanced committee is what the women and children of this state
deserve, and also responsible men who believe in fairness and respect for women and children.

Governor, please give this careful consideration. This legislation is not family friendly.

Bill Brinton
Florida Voter
Father; Grandfather

Sent from my iPhone



From: Patty Gentile
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 10:25:02 AM

I see that Senate Bill 668 is now on your desk.I am respectfully asking you to please Veto this
bill and not change Florida alimony laws. All of the voters in Florida do not want this passed. I
Am one of these women that at 62 years of age if my x husband takes me back to court
because he is soon to retire that I would not be able to get a job to support myself. I stayed at
home with my children and took care of the home when I was younger and do not feel that I
should be penalized for that. Please Veto senate bill 668. Thank you,
Patty Gentile
Bradenton, Florida

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Patty Gentile <pattypgentile@yahoo.com>
Date: March 2, 2016 at 9:46:01 PM EST
To: Rick.scott@ecg.myflorida.com
Subject: SB 668

Governor Scott, I respectfully ask you to not sign Senate Bill 668 into law. If it
does get to your desk I am asking you to Veto it please. I am one of the women
that this would hurt. I stayed home and supported my husband in his job and
raised our children and now at 62 would not be able to find a job or support
myself if my husband takes me back to court.
Thank you,
Patty Gentile
Bradenton, Fl

Sent from my iPhone



From: Karla Pease
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:56:48 AM

This bill is unfair! Veto it!
Registered voter in Seminole county.
Karla Pease

Sent from my iPhone



From: Dorothy Kamm
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:47:41 AM

Governor Scott:

I'm urging you to VETO SB 668. Say NO to this one-sided legislation and establish
a NEUTRAL TASK FORCE for true family law "reform!" Florida women and
children are counting on YOU!

Sincerely,
Dorothy Kamm, registered Florida voter
St. Lucie County
772-465-4008



From: Lynn Grant
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 6:07:35 AM

From: Lynn Grant <slsgrant@juno.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33912

Phone Number: 2396911560

Message Body: I strongly urge you to veto the poorly crafted, anti-family piece of legislation that is SB 668. If you
do nothing to stop this bill, Florida will become a haven for deadbeat parents and it will further the disintegration of
the family that your party claims to hold so dear.
Thank you in advance for taking action on this important matter.



From: Suzan Przystawski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 9:25:15 PM

This is retroactive like the bill you vetoed in 2013. The men’s groups pushing for the reform refuse to
drop the retroactive portion as they all have a personal stake in reducing or eliminating their own
obligations. Please protect the women in these relied upon agreements and please do not let the
legislature devalue marriage and the value of the woman who stayed home to raise the children and
promote her husband’s career. The argument continually being purported about more women being
in the work force does not change the fact that not all women or families made that choice, some
stayed home to raise a family and did not enter the work force. Thank you for valuing the family,
marriage and the woman who sacrificed for her family. Thank you for protecting our great state.
Suzanne Przystawski
Leesburg, Florida



From: Karen May
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 5:50:40 PM

Please veto this bill which is detrimental to children and families in Florida.

Morton and Karen May
1126 Camelot Circle, Naples, FL 34119
312-203-7460



From: Dorothy Kamm
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668, Family Law/Alimony Reform Bill
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 12:34:55 PM

Governor Scott:

None of the those in the legislature were thinking about MOTHERHOOD when they
envisioned the sweeping, pro-payor, and anti-women "reform" of family law embodied by SB
668.

I urge you to reflect upon whom SB 668 will hurt the most: FLORIDA MOMS. There is
BIPARTISAN OPPOSITION to SB 668. Numerous groups have urged you and continue to
urge you to VETO SB 668. Experts DENOUNCE the constitutionally SLOPPY work,
UNFOUNDED premises, and UNTRIED formulas in SB 668. 

CONSERVATIVE and LIBERAL groups BOTH DECRY the attack on women and
undermining of mothers.

VETO SB 668 because of whom it will hurt: MOTHERS, whose UNPAID WORK and
SACRIFICES make life possible. 97% of all alimony recipients are women. Florida's
dedicated moms deserve better than SB 668.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Kamm, registered Florida voter

St. Lucie County

772-465-4008



From: Suzan Przystawski
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 8:09:44 PM

Please Veto this retroactive bill that is bad for woman, children, and our state. It will affect countless
settled marital agreements and court ordered alimony. Additionally a 50-50 presumption/premise is
the wrong place to start in dealing with child time sharing issues. Best interest of the child should
always be the standard. Thank you for protecting the women and children of our state, and
recognizing the value of marriage and the family.
With Kind Regards,

Suzanne Przystawski, Esquire
Florida Bar Number 0976733
P.O. Box 493209
Leesburg, FL 34749
Office (352) 409-3575



From: Camille
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB. 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 4:21:48 PM

Please Veto SB 668 this Bill has Retroactive triggers ! I traded many things in my divorce years ago for life time
alimony ! I will end up in poverty on state assistance !
I voted for you! Please help me and Veto SB668
Thank you
Victim advocate
And Survivor
Family Values
Camille Fiveash

Sent from my iPhone



From: Sandra Hawken
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 9:48:22 PM

Governor Scott:

Please veto SB 668. You were raised by a single mother and know first hand the hardship facing
women trying to make ends meet. Women make less money than men even for the same job.
Children matter! Children are not chattel that can be divided up evenly by a judge. The well being
of a child should be one of the prime considerations in a divorce and not what is convenient for
the parents

Please support women and children by vetoing SB668.

Thank you,

Sandra Hawken



From: Hannah Joseph
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto SB668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 10:46:36 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

Thank you for vetoing SB 668.  It’s a bad bad bill. 



From: Dr Janet Hibel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto alimony bill SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 9:16:51 AM

From: Dr Janet Hibel <Janedoc@aol.com>

County: Palm Beach

Zip Code: 3410

Phone Number: 5613076262

Message Body: SB 668 unfair to hard working homemakers and mothers and interferes with deermination of best
interest of the children
Dr Janet Hibel
board certified psychologist 3785



From: Carol Charles
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Veto sb 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 8:45:09 AM

Please please veto this bill

Sent from my iPhone



From: égalité con Eyal
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Vote in Favor of SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:35:30 AM

Governor:

I am an editor of the pro-shared custody Facebook group in Puerto Rico, Crianza Compartida Puerto Rico.
(21,830 members). 1 million Puerto Ricans have migrated to your state with more on the way weekly. We have
influence in your elections - of which your party barely won.

If you do not vote in favor of SB 668, as the majority of the Florida congress did, I will urge my members to vote
against your party in the next election.

Shared parenting is normal for married parents - it must be for divorced ones, too. The science proves it. Do not
let radical feminists lie to you. It isn't about men wanting to pay less child support. Is it about maximizing children's
best interest - which means letting them benefit fully from both parents, not just mom.

We are watching.

Signed,

Eyal Rosenstock, editor, Crianza Compartida Puerto Rico.



From: Randel Henderson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Vote yes on SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 3:53:26 PM

From: Randel Henderson <rah135@ymail.com>

County: Volusia

Zip Code: 32130

Phone Number: 386-943-8992

Message Body: Governor Scott,

To help heal families who have been saddled with the unfair obligation of permanent alimony when the receiving
party is capable of working and/or who is educated and chooses not to work, you are respectfully urged to please
sign SB 668 into law.

Thank you in advance!



From: bluesatsunrise8@gmail.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: We need SB 668, please sign
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 3:55:58 PM

Please reform alimony by signing SB 668!

Thank you!
Jennifer Lindblad
8879 Falcon Pointe Loop
Fort Myers, FL 33913



From: Meredith Minga
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Women for Alimony Reform - SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 12:49:10 PM

Honorable Governor Scott,
Please put an end to permanent alimony and sign this bill into law. These divorce laws are archaic and unjust. My
husband and I will pay his ex-wife until he dies, for a 14 year marriage. Under current laws she has access to my
income too and this bill will change that going forward. Over a lifetime we will have paid her over $3 million in
combined support and never have the opportunity to retire. She is young (age 40, 34 at divorce) college educated,
bilingual, and has work experience. She has been able to acquire work since their divorce (earning 3x our area's
median income) but quit her job when we filed for modification. She doesn't want to lose her gravy train. She has
literally one the lottery at our expense simply because she got divorced in Florida. This isn't fair Governor Scott, and
you have the chance to fix it. Please don't let us, and countless others who are suffering down.

Sincerely,
Meredith Minga
Bay County, FL

Sent from my iPad



From: Meredith Minga
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Women for Alimony Reform! Pass SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 5:38:16 PM

Honorable Governor Scott,
As you're aware, the divorce laws in Florida are severely outdated in comparison to the rest of the country. Two groups of
people are benefiting from these unfair laws; alimony recipients and attorneys that are able to litigate for a lifetime. These are
the only two groups currently opposed to this bill and the changes it will bring. For the majority of us on the other side, having
to pay permanent alimony to ex-spouses and fees to lawyers, this bill will open the opportunity for fairness in the future. Not
right away, as this isn't retroactive, but the mere possibility to change things in the future is a beacon of hope for a lifetime
sentenced payer.

I'm a second wife and my income helps to pay my husband's ex-wife. She is 40 years old, has a degree in engineering, speaks
Spanish (a huge asset in the Florida workforce) but chooses to be financially dependent on us due to her permanent alimony.
They were married for 14 years and we will likely pay her for 30+ years, at a hefty $8000 per month. This just isn't fair
Governor Scott. And she is one of those fighting against this bill, saying it's "unfair to women." It's the "fox guarding the hen
house" scenario. Current laws allow her to modify her alimony to include my income. How is this fair to this woman and all
the other hardworking women.

These laws are bad for everyone. They create a disincentive to be productive, they destroy families over greed, and they turn
the payer (and their new spouse) into indentured servants, working to pay another capable adult until they die.

Please sign this bill and make the change Florida needs!

Sincerely,
Meredith Minga
Bay County, FL



From: Meredith Minga
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: Women for Alimony Reform! Please Pass SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 9:10:08 PM

Honorable Governor Scott,
Please take this opportunity to bring fairness and justice to Florida's archaic alimony laws and sign this reform bill.
Your lawmakers passed this bill with a majority because they have identified this much needed change for their
constituents. Permanent alimony is equivalent to indentured servitude, working for a lifetime to pay another capable
individual. My husband and I are permanent servants to his ex-wife; paying $8000 a month to a healthy, college
educated, work experienced, bilingual, 40 year old woman. She's perfectly capable of working and has even
obtained a job post-divorce earning 3 times our area's median income and quit when we attempted to modify her
alimony. She even taunts us when we urge her to contribute, mocking childishly, "permanent, permanent."

We are not alone in this nightmare. There are thousands of Floridians that won't be able to retire because of
permanent alimony. It's unfair and seems unconstitutional. We can't even be forced to pay for our own children as
adults, but can be sentenced to pay another adult we were once married to (or our spouse was, in my case). They
were married for 14 years, and we will pay for 30+.

Please help Governor Scott!  Sign SB-668 and bring Florida out of the divorce-law dark ages!

Sincerely,
Meredith Minga
Panama City, FL

Sent from my iPhone



From: R. Haller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: YES TO ALIMONY REFORM!!!
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 11:03:40 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am a registered voter in Pinellas County Florida and have been following the alimony and
child custody reform bill. In my opinion this reform is BADLY needed in Florida and I am
strongly in favor of the bill presented to you.

Contrary to what some may try to lead you to believe, this alimony reform bill is NOT
RETROACTIVE FOR ALIMONY OR CHILD SHARING. THE COURT WILL ALWAYS FORMULATE A
PARENTING PLAN FOR THE BEST INTEREST OF THE CHILD. THIS BILL DOESN'T CHANGE THAT
FACT! The premise of 50/50 is just the starting point with all evidence taken into account to
determine child’s best interest Good fathers are not treated fairly and equally in our courts
both from a financial and custody stand point.

Although not perfect, the current bill will go a long way toward bringing some sanity to the
current chaos of alimony awards and permanent alimony. It is not normal for one person to
receive a lifetime annuity from another person in a divorce with no regard to retirement,
health, age, lifestyle change at retirement. If a marriage had not ended, even the most
successful couples plan a reduced lifestyle after retirement. In addition, it is similar to welfare
dependency with all the negative effects to a persons’ self-esteem and abilities when you
don’t have to care for yourself. Permanent alimony is bad for all, but is especially unfair to the
one paying permanent alimony.

While I favor a presumption of equal custody, that has been removed from the modified
version of SB 668. The current bill only begins with the premise that a minor child should
spend APPROXIMATELY equal amounts of time with each parent. Using this only as a starting
premise, the court shall formulate a parenting plan taking into account the best interest of the
child. This still allows for complete discretion on the part of the court.

Again, PLEASE APPROVE THIS BADLY NEEDED ALIMONY AND CHILD CUSTODY REFORM BILL!!!

Sincerely,

Dr. Robert Haller



From: R. Haller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: YES TO ALIMONY REFORM!!!
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 11:36:21 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am a registered voter in Pinellas County Florida and have been following the alimony and
child custody reform bill. In my opinion this reform is BADLY needed in Florida and I am
strongly in favor of the bill presented to you.

Contrary to what some may try to lead you to believe, this alimony reform bill is NOT
RETROACTIVE FOR ALIMONY OR CHILD SHARING. THE COURT WILL ALWAYS FORMULATE A
PARENTING PLAN FOR THE BEST INTEREST OF THE CHILD. THIS BILL DOESN'T CHANGE THAT
FACT! The premise of 50/50 is just the starting point with all evidence taken into account to
determine child’s best interest Good fathers are not treated fairly and equally in our courts
both from a financial and custody stand point.

Although not perfect, the current bill will go a long way toward bringing some sanity to the
current chaos of alimony awards and permanent alimony. It is not normal for one person to
receive a lifetime annuity from another person in a divorce with no regard to retirement,
health, age, lifestyle change at retirement. If a marriage had not ended, even the most
successful couples plan a reduced lifestyle after retirement. In addition, it is similar to welfare
dependency with all the negative effects to a persons’ self-esteem and abilities when you
don’t have to care for yourself. Permanent alimony is bad for all, but is especially unfair to the
one paying permanent alimony.

While I favor a presumption of equal custody, that has been removed from the modified
version of SB 668. The current bill only begins with the premise that a minor child should
spend APPROXIMATELY equal amounts of time with each parent. Using this only as a starting
premise, the court shall formulate a parenting plan taking into account the best interest of the
child. This still allows for complete discretion on the part of the court.

Again, PLEASE APPROVE THIS BADLY NEEDED ALIMONY AND CHILD CUSTODY REFORM BILL!!!

Sincerely,

Dr. Robert Haller



From: R. Haller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: YES TO ALIMONY REFORM!!!
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 11:17:04 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am a registered voter in Pinellas County Florida and have been following the alimony and
child custody reform bill. In my opinion this reform is BADLY needed in Florida and I am
strongly in favor of the bill presented to you.

Contrary to what some may try to lead you to believe, this alimony reform bill is NOT
RETROACTIVE FOR ALIMONY OR CHILD SHARING. THE COURT WILL ALWAYS FORMULATE A
PARENTING PLAN FOR THE BEST INTEREST OF THE CHILD. THIS BILL DOESN'T CHANGE THAT
FACT! The premise of 50/50 is just the starting point with all evidence taken into account to
determine child’s best interest Good fathers are not treated fairly and equally in our courts
both from a financial and custody stand point.

Although not perfect, the current bill will go a long way toward bringing some sanity to the
current chaos of alimony awards and permanent alimony. It is not normal for one person to
receive a lifetime annuity from another person in a divorce with no regard to retirement,
health, age, lifestyle change at retirement. If a marriage had not ended, even the most
successful couples plan a reduced lifestyle after retirement. In addition, it is similar to welfare
dependency with all the negative effects to a persons’ self-esteem and abilities when you
don’t have to care for yourself. Permanent alimony is bad for all, but is especially unfair to the
one paying permanent alimony.

While I favor a presumption of equal custody, that has been removed from the modified
version of SB 668. The current bill only begins with the premise that a minor child should
spend APPROXIMATELY equal amounts of time with each parent. Using this only as a starting
premise, the court shall formulate a parenting plan taking into account the best interest of the
child. This still allows for complete discretion on the part of the court.

Again, PLEASE APPROVE THIS BADLY NEEDED ALIMONY AND CHILD CUSTODY REFORM BILL!!!

Sincerely,

Dr. Robert Haller



From: R. Haller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: YES TO ALIMONY REFORM!!!
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 11:04:31 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am a registered voter in Pinellas County Florida and have been following the alimony and
child custody reform bill. In my opinion this reform is BADLY needed in Florida and I am
strongly in favor of the bill presented to you.

Contrary to what some may try to lead you to believe, this alimony reform bill is NOT
RETROACTIVE FOR ALIMONY OR CHILD SHARING. THE COURT WILL ALWAYS FORMULATE A
PARENTING PLAN FOR THE BEST INTEREST OF THE CHILD. THIS BILL DOESN'T CHANGE THAT
FACT! The premise of 50/50 is just the starting point with all evidence taken into account to
determine child’s best interest Good fathers are not treated fairly and equally in our courts
both from a financial and custody stand point.

Although not perfect, the current bill will go a long way toward bringing some sanity to the
current chaos of alimony awards and permanent alimony. It is not normal for one person to
receive a lifetime annuity from another person in a divorce with no regard to retirement,
health, age, lifestyle change at retirement. If a marriage had not ended, even the most
successful couples plan a reduced lifestyle after retirement. In addition, it is similar to welfare
dependency with all the negative effects to a persons’ self-esteem and abilities when you
don’t have to care for yourself. Permanent alimony is bad for all, but is especially unfair to the
one paying permanent alimony.

While I favor a presumption of equal custody, that has been removed from the modified
version of SB 668. The current bill only begins with the premise that a minor child should
spend APPROXIMATELY equal amounts of time with each parent. Using this only as a starting
premise, the court shall formulate a parenting plan taking into account the best interest of the
child. This still allows for complete discretion on the part of the court.

Again, PLEASE APPROVE THIS BADLY NEEDED ALIMONY AND CHILD CUSTODY REFORM BILL!!!

Sincerely,

Dr. Robert Haller



From: R. Haller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: YES TO ALIMONY REFORM!!!
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 9:13:46 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am a registered voter in Pinellas County Florida and have been following the alimony and
child custody reform bill. In my opinion this reform is BADLY needed in Florida and I am
strongly in favor of the bill presented to you.

Contrary to what some may try to lead you to believe, this alimony reform bill is NOT
RETROACTIVE FOR ALIMONY OR CHILD SHARING. THE COURT WILL ALWAYS FORMULATE A
PARENTING PLAN FOR THE BEST INTEREST OF THE CHILD. THIS BILL DOESN'T CHANGE THAT
FACT! The premise of 50/50 is just the starting point with all evidence taken into account to
determine child’s best interest Good fathers are not treated fairly and equally in our courts
both from a financial and custody stand point.

Although not perfect, the current bill will go a long way toward bringing some sanity to the
current chaos of alimony awards and permanent alimony. It is not normal for one person to
receive a lifetime annuity from another person in a divorce with no regard to retirement,
health, age, lifestyle change at retirement. If a marriage had not ended, even the most
successful couples plan a reduced lifestyle after retirement. In addition, it is similar to welfare
dependency with all the negative effects to a persons’ self-esteem and abilities when you
don’t have to care for yourself. Permanent alimony is bad for all, but is especially unfair to the
one paying permanent alimony.

While I favor a presumption of equal custody, that has been removed from the modified
version of SB 668. The current bill only begins with the premise that a minor child should
spend APPROXIMATELY equal amounts of time with each parent. Using this only as a starting
premise, the court shall formulate a parenting plan taking into account the best interest of the
child. This still allows for complete discretion on the part of the court.

Again, PLEASE APPROVE THIS BADLY NEEDED ALIMONY AND CHILD CUSTODY REFORM BILL!!!

Sincerely,

Dr. Robert Haller



From: R. Haller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: YES TO ALIMONY REFORM!!!
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:09:00 AM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am a registered voter in Pinellas County Florida and have been following the alimony and
child custody reform bill. In my opinion this reform is BADLY needed in Florida and I am
strongly in favor of the bill presented to you.

Contrary to what some may try to lead you to believe, this alimony reform bill is NOT
RETROACTIVE FOR ALIMONY OR CHILD SHARING. THE COURT WILL ALWAYS FORMULATE A
PARENTING PLAN FOR THE BEST INTEREST OF THE CHILD. THIS BILL DOESN'T CHANGE THAT
FACT! The premise of 50/50 is just the starting point with all evidence taken into account to
determine child’s best interest Good fathers are not treated fairly and equally in our courts
both from a financial and custody stand point.

Although not perfect, the current bill will go a long way toward bringing some sanity to the
current chaos of alimony awards and permanent alimony. It is not normal for one person to
receive a lifetime annuity from another person in a divorce with no regard to retirement,
health, age, lifestyle change at retirement. If a marriage had not ended, even the most
successful couples plan a reduced lifestyle after retirement. In addition, it is similar to welfare
dependency with all the negative effects to a persons’ self-esteem and abilities when you
don’t have to care for yourself. Permanent alimony is bad for all, but is especially unfair to the
one paying permanent alimony.

While I favor a presumption of equal custody, that has been removed from the modified
version of SB 668. The current bill only begins with the premise that a minor child should
spend APPROXIMATELY equal amounts of time with each parent. Using this only as a starting
premise, the court shall formulate a parenting plan taking into account the best interest of the
child. This still allows for complete discretion on the part of the court.

Again, PLEASE APPROVE THIS BADLY NEEDED ALIMONY AND CHILD CUSTODY REFORM BILL!!!

Sincerely,

Dr. Robert Haller



From: R. Haller
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: YES TO ALIMONY REFORM!!!
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 3:22:09 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am a registered voter in Pinellas County Florida and have been following the alimony and
child custody reform bill. In my opinion this reform is BADLY needed in Florida and I am
strongly in favor of the bill presented to you.

Contrary to what some may try to lead you to believe, this alimony reform bill is NOT
RETROACTIVE FOR ALIMONY OR CHILD SHARING. THE COURT WILL ALWAYS FORMULATE A
PARENTING PLAN FOR THE BEST INTEREST OF THE CHILD. THIS BILL DOESN'T CHANGE THAT
FACT! The premise of 50/50 is just the starting point with all evidence taken into account to
determine child’s best interest Good fathers are not treated fairly and equally in our courts
both from a financial and custody stand point.

Although not perfect, the current bill will go a long way toward bringing some sanity to the
current chaos of alimony awards and permanent alimony. It is not normal for one person to
receive a lifetime annuity from another person in a divorce with no regard to retirement,
health, age, lifestyle change at retirement. If a marriage had not ended, even the most
successful couples plan a reduced lifestyle after retirement. In addition, it is similar to welfare
dependency with all the negative effects to a persons’ self-esteem and abilities when you
don’t have to care for yourself. Permanent alimony is bad for all, but is especially unfair to the
one paying permanent alimony.

While I favor a presumption of equal custody, that has been removed from the modified
version of SB 668. The current bill only begins with the premise that a minor child should
spend APPROXIMATELY equal amounts of time with each parent. Using this only as a starting
premise, the court shall formulate a parenting plan taking into account the best interest of the
child. This still allows for complete discretion on the part of the court.

Again, PLEASE APPROVE THIS BADLY NEEDED ALIMONY AND CHILD CUSTODY REFORM BILL!!!

Sincerely,

Dr. Robert Haller



From: info@balanceyourbody.net
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: [FWD: RE: [FWD: re.very serious concerns re. proposed alimony reform and 50/50 custody split legislation, Bills

SB 668 and HB455]]
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 12:03:06 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

I am writing to you again, as I did 3 years ago when this proposal
came about. Shortly after you received my letter and a flurry of
petition signatures, you decided to veto this bill, and wisely so.
The press asked me for an interview after they got an impression
that "something I wrote" to you encouraged you to vote the way
you did and asked me for an interview for the Sarasota paper. I
did the interview and the repercussions were terrifying, but
because I feel so strongly about this issue, I will continue to fight.
I was flooded with hate emails,mostly from younger men in this
state and even some that were threatening. The local police
guarded my home for a night or two to make sure I was safe. I
now see just a tiny microbe of how when you speak the truth, the
truth some don't like to hear because they don't understand or
care about the sacrifices for families that mothers make or have
made in their lives. They judge and form uneducated opinions
about those mothers who have made a choice JOINTLY with their
espouses to have done so. I did not respond to one single
email,blog or twitter hate grams that were hurled at me. I now
will speak plainly and clearly the reality of what happened, at
least in my case and many others that I know of.
I am a recipient of lifetime alimony that I was awarded in lieu of
my 51% ownership of a jointly owned corporation with my ex
spouse.The support I was awarded barely covers the basics of the
house maintainence,(same home our children grew up in). The
company was run by my ex while we agreed that I would be the
primary caretaker of our 4 children. I volunteered at their schools
for over 10 years, did fundraising for both schools and other local
organizations,was a Girl Scout leader and on staff at our church
for 8 years as they grew. I had no nannies, housekeepers,nor
help of any kind, way,shape or form in the raising of our children.
When I first moved to Florida,30 years ago, I gave up my 4th
year of pre med to run a home daycare and be able to stay at
home with 2 or our children at that time,which was jointly
decided. Because I had good credit,and he did not, everything
was in my name at that time and even the large corporation at
the end of our marriage, which I had taken away from me by
judges and attorneys without my approval.
I have always worked part time in some self employment
capacity. I now do work full time,even managing my epilepsy,
and do not stay at home sitting around "collecting alimony,living
off my ex", direct quotes from the general public. My children are
grown, and I have 2 grandchildren,who I do help out.I know
many grandmothers who are actually raising their
granchilden,some with spousal support and some not.What will
happen to the grandmothers raising their grandkids with the help
of spousal support should the courts decide to take it away in the
future? Would the children then have to relocate to a foster



home? This is a reality that is not a census bureau stat. I am
responding to some email slanders on the question that that
issue exists in Florida,and it DOES!!! I use to work in a womens
gym with 44,000 members and over 8 years, I consulted with at
least 50 new women each week who confided in me their stories.
About 50% of those women over 50-55 were raising or helping to
raise their grandchildren while getting spousal support.
What I DONT want, Governor Scott, is to end up back in court
and resurrect a horrible, contentious divorce from 12 plus years
ago, that lasted 3 years and is already causing me nightmares
just even thinking about the possibility of going through all of
that again, and all of the other 300,000 plus women that would
have to reopen their cases again and the mental anguish on the
children, now young adults in most cases. If that did happen,
would that be breaking prior contract law?
I realize that the bill took out the retroactive clause however as
you know, they added the 2nd one, HB 455 and in the last
paragraph, it is vague and does not read that "in no
circumstance,should any prior alimony cases be reopened" or
something to that affect. It uses words like "MAY" and
"sole"...MAY to me means it "MIGHT " be able to be opened at
some future date. This last paragraph is very concerning.
I don't know if this is the reason for sure, but since this
legislation has most recently come up again....my ex has not paid
me at all and doesn't return my texts. It has been 3 months now.
Thank GOD that I don't have to worry about a 50/50 split with
him or he would be a perfect example of guess who wouldn't ever
show up if he didn't have some financial responsibility with
visitation. Most judges are not in favor of this 50/50 split. "Back
pack kids"....Never really getting to stay in one home for than a
few nights in a row...
While my children are grown, I am very worried for my
grandchildren. These children will be our caretakers one
day....would we want them shuffling us back and forth in our
nursing homes when they are in charge of our care? That might
be a message they will get after living that way if court
appointed.
How many psychological studies have been done on the long
term effects of these "dislocated personalities"that may develop.
While I agree, that some families may have amicable agreements
and arrangements in these situations,it is NOT the majority.
Lastly,Lets consider the originators of this legislation,3 major
players, these senators all have serious,personal motives. I have
done my research. Kelli Stargel, who got in to the legislature via
her husband,Tom Lee, and Seve Crisafulli. All of these Senators
have connections with each other on other deals. Sen.Stargels
other proposals have caused great upheaval already and she is a
prior property manager, so I would not consider her an authority
on "divorced women" and the mental anguish that families go
through,not just during but post this process as well. Tom Lee,
well I believe I read that he has a new family and doesn't want to
continue to pay for the first family and Sen Crisafulli, a large
contractor in florida...enough said. Maybe if just ONE of them was
unbiased, and/or a mental health counselor I could take seriously
something from any of them...but not in this CASE!!!
This is what one particular candidate on the trail is fighting
against, back door deals and government not "For the people"



but "For themselves". This legislation, if approved, will be written
by biased, bitter,anti TRADTIONAL family value haters who will
burden the tax payers with overwhelming court costs and judges
labor to litigate new cases and reopen old ones.
I feel like I have jumped around in this letter on these issues,but
there is a lot to be said and time is of the essence now to really
understand all of the implications of these bills IF approved. Its
NOT TOO LATE!!
I implore you to VETO this legislation, that will force the tearing
down of already crumbling families even further, especially
women, mothers and grandmothers both!!
Sincerely,
God bess,
Valerie Dillingham
info@balanceyourbody.net



From: Eric Moore
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: [SPAM] Please sign SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 3:29:00 PM

From: Eric Moore <eric@baylessinsurance.com>

County: Highlands

Zip Code: 33875

Phone Number: 8633817175

Message Body: Governor Scott,
Please sign SB 668.
Thank you,
Eric Moore



From: Warren Perkins
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: [SPAM] SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 7:30:59 AM

Please sign bill SB 668. I wanted to be married for life. My Ex wanted a divorce. I now have lifelong
alimony. My ex is 5 years younger than me, smarter than me, very attractive, outgoing and has a
career….But chooses not to work. I my case, I feel like I am paying welfare and she has no drive to
better herself.
Warren Perkins



From: Tim Bailey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: "Please Sign SB 668 into Law Today"
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 6:47:07 AM

From: Tim Bailey <bailey.timothyj.tim7@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48617

Phone Number: 989-418-2138

Message Body: Honorable Rick Scott,

I am respectfully asking that you support Alimony Reform and sign
SB 668 into law.  It's long over due Governor.

Thank you,

Tim Bailey
Retired Florida Highway Patrol Trooper



From: Tim Bailey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: "Please Sign SB 668 into Law"
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 7:13:34 AM

From: Tim Bailey <bailey.timothyj.tim7@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48617

Phone Number: 989-418-2138

Message Body: Honorable Rick Scott,

I am respectfully asking that you support Alimony Reform and sign
SB 668 into law.

Thank you Governor,

Tim Bailey
Retired Florida Highway Patrol Trooper



From: Tim Bailey
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: "Please Sign SB 668 into Law"
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 6:58:04 AM

From: Tim Bailey <bailey.timothyj.tim7@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 48617

Phone Number: 989-418-2138

Message Body: Honorable Rick Scott,

I am respectfully asking that you support Alimony Reform and sign
SB 668 into law.

Thank you Governor,

Tim Bailey
Retired Florida Highway Patrol Trooper



From: Dixie Kuehn
To: Governor Rick Scott
Cc: dixiekuehn@cfl.rr.com
Subject: "VETO SB 668 FAMILY LAW/ALIMONY BILL"
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 10:27:45 AM

Dixie Kuehn
321-799-2986 office
321-799-2946 fax
321-403-0156 cell
DixieKuehn@cfl.rr.com



From: JLandon
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: alimony reform SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 4:34:20 PM

Governor Scott, 

Please veto SB 668, it punishes women for taking care of their families and letting their careers go.  A divorced
women who has taken less employment or has stayed home to care for children has not had the opportunity to build
up a next egg  or retirement income.  Without alimony, she will work well into her 70’s and possibly 80’s and still
need assistance from the state to survive.

When her ex husband retires, he can show a drop in income, although not in his net worth, and take the ex wife back
to court to change the alimony payment.

This is not right for the well being of women and children, and not equitable for former couples that had worked
together to grow one retirement income and then have the husband the only one to benefit.

Please veto SB 668.
Thank you,
Joan Landon
Seminole County, FL



From: Davis, Chad
To: McDougal, Kim
Subject: constituent letter
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 1:02:15 PM
Attachments: Constituent letter supporting SB 668 (Bloodworth, Michael).pdf

Good afternoon Kim,
First, I have you listed as the legislative liaison for the Governor’s Office, but the list we have is now
outdated. Are you still the person our office should contact for legislative issues? If not, who would
be that person now?
Second, I have a letter from a constituent who is concerned about our bill SB 668 that Governor
Scott has in his possession and has yet to sign. The constituent wants to urge Governor Scott to sign
the bill, and he drove to Tallahassee to hand-deliver the letter. He called our office afterwards
complaining that he felt he was dismissed and that his letter would not make it to the Governor. I
told him if he would like to email me the letter, I will forward it to our liaison. Attached is that letter
(note: he said the hand-delivered letter had pictures of his kids, but the emailed copy does not. The
letter makes references to those pictures). Could you please pass this along to whomever handles
constituent correspondence in the Governor’s Office?
Thanks,

Chad A. Davis, Esq.
Legislative Aide
Senator Kelli Stargel, District 15
(850) 487-5015 :: Tallahassee
(863) 668-3028 :: Lakeland
Davis.Chad@FLSenate.gov



Michael Bloodworth 

P.O. Box 4484  

Milton,  FL 

32572 

 

Governor Rick Scott 

400 South Monroe St. 

Tallahassee,  FL 

32399 

 

re; Bill No. 668      April 7,  2016 

 

Dear Governor Scott; 

I am writing this letter to you out of the deepest sense of urgency, I write to you as the father of three 
young children who I have always deeply loved, and who love their Papa.  It is imposssible to relate to 
you the full miscarriage of justice for both myself and my three boys over the last couple of years.  
Their mother and I were divorced in March of last year, I was a pro-se litigant and was summarily 
dismissed in all of my arguments, the self respresented never have any rights in Judge David Rimmer's 
court, I know this because I have done research into the matter and spoken with those who have 
experienced like treatment. After the divorce the children were being slapped and hit with objects, this 
wasn't the first time such assaults occurred, there were other action reported to DCF Child Protective 
Services, each time the incidents were verified, yet nothing was done, even the investigators were 
perplexed. The one after the divorce I filed a Domestic Violence Injunction on behalf of the children, 
they even testified that, indeed, the attacks occurred.  Her lawyer made sure the complaint was heard 
in front of Judge Rimmer, who then excused the action and returned the children to their mother with 
no adjustment whatever. 

I have always been very involved in my children's lives, participating in child care duties equally with 
their mother, even when it meant that I had to come home from a hard days work and wash and put 
them to bed. On a few occassions I had to work out of town, it amounted to less than 10% of the oldest 
child's life, he is now 11, but none of my arguments were heeded, and opposing counsel managed to 
protray me as being gone much of the time, which was patently false.  My boys and I have suffered 
mightily under the yoke of a capricious legal system which does not punish acts committed by mothers, 
but takes huge detours to strip father's of the right to have a say in raising their children. Twenty 
percent of the time with them is not meaningful involvement according to experienced family 
counselors, so we get all the liabilities of children, monetary and the fallout from an imbalance in the 
influence in the home, and concurrently we have all the benefits stripped from our lives. This should not 
continue, it is a violation of our most basic civil rights, more basic than freedom of speech, or property 



ownership. 

Governor, I appreciate the job you are doing, we've been through some rough times as a nation and a 
state, I had a thriving building business which went under from the economic crash. I've watched as 
things I have built have died, all I've ever wanted was a family, my wife and I just could not get along, it 
wasn't entirely either person's fault, as it usually isn't. We both bear responsibilty. There should be an 
end to favoritism as shown by the courts to either party in a divorce.  I don't entirely know why the 
Florida Bar Association has hired the lobbyist to oppose bill 668, they were involved in writing it, but I 
suspect some of the members could plainly see it would remove an aspect they could formerly bill for, 
thus reducing their profits, mainly from father's like me, who want more than anything their children in 
their lives.  

Women file for divorce an approximate 80% of the time and 80% of the time they get the children.  I 
can look at society today and see the impact of this policy. We elect people to go to Tallahassee and 
write these laws, I understand why you would not sign the bill last year which retroactively eliminated 
alimony, but this year the legislators have worked closely with you to make certain this bill would pass 
muster. Sir, with everything within me I am pleading with you, please give me a chance to redress the 
situation with my family, please! As you know this will not be automatic, I will have to get a lawyer and 
have a change in circumstance to file it, but at least I will have a chance, and those yet to go through this 
nightmare will not have the system so weighted against them that it is impossible. 

I am including pictures of my boys, they are all so bright and wonderful, I'm attempting to raise them to 
be good citizens and conservative in their outlook. They already have a small business by which they 
make a little money, recently they had their picture in the paper with their Grandpa, if you go to 
Apalachtimes.com and search  Bloodworth Birdhouses you will see them and their grandfather there.  

I guess I've said all I can say at this point, I just plead with you to please, please sign this bill, if you or one 
of your staff wish to contact me I will list my contact info below my signature. 

 

Again, thank you, 

 

 

Michael Bloodworth 

spike830@gmail.com 

(850)324-5106 



From: Joseph Patino
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: in support of SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 12:36:08 PM

Dear Governor Scott,
I implore you to sign SB 668 into law. You are my only hope of being able to retire one day.
Please do not take that from me. Please let divorce be final. As long as one partner is
responsible for another financially, it's never over. 

Remember the goal of alimony is to let a spouse have "INDEPENDENCE" not be kept "IN
DEPENDENCE".

Thanks,
Joe



From: Joseph Patino
To: Joseph Patino; Governor Rick Scott
Subject: in support of SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 1:34:29 PM

Governor Scott,
I implore you again to please allow sb668 become law. It's my only hope to be able to retire
one day. It's the right thing to do for all families involved. Please don't let me down again.
Praying that God show you that you must release us in bandage. 
Regards, 
Joe
Sent from Outlook Mobile

On Thu, Apr 7, 2016 at 6:05 PM -0700, "Joseph Patino" <joepatino@msn.com> wrote:

Dear Governor Scott,

Again I implore you to sign SB 668 into law. You are my only hope of being able to retire one
day. Please do not take that from me. Please let divorce be final. As long as one partner is
responsible for another financially, it's never over.

Remember the goal of alimony is to let a spouse have "INDEPENDENCE" not be kept "IN
DEPENDENCE".

Thanks,
Joe

From: Joseph Patino 
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 11:14 AM
To: Rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com
Subject: Re: in support of SB 668
Dear Governor Scott,
Again I implore you to sign SB 668 into law. Please allow me the right to retire at some point.
Thanks,
Joe

From: Joseph Patino 



Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2016 2:19 PM
To: Rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com
Subject: in support of SB 668
Dear Governor Scott,

Please allow SB 668 to become law. I beg that you do not veto this bill and leave all of us
suffering permanent alimony victims without ever having hope of retiring.
I'm 57 years old and I will not be able to retire and continue to pay for alimony. I am not rich
and have saved for my entire life, to have half of it taken from me in my divorce then after she
gets half of my 401K , I get to pay out of my half of my 401K for her. This is unjust and must be
stopped. You MUST stop this. God will judge you by your actions. As a republican I believe in
"INDEPENDENCE" not "IN DEPENDENCE". It's time for you to show you believe the same.
Please do not betray all of us suffering victims.

Do the Right thing NOW,
Joe



From: Joseph Patino
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: in support of SB 668
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 9:06:04 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

Again I implore you to sign SB 668 into law. You are my only hope of being able to retire one
day. Please do not take that from me. Please let divorce be final. As long as one partner is
responsible for another financially, it's never over.

Remember the goal of alimony is to let a spouse have "INDEPENDENCE" not be kept "IN
DEPENDENCE".

Thanks,
Joe

From: Joseph Patino 
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2016 11:14 AM
To: Rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com
Subject: Re: in support of SB 668
Dear Governor Scott,
Again I implore you to sign SB 668 into law. Please allow me the right to retire at some point.
Thanks,
Joe

From: Joseph Patino 
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2016 2:19 PM
To: Rick.scott@eog.myflorida.com
Subject: in support of SB 668
Dear Governor Scott,

Please allow SB 668 to become law. I beg that you do not veto this bill and leave all of us
suffering permanent alimony victims without ever having hope of retiring.
I'm 57 years old and I will not be able to retire and continue to pay for alimony. I am not rich
and have saved for my entire life, to have half of it taken from me in my divorce then after she
gets half of my 401K , I get to pay out of my half of my 401K for her. This is unjust and must be



stopped. You MUST stop this. God will judge you by your actions. As a republican I believe in
"INDEPENDENCE" not "IN DEPENDENCE". It's time for you to show you believe the same.
Please do not betray all of us suffering victims.

Do the Right thing NOW,
Joe



From: Joseph Patino
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: in support of SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 12:37:20 PM

Dear Governor Scott,

Please allow SB 668 to become law. I beg that you do not veto this bill and leave all of us
suffering permanent alimony victims without ever having hope of retiring.
I'm 57 years old and I will not be able to retire and continue to pay for alimony. I am not rich
and have saved for my entire life, to have half of it taken from me in my divorce then after she
gets half of my 401K , I get to pay out of my half of my 401K for her. This is unjust and must be
stopped. You MUST stop this. God will judge you by your actions. As a republican I believe in
"INDEPENDENCE" not "IN DEPENDENCE". It's time for you to show you believe the same.
Please do not betray all of us suffering victims.

Do the Right thing NOW,
Joe



From: Daniel Yates
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: in support of SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:20:44 AM

From: Daniel Yates <danny.yates@yahoo.com>

County: Lee

Zip Code: 33914

Phone Number: 2398516956

Message Body: Please support SB 668.  This is much needed reform.



From: Mariscal, Daniel
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: ny Bill SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:35:36 AM
Attachments: image001.png

Governor Rick Scott,
I respectfully ask for your support alimony reform and to sign SB 668 into law.
Thank you in advance for your support.

Daniel E. Mariscal, PE
Senior Structural Engineer, Bridge Group, Tampa, Florida
D +(813)-675-6661
daniel.mariscal@aecom.com

AECOM
7650 West Courtney
Campbell Causeway
Tampa, Florida 33607-1462, USA
T +1-(813)-286-1711
aecom.com

Built to deliver a better world

LinkedIn Twitter Facebook Instagram





From: james banton
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: parenting Bill SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 9:48:42 PM

Dear governor Rick Scott,

Please pass this bill to help set a new standard of fairness in the courts. Children deserve to keep both parents in
their life regardless of the situation that caused a demise in the parents relationship. The cookie cutter every other
weekend etc. is very unfair to the non custodial parent and is often taken advantage of as a tool to punish the other
parent. PLEASE pass this bill and set a new standard for equality. Help give children a chance to keep both
deserving parents on a fair basis without having the drama played out in court. Actually pass it because as a dad you
might want your own son or grandson to have a fair visitation right off the bat (custody is usually granted to the
mother regardless) which in itself is unfair. This will help at least.

Thanks
James Banton



From: lavignepac@aol.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: please VETO SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 7:18:43 AM

Gov. Scott,

Please VETO SB 668. Among the many aspects of this bill which are horrendous for women and children,
is the simple fact that it is retroactive. You vetoed a less harmful bill back in 2013 for this very reason.
You must VETO this bill, also, for that very same reason.

Please, Gov. Scott, VETO SB 668.

Respectfully yours,
Caroline LaVigne
Voter - Santa Rosa County



From: .
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: please VETO SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 7:58:47 AM

Dear Governor Scott:

I am a registered female Florida voter, and I trust your decisions enough to have voted for you twice now.
This is why I ask you to veto SB 668, and am confident that you will.

Thank you for your consideration.
G.Payne



From: oscar.campana@siemens.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: please sign Florida Alimony Reform SB 668.... thanks!
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 8:32:49 AM

This message and any attachments are solely for the use of intended recipients. The information contained herein may include
trade secrets, protected health or personal information, privileged or otherwise confidential information. Unauthorized review,
forwarding, printing, copying, distributing, or using such information is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you are not
an intended recipient, you are hereby notified that you received this email in error, and that any review, dissemination,
distribution or copying of this email and any attachment is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please
contact the sender and delete the message and any attachment from your system. Thank you for your cooperation



From: bill.basler@wellsfargoadvisors.com
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: please sign SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 12:17:15 PM

There is a rally in support of SB668 next week but since I have to pay alimony I will miss the rally. I am 73 years old
and must work because the current alimony laws mandate that I continue to pay alimony. I cannot afford to pay it
from my retirement assets without depleting those accounts. The new law SB668 would allow me to retire and stop
paying the alimony that I have paid since 1992.
Someone just has to give alimony payers this relief.

Bill Basler, CFP
Financial Consultant
Wells Fargo Advisors
12140 Carissa Commerce Court Suite 100 
Ft. Myers, FL 33966

239 479-7926, Fax 239 275-0084, 
Toll free 800-247- 2168

bill.basler@wfadvisors.com 
The information is not warranted as to completeness or accuracy, nor does it serve as an
official record of your account. Your official Trade Confirmation and/or Client Account
Statement are the official records of your account. Further, since the confidentiality of
Internet e-mail cannot be guaranteed, please do not include private or confidential
information (passwords, account numbers, social security, etc.), or instructions requiring your
authorization (orders, address changes, funds transfers, etc.) in your e-mail communications
to us. Wells Fargo Advisors LLC, Member SIPC.
Securities Financial Network, LLC, Member FINRA/SIPC.

To unsubscribe from marketing e-mails from:
       • An individual Wells Fargo Advisors financial advisor: Reply to one of his/her e-mails and type “Unsubscribe” in the subject line.
       • Wells Fargo and its affiliates: Unsubscribe at https://www.wellsfargoadvisors.com/wellsfargo-unsubscribe

Neither of these actions will affect delivery of important service messages regarding your accounts that we may need to send you or 
preferences you may have previously set for other e-mail services.

For additional information regarding our electronic communication policies, visit http://wellsfargoadvisors.com/disclosures/email-
disclosure.html.

Wells Fargo Advisors, LLC is a registered broker-dealer and separate nonbank affiliate of Wells Fargo & Company, Member 
FINRA/SIPC. 1 North Jefferson, St. Louis, MO 63103.

This email may be an advertisement or solicitation for products and services.



From: Troy Syprett
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: please sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:02:30 AM

Dear Gov. Scott
Please support SB 668.  I was divorced 2 1/2 years ago and have two children ages 11 and 13.  When my divorce
began my children were 6 and 8 respectively.  I spent the first year of my divorce process fighting for 50-50
custody.  I am a working father who owns his own businesses.  I am lucky that owning my own businesses gave me
the flexibility to have my kids half of the time.  My ex began her premise of custody at 80-20 in her favor.  She
started at this point based on the amount of child support I would pay, not the children’s best interest.  At our first
mediation 1 year into our divorce the mediator agreed with my position of 50-50 after he came and said my ex-
spouse was starting at 80-20% in her favor.  I started at 50-50%. He asked me to negotiate from 50-50 position to
something between 50-50 and 80-20. My response was I agree I need to revise my position to 80-20% with me
having 80%. I said this so that I could then negotiate to 50-50.  In the end the mediator agreed that 50-50 should be
the time sharing. 
Although it has been difficult for me since I work, I have maintained the 50-50 since the mediation which has been
almost 4 years.  Unlike myself my ex-spouse has yet to return to work and has not planned for when my alimony
payments end in 2 1/2 years.  At that time she will need to return to the work force and probably be an employee
who does not have control of her schedule.  When this happens, I believe it will be difficult for my ex-spouse to
maintain a 50-50% time sharing custody plan.  If SB-668 had been in place it would have saved my ex-spouse and
myself a years worth of litigation fees, which would have provided both my ex-spouse and myself more assets with
which to use in the raising of our children.  So Gov. Scott please sign SB-668.
Thanks
Troy Syprett



From: Rey Gonzalez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: please sign SB 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 8:40:18 AM

From: Rey Gonzalez <elreyscafe@yahoo.com>

County: Hillsborough

Zip Code: 33510

Phone Number: 8137270193

Message Body: Please think of our children and American Families!
Thank you,
Rey Gonzalez



From: ray johnson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: please sign sb 668 into law
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 1:28:41 AM

From: ray johnson <rayjoh715@hotmail.com>

County: Taylor

Zip Code: 32347

Phone Number: 850-843-2889

Message Body: DEAR GOV SCOTT PLEASE SIGN SB 668 INTO LAW  THANK YOU  RAY JOHNSON  850-
843-2889



From: C. Powers Dorsett, III
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: please sign sb 668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 1:13:32 PM

Governor Scott,

I am an attorney and member of the family law section. Please sign SB 668--it is the right
thing to do for families and children. Our current system is basically an outrageously unjust
welfare system, and badly needs reform. Only the attorneys could love what we have now.
Thank you.

Powers Dorsett



From: Jeanne Jain
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: request
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 11:25:45 AM

Dear Governor Rick Scott,

Please veto SB 668! Thank you!

Respectfully,
Jeanne Jain
Port Charlotte, FL
Those who have the privilege to know have the duty to act. ~~~ Albert Einstein



From: pris(norvac)
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: sb 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 8:33:23 PM

Children cannot voice their opinions, preferences and cannot afford lobbyists to work for them.
Instead they rely on the common sense of politicians, please don’t let them down.
Until you have been in the shoes of a child, not yet old enough to speak for themselves, torn
between two perfectly good parents in a fight that usually has more to do with hurt feelings and
showing the other parent who is the boss, over 80% of the time, leave children without fathers. For
some reason Judges and lawmakers believe that mothers make better parents that fathers, but I
don’t know why; there are many gpod men out there who need their children, as much as children
need their fathers.

You know that signing bill sb668 is the right thing to do, so why the stalling tacktic.
Carol Kube
Grandmother of 21



From: michael sutherland
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: sb 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 1:10:51 PM

From: michael sutherland <msutherland324@comcast net>

County: St. Lucie

Zip Code: 34953

Phone Number: 7722044470

Message Body: Please sign sb 668 into law.

Ask the Donald if he pays lifetime alimony.

He doesn't so why should we?

Maybe try a local coffee shop next time.

Could of used that moment to point out the benefits of a free society, instead of being heckled by someone with their
hand out and in our pockets.



From: Juan Sepulveda
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: sb 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:50:27 AM

From: Juan Sepulveda <sepulvedajuan60js@gmail.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33021

Phone Number:

Message Body: Please Governor Scott sign alimoney Bill 668 is the right thing to do for fl families. i would like to
be able to retire one day, i work hard to be able to take care of myself and pay the unfair permanet alimoney to some
one that worked all her life.
Thank you sir in advance i know you are a fair man and will do the right thing by signing sb 668.



From: Luis Perez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: sb 668
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:58:53 AM

From: Luis Perez <luisperez1956@yahoo.com>

County: Out of State

Zip Code: 33015

Phone Number: 3059568487

Message Body: Mr Governor Scott,please support Alimóny  Reforma and please significa SB 668 intolerancia la
Tanks



From: jeff shaffer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: sb 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 1:26:19 PM

From: jeff shaffer <jshafferp@gmail.com>

County: Escambia

Zip Code: 32514

Phone Number: 850-982-4633

Message Body: sign bill sb 668, Our society needs to do better.



From: Ludmy Reyes
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: sign SB 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 4:34:03 PM

Governor

Do the right thing, sign this bill into law and safe thousands of people from suffering
permanent alimony and unfair time sharing with the children

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android



From: Adam Thompson
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: sign SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 10:53:52 PM

sign SB 668



From: brosczyk .
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: sign SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 12:21:01 PM

I am writing this email to encourage Governor Rick Scott to sign SB 668 for alimony and
custody reform. Do not let special interest groups such as the Florida Bar stop needed reform
in the state of Florida.

Sincerely,
Benjamin R Rosczyk
Evanston, IL



From: Donald Figer
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: sign SB 668
Date: Friday, April 08, 2016 12:08:47 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Dear Governor Scott,
As a fellow Republican, I urge you to sign SB 668.
The presumptions of family courts in Florida are having a devastating effect on children in the state.
In the majority of cases, equal shared parenting is in the best interests of the children, but exactly
the opposite is the result in the current system. While detractors of the bill suggest that there should
never be presumptions about what is best for children, science begs to differ. Also, note that they
have no problem enforcing presumptions about the payment of child support or alimony.
Further, current alimony laws in Florida are deeply unfair and infantilize women who are treated like
helpless children. Everyone, especially the children, suffer by removing financial support for them in
order to support women who refuse to work.
Sincerely,
Don Figer
----------------------------------------------------
Don Figer, Professor
Director, Future Photon Initiative
Director, Center for Detectors
http://ridl.cfd.rit.edu/
http://ridl.cfd.rit.edu/figerastro
(585) 598-4731
RIT
Center for Detectors
Building 17, Room 3153
74 Lomb Memorial Drive
Rochester, NY 146235604





From: steve ferrara
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: sign SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 4:17:01 PM

From: steve ferrara <sferrara@stefanosgelato.com>

County: Pasco

Zip Code: 33556

Phone Number: 8137848925

Message Body: PLEASE SIGN SB 668



From: Martin Stelling
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: signing of SB 668
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 6:54:40 AM

I live in Broward County. I am 71 years old and still paying
alimony. There were no children. Both parties have college
degrees. All assets were divided with wife getting a bulk of the
assets plus my pension was assigned. I have been paying $400
per month until she re-marry. She never remarried. I cannot
fully retire because of this obligation. Now she is receiving my
pension and the $400. This is not right. I feel like I am her
slave.
Please help me and so many others by passing the Alimony
Bill



From: Gbcoe504
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: support SB 668!
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 8:25:32 AM

Dear Gov. Scott,

Now that this bill has been presented to you for your signature I ask that you heed the
will of the people of our state and sign this. As you know this reform effort has been
twice sent to your desk. We desperately need a framework of fairness and
predictability to the painful process of divorce.

Over 80,000 families go through this every year. This is a staggering number and
there is plenty of evidence that the current system is not working. The cumulative
numbers are even more astounding. The costs to Florida families in money and
emotional turmoil are mounting every day that this languishes.

Thank you for your support of this bill.

Respectfully,

Geoffrey Coe
Jacksonville



From: Gbcoe504
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: support SB 668!
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 9:32:30 AM

Dear Gov. Scott,

I find the actions of the Family Law section of the Florida Bar motivated purely by
greed. Their influence over your office will lay bare the power of big money in Florida
politics. It is unethical, irresponsible and devastating to families to prolong litigation
and deplete their finances by unnecessary litigation.

This bill provides a framework that the over 80,000 families that divorce each year
can start with to settle their alimony and child sharing issues.

Please support SB 668.

Respectfully,

Geoffrey Coe
Jacksonville



From: Mike Beall
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: support SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 4:51:44 PM

Gov. Rick Scott,
Please support and sign SB 668! Please stop lining the pockets of Lawyers and help the people of
Florida!

Mike Beall
MFP Seals
Branch Manager
Tampa FL
1-888-637-8672
mike.beall@mfpseals.com



From: Geoffrey Coe
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: support sb 668!
Date: Thursday, April 07, 2016 11:44:43 AM

Dear Gov. Scott,

This bill provides a level playing field throughout the state. How is it fair for one's legal situation to depend
on which judge or locality that you happen to be subject to? How will a payee ever be motivated and
empowered to develop the skills to eventually retire? Permanent alimony places one in a perpetual state
of welfare where the recipient clings to the hope of never ending support that the payor cannot provide.

Please sign this bill and move Florida into the modern era.

Thank you,

Geoffrey Coe
Sarasota



From: Gbcoe504
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: support sb 668!
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 10:20:57 AM

Dear Gov. Scott,

I'm writing to ask for your support for alimony reform in Florida by signing SB 668.
This bill will greatly reduce litigation, help to protect a family's assets and provide a
level playing field to father's desiring to be a part of their children's lives.

I've been through a divorce where my ex-wife restricted my access to my sons. My
choice was to try and make the best of it or use the courts to force access. My boys
were in their last years of high school so I chose to not have those years diminished
by the inevitable conflict of a court battle. Other fathers with younger children face a
much different calculus and I feel their pain.

The people of the state have expressed their desires through their elected
representatives, not once but twice. It's time for your office to recognizer this and sign
this bill.

Respectfully,
Geoffrey Coe
Jacksonville, Fl



From: Shelley Juern-Mckaughan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: veto SB 668 but please read my message too.
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:46:06 PM
Attachments: image.tiff

Dear Governor Scott,

Please read the attached image. I have read this entire bill, I do not receive or want alimony. I am currently 
Pro Se in a contentious divorce.
I strongly feel what causes divorce litigation to drag on is one party or both parties lack of emotional control 
and use of the court to harm the other.
I believe if you read “The Divorce from Hell” critically you will see this.

It appears in that divorce and my own, one parties violation of court orders,
especially discovery orders is the true cause of prolonged litigation.

If all parties disclose what they are required, the process really should be short.
Those seeking alimony reform have several items in their bill to increase the advantage of the greater 
funded party and they are hiding it under the guise
of equality and fathers rights.

The letter Mr. Frisher wrote and many of his statements, use facts out of context to bolster his argument. 
With closer inspection the true nature of the current reform leaders
is obvious.

PLEASE see the image for just one example of the vague deception being used to promote this bill. AND 
PLEASE do not encourage this type of behavior from grown supposedly educated adults!

Respectfully I ask that you VETO this BILL.

Sincerely,

Shelley Juern McKaughan, Pro Se,

4 years and ongoing in the 6th Judicial court, NOT ASKING 
FOR ALIMONY!







From: Shelley Juern-Mckaughan
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: veto SB 668 but please read my message too.
Date: Tuesday, April 05, 2016 9:46:11 PM
Attachments: image.tiff

Dear Governor Scott,

Please read the attached image. I have read this entire bill, I do not receive or want alimony. I am currently 
Pro Se in a contentious divorce.
I strongly feel what causes divorce litigation to drag on is one party or both parties lack of emotional control 
and use of the court to harm the other.
I believe if you read “The Divorce from Hell” critically you will see this.

It appears in that divorce and my own, one parties violation of court orders,
especially discovery orders is the true cause of prolonged litigation.

If all parties disclose what they are required, the process really should be short.
Those seeking alimony reform have several items in their bill to increase the advantage of the greater 
funded party and they are hiding it under the guise
of equality and fathers rights.

The letter Mr. Frisher wrote and many of his statements, use facts out of context to bolster his argument. 
With closer inspection the true nature of the current reform leaders
is obvious.

PLEASE see the image for just one example of the vague deception being used to promote this bill. AND 
PLEASE do not encourage this type of behavior from grown supposedly educated adults!

Respectfully I ask that you VETO this BILL.

Sincerely,

Shelley Juern McKaughan, Pro Se,

4 years and ongoing in the 6th Judicial court, NOT ASKING 
FOR ALIMONY!







From: Reynaldo Nunez
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: veto SB 668
Date: Wednesday, April 06, 2016 2:24:12 PM

From: Reynaldo Nunez <reynaldo@nuneztech.com>

County: Dade

Zip Code: 33182

Phone Number: 305-546-7632

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:  I am deeply concerned about the time-sharing provisions of SB668 and
believe that the potential new law will have a very negative impact in the family law arena, particularly on children. 
If passed, the bill will force a mandatory presumption of 50/50 timesharing (i.e., custody) of infants and children in
all family law cases.  Currently the standard in Florida (and most other states) is the "best interest of the child", and
Judge's do not have to award 50/50 custody if the evidence suggests that it is not in a child's best interest.  If this law
passes, this mandated 50/50 timesharing of even infants could only be challenged if a parent can afford expensive
litigation to protect his or her children.  For instance, if a father objects to a mother having a child for more than the
presumed 50/50 timesharing, the mother would have to hire a lawyer and litigate to attack the 50/50 presumption,
and vice versa. A 50/50 custody presumption will be very detrimental for very young babies who are breastfeeding
as it will force them to be away from their mothers for 7 out of 14 days.  It is a direct attack on a child's right to
breastfeed, and on a mother's right to provide breastmilk for their child. It will also negatively affect individulas in
relationships plagued with domestic violence and abuse, as their aggressors can threaten to take them to court to get
their children 50/50 should they decide to leave them.  Moreover, no studies were conducted and no research was
done by the Senate to determine that the 50/50 presumption benefits children. A number of groups including the
Florida League of Women Voters, the Family Law Section of the Florida Bar, UniteWomen.Org FL, the democratic
Hispanic Caucus, the FL Breastfeeding Coalition, and others oppose this harmful bill.  A number of former family
law Judges have also spoken out against it. This legislation has the potential to be very harmful to children,
particularly to children of parents from low socio-economic backgrounds.  I urge you to veto SB 668, and stand up
for children's rights in doing so!



From: denise
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: veto SB 668
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 8:32:00 AM

From: denise <djardindeeden@aol.com>

County: Brevard

Zip Code: 32952

Phone Number: 3215378990

Message Body: this would be an experiment that will end very badly

I know!!



From: Jan Kerr
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: veto SB 688
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 6:42:04 PM

Governor Scott,

SB 668 is Retroactive and punishes divorced women.

The proponents of SB 668 don't think it's fair that a woman who was out of the 
job market, for two or more decades, raising their children and helping to 
further their husband's career (at the expense of their own) should have any 
financial help in the decades after a divorce.

If a divorced, skill-deficient woman is lucky enough to get a job in her late 
forties and fifties (competing against younger more tech savvy applicants) she 
has a short period of time (compared to her ex) to accumulate a significant 
Social Security fund. Even with Social Security and alimony she will find it 
difficult to make ends meet in her seventies and eighties. Most likely, she will 
have to continue working until she drops in contrast to her ex who has had 4-5 
decades to earn a 6-figure salary and retire comfortably with a nice nest-egg 
and substantial Social Security. Without alimony, as proposed by the 
"retirement" clause of this bill, she will work until she drops and she will have 
to seek housing and food assistance from the state in order to survive. This bill 
is retroactive because alimony payers who retire can show a decrease in 
income (though not in assets) and take the recipient back to court. The judge 
will have no other options except to follow the guidelines in SB 668.

SB 668 also punishes women who are working and trying to put their lives back 
to something resembling what they had before their husbands left. In this bill 
there is a clause stating that if a working alimony recipient gets a 10% raise, 
their alimony can be modified i.e. lowered. So what incentive does the 
recipient have to build a career? None! She might as well tell her boss to keep 
his money and not bother to advance in any career because she will be back to 
square one in a heartbeat. This is another "retroactive" aspect of SB 668.

SB 668 is another attempt to keep divorced women below the poverty 
threshold. Studies have shown that, after a divorce, the standard of living for a 



women decreases while, for men, it increases. As a result of this bill, numerous 
women in Florida will become financial burdens of the state. In reality, they 
should be the responsibility of their husbands who depended on them to care 
for their children and support his career growth.

As a member of a political party that says it supports family values, Governor 
Scott, you should be ashamed of a legislature that would treat women in such a 
insulting manner. The only answer to their actions is to VETO SB 668 and 
request a comprehensive financial impact study on the effects such legislation 
will have on women and children.

Jan Kerr



From: Porpoise Evans
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: veto Senate Bill 668
Date: Saturday, April 09, 2016 12:27:29 AM

From: Porpoise Evans <porpoise.evans@alumni.brown.edu>

County: Miami-Dade

Zip Code: 33134

Phone Number: 3055869015

Message Body: Dear Governor Scott:  I am deeply concerned about the time-sharing provisions of SB668 and
believe that the potential new law will have a very negative impact in the family law arena, particularly on children. 
If passed, the bill will force a mandatory presumption of 50/50 timesharing (i.e., custody) of infants and children in
all family law cases.  Currently the standard in Florida (and most other states) is the "best interest of the child", and
Judge's do not have to award 50/50 custody if the evidence suggests that it is not in a child's best interest.  If this law
passes, this mandated 50/50 timesharing of even infants could only be challenged if a parent can afford expensive
litigation to protect his or her children.  For instance, if a father objects to a mother having a child for more than the
presumed 50/50 timesharing, the mother would have to hire a lawyer and litigate to attack the 50/50 presumption,
and vice versa. A 50/50 custody presumption will be very detrimental for very young babies who are breastfeeding
as it will force them to be away from their mothers for 7 out of 14 days.  It is a direct attack on a child's right to
breastfeed, and on a mother's right to provide breastmilk for their child. It will also negatively affect individulas in
relationships plagued with domestic violence and abuse, as their aggressors can threaten to take them to court to get
their children 50/50 should they decide to leave them.  Moreover, no studies were conducted and no research was
done by the Senate to determine that the 50/50 presumption benefits children. A number of groups including the
Florida League of Women Voters, the Family Law Section of the Florida Bar, UniteWomen.Org FL, the democratic
Hispanic Caucus, the FL Breastfeeding Coalition, and others oppose this harmful bill.  A number of former family
law Judges have also spoken out against it. This legislation has the potential to be very harmful to children,
particularly to children of parents from low socio-economic backgrounds.  I urge you to veto SB 668, and stand up
for children's rights in doing so!



From: Rebecca kelly
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: “VETO SB 668 FAMILY LAW/ALIMONY BILL
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 5:55:32 PM



From: Karen
To: Governor Rick Scott
Subject: “VETO SB 668”
Date: Sunday, April 10, 2016 8:12:32 PM

From: Karen <bpoufcas@aol.com>

County: Collier

Zip Code: 34112

Phone Number: 2393312993

Message Body: I am asking that you VETO SB 668.

Thank you.



From: Kue-Rowan, May
To: Burse, Demetrius
Cc: Sunburst
Subject: FW: Letter from General Magistrate Robert Jones, re; Request to Veto SB668
Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 2:10:00 PM
Attachments: Letter To Governor Scott re; Request to Veto SB 668.pdf

Good afternoon Demetrius,
 
Please see the attached letter from General Magistrate Robert Jones.
 
Thanks,
 
May Kue-Rowan
Office of Citizen Services
Executive Office of the Governor  
 

From: Jones, Robert [mailto:RJones@jud11.flcourts.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 1:34 PM
To: Governor Rick Scott <GovernorRick.Scott@eog.myflorida.com>
Cc: Jones, Robert <RJones@jud11.flcourts.org>
Subject: Letter from General Magistrate Robert Jones, re; Request to Veto SB668
 
 









From: Lomagistro, Collin
To: Maggitas, Tommy; Cunningham, Katie
Subject: FW: Please ask Rick Scott to Sign SB 668 into law
Date: Monday, April 11, 2016 12:02:35 PM

For your records
 

From: McDougal, Kim 
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2016 7:21 PM
To: Lomagistro, Collin <Collin.Lomagistro@eog.myflorida.com>
Subject: Fwd: Please ask Rick Scott to Sign SB 668 into law
 

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Marvin Mickow <mmickow@cedsrx.com>
Date: April 8, 2016 at 4:54:39 PM EDT
To: "'kim.mcdougal@eog.myflorida.com'" <kim.mcdougal@eog.myflorida.com>
Subject: Please ask Rick Scott to Sign SB 668 into law

Dear Ms. McDougal
 
I wanted to take just a minute of your time to ask for you to communicate to Governor
Scott the dire need to sign SB 668 into law.
 
The current Florida environment regarding people getting divorced is a frightening. I’m
would call myself the poster child for the issue. I’m 47 years old, a father to 3 young
sons (8,11,14), and my soon to be ex-wife divorced me after 17 years of marriage. I got
married at 27, and she filed for divorce when I was 46. My ex-wife was 44 years old at
time of the filing, and has a Master’s degree, with a school teachers license. She has
been inappropriate with our kids, so I have full custody of our sons. I wish it was
different, but I have to place my kids safety first.
 
My reason for reaching out to you is that under current Florida law, my ex is
demanding Permanent Lifetime Alimony at age 44. Unfortunately, with the law as is
written right now, there is a very high probability that the courts will award it to her.
My life expectancy is 85, so I will basically be on the hook for close to 41 years of
Alimony, to an ex that dumped me, and I wasn’t wanting to get divorced.
 
I’m at a loss how this type of Alimony can be awarded, but it is done routinely
throughout the state. It forces me into indentured servitude, and worse, allows an ex-
spouse to collect an Alimony check every month, forever. The Alimony payer is
demotivated to get a raise, for fear of modification by an ex, and the Alimony receiver



has zero incentive to remarry, or work, because they know they have the Alimony
check every month until one of the parties dies.  
 
I have no problem with people getting Alimony, it does serve a purpose, and SB 668
allows for years of Alimony for marriages over 2 years, and definitely over 20 years. In
my situation, my ex is looking at roughly 9 years of Alimony. However, current law is
simply wildly out of control in the state of Florida. These types of Alimony bills have
been passed repeatedly by the Legislature, the will of the people is overwhelmingly
clear.
 
As for the premise, I hold our judges in high respect, and as I read SB 668, the judges
will continue to have wide latitude in their decisions regarding children. The premise is
simply a starting point, nothing more.
 
Lastly, the Family Section of the Florida Bar has apparently misled their membership
about the bill, it is now public knowledge their tactics are to barrage the Governor with
personal email, not business law firm email, asking for a veto to mask their true
identity. Their meeting notes have been released, and it appears that they got caught
off guard by how popular Alimony reform truly was to the citizens, and are doing an all-
out assault on the Governor to try and stop this bill from passing.
 
While SB 668 is not perfect, it is a positive step in the right direction for all Floridians.
After this passes, hopefully, if there are unintended consequences, they can be
addressed at the next session. All bills have unintended consequences, but the current
consequences of current law are horrific for Florida’s families. SB 668 will go a long way
to helping everyone out.
 
Thank you for your time.
 
Regards,
Marvin Mickow
Lauderdale by the Sea, FL
 
 
 



From: Stop Corruption
To: Lopez-Cantera, Carlos; Collins, Frank; Piepenbrink, Brad; Rasmussen, Karl; Woodburn, Jeff; Oates, Ehren;

billjohnson@eflorida.com; Lomagistro, Collin; mike.carroll@myflfamilies.com;
michael.wickersheim@myflfamilies.com

Subject: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child health
studies - dir

Date: Tuesday, April 12, 2016 3:14:27 PM
Attachments: trafficking cover to Gov p.pdf

trafficking chart to Gov detail p.pdf
trafficking chart to Gov abr p.pdf

Importance: High

Hello,
Please respond.

1. Did you and  lawyer Governor Scott read the attachments including the diagram of child trafficking for lawyer
profits?  also posted at www.equalsharedparenting.com

2. Did you watch this evidence?
WATCH 2015 Child Health Study - equal shared parenting is best for children's health!
excerpt  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YWnECNvM3-A  (2 minutes)
full video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=36Hwn26KXoY  (10 minutes)

WATCH  Child Trafficking American Style - (first 10 minutes) - a professional video by DivorceCorp 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7B4EJcc8J8E&list=PLwSPy3vtsTi1D0rESwpbEYJJknq0HJJbt&index=41

Thank you.
________________________________________
From: Stop Corruption
Sent: Friday, April 8, 2016 9:34 AM
To: Rick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child
health studies

________________________________________
From: Stop Corruption
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2016 3:55 PM
To: Rick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: FW: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child
health studies

Hello,

Please respond.

1. Did the lawyer Governor Scott read the attachments including the diagram of child trafficking for lawyer profits?

2. Is this bill on the governor's desk?   Please update the status.  This Senate status doesn't show the bill leaving the
Senate.

https://www.flsenate.gov/Session/Bill/2016/668

Thank you.
_____________
From: Stop Corruption
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2016 9:22 AM



To: Rick.Scott@eog myflorida.com
Subject: Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child health
studies

Dear Gov. Scott,

Please sign SB 668 shared parenting

- MUST SEE attachments, video links - money system, child health studies

Thank you.



Dear Gov. Rick Scott, 

 

Please sign SB 668 shared parenting - for the best interest of children.   Watch the videos below! 

 

Please stop supporting the best interest of profit-making judges, lawyers, court workers and police. 

 

Watch the studies cited in videos below that prove Equal Shared Parenting IS THE BEST INTEREST OF CHILDREN. 

 

THE CHILD TRAFFICKING MONEY SYSTEM  over $100 Billion per year  (attached diagram)     

 

Connecticut Judiciary Committee Rep. Minnie Gonzalez testified in 2014 (excellent video - title and link below) 

"It's all about money, Not in the best interest of children" 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=I-KYfFaR4z0&index=28&list=PLzRyuV XOzdo8jGJruNt84AqKzWljefGO 

 

watch 2015 DivorceCorp professional videos 

video "Child Trafficking American Style" 

Best video "Law Report Shared Parenting" Swedish child health study – equal parenting is best 

youtube Channel and film “DivorceCorp” 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=7B4EJcc8J8E     www.youtube.com/watch?v=36Hwn26KXoY 

 

2
nd

 best child health video – 2 minutes – “Preserving Parent-Child Relationships - A Critical Analysis” 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pCHGErhTNvk 

“International Conference on Shared Parenting 2014, Bonn” 

video  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ytMFde6-R4 

Current laws violate international human rights treaties 

 

The First International Conference on Shared Parenting 2014 arrived at the following 

six major areas of consensus: 

1. There is a consensus that neither the discretionary best interests of the child standard nor sole custody or primary 

residence orders are serving the needs of children and families of divorce. There is a consensus that shared parenting is 

a viable post-divorce parenting arrangement that is optimal to child development and well-being, including for children 

of high conflict parents. The amount of shared parenting time necessary to achieve child well being and positive 

outcomes is a minimum of one-third time with each parent, with additional benefits accruing up to and including 

equal (50-50) parenting time, including both weekday (routine) and weekend (leisure) time. 

2. There is consensus that “shared parenting” be defined as encompassing both shared parental authority (decision-

making) and shared parental responsibility for the day-to-day upbringing and welfare of children, between fathers and 

mothers … 

3. There is a consensus that national family law should at least include the possibility to give shared parenting orders, 

even if one parent opposes it. There is a consensus that shared parenting is in line with constitutional rights in many 

countries and with international human rights, namely the right of children to be raised by both of their parents. 

4. There is a consensus that the following principles should guide the legal determination of parenting after divorce: (1) 

shared parenting as an optimal arrangement for the majority of children of divorce, and in their best interests. (2) 

parental autonomy and self-determination. (3) limitation of judicial discretion in regard to best interests of children. 

5. There is a consensus that the above apply to the majority of children and families, including high conflict families … 

http://researchingreform.net/2015/05/10/co-parenting-experts-conclude-that-family-courts-should-be-able-to-make-

shared-parenting-orders/ 



 

 

Social Science and Parenting Plans for Young Children: A Consensus Report 2014 – a meta-study 

with the endorsement of the 110 top researchers and practitioners listed in the Appendix. 

 

http://www.chess.su.se/polopoly fs/1.166729.1392279984!/menu/standard/file/Warshak-

Social%20Science%20and%20Parenting%20Plans%20for%20Young%20Children%20final%20ms%20distribution%20copy.pdf. 

excerpt from http://canadianepc.org/resources/warshak/ 

 
“Just as we encourage shared parenting in two-parent homes,” Warshak said, “the evidence shows that shared 

parenting should be the norm for children of all ages, including sharing the overnight care for very young children.” In 

his press release, Warshak notes: “To maximize children’s chances of having long lasting relationships and secure 

attachments to each parent, Warshak’s consensus report encourages both parents after their separation to maximize 

the time they spend with their children, including the sharing of overnight parenting time.” 

 

The top experts in this field are united in their concern that flawed science is leading to parenting plans and custody 

decisions that harm children and their parents. 

 

This consensus report was prepared by Richard A. Warshak, Ph.D., a Clinical Professor of Psychiatry at the 

University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center.  It was analyzed by an international group of 110 top 

experts in early child development, parent-child relationships, and divorce. These 110 

experts have endorsed the final conclusions and recommendations, and the report, which has 

been published in Psychology, Public Policy and Law, a journal of the American Psychological Association. 

 

The consensus report ends with recommendations. Of particular note are these excerpts: 

 1. we believe that the social science evidence on the development of healthy parent-child relationships, and the long-

term benefits of healthy parent-child relationships, supports the view that shared parenting should be the norm for 

parenting plans for children of all ages, including very young children.” 

3. In general the results of the studies reviewed in this document are favorable to parenting plans that more evenly 

balance young children’s time between two homes. ...Thus, to maximize children’s chances of having a good and secure 

relationship with each parent, we encourage both parents to maximize the time they spend with their children. 

Parents have no reason to worry if they share parenting time up to 50/50 when this is compatible with the logistics of 

each parent’s schedule.” 

4. Research on children’s overnights with fathers favors allowing children under four to be cared for at night by each 

parent rather than spending every night in the same home. Overnights help to reduce the tension associated with 

rushing to return the child, and thus potentially improve the quality and satisfaction of the contact both for the parent 

and child. …. An additional advantage of overnights is that in the morning the father can return the child to the daycare; 

this avoids exposing the child to tensions associated with the parents’ direct contact with each other. … decision 

makers should recognize that depriving young children of overnights with their fathers could compromise the quality of 

their developing relationship.”  

6. There is no evidence to support postponing the introduction of regular and frequent involvement, including 

overnights, of both parents with their babies and toddlers.” 

 

 

It is apparent from the interviews of Dr. Warshak that he collaborates with and flatters judges, lawyers and other 

feminists who oppose shared parenting.  Dr. Warshak, as a result of his gentle approach and his knowledge, has one of 

the most successful parental alienation reunification programs “Warshak Family Bridges” published in Psychology Today. 

 



February 21, 2014 “A broad consensus of accomplished researchers and practitioners agree that, in normal 

circumstances, the evidence supports shared residential arrangements for children under 4 years of age whose parents 

live apart from each other.”  

According to Donald C. Hubin, Ph.D., Chair, Executive Committee, National Parents Organization of Ohio, and Professor 

of Philosophy Emeritus, The Ohio State University, “Decades of social science research have shown a growing consensus 

that there are significant benefits for children when parents living apart share parental responsibilities equally. Multiple 

studies and meta-studies have confirmed this. Now, finally, we have a consensus report, signed on to by over a hundred 

researchers and practitioners, confirming this conclusion for young children--the very cases where opponents have 

frequently focused their attacks on equally shared parenting. Dr. Warshak and 110 other social scientists conclude 

unequivocally that "in normal circumstances, the evidence supports shared residential arrangements for children under 

4 years of age whose parents live apart from each other."  

White House consultant Dr. Warshak and his colleagues conclude that "policymakers and decision makers should 

recognize that depriving young children of overnights with their fathers could compromise the quality of developing 

father-child relationships."  

Those legislators and judges who truly aim to promote the best interest of children must pay attention to what the best 

research we have says promotes those interests: shared residential arrangements.” 

http://nationalparentsorganization.org/recent-articles/16-latest-news/21592-follow-the-research-to-shared-parenting 

Authors in the publication reference list and the endorsers list - Edward Kruk CAN, Linda Nielsen NC, S. Richard Sauber FL, Louise 

Bordeaux Silverstein NY, Kari Adamsons CT, Constance Ahrons CA, William Bernet TE, Gordon Finley FL, E. Mavis Hetherington VA, 

Ken Lewis PA, Pamela S. Ludoph MI, William Marsiglio FL, Paul Millar CAN, Abraham Sagi-Schwartz Israel, Seth Schwartz FL, Scott W. 

Johnson VA, Ross A. Thompson CA, Michael C. Gottlieb TX, David G Schramm MO, Sandra L. Warshak TX  

Presidents and directors, former and current, in the endorsers list - Anna Beth Benningfield TX, James H. Bray TX, Don Edgar AU, 

Neil S. Grossman NY, Ronald F. Levant OH, Colleen Logan TX, William S. Pollack MA, David E. Scharff MA, Jill Savege Scharff MA, Kate 

Scharff MA, Scott W. Johnson VA, Louise Bordeaux Silverstein NY 

 

Shared Physical Custody: Summary of 40 Studies on Outcomes for Children, by Linda Nielsen 
Nov 2014. Dept of Education, Wake Forest University, in the Journal of Divorce & Remarriage 

 

  Key findings 

 

1. Shared parenting children of all ages made better grades, were less depressed, and were more well-adjusted 

behaviorally than the children in the sole residence families. 

2. High, ongoing conflict in which the children are involved sometimes diminish the benefits of shared parenting. But this 

does not mean shared parenting will create negative impact, in fact, shared parenting is more likely to decrease 

the negative impact of conflict. 

list of key findings of many studies http://equalitycanada.com/cause/parental-alienation-and-fatherlessness-2/   

Linda Nielsen study link:  http://equalitycanada.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/11/nielsen-40-studies-2014-.pdf 

 

 

Overcoming Stereotypes in Parenting, Equal Parenting Reduces Conflict/Bad Impressions 2016 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3YdldNXZnQ “Parental Alienation  Jennifer Harman TEDxCSU”  Parental Alienation Project 







From: Lomagistro, Collin
Subject: Governor Scott"s Bill Action, Today, April 4, 2016
Date: Monday, April 04, 2016 11:44:47 AM

Governor Rick Scott received the following bill today:
 

CS/CS/SB 668 – Family Law
 
The Governor has until April 19, 2016 to act on this bill.
 
Thank you,
 
Collin Lomagistro
Legislative Analyst
Executive Office of Governor Rick Scott
(850) 717-9238

 
 



From: Maggitas, Tommy
To: "jamesdunn@live.com"
Subject: Meeting Request with Governor Scott
Date: Wednesday, April 13, 2016 4:48:17 PM

Good Afternoon Mr. Dunn,
 
It is my understanding you have requested a meeting with Governor Scott regarding SB 668 – Family
Law.  I have tried to contact you at the number listed in our records, but it appears it was recorded
incorrectly.  Hence, I am sending you this e-mail.
 
If you would like to provide your comments about the bill, please contact me and I will submit them
to the Governor.  I can be reached at the number listed below.
 
Thank you,
 

__________________________________________
Tommy Maggitas
Policy Chief, Public Safety Unit
Office of Policy and Budget
Executive Office of the Governor
(850) 717-9438
 
 

 




